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I. On an Ajiparatus for Gas-analysis.

By J. Y. Buchanan, Chemist on board H.M.S. ' Challenger '*.

[With a Plate.]

AVERY important subject of investigation in the chemistry

of the ocean is the nature and quantity of the atmospheric

gases dissolved in it. These are extracted by boiling in vacuo

in an apparatus recently described by Jacobsenf, and at the end
of the operation are obtained hermetically sealed in a glass tube,

in which they are capable of indefinite preservation. Although
it would be absurd to waste time in making necessarily imper-

fect analyses of valuable specimens at sea, which are capable of

being kept and analyzed with the greatest accuracy on shore, still

cases might occur during a three years' voyage where it would be

very desirable to make an approximate analysis of a specimen of

gas, not necessarily proceeding from sea-water, but, for instance,

from hot springs or volcanoes on shore.

The first desideratum for such an apparatus for use on ship-

board appeared to be freedom from a mercurial trough. All

existing apparatus, besides having this source of inconvenience,

were far too large and cumbrous to beat all suited to the modest
allowance of laboratory space available on board ship. What
'seemed to give most promise of success was in some way or

other to adapt the original Ure's eudiometer to the purpose.

The form of apparatus finally adopted is that represented in

Plate I. fig. 1. It was constructed, according to my drawings

* Communicated by the Author.

t Ann. der Chem. und Pharm. vol. clxvii. p. 1.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 309. Jan. 1874. B
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and instructions, by Dr. Geissler, of Bonn ; and it is needless to

add that as a piece of glass workmanship it is a chef-d'oeuvre.

Before describing it, it may be as well to state the objects

sought to be attained, when the motives in the design of the

various parts will be more apparent, and the measure in which

they fulfil their end more correctly appreciated.

first of all, the size of the instrument must be reduced to a

minimum ; nor must its shape be so eccentric as to interfere with

its being packed into a reasonable space of symmetrical form.

Again, when packed it must be safe against rolling, and be easily

unpacked and mounted, and as easily dismounted and packed

away again, I wished further to be able to use eudiometrical as

well as absorptiometrical methods, using in the latter liquid re-

agents. The necessity for a special gas-analysis room had to

be dispensed with ; and, as before mentioned, the use of a mer-

curial trough was to be avoided. The advantages secured by

the peculiar way of packing, so that the case in which it is

packed when out of use forms its support, and a working tray

for saving spilled mercury when in use, were not contemplated

from the beginning, but suggested themselves only after the

glass work was finished, as until then the form and size of the

case could not be determined on. It was made for me by Messrs.

Kemp and Co., of Edinburgh ; and the workmanship is in every

way satisfactory.

The apparatus consists essentially of two U-tubes. The one,

which according to precedent we may call the " laboratory tube,"

is wholly of glass ; the other (the eudiometer) has the legs of

glass united by an india-rubber tube of suitable length. These

are affixed to mahogany boards A and B, which fit into the

wings of the box C, where they are secured each by two bolts

{z, z) passing into the sides of the box. D is a strong mahogany
box for holding mercury.

The glass U-tube, which for convenience we shall call A, as

well as the board to which it is attached, is 0*42 metre high
;

the shorter leg is 0-18 metre from the bend to where the capil-

lary tube is joined on, and its diameter is 0'02 metre. The
diameter of the capillary tubes is O'OOS metre. In the U-tube

B the eudiometer [q) is O'l? metre from capillary to india-rub-

ber; the movable leg [p) is 0-34 metre long ; and the diameter of

both is the same as in A. The length of the box C is 0'45

metre, and the width and depth of each wing 0'195 metre and

0-105 metre respectively. The mercury-box D measures 0-12

metre by O'lO metre by 0-08 metre, and when in use fits into

the place where it is represented in the figure. A\ hen dis-

mounted it is not packed in the case with the rest of the in-

strument.
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When in use the parts A and B are screwed to the back of one

wing of the box, A with one and B with two screws [x, x, x)

.

The back of the box carries four nuts, so that A may be fixed to

it close up to the end of the box and with the stopcock y pro-

jecting over the side, leaving a space between A and B, the ob-

ject of which will be explained further on.

The different parts of the apparatus will be best explained by

describing the manipulations occurring during the analysis of a

gas as well as those necessary for introducing the gas into the

apparatus. But first we must describe the capillary part of the

apparatus between the eudiometer g and the laboratory tube m.

The part belonging to A is shown separately in two sections,

figs. 3 and 3. The stopcock a has two tubes—the one afford-

ing direct communication upwards between the two portions of

the capillary tube shown in fig. 3, the other communicating
through the prolongation of the stopcock with the air, shown
in fig. 2. b, c, and d are ordinary stopcocks pierced to the same

bore as the tubes they connect. The capillaries of A and B are

connected by a piece of india-rubber vacuum tubing. This tube

is 0"003 metre diameter in the bore ; and the thickness of its

walls is likewise 3 millimetres. The stopcock d communicates
with the air through the cup e. When the instrument has

been set up as in fig. 1, it is filled with mercury by pouring in

at the open legs of A and B, all the stopcocks being open, so

that finally the mercury rises a little way up in the cup e. The
apparatus being full of mercury, the gas to be analyzed is intro-

duced into it either through the opening, 7, of the stopcock a, or,

if it is contained in a sealed tube, by interposing it at / between

the two parts A and B, A being for that purpose shifted to the

further end of the box, and the two ends of the tube in which
the gas is collected connected by vacuum-tubing, filled with

mercury, with the ends of the capillaries of A and B. The pres-

sure in one side of the apparatus is now reduced, either by
running mercury from A by means of the stopcock y, or by
lowering the movable leg p of B. When the points of the tube

are broken the gas rushes into the parts of the apparatus where
the pressure is least, its place being supplied by mercury from
the other side. The stopcocks are then closed, the tube full of

mercury removed, the parts A and B reunited by/, and the ana-

lysis proceeded with. When the gas is to be admitted through
a, an india-rubber tube .is connected at 7 and filled with mercury
by opening a, as in fig. 2, and running mercury through it.

The point of the collecting-tube, having previously been touched
with the file, is pushed into the india-rubber tube ; the other end
having also received a stroke of the file, is immersed in a cylin-

der full of mercury and the lower point broken off against the

B2
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bottom. The mercury immediately rises in the tube ; and by
supplying its place in the cylinder and reducing the pressure in

A or B, as the case may be, the whole or part of the gas may
be transferred to the instrument. Of course in all these cases

the india-rubber tubes must be moistened inside with solution

of corrosive sublimate.

The gas, having been introduced in one way or the other, is

brought all into the eudiometer q, mercm-y being allowed to run
over from A into q until the whole capillary part, down to where
it joins the eudiometer at g, is full of mercury. 9 is a short

eudiometer with a scale of only six divisions, like the measuring-
tube in Frankland's apparatus*. It is immersed in the cylinder

r, which is filled with water. The leg;5 is divided into millime-

tres, and is lowered or raised until the meniscus of the mercury
stands exactly at one of the lines. The difference in height of the

two columns is then measured by means of the millimetre-scale

on p, and the temperature of the water in r ascertained. These,

with the height of the barometer, give the volume of the gas.

On the tube r marks are made (not shown in the drawing) cor-

responding to and on the same level with those on q. When
the difference of level of the mercury in the two tubes is to be
measured,;^ is applied to r and the level of the mercury in q read

off, the marks on r giving the direction for the eye ; that in p is

then read off in the ordinary way, the difference giving the co-

lumn of mercury to be added to or subtracted from the baro-

meter-reading.

Let us suppose that we have a sample of air extracted from
water. It consists of oxygen, nitrogen, and carbonic acid, the

last of which is determined first by absorption with caustic pot-

ash. For this purpose mercury is run out of n by means of y,

p is raised, and the stopcocks c, b, and a opened. The air is

thus drawn over out of q into m, mercury being allowed to fill

the capillary, when the cocks are again shut. The cup e is now
filled with strong solution of caustic potash, and, the level in n

being still kept low, the stopcock a is opened full, and then d very

carefully, caustic potash being allowed to run down through a

into m, where it meets the gas in the most advantageous way for

quick absorption. When enough caustic potash has been allowed

to enter, d\% closed, som.e mercury poured into e, </ again opened
and the solution in the capillary replaced by mercury. ^ATien

the absorption is finished, the level of the mercury in n is again

raised and the stopcocks b and c opened. The stopcock a is now
very carefully opened, the flow of the gas being further regu-

* The tube q in the figure is shown divided as stated in the text. I

have foiuid, however, that it is much more convenient to have it divided

into millimetres ; and the labour of calibration is no greater.
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lated by raising or depressing p, and the gas allowed to pass

over into q until the potash solution just touches the lo\A^er sur-

face of the stopcock a, which, being open, has the position shown

in fig. 3. The position of a is now shifted to that shown in

tig. 2, when the potash solution is eliminated. The position of

a is now brought back to that represented in fig. 3, and the gas

remaining in the capillary swept out by mercury and the volume

measured as above described.

If the oxygen is to be determined by absorption, the manipu-

lations are exactly the same as in the case of carbonic acid, alka-

line pyrogallic acid being used instead of caustic potash. It it is

to be determined eudiometrically, then, after the carbonic acid

has been absorbed, the gas remains in the eudiometer, the stop-

cocks c and b being shut. The stopcock dis now opened and a

turned the reverse w^ay to what it is in tig. 2—that is, with the

side communication ^y communicating with the capillary above

a. The capillary is then emptied of mercury and the hydrogen-

evolving apparatus connected with y by means of an india-rubber

tube, and the hydrogen allowed to stream through a, d, e until

all air is swept out; the stopcock (/is then closed and a brought

back to its position in tig. 2, when the gas enters m. When
enough hydrogen has passed in, a is brought to its position in

fig. 3 and the hydrogen-apparatus dispensed with. Mercury is

then poured into e, and d opened and the hydrogen in the capil-

lary driven into m. The hydrogen is now passed over into the

eudiometer and exploded, the measurements being made as de-

scribed.

When the analysis is finished the mercury is emptied out of

the tubes, the parts A and B bolted each into its own side of the

box, the screws x, x, x being lodged in the nuts w, iv, w let into

the board A. The box when closed measures 0'48 metre by
0*22 metre by 0*22 metre, outside, and is easily portable.

Of course the apparatus is not meant exclusively for work on
board ship, where indeed attempts at gas-analysis should be

avoided, as at the very best the results must be very uncertain

;

but it makes a compact laboratory apparatus and is economical

in mercury.

For the preparation of the electrolytic gases, either separate or

mixed, in a way convenient for gas-analysis, I have had the ap-

paratus represented in fig. 4 constructed. It is of the well-known
lecture-apparatus form, and consists of two tubes, A and B,

united at their lower extremities by the short tube C, which
connects them at the same time by means of the tube D with

the reservoir E. At their upper extremities A and B terminate

in capillary tubes furnished with stopcocks, F, F. Communica-
tion with the reservoir can be made or interrupted by the stop-
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cock G. One of the tubes, A, is furnished with two platinum

electrodes ; the other, B, has but one. But delivery-tubes (not

shown in the drawing) of the usual form lit upon the tubes above

the stopcocks F, F. "When about to be used, all the stopcocks

are opened and diluted sulphuric acid poured in through the re-

servoir until it has eliminated all air and is running out itself

at the delivery-tubes. The stopcock G is now shut and the bat-

tery connected, as circumstances may require, either with the

two electrodes in A, or with one in A and one in B. Gas is

allowed to escape freely until all dissolved air is eliminated.

The stopcocks F F are then closed, G opened, and the liquid

in A and B allowed to sink until it just covers the electrodes.

G is then closed, and F F opened, when the gases may be intro-

duced into the eudiometer in the ordinary way, or into the above-

described apparatus iu the way there indicated. Connexion be-

tween the gas-generator, the tubes A and B, and the reservoir

E being shut oflF by the stopcock G, there is never any difficulty

in forcmg the gas through the mercury into the eudiometer.

The whole apparatus is attached to a mahogany board, H,
which fits into the box K, shown cut through the middle in the

drawing, either as represented, when in use, or, when not in use,

as a lid, with the apparatus attached to its inner side. The box

thus fulfils the double purpose of a convenient stand and a safe

packing-case. The only alteration which I should be inclined

to make, would be to have the lid to which the apparatus is

attached made of vulcanite, to avoid the risk of the wood's warp-

ing in damp weather.

II. On the Disintegration of the Electrodes in the Galvanic Arc

of Light. By Hermann Herwig*.

THE quantities of substance which are thrown oif in fine

powder from the electrodes of the voltaic arc have hitherto

been determined only very uncertainly. To the statements here-

upon, made chiefly by Van Breda f and Matteucci+, a reduction

to an otherwise well-known action of the current, perhaps to a

simultaneous voltametric action of it, is wanting ; and, besides,

the experiments were made under circumstances which quantita-

tively can present only an indistinct picture of the disintegration,

as will be seen from the following. Only a series of experiments

by Grove § on the present subject appears to wear a more precise

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,

from Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. cxlix. pp. 521-533.

t Pogg. Ann. vol. Ixx. p. 326.

t Compies Rendns, vol. xxx. p. 201 ; Ann. de Chim. et de Phys. S. 3.

vol. xxxii. p. 350.

§ Phil. Mag. S. 3. vol. xvi. p. 478.
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character ; and it is just this series which has led to extraordi-

narily surprising results. Grove placed in the arc of light a

positive electrode of zinc over against a negative one of platinum,

and in his experiments took into consideration only the disinte-

gration which took place at the former. Now this zinc electrode

was of such dimensions, and the intensity of the current so regu-

lated, that the air should not occasion combustion of the massive

electrode, but only of the fiue particles thrown off from it. The

air present was an isolated quantity ; and thus the amount of

zinc thrown off could be calculated from the oxygen consumed,

provided that all the disintegrated zinc, and this only, was oxi-

dized. Grove believed that now every thing had been approxi-

mately fitted to the conditions of this experiment, aud concluded

from his results (which did not differ excessively from one an-

other) that the quantity of zinc disintegrated was equivalent to

that of the hydogen occurring in a simultaneously inserted vol-

tameter.

The supposition herein expressed, of a surprising connexion

between disintegration aud electrolysis, has not, to my know-

ledge, been followed up by other investigators. Indeed the diffi-

culty of satisfying, even in some measure, the conditions which

Grove sought to realize in his experiment is extraordinarily great

;

and this circumstance may very well have prevented the repetition

of the experiments, as it seems adapted not to permit too much
reliance on his data. It must further be said that the idea which

Grove pursued in these experiments rested on erroneous assump-

tions. Namely, Grove thought that, if the electricity of the

current could only effect its passage between the electrodes in

combination with electrode-substance, then the quantity of elec-

tricity corresponding to a definite current-intensity would pro-

bably always determine the transport of a definite quantity of

substance of the electrodes. But, leaving altogether out of con-

sideration the decided improbability of the law of condition

herein contained, the electrode-substance thrown off and that

transported between the electrodes are quantitatively quite dif-

ferent. Van Breda's experiments have shown, and it will like-

wise be found in what follows, that only a portion of the disinte-

grated substance takes the path to the opposite electrode, while

another portion flies about in all directions. Grove's experi-

ments, however, are independent of this point of view ; for they

would indeed express the quantity, not of the transported, but

of the disintegrated zinc.

Independently, therefore, of the reason which induced him to

make his experiment, it remains an open question whether there

does not exist a simple connexion between the quantity of active

electricity (that is, the intensity of the current) and the quantity
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of particles subjected to the action of disintegration^ perhaps as

signified by Grovel's experiment. Only it would be desirable to

approach this question less indirectly and under the necessity of

observing fewer conditions.

In the first place, it seems requisite to produce the luminous
arc in a medium not chemically proportioned, between two che-

mically different electrodes, and by weighing and quantitative

analysis of the electrodes to be clear about the amount of disin-

tegration. The loss of weight of an electrode during an experi-

ment, increased by the quantity of foreign metal taken up by it,

would express the amount of substance which it has thrown ofi^.

I took some pains to make experiments of this kind in hydrogen
gas ; but, with the battery I employed (50 Grove's elements of

the usual size), only a very imperfect arc of light was obtained

in hydrogen, and I did not arrive at any very exact results.

I therefore replaced the hydrogen surrounding of the elec-

trodes by as nearly perfect a vacuum as possible, in which the

arc is obtained with decidedly greater facility. The electrodes,

screwed upon strong iron rods, were led through two large caout-

chouc stoppers, which tightly closed the two ends of a strong

cylinder such as is used for lamps. A glass tube with a glass

cock was also passed through one of the corks, and, for the pur-

pose of exhausting the cylinder, was connected with a Geissler

air-pump. The air in the cylinder was thus reduced to 1 or 2
millims. pressure. The electrodes were placed at an average

distance of 1 millim. At the commencement I introduced the

luminous arc, as proposed by Herschel*, by means of a Leyden
jar. Meanwhile it appeared that the operation could be as well

performed by taking advantage of the elasticity of the caoutchouc
and bringing the electrodes together by a momentary pressure

with the hands. They spring asunder again immediately, before

a perceptible quantity of hydrogen is developed in the voltameter

through which the current simultaneously passes ; and thus the

bright arc is instantly formed with the fine metallic dust flying

in all directions towards the sides of the cylinder. This spirting

of metallic dust-particles (which, as said, directly commences) is

characteristic for this, that the arc constitutes the only interme-

dium between the in every other respect separated electrodes,

and therefore proceeds in the manner desired.

There is a series of metals which show themselves the least

convenient for these experiments; they are the easily fusible

ones, from which, with a somewhat continued action of the cur-

rent, large portions readily melt off and so render difficult the

determination of the quantities really separated in dust. It thus

happened in experiments with zinc, cadmium, lead, and tin.

* Pogg. Ann. vol. xlix. p. 122.
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On this account I confined myself at first to the investigation of

iron, nickel, and copper.

In the experiments with these metals the results showed not

the remotest approach to regularity in respect of the quantities

disintegrated. I content myself with bringing forward a few

experiments and remarking only that the electrodes formed cylin-

ders rounded at the fore end, of at most 4 or 5 grammes weight.

Experiment 1.

Hydrogen developed in the voltameter, 31 cub. centims. or

2*78 milligr.

The positive electrode of iron, lost 7 milligr. iron, and took

up 3 milligr. copper.

The negative electrode of copper, lost 4 milligr. copper, took

up 1 milligr. iron.

Experiment 2.

Hydrogen developed in the voltameter, 20 cub. centims. =
1-78 milligr.

Positive electrode iron, lost 5 milligr. iron, took up 4 milligr.

copper.

Negative electrode copper, lost 5 milHgr. copper, took up 0*5

milligr. iron.

Experiment 3.

Hydrogen developed in the voltameter, 65 cub. centims. =
5-82 milhgr.

Positive electrode iron, lost 36 milligr. iron, took up no copper.

Negative electrode copper, lost 10 milligr. copper, took up 3
milligr. iron.

Experiment 4.

Hydrogen developed in the voltameter, 48 cub. centims. =
4*3 milligr.

Positive electrode iron, lost 6 milligr. iron, took up no copper.

Negative electrode copper, lost 9 milligr. copper, took up 1

milligr. iron.

Experiment 5.

Hydrogen developed in the voltameter, 89 cub. centims. =
7*97 milligr.

Positive electrode iron, lost 9 milligr. iron, took up a trace of

copper.

, Negative electrode copper, lost 18 milligr. copper, took up 7
milligr. iron. -^ „° Expenment b.

Hydrogen developed in the voltameter, 60 cub. centims. =
5-38 milligr.

Positive electrode copper, lost 8 milligr. copper, took up 4*5

milligr. iron.
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Negative electrode iron, lost 5*5 milligr. iron, took up 1 mil-

ligr. copper.

The longer of these experiments had to be performed with

short intermissions, in order not to heat the electrodes to fusion.

As very small quantities were in question, the chemical analysis

was of course cautiously effected, and was only applied to the

superficial layers of the electrodes, these being the only ones

concerned. Since, in spite of the extreme rarefaction of the air

in the cylinder, a few small portions on the electrodes (especially

the particles of other metals precipitated upon them) were some-

times found to be oxidized, this slight content of oxygen had to

be taken into account in the analyses. Although under these

circumstances the numbers given present little uncertainties, yet

they cannot be affected with gross errors ; and therefore we have

in them a satisfactorily approximate representation of the pro-

portions.

Therefrom these proportions are perceived to be absolutely

irregular. Even when the same metals are employed respectively

for the positive and for the negative electrodes in different expe-

riments, they give sometimes equal loss at both electrodes, some-

times more at the positive, and sometimes more at the negative

electrode. There is likewise visible no connexion with the amount
of hydrogen simultaneously developed. The only regularly oc-

curring circumstance in these, as in all my experiments, was,

that the heating of the positive electrode was always the quickest,

and it was the first to become red-hot; but this circumstance,

in the case of two electrodes of the same kind, is universally

known.
Now, it seems, a cause can at once be adduced which contains

a partial explanation of this irregularity. The experiments above

given show that, although a brisk scattering of the disintegrated

metallic particles in all directions always takes place, and in con-

sequence of this a more or less dense precipitate of powder is

always seen on the neighbouring sides of the cylinder, yet a not

inconsiderable portion of the metal lost by one electrode may often

be found on the other. Such portions of the foreign metal are

firmly melted to the electrode on which they are seated. Now,

supposing an experiment in which this has taken place continued,

doubtless one of those portions might again be subjected to

disintegration, since it is situated in the front, the part most

affected by it ; and thus the act of disintegration would have been

employed more than once upon the same metallic particles.

That such a behaviour actually played a part in the experiments

here discussed is shown by several observations. For example,

in experiment 1 the 3 milligr. of copper taken up by the iron

electrode was not on its surface, but under a thin layer of iron,
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which had evidently, therefore, come later, doubtless thrown

back again from the copper electrode, as the iron electrode itself

was certainly not heated to fusion. It is thus seen that an elec-

trode, under the circumstances present in these experiments,

may take up again already-disintegrated metal and subject it to

a fresh disintegration. Consequently the numerical results of

all such experiments are completely illusory.

More success could perhaps be expected from an arrangement

in which chemical alterations of the disintegrated metal are

taken advantage of to avoid repeated disintegrations ; and this

comes nearer to Grove's experiment. If in experiments in air

the powdered metal were completely oxidized and thus pre-

sented no mechanically conducting connexion with the rest of

the electrode, this purpose would perhaps have been attained.

But determinations according to this method have not only the

diflSculty experienced by Grove, namely that oxidation readily

takes place also on the mass of the electrode, but also one of an

exactly opposite nature ; and even this makes them as ill adapted

as the previous determinations to answer the question proposed.

That is to say, in general the whole of the disintegrated sub-

stance of an oxidable electrode is not actually oxidated in air,

but the oxidation extends more towards the circumference of the

arc of light, while pure metal readily passes in its interior.

On this I have made various experiments, and will only cite

one case, which speaks distinctly. I placed two electrodes of

nickel opposite each other in air, and caused the arc to pass

over, during which 60 cub. centims. of hydrogen were developed

in the voltameter. Both electrodes obtained an oxidized layer,

which with a little care could be very well separated clean from

the metal. After this the positive electrode gave a loss of weight

of 4 milligr., and the negative one of 13 milligr. But the posi-

tive electrode showed in front a projecting piece of pure metal

parted off from the rest of the electrode by a fine fissure. I

sprung it off at the fissure, and found that it had been seated on
a fully oxidated base. This piece had therefore first arrived

thither during the experiment, and, indeed (since neither elec-

trode had once become red-hot), from the opposite electrode. It

was, however, oxidated only on the outermost surface ; through-

out its interior was pure metal : it amounted to 6 milligr.

» It is thus just as little possible to measure in this way. Also

an artificial blast of air or oxygen into the arc would hardly give

serviceable experiments.

It may therefore certainly be maintained generally that no
experiments can answer our question in which both electrodes

take part in the disintegration. We must accordingly endeavour
to take away the cooperation of one of the electrodes. For this
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I have tried the following means, and ascertained its perfect

utility.

For one electrode I took a large, thick plate of copper ; for

the other, in order to have a metal not oxidable in air, a knob
of pure silver. The latter was screwed on an iron rod, which,

wrapped round with a spiral spring, was passed through a thick

caoutchouc cork, which bore three insulated supports running

from the sides of the rod. If the copper plate was touched with

the feet of these, the silver knob could, by a screw-arrangement

on the iron rod, be brought as near to the plate as was desii'ed.

It was then only necessary to press the head of the iron rod

(which at the same time contained the polar wire), in order by a

very brief contact between the silver knob and the plate to intro-

duce the luminous arc. The spiral spring immediately jerked

the silver knob back to its previous position.

The arc thus produced, which was maintained very perfect

with a battery of 36 Grove's elements, I now carried over conti-

nually new points, by holding the caoutchouc cork in my hand
and making the three insulated supports glide over the plate.

In this manner the end of the arc was always formed by a fresh

point; so that, on the part of the silver that had once gone

over, repeated action was not possible. AVith respect to the cop-

per itself, it was to be expected that nowhere would any material

disintegration take place ; for the heating was distributed more
uniformly over the considerable mass of the entire plate, which
never became so hot that the hand could not have been held for

a long time in contact with it. Indeed the result was this

—

that never w'as the slightest trace of copper found on the silver

knob, and scarcely anywhere on the plate was a layer of cu-

preous oxide to be perceived, which otherwise very readily forms

on heated copper. The copper^ then, remained substantially

intact ; and thus the conditions prescribed for the experiment

were fulfilled.

The one-sided disintegration of the silver electrode in these

experiments manifested itself in a form a little complicated.

First, following the course of the arc, a stripe of bright metallic

silver was sharply impressed into the copper ; but this was suc-

ceeded by a rather thin layer above and on each side of it, and
more or less impressed, of black powder, which, cautiously re-

moved from the plate and analyzed, proved to be a silver-com-

pound, probably an oxide. This powder, it seems, forms at the

periphery of the arc, and consequently where the air has access.

It is therefore deposited on the plate sidewards of the proper

course of the arc, and of course, moreover, where at each moment
the arc itself has preceded it, consequently above the stripe of

metallic silver. Where, however, the arc is interrupted by sud-
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denly moving the silver knob away from the plate, it does not

make its appearance; there metallic silver alone is to be seen.

Precisely the same powder is seated, at the commencement of an

experiment, on the knob itself; but it vanishes there, and does

not appear again, as soon as the knob approaches a red heat, by

which it is reduced to the metallic condition. It is not an im-

probable conjecture that this oxidation of the silver is to be

ascribed to the presence of ozone in the voltaic arc produced in

air ; and therein might be seen a further argument for the

opinion entertained probably by the majority of physicists—
that in the voltaic arc the movement of the electricity is not

brought about exclusively by the transport of the substance of

the electrodes, but that a partial leap of the intervening layers

of gas takes place, analogous to the induction-spark f.

Now the quantity of the silver that goes over in this way (that

is, the disintegrated powder) can be settled by simply weighing

it, since no permanent oxidation of the knob itself takes place. I

obtained thus, with two silver knobs of from 5 to 6 grammes
weight, the following results in the order given :

—

Silver Knob I.

The knob was
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The numbers in the last column show very clearly :

—

(1) That the loss of silver is never even distantly equivalent

to the amount of hydrogen developed;

(2) That the knobs suflFer greater losses, under otherwise like

conditions, the oftener they have already served for experiments
—that is, the more their form has been already broken up and
become adapted to the passing arc of light;

(3) That in experiments of longer duration (where of course

a brief interruption was always made when the knobs began to

approach the temperature of fusion) the losses are more consi-

derable ; that is, higher temperature of the knobs determines
greater losses

;

(4) That the positive electrode of silver suffers smaller losses

when the opposite parts of the negative plate are dissimilar in

constitution ; for the experiments marked with an asterisk were
made with a copper plate which had been first prepared at the

turning-lathe, and presented concentric higher and deeper por-

tions. In the commencing experiments the silver knobs were
frequently carried transversely over these unevennesses.

(5) That the knobs taken for the positive electrode give

greater losses.

It does not, then, depend exclusively on the chemical nature

of the electrodes and the intensity of the current, but much more
on manifold circumstances, how great the quantity of the disin-

tegrated material shall be.

For these experiments, if they are to be performed in the pre-

ceding simple form, only non-oxidable electrodes can with ad-

vantage be used. I have not on this account deemed it necessary

to follow up the experiments further with expensive metals of

this sort, because those communicated are quite sufficient to de-

finitively cut off all supposition of any simple connexion be-

tween the intensity of the current and the disintegration of

the electrodes.

Aachen, April 4, 1873.

III. A Theory of the Source of Terrestrial Magnetism.

By Professor Challis, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.*

IT may facilitate the understanding of the theory which is

the subject of this communication if I begin with indi-

cating the writings in which I have already discussed the

theory of magnetism generally, and make some remarks on the

views included therein as to the specific character of the

earth's magnetism.

* Communicated bv the Author.
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My first researches relative to a theory of magnetic force were
published in a communication consisting of Parts I. and II.

contained in the Numbers of the Philosophical Magazine for

January and February 1861. The account of the source of

terrestrial magnetism given in articles 27-30 of that commu-
nication agrees for the most part with the views I hold at

the present time, especially as regards the explanation in art.

27 of the generation of magnetic streams of the aether by the

impulses it receives from the component atoms of the earth in

their rotation about the earth's axis. Also I consider it to be
correctly asserted in art. 33 that no recognizable magnetic cur-

rent results either from the motion of the earth in its orbit, or

from that due to the. motion of translation of the solar sys-

tem in space. This assertion, however, is partly dependent on
facts of observation, no independent theoretical reason being
there given for it.

Some discussion of the essential principles of the hydrodyna-
mical theories of magnetic force, and of other physical forces,

will be found in the Philosophical Magazine for April 1861

(p. 250).

Two papers in the Numbers of the Philosophical Magazine
for February and March 1863 treat (1) of the zodiacal light;

(2) of the analogous phenomenon of a uniform luminous arch

seen at night across the sky, and symmetrically disposed about
the ecliptic; (3) of diffused nocturnal luminosity. These phe-
nomena are considered to give ocular evidence of the existence

of solar and terrestrial magnetic streams.

In my work ' On the Principles of Mathematics and Physics '

(published in 1869), the Theoiy of IMagnetic Force occupies

pages 604-676, including, in pages 613-6J8, a theory of ter-

restrial magnetism. In discussing the source of the earth's

magnetism I have there maintained, in contradiction to an un-
sustained assertion in art. 28 of the before-cited communica-
tion, that the earth by its motion does not carry with it any sen-

sible amount of the aether. It is, however, to be said that no
distinct account is given in that work of the respective effects of
the orbital and rotatory motions of the earth in generating
magnetic streams.

With the view of making the hydrodynamical theory of mag-
uetism more complete, I subsequently went through a new dis-

cussion of its mathematical principles, which is published in the
Philosophical Magazine for June 1872. Lastly, in a work en-
titled ''An Essay on the Mathematical Principles of Physics,"
produced in the present year, I have brought under review the
whole of the hydrodynamical theory of magnetism, and in such
manner that as little use as possible is made of analytical symbols.
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111 arts. 120-122 and 130-133 of this publication, theoretical

reasons are given for concluding that little or no magnetic
effect is attributable to the earth^s motion of translation, and
that terrestrial magnetism is almost wholly due to streams gene-
rated by the rotation about its axis. For the sake of conveni-
ence, I propose to reproduce here the reasoning by which these

conclusions are there arrived at, previously to adding other con-
siderations confirmatory of them. As the writings above enu-
merated sufficiently indicate the way in which the hydrodyna-
mical theory of magnetism accounts generally for magnetic force

by the action of steady streams of the aether, it will only be ne-
cessary for the present purpose to investigate the mode of gene-
ration of those steady streams by the agency of which the prin-

cipal facts of the proper magnetism of the earth may admit of

explanation.

It must first be mentioned that the philosophical principles I

have so long advocated forbid making any other hypotheses
respecting atoms and the aether than those I have frequently had
occasion to enunciate in this Journal. Accordingly it will be
supposed that the earth consists wholly of inert spherical atoms
of constant form and magnitude—that they are held in positions

of equihbrium by atomic and molecular forces, which are only
modes of action of the sether itself, which is assumed to be the

source of all active force, and to press always and everywhere
proportionally to its density—and that consequently the aether

at rest has the same density within the earth as in the space

outside. Moreover it is supposed that the occupation of space

by the finite atoms is very small compared with the intervening

spaces, even at the earth's centre, where the atomic density is

greatest.

Considering, first, the motions which the atoms impress on the

sether by reason of the earth's orbital motion, we may at once

infer from Poisson's solution of the problem of the simultaneous

movements of a ball-pendulum and the surrounding air, the

m.otions of the aether which will be produced by any single atom
;

and since the motions due to different atoms, as being steady

relatively to the positions of their centres, may coexist, we may
conclude, on the hypothesis that the proportion of space occu-

pied by the atoms is very small, that the total motion is quam
proxime the sum of all the motions caused by individual atoms.

Also since, according to that solution, just as much fluid flows

backwards as the atom displaces by its forward motion, it fol-

lows that during the time the earth is moving over a portion of

its orbit equal to its diameter, a quantity of fluid crosses the

transverse plane which is tangential to its surface in the first and
last positions, equal to the quantity which would just fill the
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space occupied by the atoms. Hence, if we supposed this quan-

tity to flow in that interval in a uniform concentrated stream

through a circular aperture of radius equal to that of the earth,

it might readily be shown that the ratio of its velocity to the

velocity of the earth is two thirds of the ratio of the space occupied

by the atoms to the earth's volume. This ratio, by hypothesis,

is extremely small j and therefore it would not be contradictory

to the theory to find that but little magnetic eff'ect is due to

aetherial currents at the earth's surface produced by the orbital

motion.

The motions resulting from the composition of all those

severally impressed by the atoms will evidently be symmetrical

with respect to an axis passing through the earth's centre in the

direction of the motion, and fulfil at the same time the condi-

tion that just as much fluid enters at the following hemispherical

surface as issues at the preceding one. The total motion re-

lative to the position of the earth's centre at any time will con-

sequently be a circulating motion ; and a plane through the centre

transverse to the direction of the earth's motion will be crossed

by the refluent streams at right angles. The disturbances of a

magnet's declination by these currents would have two maxima
and two minima in the course of a revolution of the earth

about its axis. Like effect would result from the earth's motion

of translation due to the motion of the solar system in space.

But no variations of magnetic declination subject to a re-

gular law of this kind have been detected by observation, ex-

cepting one of very small amount traceable to the influence of

the moon. It follows, therefore, that experience confirms the

foregoing theoretical inference, that the currents generated by
the earth's motions of translation have little or no magnetic

eflfect.

It will appear from a consideration of the foregoing argu-

ment that the earth, conceived to consist of discrete atoms, is

incapable, by reason of the resistance arising from the inertia

of the unlimited mass of the eether, to impress either in its

interior or its immediate neighbourhood, motions whereby any
portion of the aether could be permanently transported across a

given fixed plane. The only possible motions are those neces-

sary for vacating and filling up the spaces successively occupied

by the atoms in their onward course, which motions, as we have
seen, are not recognizable by any magnetic eff"ects, and may
therefore be supposed to be extremely small compared with the

earth's velocity. The case is otherwise with respect to the

streams due to the earth's rotation, the generation of which
may be conceived of as follows.

As the resultants of the movements immediately impressed on
Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 309. Jan. 1874. ' C
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the sethcr by the revolution of the atoms about the earth's axis

are circular, there will be uo such refluent streams due to the

inertia of the general mass of the sether as those produced by

the earth's motion in its orbit. In fact, so long as there is any

relative circular motion between the sether and the atoms, the

latter will continually impel the a?ther, till the relative motion is

reduced to zero. It may therefore be inferred that in the ulti-

mate or steady state of the motion, the circular motion of the

sether within the earth is the same as that of the atoms by which

it is immediately impressed. This circular motion will, by

reason of the centrifugal force, operate upon the sether external

to the earth ; and the condition of steadiness requires that the

external eether should partake of a certain amount of circular

motion decreasing with the distance- from the axis of revolution,

in order that the whole tendency of the centrifugal force trans-

versely to the axis may be counteracted by the inertia of the sur-

rounding mass of the sether. In short, if we conceive to be

impressed on the earth and the sether a motion equal and con-

trary to the earth's orbital motion, the result of combining this

motion of progression with the circular motion would be a com-

posite spiral motion of the aether having always at the same

points the same relations to the fixed centre of the earth. Hence,

the earth being now supposed to move, this spiral form of steady

motion would be capable of travelHng uniformly through space

in company with the earth. (See a discussion of this kind of

motion in the article on the theory of magnetism in. the Phi-

losophical Magazine for June 1872.)

But it is evident that this rotatory motion w^ill tend to draw

the sether from the axis equally in all directions in any given

transverse plane, and thus to cause the external sether to rush in

at the polar parts to supply any partial vacancy which the cen-

trifugal force might produce. If, however, the circumstances of

the earth were in all respects symmetrical with respect to the

equatorial plane, these tendencies would just counteract each

other, and no currents, other than the circular movements,

would be generated ; for the circulating currents which the influx

at one pole would produce of itself would be just neutralized by

those due to the influx at the other, and in consequence the

influx at each would be stopped. But because the circumstances

of the solid and fluid parts of the earth are not symmetrical with

respect to the equatorial plane, there will be a differential action

due to the centrifugal force, whereby streams will be produced

which, as satisfying the necessary condition of circulating, will

be permanent relatively to the earth. The direction of the flow

will be determined by the circumstances which violate the con-

dition of symmetry ; and it is therefore reasonable to suppose.
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since there is a preponderance of land in the northern hemi-

sphere, and the currents are always towards the positions of

greatest atom-density, that they will flow out of the northern

parts and, after circulating, enter into the southern parts. This

is uniformly taken to be the direction of the earth^s currents in

my hydrodynamical theory of magnetism.

Accordingly the positions of greatest efflux and influx, although

they cannot be far distant from the earth's poles, will be partly,

dependent on the distribution of land and water. It is thus

consistent with the theory to find that in the northern hemi-

sphere there are two positions of maximum intensity—one,

which at present appears to be the principal one, in a high lati-

tude of the North-American continent, and the other a little

north of the Asiatic continent. There is not the same geogra-

phical reason for two positions of maximum influx in the south-

ern hemisphere; and, in fact, observation has hitherto only de-

termined that, if there be two, they cannot be far apart. Hence
the theory at once accounts for the circumstance that, of all po-

sitions on the earth's surface, the magnetic intensity is greatest

in the neighbourhood of the south pole. For the total influx is

necessarily equal to the total efilux ; and consequently the influx

is intensified in that quarter, either because there is but one

position of maximum intensity, or, if there be two, because they

are near each other. The foregoing comparisons of the theory

with facts of observation are confirmatory of the view taken of

the nature and source of terrestrial magnetism.

It will be seen that this theory attributes the generation

of terrestrial magnetic streams altogether to impulses given to

the sether by the earth's atoms in motion, and that it would be

much corroborated by any independent evidence of the actuality

of this action between atoms and the sether. Now it happens
that such evidence is obtainable by reference to the explanation

of certain phenomena of aberration, which I have given in the

Number of the Philosophical Magazine for April 1873, inasmuch
as that explanation depends on an impulsive atomic action of the

very same kind as that which has been under consideration, as

will appear from the following argument.

The aberration of light is simply due to the circumstance that

whereas the pointing of a telescope, as instrumentally determined,

is in the direction of the straight line joining the optical centre

<of the object-glass, or object-mirror, and a certain fixed point in

the field of view, the actual course of a ray from the first point

to the other deviates from that line by reason of the earth's

movement in the interval occupied by the passage of the ray. The
deviation is in the direction towards which the earth is moving

;

and its angular amount is measured by the ratio of the earth's

C 2
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velocity, resolved perpendicularly to the line of pointing, to the

velocity of light. Now the communication above cited contains

an account of experiments made with telescopes the tubes of

which were partly filled with a transparent fluid, the object of

this arrangement being to ascertain what effect would thereby be

produced on the amount of aberration. 1 confess that I fully

expected, on account of the longer time occupied by the pass-

age of the light between the two points owing to the retarda-

tion caused by the fluid column, that the amount of aberration

would by this means be increased. But two independent sets of

experiments, one by M. Hoek with the telescope pointed to a

ten-estrial object, and the other by the Astronomer Royal with

the telescope directed to 7 Draconis, have proved conclusively

that the passage of the light through the fluid column does not

sensibly alter the amount of aberration. By parity of reasoning

the aberration is unaffected by transmission of the rays through

the lenses of the telescope. At the end of the aforesaid commu-
nication I have endeavoured to account for these facts theoreti-

cally, but not quite successfully. The following amended expla-

nation may, I think, be considered to be satisfactory.

The rate of propagation of any disturbance of the sether being

supposed to be a in free aether, that within a medium whose re-

fractive index is 11 is -. Hence the mean retardation of the rate

of propagation by the reaction of the atoms is a I 1 I, which,

if a^ represent the elasticity of the aether, may be supposed to be

due to a retarding force represented by a^l\ \ . Conceive

the propagation to take place along the line of pointing of a tele-

scope in the tube of which there is a fluid column of refractive

index fx, and let the telescope be carried by the earth^s motion

with a velocity the projection of which transverse to the line of

pointing is V. Hence the sther will be continually impelled by

the atoms of the fluid in the transverse direction proportionally

to that resolved part of the earth's velocity. Like impulses will

be produced by the part resolved along the line of pointing ; but

as these, as far as regards aberration, would only give rise to

small quantities of the second order, they may be left out of

account.

It has been already argued above that the disturbance of the

sether produced by the motion of translation of the earth is

steady motion of such kind that it is always quam proxime the

same at the same position relative to the earth's centre. Hence
the disturbance is propagated in space at the rate of the earth's
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motion ; and any mutual action between the aether and the atoms
is propagated at the same rate. Consequently the rate of pro-

pagation resolved transversely to the line of pointing is the velo-

city V. Now since, as we have seen, when the independent rate

of propagation is a, the mutual action between the aether and the

atoms of the fluid column is represented by a^l\ 1, it fol-

lows, analogously, that when the independent rate of propagation

is V, the mutual action between the aether and the atoms of the

same fluid is V^ ( 1 ) . This amount of apparent elasticity

corresponds to a rate of propagation equal to V ( 1
j in the

transverse direction. Combining this with the rate of propaga-

tion - in the line of pointing, the result is an aberration from

^ . . . / 1\
that line the angular measure of which is the ratio of V {

1
I

a V .

V /*/

to -, or — (/A— 1). By comparing the direction of the earth's

motion with the direction of the propagation of light toward^

the earth, it will be seen that this aberration \%from the quartet

towards which the earth is moving, the ray being, as it were,

dragged towards that quarter while it traverses the part of its

course from the optical centre of the telescope to the field of

view, which lies within the fluid column. Relatively, there-

fore, to the usual mode of estimating aberration, this amount
is negative.

V
The instrumental aberration, as is known, is —, apart from the

a ^

eflfect of the passage of the light through any medium in the

telescope-tube. For a medium of refractive index [i this ratio

is altered to —^, on account of the rate of propagation in the

medium being to that in vacuum in the ratio of 1 to yu,. As
the sign of this aberration is positive, the total aberration is

—^ (/i— 1), or —, which is independent of jx. Since the

same reasoning applies to any portion of a given medium, and
'therefore to the whole of each medium, it follows, conformably

with experience, that the amount of aberration is unaflected by
the transmission of the light through any number of transparent

media contained within the telescope-tube.

I cannot forbear remarking in conclusion, since the same mu-
tual action between the atoms of a substance and the aether has
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been adduced to explain two such different phenomena as the

amount of aberration under the circumstances above detailed,

and the existence of terrestrial magnetic currents^ that I am jus-

tified in regarding this coincidence as corroborative of the truth

of both explanations.

Cambridge, November 17, 1873.

IV. On Wheatstone's Bridge. By R. S. Brough, Assistant

Superintendent of Government Teleyraphs^.

N a paper by Mr. Heaviside, published in the Philosophical

Magazine of Februaiy 1873, ^'On the best An-angement
of W heatstone^s Bridge for measuring a given resistance,^^ two
equations are given (theauthor^s Nos. 1 and 2) to express gene-
rally the strength of the current flowing through the galvano-
meter before balance is established. These equations are incor-

rect, and they should respectively stand as follows :

—

^_ {ad—bdyEi

{a + c){b+ d)e + {a-\-b+ c+ d)ef-\-{a-\-b){c+ d)f+cd{a+ b)-^ab{c-\-d)

and
\- ad— be

r

a-{-b-{-c + d
E

rii+m^+ij /l [ {a + c){b + d)
,
.1 , i ad-bc V

\a+ b+ c+ d
"^ j\a + b + c+ d '^^ S \a + b + c+ dj

From the latter equation the best resistance for the galvano-

meter near balance can be at once deduced ; for near balance

the term { ——r > mav be neglected against the re-
Lo + o-f-c-l-c?J

J o o

mainder of the denominator of the right-hand member of the

equation, and then we have for a maximum of us/ e :

—

-g_ {a^b){c+ d
)

a + b + c + d'

Obviously the question of the best resistance of the galvano-

meter is only independent of the resistance of the battery (so

long at least as this is a quantity of relatively finite magnitude)

when balance is nearly established, and is not so generally {i. e.

away from balance as well as at balance) as Mr. Heaviside's

equations would imply.

It is to be observed, however, that to proceed directly to find

the resistance of the galvanometer which makes its magnetic

effect a maximum at balance (when no current passes through

* Communicated bv the Author.
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the galvanometer) is a merely mathematical problem destitute

of physical meauing. Clearly the proper procedure is first to

prove that there exists a general maximum when balance is not

established, dependent on the resistances of the four branches

and on the resistance of the battery^ and then to tind to what

condition this converges as we approach balance and becomes

equal when we reach balance.

From the second of the above equations we find that the ge-

neral maximum is given by

(« + 6K£-M) {ad-bcf
^

a-Vb+ c+ d {a+ b-^c+ d)[{a^-c)[h + d)-^{a-\-b-\-c + d)f)

which, as balance is approached, rapidly converges towards the

condition

j,^ {a + b){c+ d)

a-\-b-{-c-\rd

This is the general useful solution, since it is only near ba-

lance that it is of practical importance that the condition of

maximum sensibiUty should be fulfilled; and we notice that it is

independent of the battery resistance.

The resistance of the battery has been supposed to be of finite

magnitude compared with the other resistances in the bridge.

If, however, the resistance of the battery be indefinitely large

compared with the sum of the four resistances in the bridge,

then the condition

{a-^b){c+ d)
E:

-\-b-\-c+ d

holds universally, i. e. is independent of whether balance is nearly

estabhshed or not. (Such a case could, of course, only occur

in the physical laboratory.)

Again, if the battery resistance be indefinitely small compared

with the sum of the four resistances in the bridge (as in measu-

ring the " insulation " of a well-insulated telegraph-wire), we see

that the condition

E=-^+ *^
a+c b+d

is universally true, i. e. is independent of whether balance is

nearly established or not.

Of course when balance is nearly established the two condi-

tions become identical.

Bridges for testing telegraph-lines are almost invariably

wrongly arranged. It can be proved* that when the galvano-

* See Clerk Maxwell's ' Electricity and Magnetism,' Art. 348.
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meter resistance is greater than the battery resistance (a condi-

tion which should always be fulfilled in testing telegraph-lines),

the galvanometer should be made to connect the junction of the

two greater resistances with that of the two lesser, thus :

—

Line.

M
Now, considering the question of what resistance practically to

give a galvanometer intended to be used in a Wheatstone's

bridge for testing telegraph-lines, the condition of maximum
sensibility becomes

{a+ w){h + x)a— Y^ '-'

Supposing the branches a and b to each consist of three coils of

10, 100, and 1000 ohms resistance respectively, and w to be

variable between 1 ohm and 10,000 ohms, and putting*

a = 10 ohms
b = 1000 „

m;= 5500 „
^ = 550,000 „

then we have approximately

g =5500 ohms.

Government Telegraph Department,
Electrician's OflSce, Alipore,

November 21, 1873.

* See Mr. Schwendler's paper in the Philosophical Magazine for May
1866.
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V. Further Discussion of 'the Analytical Principles of Hydro-

dynamics, in Reply to Mr. Moon. By Professor Challis,

M.A., LL.D., F.R.S., FM.A.S.^

IN vol. xxxvi. of the Philosophical Magazine (p. 117), and in

the Number for September 1873 (p. 247), Mr. Moon has

adduced an argument which, as expressed in the later publica-

tion, is as follows :
—" For motion in one direction it is axiomatic

that we must have in every fluid, in every case of motion,

P =/i {^> t)> P =M«'> f)> ^ =/3 i^> ;

whence it follows that, for every value of ie and t for which each

of the foregoing equations represents a substantive relation be-

tween the variables, we shall have p= funct. {p, v)."

I have admitted the truth and the comprehensiveness of this

conclusion, considering it to be a legitimate inference from the

axiom that all physical relations expressible by functions of space

and time are comprehended by the processes of abstract calcu-

lation (see Phil. Mag. for August 1873, pp. 160 & 165).

Also in my reply in the October Number (p. 310), I have ex-

tended the argument to space of three dimensions, and obtained

the general equation ¥{p, p, u, v, w) = 0.

I have, besides, ascertained that the values of j9, p, v obtained

by Mr. Moon in vol. xxxvi. (p. 124), and reproduced in the Num-
ber for December 1873 (p. 448), satisfy the differential equation

^ + 1^==0. . . . (1)dt^^Bdx ^^

Having made these statements, I am prepared to admit that

Mr. Moon has rightly urged (in the December Number, p. 447),

in opposition to an assertion I had made, that the assigning of

a relation between p and v in the equation p=f{p, v) does not

simply define the fluid, but imposes also conditions on the mo-
tion existing in it, and that an analogous remark applies to the

equation F(jt>, p, u, v, w)= 0. Let us, however, inquire what in-

ferences relative to this point are deducible from Mr. Moon's

equations.

By a solution of the equation (1) he obtains for determining

p the equation

u being an arbitrary constant, and the form of the function
)(^

being arbitrary. Putting on the left-hand side of this equation

/(p, v) for p, it will be seen, since ;^;( t; + -j is arbitrary in form

* Communicated by the Author.
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and value, that v is au arbitrary function of p, and, by conse-

quence, on substituting for v in f{p, v), that p is also an arbitrary

function of p. Hence, by Mr. Moon's own reasoning, there

may be an xmlimited number of different relations between p and

p, each defining a different fluid ; and evidently among these the

ordinary relation />= a 'p must be included,

x\gain, since v = ~- and p= D (
-^ j , and it has just been

shown that v is an arbitrary function of p, it follows that

l=KS) (^)

By differentiating equation (2) with respect to /, we obtain

^=(Ki)rs- •

• • •
>«)

which equation has the same generality as that from which it

was derived.

The equations (2) aud (3) are given by Mr, Earnshaw at the

commencement of a paper " On the Mathematical Theory of

Sound/' contained in the Philosophical Transactions (vol, cl.

p. 133), which is chiefly devoted to the discussion of the parti-

cular case in which, ^ bein2: always equal to — , we have
ax "- J ^ p'

this equation being that which (3) becomes on the hypothesis

of Boyle's law. Now the equation (1) is identical with the equa-

tion (4) on the same hypothesis. For since p= D| y ) , and

p= (rp, it follows that

dp_ -2^ — _T) dx^

dx~^ dx~ If'
dx''

whence by substituting for ;t- in (1) the equation (4) results.

At the end of his paper Mr, Earnshaw briefly indicates the

mode of treatment of the case in which

d^ _f (dji dv\ d^y

dt^'~-'\dx dt)' dx^'

assuming, as before, that ^=F^-^j. 1 shall now show that
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this form of the equation (3) is derivable from Mr. Moon's
equation JO =/(p, v) and the equation (1). From the value of^
we get by dififerentiation

dp _df dp df dv

dx dp dx dv dx

/being put for shortness' sake fovf{p, v). Hence, since

dx dy^' dx dx dt \.dx) dx^

dx^

it follows, by substituting — for -j-, that

djt^_d£p2_d^^dl^,fQ\d^
dx dp D dx^ dv \p I dx^

Consequently, by substituting in (1),

d^_\_(dl p2_df p,^Dx\^,
df^ ~ld\dp' J) dv \pl) dx'^

But the partial differential coefficients -4- and -4- are functions^ dp dv

of p and V. Hence this equation may be put under the form

d'^y_ fdy dy\d'^y

l^~^\dxdi)d^-'

and is therefore equivalent to the above-cited equation.

Since jt=^[/\ the last equation may be assumed to be iden-

tical with the equation (3), which, as Mr. Earnshaw has justly

remarked, " can be made to coincide with any dynamical equa-

d'^u d'^ij

tion in which the ratio of -~ to -t-| can be expressed in terms

of f^/'dx

, It has thus, I think, been sufficiently proved that Mr. Moon's

hydrodynamical researches are founded on differential equations

which are really the same as those employed by Mr. Earnshaw,

and differ only in the process of investigation and form of

expression, and should consequently lead to the same results.

This identity indicates that the two mathematicians have ai'gued

correctly, although by different processes, from the same princi-
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pies, which, as certainly in the one ease as in the other, are the

commonly received principles of hydrodynamics. It is therefore

logically impossible that any argument against those principles

can be drawn from Mr. Moon^s reasoning or his results, inas-

much as the reasoning has no other basis to stand upon.

I think it right to add that I have advanced the foregoing

argument only as an argitmentinn ad hominem, intended to show

that, even admitting Mr. Moon^s premises and his reasoning, no

conclusion can be drawn therefrom contradictory to the princi-

ples of hydrodynamics. My reason for making this statement

here is that 1 have repeatedly, in this Journal and elsewhere,

asserted that I cannot accept either the equation (1) or the

equation (4) as a true hydrodynamical equation—not because

the principles on which these equations rest are untrue, but be-

cause they require to be supplemented. x\tthe same time lean

admit the truth and the importance of the equations p =f{p, v)

and Y{p, p,u,v,iv)=0, considering them to be necessary for

completing the analytical principles of hydrodynamics. Expe-

riment can establish the truth of the equation j9= a^p only for

fluid at rest, whereas by means of these equations it can be shown

to be legitimate to assume the same equation to hold good for

fluid in motion.

Having given these explanations I think it needless to pursue

the subject at greater length, and accordingly shall decline enter-

ing upon any further discussion.

Cambridge, December 16, 1873.

VI. On the Electromotive and Thermoelectric Forces of some

Metallic Alloys in contact with Copper. By A. F. Suxdell,

Docent at the University of Helsinyfors*.

''I^HE remarkable thermoelectric properties of metallic alloys

A discovered by the investigations of Seebeck, Rollmann,

and other physicists permitted it to be supposed that interesting

phenomena must also occur in relation to the power of these

bodies, in contact with each other or with unmixed metals, to

act in exciting electricity. At the desire of Professor Edlund,

therefore, who has determined by a new method the electromo-

tive forces of a greater number of metals in contact with copper,

and compared them with the thermoelectric forces f, I under-

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,

from Poggendorff's Annalen, vol. cxlix. pp. 14-1-170.

t Kongl. Svenska Vet.-Akademiens Handlingar, vol. ix. (1871) No. 14;

Phil. Mag. Jan. 1871, p. 18; Pogg. Ann. vol. cxliii. pp. 404 & 534. A
preliminary investigation will be found in CEfversigt af K. Vet.-Akad. For-

handlingar 1870, p. 3 ; Pogg. Ann. vol. cxl. p. 435.
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took, in the beginning of the year 1873, a similar investigation

of various alloys. The present memoir contains the results, the

investigation having been carried out in the physical laboratory

of the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences, Stockholm.

1. M. Edlund's method is based on the proposition, de-

duced from the mechanical theory of heat, that a galvanic cur-

rent going through an electromotor calls forth in it an absorp-

tion or production of heat proportional to its electromotive force,

according as the current is in direction the same as or opposite

to that generated by the electromotor itself*. Hence the rela-

tive quantity of the electromotive force is obtained by measuring

the amount of heat absorbed or produced. The phenomenon
also indicates, as is readily seen, the direction of the current ex-

cited by the electromotor.

The air-thermometer constructed by Professor Edlund for the

measurement of the quantities of heat in question is fully de-

scribed in his memoir ; consequently it will be sufficient here to

mention only the principal parts of this apparatus. Two per-

fectly equal cylinders of thin sheet copper communicate through

a horizontal glass tube of 2'5 millims. internal diameter. Into

both cylinders, through open tubes which enter the middle points

of their ends, the same combination of two metals in the shape

of wires or rods is inserted in such wise that the place of contact

is in the centre of the cylinder. The tubes are lined internally,

to half their length, with wood, to prevent contact between the

cylinder and the wire. Communication between the outer air

and that of the cylinder is then completely cut off by pouring

into the tubes a melted mixture of equal parts by weight of wax
and rosin. The two wires are inserted in the circuit of a gal-

vanic current in such a manner that, when the current in one

of the wires goes from metal A to metal B, the second wire is

passed through by the current in the opposite direction, from
B to A. Hence arises at the one place of contact a production,

at the other an absorption, of heat. The trifling difference

hereby produced between the temperatures of the air in the cy-

linders occasions the displacement of a column a few centimetres

long of liquid in the tube, a mixture of alcohol and water of sp.

gr. 0"9 which acts as an index. If the current be reversed, a

cooling ensues in the cylinder in which there was previously a

heating, and vice versd, by which the index is moved towards the

opposite side. The displacement towards the one side or the

other ceases as soon as equilibrium is restored between the heat

given off by each cylinder through radiation and conduction to

* This proposition was first advanced by Professor Edlund ( (Efo. af K,
Vet.-Akad. Fork. 1869. p. 457; Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxxvii. p. '174 : Phil. Mag.
S. 4. vol. xxxviii. p. 2()3j.
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the outer air and that developed by the current in the wires.

The positions in which the index becomes stationary are read oflF

a miUimetre-scale fixed to the glass tube. The magnitude of the

deflection is given by the difference between the numbers read

off. A displacement of the liquid one scale-division corresponds

to a difference of temperature of 0^*002 Cels.

Each combination was tried with three different intensities of

current. From the deflections the quantity a was calculated,

which is proportional to the quantity of heat absorbed or produced

with the unit of intensity (tan 45°), according to the equation

us={'JW+'^)t, (1)

in which /S is a constant proportional to the galvanic resistance

of the wire in the cylinder, s the current-intensity, and t the

deflection. The constant /S is obtained from the deflections t

and t^ at the intensities s and s^, by the formula

r,_ {t,S + tS^){t^S-ts;] . ,.
'^~

&h\{t+t,){t-t^) ' - • ' ^^)

The combination of each two of the three current-intensities

gave a value of /3 ; in the calculation of a the arithmetic mean
of the three values were inserted in equation (1).

Professor Edlund, in nearly all his experiments, made use of

two copper cylinders silvered on the outer side. These cylinders

proved now to be no longer air-tight ; and therefore in the pre-

sent investigation two others, unsilvered, also employed by Ed-
lund in some experiments, were used.

Waiting till the displacement ceases, before reading-off the

position of the column of liquid, makes the labour very tedious.

This method is not always practicable, because the index has

mostly a motion of its own, independent of the temperature-

variation to be measured, the cause of which will be subsequently

stated. Professor Edlund therefore made his experiments after

the following method. The position of the liquid column was

read off at the end of each three quarters of an hour; and then

the current was reversed. The effect of the peculiar motion

(which could be taken as uniformly accelerated or retarded) was

eliminated in the following manner. The correct deflection,

corresponding to the quantity of heat developed or which had

vanished at the place of contact, was obtained from three deflec-

tions observed in immediate succession, by taking the arithmetic

mean of the first and third, and then the mean of this mean and

the second deflection. In order to save time. Professor Edlund

performed the reading in some experiments every quarter of an

hour. Although the temperature of the cylinders had not in so

short a time arrived at equilibrium, yet the deflections thus ob-
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tained may be employed, because the values of « whicb were

calculated from them are, as Edlund has shown, proportional to

those furnished by the readings after 45 minutes. By special

experiments, which shall in due time be given, it was ascer-

tained that there was this pi'oportionality even when the unsil-

vered cylinders were employed. Hence in the present investi-

gation, except where otherwise stated, the readings were every-

where taken every quarter of an hour.

As essential parts of the apparatus the double cylinders made
of metal sheet and filled with water must be mentioned, the

mantles, which protected the copper cylinders against the varia-

tions of temperature in the observation-room. Those employed
by M. Edlund were made of zinc. During the experiments the

oxidating action of the water had covered the inner sides of the

mantles with a thick layer of hydrate of zinc, which obstructed

the passage of the heat developed in the air-thermometer into

the water. Thereby was produced an elevation of temperature

in the annular layer of air between a cylinder and its mantle

;

and because this rise of temperature was not equally great for

both cylinders, the column of liquid in the glass tube was pvit

in the above-mentioned continuous motion towards one side.

To remove this a means was tried which is indicated in M. Ed-
lund's memoir. New mantles were procured, of the same di-

mensions as the old, but of sheet brass and electroplated with

silver on the side presented to the water*. These were filled

with distilled water. With this arrangement the continuous

motion almost entirely disappeared; only towards the end of the

investigation did it show itself in a slightly higher degree. The
reason for it, however^ did not lie in the mantles ; for the dis-

placement in question vanished again when an experiment was
made with the silvered cylinders. Probably one of the unsilvered

cylinders had undergone a change, so that it gave up the heat

with greater or less velocity than the other. On account of the

continuous displacement, the deflections given in the following

are in every case calculated, according to the method before-

mentioned, from three deflections observed in succession.

2. The galvanic current was generated by a pile of from two
to four Bunsen^s elements ; and in the circuit, besides the wires

in the cylinders, a rheostat, a tangent-compass, and a commu-
tator were inserted. The alloys, except the German silver, were
'cast in a mould of gypsum, in cylindrical rods of about IG cen-

tims. length and 3 millims. thickness. These were soldered

with tin to copper wires 1 millimetre thick, which had been
drawn out of chemically pure, galvanically precipitated copper.

* The entire apparatus in this improved form is delivered by M. Sbren-
sen, of Stockholm, at the price of 110 thalers Prussian currency.
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In the alloys commercial (impure) metals were employed.

During the investigation it was observed that both the electro-

motive and the thermoelectric force diminished as the time pro-

ceeded. This diminution^ especially remarkable immediately

after casting, depended doubtless on physical (perhaps also che-

mical) molecular changes in the alloys. As the electromotive

force was usually determined immediately after the casting, but

the thermoelectric not till some days subsequently, one could

not be sure that both determinations corresponded to the same

molecular state of the alloys. It was consequently necessary

with most of the alloys to repeat the experiments. This later

investigation was effected perhaps six weeks after the first ; and

the same pair of wires was employed. As it could be assumed

that at the end of this time the molecular changes had for the

most part ceased, and since also the determination of the ther-

moelectric force was now taken immediately after the ascertain-

ing of the electromotive force, the values of the two forces thus

obtained correspond to the same molecular state and are compa-

rable with each other.

3. The determination of the thermoelectric force was effected

in the following manner. The copper wire which was soldered

to the alloy was bent, near the soldering, twice at right angles,

and so made parallel to the alloy at a distance of about 2 cen-

tims. The soldering was inserted in a test-tube, which was im-

mersed in cold water, whereby the place of contact was cooled

7-10° C. below the temperature of the room (15-18° C.) . The
free ends of the wires were joined to the ends of the galvano-

meter-wire by means of binding-screws ; these were surrounded

by a wooden case, the ends of which were perforated for the

wires to pass through. The difference of temperature of the

places of contact was ascertained by two exactly similar very

sensitive thermometers. The bulb of one of them was put close

to the place of contact in the test-tube, that of the other near

the binding-screws in the box ; and then the mouth of the test-

tube and the perforations of the box were stopped with cotton-

wool, in order to prevent currents of air. After the contacts

had acquired the temperature of the air surrounding them^ the

two thermometers and the deflection of the galvanometer were

read off simultaneously several times at brief intervals. The
galvanometer was furnished with the usual mirror-reading. The
conducting-power, measured by means of an inducing magnet,

could be modified by a rheostat interpolated in the circuit.

4. We come now to the narration of the observations. The
experiments made at the later determination of the electromotive

and thermoelectric forces will be given in full. Of the experi-

ments first made the results only will be stated, in order to render
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conspicuous the influence of the molecular changes. In the de-

nomination of the combinations we shall always place first the

name of that substance to which the positive galvanic current at

the place of contact must go in order to produce a cooling. The
electromotive force of the combination generates therefore a cur-

rent which at the contact-place goes from the last-named to the

first-named body. The same direction always resulted also for

the thermoelectric current at the hotter place of contact. We
may therefore regard the first-named body as the electropositive,

and the last-named as the electronegative constituent of the com-
bination.

Iron-copper.

For the purpose of being able to compare the electromotive

force of the alloys with that of the unmixed metals, the combi-
nations iron-copper and copper-bismuth (in fact, the wires of

these combinations already used by M. Edlund) were first tried.

The determination of the electromotive force of the combination

iron-copper gave the following result :

—

Experiment 1. Current-intensity j?=tan 29° 6'-5.

Deflections.

33-65

33-72

33-22

32-49

Mean .

Experiment 2.

s= tan 19° 30'- 5.

Deflections.

23-57
23-50
23-50

23-70

33-27

Mean . 23-57

The mean value of /3=2-911.

following values :

—

From Exp. 1,

>* 2,

« 3,

Mean . .

Experiment 3.

s= tan 8° 35'. •

Deflections.

11-37

12-22

12-20

Mean .11-9

With this we obtain for a the

«= 82-42

a= 77'74

«= 81-62

«= 80*59

At the end of the entire investigation the iron-copper combi-

nation was tested afresh to ascertain what changes might have

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol 47. No. 309. Jan. 1874. D
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taken place in the apparatus. There was then obtained /3= 2'976

and o ,

a= 86-87 with s= tan 31 1

a= 81-27 „ 5=tan20 18

a= 84-24 „ 5= tan 10 13

M( a =84- 13

The mean value of the two determinations is a= 82'36.

Professor Edluud obtained a= 130-99. The ratio of these values

is 1-59.

The electromotive force of this combination was also deter-

mined from readings with intervals of 45 minutes.

As the result of these experiments I obtained /3=2-156 and

a= 106-4 with 5= itau36 21

a= 100-5 „ s=tanl9 55

a= 104-6 ,. s='tanlO 28

Mean a= 103-83

The ratio of the two values of a obtained according to the

two different methods is 1-26.

The determination of the thermoelectric force in the way above

given furnished the following result :

—

Experiment 4.—Pair of wires No. 1.

Temperature-diflferences

of the contacts.
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consequently,

for the pair of wires No. 1/ =88'20

„ „ No. 2, =84.-04i

Mean . . =86-12

The quotient obtained by the division of the value obtained by
M. Edlund (146-18) by this is 1-70.

The values above obtained of the thermoelectric and electro-

If this number be
86*12

motive forces have the ratio „^ „„ =1-05.
82*oo

1-70
multiplied by the reduction-factor y:^ =1-07, the number 1*12

is obtained, which is exactly equal to the numerical proportion

of the two forces determined by Professor Edlund.

Copper-bismuth.

Electromotive Force.

Experiment 6.

s= tan 27° 35'.
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Experiment 9.—No. 1.

Temperature-
differences.
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In the first determination /3 was =6*336, and

a= 255-46 with s=tanl8 23
a= 235-28 „ s=tanl2 05

«= 249-89 „ 5= tan 5 32

Mean . . «=246'88

The electromotive force of the alloy appears therefore to dimi-

nish with time.

The thermoelectric experiments gave the following result :

—

Experiment 14.—No. 1.

Temperature-
differences.
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Experiment 16.

s=tanl9° 17'.
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The deflections, reduced, are :

—

For No. 1, =134-11
« No. 2, =157-38

Mean . . =145-75

From the first determination of the electromotive force, made
immediately after the casting, I obtained /3= 4-008 and

a= 1 84-8 with 5= tan 26 34
a= 162-7 ;, 5= tan 16 3
a= 176-4 „ s=tan 6 37

Mean . . «= 174-63

Hence the electromotive force directly after the casting was

sensibly greater than in the later experiments. About ten days

after the casting the reduced deflections of the thermoelectric

current were :

—

For No. 1, =134-91

„ No. 2, =165-83

Mean . . =150-37

This value is but little greater than that obtained in the later

experiments. Probably the molecular change which brought

about the diminution of the electromotive and thermoelectric

forces had for the most part already commenced when the first

thermoelectric experiments were made.

Alloy No. 3 and Copper.

The constituents of this alloy were 2 parts bismuth and 1

part tin.

The electromotive force.

—

Experiment 21.

5= tan 19° 12'.
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The thermoelectric force.

—

Experiment 24-.—No. 1.

Temperature-
differences.
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Experiment 28, on the 29th Feb.—To ascertain the value of

fi, deflections were taken with two diflferent intensities of the
current. We obtained :

—

With s=tan 19 53 the deflection 27-15,

„ s=tan 7 45 „ 12-80,

whence ;Q= 5-600. This experiment gave the thermoelectric

force =103-37.
Experiment 29, on i\Iarch 6.—With s= tan 20° 13' the de-

flection in the air-thermometer was 22-35. Thermoelectric force

= 84-27.

Experiment 30, March 9.—Deflection =19-08 when s =tan
19° 35'. Thermoelectric force =74-61.

T)je following Table makes evident the constant diminution
of both forces. The first column gives the day of the experi-

ment ; the second contains the values of a which have been cal-

culated, with the value of /3=5-6, from Exp. 26-30. The re-

duced deflections of the thermoelectric current are given in the
third column ; the fourth is obtained by division of the numbers
in the third column by those in the second.
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Alloy No. 4 and Copper.

The constituents were 12 parts bismuth and 1 part tin.

The electromotive force.

Experiment 31. Experiment 32.

5= tan 19^ 28'. s= tan 12'' 54'.
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later, 292-63 ; and six days after casting, 274-12. These expe-

riments show distinctly that the thermoelectric force (and conse-

quently also the electromotive force) of this alloy diminishes with

time.

Copper and Alloy No. 5.

The constituents were 32 parts bismuth and 1 part antimony.

The electromotive force.

—

Experiment 36.

s= tan 19° 20'.
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wires, viz. :—for No. 1 the value 313-06; for No. 2, 309-62;
mean, 311*34. Hence we can take the thermoelectric forces of the

two wires as equal also in the later determination. The difference

between the numbers 295*24 and 311*34 is not of importance.

Copper and Alloy No. 6.

This alloy was obtained by melting together 32 parts bismuth
and 3 parts antimony.

The electromotive force.

—

Experiment 40.

s=tanl8° 18'.
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Eleven days previously the thermoelectric force was deter-

mined at 680-93, and the electromotive at 521-23. This alloy

appears therefore to be as little variable in relation to its elec-

tromotive properties as the preceding bismuth-antimony. This

was confirmed by a special thermoelectric experiment. Irnme-

diately after casting, the reduced deflection 613*87 was obtained,

and five days afterwards the deflection 624-13. The difference

does not amount to 2 per cent. ; so that they may be regarded

as not essentially different.

Copper and German Silver.

The copper wire was soldered to a German-silver wire of the

same thickness (1 miUim.) . This combination was tried only once.

The electromotive force.

—

Experiment 45.

s=tan23° 30'.
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Reduced deflection :

—

For No. 1,= 101-82

„ No. 2,= 104-41

Mean =103-12

5. Results of the Investigation.—If the bodies investigated be

arranged according to the magnitude of the electromotive and

thermoelectric forces^ in such wise that a preceding, electroposi-

tive, is opposed to a succeeding one, the following series are ob-

tained, in which the numbers give the relative values of these

forces on contact with copper. In the composition of the series,

only the values obtained iu the later determinations are taken

into account.
Electromotive force.

. 254-74tin

tin

234-18

137-49
82-36

49-76

98-08

295-01

Thermoelectric force.

270-69
236-39
145-75

86-12

51-59

103-12

295-24
460-06
680-94

12 bismuth

8 V
4 „

Iron .

2 bismuth 1

Copper .

German silver

32 bismuth 1 antimony

Bismuth 417-14

32 bismuth 3 antimony . 533*98

Consequently a metallic alloy, like thepure metals, takes the same

position in the electromotive as in the thermoelectric series. Because

the thermoelectric current at the hotter place of contact has the

same direction as the galvanic current produced by the electro-

motive force in action there, this force is augmented by the heat-

ing. These results hold only for temperatures below +30° C,
above which the temperature did not at any time ascend during

the experiments.

If the numbers of the thermoelectric series be divided by the

corresponding ones of the electromotive series the following are

the quotients obtained:

—

12 bismuth 1 tin, and copper

8 bismuth 1 tin, and copper

4 bismuth 1 tin^ and copper

Iron

2 bismuth 1 tin, and copper

Copper and German silver .

„ 32 bismuth 1 antimony

„ bismuth 1-10

„ 32 bismuth 3 antimony . 1-29

Excepting the last, these quotients may be regarded as equal

1-10

1-09

1-06

1-05

1-04

1-05

1-00
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The mean value, if the last number be excluded, =1'06; and
the deviations from the mean, which at the most amount to only

6 per cent., may be attributed to errors of observation. The
last quotient may reasonably be looked upon as not comparable

with the rest. The combination copper and 32 bismuth 3 anti-

mony, in consequence of its great electromotive force, produces

in the cylinders of the air-thermometer considerable variations

of temperature on the reversal of the current ; and therefore it

is possible that the equations employed in the calculation of «,

having been deduced on the hypothesis that the temperature-

variations in the cylinders are only moderate, furnish for this

combination a value of a which is not comparable with those for

the rest of the combinations. This supposition is confirmed by
the circumstance that the quotients appear to increase with the

electromotive force. Hence we believe we are justified in as-

suming that the ratio between the thermoelectric and the electro-

motive force of the alloys investigated is constant and equal to the

ratio for the iron-copper and copper-bismuth combinations.

Lastly, let us mention as another result of this investigation

the remarkable constant diminution of the electromotive and
thermoelectric forces which was observed in the bismuth-tin

alloys. Of the pure metals, bismuth seems also to undergo
such a change. Taking into consideration the known fact that

the thermoelectrical condition of solid conductors is extremely
sensitive to molecular changes (for example, slight impurities or

a relative displacement of the molecules by mechanical treatment,

as tension, torsion, pressure, &c.*), it seems very probable that

the phenomenon in question is connected with some molecular

alteration. By rapid solidification in the casting-mould free

crystallization of the alloy is prevented, and a state of tension is

produced, from which the molecules strive to free themselves.

Simultaneously, chemical changes may take place ; either the

constituents of the alloy may enter partially into chemical com-
bination with one another, or combinations that were formed in

the casting may again fall asunder.

Similar molecular changes have been previously observed in

some bodies. It is known, for instance, that the freezing-point

of an ordinary thermometer rises a little in the course of time
in consequence of the diminution in volume of its bulb. A
similar phenomenon was observed by M. Edlund in 1857, when
readjusting three gauged measures of the Swedish Kanne. The

* Thomson, Phil. Trans. 1856, p. 711- Magnus, Pogg. Ann. vol.

Ixxxviii. p. 469. Matthiessen found the thermoelectric force in bismuth
and antimony very unequal, according as these metals were investigated

after casting or in the state of compressed wires (Pogg. Ann. vol. ciii.

p. 412).
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volume of these measures^ which were made of glass, was most

accurately determined by F. Rudberg in the year 1833 at 100

cubic decimal inches ; M. Edlund, however, found the volume

of all three vessels perceptibly less, thereby proving a perma-

nent structural alte^-ation in the glass, which in twenty-four

years had brought about a sensible lessening of the volume of

these measures. Finally we will mention the transformation of

the artificially produced monoclinic crystals of sulphur into an

aggregate of minute rhombic crystals, the passing of arsenic acid

from the amorphous state into the crystalline form, and other

phenomena of this kind well known in chemistry.

It is probable that the bismuth-antimony alloys are subject to

a change similar to that undergone by the bismuth-tin alloys,

although the effect of it on the electromotive force may be too

little to become apparent during the proportionally brief time of

the present investigation. Whether all solid conductors are

thus altered when subjected to mechanical treatment, and to

what extent the alteration is accompanied by modifications of

their other physical properties (as density, capability of con-

ducting heat and electricity, &c.), may be brought to light by

future inquiries.

Supplement.—I take leave here to mention that General

Freiherr v. Wrede, of Stockholm, has recently discovered very

remarkable alterations of the length of a rod, 1 decim. long, of

the alloy 2 parts bismuth 1 part tin, as well as variations in its

expansion by heat*. With respect to variations of the resistance

to electric conduction of some alloys I made some experiments

in Bonn at the end of last summer (1872). Through the kind-

ness of Geheim-E,ath Clausius I had the opportunity of using in

these experiments an excellent universal galvanometer by Sie-

mens. The results were :—The resistance of the alloy 2 parts

bismuth 1 part tin diminished in 21 days 0*064 of its original

quantity ; that of the alloy 1 part bismuth 1 part tin, 07 in 9

days ; and that of the alloy 1 part bismuth 2 parts tin, 0'06 in

4 days. The velocity of the change had its greatest value im-

mediately after casting. The alloys 12 parts bismuth 1 part

tin, 1 part bismuth 5 parts lead, and 10 parts bismuth 1 part

antimony exhibited a pretty constant resistance to conduction,

since the variations did not amount to more than 1 per cent.

* Kongl. Svenska Vet.-Akad. Handl. 1872.
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VII. On a simple Condensing Collector for Frictional Electrical

Machines. By Samuel Roberts, Esq.*

THE prime conductor of a frictional electrical machine is

one armature of a condenser, the air being the dielectric,

and the more or less conducting objects in the neighbourhood

constituting the second armature. This obvious consideration

suggests the form of a collector suitable for developing the full

length of spark which the machine is capable of giving. Winter's

ring aims at an enlargement of the conductor with as little dis-

sipation as possible, and requires accurate and expensive work-

manship. The exterior armature remains irregular and variable

in the extreme ; and we depend on the extent of the intervening

dielectric for rendering the eflfect of these irregularities small.

If we control the form of the exterior armature as well as that

of the interior one, we really make an artificial condenser or

Leyden battery, though the dielecti'ic may still be air. I revert

then to the old form of apparatus, in which, for medical pur-

poses, the prime conductor was superseded by a Leyden jar;

but as my object is not to accumulate a large quantity of elec-

tricity, but to produce long and frequent sparks, to obtain, in

fact, the ordinary phenomena of a prime conductor armed with

a ring and charged to a high potential, my Leyden jar is of

minute dimensions ; and in this consists what I conceive to be

the novelty. The result of my experiments was so satisfactory

that I venture to communicate it. The apparatus is very effec-

tive, of insignificant cost, and may be applied to any machine at

once.

For a small machine with a cylinder 6 inches in diameter and

8 inches long, I take a glass tube -^^ inch in diameter and 13

inches long, hermetically sealed at one end. A fine copper

wire, gauge 25, is inserted ; and a piece of paper 2^ inches broad

is wrapped four or five times round the closed end. The open

end with a little wire projecting is to be applied to the priine

conductor ; and the outer coating must be in good electric con-

nexion with a metallic ball by means of a similar wire twisted

once round the paper. I obtained in this way brilhant zigzag

sparks 4| inches in clear length.

The charge of the tube at a given potential depends on the

interior surface of the tube, and in part on the exterior surface,

as well as on the wire and coating. Hence a tube of -^q inch

diameter and ^ inch bore will give a spark of considerable

volume, which may occasion a disagreeable shock. We can,

however, modify the efl'ect indefinitely ; and this is a great ad-

vantage of the arrangement. The outer coating may be made
* Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 17. No. 309. Jan. 1874. E
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movable, or can be expanded and contracted by simple sliding.

The interior wire should not quite reach the end of the tube,

because this is apt to be imperfectly annealed and easily cracks.

Neither should the outer coating, if metallic, be tight and rigid

;

for I found that a tight brass slider, at once carrying the tube

and forming the exterior coating, caused speedy rupture by
spontaneous discharge. After several failures, the arrangement

above described enabled the tube to bear a high charge without

damage.

We may, however, with some advantage dismiss the conduc-

tor (which is commonly ill adapted to retain electricity at so

high a potential), and substitute for it a long open tube mounted
at one end with points and at the other with a brass knob, the

points and knob communicating through the tube by a fine

wire. I constructed a collector of this kind with a portion of

a barometer-tube of y'q inch diameter and ^ inch bore, 19
inches long, and coated near the middle with tinfoil for 1 inch.

This worked remarkably well, giving sparks 4 inches long ; but

a little additional length and a somewhat larger bore would be

an improvement. For a large machine a piece of steam-gauge

tubing would be suitable. The stem which carries the tube

may be metallic, or of wood with a wire passing along it.

I observed that the full power of the machine was not yet ex-

hibited, and therefore made a wooden point-holder supported by

a glass stem. In the upper surface is an aperture in which,

with a cork, a Leyden tube can be fixed in an upright position.

A piece of wire twisted about the outer coating (which may be

of paper rubbed with plumbago) communicates with a metallic

knob. We may also fix the closed end of the tube in the aper-

ture and connect the interior wire with the metallic ball. The
free electricity on the covered surface of the tube is thus got rid

of to some extent. This apparatus enabled me to obtain fine

sparks in air between balls over 5^ inches apart. The electri-

city, however, was frequently discharged over the glass of the

cylinder; and it seemed that the limit allowed by the conditions

of the insulation was nearly attained. I believe this result is

remarkable for so small a machine.

The apparatus is so simple, compact, and effective that it

should certainly be associated with every frictional electrical

machine. Leyden jars are made use of in connexion with Holtz's

machine with wonderful success ; but the smallest I have seen

are altogether too large for ordinary machines, and, as I have

said, the pith of the matter is that the condenser must be charged

and discharged frequently at the highest potential the machine

can give. Of course it is desirable to varnish the tubes and

otherwise take the usual precautions.
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VIII. On the Molecular Changes that accompany the Magnetiza-

tion ofIron, Nickel, and Cobalt. By W. F. Barrett, Professor

ofPhysics in the Royal College of Science, Dublin^.

THE magnetization of iron is accompanied by certain mole-

cular changes in the metal which are well known to phy-

sicists. The object of this paper is an endeavour to extend our

knowledge of some of these changes. Further inquiry in this di-

rection seems to be needed as presenting one avenue of approach

to a better insight of what may be termed the "molecular archi-

tecture '' of a magnet.
The wonderful transition of iron from an ordinary to a magne-

tized condition makes no alteration in the appearance, the tem-

perature f, the weight, or the total bulk of the iron; but it is

associated with the changes alluded to, which are briefly as

follows :

—

1st. The act of magnetization causes a slight increase in the

length, and a corresponding diminution of the breadth of an iron

bar—a fact discovered by Mr. Joule in 1842, confirming the

previous observations of MM. Gay-Lussac and Wertheim, that

there was no alteration in the total volume of the iron. This

elongation, however, does not occur when the iron is submitted

to a definite longitudinal strain ; and when the strain is still

gi'eater, the iron invariably shortens when magnetized.

2nd. A sound is emitted by the iron on magnetization and
again on demagnetization. This was revealed by Mr. Page in

1837, and studied by many physicists subsequently. In iron

wires the sound or clink seems composed of two distinct noises,

one of which intensifies by a moderate strain, but is destroyed

and the whole sound enfeebled by a still higher strain.

3rd. M. Wiedemann has proved that an iron wire hung in the

centre of a helix and twisted is more or less untivisted when a

current traverses the helix and magnetizes the wire. M. Mat-
teucci has shown that twisting a magnet lessens its force, but

stretching a magnet slightly adds to its power J ; and according

to M. Guilleniin, a strip of iron bent by its own weight is partly

straightened by magnetization.

4th. The conduclio?i of heat in magnetized iron is greater

across than along the magnetic axis—a fact discovered by Dr.

Maggi, and enlarged by Sir W. Thomson, who has shown that

* Communicated by the Author, having been read before the British

Association at Bradford, September 1873.

t Nevertheless it is stated that repeated magnetization and demagneti-
zation raises the temperature of an iron bar.

X A refined and capital method of exhibiting this is described by Mr.
Gore in the ' Proceedings of the Royal Society ' for January 28, 1869,

vol. xvii. p. 2G5.
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its precise analogue is to be found in the conduction of electri-

city in magnetized iron and nickel.

5th. A bar of wrought iron is more easily magnetized in the

direction of its fibre ; and steel once magnetized in a given di-

rection and then demagnetized, is more readily magnetized in

its first direction than in any other—a fact first pointed out by
M. Marianni, and recently again observed by M. Jamin.

Lastly, it is well known that mechanical blows aid the assump-
tion of magnetic power in steel, but tend to lessen and can even

destroy it when assumed ; and the same also is true of heat,

which no doubt acts in a similar way, viz. by lessening the co-

hesion of the particles of steel.

All these facts may be embraced under the assumption first

made by M. De la Rive, that magnetization is expressed by a

definite movement, or a marshalling of the molecules of iron

—

the placing, as Dr, Tyndall puts it, of their longest dimensions end

to end. Now iron is not the only magnetic body. Nickel and
cobalt share the magnetic properties of iron to a very high

degree ; and to a much less extent the metals chromium and
manganese are also magnetic. If, then, magnetization is an act

associated with an altered structure of iron, we should expect

to find a certain correspondence to iron in the properties of the

other magnetic metals. That this is the case, is I think shown
by the paper which has preceded this, " On the Relationship of

the Magnetic Metals'' ^.

I was anxious to try further whether the molecular disturb-

ances found on magnetizing iron were also exhibited by nickel

and cobalt. One would of course expect to find analogous

changes in these bodies; but I am unaware that they have

hitherto been examined.

Messrs. Johnson and Matthey very kindly lent me an extremely

fine bar of nickel and one of cobalt. Both bars are cylindrical,

a little over 9 inches long and 1 inch in diameter. Though as

pure specimens as they can be rendered commercially, the co-

balt I find contains a very appreciable amount of iron; the

removal of which body, as chemists well know, is a matter of

the utmost difiiculty.

The relative magnetic powers of these two bars deserves a

moment's consideration. Nickel is invariably ranked above

cobalt in the scale of magnetic metals, Faraday and others

placing it next to soft iron. But the bar of nickel I have used,

when submitted to the same magnetizing current as the cobalt

bar, exhibits far less portative force than the cobalt. It is re-

markable that the iron impurity contained in the cobalt is able to

produce so powerful an influence. The nickel, like other speci-

* Phil. Ma-r. Dec. 18/3.
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mens I have met with, has very slight retentive power when
magnetized, whereas the cobalt has a high degree of coercive

force.

I.

Enclosing either of the bars within a helix of wire, a sound
was emitted as soon as an interrupted current traversed the

helix. The sound with cobalt was far the more powerful of

the two, and was even more pronounced and more metallic than

with a corresponding bar of iron. This fact, I believe, has not

been noticed before. It is easy to obtain these sounds by

merely using the coil of an electromagnet and drawing the ter-

minal of the battery wire over a coarse file in a distant room.

II.

In order to examine whether the metals lengthened by mag-
netization, I had a special apparatus made for me by Messrs.

Yeates, of Dublin and London. The instrument is a modifica-

tion of the arrangement used by Dr. Tyndall, and described by

him in his 'Researches on Diamagnetism ' (p. 240). Instead

of being mounted vertically, the iron bar in my instrument is

placed horizontally within the coils of a powerful electromagnet.

One end of the bar is rigidly pressed by the end of a micro-

meter-sci-ew, which is mounted on a sliding brass support that

can be adjusted to any length that tbe bar under experiment

may be. The other end of the bar presses against a system of

levers, by whicb the least motion of the bar is largely multiplied.

On an axle moved by the last lever a mirror is fixed ; and upon

this a beam of light is thrown, the reflected image being received

on a distant scale. The whole is mounted on a firm mahogany
base rather more than a metre long. The momentary warmth
of a lighted match against the iron bar drives the reflected image

through 2 or 3 feet of the scale.

The arrangement is shown in fig. 1 . The soft iron bar, 1 1,

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

'-Wil'l'lt-'
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is mounted on the supports S, S^ passing through the helices

M, M', and abuts against the system of levers, which is shown
enlarged in tig. 2. A micrometer-screw N drives the bar into

close contact with the stud P (in fig, 2). The brass woi-k sup-

porting N slides along the woodwork, and can be firml)^ clamped
to suit any length of the bar under experiment ; the supports

for the bar and for the helices also slide, so that the current can

be sent round the bar at various positions. It was found neces-

sary to employ wedges within j\I, M', to keep the bar from the

lateral motion which occurred when the helices were animated.

The connexions with the commutator C and the battery are

evident. Fig. 2 shows the lever-frame with the front plate oflF.

D, D are the screws of the pillars which hold the frame together.

The first lever A is connected to the second B by the cross

piece C; to the second lever is attached the counterpoise

weight ic, replacing the spring originally used. To the long

arm of B is fastened a silk thread, which passes round a grooved

wheel to the spiral brass spring s s ; the tension of the spring

can be regulated by turning the milled screw g ; by this means
the mirror m can be adjusted to any convenient position. The
vertical scale on which is cast the reflected ray r (fig. 1) is not

shown.

But the difficulties in the way of making determinations

with this instrument were far more than I had even anticipated.

The experience of the faults of one instrument led to the con-

struction of another, which, though yielding better results, would
at times perplex me by the most anomalous behaviour. On exa-

mination, these anomalies were traced to the hair spring which
held the mirror in position ; being of steel, it became magnetized

by the current and was displaced accordingly. This was removed
and a tine spiral copper spring substituted. The first results I

obtained with this improved apparatus showed that the cobalt

aud iron behaved in a similar manner.; each displaced the light

in the direction of elongation 6*5 divisions of the scale on mag-
netization ; but with the nickel no action whatever was observed.

Increasing the battery power to twenty cells of Grove, a barely

discernible movement took place in the direction of elongation.

The very concordant results of two or three days^ work seemed
satisfactory ; but unfortunately little reliance is to be placed ia

them, owing to the fact that I discovered at their close a serious

source of error had been introduced through the inductive action

on an iron pin fastening the levers, by which a disturbance was

caused every time the current circulated round the helices. I

have had lately the apparatus entirely remade, and hope to work

at the subject again ; meanwhile I am endeavouring to procure

a purer specimen of cobalt*.

* I thought it jiossible a lecture demonstration of the elongation of
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III.

I have now to allude to the deportment of iron when raised

to a high temperature. Mr. Faraday has shown, in the last page

of his ' Experimental Researches/ that a moderate degree of heat

does not alter the magnetic capacity of iron, but diminishes the

magnetic force of nickel and incTcases that of cobalt. At a

greater elevation of temperature it is well known that nickel first

loses its ordinary magnetic character, then iron, and finally co-

balt. But Mr. Faraday has also stated (§§ 2343-2347) that

though the magnetism of iron, nickel, and cobalt, as ordinarily

exhibited, disappears at a high temperature, yet a feeble mag-
netic state remains, however exalted the temperature may be.

Some time ago several specimens of very tough fibrous iron

were shown to me that had been obtained directly from cast iron

by bringing high magnetic power to bear upon the latter metal

when in a molten state. The process, which was patented, was

thus popularly described by the 'Athenseum' for April 20,

1867 :
—" The experiment has been tried at one of the leading

iron-works in Sheffield, and with complete success. The mode
of operation, as roughly described, is to place a fixed electromag-

net opposite an opening in the side of the furnace, to excite the

magnet by means of a Smee's battery, so that the magnetism thus

evoked may act upon the molten metal. The efi'ect is surprising

;

the metal appears to bubble and boil, the melting is expedited,

which economizes fuel; and the quality of iron is so much im-

proved that for toughness and hardness it can hardly be equalled.

It appears that some, if not all, of the impurities which remain

after the ordinary process are eliminated by the use of mag-
netism.^' The scheme is so opposed to the ordinary views re-

garding the inertness of molten iron to magnetism, that any
physicist must be naturally incredulous at this report, and would

expect the patent to meet with the oblivion it has received.

Nevertheless is it not possible, from Mr. Faraday's experiments,

that some magnetic effect, not of translation but of direction,

may be impressed on the molecules of molten iron ? This is an
inquiry to which T hope shortly to give more attention.

iron wire by magnetization might be made in the following manner :

—

Two soft iron wires were stretched on a monochoi-d; round one wire, and
nearly its whole length, a helix was coiled, leaving free space for the

stretched wire to vibrate within. The wires were tuned to perfect

unison ; I then hoped that when the current animated the helix and so

magnetized one wire, beats would be heard, owing to the diminished

tension of the magnetized wire and, hence, unequal rate of vibration of the
two. But I cannot say positively that such was the case. The experi-

ment, however, was made under unfavourable circumstances, and needs re-

petition. With an optical representation of the combined vibration of the

two wires a better etfect might be anticipated.
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The resumption of magnetic power by iron after being raised

to bright incandescence is thus described by Mr. Faraday :

—

" The intensity of the force did not appear to increase until the

temperature arrived near a certain point ; and then, as the heat

continued to diminish, the iron rapidly, but not instantaneously,

acquired its high magnetic power, at which time it could not be

kept from the magnet, but flew to it, bending the suspending
wire and trembling as it were with magnetic energy as it adhered
by one end to the core ^' (Exp. Res. § 2345).

Approximately at that temperature wherein a cooling iron

wire resumes its magnetic state, a profound change occurs in

the physical condition of the metal*. A momentary dilatation

of the iron takes place; its thermoelectric position is reversed ; a

sound is emitted; and a sudden reheating, or "after-glow," is

seen to diffuse itself throughout the metal just before it ceases

to be incandescent; and its electric and thermal resistance at

this point appears to undergo a change, though this has yet to

be strictly determined.

IX. Notices respecting New Books.

Elementary/ Geometry. BooTcs I., II., III., containing the subjects of
EucHd's first four Boohs : foUoiving the Syllabus of Geometry pre-
pared by the Geometrical Association. By J. M. Wilson, M.A.,
late Fellow of St. Johns College, Cambridge, and Mathematical
Master of Rugby School. Third Edition. London : MacmiUan
and Co. 1873. 12mo. pp. 188.

ni^HE first two books only of the present work have been pubHshed
before ; they have been revised and in several respects im-

proved. In the composition of the third book Mr. Wilson has

been assisted by Mr. Moulton. Both these gentlemen, we beheve,

took part in dra'^iug up the Syllabus of the Association for the Im-
provement of Geometrical Teaching, in conformity with which the

present work has been written. It is needless to add that great

care has been bestowed on the book. Its contents, so far as the

text is concerned, are substantially those of EucUd's first four books.
Many exercises and deductions are given in illustration of the text.

In many cases the diagrams are so drawn as to show the data of

the proposition. Playfair's treatment of parallel straight lines is

given in place of the method used in former editions. Greometrical

Loci are admitted into the text : and their use is illustrated by several

examples. On the whole, the book, though by no means free from
faults, is well executed ; and a student who makes himself master
of the text and is able to solve the problems and exercises will have
a very good knowledge of the subject.

* The series of pheuoiuena associated with this molecular change are

detailed iu my preliminary note on the subject in last month's Philoso-
phical Magazine.
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An author who takes in hand to write a book on the Elements

of Geometry labours, however, under peculiar disadvantages. Hia

work will be compared with a high standard ; and mistakes which

might have passed «-ithout notice in other subjects will be chal-

lenged in this. Besides, as there are strong—we do not say con-

clusive—reasons against the substitution of a new work for the

recognized text-book, it will be expected that the author shall pro-

duce something substantially different and distinctly better. A
writer who attempts to produce a s^Tithetical Compendium of the

Elements of Geometry substantially different from and distinctly

better than the first four books of Euclid, undertakes a task of

no ordinary difficulty ; and, if we may judge from the preface

to the third edition, Mr. Wilson is more aware of this than he

was a few years ago. To intersperse the text with remarks

and to add deductions are nothing to the point—notes and de-

ductions to Euclid are already in existence. Nor is it much
more to the point to make minor changes. Very many of Mr.

Wilson's changes fall under the latter head. For instance :—the

treatment of Parallels by Playfair's method ; the proofs of Euchd,

I. 8, I. 24, III. 26, 27, 28, 29 (Wilson, pp. 28, 29 ; 27 ; 112-120),

and others; the grouping of the propositions; the separation of

Problems from Theorems &c. It may be questioned whether in

this there is on the whole improvement; at all events it is im-

provement of no great importance. To set against this there is a

great deal which seems to us qu.ite the reverse of improvement

;

and though we cannot exhaust the subject, we will go into details

on three points.

(1) Mr. Wilson makes two classes of axioms—general and geo-

metrical. Now, of course, it is true that such propositions as " if

equals be added to equals the wholes are equal " are applicable to

other than geometrical magnitudes ; but then the application pre-

supposes notions which the student of geometry may or may not

possess. It may be true that when equal quantities of heat are

added to equal quantities of heat the wholes are equal ; but the stu-

dent of geometry has nothing to do with this ; he may not be able

to understand what is meant by equal quantities of heat ; and ac-

cordingly to him the axiom means that if equal angles or lines or

areas are added to equal angles or Unes or areas, the wholes are

equal. The axiom, in fact, is to be construed with regard to geo-

metrical matter. The like is true of the other so-called general

axioms—at least as they stand in Euclid ; and consequently there

is nothing gained by the division. When we go further, however,
and see what Mr. Wilson includes in the list of General Axioms,

" we cannot help suspecting the existence of some confusion of

thought. Here are two of the general axioms :
—" (3) If equals be

added to equals the sums are equal." " (7) If it is knowTi that ' If

A is B then C is D,' it follows that ' If C is not D then A is not B.'

"

Now the former of these, as above remarked, relates to the matter

of geometry'; and where necessary Euclid quotes it amongst the

premises of his reasoning, just as he would any other antecedent
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theorem. The latter is merely a logical rule, and relates to the
form of the reasoning. The following remark will put in a clear

light the impropriety of classing (3) and (7) together under the
same head. If it is right to rank as seventh amongst the axioms
of geometry the rule that " a conditional proposition may be con-
verted by negation," then the rule that " a universal affirmative

proposition can only be coua erted by limitation " ought to be ad-
mitted into the list ; and in fact it \\ould be hard to say what rule
of deductive logic could well be omitted*.
It is one thing to make here and there a remark on the form of the

reasoning employed in proving this or that proposition, and another
to erect a rule of logic into an axiom of geometry : the latter con-
fuses things that differ ; the propriety of making the former is a
matter of opinion. Considering, however, that elementary geometry
should be taught to rather young boys, we are strongly inclined to

think it best to keep the rules of logic out of sight, or at least that

they should be noticed, if at all, in the oral instruction of the

teacher, and should not form a substantial part of the text-book.

It must be remembered that when we are concerned with given

matter we reason correctly, or can be shown to have reasoned in-

correctly without explicit reference to the rides of logic. In a

book of geometry, therefore, logical rules are extraneous matter,

and as such are nearly certain to be treated inadequately, if admitted
at all. Mr. Wilson illustrates this remark by devoting a page and
a half to the conversion of propositions (pp. 3, 4) ; but he notices

only conditional propositions, and his reason for doing so is that
" if A is B then C aviII be D is the type of a theorem," although

his o\vn enunciations often take a different form (e. g. Theorems I.,

VI., X., &c.).

Mr. Wilson has four enunciations under the head of Geometrical

Axioms. Two of them run thus :
—" (2) Two straight Hnes which

have two points in common lie wholly in the same straight line.

(3) A finite straight Hne has one and only one point of bisection
"

(p. 9). The former of these is a true axiom; the latter admits of

proof, and is therefore a theorem assumed to be true merely as a

matter of convenience. Suppose EucHd had assumed the first eight

and had begun his reasoning with the ninth proposition ; his subse-

quent reasoning would have been unaffected ; but surely it would
have been an abuse of language if he had classed together as axioms
" Two straight lines cannot inclose a space," and " The angles at the

base of an isosceles triangle are equal." Yet this is just the sort

of thing which Mr. Wilson has done.

(2) On coming to the definitions, it may be well to notice that in

definition we have to do with nothing but the meaning of words.

It follows that there must be some words which are incapable of

definition, and whose meanings must be arrived at by a direct ap-

peal to the intuitions of sense—to experience, in fact. There may
be good reasons for saying that a line is " length without breadth ;

"

but it is hardly a definition, as the words contained in it (" length
"

* Mr. Wilson's sixth axiom also is purely logical.
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and " breadth ") cannot be understood without a previous know-
ledge of the meaning of the word line. Compare the definition of

a line -ndth that of a square—" a four-sided figure which has its

sides equal and its angles right angles;" and the difference is at

once apparent : in the former the definition is performed by means
of words of an equal order of difficulty, in the latter by means of

an analysis of the name into others simpler than itself. Mr. AVil-

son is plainly not contented Avith EucUd's definition ; but he does
not mend matters by giving the definition of a line thus :

—"Aline
has position but neither breadth nor thickness." The fact is that

the difficulty cannot be got over. There are many words of which
we all know the meaning, but which we cannot define : such words
as red or blue are instances ; and so are a point, a Hue, a superficies,

an angle, Mr.Wilson's account of a straight line is quite a curious

instance of how nearly a wi'iter may get to a distinction and yet

miss it. He tells us :
—" Def . 5. A straight line is such that any one

part must, however placed, Me wholly on any other part if its ex-

tremities are made to fall on that other part." This is plainly a
property of a straight line, or rather of two straight lines, not a
definition ; it is in fact the second geometrical axiom with its

wording slightly altered. If a definition is to be attempted at all,

it would be hard to produce a better than the old one—" A straight

line is that which lies evenly between its extreme points ;" but, of

course, the word evenly as much requires definition as the word
straight. Mr. Wilson adds to his definition the remark, "A stretched

string suggests the notion of straightness, which is in fact incapable

of elucidation " (p. 6). If he had said that " a string stretched

between two points suggests the notion of a straight line, a term
which is in fact incapable of definition," we should have entirely

agreed with him ; but as to the notion of a straight line (or straigh1>-

ness) being incapable of elucidation, that is quite another point.

The notion is elucidated in Whewell's ' Philosophy of the Inductive
Sciences,' vol. i. pp. 96, 97, as Mr. AVilson Avill find on reference.

(3) AV^e have hitherto dwelt only on axioms and definitions. We
\\i\\ now advert to a fault which pervades the whole book, though
want of space compels us to consider it with regard to only a single

instance. The faiilt is impatience of the restrictions of Elementary
Geometry; the instance is the treatment of angles. EucUd, as is

well known, does not recognize any angle which might not be au
angle of a triangle. There seems good reason for this : the notion
of an angle that the learner brings with him to the subject is that
of a knee or corner ; to make him thoroughly familiar with the no-
tion and able to reason upon it correctly is enough in the first

instance, and the more as the notion is fully sufficient for all the

requirements of the first four books. Mr. Wilson thinks other-

wise ; and so to angles right, acute, and obtuse he adds the " straight

angle " [one of two right angles] and the " reflex angle " [one
greater than two right angles]. N^ow, in \he first place, he uses no
term to denote merely an angle less than a " straight angle ;" con-
sequently he always terms such an angle simply an angle ; in other
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words, throughout the greater part of the book Euclid's restriction
is tacitly reimposed, and this even in cases where, if the considera-
tion of reflex angles is to be thought adnsable at all, we should
have expected to see them noticed. E. g. Cor. p. 49 [EucUd I. 32,
Cor. 2] is expressly limited to any convex polygon ; Ex. 2, p. 39,
Ex. 5, p. 40 are not always true if the quadrilateral has a reentering
angle. "We raise no objection to this but want of consistency. Se-
co)ulli/, with regard to the " reflex angle," it is merely said to be
greater than two right angles. Xow take any Euclidic angle and
denote it by 6 ; are we to understand by the corresponding reflex

angle 2ir—6 or 2inr + d'! If the former, here is a restriction much
more arbitrary than Euclid's ; if the latter, we have a conception
proposed to a beginner which is well known to be one presenting
great difficulty to those who are beginning Trigonometry and have
therefore made some progress in Mathematics. jMr.Wilson has an
" axiom " which asserts that " an angle has one and only one bisec-

tor ;" but upon these terms here is an angle A B which has one,
or one of two, or two bisectors, according as A O B means some
one, or any one, or all of the series 2mr + d. Tliirdly, with regard
to the " straight angle." A boy comes to his teacher with the no-
tion that an angle is something resembling a comer of a square or
triangle ; and without delay his teacher introduces him to a notion of

this kind :—Draw a straight line A B and take in it any point C ; at

C there are two straight angles, one on each side of the line—indeed
as many as we please, for there is no occasion to restrict ourselves

to a single plane. He comes with a notion that an angle is some-
thing between two straight lines that meet at a point, and he is

taught without delay that he has only to di'aw a line an inch long
and put a dot upon it to produce an infinite number of angles.

This may be all very well for the teacher ; but what is it for the boy ?

IN'ot only, however, is it of more than doubtful expediency to put
the notion of a straight angle before a beginner, but jMt. Wilson
does it in a way which looks as if he had hardly considered aU the

consequences that ought to follow from its introduction. We will

try to explain what we mean. It might perhaps be contended that

the theorem " aU straight angles are equal " needs distinct proof

;

though it is not easy to see what the theorem would add to the

axiom, " two straight lines, which have two points in common, lie

wholly in the same straight Une." Xow I\Ir. Wilson does not deem
it necessary to give a formal treatment of this theorem ; but he does

deem it necessary to do what is much more surprising. He gives

Theor. I. " All right angles are equal to one another." Theor. 11.

"If a straight Une stands upon another straight line it makes the

adjacent angles together equal to two right angles." Theor. III.
" If the adjacent angles made by one straight line with two others

are together equal to two right angles, these two straight lines are

in one straight line." From EucHd's point of -vdew this would be

very proper ; but from Mr. Wilson's point of view a right angle is

only half a straight angle, Xow let us try the effect of writing in

these theorems, half a straight angle for right angle, and straight
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angle two right angles. We then see that the object of Theorem I.

is to prove that the hah^es o£ straight angles are equal, i. e. it ig a

particular case of Axiom 5. Mr. "Wilson might just as well have a

theorem to prove that the halves of equal straight lines must be

equal. The object of Theorem II. is to prove that if a straight line

divides a straight angle into two parts, the two parts are together

equal to a straight angle. With regard to Theorem III., we remark
that a straight angle is that " made by a straight line with, its con-

tinuation ; " so that the point to be proved is that a straight Hne and
its continuation are in one straight line. In short, from Mr. Wil-
son's point of view, these " Theorems " are not theorems at all ; and
he has failed to see it.

X. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from vol. xlvi. p. 410.]

April 3, 1873.—William Sharpey, M.D., Vice-President, in

the Chair.

THE following communication was read :

—

" On an Air-Battery." By J. H. Gladstone, Ph.D., P.E.S.,
and Alfred Tribe, F.C.S.

The galvanic battery which we are about to describe is founded
on a reaction that we brought under the notice of the Ilo3^al

Society last spring*. We then showed that if pieces of copper
and silver in contact are immersed in a solution of nitrate of

copper in the presence of oxygen, a decomposition of the salt

ensues, with the formation of cuprous oxide on the silver and a

corresponding solution of the copper, while a galvanic current

passes through the Hquid from copper to silver. We stated, more-
over, that this was no isolated phenomenon, but only one of a

large class of similar reactions. It seemed desirable to examine
more fully the history and the capabihties of the electrical power
thus produced.

It was previously ascertained that the combination of the oxygen
takes place only in the neighbourhood of the silver ; and the fol-

lowing formulae ma^^ serve to render the chemical change and trans-

ference more intelligible :

—

Before contact,

mAg -h O+ CU2XO3+ CU2NO3 4- nCu

;

after contact,

mAg + Cu,0-hCu2X03+ Cii2N03-|-(H-2) Cu.

This action is evidently a continuous one until either the oxygen
or the copper fails.

Now the oxygen of the atmosphere is practically unlimited in

* Proc. Roy. ^oc, April 1872, vol. xx. p. 200.
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amount ; but there is a difficulty in bringing any large quantity of

it into contact at once with the silver and the dissolved salt.

To facilitate this, we arrange that the silver plate should haA'e

a horizontal position just under the surface of the liquid in the

cell ; and, in fact, we convert it into a small silver tray full of crys-

tals of the same metal which rise in projections to the very surface.

The copper plate lies horizontally under it, separated, if need be,

by a piece of muslin ; and connexion is made by a wire as usual.

The vertical part of the copper plate, from a Kttle above the

liquid to the bend, should be varnished ; other^uise solution prin-

cipally takes place there, which causes the horizontal part of tlie

plate to drop off. Holes are made in the silver tray with the

view of shortening the communication between the air-surface and
the copper plate and of facilitating the movements of the salt in

solution. The solution itself may be contained in a shallow trough
or saucer, and the whole arrangement will be somewhat as in the

sectional view here given :

—
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covering to the silver, does not greatly diminish the action ; it is

probably porous, besides being itself a conductor of electricity. In

some cases we have found it deposited in crystals sufficiently large

to be seen by the naked eye, and which are sho\%-nby a magnifying-

glass to be regular octahedra.

The internal resistance of this battery, as might be expected, is

small.

The electrolx-tic power of the current was examined. One cell,

the plates of wliich were about two inches in diameter, was found
sufficient to decompose such metallic salts as the nitrates of copper,

silver, or lead, copper sulphate or stannous chloride, in aqueous so-

lution, when platinum was used for the negative electrode, and for

the positive the same metal as existed in the salt experimented

on. Six cells were sufficient to decompose dilute sulphuric acid

slowly and dilute hydrocloric acid pretty quickly, copper electrodes

being employed.

The theoretical interest of this battery lies mainly in the fact

that it differs essentially from every other galvanic arrangement,

inasmuch as the binary compound in solution is incapable of being

decomposed either by the positive metal alone or by the two
metals in conjunction ; it cannot serve, in fact, as the liquid ele-

ment of the circuit -oithout the presence of another body ready

to combine \Wth one of its constituents when set free.

Grove's gas-battery is essentially different from ours if the oxygen

and hydrogen condensed on the platinum plates play the part of

the two metals ; but it closely resembles ours if hydrogen acts

the part of the positive and platinum that of the negative metal

;

the dilute sulphuric acid, a hydrogen compound, will then be de-

composed on account of the simultaneous presence of the oxygen,

which can combine with the liberated hydrogen. Viewed in this

manner G-rove's gas-battery is only a special case of the general

reaction which we have described in our previous paper ; and the

formula will be :

—

Before contact,

7/(Pt4-0 + H^SO^-h>*H;
after contact,

7/iPt-HH,0-hH,SO,-H(n-2)H.

The practical interest of our arrangement lies in the fact that

it is an approximation towards a constant air-battery. Should it

ever come into use elsewhere than on the lecture-table, it will

probably be in the form of a combination of zinc and copper, with

an aerated solution of zinc chloride ; for that arrangement has an

electromotive force six times that of Rearrangement we ha^'e more
particularly studied, and about three quarters that of a Daniell's

cell. The numbers representing the difference of potential between

the two metals, which were actually obtained by means of an elec-

trometer belonging to Sir William Thomson, were :

—
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Silver and copper with deoxygenized copper nitrate 4
Ditto „ oxygenized ditto 8 to 11

Copper and zinc with chloride of zinc 02

Ditto „ water 68

Ditto „ Daniell's cell 83

Chloride of zinc is preferred to the sulphate, as it offers less

internal resistance, and a solution of 20 per cent, is recommended
as about the best conductor*. A single cell of this description is

capable of decomposing dilute sulphuric or hydrochloric acid when
copper electrodes are employed. The two metals might be arranged

as in a Daniell's battery ; the zinc would of course require no amal-

gamation ; and the whole might be left for weeks or months without

any attention. The oxide of zinc produced generally falls to the

bottom of the vessel, and may b^e separated whenever it is thought

desirable.

The povrer is thus obtained at a minimum of expense ; for the

oxygen which combines with the zinc costs nothing. Such a battery

would appear to be specially adapted to cases where the galvanic

current has to be frequently broken, as in telegraphy ; for at each

period of rest it renews its strength by the absorption or diffusion

of more oxygen from the air.

May 1, 1873.—William Spottiswoode, M.A., Treasurer and
Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following communication was read :

—

" On the Condensation of a Mixture of Air and Steam upon
Cold Surfaces." By Osborne Reynolds, IM.A., Fellow of Queen's
College, Cambridge.

1

.

The object of this investigation is to ascertain how far the

presence of a small quantity of air affects the power of a cold sur-

face to condense steam. A j^nori it seemed probable that it might
retard condensation very much ; for when pure steam comes up to a

cold surface and is condensed, it leaves an empty space which is im-
mediately filled with fresh steam ; so that the passage of the steam
up to the cold surface is unobstructed, and if the surface could

carry off the heat fast enough, then the rat^ of condensation would
be unlimited. If, how^ever, the steam is mixed with air, then, as

the mixture comes into contact with the cold surface, the steam will

be condensed and the air will be left between the fresh steam and
the cold surface ; so that after condensation has commenced that

surface will be protected by a stratum of air, and fresh steam will

have either to displace this or pass through it before it in turn can
be condensed.

2. This question, besides its philosophical interest, has important
practical bearings on the steam-engine.

First. If the quantity of air mixed with the steam affects the

rate at which it condenses, then the ratio which the pressure of air

bears to the pressure of steam in a condenser will materially affect

* On the authority of Mr. Herbert MacLeod.

F2
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its efficiency : this is particularly important with reference to the

surface-cojidenser.

SecoiuL If air prevents the condensation of steam, then by send-

ing air into the boiler of a hi^jh-jiressure engine, the condensation

at the surfa^^e of the cylinder will be prevented, which, if allowed

to occur, becomes a source of great waste ; for when the steam

comes into a cold cylinder it condenses, heating the cylinder and
leaving water, -nhich will again be evaporated as soon as the steam

escapes ; and this, in evaporating, will cool the cylinder. By pre-

venting this, the mixing of air \\-ith the steam would effect the same
object as the steam-jacket, only in a more efficient manner ; for the

heat communicated to the steam in the cylinder from the jacket is

not nearly so effective as that which is communicated from the

boiler, in consequence of the steam in the cylinder being at a lower

temperature than that in the boiler.

3. The experiments for this investigation were, by the kind per-

mission of Dr. Eoscoe, carried out by Mr. Pasley, a student in the

Chemical Laboratory of the Owens College ; and I beg to tender

him my best thanks.

4. In making these experiments two objects were particularly

kept in view :

—

First. To ascertain if there is a great difference in the rate of

condensation of pure steam and a mixture of steam and air—to

ascertain in fact whether pure steam condenses at an unlimited

speed.

Second. To ascertain if (and according to what law) the effect of

air on the condensation increases as the proportion of air to steam

increases.

5. Of these two undertakings the first is much the most difficult.

The rate of condensation of pure steam is so great that it is prac-

ticallv impossible to measure it ; and to institute a comparison be-

tween tlus and the condensation of a mixture of steam and air is

like comparing the infinite M-ith the finite. It is practically impos-

sible to keep any surface cold when an unlimited supply of pure

steam is condensed upon it, so that under such circumstances the

quantity of pure steam condensed is limited by the power of the

surface to carry off the heat. The best method of obtaining a

quantitative result seems to be by introducing sufficient cold water

into a flask of steam to condense it all, and ascertain whether this

condensation is effected suddenly or slowly.

6. The presence of hot water in the flask with the steam very

much assists in ascertaining the rapidity of condensation. ^ hen

there is no hot water in the flask, the condensation by the injected

water is only a question of time ; the gauge will come to the same

point whether the condensation is quick or slow, the only differ-

ence being in the speed at which it \^-ill rise—a difference not easy

to appreciate, especially when the motion is quick. But if hot

water is present, then as the steam in the flask is condensed it is

replaced by fresh steam from the water, and the interval between

the condensation and the consequent ebullition is the only time
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allowed for the creation of a vacuum ; the vacuum which is attained

iu the interval will therefore depend on the rapidity of condensation.

The interval wUl be very short ; and the better the vacuum the

shorter it mil be ; so that unless the condensation is very sudden,

there will be but a slight reduction of pressure.

If, however, the condensation is really instantaneous, a perfect

vacuum may exist for an instant. Hence, when there is water in the

flask, the rapidity of condensation is indicated by the height to which

the gauge rises, instead of the speed with which it rises ; and this is

much easier to estimate.

7. The apparatus employed in making these experiments con-

sisted of a glass flask fitted with a mercurial vacuum-gauge and

pipes for admitting water and air, or allowing steam to escape.

The flask and all the pipes were freed from air by boiling ;
and

when all the air had been driven out the pipes were closed, the lamp

removed, and the flask allowed to cool until the gauge showed a

slight vacuum ; the water-pipe was then opened and a few drops

of water allowed to enter and fall through the flask ; as they did

so the mercury rushed up the gauge and, by its momentum, above

the point for a perfect vacuum, showing that the condensation was

instantaneous. Immediately afterwards the gauge fell nearly to

its starting-point. Next, the flask was allowed to cool and a little

air was let in (about equal to half an inch of mercury in the gauge,

or about a sixtieth of the volume of the flask). The lamp was

then replaced, aud the operation was repeated as before ; this time,

however, as the cold water entered the mercury did not rush up

the gauge, but rose slowly a small distance and there remained.

8. This experiment shows, therefore, that there is a great differ-

ence in the rates at which pure steam and steam with air condense

on a cold surface, so great in fact that the speed with pui'e steam

must be regarded as nearly infinite.

9. To compare the various effects of different quantities of air, two

metJiods liaue been used, wliich may be described as follo\^s :

—

I. A surface-condenser is formed within the boiler or flask, so

that the steam may be condensed as fast as it is generated. Then,

when a flame of a certain size acts on the boiler, the effect of the

air is to cause the pressure of steam in the flask to increase. This

method is founded on the assumption that the rate at which steam

will condense at a cold surface is, cceteris paribus, proportional to

its pressure—an assumption which is probably not far from the truth.

n. With the same apparatus as in method I. the rate of conden-

sation is measured by the quantity of water condensed in a given

time, obtained by counting the drops from the condenser, the pres-

sure within the flask being kept constant. This method does nofc

involve any assumption ; but the conditions for its being accurate

are such as cannot be obtained ; for not only must the temperature

of the condenser and the temperature of the steam remain constant,

but the pressure of the steam must also remain constant, aud if the

two former conditions are fulfilled the latter cannot be ; for the

temperature of the steam will be the boiling-point of the water m.
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the flask ; and if this is to remain constant, the pressure of air and
steam must be constant, and therefore, as the pressure of the air in-

creases, the pressure of the steam must decrease. This variation of

pressure is not very great ; and its effect may be allowed for on the

assumption that the condensation is proportional to the pressure of

steam. This is accomplished by dividiDg the drops by the pressure

of the steam.

These methods, neither of ^hich, as it appears, is rigorous,

seem nevertheless to be the best ; and fortunately the law which
the effect of the additions of air follows is of such a decided cha-

racter as to be easily distinguished ; and the two methods give

results which are sufficiently concordant for practical purposes.

10. The apparatus employed in these experiments consisted of a

glass flask, in which a surface-condenser was fonned of a copper

pipe passing in and out through the cork. This pipe was kept

cool by a stream of water, and was so fixed that all the condensed
water dropped from it, and the drops could be counted. The flask

was freed from air by boiling ; the volume of air passed into the

flask could be accurately measured ; and ample time was allowed

for the air in the flask to produce its effect before more was admitted.

For the experiments according to method I., the flame under the

flask and the stream of water through the condenser were kept con-

stant from first to last. For those made according to method II.,

in one case the stream of water was kept constant, and m the other

it was altered, so that the effluent ^'^ater was kept at a constant

temperature.

11. The results of these experiments are sho\Mi in Tables I., II.,

in.
The letters which head the columns have the following meanings :

—

/ stands for the volume of the flask in cubic centimetres.

a stands for the volume of the air at the pressure of the atmo-
sphere.

\ stands for the height of the barometer in millimetres of mer-
cury at the time of the experiment,

\ stands for the height of mercury in the gauge in millims.

tg stands for the temperature Centigrade of the effluent ^^ater.

<j stands for the temperature of the water in the flask, found
from Eegnault's tables of boiling-points,

2^1= ^0— ^'i
stands for the pressure ^^ithin the flask in millims. of

mercury.

n = y + Ti
-—~, stands for the pressure of the air within the

flask corrected to the temperature T,

.

j53=Pj—2>2 stands for the pressure of the steam.

--^ stands for the ratio of the pressure of the air in* the flask to

ihat of the steam.
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Table I.

h=756, t^ = 9, /=500.
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Table II. shows the result of an experiment after the second
method, in which the pressure within the flask remained constant,

whilst the flame and condensation were reduced as the air was ad-

mitted. In this experiment the rate at which the water passed

through the condenser was constant from first to last, and conse-

quently the temperature of the effluent water varied with the con-

densation.

Table III. shows the result of an experiment, also made accord-

ing to the second method, but in which the quantity of water
flowing through the condenser was so varied that the temperature
of the efiluent water remained constant.

13. Each of these Tables shows the effect of air on the condensa-

tion in a very definite manner ; but the results as given in the

Drops
column Pg in Table I. cannot be compared with the in Tables

II. and III. as they stand ; for these show the effect of the air in a
series of increasing figures. If, however, these figures show the

power of the air to diminish condensation, then they \\-ill be in-

versely proportional to the quantity of water condensed, i. e. what
would have been condensed if the pressure and other things had

remained constant. Hence the numbers in the column — should

Drops
be proportional to the numbers in the column ^ in Tables II.

and m.
'

In order to compare the results of these experiments, the results

in each Table have been multiplied by a common factor, so that

they may be the same when the pressure of air is one tenth that of

the steam. Thus the numbers in the column — in Table I. have

been midtiplied by 2000, and numbers under — in Table II. by 7.

The result of the experiments thus reduced are shown in the curves

1, 2, 3.

The point of no air might have been chosen as the point in which
the curves should coincide ; but, as has been previously explained,

the results under such circumstances are to be taken as indicating

the power of the condenser to carry off the heat. Had it been
possible to keep the condenser cool, then there is reason to believe

that there would have been no limit to the condensation of pure
steam, and that the true form of the curves is like that shown by
the dots.

Although the curves do not coincide, yet they are all of the same
form, and the difference bet\\-een them is not greater than can be

accounted for by the disturbing causes already mentioned. They
all show that the effect of air begins to fall off rapidly when its

pressure amounts to one tenth that of the steam, and that when
it amounts to about one fourth that of the steam the admission of

more air produces scarcely any effect.
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Ratio of the pressure of air to that of steam.

14. Conclusions.—The conclusions to be drawn from these expe-

riments are as follows :

—

1. That a small quantity of air in steam does very much retard

its condensation upon a cold surface ; that, in fact, there is no

limit to the rate at which pure steam will condense but the power

of the surface to carry off the heat.

2. That the rate of condensation diminishes rapidly and nearly

uniformly as the pressure of air increases from two to ten per cent,

that of the steam, and then less and less rapidly until thirty per

cent, is reached, after which the rate of condensation remains nearly

constant.

3. That in consequence of this effect of air the necessary size of a

surface-condenser for a steam-engine increases very rapidly with

the quantity of air allowed to be present within it.

4. That by mixing air with the steam before it is used, the con-

densation at the surface of a cylinder may be greatly diminished,

and consequently the efficiency of the engine increased.

5. That the maximum effect, or nearly so, will be obtained when
the pressure of the air is one tenth that of the steam, or when
about two cubic feet of air at the pressure of the atmo.sphere and

the temperature 60° F. are mixed \\'ith each pound of steam.

15. Ilemarls. As this investigation was nearly completed my
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attention was called to a statement by Sir W. Armstrong, to the
effect that ]Mr. Siemens had suggested as an explanation of the
otherwise anomalous advantage of forcing air into the boiler of a
steam-engine, that the air may prevent, in a great measure, the
condensation at the surface of the cylinder. It would thus seem
that !Mr. Siemens has already suggested the probability of the fact

which is proved in this investigation. I am not aware, however,
that any previous experiments have been made on the subject, and
therefore I offer these results as independent testimony of the cor-
rectness of ;Mr. Siemens's views as well as of my own.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from vol. slvi. p. 329.]

February 5, 1873.—Wariugtou W. Smyth, Esq., F.E.S., Vice-
President, in the Chair.

The following communication was read :

—

1. '•' On the Oolites of Northamptonshire.—Part II." By Samuel
Sharp, Esq., F.S.A., F.G.S.

In the first part of this memoir the succession of beds in the

neighbourhood of Xorthampton was shown to be as follows :

—

<^lay
]

"White Limestone I ^. f n Tf
Clay with Feixuginous Band . . . .

[

^

(" Upper Estuarine ") J
Line of Unconformity'.

( Sand with Plant Bed "j

Northampton I (" Lower Estuarine ")
I T f

" O Tt
Sand ....

I

Variable Beds [

[ Ironstone Beds
J

I'pper Lias Clay.

The Great Oolite limestone of this section has been confounded,

even up to the present time, with a limestone (frequently Oolitic)

which occurs between Kettering and Stamford, is prevalent about

the latter town, extends through Piutland and Lincolnshire (where

it attains a thickness exceeding 200 feet) and into Yorkshire,

which limestone has been distinguished by Mr. Judd as the " Lin-

colnshire Kmestone." The object of the author was to show that

these two limestones were distinct, and that while the former was of

the Great Oolite period, the latter as certainly belonged to the

Inferior Oolite ; and in citing evidence in proof of this position upon
stratigraphical and palseontological grounds, he gave a general ac-

count of the geology of the northern division of Northamptonshire,

illustrating his description by the exhibition of numerous fossils

gathered from the various beds and localities referred to.

Between Xorthampton and Kettering, the Great Oolite limestone

is the surface rock ; and intersecting valleys upon that Hue, and the

escarpment of the Ise valley, a mile east of Kettering, exhibit this

sequence of beds :

—

Limestone.

)per Estuarine Clays.
Great Oolite -^ tt

1 ^ PI
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to- /-w Ti. f Lower Estuariue Beds 1 Nortliampton
Inienor Oolite . . . . \ -r> i> i hoi

[ Ferruginous Beds ....
J

ISand.

Upper Lias Clay.

And this section, with the successive superaddition of Great Oolite

Clay, Cornbrash, Kelloway Hock, and Oxford Clay, is continued

due east across the country to the valley of the None, and on into

Huntingdonshire.

Upon the same Ise escarpment, about a mile north-east of Ket-
tering, the thin end of the wedge of the Lincolnshire limestone is

seen to come in ; and this sequence, for the first time, is pre-

sented :

—

r, . /-. Ti. f Limestone.
Great Oolite X tt -c *. m

)_
Upper Lstuanne Clays.

r LrNCOLNsniEE LiMESTOJfE (very thin).

Inferior OoKte . . . . -j Lower Estuarine Beds ) Northampton

[ Ferruginous Beds ....
J

Sand.

Up,per Lias Clay.

The same sequence, with the occasional superaddition of the Great
Oolite Clay, was sho'WTi to be repeated upon the western escarpment
of the Ise, at Glendou, Barford Bridge, near Rockingham, at Weekly,
and at Geddington (the Lincolnshire limestone increasing in thick-

ness at eveiy advance), and to occur over and over again upon in-

numerable escarpments in the counties of Northampton, Rutland,
Lincoln, and York, offering unmistakable and incontrovertible evi-

dence of the true stratigraphical position of the Lincolnshire lime-

stone.

The author described the section in the ancient quarries at Weldon,
whence is obtained the highly reputed freestone of that name. He
exhibited a diagram of the horizontal section from Rockingham, on
the WeUand valley (which marks to the north-west the line of divi-

sion between Northamptonshire and Rutland), through Weldon, by
Oundle, and across the Nene valley into Huntingdonshire. It was
shown by this diagram that, although the Lincolnshire limestone has
a thickness of some 30 feet at Weldon, it thins out very rapidly

eastwards, being nowhere found within three miles of Weldon, and
being altogether absent from the Nene escarpment at Oundle, which
presents, with this exception, the whole series of beds from the
Oxford Clay to the Upper Lias Clay inclusive.

The author successively described sections in the Lincolnshire
limestone :—at Kirby, where the equivalent of the CoUeyweston slate

is quarried, this'^beiug the extreme western point at which it has been
found ; at Deene, Wakerley, Morcot (where the whole series from
the Cornbrash to the Upper Lias inclusive occurs, the Lincolnshire
limestone attaining to a thickness of 60 feet), Ketton (where the
famous Ketton freestone is quarried), and Colleyweston. At the
last-named place the well-known calcareo-arenaceous slate has been
quarried for more than 350 years; and the numerous quanies
occupy an area exceeding a mile in diameter. Here everywhere
may be noted the position of this slate-bed, passing the Lincolnshire
limestone scries, and immediately overlying the Lower Estuarine
Sands.
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Some three miles north-east of the Colleyweston slate quarries is

the high ground of the Stamford Open Field, the summit of which is

about 200 feet above the level of the river Welland. In this one

hill-mass occur (and may be observed) the whole series of beds

from the Cornbrash to the Upper Lias inclusive, the Lincolnsliire

limestone having reached a thickness of 75 feet, and being the most
important bed of the section.

The limestone which occurs beneath the Great Oolite Clay and

above the Upper Estuarine series high up upon the escarpment of

Stamford Field, occurs also, at a level some 100 feet lower, at Be-

misthorpe, and at Danes' Hill and Essendine, in cuttings of the

Great Xoi'thern Railway, the only record of the sections of which

is to be found in Professor Morris's paper in the Society's Journal

for 1853. This limestone has not been considered to be Great

Oolite at all ; but the author showed, by a comparison of the whole

group of fossils obtained from both beds, that this limestone was
identical with the Great Oolite limestone of the Xorthampton district.

The author described the peculiar effect of a fault occurring

south of the Welland at Stamford, by which the Upper Lias capped

by the Xorthampton Sand has been thrown up to an elevation over-

topping the town, L'pon a severed and subsided mass the im-

portant suburb of St. !ilartin's has been built, and a peculiar repe-

tition of beds has resulted—Upper Lias, Northampton Sand, Colley-

weston Slate, and Lincolnshire Limestone being in a double se-

quence encountered upon an ascent of the escarpment. The fact

was stated that the Colleyweston slate was found near the foot of

the escarpment (whence the beautiful Astropecten CottemvohUce, var.

>S'^«wybrc?e?i.s?s,Wright, was obtained by the author in 1853), and again

upon the summit of the escarpment, at a distance of one third of a

mile, at an increased elevation of 150 feet. Other anomalous results

of the same fault, which extend? some miles eastward, were described.

The area of the old " Barnack Bag" quarries was referred to.

These were in work in the time of the Romans, but had been

exhausted for 400 years. The stone (Lincolnshire limestone) was

the building-stone over a large district in ancient times ; and its

excellence was proved by time.

The escarpment south of the Xene valley at Wansford presents

the same sequence as that of the Stamford Field—Cornbrash to the

Upper Lias inclusive. The railway-tunnel is excavated in the Lin-

colnshire limestone. East of this, at Castor and "Water Xewton,

and west of the same point at Elton, the Lincolnshire limestone thins

away, and the two estuarine series again come together in vertical

contact. Along the Xene valley towards X'orthampton the southern

escarpment presents the complete sequence of beds from the Oxford

Clay to the I^pper Lias inclusive (jninvs tlie Lincolnxlnre limestone),

as far as Thrapstone. Here the Oxford Clay and Cornbrash part

company and trend southward, the other members of the series

(Great Oolite Clay and limestone, Upper Estuarine, Lower Estuarine,

and ferruginous beds of Xorthampton sand, and Upper Lias) con-

tinuing on to the Xoitharapton district.

The author contended that the stratigraphical and palgeonto-
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logical evidence combined to estabKsh the position which he assumed

in his introduction—that the Great Oolite limestone of North-

ampton was identical with what he considered was Great Oolite

at Stamford, and that the " Lincolnshire limestone" was a distinct

formation, and a member of the Inferior Oolite series.

He had confidence that he had shown that the series of beds in

the north-eastern portion of the northern division of Northampton-

shire comprised all the beds between the Oxford Clay and Upper

Lias inclusive, including the Lincolnshire limestone—and that those

of the south-western portion comprised the same sequence, excluding

the Lincolnshire limestone.

He considered that the Great Oolite Clay represented the Forest

Marble and the Bradford Clay of the West of England ; that the

Great Oohte limestone was nearly equivalent to the Great Oolite of

Bath and the Cotteswolds, and to the upper beds of Minchin-

hampton ; that the Upper Estuarine might be nearly identical with

the Upper Plant Shale of Yorkshire, but more certainly with the

Stonesfield slate of Oxfordshire; that the Lincolnshire limestone

was nearly synchronous with the grey limestone of Yorkshire (In-

ferior Oolite), and probably with the lower portion of the Am.
HumphriesianKS zone of the west of England, but extending a little

below this zone ; that the Lower Estuarine answered to the Lower
Plant Shale of Yorkshire, but had no representative in the west

;

that the upper portion of the ferruginous beds of the Northampton
Sand was nearly upon the same horizon as the Glaizedale and Dogger
beds of Yorkshire and the Am. MurcMsonce zone of the west ; and

that the lower portion of the JS^orthampton sand was represented by
the Am. opalinus zone and the Midford Sand.

XI. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON SOME PHENOMENA OF ILLUMINATION. BY A. LALLEMAND.
A LL the effects of illumination observed in diaphanous bodies
"^ traversed by the light of the sun, either natural or polarized,

are readily explained if it be admitted that the vibratory motion of

the aether in penetrating the transparent medium, encounters a re-

sistance in virtue of which the vibrations are propagated laterally

in such a manner that along any direction obUque to the incident

ray the motion of the sethereal particle represents the projection

of that of the aether on its passage from the luminous pencil, and
if, on the other hand, it be also admitted that the molecules of the

medium, absorbing a portion of the vis viva of the aether, Adbrate in

their turn and propagate in the asthereal fluid the complex vibra-

tions which constitute natural light. The illumination therefore

results from two effects superposed ; and the light emanating from
it is formed of two sorts of rays : the one sort, always of the same
colour as the incident rays, are polarized either partially or com-
pletely, according as the incident pencil is neutral or polarized ; the

others, the refrangibility of which is often inferior to that of the

exciting rays, have the properties of natural hght, and determine a

general property of bodies which has been called Jluorescenee. In
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the case of opaque bodies this property corresponds to what is

more usually designated by " the j^rojjer colour of the body."

I have just said that fluorescence is a general phenomenon of

transparent bodies. In fact, by operating on the purest liquids

(such, for example, as are obtained by condensing a gas Kke sul-

phurous acid, cyanogen, &c.), it is proved that the illumination is

not extinguished when we look in a direction normal to the pencil

and to the plane of polarization of the incident light ; or if we view
natural light through a double prism, one of the two images of the

luminous ray never disappears completely. Nevertheless in study-

ing under better conditions some crystallized substances, I have

been able to recognize that quartz and rock-salt, when very pure,

exhibit not the slightest trace of fluorescence and are illuminated

very cleanly. To succeed in this experiiiieut, it is necessary to po-

larize a large pencil of solar rays \\ith a Foucault normal-face

prism, and to concentrate it with a quartz lens cut parallel to the

axis, of 35-40 centims. focus. The principal sections of the polar-

izer and the lens are made to coincide ; and then their movements
are rendered conjoint. If the pencil thus concentrated pass through

the quartz either in the state of an ordinary or of an extraordinary

ray, a very distinct white trail is observed in the plane of polariza-

tion, which a Xicol completely extinguishes. On looking in a di-

rection normal to the plane of polarization, there is no illumina-

tion ; there remains not the least trace of fluorescence. AYhen
the solar ray traverses the quartz along the optic axis, the disper-

sion of the plane of polarization has for its result the giving equal

illumination around the ray, and polarization is complete only in a

direction normal to the pencil. In this case chromatic illumination

should be observed, siniilar to that of sirup of sugar and all solu-

tions \^-ith rotatory power ; but with, quartz it is not manifest

;

indeed we know that the mixed tints, much weakened, all affect a

uniform grey tint which the eye camiot distinguish. Very pure

rock-salt is illuminated also like quartz, and is not fluorescent.

It is not the same vdih. Iceland spar. All the specimens I have

examined are illuminated with orange-red more or less brilliant

;

but this coloured illumination is the same in the plane of polariza-

tion and normal to that plane ; it is not extinguished by a Xicol,

when the emergent rays, which necessarily undergo double refrac-

tion, remain superposed. This red Hght is due solely to fluores-

cence ; and the polarized illumination resembling that of quai'tz is

not appreciable. A peculiarity which I must notice is, that w hen
the incident solar thread is not polarized and traverses the spar

rhombohedron so as to give two pencils well separated, the fluores-

cence due to the ordinary ray appears more Aivid and of a deeper

red than that of the extraordinary ray ; at least this is what I have

distinctly observed in two strongly fluorescent specimens. The
fluorescence of spar has besides been studied by M. Becquerel with

the phosphoroscope ; and I only confirm, by another method, his

observations. Colourless fluor-spar combines with more intensity

the two distinct properties of quartz and of spar : it gives a white

illumination, very bright in the plane of polarization, and a violet-
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indigo fluoresceuce in the direction perpendicular to it. The three

crystallized bodies quartz, spar, and fluorine, A'iewed AAith respect

to the illumination, represent three t}q^)es, to which all transparent

bodies may be referred. To cite only one example, not yet re-

marked, pure naphthaline dissolved in alcohol or rectified essence

of petroleum has a quinic fluorescence of a very bright indigo-blue.

Spectral analysis of this light gives a very intense blue band ex-

tending from the hne Gr to H and dominating the other colours of

the spectrum, which it also iucludes.

I must also mention the curious effects obtained with prisms of

chilled glass. The thread of polarized light which passes through

them gives a luminous trace, white and partially polarized at cer-

tain points, while at others it is neutral and coloured yello\sdsh

green or bluish green, according to the fluorescence of the glass

used. Without entering into further details, it is seen that these

effects depend on the double refraction which the ray of light

undergoes, and on the direction of the plane of polarization of the

illuminating pencil.

To complete these observations I will add a few words on the

photometric experiments by which I measured the proportion of

polarized Hght contained in the rays emitted by a liquid illuminated

by a pencil of natural light. If the liquid were not fluorescent, the

polarization would be total when we look normally in any plane

passing through the axis of the pencil, if it be admitted, as I have
said above, that the trajectory of an sether particle on the visual

line is not any thing else but the projection of the cu'cle which is

the envelope of all the ellipses Avith variable orientation which re-

present the motion of the ajther in a ray of natural light.

The verification of this law would present no difficulty, if the
inevitable fluorescence of the liquid did not add to the illumination

a proportion of neutral light—constant, it is true, but of which it is

necessary to take account.

I operated as follows, with a photometer the general arrange-
ments of which reproduce those adopted b}^ MM. Bernard and
Edm. Becquerel. 1 view the illuminated pencil through a Mcol,
of which the principal section is at first normal to it ; and I make
its light equal to that received from a lamp into a prism with total

reflection after passing through two Nicols—the first movable, the
second fixed, and their principal sections coinciding. This done, I
extinguish the portion of polarized light emitted by the illuminated
liquid by turning the first prism through 90°. In order to restore

the equality of the lights, it is then only necessary to turn the
movable Nicol through a certain angle, which serves to vary the in-

• tensity of the light for comparison.

Let a and a' be the angles of rotation which have restored equa-
lity of the images when the pencil was Aiewed, first normally, and
then in a direction making an angle w with the axis of the illumi-

nating pencil. If /denote the proportion of fluorescent light, and
m the hght totally or partially polarized Avhich comes from the
lateral propagation of the luminiferous motion, we shall have the
following equalities :

—
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f 2 »" COS* o>+ f-A— = COS'' a, .--^ = COS' a .

VI+f m+f
Let it be remarked that we may suppose m=l, and that the two

terms of the second ratio should be multiplied by the same factor

variable with w, since the light emitted varies with the depth of the

luminous thread, and this changes "with the inclination. Elimina-

ting / in these two equalities, we get

sin a'= sin a sin w.

I have verified this relation with a thin-walled spherical balloon

filled successively with very pure alcohol and hydride of hexyl.

AVithout entering into the detail of the experiments and the pre-

cautions taken to realize the equality of the tints of the two images

(a condition -without which the equality of the lights becomes illu-

sory), I may say that the law was very well verified on causing to to

vary from zero to 65° ; the errors in the determinations of a never

exceeded 1°, which exhibits a very sufficient approximation for pho-

tometric measures.

—

Comptes Rendus deVAcademie des Sciences, vol.

Ixxvii. pp. 1216-1219.

ON A PROCESS FOR VERIFYING THE NODES IN A SOUNDING PIPE.

BY M. BOURBOUZE.
The nodes of vibration in pipes are the places where the air is

motionless, but where it undergoes alternate compressions and di-

latations synchronous with the duration of the vibration. They
are usually verified by showing that a membrane covered with sand,

introduced into the tube, does not vibrate.

M. Kceuig has contrived placing in the side of the pipe a capsule

closed interiorly by a flexible membrane, and through which circu-

lates a current of illuminating gas, which is hghted. When the

pipe cariies the compressed membi'ane, it alternately dilates the

current of carburetted hydrogen, and the flame undergoes oscilla-

tions which are ascertained by viewing them in a revolving mirror.

This procedure is excellent, but does not lend itself to the projec-

tions which are necessary in lectures.

I replace these capsules by a simple membrane of flexible caout-

chouc, upon which I fix a very light silvered mirror, so that it

oscillates with the membrane. Consequently, if the rays from a

luminous point be thrown upon this mirror, and the image be pro-

jected by a lens, the image will be seen to elongate, as in the expe-

riments of M. Lissajous, and frequently to be transformed into an

ellipse. It has its maximum of elongation when the mirror is at

the node ; it approaches immobility, and at length remains motion-

less, as the mirror is removed from the node to be placed on a loop.

This membrane can be placed at the extremity of a Helmholtz

resonator, or at the end of a caoutchouc tube fixed to the extremity

of that instrument ; and w'e can assure ourselves that the mirror

vibrates when we produce in the vicinity a mixed sound containing

the note proper to the resonator.

The new process replaces with advantage, in lectures and in re-

rearches of investigation, those which have till now been made use

of.

—

Comptes Rendus de VAcndemie des Sciences, vol. Ixxvii. p. 1099.
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XII. On the Manufacture and Theory of Diffraction-gratings.

By Lord Rayleigh, F.R.S.*^

IN a " Preliminary Note on the Reproduction of Diffraction-

gratings by means of Photography/^ published in the Pro-

ceedings of the Royal Society for June 20, 1872, and in the

Philosophical Magazine for November of the same year, I gave

a short account of experiments with which I had been for some
time occupied. A few further details were communicated to the

British Association at Brighton (Brit. Assoc. Report, p. 39). I

now propose to give the results of more recent experience in the

practical manufacture of gratings, as well as some theoretical

conclusions which have been in manuscript since the subject

first engaged my attention.

There are two distinct methods of copying practised by the

photographer— (1) by means of the camera, (2) by contact-

printing. The first, it" it were practicable for our purpose, w.puld

have tlie advantage of leaving the scale arbitrary, so that .copies

of varying degrees of fineness might be taken from the same
original. By this method I have obtained a photograph of a

piece of striped stufi" on such a scale that there was room for

about 200 lines in front of the pupil of the eye, capable of show-
ing lateral images of a candle; but I soon found that the inhe-

rent imperfections of our optical appliances, if not the laws of

light themselves, interposed an almost insuperable obstacle to

obtaining adequate results.

However perfect a lens may be, there is a limit to its powers
of condensing light into a point. Even if the source from which

* Communicated by the Author.

Phi/. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 310. Feb. 1874. G
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the liglit proceeds be infinitely small, the image still consists of

a spot of finite size surrounded by dark and bright rings. That
this must be so may be shown by general considerations without

any calculations. If a lens is absolutely free from aberration,

the secondary waves issuing from the diflFerent parts of its hinder

surface agree perfectly in phase at the focal point. Let us con-

sider the illumination at a neighbouring point in the focal

plane. If the distance between the two points is so small that

the difference of the distances between the point under consi-

deration and the nearest and furthest parts of the object-glass is

but a small fraction of the wave-length {X), the group of secon-

dary waves are still sensibly in agreement, and therefore give a

resultant illumination the same as before. At a certain distance

from the focal point the secondary waves divide themselves into

two mutually destructive groups, corresponding to the nearer

and further parts of the object-glass. There is therefore here a

dark ring. Further out there is again light, then another dark

I'ing, and so on, the intensity of the bright rings, however, ra-

pidly diminishing.

The radius r of the first dark ring subtends at the centre of

the lens an angle 6 given by

sin ^=-61^*,

where II is the radius of the lens. If /be the focal length, we
have

Let us now suppose that the problem is to cover a square inch

with 3000 lines. On account of the curvature of the field it

would be impossible to obtain extreme definition over the surface

of a square inch with a less fo^al distance than (say) four inches.

If we take ^=4 and X= tttttt^j ^e find
•^ 40,000

^_ -61

10,000r'

which gives R= '2 for r= „^^,^ . That is to say, if the focal° 3000 "^

length "Were 4 inches and aperture '4 inch, the first dark ring

corresponding to one of the lines would fall on the focal point

of the neighbouring one—a state of things apparently incon-

sistent with good detinition. It is true that the aperture might

well be greater than half an inch, so that it may seem possible

to satisfy the requirements of the case. But the result of the

* Verdet, Legons d'Optique Physique, vol. i. p. 305.
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above calculation, being founded on the supposition of entire

freedom from aberration, both spherical and chromatic, is sub-

ject in practice to a large modification. In astronomical tele-

scopes, where every thing is sacrificed to the requirement of ex-

treme definition at the centre of the field, the theoretical limit

is sometimes closely approached; but the case is very different

with a photographic lens. In fact the very first thing it occurs

to a photographer to do, when he wishes to improve the definition,

is to contract the aperture of his leas by means of a stop—

a

course which would be attended with the opposite result in the

case of a perfect object-glass, or even a good astronomical tele-

scope. While, therefore, it might be too much to say that the

reproduction of 3000 lines in an inch by lens and camera is im-

possible, the attempt to do so without very special appliances

appears in a high degree unpromising. It would certainly

require a lens more than usually free from spherical aberration,

and unhke either a telescopic or a photographic object-glass*,

achromatic (if the expression may be allowed) for the chemical

rays, unless indeed the latter requireiiient could be evaded by

using approximately homogeneous light. It must be under-

stood that nothing is here said against the practicability of co-

vering a small space \\ith lines at the rate o/3000 to the inch,

a feat probably well within the powers of a good microscopic

object-glass.

The method of contact-printing, on the other hand, is free

from optical difficulties. The photographic film prepared on a

flat piece of glass (or other support) may be brought by mode-
rate pressure in a printing-frame within a very short distance of

the lines of the original grating; and if the source of light be

moderately small and the rays fall perpendicularly, the copy

rarely fails in definition, unless through some photographic de-

fect. When direct processes not depending on development are

employed, the unclouded light of the sun is necessary. To avoid

too much diffused light, I usually place the printing-frame on
the floor of a room into which the sun shines, and adjust its

position until the light reflected from the plate-glass front is

sent back approximately in the direction of the sun. Too much
time should not be lost in this operation, which requires no par-

ticular precision. Usually I cut off part of the extraneous light

by partially closing the shutters ; but I cannot say vt'hether this

makes any diflerence in the result. Those who are accustomed
to this kmd of experimenting will know that it is often less

trouble to take a precaution than to find out whether it is really

* Photographic lenses are corrected on the principle of making the
" visual and chemical foci " coincident, which leads to a different construc-
tion from what would be adopted were the chemical rays alone attended to.

G 2
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necessary. In an early stage of an investigation, when the

causes of failure are numerous and unknown, it is best to exclude
every thing that can possibly be supposed to be prejudicial.

Wjien the principal difficulties have been overcome, it will be

time enough to determine what precautions are necessary, if the

question has not been already settled by accidental experience.

In the case of developed plates there is more choice of lights

in consequence of the higher sensitiveness. I have used success-

fully cloud or skylight reikcted horizontally from the zenith by
a mirror through a hole of two or three inches diameter in the

shutter of a darkened room, the frame being set up in a vertical

plane at a few- feet distance. The principal objection to this

plan is the difficulty of estimating the exposure with proper pre-

cision— a difficulty which is more felt than in ordinary ])hoto-

grapby, as it is convenient to develop a good many copies at

once. On a really fine day the image of the sun formed by a

condensing-lens of short focus placed in the shutter (as used in

diffraction experiments) constitutes a very convenient source of

light. As the exposure is only a few seconds, there is no diffi-

culty in dodging isolated clouds, whose progress may be

watched from within by examining their image with a coloured

glass. Vi hen there is any haze, this method is not more satis-

factory than the other.

With the more sensitive proctsses artificial light may be em-
ployed. I have done a good many copies by the aid of a mode-
rator-lamp (without the globe) at tv, j feet distance from the

frame. An Argand gas-flame would probably be still better.

The printing-frame I employ has a thick plate-glass front,

against which the original grating and the prepared plate are

pressed by screws. These are more under control than the

springs generally used in the common printing-frames. When
every thing is ready, the original is placed on the glass front of

the frame with the engraved face upwards, care being taken to

exclude all grit by means of a camel's-hair brush. The prepared

plate is then placed face downwards on the grating, then a pad
to equalize the pressure (I have used one of india-rubber), and on
the pad the rigid back of the frame, on which the screws are

made to press with a moderate force. When the film is delicate,

care should be taken to place it in the proper position at once

without sliding.

The two surfaces of the plate-glass front of the printing-frame

and the back of the original grating may be cleaned in the ordi-

nary way with a soft cloth or wash-leather; but the engraved

face of the grating requires more delicate treatment. If touched

at all with a solid (wash-leather), the greatest care should be

used. I prefer to wash it, when soiled, with a stream of water
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from a tap, afterwards flooding it with pure alcohol and setting

it up to drain and dry spontaneously. Sometimes I have found

nitric acid useful ; but I always try to avoid the rubbing contact

of a solid. These precautions have been so successful that, after

several hundred copies have been taken, the originals have

scarcely, if at all, deteriorated.

For the support of the photographic lilm it is no doubt most

satisfactory to use optically worked " parallel " glass. Ordinary

glass would fciil, for two reasons. In the first place it would ge-

nerally be impossible to secure a sufficiently close contact in the

printing. But even if this difficulty could be surmounted, the

spectrum given by the copy would not bear the magnifying-

povver which it is generally desirable to apply. It is indeed

evident that the glass support of the grating requires the same

precision of workmanship as the object-glass of the telescope

used in conjunction with it.

Although ordinary glass taken at random is inadmissible, I

have done a great number of excellent gratings on selected

pieces of patent plate. In order to choose the best, I lay the

plates on a table in such a position that the bars of a window or

skylight are seen reflected in them. Each bar appears in general

double, one image corresponding to each surface. By sliding

the plate about, while the head is kept still, irregularities are

easily detected by the shifting or curvatureof the images. From
a package of two dozen 5x4 plates as issued by photographic

dealers^ three or four, often lying together, may usually be se-

lected as flat enough for the purpose, or at any rate decidedly

superior to the remainder. It is worth notice that the object

aimed at is flatness of the two faces, exact parallelism being of

much less consequence; for it is evident that the interposition of

a truly worked prism of very acute angle would produce no evil

result. A glass is therefore not to be rejected merely because

the two images of the bar seen reflected in it are decidedly sepa-

rated. The question is rather whether this separation remains

constant as the plate is moved about without rotation. I have

never seen a piece of patent plate that could not be at once dis-

tinguished from worked glass in the way described ; so that the

test is abundantly sufficient for the purpose. The more delicate

methods by which worked glass is examined would be less prac-

tically useful.

Whatever kind of glass be used, if the photographic process

be at all complicated, there is considerable economy of labour in

preparing comparatively large pieces, to be afterwards cut with

the diamond to the required size. A 5 x 4, or even a 4| x 3|^

plate will do very well for four gratings. In the case of worked
glass economy is an object ; but when patent plate is used I
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should recommend 5x4 glasses, as a margin is convenient.

Even when, as in the collodio-chloride process to be presently

described, the plate for each grating is prepared separately, it is

convenient to perform the preliminary operations of cleaning

and albumenizing on larger pieces. The cutting of prepared
plates requires a little care. 1 place them face downwards on a

sheet of clean paper, make the diamond cuts on the back, and
then, before breaking, remove as much as possible of the glass

powder. As it is important to prevent any grit from getting

between the iilm and the engraved face of the original, I usually

brush the surface with a large camel's-hair brush kept scrupu-

lously clean.

In the preparation of the plates I have used a considerable

variety of methods. The process with gelatine and bichromate

of potash described in my previous jjapers has decided advan-

tages ; but all my efforts to obtain a mastery of it have been

unavailing. Plates prepared to all appearance in precisely the

same manner, and even at the same time, turned out differ-

ently, while modifications purposely introduced seemed to be for

the most part without effect. It required a strong scientific

prejudice to hold the uniformity of nature in the face of so

much adverse evidence. The uncertainty of this method is pro-

voking, as some of the results are exceedingly good ; but I gave

up my attempts sooner than I might otherwise have done in

consequence of the discovery of another method by which most

of the advantages of the gelatine process, namely simplicity of

manipulation and brilliancy of results, might be attained with

much less risk of failure.

It is very possible that a photographer skilled in the employ-

ment of gelatine might succeed where I failed. In case any
such should wish to make the attempt, I will mention a fewr

points that seemed important. The solution of gelatine should

be carefully filtered. For thick liquids containing gelatine,

albumen, &c., the best filtering material that I know of is tow.

The tow should be cleaned from grease by boiling with soda and
subsequent washing, and a small plugget of it pushed with mo-
derate force into the neck of the funnel. Some arrangement must
be adopted for keeping the gelatine hot, or the operation will

hardly succeed. It is important that the coat of gelatine should

be even, for which object the glass must be free from grease,

and the plate on which the prepared glasses are put away to set

perfectly level. Even then a good deal depends on the manipu-

lation ; but this is soon learned. The uniformity of the coat may
be tested by the colour when the plate is placed on a sheet of

white paper and examined in a weak white light. By candle-

light the colour of weak bichromate of potash is scarcely visible.
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The exposure may be from two to six minutes to tlie direct rays

of the sun. I have not been able to detect any deterioration

when the plates were kept a few days in the dark before being

used.

A photographer accustomed to either the plain albumen or the

Tanpenot process will find it very suitable for gratings. The hard-

ness of the surface, which allows varnish to be dispensed with,

is a great advantage. In my experiments with plain albumen,

the principal difficulty was the purely photographic one of avoid-

ing stains. It must be observed, however, that in actual use the

gratings are not seen in focus, and that excellent spectra may be

obtained from copies which a photographer would be inclined to

throw away at once as hopelessly faint and duty. The objection

to the Taupenot process is the trouble of preparing the plates;

but this is much mitigated when the plan is adopted of prepa-

ring large pieces to be afterwards cut up.

Among those requiring development, the tannin process is the

one with which I have beeu most successful. In oidcr to coun-

teract the well-known tendency of the film to loosen, a prelimi-

nary coating of dilute albumen or gelatine is generally necessary.

In the production of gratings the photographer must not be

satisfied with merely keeping the film on the glass ; the slight-

est tendency to looseness must be considered highly objection-

able. The plates are coated wdth Mawson's collodion, excited

in an ordinary silver-bath, washed first in distilled water and

afterwards under the tap, and then immersed for a minute in

a well-filtered 15-grain solution of tannin. On removal from

the tannin, they are set up cornerwise on blotting-paper to drain

and dry.

For the development of these plates I prefer a solution of gallic

acid employed in a dish, though I have obtained very good
results by the ordinary method with pyrogallic acid. Prepare

the two following :

—

(1) Gallic acid .... 100 grains.

Alcohol 2^ oz.

Distilled water ... 2i oz.

(2) Nitrate of silver . . 100 grains.

Glacial acetic acid . . 2 oz.

Distilled water ... 16 oz.

The dish used for developing should be of glass, and is best

cleaned with a little strong nitric acid, which may be used over

and over again. The developing solution is prepared by mixing

(1) and (2) in equal parts and diluting with water to half the

strength. The alcohol helps to keep the film tight; and the de-

velopment is well under control. In warm weather the opera-
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tion may take an hour ; but much depends upon the exposure,

and still more upon the temperature. The proper [joint to

which to carry the development can only be learned by experi-

ence ; but the beginner is most likely to err on the side of excess,

particularly if he uses pyrogallic acid. If, as is desirable, the

film be creamy and thick, the spectra of a candle do not appear
to advantage at this stage, in consequence of the unaltered iodide

of silver. For fixing, " hypo " is the safest, though cyanide may
be used if the film will bear it.

Tannin plates when finished are hardly secure without var-

nish ; but there is considerable risk of spoiling gratings in the

operation if an ordinary negative varnish be used. The crystal

(beuzole) varnish, which is applied cold, is much easier to use

and gives adequate protection.

But the process which I am now most inclined to recommend
is that introduced by Mr. Wharton Simpson, and known as the

collodio-chloride process. The collodion, which may be procured

ready for use from Messrs. Mawson and Swan, of Newcastle,

consists of an emulsion of finely divided chloride of silver held

in suspension by the dissolved gun-cotton, together with a care-

fully adjusted excess of free nitrate. After a time the chloride

of silver is precipitated and the preparation becomes useless ; but

if properly mixed in the first instance, it will remain tit for use

for weeks or even months. In the production of gratings the

consumption is very small ; so that, if required for this purpose

alone, it is well to order it in small quantities.

In order to secure a proper adhesion, I have found a prelimi-

nary coating of albumen absolutely necessary. The white of an

egg beaten up with a pint of distilled water gives a solution of

sufficient strength. The plates, previously cleaned, are coated

in any way that may be found convenient, and then set up on

blotting-paper to drain and dry. The principal precautions

necessary are to filter the albumen very carefully and to work in

a room free from dust. It will generally be convenient to pre-

pare a considerable number of plates at a time. Though of

almost infinitesimal thickness, the film of albumen produces a

very marked effect. Without the albumen the skin of collodion

will usually come right away from the glass when washed under

the tap; with it the adhesion is remin-cably good, and the film

so tough as even to bear rubbing with the finger while wet.

The plate is coated with collodion in the ordinary way, and,

after resting a few seconds, is dried by heat over a spirit-lamp

or otherwise. After the plate has been made quite warm, it is

put aside in the dark to cool and to absorb a certain amount of

moisture from the atmosphere. This may take five or ten mi-

nutes. If the plate is used too soon the result is unsatisfactory

;
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but, on the other hand, it will not do to leave it long enough to

become sensibly moist. Something will probably depend on the

particular sample of collodio-chloride.

The exposure required is about five or seven minutes to the

autumn sun. On a hazy day something more may be required
;

but if there are many clouds about, the experimenter, unless na-

turally of a good temper, will do well to postpone his operations.

On removal from the frame, the plates may be placed in a dish

of water untd it is convenient to finish them. They are fixed,

without any toning, in a dilute solution of hyposulphite of soda,

such as is used for paper prints, and then carefully washed.

The most effective washing is a combination of rinsing and soak-

ing. My practice is to rinse the plates under the tap for half a

minute in order to remove the greater part of the hyposulphite

of soda, and then to allow them to soak for an hour or two in

water changed two or three times. After a final rinsing the

plates may be set up to dry.

Gratings finished in this way give excellent definition, but the

spectra are rather deficient in brilliancy. This defect is of less

importance than might be supposed ; for in order to see the

finer fixed lines, sunlight is in any case indispensable, and with

sunlight there is usually illumination to spare. Nevertheless, as

gratings are likely to be largely used for the purpose of popular

illustration under circumstances where artificial light must be

employed, I am glad to be in a position to recommend a simple

mode of treatment by means of which the brilliancy of the spectra

may be materially enhanced. For this purpose it is only neces-

sary to treat the fixed and washed impression with a solution of

corrosive sublimate. When the whitening effect is complete,

the plate must be again washed and then set up to dry. Con-

sidered as a photographic transparency, the grating is reduced

rather than heightened in intensity by this process. The cause

of the improvement of the spectra will be touched upon presently.

These mercury-treated gratings cannot be varnished without

sacrificing most of the advantage of the method. I have occa-

sionally applied the same treatment successfully to tannin plates.

\\ hen not in use, the finished gratings should be kept in a

dry place and protected from dust and other atmospheric de-

posit. For this purpose they m.ay be put away wrapped in paper.

For a short time there is no objection to leaving them standing,

face inw^ards, against a wall ; but a better plan is to place them,

face downwards, on a flat and thoroughly clean piece of plate

glass.

The originals from which 1 have hitherto taken copies are

three in number. Two are by Nobert, and contain respectively

3000 and 6000 Imes, in each case covering a square inch (Paris)

.
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On a casual inspection the second^ apart from the greater num-
ber of its lines, would be preferred as presenting a more even

appearance. The 3000-line grating is divided into three parts,

giving spectra of dififering degrees of brightness, corresponding

no doubt to a variation in the cut of the diamond or other stone

employed, a peculiarity which is faithfully preserved in the

copies. But on actual trial it is found that the spectra of the

3000-line grating are much the best in respect of definition

;

and the same difference is observed in the copies. The supe-

rior brilliancy of the closer-ruled grating is thus of little or no

advantage for the investigation of the solar spectrum. In order

to make good use of it, a higher degree of magnifying-power

would be necessary than the definition of the spectra will bear.

The other original grating was engraved by Mr. Rutherford,

of New York, and was kindly lent me by Mr. Browning; it

contains 6000 lines to the inch. Owing to a change of resi-

dence, 1 have not hitherto had an opportunity of testing either

the original or the copies on the solar spectrum ; but I may ob-

serve that in respect of brightness they fall far s-hort of Nobert's.

This, as I have already remarked, is not always an objection

;

and the accuracy of division, on which definition depends, is said

to be very superior*.

In testing gratings I prefer to work in a dark room. The
slit is fastened in the window-shutter, outside which is placed

the heliostat or porte-lumiere. As slits are frequently required

in optical experiments, and as usually made are rather expen-

sive, I may be allowed to mention a very simple method by

which serviceable slits may often be obtained. A piece of glass is

covered with tinfoil, which must be made to adhere well ; I have

found a weak shellac-varnish a suitable cement. The alcohol is

allowed to evaporate, and the thin layer of shellac softened by

heat. In order to make a slit, it is only necessary to lay a

staight edge on the tinfoil and draw a line with a sharp knife,

afterwards wiping the line of the cut with a rag moistened with

alcohol. The width and regularity of the slit may be judged of

by holding it close to the eye, and observing the appearance

presented by a distant candle. The narrower the aperture the

more dilated (in the direction of the width of the slit) the image

will appear. Broader slits may be made by removing the foil

between two parallel cuts.

At a distance of 12 feet or more from the shutter are placed

the grating and the object-glass of the observing-telescope. In

making the preliminary adjustments, it is convenient to use a

sht so wide that the spectra and the light reflected from the

• Draper, " On Diffraction- Spectrum Photograph}/' Phil. Mag. Dec.

1873, p. 119.
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grating can be seen on a screen. By the second the aspect uf

the plane of the grating can be jndgedof ; and when the line of

spectra is horizontal, it will be known that the lines of the gra-

ting are vertical and parallel to the slit. As object-glasSj I am
in the habit of using a single lens of about 24 inches solar

focus. The eyepiece is a high-power achromatic, supplied by

Mr. Browning, and forms, with the object-glass, a telescope

of much higher magnifying-power than is ordinarily used in

spectroscopes. Without a high power it is impossible to bring

out the full value of the grat.ng. In order to obtain the best

definition, it is necessary to adjust carefully the aspect of the

object-glass ; and 1 find that the best aspect is not always the

same. It is possible that the performance ^f other optical in-

struments might occasionally be improved if means were pro-

vided for a slight alteration in the direction of the optic axis of

one of the lenses employed. The, grating itself I usually place

approximately in the posi' ion of minimum deviation.

The copies on worked glass by the ordinary photographic

processes and by the modification of the coUodio-cliloride last

described rarely fail in definition. With the original (3000)

grating, or with the copies, I can make out nearly, but not
o

quite, all that is shown in Angstrom^s map. With this grating

the third spectrum is generally the most serviceable. When
the picked patent plate is employed, there will generally be a

proportion whose performance is less satisfactory, though few

which would not give very fair results whc i tested by a low

power only. Some cannot be considered inferior to the worked
glass, at least when the object-glass is specially adjusted for them.

In many cases tiie definition may be considerably improved by

the use of a diaphragm in the form of a horizontal slit, so placed

that only the central parts of the lines of the grating are opera-

tive. In respect of brilliancy, gratings may be more quickly

judged of; it is suflacient merely to examine the spectra of a

candle placed in a dark room.

The lines themselves are of course too close to be seen with-

out a microscope ; but their presence may be detected, and even
the interval between them measured, without optical aid, by a

method not depending on the production of spectra or requi-

ring a knowledge of the wave-length of light. If two photogra-
phic copies containing the same number of lines to the inch be
placed in contact, film to film, in such a manner that the lines

are nearly parallel in the two gratmgs, a system of parallel

bars develops itself, whose direction bisects the external angle
between the directions of the original lines, and whose distance in-

creases as the angle of inclination diminishes. The cause of the
phenomenon will be readily understood by drawing on paper two
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sets ot" equally distant and not too thin bars inclined at a small

angle. Where the opaque and tranparent parts severally overlap,

the obstruction of light is, on the average, less than the double of

that due to each set separately*, and consequently these places ap-

pear by comparison bright. The interval between the bars is

evidently half the long diagonal of the rhombus formed by two

pairs of consecutive lines, and is expressed by a cos \ ^-=-sin 6,

or approximately a^r-6, where a is the interval between the pri-

mary lines, and 6 the mutual inclination of the two sets.

AVhen parallelism is very closely approached, the bars become

irres:ular, in consequence of the imperfection of the ruling. This

phenomenon might perhaps be made useful as a test.

If the planes of the films be not quite parallel, bars parallel

to the original lines may appear when the line of intersection of

the planes is in the same direction. This arises from a fore-

shortening of one of the sets, making it equivalent to a grating

of a somewhat higher degree of fineness.

When examined under the microscope, the opaque bar on the

copy, which corresponds to the shadow of the groove of the ori-

ginal, is seen to be composite, being not unfrequently traversed

along its length by several fine lines of transparency. In one

case, where the copy was on common glass, this effect went so

far that at certain parts of the grating the periodicity was altered

bv each line splitting into two, the first spectrum altogether dis-

appearing. In order to make this observation, the eye should

be placed at the point where the pure spectra are formed and be

focused on the grating. The places in question will then ap-

pear as irregular dark bands.

The disappearance of the first spectrum is very unusual; but

it is common for bands to appear when the eye is placed in the

place of the fourth and higher spectra. When the order is high,

the bands will not be black, but coloured with light belonging

to one of the other spectra. There is no difficulty in under-

standing how this occurs. In the process of copying, the groove

of the original is widened into a bar, whose width depends on

the closeness of contact, an element which necessarily varies at

different parts of the plate. The dark bands are the locus of

points at which the relation of the alternate parts is such as to

destroy the spectrum in question.

I have not had an opportunity of trying the method of copy-

ing on lines closer than 6000 to the inch ; but I have no doubt

that the limit of fineness was not attained. I should expect to

find no difficulty with lines 10,000 or 12,000 to the inch ; but

btA'ond that point it is possible that the method would fail,

* The mathematical reader will easily prove this from the law of ab-

sorption.
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or require special precautions, such as the use of extra-flat

glass and greater pressure to ensure close contact in the print-

ing. For prehminary experiments I should be inclined to try

mica as a support, whose flexibility would facilitate a close

contact. I may mention that I have done copies of the 3000-

line grating on sheets of mica, which may be obtained very

thin and smooth from the photographic dealers. For more

convenient manipulation in the preliminary stages of prepara-

tion, the mica should be mounted on a sheet of glass of the

same size as itself. A small drop of water interposed will en-

sure a sufficiently close adhesion.

1 have tried to take copies of copies, but with indifferent

success, even when the performance of the first was not per-

ceptibly inferior to that of the original.

Gratings may be copied without the aid of photography by

simply taking a cast. Following Brewster, I have obtained a

fair result by allowing filtered gelatine to dry after being

poured on the 3000 Nobert. This method, however, is at-

tended with much more risk to the original, and is besides

open to other objections, sufficient, I think, to prevent its com-
peting with photography.

[To be continued.]

XIII. On Wheatstone's Bridge.

By Oliver Heaviside, Esq.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Neweastle-on-Tyne,

Gentlemen, January 11, 18/4.

MR. BROUGII, in the last Number of this Journal, has

called attention to the fact that, in a paper " On the best

Arrangement of Wheatstone's Bridge," in the Philosophical Ma-
gazine for February 1873, I did not start from the general equa-

tion for the strength of the current through the galvanometer

irrespective of a balance, but took that form which the expression

assumes when at a balance. In fact I assumed {ad— be) to be

indefinitely small. My reason for doing so was, that the ques-

tion was to find the best arrangement at a balance, the great

object of resistance-measuring being to get a balance ; besides

which, the course I adopted led to much greater simplicity and

no less accuracy.

To take the special case upon which Mr. Brough dwells, viz.

to find the best resistance for the galvanometer. This amounts

to finding the resistance external to the galvanometer ; and when
a balance is obtained, as the galvanometer and battery are conju-
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gate resistances, the resistance of the latter does not appear in

the expression for the resistance external to the galvanometer,

wliich is not in any way affected \}y the battery resistance. Si-

milarly for the resistance external to the battery, which, at a

balance, is independent of the galvanometer resistance. I cannot

agree with Mr. Erough that to find the resistance in either case

at a balance is a mere mathematical problem destitute of phy-
sical meaning; for it is only when at a balance that theproblewi

has any practical importance.

As Mr. Brough most truly observes, most Wheatstone's bridges

are wrongly arranged. An excellent example of this once came
under my notice. A gentleman informed me he was about to

make a AVheatstone's bridge, a great improvement, and very eco-

nomical. Instead of using three separate sets of resistance-coils

{a, b, c) he would use only one (c- ; for he would make a and b

equal to 0. Mr. Harris's arrangement appeared to succeed ad-

mirably. There was no difficulty whatever in getting a zero ; in

fact there was always a balance, whether the line under examina-

tion was long or short. There was only one di-awback ; and that

was, the improvement afforded no information whatever as to

the resistance of the line.

I am &c.,

Oliver Heaviside.

P.S.—The condition that the galvanometer should connect the

junction of the two greatest with the junction of the two least of

the resistances, is necessarily complied with by the equations I

have given for the best arrangement with a given galvanometer

and battery; else it would not be the best arrangement.

XIV. On Ocean-currents.—Part III. On the Phjsical Cause oj

Ocean-currents. By James Croll, of the Geological Survey

of Scotland.

[Coutinued from vol. xlii. p. 280.]

Further Examination of the Gravitation Theory of Oceanic Circu-

lation.

Introduction.

EEW subjects have excited more interest and attention than

the cause of ocean circulation ; and yet few are in a more

imperfect and unsatisfactory condition, nor is there any ques-

tion regarding which a greater diversity of opinion has prevailed.

Our incomplete acquaintance with the facts relating to the cur-

rents of the ocean and the modes of circulation actually in ope-

ration, is no doubt one reason for this state of things. But

doubtless the principal cause of such diversity of opinion lies in
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the fact tliat the question is one which properly belongs to the

domain of physics and mechanics, while as yet no physicist of

note (if we except Dr. Coiding, of Copenhagen) has given, as far

as I know, any special attention to the subject. It is true that in

works of meteorology and physical geography reference is con-

tinually made to such eminent physicists as Herschel, Pouillet,

Buff, and others ; but when we turn to the writings of these

authors we find merely a few remarks expressive of their opinions

on the subject, and no special discussion or investigation of the

matter, nor any thing which could warrant us in concluding

that such investigations have ever been made. At present the

question cannot be decided by a reference to authorities.

The various theories on the subject may be classed under two
divisions : the first of these attributes the motion of the water to

the impulse of the wind, and the second to the force of gravity

resulting from difference of density. The latter may be subdi-

vided into two classes. The first of these (of which Maury may
be regarded as the representative) attributes the Gulf-stream

and other sensible currents of the ocean to difference of specific

gravity. The other class (at present the more popular of the

two, and of which Dr. Carpenter may be considered the repre-

sentative) denies altogether that such currents can be produced
by difference of specific gravity*, and affirms that there is a

general movement of the upper portion of the ocean from the

equator to the poles, and a counter movement of the under por-

tion from the poles to the equator. This movement is attri-

buted to difference of specific gravity between equatorial and
polar water, resulting from difference of temperature.

The former theory I examined at some length in a paper in

the Philosophical Magazine for October 1870, and the latter

theory in a paper in the same journal for October 1871. Since
then Dr. Carpenter has done me the honour, in a paper read
before the Royal Society f^ to discuss at considerable length the
various objections advanced by me to his theory. He has also in

this memoir stated and explained his views on several points

more fully than on former occasions. He further restates at

some length the various facts for which his theory is designed to

account, facts which he considers I have never attempted to ex-

plain. This to a certain extent is true; for as yet I have not
reached that part of my paper "On Ocean-currents^^ in which
these points fall to be discussed. One of the objects of the pre-

sent paper is to endeavour to show that all the facts to which Dr.
Carpenter refers can be perfectly well explained without having
recourse to any such general movement of the ocean as he

* Proceedings of the Royal Society, No. 138, p. 596, foot-note.

t See Pioc. Roy. Soc. No. 138.
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assumes to exist. I have also considered more in detail what

seem to me to be the radical defects of his theory, and have again

reviewed some matters regarding which he appears to have

slightly misapprehended the drift of my argument. It was

shown on a former occasion that, if the heat received by the ocean

in intertropical regions were distributed over the globe, not by

currents produced by the wind, but by means of a circulation due

to difference of temperature between equatorial and polar w^aters,

then there could be no secular changes of climate resulting from

variations in the eccentricity of the earth's orbit—because such

a mode of circulation would, as I have shown, tend to neutralize

the effects which would otherwise result from an increase of

eccentricity. For this reason I have been the more anxious to

prove that intertropical heat is conveyed to temperate and polar

regions by ocean-currents, and not by means of any general

movement of the ocean resulting from difference of gravity. I

have therefore on this account entered more fully into that part

of the subject than I otherwise would have done. Irrespective

of all this^ however, the important nature of the whole question,

and the very general interest it excites, may be regarded as suf-

ficient excuse for the length of the present communication.

Circumstances over which I had no control have delayed its

publication for nearly a year.

The Facts and their Explanation.

" I have thought it desirable,'^ says Dr. Carpenter, " to deve-

lope somewhat at length what I regard as the bearings of the

results obtained by these inquiries upon the doctrine of a general

oceanic circulation sustained by difference of temperature

As no similarly comprehensive examination has been made, so

far as I am aware, by any other scientific inquirer, and as the

doctrine put forth on the subject by Mr. Croll is likely, if not

thus scrutinized, to conmiand the unquestioning assent of those

who regard him as a high authority on the subject of oceanic

currents and their bearings on geological questions, I venture

to hope that the conclusion of its results as an appendix to this

Keport will not be deemed inappropriate"" (p. 538).

The Facts to be explained.—He then commences by giving a

restatement of the facts for the explanation of which his theory of

a general oceanic circulation has been advanced. It is well know^u

that, wherever temperature-observations have been made in the

Atlantic, the bottom of that ocean has been found to be occupied by

water of an ice-cold temperature. And this holds true not merely

of the Atlantic, but also of the ocean in intertropical regions—

a

fact which has been proved by repeated observations, and more

particularly of late by those of Commander Chimmo in the China
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Sea and Indian Ocean, where a temperature as low as 3.2° Falir.

was found at a depth of 2G56 fathoms. In short the North
Atlantic, and probably the intertropical seas also, may be re-

garded. Dr. Carpenter considers, as divided horizontally into

two great layers or strata—an upper warm, and a lower cold

stratum. All these facts I, of course, freely admit ; nor am I

aware that their truth has been called in question by any one,

no matter what his views may have been as to the mode in which

they are to be explained.

The Explanation of the Facts.—We have next the explanation

of the facts, which is simply this :—The cold water occupying

the bottom of the Atlantic and of intertropical seas is to be ac-

counted for by the supposition that it camefrom the polar regions.

This is obvious, because the cold possessed by the water could

not have been derived from the crust of the earth beneath

:

neither could it have come from the surface; for the temperature

of the bottom water is far below the normal temperature of the

latitude in which it is found. Consequently "the inference

seems irresistible that this depression must be produced and
maintained by the convection of cold from the polar towards the

equatorial area.^^ Of course, if we suppose a flow of water from

the poles towards the equator, we must necessarily infer a counter

flow from the equator towards the poles ; and while the water

flowing from equatorial to ])olar regions v/ill be warm, that

flowing from polar to equatorial regions will be cold. The doc-

trine of a mutual interchange of equatorial and polar water is

therefore a necessary consequence from the admission of the fore-

going facts. With this explanation of the facts I need hardly say

that I fully agree ; nor am I aware that its correctness has ever

been disputed. Dr. Carpenter surely cannot charge me with over-

looking the fact of a mutual interchange of equatorial and polar

water, seeing that my estimate of the thermal power of the

Gulf-stream, from which it is proved that the amount of heat

conveyed from equatorial to temperate and polar regions is enor-

mously greater than had ever been anticipated, was made a con-

siderable time before he began to write on the subject of oceanic

circulation*. And in my paper " On Ocean-currents in relatioii

to the Distribution of Heat over the Globe^^f; I have endeavoured

to show that, were it not for the raising of the temperature of

"polar and high temperate regions and the lowering of the tem-
perature of intertropical regions by means of this interchange of

water, these portions of the globe would not be habitable by the

present existing orders of beings.

* Trans, of Glasgou- Geol. Soc. for April 186/. Phil. Mag. for Feb.
1867 and June 18()7 (Supplement).

t Phil. Mag. for February 1870.

Phil Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 310. Feb. 1874. H
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The explanation goes further :—" It is along the surface and
upper portion of the ocean that the equatorial waters flow towards

the poles, and it is along the bottom and under portion of the

ocean that polar waters flow towards the equator; or, in

other words, the warm water keeps the upper portion of the

ocean and the cold water the under portion." With this

explanation I to a great extent agree. It is evident that,

in reference to the northern hemisphere at least, the most
of the water which flows from intertropical to polar regions (as,

for example, the Gulf-stream) keeps to the surface and upper
portion of the ocean ; but, for reasons which I have stated in

my last paper*, a very large proportion of this water must return

in the form of under currents ; or, which is the same thing, the

return compensating current, whether it consist of the actual

water which originally came from the equator or not, must flow

towards^the equator as an under current. That the cold water

which is found at the bottom of the Atlantic and of intertropical

seas must have come as under currents is perfectly obvious, be-

cause water which should come along the surface of the ocean

from the polar regions would not be cold when it reached in-

tertropical regions.

The explanation hypothetical.—Here the general agreement

between us in a great measure terminates ; for Dr. Carpenter is

not satisfied with the explanation generally adopted by the ad-

vocates of the icind theory, viz. that the cold water found in tem-

perate and intertropical areas comes from polar regions as com-
pensating under currents, but advances a hypothetical form of

circulation to account for the phenomenon. He assumes that

there is a general set or flow of the surface and upper portion of

the ocean from the equator to polar regions, and 2l general set or

flow of the bottom and under portion of the ocean from polar

regions to the equator. ]\Ir. Ferrel ('Nature,^ June 13, 1872)

speaks of that " interchanging motion of the water between the

equator and the pole discovered by Dr. Carpenter." In this,

however, Mr. Ferrel is mistaken ; for Dr. Carpenter not only

makes no claim to any discovery of the kind, but distinctly ad-

mits that none such has yet been made. Although in some of

his papers he speaks of a "set of warm surface-water in the

southern oceans toward the Antarctic pole " as being well known
to navigators, yet he nowhere affirms, as far as I know, that the

existence of such a general oceanic circulation as he advocates

has ever been directly determined from observations. This

mode of circulation is simply inferred or assumed in order to

account for the facts referred to above. "At present," Dr.

Carpenter says, " I claim for it no higher character than that

* Phil. Mag. for October 18/1, p. 267.
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of a good working hypothesis to be used as a guide in furtlier

inquiry ^^
(§ 16) j and lest there should be any misapprehension

on this pointj he closes his memoir thus :—" At present, as I

have already said, I claim for the doctrine of a general oceanic

circulation no higher a character than that of a good working

hypothesis consistent with our present knowledge of facts, and

therefore entitled to be pf'ovisionally adoj)ted for the purpose of

stimulating and directing further inquiry."

I am unable to agree with Dr. Carpenter on this latter point.

It seems to me that there is no necessity for adopting any hy-

pothetical mode of circulation to account for the facts, as they

can be quite well accounted for by means of that mode of circu-

lation which does actually exist. It has been determined from

direct observation that surface-currents flow from equatorial to

polar regions ; and their paths have been actually mapped out.

But if it is established that currents flow from equatorial to polar

regions, it is equally established that return currents flow from

polar to equatorial regions ; for if the one actually exists, the

other of necessity 7nusl exist. We know also on physical grounds,

to which I have already referred, and which fall to be considered

more fully in a subsequent part of this paper, that a very large

portion of the water flowing from polar to equatorial regions

must be in the form of under currents. If there are cold under

currents, therefore, flowing from polar to temperate and equa-

torial regions, this is all that we really require to account for the

cold water which is found to occupy the bed of the ocean in

those regions. It does not necessarily follow, because cold

water may be found at the bottom of the ocean all along the

equator, that there must be a direct flow from the polar regions

to every point of the equator. "Water brought constantly from

the polar regions to various points along the equator by means
of under currents will necessarily accumulate, and in course of

time spread over the bottom of the intertropical seas. It must
either do this, or the currents on reaching the equator must
bend upwards and flow to the surface in an unbroken mass.

Considerable portions of some of those currents may no doubt
do so and join surface-currents ; but probably the greater portion

of the water coming from polar regions extends itself over

the floor of the equatorial seas. In a letter in * Nature,' Jan. 11,

1872, I endeavoured to show that the surface-currents of the

ocean are not separate and independent of one another, but form
one grand system of circulation, and that the impelling cause

keeping up this system of circulation is not the trade-winds

alone, as is generally supposed, but the prevailing winds of the

entire globe considered also as one grand system. The evidence

for this opinion, however, will be considered more fully in the
next part of this paper.

H3
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Although the under currents are parts of one general system of

oceanic circulation produced by the impulse of the system of pre-

vailing winds^ yet their direction and position are nevertheless

to a large extent determined by different laws. The water at the

surface, being moved by the force of the wind, will follow the

path of greatest pressure and traction,—the eftects resulthig from

the general contour of the land, which to a great extent are com-
mon to both sets of currents, not being taken into account

;

while, on the other hand, the under currents from polar regions

(which to a great extent are simply ''indraughts" compensating
for the water drained from equatorial regions by the Gulf-stream

and other surface-currents) will follow, as a general rule, the

path oi least resistance.

The Cause assigned for the hypothetical mode of circulation.-^

Dr. Carpenter assigns a cause for his mode of circulation ; and
that cause he finds in the difference of specific gravity between
equatorial and polar waters, resulting from the difference of

temperature between these two regions. "Two separate ques-

tions,'"' he says, " have to be considered, which have not, perhaps,

been kept sufficiently distinct either by Mr. CroU or by myself:

—

first, whether there is adequate evidence of the existence of a

general vertical oceanic circulation ; and second, whether, suppo-

sing its existence to be provisionally admitted, a vera causa can be

found for it in the difference of temperature between the oceanic

waters of the polar and equatorial areas" (§ 17). It seems to

me that the facts adduced by Dr. Carpenter do not necessarily

require the assumption of any such mode of circulation as that

advanced by him. The phenomena can be satisfactorily ac-

counted for otherwise ; and therefore there does not appear to

be any necessity for considering whether his hypothesis be suf-

ficient to produce the required effect or not.

An important consideration overlooked.—But there is one im-

portant consideration which Dr. Carpenter seems to have over-

looked—namely, the fact that the sea is salter in intertropical

than in polar regions, and that this circumstance, so far as it

goes, must tend to neutralize the effect of difference of tempera-

ture. It is probable indeed that the effect ])roduced by differ-

ence of temperature is thus entirely neutralized, and that no
difference of density whatever exists between the sea in intertro-

pical and polar regions, and consequently that there is no differ-

ence of level nor any thing to prodace such a general motion as

he supposes. This I am glad to find is the opinion of Professor

AVyville Thomson.
" I am greatly mistaken," says that author, " if the low spe-

cific gravity of the polar sea, the result of the condensation and
precipitation of vapour evaporated from the intertropical area,
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do not fully counteibalance the contraction of the superficial

film by arctic cold Speaking in the total absence of all

reliable data, it is my general impression that if ^ve -were to set

aside all other agencies, and to trust for an oceanic circulation

to these conditions only which are relied upon by Dr. Carpenter,

if there were any general circulation at all, which seems very

problematical, the odds are rather in favour of a warm under-

current travelling northwards by virtue of its excess of salt, ba-

lanced by a surface return-current of fresher though colder arctic

water." (' The Depths of the Sea,' pp. 376 & 377.)

This is what actually takes place on the west and north-west

of Spitzbergen. There the warm water of the Gulf-stream

flows underneath the cold polar current. And it is the opinion

of Dr. Scoresby, Clements Markham, and Lieut. Maury that

this warm water, in virtue of its greater saltness, is denser than

the polar water. Mr. Leigh Smith found on the north-west of

Spitzbergen the temperature at 500 fathoms to be 52°, and once

even 64°, while the water on the surface was only a degree or two

above freezing*. Mr. Aitken, of Darroch, in a paper lately read

before the Royal Scottish Society of Arts, showed experimen-

tally that the polar water in regions where the ice is melting is

actually less dense than the warm and more salt tropical waters.

Nor will it help the matter in the least to maintain that differ-

ence of specific gravity is not the reason why the warm water of

the Gulf- stream passes under the polar stream—because if dif-

ferences of specific gravity be not the cause of the warm water

underlying the cold water in polar regions, then difference of

specific gravity may likewise not be the cause of the cold water

underlying the warm at the equator; and if so, then there is

no necessity for the gravitation hypothesis of oceanic circulation.

There is little doubt that the superheated stratum at the

surface of the intertropical seas, which stratum, according to

Dr. Carpenter, is of no great thickness, is less dense than the

polar water; but if we take a column extending from the sur-

face down to the bottom of the ocean, this column at the equator

will be found to be as heavy as one of equal length in the polar

area. And if this be the case, then there can be no difference

of level between the equator and the poles, and no disturbance

of static equilibrium nor any thing else to produce circulation.

Under currents account fur all the Facts better titan Dr. Car-

penter's Hypothesis.—Assuming, for the present, the system of

prevailing winds to be the true cause of oceanic currents, it ne-

cessarily follows {as \\'\\\ be shown hereafter) that a large quan-
tity of Atlantic water must be propelled into the Arctic Ocean

;

and such, as we know, is actually the case. But the Arctic-

* The Threshold of the Unknown Region, p. 95.
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Ocean being, as Professor Wyville Thomson remarks, a well-

nigh closed basin, not permitting of a free outflow into the

Pacilic Ocean of the water impelled into it, aud the general ten-

dency of the winds being to prevent or retard the return of the

water into the Atlantic, the path of least resistance for the

return currents must lie at a considerable distance below the

surface. A large portion of the water from the polar regions

no doubt leaves those regions as surface-currents ; but a surface-

cun'ent of this kind, on meeting with some resistance to its on-

ward progress along the surface, will dip down and continue its

course as an under current. We have an example of this in the

case of the polar current, which upon meeting the Gulf- stream

on the banks of Newfoundland divides—a portion of it dipping

down aud pursuing its course underneath that stream into the

Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea. And that this under cur-

rent is a real and tangible current, in the proper sense of the term,

and not an imperceptible movement of the water, is proved by

the fact that large icebergs deeply immersed in it are often car-

ried southward with considerable velocity against both the force

of the wind and the Gulf-stream.

Dr. Carpenter refers at considerable length (§ 134) to Mr.
MitchelPs opinion as to the origin of the polar current, which is

the same as that advanced by Maury, viz. that the impelling

cause is difference of specific gravity. But although Dr. Car-

penter quotes Mr. MitchelPs opinion, he nevertheless does

not appear to adopt it; for in §§ 90-93 and various other

places he distinctly states that he does not agree with Captain

Maury^s view that the Gulf-stream aud polar current are caused

by difference of density. In fact Dr. Carpenter seems particu-

larly anxious that it should be clearly understood that he dis-

sents from the theory maintained by ]\Iaur5'. But he does not

merely deny that the Gulf-stream and polar current can be

caused by difference of density ; he even goes so far as to affirm

that no sensible current whatever can be due to that cause, and

adduces the authority of Sir John Herschel in support of that

opinion:—"The doctrine of Captain Maury,''^ he says, *' was

powerfully and convincingly opposed by Sir John Herschel

;

who showed, beyond all reasonable doubt, first, that the Gulf-

stream really has its origin in the propulsive force of the trade-

winds, and, secondly, that the greatest disturbance of equilibrium

which can be supposed to result from the agencies invoked by
Captain Maury would be utterly inadequate to generate and

maintain either the Gulf-stream or any other sensible current"

(§ 92). This being Dr. Carpenter's belief, it is somewhat singular

that he should advance the case of the polar current passing

under the Gulf-stream as evidence in favour of his theory ; for in
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reality he could hardly have selected a case more hostile to that

theory. In short it is evident that, if a polar current impelled

by a force other than that of gravity can pass from the banks of

Newfoundland to the Gulf of Mexico (a distance of some thou-

sands of miles) under a current flowing in the opposite direction

and, at the same time, so powerful as the Gulf-stream, it could

pass much more easily under comparatively still water, or water

flowing in the same direction as itself. And if this be so, then

all our difficulties disappear, and we satisfactorily explain the

presence of cold polar water at the bottom of intertropical seas

without having recourse to ^the hypothesis advanced by Dr.

Carpenter.

But we have an example of an under current more inexplicable

on the gravitation hypothesis than even that of the polar cur-

rent, viz. the warm under current of Davis Strait.

There is a strong current flowing north from the Atlantic

through Davis Strait into the Arctic Ocean underneath a sur-

face-current passing southwards in an opposite direction. Large

icebergs have been seen to be carried northwards by this under

current at the rate of four knots an hour against both the wind

and the surface- current, ripping and tearing their way with ter-

rific force through surface-ice of great thickness. (See Physical

Geography of the Sea, chap. ix. new edition, and Dr. A. Miihry
' On Ocean-currents in the Cireumpolar Basin of the N. Hemi-

sphere.^) A current so powerful and rapid as this cannot, as Dr.

Carpenter admits, be referred to difierence of specific gravity. But

even supposing that it could, still difference of temperature be-

tween the equatorial and polar sea swould not account for it; for

the current in question flows in the wrong direction. Nor will it

help the matter the least to adopt Maury^s explanation, viz. that the

warm under current from the south, in consequence of its greater

saltness, is denser than the cold one from the polar regions.

For if the water of the Atlantic, notwithstanding its higher tem-

perature, is in consequence of its greater saltness so much denser

than the polar water on the west of Greenland as to produce an

under current of four knots an hour in the direction of the pole,

then surely the same thing to a certain extent will hold true in

reference to the ocean on the east side of Greenland. Thus in-

stead of there being, as Dr. Carpenter supposes, an underflow

of polar water south into the Atlantic in virtue of its greater den-

sity, there ought, on the contrary, to be a surface-flow in conse-

quence of its lesser density.

The true explanation no doubt is, that the warm under current

from the south and the cold upper current from the north are

both parts of one grand system of circulation produced by the

wdnds, difference of specific gravity having no share whatever
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cither in impelling the currents, or in determining which shall

be the upper and which the lower.

The wind in Baffin's Bay and Davis Strait blows nearly

always iu one direction, viz. from the north. The tendency

of this is to produce a surface- or upper current from the north

down into the Atlantic, and to prevent or retard any surface-

current from the south. The warm current from the Atlantic,

taking the path of least resistance, dips under the polar current

and pursues its course as an under current.

Mr. Clement Markham, in his 'Threshold of the Unknown
Begion,' is inclined to attribute the motion of the icebergs to

tidal action or to counter undercurrents. That the motion of the

icebergs cannot reasonably be attributed to the tides is, I think,

evident from the descriptions given both by Midshipman Griffin

and by Captain Duncan, who distinctly saw the icebergs moving
at the rate of about four knots an hour against a surface-current

flowing southwards. And Captain Duncan states that the bergs

continued their course northwards for several days, till they

ultimately disappearedt. The probability is that this north-

ward current is composed partly of Gulf-stream water and
partly of that portion of polar water which is supposed to flow

round Cape Farewell from the east coast of Greenland. This

stream, composed of both warm and cold water, on reaching to

about latitude 65° N., where it encounters the strong northerly

winds, dips down under the polar current and continues its

northward course as an under current.

"We have on the west of Spitzbergen, as has already been

noticed, a similar example of a warm current from the south

passing under a polar current. A portion of the Gulf-stream

which passes round the west coast of Spitzbergen flows under an

Arctic current coming down from the north ; and it does so no

doubt because it is here in the region of prevailing northerly

winds, which favour the polar current but oppose the Gulf-

stream. Again, we have a cold and rapid current sweeping

round the east and south of Spitzbergen, a curreni of which

Mr. Lamont asserts that he is positive he has seen it running

at the rate of seven or eight miles an hour. This current, on

meeting the Gulf-stream about the northern entrance to the

German Ocean, dips do\\n under that stream and pursues its

course southwards as nn under current.

Several other cases of under currents might be adduced which

cannot be explained on the gravitation theory, and which must

be referred to a system of oceanic circulation produced by the

impulse of the wind; but these will suffice to show that the

assumption that the winds can produce only a mere surface-drift

is directly opposed to facts. And it will not do to affirm that a
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current which forms part of a general system of circulation pro-

duced by the impulse of the winds cannot possibly be an under

current ; for in the case referred to we have proof that the thing

is not only possible but actually exists. This point, however,

will be better understood after we have considered the evidence

in favour of a general system of oceanic currents.

Much of tlie difficulty experienced in comprehending how
under currents can be produced by the wind, or how an impulse

imparted to the surface of the ocean can ever be transmitted to

the bottom, appears to mc to result, to a considerable extent at

least, from a slight deception of the imagination. The thing

which impresses us most forcibly in regard to the ocean is its

profound depth. A mean depth of, say, three miles produces a

striking impression ; but if we could represent to the mind the

vast area of the ocean as correctly as we can its depth, shallow-

ness rather than depth would be the impression produced. If

in crossing a meadow we found a sheet of water one hundred

yards in diameter and only an inch in depth, we should not call

that a deep pool, we should call it a very shallow pool. The pro-

bability is that we should speak of it as simply a piece of ground

covered with a thin layer of water. Yet such a thin layer of

water would be a correct representation in miniature of the ocean;

for the ocean in relation to its superficial area is as shallow as

the pool of our illustration. In reference to such a pool or thin

film of water, we have no difficulty in conceiving how a disturb-

ance on its surface would be transmitted to its bottom. lu fact

our difficulty is in conceiving how any disturbance extending

over its entire surface should not extend to the bottom. Now
if we could form as accurate a sensuous impression of the vast

area of the ocean as we do of such a pool, all our difficulty in

understanding how the impulses of the wind acting on the vast

area of the ocean should communicate motion down to its bot-

tom would disappear.

The known condition of the ocean inconsistent with Dr. Car-

penter's hypothesis.—Dr. Carpenter says that he looks forward

with great satisfaction to the results of the inquiries which are

being prosecuted by the Circumnavigation Expedition, in the

hope that the facts brought to light may establish his theory of

a general oceanic circulation ; and he specifies certain of these

facts which, if found to be correct, will establish his theory. It

seems to me, however, that the facts to which he refers are just

as explicable on the theory of under currents as on the theory of

a general oceanic circulation. He begins by saying, "If the

views I have propounded be correct, it may be expected that

near the border of the great Antarctic ice-bai-rier a temperature
below 30° will be met with (as it has been by Parry, Martens,
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and Weyprccht near Spitzbergen) at no great depth beneath the

surface, and that instead of rising at still greater depths, the

thermometer will fall to near the freezing-point of salt water
'*

(§39).
Dr. Carpenter can hardly claim this as evidence in favour of

his theory ; for near the borders of the ice-barrier the water, as

a matter of course, could not be expected to have a much higher

temperature than the ice itself. And if the observations be made
during summer months, the temperature of the water at the

surface will no doubt be found to be higher than that of the

bottom; but if they be carried on during winter, the surface-

temperature will doubtless be found to be as low as the bottom-

temperature. These are results which do not depend upon any

particular theory of oceanic circulation.

" The bottom-temperature of the North Pacific," he continues,

" will afford a crucial test of the truth of the doctrine. For since

the sole communication of this vast oceanic area with the Arctic

basin is a strait so shallow as only to permit an inflow of warm
surface-water, its deep cold stratum must be entirely derived

from the Antarctic area; and if its bottom-temperature is not

actually higher than that of the South Pacific, the glacial stra-

tum ought to be found at a greater depth north of the equator

than south of it '^
(§ 39).

This may probably show that the water came from the Ant-

arctic regions, but cannot possibly prove that it came in the

manner which he supposes.
" In the North Atlantic, again, the comparative limitation of

communication with the Arctic area may be expected to prevent

its bottom-temperature from being reduced as low as that of the

Southern Atlantic" (§ 39). Supposing the bottom-temperature

of the South Atlantic should be found to be lower than the

bottom-temperature of the North Atlantic, this fact will be

just as consistent with the theory of under currents as with his

theory of a general movement of the ocean. Indeed I fear that

even although Dr. Carpenter's expectations should eventually

be realized in the results of the Circumnavigation Expedition, yet

the advocates of the wind theory will still remain unconverted.

In fact the Director of this Expedition has already, on the wind

theor}^, offered an explanation of nearly all the phenomena on

which Dr. Carpenter relies"^- ; and the same has also been done

by Dr. Petermaunf, who, as is well known, is equally opposed

to Dr. Carpenter's theory. Dr. Carpenter directs attention to

the necessity of examining the broad and deep channel separating

* "Depths of the Sea." 'Nature' for July 28, 1^70.

t "Memoir on the Gulf-stream," Gccn'rapkische Mitthdlungai for

vol. xvi. (1870).
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Iceland from Greenland. The observations which have ah-cady

been made, however, show that nearly the entire channel is oc-

cupied, on the surface at least, by water flowing southward from

the polar area—a direction the opposite of what it ought to be

according to the gravitation theory. In fact the surface of one

half of the entire area of the ocean, extending from Greenland to

the North Cape, is moving in a direction the opposite of that

which it ought to take according to the theory under review.

The western half of this area is occupied by water which at the

surface is flowing southwards ; while the eastern half, which has

hitherto been regarded by almost everybody but Dr. Carpen-

ter himself and Mr. Findlay as an extension of the Gulf-stream,

is moving polewards. , The motion of the western half must be

attributed to the winds and not to gravity; for it is moving in

the wrong direction to be accounted for by the latter cause ; but

had it been moving in the opposite direction, no doubt its motion

would have been referred to gravitation. To this cause the mo-
tion of the eastern half, which is in the proper direction, is

attributed* ; but why not assign this motion also to the impulse

of the winds, more especially since the direction of the prevail-

ing winds blowing over that area coincides with that of the water?

If the wind can produce the motion of the water in the western

half, why may it not do the same in the eastern half?

If there be such a diff'erenceof density between the equatorial

and polar water as to produce a general flow of the upper portion

of the ocean poleward, how does it happen that one half of the

water in the above area is moving in opposition to gravity ?

How is it that in a wide open sea gravitation should act so pow-
erfully in the one half of it and with so little eftect in the other

half? There is probably little doubt that the ice-cold water

of the western half extends from the surface down to the bot-

tom. And it is also probable that the bottom-water is moving
southwards in the same direction as the surface-water. The
bottom-water in such a case would be moving in harmony with

the gravitation theory; but would Dr.Carpenter on this account

attribute its motion to gravity ? Would he attribute the motion
of the lower half to gravity and the upper half to the wind ?

He could not in consistency with his theory attribute the motion
of the upper half to gravity ; for although the ice-cold water ex-

tended to the surface, this could not explain how gravity should
move it southward instead of polewards, as according to theory-

it ought to move. He might affirm, if he chose, that the sur-

face-water moves southwards because it is dragged forward by the

bottom-water ; but if this view be held, he is not entitled to

* Dr. Carpenter " On the Gulf-strean]," Proc. of Roy. Geog. Soc. for

January 9, 1871, § 29.
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aflSrnij as he does^ that the winds can only produce a mere sur-

face-drift. If the viscosity and molecular resistance of water be

such that, when the lower strata of the ocean are impelled for-

ward by gravity or by any other cause, the superincumbent
strata extending to the surface are perforce dragged after them,
then, for the same reason, when the upper strata are impelled

forward by the wind or any other cause, the underlying strata

must also be dragged along after them.
U the condition of the ocean between Greenland and the

north-western shore of Europe is irreconcilable with the gravi-

tation theory, we find the case even worse for that theory when
we direct our attention to the condition of the ocean on the

southern hemisphere; for according to the researches of Cap-
tain Duperrey and others on the currents of the Southern
Ocean, a very large portion of the area of that ocean is occupied

by water moving on the surface more m a northward than a

poleward direction. Referring to the deep trough between the

Shetland and the Faroe Islands, called by him the " Lightning

Channel,^^ Dr. Carpenter says, " If my view be correct, a cur-

rent-drag suspended in the upper stratum ought to have a per-

ccj)tible movement in the X.E. direction ; whilst another, sus-

pended in the loicer stratum, should move S.W." (^ 40).

Any one believing in the north-eastern extension of the Gulf-

stream and in the Spitzbergen polar under current, to which I

have already referred, would not feel surprised to learn that the

surface-strata have a perceptible north-eastward motion, and

the bottom strata a perceptible south-westward motion. North-

cast and east of Iceland there is a general flow of cold polar water

in a south-east direction towards the left edge of the Gulf-

stream. This water, as Professor Mohn concludes, ''descends

beneath the Gulf-stream and partially finds an outlet in the

lower half of the Faroe- Shetland channel^'*.

The Mechanics of the Theory.

"I now proceed,'''' says Dr. Carpenter, ''to the second head

of the discussion, viz. the demonstration which I\Ir. Croll con-

siders himself to have given, that the difi"erence of temperature

between polar and equatorial water cannot possibly produce the

effect I attribute to it'' (§ 21).
" !Mr. Croll's whole manner of treating the subject is so dif-

ferent from that which it appears to me to require, and he has

so completely misapprehended my own view of the question,

that I feel it requisite to present this in fuller detail, hi order

that physicists and mathematicians, having both sides fully before

them, may judge between us'' (§ 26).

* Dr. Petermann's Mitthcilungen for 1872, p. 315.
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Dr. Carpenter then refers to a point so obvious as hardly to

require consideration, viz. the eflPect which results when the sur-

face of the entire area of a lake or pond of water is cooled. The

whole of the surface-film being chilled at the same time, sinks

through the subjacent water, and a new film from the warmer

layer immediately beneath the surface rises into its place. This

being cooled in its turn, sinks, and so on. He next considers

what takes place when only a portion of the surface of the pond

is cooled, and shows that in this case the surface-film which

descends is replaced not from beneath, but by an inflow from

the neighbouring area.

" That such must be the case," says Dr. Carpenter, " appears

to me so self-evident that I am surprised that any person con-

versant with the principles of physical science should hesitate in

admitting it, still more that he should explicitly deny it. But

since others may feel the same difficulty as Mr. Croll, it may be

worth while for me to present the case in a form of yet more

elementary simplicity" (§ 29).

Then, in order to show the mode in which the general oceanic

circulation takes place, he supposes two cylindrical vessels, W
and C, of equal size to be tilled with sea-water. Cylinder,W re-

presents the equatorial column, and the water contained in it

has its temperature maintained at G0°; whilst the water in the

other cylinder C, representing the polar column, has its tempe-

rature maintained at 30° by means of the constant application

of cold at the top. Free communication is maintained between

the two cylinders at top and bottom ; and the water in the cold

cylinder being, in virtue of its low temperature, denser than the

water in the warm cylinder, the two colums are therefore not in

static equilibrium. The cold, and hence heavier column tends

to produce an outfl.ovv of water from its bottom to the bottom of

the warm column, which outflow is replaced by an inflow from
the top of the warm column to the top of the cold column. In
fact we have just a simple repetition of what he has given over

and over again in his various memoirs on the subject. But why
so repeatedly enter into the modus operandi of the matter ? Who
feels any difficulty in understanding how the circulation is

produced ?

Polar Cold considered by Dr. Carpenter the primum mobile.
' —It is evident that Dr. Carpenter believes that he has found in

polar cold an agency the potency of which, in producing a

general oceanic circulation, has been overlooked by physicists;

and it is with the view of developing his ideas on this subject

that he has entered so fully and so frequently into the exposi-

tion of his theory. "If I have myself done any thing," he
says, " to strengthen the doctrine; it has been by showing that
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polar cold, rather tLau equatorial heat, is the primum mobile of

this circulation"*.

The influence of the sun in heating the waters of the intertro-

pical seas is, in Dr. Carpenter^s manner of vie\A'ing the problem,

of no great importance. Tlie efiicient cause of motion he con-

siders resides in co/d rather than in /leat. lu fact he even goes

the length of maintaining that, as a power in the production of

the general interchange of equatorial and polar water, the effect

of polar cold is so much superior to that of intertropical heat,

that the influence of the latter may be practicallfj disrefjarded.

" Suppose two basins of ocean-water,^'' he says, " connected

by a strait to be placed under such different climatic conditions

that the surface of one is exposed to the heating influence of

tropical sunshine, whilst the surface of the other is subjected to

the extreme cold of the sunless polar winter. The effect of the

surface-heat upon the water of the tropical basin will be for the

most part limited (as I shall presently show) to its uppermost
stratum, and may here be practicaUij disregarded-^.

Dr. Carpenter's idea regarding the efficiency of cold in pro-

ducing motion seems to me to be not only opposed to the gene-

rally received views on the subject, but wholly irreconcilable

with the ordinary principles of mechanics. In fact there are

so many points on which Dr. Carpenter's theory of a "General
Vertical Oceanic Circulation " differs from the generally received

views on the subject of circulation by means of difference of

specific gravity, that I have thought it advisable to enter some-

what minutely into the consideration of the mechanics of that

theory, the more so as he has so repeatedly asserted that eminent

physicists agree with what he has advanced on the subject.

According to the generally received theory, the circulation is

due to the difference of densiti/ between the sea in equatorial and

polar regions. The real efficient cause is gravity ; but gravity

cannot act when there is no difference of specific gravity. If

the sea were of equal density from the poles to the equator,

gravity could exercise no influence in the production of circula-

tion ; and the influence which it does possess is in proportion to

the difference of density. But the difference of density between

equatorial and polar waters is in turn due not absolutely either

to polar cold or to tropical heat, but to both—or, in other words,

to the (////l?rc/?ce of temperature between the polar and equatorial

seas. This difterencc, in the very nature of things, must be as

much the result of equatorial lieat as of polar cold. If the sea

in equatorial regions were not being heated by the sun as rapidly

as the sea in polar regions is being cooled, the difference of tempe-

* Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Jamiavy 9, 18/1. t Ibid.
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rature between them, and consequently the difference of density,

would be diminishing, and in course of time would disappear

altogether. As has already been shown, it is a necessary con-

sequence that the water flowing from equatorial to polar regions

must be compensated by an equal amount flowing from polar to

equatorial regions. Now, if the water flowing from polar to

equatorial regions were not being heated as rapidly as the water

flowing from equatorial to polar regions is being cooled, the

equatorial seas would gradually become colder and colder until

no sensible difference of temperature existed between them and

the polar oceans. In fact, equality of the two rates is necessary

to the very existence of such a general circulation as that advo-

cated by l)r. Carpentei'. If he admits that the general inter-

change of equatorial and polar water advocated by him is caused

by the difference of density between the water at the equator

and the poles, resulting from difference of temperature, then he

must admit also that this dificrence of density is just as much
due to the heating of the equatorial water by the sun as it is to

the cooling of the polar water by radiation and other means—or,

in other words, that it is as much due to equatorial heat as to

polar cold. And if so, it cannot be true that polar cold rather

than equatorial heat is the ''jji-imum mobile" of this circulation;

and far less can it be true that the heating of the equatorial

water by the sun is of so little importance that it may be " prac-

tically disregarded.^^

Supposed influence of Heat derived from the Earth's Crust.—
There is, according to Dr. Carpenter, another agent concerned

in the production of the general oceanic circulation, viz. the

heat derived by the bottom of the ocean from the crust of the

earth (see §§ 20, Si*; also Brit. Assoc. Report for 1872, p. 49,

and other places). We have no reason to believe that the quan-

tity of internal heat coming through the earth^s crust is greater

in one part of the globe than in another; nor have we any

grounds for concluding that the bottom of intertropical seas re-

ceives more heat from the earth^s crust than the bottom of those

in polar regions. But if the polar seas receive as much heat

from this source as the seas within the tropics, then the differ-

ence of density between the two cannot possibly be due to heat

received from the earth's crust; and this being so, it is mecha-

nically impossible that internal heat can be a cause in the pro-

duction of the general oceanic circulation.

Circulation ivithout Diffey'ence ofLevel.—There is another part

of the theory which appears to me irreconcilable with mecha-

nics. It is maintained that this general circulation takes place

without any difi'erence of level between the equator and the poles.

Referring to the case of the two cylinders W and C; which re*
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present the equatorial and polar columns respectively, Dr. Car-
penter says :—

" The force which will thus lift up the entire column of water

in W is that which causes the descent of the entire column in

C, namely the excess ofgravity constantly acting in C,—the levels

of the two columns, and consequently their heights, being main-
tained at a constant equality by the free passage of surface-water

from W to C."

"The whole of Mr. Croll's discussion of this question, how-
ever/^ he continues, '^ proceeds upon the assumption that the

levels of the polar and equatorial columns are not kept at nn
equality, k,cJ' (§ 30). And again, "Now, so far from assert-

ing (as Captain Maury has done) that the trifling difference

of level arising from inequality of temperature is adequate to

the production of ocean-currents, I simply affirm that as fast as

the level is disturbed by change of temperature it will be restored

by gravity'^ (§ 23). See also to the same effect Brit. Assoc.

Keport, 1872, p. 50.

In order to understand more clearly how the circulation under
consideration cannot take place without a difference of level,

let WE (fig. 1) represent the equatorial column, and CP the

Fi-. 1.

polar column. The equatorial column is warmer than the polar

column because it receives more heat from the sun than the

latter ; and the polar is colder than the equatorial column be-

cause it receives less heat from the sun than the latter. The
difference in the density of the two columns results from thefr

difference of temperature ; and the difference of temperature re-

sults in turn from the difference in the quantity of heat received

from the sun by each. Or, to express the matter in other

words, the difference of density (and consequently the circula-

tion under consideration) is due to the excess of heat received

from the sun by the equatorial over that received by the polar

column ; so that to leave out of account the superheating of

the intertropical waters by the sun is to leave out of account the

yery thing of all others that is absolutely essential to the exist-
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ence of the circulation. The water being assumed to be the

same in both columns and differing only as regards tempera-

turCj and the equatorial column possessing more heat than the

polar, and being therefore less dense than the latter, it follows,

in order that the two columns may be in static equilibrium, that

the surface of the equatorial column must stand at a higher

level than that of the polar. This produces the slopeW C from

the equator to the pole. The extent of the slope will of course

depend upon the extent of the difference of their temperatures.

But, as was shown on a former occasion (Phil. Mag. for Oct.

1871), it is impossible that static equilibrium can ever be fully

obtained, because the slope occasioned by the elevation of the

equatorial column above the polar produces what we may be

allowed to call a molecular disturbance of equilibrium. The

surface of the ocean, or the molecules of water lying on the

slope, are not in a position of equiUbrium, but tend, in virtue

of gravity, to roll down the slope in the direction of the polar

column C. It will be observed that the more we gain of static

equilibrium of the entire ocean the greater is the slope, and

consequently the greater is the disturbance of niolecular equi-

librium ; and, vice versa, the more molecular equilibrium is

restored by the reduction of the slope, the greater is the disturb-

ance of static equilibrium. It is therefore ahsolutely impossible

that both conditions of equilibrium can be fulfilled at the same time

so long as a difference of temperature exists between the two

columns. And this conclusion holds true even though we should

assume water to be a perfect fluid absolutely devoid of viscosity.

It follows, therefore, that a general oceanic circulation without a

difference of level is a mechanical impossibiliti/.

In a case of actual circulation due to difference of gravity,

there is always a constant disturbance of both static and mole-

cular equilibrium. Column C is always higher and column W
always lower than it ought to be were the two in equilibrium ;

but they never can be at the same leveL

It is quite conceivable, of course, that the two conditions of

equilibrium may be fulfilled alternately. We can conceive

column C remaining stationary till the water flowing from

column W has restored the level. And after the level is re-

stored we can conceive the polar column C sinking and the

equatorial column W rising till the two perfectly balance each

other. Such a mode of circulation, consisting of an alternate

surface-flow and vertical descent and ascent of the columns,

though conceivable, is in reality impossible in nature ; for there

are no means by which the polar column C could be supported

from sinking till the level had been restored. But Dr. Carpen-
ter does not assume that the general oceanic circulation takes

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No; 310. Feb. 1874. I
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place in this iaterinitting luaauer ; according to him, the cir-

culation is constant. He asserts that there is a " continual

transference of water from the bottom of C to the bottom of W,
and from the top of W to the top of C, with a constant descend-

ing movement in C and a constant asceudmg movement in W^'
(§ 29). But such a condition of things is irreconcilable with

the idea of " the levels of the two columns, and consequently

their heights, being maintained at a constant equality^' (§ 29).

Although Dr. Carpenter does not admit the existence of a

per uanent difference of level between the equator and the pole,

he nevertheless speaks of a depression of level in the polar basin

resulting from the contraction by cooling of the water tiovviug

into it. This reduction of level induces an indow of water from

the sui-rounding area; "and since what is drawn away," to

quote his own words, " is supplied from a yet greater distance,

the continued cooling of the surface-stratum in the polar basin

will cause a ' set ' of waters towards it, to be propagated back-

wards through the whole intervening ocean in communication

with it until it reaches the tropical area." The slope produced

between the polar basin and the surrounding area, if sutiiciently

great, will enable the water in the surrounding area to tiow

polewards; but unless this slope extend to the equator, it will

not enable the tropical waters also to flow polewards. One of

two things necessarily follows : either the slope extends from the

equator to the pole, or water can flow from the equator to the

pole without a slope. If Dr. Carpenter maintains the former,

he contradicts himself; and if he adopts the latter, he contra-

dicts an obvious principle of mechanics.

A confusion of ideas in reference to the supposed agency of Polar

Cold.—It seems to me that Dr. Carpenter has been somewhat
misled by a slight confusion of ideas in reference to the supposed

agency of polar cold. This is brought out forcibly in the fol-

lowing passage from his memoir in the ' Proceedings of the

Royal Geographical Society,' vol. xv. p. 54.

" Mr. Croll, in arguing against the doctrine of a general

oceanic circulation sustained by difference of temperature, and

justly maintaining that such a circulation cannot be produced by

the application of heat at the surface, has entirely ignored the

agency of cold."

It is here supposed that there are two agents at work in the

production of the general oceanic circulation. The one agent is

heat, acting at the equatorial regions ; and the other agent is

cold, acting at the polar regions. It is supposed that the

agency of cold is far more powerful than that of heat. In fact so

trifling is the agency of equatorial heat in comparison with that

of polar cold that it may be " practically disregarded "—left out
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of account altogether,—polar cold beiug the pi'imum mobile of

the circulation. It is supposed also that I have considered the

efficiency of one of the agents, viz. heat, and found it totally in-

adequate to produce the circulation in question ; and it is ad-

mitted also that my conclusions are perfectly correct. But then

I am supposed to have left out of account the other agent, viz,

polar cold, the only agent possessing real potency. Had I

taken into account polar cold, it is supposed that I should have

found at once a cause perfectly adequate to produce the re-

quired effect.

This is a fair statement of Dr. Carpenter's views on the sub-

ject ; I am unable, at least, to attach any other meaning to his

words. And I have no doubt they are also the views which have

been adopted by those who have accepted his theory.

It must be sufficiently evident from what has already been

stated, that the notion of there being two separate agents at

work producing circulation, namely heat and cold, the one of

which is assumed to have much more potency than the other,

is not only opposed to the views entertained by physicists, but
is also wholly irreconcilable with the ordinary principles of me-
chanics. But more than this, if we analyze the subject a little

so as to remove some of the confusion of ideas which besets it,

we shall find that these views are irreconcilable with even Dr.
Carpenter's own explanation of the cause of the general oceanic

circulation.

Cold and heat, considered as sensations, are very different

things ; but cold considered as a condition of a body means
only a deficiency or absence of heat. When we say, for ex-

ample, that the polar seas are colder than the equatorial, our
meaning is that the polar seas possess less heat than the equa-
torial. And when we say that the equatorial seas are hotter

than the polar, our meaning -of course likewise is that the equa-
torial seas possess more heat than the polar. Or if we say that

the equatorial seas are hot and the polar seas cold, we mean
simply that both seas possess a certain amount of heat, the
equatorial seas having more than the polar ; or, judging them
by our sensations, we call the one hot and the other cold.

How, then, according to Dr. Carpenter, does polar cold im-
part motion to the water? The warm water flowing in upon
the polar column becomes chilled by cold, but it is not cooled
below that of the water underneath ; for, according to Dr. Car-
penter, the ocean in polar regions is as cold and as dense under-
neath as at the surface. The cooled surface-water does not sink
through the water underneath, like the surface-water of a pond
chilled during a frosty night. "The descending motion in
column C will not consist," he says, " in a successioual descent

12
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of surface-films from above downwards, but it will be a down-
ward movement of the entire mass, as if water in a tall jar were

being drawn ofi" througli an orifice at the bottom " (§ 29). There
is a downward motion of the entire column, producing an out-

flow of water at the bottom towards the equatorial column W,
which outflow is conijiensated by an inflow from the top of the

equatorial column to the top of the polar column C. But what
causes column C to descend ? The cause of the descent is its

excess of weight over that of column W. Column C descends

and column W ascends, for the same reason that in a balance

the heavy scale descends and the light scale rises. Column C
descends not simply because it is cold, but because it is colder

than column W. Column C descends not simply because in

consequence of being cold it is dense and therefore heavy, but

because in consequence of.being cold it is denser and therefore

heavier than column W. It might be as cold as frozen mer-

cury and as heavy as lead ; but it would not on that account

descend unless it were heavier than column AY. The descent

of column C and ascent of column W, and consequently the

general oceanic circulation, results, therefore, according to Dr.

Carpenter^s explanation, from the djjference in the weights of

the two columns ; and the diflference in the weights of the two

columns results from their difference of density ; and the differ-

ence of density of the two columns in turn results from their

difference of temperature. But it has already been proved that

the diff"erence of temperature between the polar and equatorial

columns depends wholly on the difi'erence in the amount of heat

received by each from the sun. The equatorial column W pos-

sesses more heat than the polar column C, solely because it re-

ceives more heat from the sun than column C. Consequently

Dr. Carpenter^s statement that the circulation is produced by
polar cold rather than by equatorial heat, is just as much in con-

tradiction to his own theory as it is to the principles of mecha-

nics. Again, his admission that the general oceanic circulation

*' cannot be produced by the application of heat to the surface,"

is virtually a giving up the whole point in debate ; for according

to his gravitation theory, and every form of that theory, the cir-

culation results from difference of temperature between equatorial

and polar seas ; but this diff"erence, as we have seen, is entirely

owing to the diffierence in the amount of heat received from the

sun at these two places. The heat received, however, is " surface-

heat;" for it is at the surface that the ocean receives all its heat

from the sun ; and consequently if surface-heat cannot produce

the efi"ect required, nothing else can.

M. Dubuat's experiments.—Referring to the experiments of

M. Dubuat adduced by me to show that water would not run
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down a slope of 1 in 1,820,000*, he says, " Now the experi-

ments of M. Dubuat had reference, not to the slow restoration

of level produced by the motion of water on itself, but to the

sensible movement of water flowing over solid surfaces and re-

tarded by its friction against them "
(§ 22). Dr. Carpenter's

meaning, I presume, is that if the incline consist of any solid

substance, water will not flow down it; but if it be made of

water itself, water will flow down it. But in M. Dubuat's ex-

periments it was only the molecules in actual contact with the

solid incline that could possibly be retarded by friction against

it. The molecules not in contact with the solid incline evidently

rested upon an incline of water, and were at perfect liberty to

roll down that incline if they chose ; but they did not do so

;

and consequently M. Dubuat's experiment proved that water

will not flow over itself on an incline of 1 in 1,000,000.

A begging of the question at issue.— '^ It is to be remembered,''

says Dr. Carpenter, " that, however small the original amount of

movement may be, a momentum tending to its continuance must

be generated from the instant of its commencement ; so that if the

initiating force be in constant action, there will be a progressive

acceleration of its rate, until the increase of resistance equalizes

the tendency to further acceleration. Now, if it be admitted that

the propagation of the disturbance of equilibrium from one

column to another is simply retarded, not prevented, by the vis-

cosity of the liquid, I cannot see how the conclusion can be re-

sisted, that the constantly maintained diff'erence of gravity be-

tween the polar and equatorial columns really acts as a vis viva

in maintaining a circulation between them" (§ 35).

If it be true, as Dr. Carpenter asserts, that in the case of the

general oceanic circulation advocated by him " viscosity " simply

retards motion, but does not prevent it, I certainly agree with

him "that the constantly maintained diff'erence of gravity between
the polar and equatorial columns really acts as a vis viva in

maintaining a circulation between them." But to assert that it

merely retards, but does not prevent, motion, is simply begging

the question at issue. It is an established principle that if the

force resisting motion be greater than the force tending to pro-

duce it, then no motion can take place and no work can be per-

formed. The experiments of M. Dubuat prove that the /orce of

. the molecular resistance of water to motion is greater than the

force derived from a slope of 1 in 1,000,000; and therefore it

is simply begging the question at issue to assert that it is less.

The experiments of MM. Barlow, Rainey, and others to which

* The slope, however, taking Dr. Carpenter's own data, amounts only
to little more than one half, viz. to 1 in 3,500,000. See Phil. Ma? for
October 1871, p. 263.
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he alludes, are scarcely worthy of consideration in relation to

the present question, because we know nothing whatever regard-

ing the actual amount of force producing motion of the water

in these experiments, further than that it must have been enor-

mously greater than that derived from a slope of 1 in 1,000,000.

Supposed argument from the tides.—Dr. Carpenter advances

Mr. Ferrel's argument in regard to the tides. The power of

the moon to distui'b the earth's water, he aserts, is, according

to Herschel, only one 11.400,000th part of gravity, and that of

the sun not over one 25,736,400th part of gravity
;
yet the

moon's attractive force, even when counteracted by the sun,

will produce a rise of the ocean. But as the disturbance of gra-

vity produced by difference of temperature is far greater than

the above, it ought to produce circulation.

It is here supposed that the force exerted by gravity on the

ocean, resulting from difference of temperature, tending to pro-

duce the general oceanic circulation, is much greater than the

force exerted on the ocean by the moon in the production of the

tides. But if we examine the subject we shall find that the op-

posite is the case. The attraction of the moon tending to lift

the waters of the ocean acts directly on every molecule from the

surface to the bottom ; but the force of gravity tending to pro-

duce the circulation in question acts directly on only a portion

of the ocean. Gravity can exercise no direct force in impelling

the underflow from the polar to the equatorial regions, nor in

raising the water to the surface when it reaches the equatorial

regions. Gravity can exercise no direct influence in pulling the

water horizontally along the earth's surface, nor in raising it up

to the surface. The pull of gravity is alv.ays doxcmcards, never

horizontally nor upwards. Gravity will tend to pull the surface-

water from the equator to the poles because here we have descent.

Gravity will tend to sink the polar column because here also we

have descent. But the?e are the only parts of the circuit where

gravity has any tendency to produce motion. Motion in the

other parts of the circuit, viz. along the bottom of the oce.an

from the poles to the equator and in raising the equatorial

column, is produced by the pressure of the polar column ; and

consequently it is only indirectly that gravity may be said to

produce motion in those parts. It is true that on certain

portions of the ocean the force of gravity tending to produce

motion is greater than the force of the moon's attraction, tend-

ing to produce the tides; but this portion of the ocean is of in-

considerable extent. The total force of gravity acting on the

entire ocean tending to produce circulation is in reality prodi-

giously less than the total force of the moon tending to produce

the tides.
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It is DO doubt a somewhat difficult problem to determine ac-

curately the total amount of force exercised by gravity on the

ocean; but for our present purpose this is not necessary. All

that we require at present is a very rough estimate indeed. And

this can be attained by very simple considerations. Suppose we

assume the mean depth of the sea to be, say, three miles. The

mean depth may yet be found to be somewhat less than this, or

it may be found to be somewhat greater; a shght mistake,

however, in regard to the mass of the ocean will not materially

affect our conclusions. Taking the depth at 3 miles, the force

or direct pull of gravity on the entire waters of the ocean tend-

ing to the production of the general circulation will not amount

to more than
,^^,,,'000,000

^^^^ ^^ S>'avity, or only about j^- that

of the attraction of the moon in the production of the tides.

Let it be observed that I am referring to the force or pull of

gravity, and not to hydrostatic pressure.

The moon, by raising the waters of the ocean, will produce a

slope of 2 feet in a quadrant ; and because the raised water

sinks and the level is restored, Mr. Ferrel concludes that a similar

slope of 2 feet produced by difference of temperature will there-

fore be sufficient to produce motion and restore level. But it is

overlooked that the restoration of level in the case of the tides is

as truly the work of the moon as the disturbance of that level

is. For the water raised by the attraction of the moon at one

time is again, six hours afterwards, pulled down by the moon
when the earth has turned round a quadrant.

No doubt the earth's gravity alone would in course of time

restore the level ; but this does not follow as a logical conse-

quence from Mr. FerrcFs premises. If we suppose a slope to

be produced in the ocean by the moon and the moon's attrac-

tion withdrawn so as to allow the water to sink to its original

level, the raised side will be the heaviest and the depressed side

the lightest ; consequently the raised side will tend to sink and

the depressed side will tend to rise, in order that the ocean may
regain its static equilibrium. But when a difference of level is

produced by difference of temperature, the raised side is always

the lightest and the depressed side is always the heaviest; con-

sequently the very effort which the ocean makes to maintain its

equilibrium tends to prevent the level being restored. The
, moon produces the tides chiefly by means of a simple yielding

of the entire ocean considered as amass ; whereas in the case of

a general oceanic circulation the level is restored by a flow of

water at or near the surface. Consequently the amount of

friction and molecular resistance to be overcome in the restora-

tion of level in the latter case is much greater than in ths

former. The )iioon, as the researches of Sir William Thomson
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show, will produce a tide in a globe composed of a substance

where no currents or general tlow of the materials could pos-

sibly take place.

Pressure as a Cause of circulation.—We shall now briefly refer

to the influence of pressure (the indirect effects of gravity) in

the production of the circulation under consideration. That

which causes the polar column C to descend and the equatorial

column W to ascend^ as has repeatedly been remarked, is the

difference in the weight of the two columns. The efficient cause

in the production of the movement is, properly speaking, gra-

vity ; cold at the poles and heat at the equator, or, what is the

same thing, the excess of heat received by the equator over that

received by the poles is what maintains the difference of tempe-

rature between the two columns, and consequently is that also

which maintains the difference of weight between them. la

other words, difference of temperature is the cause which main-

tains the state of disturbed equilibrium. But the efficient cause

of the circulation iu question is gravity. Granty, however,

could not act without this state of disturbed equilibrium ; and

difference of temperature may therefore be called, in relation to

the circulation, a necessary condition, while gravity may be

termed the cause. Gravity sinks column C directly, but it raises

column W indirectly by means of pressure. The same holds

true in regard to the motion of the bottom-waters from C to

W, which is likewise due to pressure. The pressure of the

excess of the weight of column C over that of column W im-

pels the bottom-water equatorwardb and lifts the equatorial

column. But on this point I need not at present dwell, as I

have in my last paper entered into a full discussion as to how

this takes place"^.

We come now to the most important part of the inquiry, viz.

how is the surface-water impelled from the equator to the poles ?

Is pressure from behind the impelling force here as in the case

of the bottom-water of the ocean? It seems to me that, in

attempting to account for the surface-flow from the equator to

the poles, Dr. Carpeuter^s theory signally fails. The force to

which he appeals appears to be wholly inadequate to produce the

required effect.

The experiments of M. Dubuat, as already noticed, prove that

any slope which can possibly result from the difference of tem-

perature between the equator and the poles is wholly insufficient

to enable- gravity to move the waters ; but it does not necessarily

prove that the pressure resulting from the raised water at the

equator may not be sufficient to produce motion. This point

will be better understood from the following figure, where, as

* Phil. Mas- for October 1871.
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before, P C represents the polar column and EW the equatorial

column.
Fig. 2.

It will be observed that the water in that wedge-shaped por-

tion W CW forming the incline cannot be in a state of static

equilibrium. A molecule of water at 0, for example, will be

pressed more in the direction of C than in the direction of W,
and the amount of this excess of pressure towards C will depend

upon the height of W above the line C W. It is evident that

the pressure tending to move the molecule at towards C will

be far greater than the direct pull of gravity tending to draw a

molecule at 0' lying on the surface of the incline towards C.

The experiments of M. Dubuat prove that the direct force of

gravity will not move the molecule at 0'—that is, cause it to roll

down the incline W C ; but they do not prove that it may not

yield to pressure from above, or that the pressure of the column
WW will not move the molecule at 0. The pressure is caused

by gx'avity, and cannot, of course, enable gravity to perform more
work than what is derived from the energy of gravity ; it will

enable gravity, however, to overcome resistance, which it could

not do by direct action. But whether the pressure resulting

from the greater height of the water at the equator due to its

higher temperature be actually sufficient to produce displacement

of the water is a question which I am wholly unable to answer.

If we suppose 9 feet to be the height of the equatorial surface

above the polar required to make the two columns balance each

other, the actual difference of level between the two columns will

certainly not be more than one half that amount, because, if a

circulation exist, the weight of the polar column must always be
in excess of that of the equatorial. But this excess can only be

obtained at the expense of the surface- si ope, as was shown at

length in my last paper. The surface-slope probably will not
exceed more than 4 feet or 4^ feet. Suppose the ocean to be of
equal density from the poles to the equator, and that by some
means or other the surface of the ocean at the equator is raised,

say, 4 feet above that of the poles, then there can be little
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doubt that in such a case the water would soon regain its level ;

for the ocean at the equator being heavier than at the poles by the

weight of a layer 4 feet in thickness, it would sink at the former
place and rise at the latter until equilibrium was restored, produ-
cing, of course, a very slight displacement of the bottom-waters

towards the poles. It will be observed, however, that restoration

of level in this case takes place by a simple yielding, as it were,

of the entire mass of the ocean without displacement of the mo-
lecules of the water over each other to any great extent. In the

case of a slope produced by difference of temperature, however,

the raised portion of the ocean is not heavier but lighter than

the depressed portion, and consequently has no tendency to

sink. Any movement which the ocean as a mass makes in order

to regain equilibrium tends, as we have seen, rather to increase

the difference of level than to reduce it. Restoration of level

can only be produced by the forces which are in operation in the

wedge-shaped mass W C W, constituting the slope itself. But
it will be observed by a glance at the figure that, in order to the

restoration of level, a large portion of the water W "NV at the

equator will require to flow to C, the pole.

According to the general vertical oceanic circulation theory,

pressure from behind is not one of the forces employed in the

production of the -flow from the equator to the poles. This is

evident ; for there can be no pressure from behind acting on the

water if there be no slope existing between the equator and the

poles. Dr. Carpenter not only denies the actual existence of a

slope, but denies the necessity for its existence. But to deny
the existence of a slope is to deny the existence of pressure, and
to deny the necessity for a slope is to deny the necessity for

pressure. That in Dr. Carpenter's theory the surface-water is

supposed to be draicn from the equator to the poles, and not

pressed forward by a force from behind, is further evident from
the fact that he maintains that the force employed is not vis a

tergo but visafronte (Proc. Boy. Geog. Soc. Jan. 9, 1871, § 29).

[To be continued.]

XV. On Quartz, Ice, and Karstenite. By W. H. Miller,
M.A., F.R.S., Professor oj Mineralogy in the University of
Cambridge*.

Quartz.

AMONG the minerals pre.=jented to the University by H.TV.
Elphinstone, Esq., are two crystals of quartz associated

with chlorite, apparently from the same, but unknown, locality.

* Coraraunicated bv the Author.
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Each of these crystals exhibits one face of a rhombohedron,

having angles which differ too widely from those of the forms

described by Des Cloizeaux in his MamieL de Mineralogie to admit

of identification with any of them, and therefore has probably

never been observed before.

The larger of the two crystals, besides the supposed_n^w face,

which will be denoted by the letter s", has the forms 2 11, 100,

l23, 8ll, 1011, al42, a4l2. The faces ?, 100 are

rather uneven, the bisection of the images of the bright signal

being uncertain to the extent of about 2' in the former and rather

less in the latter. Three observations of the angle between these

faces gave 30° 23'-5, 30° 23'-5, 30° 24^ respectively.

Tjie other crystal has the forms 211, 10 0, 12 2, « 4 1 2,

«4 1 2 in addition to 5". This last face is very even and bright;

but 1 is rather imperfect. The observed angle between these

faces lies between 30° 22'-2 and 30° 28'-4.

Of the faces given by Des Cloizeaux, those which most nearly

approach the position of ? make with 10 angles ^f 29° 26^
30° 4', 30° 44', having for their symbols 11 4 4, 8 3 3, 13 5 5

respectively. In order to obtain more probable values of the

indices of s", let us suppose the angle between 10 and 5 to be

30° 24', hkk the symbol of ?, and D, T the angles which the axis

of the rhombohedron makes with normals to the faces 10 0,

hkk. Then, since D = 51°47'and T-D= 30° 24', we have

T= 82° 11'.

But h—k _ tanT _ r-o-a

AT2l-t"anD-^"''^''^-

The converging fractions approximating to this number are :

—

5 6 17 23 86

The first two fractions give the faces 11 4 4, 13 5 5 already

noticed; the third a face 37 14 14, making an angle of 30° 18'

with 10 0, and therefore not very probable; the fourth a face

making with 1 an angle of 30° 25', which, taking into ac-

count the imperfections of the faces of the crystal, agrees suflS-

ciently well with the observations. The resulting symbol is

• 50 l9 19.

40
The fraction -^, obtained by adding the numerators and de-

nominators of the third and fourth fractions, leads to the symbol

29 11 11. The face of which this is the symbol makes with
1 an angle of 30° 22', and is therefore hardly so probable as
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50 19 19, notwithstanding the lower values of the indices of the

former symbol.

Ice.

In a memoir by Franz Leydolt, entitled " Beitrage zur Kennt-
niss der Krystallform und der Bildungsart des Eises," it is

asserted that ice has no cleavage [Sitzungsberichte der mathem.-

naturw. CI. der kais. Akad der Wissensch. Band vii. Abth. 2,

p. 477). A good many years previously I had seen some plates

of ice broken which exhibited a separation parallel to the sur-

faces of the ice so perfectly like cleavage, that I never hesitated

to publish the statement that ice has a cleavage parallel to the

faces of the form 111. A considerable time elapsed after the

appearance of Leydolt^s paper before an opportunity of making
further observations presented itself. When at last I obtained

some thick plates of newly formed ice, I was unable to procure

a trace of cleavage by the application of knife, chisel, or point

in a direction parallel to their bounding planes. On throwing

one of the plates on the hard frozen ground it broke across, ex-

hibiting in the fracture two planes normal to the natural faces

of the plate, and apparently (for I had not at hand the means of

measuring the angle they made with one onother) parallel to two

adjacent faces of a regular six-sided prism, looking like very per-

fect cleavages, and affording by reflection distinct images of sur-

rounding objects ; but I was unable to obtain a trace of clea-

vage in planes parallel to either of those revealed by fracture.

It is therefore obvious that the separations, as well parallel as

normal to the surfaces of the plates of ice, were due to the exist-

ence of faces of union and not to true cleavage. The latter planes

are probably those of the six-sided prism 101; for some crys-

tals of ice examined by A. E. Nordenskjold were combinations

of the simple forms 1 1 1, « 3 2 1, «2 1 0, « 5 1 3, 1 I. The

angles which normals to the faces of these forms make with a

normal to 1 1 1 are approximately :

—

111, 3 2 1=38° 57'; 111, 210= 58° 15'

j

111, 5 13= 81° 31'; 11 J, 101=90°.

(Poggendorff^s Annalen, vol. cxiv. p. 612.)

Karstenite.

A small cavity in the interior of a mass of Karstenite (CaO SO^)

from Liineburg was found to be traversed by several slender

crystals attached at both ends to the walls of the cavity. These

crystals exhibit some simple forms hitherto undescribed, and

several of the forms first observed by Hessenberg and described

by him in the 10th Number of his '' Mineralogische Notizen,"
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published in the Abhandlungen der Senckenbergischen Naturfor-

schenden Gesellschaft, Frankfurt a. M. vol. viii.

Let the symbols 10 0, 010 denote faces normal to the lines

bisecting the obtuse and acute angles between the optic axes,

01a face parallel to the plane of the optic axes, and 110 the

face which, according to the observations of Hessenberg, makes

with 100 an angle of 48° 15', the angle between two planes

being measured by the angle between normals to them drawn

from any point in the interior of the crystal.

The crystals from Liiueburg exhibited faces of the forms

1 0, 1 0, 1 1 0, 2 1 0, 3 1 0,^5 1 0, 5 4 0, 3 3 0, 4 1 0, 4 3 0,

15 0, 5 2 0, 5 3 0, of which the 4th . . . 9th were first observed

by Hessenberg. The last four appear to be new. The faces of

all these forms give very indistinct reflections, with a single ex-

ception : in one of the crystals a face of the form 110 was

very perfect ; the observed values of the angles it made with

the cleavage Too were:— 131°, 45', 44'-2, 44'-55, 44'-5, 44'-7;

mean 131° 44'-6. Hence 100, 1 1 =48° 15'-4. The angles

between the different faces and the face 1 0, taking Hessen-

berg's value of the angle 10 0, 110, are :

—

010,
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and the other seen through the faces 1 1 0, 110, appeared to

make with one another an angle of 36^ 22'. Hence the direc-

tion of either optic axis within the crystal makes an angle of
22° 1' with a normal to the face 010.

In crystals from Berchtesgaden, Hesseuberg searched in vain

for a face of the form 101, for the existence of which I consi-

dered that I had had satisfactory evidence. I therefoi-e reex-

amined the crystal in which I supposed it to be visible. Using
a spot of sunlight reflected from a plane mirror as the bright

signal, the crystal being adjusted so that the intersection of the

faces 111, 111 was parallel to the axis of the instrument^ an
image of the spot of sunlight was seen as if reflected from a face

making equal angles with the faces 111, 111; but on ma-
king the crystal revolve round the axis of the branch of the

holder parallel to the plane of the circle, the spot remained im-
movable. Hence it is evident that the spot of light seen was not

due to a single reflection, but to a reflection at each of two sepa-

rations in the interior of the crystal parallel to the faces 01
and 10 0.

In several of the fragments of ciystals from Berchtesgaden

faint separations indicative of cleavages were observed, which,

on measuring the angles they made with the face 10 with a

position-micrometer, were found to be parallel to the faces of the

form 110. It was not found possible to separate the crystal

in the direction of this cleavage, on account of the superior faci-

lity of the other cleavages.

Some colourless crystals from Stassfurth, given me by M.
Pisani, of Paris, had the faces of many of the simple forms

striated to such an extent that it was extremely difiicult to mea-

sure the angles they made with one another. By using for the

bright signal a large beam of sunlight reflected from the mirror

of a heliostat, I think I have ascertained the existence of the fol-

lowing forms, the last two being the least certain :

—

10 0, 010, 01, 110, 210, 310, 3 2 0, 4 3 0, 5 10,

10 2, 2 3.

01, 102 ... 26 33

001, 2 03 . . . 33 40
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XVI. Measurements of the Polarization of the Light reflected by

the Sky and by one or more Plates of Glass. By Professor

Edward C. PickerixNG, Boston, U.S.*

'^I^HE following observations, which will be published in full

-1- in the ' Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and

Sciences,' were conducted to test Fresnel's formula for the re-

flection of light. He showed that, if the light was polarized

in the plane of incidence, the amount reflected would be

A= o ,

.

T, while if polarized in a plane perpendicular to it

sin^{t-\-ry
^ i- t' f

faw if ^~ 7*
1

the proportion would be B= —27V \j ^ ^"^^ ^' I'epresenting

the angles of incidence and refraction respectively. Natural

light may be regarded as composed of two equal beams polarized

at right angles, hence the amount reflected

R_ ,(A + B)_,(^^.^^,
(f + r)

+
tan^ (e + r)

)'

a formula which may be applied to any special case by substitu-

ting proper values for i and r. The value of A evidently in-

creases as i varies from 0° to 90°. That of B, on the other

hand, diminishes from 0^ until i + r= 90°, when it equals 0; or

at this angle, which is that of total polarization, all of the ray B
is transmitted, all the reflected beam being polarized in the plane

of incidence. When i= 90°, A=l, B=l ; hence all the light is

reflected. When i=(f, A, B, and R equal [ ^ ) > hence the

reflected light increases with n, being zero when n= l, and 100
per cent, when n= (x. Many familiar phenomena are thus
readily accounted for—for instance, the brightness of the dia-

mond, the covering power of white lead as a paint, and the bril-

liancy of wet or varnished stones and woods.

A curious case presents itself when n=l+dn, or difiers from
unity only by an infinitesimal amount. A then becomes equal

to -Idn^ {I + tSin^ if, and B to ^dn^ (l - tan^ i)"^. When i= 0,

A, B, and R equal ^dn^; and this quantity is accordingly taken
as the unit in Table I. The first column gives various values of

the angle of incidence, the second and third the corresponding
values of A and B, the fourth the amount of light reflected, and
the fifth the degree of polarization. The other columns will be

explained hereafter. This Table is evidently applicable to all

cases where the media bounding the surface have nearly the same
index of refraction, whether its absolute amount is great or small.

* Communicated by the Author.
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Table I.

Light reflected when n is near unity^ or equals 1 + dn.
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Table II.—Light reflected by 1, 2, 8, and 20 surfaces.

1 surface.
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These results are perhaps better shown in figs. 1 and 2, in

which abscissse represent values of i, and ordinates percentages

of polarization. In fig. 1 the four highest curves represent the

polarization of the beams reflected by 1, 2, 8, and 20 surfaces.

The other four curves give the corresponding refracted beams.

Fig. 2 gives all the curves of Table II. relating to 20 surfaces

—

the five curves corresponding to A, B,the intensity of the refracted

beam^ and the polarization of both the reflected and refracted

beams. When 2= 0, both the reflected and refracted beams are

unpolarized. With 10 plates of glass about half the light is re-

flected, the transmitted ray being but little brighter than that

reflected. W ith 1 or 2 surfaces the reflected beam increases as

i increases ; with 8 surfaces it remains nearly constant up to 50°;

while with 20 surfaces a marked diminution is perceived. This

very remarkable result may be expressed by saying that 10 plates

of glass transmit more light obliquely than normally. The ap-

pearance to the eye confirms this result, but it deserves a careful

photometric proof. At 57° the reflected ray is, of course, in all

cases totally polarized ; but at other angles the amount of polar-

ization is greater the less the number of surfaces, instead of the

contrary, as might have been anticipated.

W^ith the refracted ray quite a difterent law holds. For 1 sur-

face the polarization increases from 0° to 90°; with 2 surfaces

it becomes sensibly constant near 90°; while with a larger num-
ber a distinct maximum is obtained. It is com.mouly supposed

that the greatest eff"ect is obtained at the angle of total polariza-

tion. But the maximum is sensibly beyoud this, unless a very

large number of plates are employed ; and hence it seems probable

that a bundle of plates, polarizing by refraction, would give the

best results if set at a greater angle than 57°, as 65° or 70°.

The transmitted ray, however, diminishes rapidly for large angles

of incidence. A very large number of plates are required to render

the polarization nearly complete, which accounts for the light

always remaining when even the best polariscopes by refraction

are crossed. At 90° all the refracted beams are polarized by the

same amount of 41 '2 per cent. Or, at grazing incidence, the

amount of polarization is independent of the number of plates,

one polarizing as completely as a hundred. This number, 41*2,

may be obtained as follows. Diflerentiate the value of A in

terms of t and r, and make z= 90°, when the refracted beam

will equal 1—A = 4tanrc?i = 3'376£?z, since when i = 90°

r=40° 10'-7. In the same way 1-B= -^—--di= ^-\\odi', and
•' sin Zr

applying to them the formulae for the polarization of the refracted

beam, we find it equal to 41-2.

To show how far these eflTects are due to internal reflection.
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another Table was computed by the formula (1 — o)", or sup-

posing that no internal reflection took place. A comparison

showed that while the reflected beam is affected but little, a

great change takes place in the transmitted light. The results

are shown by the dotted lines in figs. 7, 8, and 10, and will be

discussed bc4ow.

To test the above conclusions, two experimental methods may
be employed. First, by means of a photometer, to determine

the amount of light in any given case ; and, secondly, by means

of a polarimeter, to determine the percentage of polarization of

the reflected and refracted rays. The latter method has been

employed in the following experiments. The instrument com-

monly used to measure the amount of polarization was invented

by Arago, and is called a polarimeter. It consists of a NicoFs

prism and Savart's plates, in front of which are several glass

plates, free to turn, and carrying an index which moves over a

graduated circle, thus showing the angle through which they

have been rotated. The prism and plates form a Savart's pola-

riscope, which gives coloured bands with either light or dark

centre, according as the plane of the prism is parallel or perpen-

dicular to the plane of polarization. When the plates are so

placed that the light passes through them normally, they have

no eff"ect on it ; but when turned, they polarize it in a plane pa-

rallel to the axis of rotation, and by an amount dependent on

the angle. Let the instrument be so set that the axis of rota-

tion shall be perpendiular to the plane of polarization, and the

plates set at zero. The bands will then be visible, the centre

one being bright. As the plates ai'e turned the bands become

fainter, until the polarization neutralizes that originally present

in the beam ; beyond this point the bauds reappear dark-centred.

The amount of polarization is thus readily determined by turn-

ing the plates until the bands disappear, when the angle is re-

duced to percentages by means of a Table. The difficulty of

computing this Table, however, is the real objection to the use

of this instrument. It may be determined by the formulae given

in the first part of this paper; but it, of course, then fails to

prove them. Moreover no account is taken of imperfect trans-

parency, dust on the surface, and other sources of error. An
excellent way of forming this Table experimentally is to view

through the instrument a beam of light totally polarized. If

now the plane of polarization of the beam is changed, the per-

centage of polarization will alter, being zero when it is inclined

45° to the axis of the plates, and wholly polarized at an angle of

0° or 90°. At any angle a the beam may be regarded as com-
posed of two, cos^ a polarized vertically, and sin^a polarized

K2
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horizontally. The percentage of polarization will therefore equal

cos^fl— sin^fl
„ . - _ cos 2cr, from which the polarization correspoud-

cos^a + sin^a ^

ing to anj^ given angle is readily determined.

The result of such a comparison is given in Table III. Four
series of observations were taken, from v/hich curves were con-

structed as in fig. 8, with angles of incidence as abscissae, and
percentages of polarization as ordinates. A curve was next

drawn, coinciding with them as nearly as possible ; and its ordi-

nates are given in Table III. column 3; the angles of incidence

are given in the first column, and the theoretical polarization in

the second column of the same Table. Column 4 gives the dif-

ferences ; and from it we see that, while the agreement is very

close between 0° and 60°, above this point a marked variation

is perceptible. This deviation will be further discussed in con-

nexion with fig. 8.

Table III.—Table for Arasro's Polarimeter.

J.
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and through the top of this passes the end of a second "Y,

through the end of which the polarimeter slides. Three of these

tubes are graduated to show the azimuth and altitude of the

polarimeter tube, and the amount it is turned round its own
axis.

The working of the instrument is as follows. If the Nicol's

prism be removed and the light uupolarized, the two images of the

aperture at the end will be equally brilliant. If now the Nicol's

prism be replaced and turned, the images will vary in brightness,

alternately disappearing at intervals of 90°. If tiie light is po-

larized, one image will in general be brighter than the other;

but by turning the Nicol's prism, certain positions will always

be found in which the two images vtill be equal. The percentage

of polarization is then readily determined from the angle through

which the prism has been turned. To determine the law v/hich

connects these two, let the plane of polarization be vertical, and

the line of junction of the two images parallel to it. Then call

A and B the brightness of the two images respectively, in which

A—

B

case the polarization j9= -r
—

t.- I^ the prism be turned through

an angle v, one image will have a brightness A sin-?;, the other

B cos^ V ; and if they are equal, A sin^ v= B cos^ v ; hence

cos^ V— sin^ V = cos 2v.^ cos*y-{- sin^u

The amount of polarization is then very simply found by turning

the Nicol until the images are equal, then reading the angle,

doubling it, and taking the cosine. Evidently there are four

positions of equality of the image ; and in the following experi-

ments all four were observed, reading to tenths of a degree, and

the mean taken.

The results may be reduced by a Table of natural cosines,

first multiplying the angle by 2. Evidently, when the light

is unpolarized, the angle will be 45°; when totally polarized, 0°.

When the line of junction is inclined to the plane of polariza-

tion by an angle w, the observed polarization 2j'=p cos 2w.

This suggests a means of determining the direction of the plane

of polarization. Make two observations of the amount of polar-

ization, turning the polarimeter 45°. Then call j), p', p" the

•true and the observed polarization in the two cases, and w the

unknown angle between the line of junction in its first position

and the plane of polarization. Having given p' and p", we
wish to determine p and w. Evidently ]j'=pcos2w, and

p"=p cos2 {4:5°— }v)=:p sin 2iv. Taking their quotient gives

tan2i/^= Y ; and the sum of their squares gives p= \/jJ^+p"'^-
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This method, though elegant theoretically, do.es not appear very

accurate practically, as the plane is more accurately determined

by covering the end of the polarimeter with a cap containing a

plate of selenite, thus converting it into an Arago's polariscope.

Then turn the tube until the two images have precisely the same
colonr, when their line of junction will be inclined 45° to the

plane of polarization. The plane may also be determined^ more
easily but less accurately, by removing the Nicol's prism, and
turning the tube until the two images are equally bright, and
adding 45° to the reading.

We next wish to determine the delicacy of this instrument in

different parts of its scale. If the Nicol's prism be set at an

angle v', differing slightly from its true value v, the brightness

of the two images will be A sin^ i;' and B cos^ v' respectively.

Now it is commonly assumed that the difference in tw^o such

images will be perceptible when the difference in brightness, di-

vided by the brightness of either, equals a certain fraction -, in

which a equals about 80. Bv differentiation it may be proved

that the error in p or dp corresponding to any value of a is given

1 —p^
by the formula dp=- --—-, from which the error in the result

'' ^ 2a
for any unobserved difference in brightness of the two images is

readily determined.

Ifp=0, dp= —, its greatest value, which diminishes as the
/ia

polarization increases, becoming zero when^j= 0. Hence the

greater the polarization the more accurately it can be measured.

If a= 80, dp^j^f^foY its greatest value; hence the instrument

should always give results within two thirds of 1 per cent. Ob-
servation, however, shows that the error is much greater, a dif-

ference in brightness of j^^ being by no means perceptible.

The first series of observations were made on the light of the

sky. The instrument was screwed into a post and levelled, the

altitude and azimuth of the sun taken, and the instrument then

directed towards the points to be observed. Most of these were

in the same vertical plane mth the sun, so that it w^as only ne-

cessary to determine their altitudes. The line of junction w^as

then brought parallel to the plane of polarization—that is,

turned until it was vertical, since it then lay in the plane passing

through the sun. The four positions of the NicoFs prism, in

which the two images were equally bright, were then observed,

reading the angles to tenths of a degree, and taking the mean.

The percentage of polarization was finally obtained as described

above. Eleven series of observations were taken :—nine at Water-
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ville, N. H., in a valley at a height of 1500 feet, surrounded by

mountains 4000 feet high ; the other two from the top of the

Institute of Technology, Boston. It soon became evident that

the polarization depended on the solar distance of the point under

observation, and not on its altitude. This is well shown in

fig. 5, in which abscissae give the solar distances, and ordinates

the polarization of the observed points. The sun's altitude

varied in these series from 0° to 68°.

Before discussing these observations further, it seemed desi-

rable to determine the polarization of other parts of the atmo-

sphere not lying in the same vertical plane with the sun. i\Iore-

over, as the polarization of points at equal distances from the

sun should be compared, the polarimeter was so mounted that

its principal axis would pass through the sun. The tv/o gra-

duated circles would then give solar distances, and the angle

from the vertical plane through the sun instead of altitudes and

azimuths. The second of these angles will be called the meri-

dian-distance, and vvill be regarded as positive to the right, and

negative to the left of the sun. Of course, the direction of the

axis should continually change, so as to follow the sun ; but as

great accuracy in the determination of the angles was not needed,

it was found sufficient to readjust it every few minutes. Another

advantage of this arrangement was, that the line of junction,

being turned parallel to the axis, would always lie in the plane

passing through the sun, and hence be parallel to the plane of

polarization.

Five series of observations were made in this way, all tending

to show that the polarization was independent of the distance

of the point to the right or left of the plane passing through the

sun. The results are given in Table IV., in which the first co-

lumn gives the number of the series, the second the sun's alti-

tude, the third its distance from the points observed, the fourth

the number of the latter, and the fifth their mean polarization.

Table IV.—Polarization of Points equidistant from the Sun.

Series.
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One series, the first, is given in full in Table V., to show the

amount of variation of the difFereut points observed.

Table V.

12. July 15. Sun's distance 90^, altitude 5°.

M. D. Polar.

75° 78-6

60 74-3

45 79-8

30 770
77-2

30 74-8

45 75-2

60 76-8

75 76;8

Mean . . 76-7

All these observations point to one very remarkable result

—

namely, that the polarization is the same for a given solar dis-

tance for any meridian distance—in other words, that the polar-

ization is the same for all points equally distant from the sun.

The variations in the observations are to be ascribed partly to

errors of observation and partly to real irregularities in the at-

mosphere, as it is evident that they follow no regular law. The

means therefore give us the true polarization with much greater

accuracy. They are represented in fig. 5 by small crosses. The
next thing is to determine the law which connects the polariza-

tion with the solar distance in all these observations. A draw-

ing was made like fig. 5 enlarged, and a fine copper wire laid on

it and bent into such a shape that it should coincide as nearly

as possible with all the observations. The ordinates for every

10° were then read ofi", giving the results entered in column 7

headed " Observed '' of Table^I.

A simple explanation of the polarization of the sky is to as-

sume that it consists of molecules of air or aqueous vapour

which reflect the light specularly, and whose index of refraction

differs only by a very minute amount irora that of the medium

in which they float. The theoretical polarization would then be

at once given by Table II., making i equal to one half the solar

distance. The curve thus obtained is given in fig. 5 at A. The

polarization, according to this, should be complete at 90° from

the sun, while in reality it is only about 70 per cent. If, how-

ever, we multiply the ordinates of curve A by this fraction, we

obtain curve B, which agrees almost precisely with the curve

given in column 2 of Table XII. (/. c). Its ordinates are given in

column 3, and the diff'erences in column 4. From the latter it
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will be seen that the empirical curve gives results somewhat too

great for solar distances less than G0°, and too small for greater

distances ; but the deviation is so small, compared with the ac-

cidental errors, that we are justified in regarding the agreement
as complete within the limits of errors of observation.

It will be noticed that no account is here taken of the points

of no polarization or neutral points of the sky ; but the polar-

ization is very slight for some distance from them, and hcDce is

not easily measured. They must be regarded as due to some
secondary disturbing cause, as refracted light, which alters the

general polarization of the sky but little.

When the polarimeter is directed towards a polished coloured

plane surface, the two images assume different tints. One,
which contains the light polarized in the plane of incidence, or

A, is composed mainly of the light reflected specularly, and is

therefore white like the source of light. The image B contains

but little of the light reflected specularly, consisting principallyof

the rays emitted by the body, and hence partaking of its colour.

The idea at once suggested itself, that testing the light of the

sky in this way might give a clue to the cause of its colour.

The experiment was tried several times with negative results,

the two images appearing of precisely the same blue tint. But
on the evening of July 15th, near sunset, when measuring the

polarization of a point near the northern horizon where the blue

colour was comparatively pale, a marked difference in the two
images was observable. The image A was found to be of a yel-

lowish brown, B of a greyish blue or violet tint. This observa-

tion has since been frequently repeated, and can, in fact, be
made almost any clear evening near sunset. Evidently we may
conclude from these colours that the true colour of the sky-par-

ticles is blue, a view quite in accordance with the observations

of Professor Cooke with the spectroscope, and of Professor Tyn-
dall on aqueous vapour in a state of formation.

Observations were next made to test the results found above
for the light reflected and transmitted by several parallel sur-

faces of glass. To check the results which are given in figs

6-10, two, and in some cases three independent methods were
employed. To measure the polarization of the reflected ray, one
or more sheets of glass were laid on a piece of black velvet and

. rendered horizontal with a spirit-level. The polarimeter was
then mounted a short distance from them, carefully levelled,

and then turned down so that the light should be reflected from
their surfaces. Its angle of depression would then equal the
complement of the angle of incidence. The line of junction of
the two images was then rendered vertical, and the polarization

measured in the usual way. The polarization of the sky, if
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clear, would introduce a large error into the results; and care

was therefore taken to make these observations only on cloudy

days.

The second method was to replace the slit of a large Babinet's

goniometer, or optical circle, by a NicoFs prism, which was free

to turn round its axis, the angle of rotation being measured by
a graduated circle and index. In the eyepiece of the observing-

telescope a Nicola prism was placed, and in front of it quartz

wedges giving lines which were bright or dark-centred, accord-

ing as the transmitted ray was polarized vertically or horizon-

tally. On looking through the telescope, the field was seen to

be traversed by lines, which disappeared only when the Nicol

in the collimator was inclined 45° with the vertical. At any
other angle, a, the vertical and horizontal components were

cos^G and sin^o, and hence were equivalent to a beam polarized

vertically by an amount cos 2a. If now any object was inserted

between the two telescopes polarizing the light horizontally ji?,

the bands would disappear only when /j= cos 2a. Measuring

the four positions of disappearance and taking their mean, gave

an accurate measure of the polarization by a Table of natural

cosines, as with the polarimeter described above. Another way
of expressing the effect of this instrument is to say that the

bands disappear when the Nicol is so turned that the plane of

polarization shall be brought by the object under examination to an

angle of 45°. The method of measuring the polarization of the

reflected ray is now obvious. The pieces of glass are placed verti-

cally on the centre plate between the two telescopes, the latter set

at an angle of 2i, and the glass turned until the light is reflected

from its surface, so as to render the field bright. The Nicol is

then turned until the bands disappear, and its position recorded.

The angle between the telescopes is then altered so as to make i

successively 20°, 30°, 40°, &c., and the observation repeated.

Various adjustments must be made to eliminate constant errors,

but they need not be detailed here. One series was made with

a glass prism having an index of 1*52, a second with a plate of

coloured glass, a third with a sheet of plate glass, and others

with four and ten microscope slides. The latter were used

because the thickness of the plate glass was such that, when a

number of plates were placed between the telescopes, a portion

of the internal reflection would be lost.

To measure the polarization by refraction, two similar methods

were employed. The plates were placed vertically over the centre

of a graduated circle, and a piece of ground glass was viewed

through them by the polarimeter. The plates were then set at

various angles, and the polarization measured in each case. All

these observations were made in cloudy weather, to eliminate the
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effect of sky polarization. Several lines were made with the

optical circle and Babinet's wedges, placing the telescopes oppo-

site each other, and recording the angles of the Nicol for various

positions of the plates. Still a third method was employed,

already described in connexion with the Arago's polarimeter.

It will be noticed that no observations are given of the polar-

ization of a beam transmitted by one surface of glass. There

seemed to be no easy method of measuring this quantity. It

might be done by making a series of prisms of such angles that

when the light was incident on one face at 10°, 20°, 30°, &c., the

refracted ray would strike normally on the second face. The effect

of the latter would then be nothing; so that the polarization

would in this case be entirely due to the first surface.

To determine the polarization of a single surface of glass, a

plate was covered on one side with lampblack; but it was found

to give the same results as when laid on velvet. A plate of

coloured glass was therefore used instead.

Fig. 6 gives the results of the observations of the polariza-

tion effected by one surface of glass, fig. 7 that of two surfaces,

fig. 8 of eight, fig. 9 the reflected beam for twenty surfaces, and
tig. 10 the corresponding refracted beam. The smooth curves

give the theoretical polarization, including the internal reflec-

tion, and the dotted lines omitting it. The observations of the

reflected beam agree very well with theory, especially when the

number of surfaces is small. The refracted beams, on the other

hand, show a deviation from theory which becomes perceptible

for one plate above 80°, for four plates above 65°, and for ten

plates above 20°.

The errors most likely to occur, which would be common to

all the obsei'vations on the refracted beams, are, first, stray light,

or light entering the instrument without passing through the
glass j secondly^ light passing through the glass endwise, which
might be recognized by its deep green colour; and thirdly,

light reflected from the front surfaces of the plates. But all

these errors would tend to diminish instead of increase the po-
larization ; and hence, if eliminated, the divergence from theory
would be still greater. Probably the true explanation is that
internal reflection does not take place as completely as theory
assumes, partly owing to the imperfect transparency of the
medium, and partly to the dust and other impurities on the
surface. It makes but little difference for the reflected rays, the
polarization being the same for three values of i, namely, 0°,

57°, and 90°. For the refracted ray, on the other hand, the varia-
tions are very great, amounting in the case of twenty surfaces,

at 90° incidence to over 50 per cent. From the dotted lines we
see that a partial absence of the internal reflection would account
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for all the results obtained, while neglecting it entirely would

cause a still greater divergence between theory and observation.

On account of the thickness of the bundle of ten plates of

glass, a portion of the secondary reflection would be thrown a

considerable distance to one side, especially when i is large, so

that it might fall quite outside of the instrument, or even be cut

off by the ends of the plates. This effect would be least marked

with the polarinieter, next with the Savart, and most of all with

the optical circle, on account of the small aperture of the tele-

scope. But this is just the order in which the observations

stand, all of them falling between the two theoretical curves.

These observations also show the eifect to be expected from a

bundle of plates when. used to polarize light by refraction. If

ten plates are employed, set, as is usual, at 57°, the polariza-

tion would be only 67*2 per cent, if internal reflection took

place, but would be 95*2 if this were in any way excluded. We
may in passing point out that an advantage might be expected

in such a polariscope from an increase in the angle of incidence,

the increased polarization probably more than making up for

the loss of light and distortion induced by the increased obliquity

of the incident rays.

The want of perfect transparency of the glass would also tend

to increase the polarization by enfeebling the secondary reflec-

tion ; and dirt or grease on the^surface of the glass would pro-

duce the same effect. Vv^ith eight or with two surfaces these dis-

turbing causes are much less marked, except for large angles

of incidence, and hence the agreement with theory much better.

XVII. Remarks on the Analytical Principles of Hydrodynamics,
in Reply to Professor Challis. By Robert Moon, M.A.,
Honorary Fellow of Queen's College, Cambridge'^,

TT/'HILE appreciating the candour evinced by Professor

y » Challis throughout our discussion, I cannot suffer to pass

in silence his assertionf that my "hydrodynamical researches

are founded on differential equations which are really the same
as those employed by Mr. Earnshaw."

Professor Challis's argument to prove this is founded upon a

complete fallacy. For, taking part of my solution of the equa-

tion

dt^^jydx '
^^1

* Communicated by the Author.
t See Pliil. Mag. vol. xlvii. p. 27.
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viz. the equation a?- ' / ci\ ..^

P=--+X['= + -p)> • • • • (2)

he says :
—" Putting on the left-hand side of this equation

J\p, v) for p, it will be seen, since %( i^H— ) is arbitrary in form

and value, that v is an arbitrary function of p, and, by conse-

quence, on substituting for v in f\p, v), that p is also an arbi-

trary function of p."

The step here taken is nothing other than eliminating yo be-

tween (2) and the equation

where f(p, v) is absolutely identical with the right-hand side of [2);

and no such result as fuuct. ''p, u;i= 0, or t'= funct. p, can be

derived from such elimination. For, when ^ in equation (2) is

spoken of as representing an arbitrary function, all that is meant

is that in every case of motion the pressure may be expressed in

terms of p and v in the manner indicated by (2), where -^^ repre-

sents some function or other depending upon the particular cir-

cumstances of the motion.

In any particular case of motion ;^ will have a definite value

;

and to assume that in this particular case another relation exists

between j9, p, r, viz. p=f{p,v), where /(p, r) is wo/ identical with

the right side of (2), is simply to he<j: the question at issue.

To put the matter in a different light—we have to start with,

as Professor Challis admits,

P =fi {x> t), p =/2 [x, t), V =/3 [x, t)

.

How can it be possible, in general, to eliminate three quanti-

ties between these three equations so as to obtain the result

f= funct. p, ov p— funct. p ? It is true that under particular cir-

cumstances we may do this, and under those circumstances no

doubt ^Ir. Earnshaw's equations and mine may coincide ; but the

ratio of the number of cases in which our equations differ to the

number in which they agree must be simply infinite.

I observe that Professor Challis refers to my solution of (1)

as a solution. I contend that it is the solution—the only one

which the equation admits of.

I have no doubt that this could be shown directly, in the

manner I have elsewhere adopted to show that Poisson's integral

of the accurate equation of sound for motion in one direction

is the most general solution of that equation*; but it may be

proved much more compendiously as follows.

The solution consists of the three equations

* See Phil. Ma^. for Aii2ust last.
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p ^\ p^

in which the three functions 0, o/r,, -v^g arc arbitrary. But in

any particuhir case of motion, p, p, and v must follow some given

law, i. e. must be expressible at a given time by definite functions

oix; from which circumstance, as I have elsewhere shown, the

forms of 0, a/tj, i|/<2 can be determined ; and, being so determined,

the last three equations will represent the motion throughout the

entire period of its continuance. And there can be no relations

between p, p, v, x, t in the case of motion under consideration

other than those above given ; for if there were such, it would

follow that definite values of the pressure, density, and velocity

at a given time admit of those quantities having alternative, and

therefore ambiguous, values during the subsequent motion;

which is impossible,

6 New Square, Liucolu's Inn,

January 17, 1874.

XVIII. On Galvanic Polarization in Liquidsfreefrom Gas.

By Dr. IIelmiigltz'^".

TAKE leave to communicate to the Academy the results of

a series of experiments which I have made ui)on the gal-

vanic polarization of platinum. The experiments mostly rcqun-ed

a very long time; and I therefore crave pardon if I am obliged

to leave unanswered for the present a number of further ques-

tions which at the same time obtrude themselves.

It is known that when a DanielPs zinc-copper element is

closed by a water-decomposition cell with platinum clectiodes, a

current arises of quickly diminishing force, which, in the usual

way of arranging the experiment, becomes indeed after a short

time very feeble, but does not entirely cease even after a very

long time. We will call this the j)olarizing current. If we
afterwards separate the decomposition cell from the DanielFs

element, and connect its platinum plates with the voltameter,

we obtain another (the depolurizincj) current, which in the cell

is opposite in direction to the polarizing current, and is likewise

* Translated from the Monatsbericht der hoiiiglich preussischen AkU"
demie der Wissensckaften, 1873, pp. 587-597.

Phil. Mag, S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 310. Feb. 1874. )
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powerful at the commencement, under the ordinary conditions

of observation^ but mostly soon dwindles to imperceptibility.

It is this simple experiment to which my investigations refer.

The question to be solved was, On what depends the apparently

unlimited duration of the polarizing current ? for in a series

composed as above described, unless other changes also occur in

it, the electrolytic conduction which results according to Fara-

day's law in the liquids cannot take place without infringing

the law of the conservation of energy. That is to say, if no
other equivalents of potential energy are expended, in such a

series the mechanical equivalent of the heat generated in the

circuit must be equal to the work equivalent of the chemical

forces Avhich become active and are expended in electrolysis.

The latter, however, if the decomposition proceeds according to

the law of electrolytic equivalents, is negative*, and therefore

cannot be equal to a positive heat-work to be produced by the

current. If, then, Faraday^s law is exclusively valid, the decom-
position of water, even in the minutest quantity, cannot be
maintained continually by a Uaniell's element. Indeed no dis-

engagement of the gases of which water is composed is observed

in the above- described experiment, however long the current

lasts.

It is moreover to be remarked that not even by diffusion or

any process similar to diffusion could the molecules of hydro-

gen and oxygen, which on the polarization of the plates are

urged towards them, become free and, again uuelectric, remove
from them. Such an occurrence would finally give, as the re-

sult of the work, a water-decomposition for which no equivalent

inciting force would be present in the Daniell's element. If, as

is probable, on the polarization of the electrodes a changed ar-

rangement of the atoms of hydrogen and oxygen enters, whether

in the interior or at the boundary surfaces of the liquid, these

particles are at all events kept in their places by chemical or

electric forces of attraction till new forces come to aid of suffi-

cient pov.'cr to set them free. Whatever relations between elec-

tric and chemical attraction-forces may be assumed, if the law

of the conservation of energy holds good, an electric attraction

upon one of the elements, whose potential is sufficiently great to

overcome the chemical affinity, can itself be again overpowered

* According to Andrews, 1 gramme of hydrogen in burning to water gives

33,808 beat units; according to Favre and Silljermann, 34,462. For each

gramme of bjdrogen, in the Daniell's element, 32'5 grm. of zinc are dis-

solved, and the equivalent amount of copper precipitated. This quantity

of zinc, when it scj^arates copper from combination with sulphuric acid,

generates, according to Favre, onl}- 23,205 units of lieat. Corresponding

to this, an electromotive force of at least H Daniell's element is requisite

in order to maintain even the feeblest lasting decomposition of water.
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only by a force of equal or greater equivalent of work, so as to

make the attracted particle freely movable in the liquid.

But if the electromotive force of the Daniell's element pro-

duces in our case no visible decomposition of water, it yet pro-

duces polarization of the electrodes ; and this is itself an equi-

valent of work ; for the polarized plates are afterwards, when

separated from the polarized galvanic element, able for a certain

time to generate independently an electric current, tlierefore to

develop heat in the conducting wire, or, with a suitable ar-

rangement, to perform respectively all other forms of work which

galvanic currents can perform. In the state of polarization we

have evidently to do with a changed arrangement of the ponder-

able atoms and the electricities in the decomposition-cell and on

its electrodes, on the particular nature of which we have no nrod

here to make any more special assumptions or suppositions, as

long as the question is only the consideration of the work-

values. The state of polarization is to be regarded as a new
state of equilibrium, to which the source of decomposition, under

the influence of the electrizing of the electrodes, tends, and

which, when the electricity accumulated in the electrodes can

discharge itself, tends back again to the state of electrically neu-

tral equilibrium. But since for the production of a changed

equilibrium in a limited system of bodies (such as is the decom-

position-cell) only a finite amount of work is ever necessary, the

})roduction of polarization must always give only a current of

finite duration, or one whose intensity asymptotically approaches

to zero, and the polarizing current could on the whole make only

as much electricity flow in the one direction as the depolarizing

in the opposite.

So far as this is the case (and my experiments show that in

gas-free liquids and with gas-free electrodes such a condition

can be very nearly attained) the decomposition-cell acts as a con-

denser of very great capacity. In fact, if (according to the usual

mode of representation) negatively charged oxygen be supposed

in the vicinity of one electrode, and positively charged hydrogen

near the other, but so that an interchange of electricities be-

tween the electrodes and the said constituents of water is not

possible, the corresponding quantity of the opposite electricity

may accumulate on the electrode itself; and each electrode

^
would then, with the liquid, form a condenser with vanishingly

small thickness of the insulating layer and, just on this account,

of enormous capacity. This analogy has recently been empha-
sized by Messrs. Varley* and Maxwell f.

* Proc. Roy. Soc. Jan. 12, 18/1.

t A Treatise on Electricity and Magnetism (Oxford, 1873), vol. i.

p. 322.

L3
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Indeed the phenomena which arise when a pair of polarizable

plates are inserted in a circuit correspond in their main features

with those which would be presented by a condenser of very

great capacity. The polarizing current is the current which
charges the condenser, the depolarizing that which discharges

it. The capacity of the condenser has only to be imagined so

great tiiat its charging and discharge require perceptible periods

of time (seconds or minutes). Mr. Varley has tried to measure
the capacity of such a condenser ; but the sequel will show that,

unless extraordinary measures of precaution be used in the ex-

periments, other occurrences may play an important part and in-

tluence in a high degree the final result.

The occurrences, then, in actual experiments with polarizable

electrodes arc distinguished from what happens in a well-insu-

lated condenser by this—that the charging current has a much
longer duration than the discharging one, diminishes more
slowly, and never entirely ceases. In this respect a cell with

polarizable platinum plates appears to resemble a condenser with

an imperfectly insulating partition ; and even the phenomena
of residual electricity tind their analogue in the reinforcement of

polarization which occurs after each mterruption of the current.

It would lie near to assume the same reason for the continu-

ance of the charging current with a polarized decomposition-cell

as for the imperfect insulation of a condenser, viz. the existence

of a slight metallic conducting-power in the electrolyzable

liquids ; and this would include a limitation of the validity of

Faraday's law. Before we draw such a conclusion, however, we
must inquire whether other changes, which might have similar

results, do not also occur in the liquid and the electrodes. And
indeed it would be necessary here to think chiefly of the part

which may be played by gases held in solution in the liquid, or,

according to Graham's discovery, occluded in the metal of the

electrodes.

It is well known that the galvanic polarization of a platinum

plate which serves as the hydrogen electrode in a decomposition-

cell is diminished or destroyed by direct contact with the oxygen

of the air, by access of water containing air, and by the contact

of liquids which contain chemically combined oxygen, but may
give it up to the separating hydrogen.

The same holds for the oxygen polarization of a platinum plate

when it is in contact with hvdrogen dissolved in water or other

chemical combinations which can take up oxygen.

Besides, we know, as discovered by Graham, that platinum is

capable, though in a less degree than palladium, of taking hy-

drogen into its own mass. The reception of oxygen, which we

know takes place in silver in a state of fusion, could not, it is
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true, be directly proved chemically for platinum by Graham
;

yet the phenomena of polarization to be described in the sequel

seem to indicate that perfectly similar relations subsist for oxy-

gen as for hydrogen, and that only the quantity of oxygen that

can be occluded by platinum is much less than that of hy-

drogen.

If, then, an electric current traverses a water-decomposition

cell whose liquid holds hydrogen in solution, or whose platinum

electrodes have occluded it, at that electrode to which the cur-

rent urges the oxygen this may again become water, a corre-

sponding quantity of dissolved hydrogen from the water, or of

occluded hydrogen from the electrode, being consumed for that

purpose. On the other hand, instead of this hitherto free

hydrogen (at least not chemically combined with oxygen), an

equal amount of eleetrolytically separated hydrogen will reap-

pear at the other electrode, and either be dissolved in the liquid

or, if there be time and space for it, even be driven into the pla-

tinum electrode. Although herein electrolysis therefore takes

place in the liquid, yet the two products of the electrolysis do

not finally appear, but the last result is that free hydrogen dis-

appears at or in one of the electrodes, and at or in the other ap-

pears in increased quantity. For this process, Avhicli plays a

prominent part in polarization- currents, I would propose the

name electrolytic convection. Hence, in this process, the elec-

tromotive force which drives the current has not also to perform

the work against the forces of the chemical affinity of hydrogcu

and oxygen, which must be performed when water is to be finally

separated into these its two elements ; and therefore electrolytic

convection can be kept up by a feeble electromotive force which

is quite inadequate actually to decompose water—for instance,

the force of only a single Daniell element.

The same thing holds when the liquid contains oxygen, or if

the platinum plates have occluded it. Then, through electro-

lytic convection, free oxygen disappears on one side, while the

same amount is forthcoming on the other.

The hydrogen or oxygen in this way set free in the process of

convection at one electrode, is, so far as it is not occluded in the

electrode, evidently as free to difi'use itself in the liquid, to be

carried away by currents of the same, and to be developed

, as gas when the liquid is saturated, as the gases which are de-

veloped by ordinary electrolysis. "While it is being diffused in

the liquid it may also arrive again at the other electrode to fall

again under electrolytic convection, and in this manner may
keep up in a continual circulation a certain intensity of electric

current.

A Daniell element can thus, in a water-decomposition cell
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with platinum electrodeSj maintain an unceasing feeble current
not merely when the liquid is in contact uith air, but also in a

perfectly closed vessel, if its electrodes are saturated with oxygen
and its liquid holds oxygen in solution.

The apparatus with which I experimented in this direction

was an hermetically closed voltameter connected with a mercu-
rial air-pump, containing two large platinum plates of approxi-
mately 180 and 300 sq. centims. surface cyliudrically bent to-

wards each other, and having derivation outwards through pla-

tinum wires fused into them. The liquid in this voltameter
extended downwards to the mercury of the pump, with which it

was raised and lowered, while the gases which collected above
the liquid could always be drawn off through a separate cock.

It was thus possible at any time to restore above the liquid a

vacuum containing only aqueous vapour, and gradually to clear

the liquid of every trace of dissolved gas.

Saturation of the plates with oxygen is attained thus : during
several days oxygen is developed on them by a feeble current

conducted to tl^em through a platinum wire as hydrogen-elec-

trode. I have seen for weeks together a current maintained by
electrolytic convection alone, under the influence of a limited

stock of oxygen in hermetically isolated liquid. It is character-

istic of the influence of the liquid herein, that every mechanical

motion of it, but especially circulating motions which are called

forth by changes of temperature, adds considerably to the inten-

sity of the current. This as good as entirely fails in gas-free

liquids.

Much more efficient than oxygen in this relation is hydrogen,

because it can collect in very great quantity in the plates. ^Vhen
the plates and the liquid are copiously saturated with electroly-

tically developed hydrogen, such a decomposition-cell behaves

towards feebler currents, for hours or even for days, as a non-

polarizable element, similarly to a solution of silver between

silver electrodes. In spite of its being inserted, measurements

of resistance in its circuit can be effected with the most perfect

accuracy ; and it shows, after interruption of the battery-cur-

rent, scarcely a trace of polarization. Hitherto I have succeeded

better in producing this state of hydrogen saturation by em-
ploying dilute sulphuric acid as the electrolytic liquid than with

distilled water.

The constancy of the current, however, comes to an end when,

through convection of the hydrogen, its store in one of the plates

begins to run short.

Under these conditions, by employing only one (but a well-

conducting) Danicll element, development of hydrogen as a gas

can be observed at the plate to which it is carried, and therefore
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an apparent decomposition of water. That this happens has

ah-eady been seen by previous observers, but without a very

exact determination of the conditions.

The course of things is but little different when, without

alteration of the state of the electrodes, the electrolytic liquid is

exhausted of gas by keeping it for weeks in the vacuum of the

mercury pump. I succeeded in making greatly diluted sulphu-

ric acid so free from gas that, on pumping out, it would not free

itself from the vessel, and would not break up under the nega-

tive pressure of a mercury column of GO millims. height. But

even when distilled water was employed, I have constantly been

able to bring it to this—that the traces of air at any time still

escaping from the water, in the course of three or four days no

longer perceptibly augmented the pressure in the vacuum, the

volume of which amounted to about one sixth of that of the

liquid, and which contained only aqueous vapour.

Under these circumstances also, when the plates were copi-

ously charged with one of the two gases, currents entered, which

might last for several days, but finally sank to iu)perceptible in-

tensity. The multiplier here employed showed a deflection of

1 degree when traversed by a current v/hich in twenty-four hours

was capable of developing only 0-03 cub. centim. of hydrogen.

A second difference was, that, as already remarked, motion of the

liquid failed to strengthen the current.

On the other hand, the influence of the gases occluded in the

platinum plates showed itself very distinctly when I altered the

quantity of the store of gas contained in both. To this end, at

the original charging of the plates with oxygen I conveyed by
electrolysis small quantities of hydrogen to the two plates in

conducting connexion. The second electrode was the mercury
alloyed with a little zinc ; the electrolytic liquid was distilled

water. The oftener this was done, the briefer became the dura-

tion both of the current produced in the voltameter by a Daniell

element and of the depolarization-current after the removal of

the element. The same course of current-intensities which at

the commencement, with a copious charge of oxygen, was ac-

complished in twenty-four hours, was finally, with the plates

cleared as much as possible, run through in eighteen minutes.

But if, after this course was entered, more hydrogen was brought
to the plates, the duration of the current again increased, because

now the plates began to be charged with hydrogen. I believe,

moreover, that herein the minimum of gas-charging of the plates

has not yet been reached, because even with the minimum
attained of duration of the current there remained a small dif-

ference of time in favour of the polarizing compared with the

depolarizing current. It is, however, a very tedious labour to
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prcduce this mininiuin, because gases move on with extraordi-

nary slowness in metal when they are not impelled by any ex-

terior electromotive force ; to remove the last remains of them
consumes on this account an extreme length of time.

To show this slowness of the gas-motion I adduce the follow-

ing :—Polarized plates of platinum standing in the usual air-

containing liquids apparently lose their polarization in a few

liours, or even minutes, when iu conducting connexion with

each other. Indeed on this circumstance depended, for instance,

the utility of the polarizable electrodes employed by E. du Bois-

Keymond formerly for experiments on animal electricity. On
the contrary, in a gas-free liquid polarization dies away at first,

it is true, quickly, but later very slowly. I have in such a case

observed in the multiplier the depolarizing current for sixteen

days. From the electrolytic equivalents of the current used for

the polarization of the plates and the depolarization-current

afterwards still existing it followed that months must elapse ere

so feeble a current as the last named was could remove the

residue of the gas-charge still present.

The phenomena iu polarization which are similar to those at-

tending the residual electricity of a Leyden jar, are accounted

for by the occlusion of the gases. AYhen hydrogen is penetra-

ting a platinum plate, if the current be interrupted a few seconds,

the gas has time during this interruption to advance further

into the interior, and thereby diminish its density in the super-

ficial layers. If the circuit be closed again, the resistance to the

entry of fresh hydrogen is thereby diminished, the current may
become stronger. Conversely, the depolarization-current can

remove the gas which has been driven to the surface ; if we in-

terrupt this current, the hydrogen slowly pressing up from

within will be able to accumulate at the surface and reinforce

its polarization. It is known that in a platinum jilate, behind

an oxygen polarization an older hydrogen polarization can exist

simultaneously, which latter comes to light when the former has

vanished, and vice versa.

So far as I can see, the phenomena belonging here are without

difficulty explained if we assume for the onward motion of the

gases occluded in metals the same laws as for the conduction of

heat.

Lastly, it is to be remarked that in these cases, after the cur-

rent of the condenser has passed (that is, the electricity attached

only to the surface of the plates is discharged), another current

can only set in in proportion as gas pres5^es from the interior of

the metal to the surface. If this takes place only very slowly,

the current-intensity in the circuit becomes as good as inde-

pendent of the resistance of the latter; so that, in my experi-
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ments, insertions of from 20 to GO miles of telegrapli-wire cer-

tainly made the needle of the multiplier go back for a few se-

conds, but then soon permitted it to return to its previous de-

flection. The resistance of the rest of the circuit amounted to

only about 2 miles of the same wire ; the behaviour of the per-

manent current-intensities which appeared in the circuit with

alternating resistances was just as if there existed at the surface

of the plates a passing resistance in comparison with which

40-60 miles of wire was vanishingly little. This enormous ap-

parent transitory resistance, however, existed only for just the

then present direction of the current ; if a current of the oppo-

site direction was called forth, no such resistance was present.

This holds good not only for platinum electrodes polarized by a

Daniell element nearly to the maximum, but also for such as have

been again depolarized almost to the vanishing of the polariza-

tion, and have thus arrived as nearly as possible at their natural

state.

XIX. Notices respecting Neiv Books.

Treatise on Practical Solid or Descri^'tive Geometry : embracinr/

Orthographic Projection and Persjiective or liadial Projection. By
W. TiMBEELL PiEECE, Architect, late Lecturer on Geometrical

Drawing at King's College, London. With 85 Plates of Original

Dra^^iDgs. London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1873.

''PHIS volume is a small quarto, consisting of the plates and a
-*~ text of 86 pages. About two thirds of it are devoted to

orthographic, and the remaining third to radial projection. The
former part is strictly elementary, but it embraces all the points

which under ordinary circumstances a student would wish to

make out. After a brief view of the projection of points and
lines, with a few examples, the author fairly begins the subject iu

the second chapter, on Straight Lines and Planes, which is in.

substance the sauae as the first section of the Geometric Descrip-

tive of Monge. It is followed by a good many applications—one
chapter (the third) treating of the projections of the five regular

solids, while the fourth shows how to determine the projections of

a cube from varions data, and to solve a few other problems. The
remainder of this part of the work is mainly devoted to a number
of questions of intersection and tangency of a plane Mith cylinder,

cone, and sphere, and of the mutual intersection and tangency of

the same solids with each other ; though a few other cases are

given, such as the section of an annulus by a plane, and the con-
tact of a cone with a surface of revolution. The treatment is

clear and accurate ; and though the subject is not without its diffi-

culties, the student who brings to it a moderate acquaintance with
solid geometry will be able to read it without serious trouble.

The case is somewhat different in the second part, the subject
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of which (radial projection) presents difficulties of a much higher
order than those of orthographic projection: and Mr. Pierce's

treatment by no means smooths down its asperities. Of course a

reader who has worked conscientiously through the first part, has
gone through a sort of preliminary^ discipline for the second ; but
even such a reader would find it, at the outset, very hard to master
the first four pages and Plate I. to which they refer—a difficulty

which is seriously increased by an unfortunate misprint at a critical

point (line 18, p. GU), and another in the lettering of Plate I. It

might perhaps te said that the author undertakes to treat the

matter as a question of geometry, and therefore addresses liimself

to competent readers ; and this, of course, justifies a severe treat-

ment of the subject, but not unnecessary abstruseness. It is said

that when Brook Taylor's treatise ' On the Principles of Linear

Perspective ' was published, it was criticised by a most competent
judge as being abstruse to all and unintelligible to artists, for whom
it was specially \vritten. Brook Taylor's book is easy reading com-
pared \vith this part of Mr. Pierce's ; still, it may be freely allowed

that a student who masters the present work ^^"ill knov,- the prin-

ciples of the subject, and their apphcation to several important

and to some very difficult questions.

The plates, which form just half of the volume, are well done,

and are as a rule intelligible to any one who takes proper pains to

make them out. They are called on the titlepage " 85 Plates of

Original Dra-wings;" which, we suppose, means that they are

copies of dra\rings actually made by Mr. Pierce ; of course many
are substantially the same as what may be found in other woi'ks,

e.
(J.

in Mr. Bradley's ' Elements of Practical Geometry,' a work to

which our author refers in his preface.

That descriptive geometry is a subject of great importance in

the coustrucrive arts is much more commonly recognized than it

was a few years ago ; and works of merit exist on the subject in

English, particularly Mr. Bradlej^'s, mentioned above ; but their

number is not large, and the present is likely to be of great ^•alue

to the student. It contains, in a convenient form and moderate

compass, what all who take up the subject ought to know, and as

much as most students would wish to learn*. We do not doubt

that a second edition will be called for ere long ; and in that case

Mr. Pierce would greatly increase its value by suggesting exercises

for the student to work out. To some extent this want has been

anticipated by a very good but unpretending little volume by

Messrs. Edgar and Pritchard, ' Xote-book on Descriptive Geo-
metry.' However, it is much better for a student to have in a

single text-book all he requires ; and the want could be easily sup-

plied. As it is he finds in the plates a complete solution to every

question in the book, and is never thrown on his own resources.

There are a few misprints in the book which will doubtless dis-

* Mr. Pierce proposes to show in a future •work the application of tlie

subject to the several arts of construction.
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appear in the second edition. We have ah-eady mentioned tw o ; a

third occnrs in the second paragraph of Art. Gl, p. 39, whin-e

the word " phme" is dropped out. Moreover the substance of the

paragraph is not strictly correct, even when the printer's error lias

been set right.

Catalogue of Stars observed at tlie United-States Naval Ohservatortj

during the years 1845 to 1871. Prepared for publication by Pi'o-

fessor M. Yahnaii, U.S.N. "Washington, 1873.

This Catalogue, which forms Appendix III. of the Washiugton
Observations for 1871, contains the places in right ascension and
declination of 10,658 stars observed during a period of more than

a quarter of a centur}^ with the transit instrument, meridian circle,

prime vertical, mural circle, and equatorial of the ol^servatory. The
preliminary matter treats principally of the methods employed for

the reduction, tkroughout the Catalogue, to the Besselian epoch
1860*0, when the sun's longitude was 280°. The Catalogue gi^-es :

—

the designations or numbers of the stars observed as they stand in

the catalogues named, A^ith the magnitudes, the mean right ascen-

sion 18G0'0 with the mean year of observation; the number of ob-

servations of each star with its annual precession in I860; the

mean dechnation, mean year of observation, number of observations,

and annual precession in 1860.

The Catalogue contains a large number of small stars which
were observed in consequence of Mr. James Perguson, who had
charge of the equatorial, requiring many for comparison -with

the objects observed by him. Mr. I'erguson having observed the

stars of the Pleiades with the equatorial, and those in Prtesepe

having been observed with the same instrument by Professor

HaU, many in both clusters were reobserved with the transit

instrument and mural cii-cle. The resulting right ascensions and
declinations are inserted separately from those determined with the

equatorial. We cordially recommend this Catalogue to the atten-

tion of amateurs, and the more so as so many telescopes of large

aperture are now in active work in this country.

XX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

ON A NEW DETERMINATION OF THE MECHANICAL EQUIVALENT
OF HEAT. BY H. SERRANO Y FATIGATI.

'T^HE mechanical equivalent of heat had not, until now, been deter-

-^ mined by the relation -fthich subsists between the work expended
to tu.rn the disk of a Eamsden electrical machine and the electro-

static decompositions produced. The foUo^ving are, in brief, the
process I have employed to resolve the problem and the results

M-hich I have obtained.

To turn the disk and measure the v/ork, I woimd round the
handle of the disk of a Eamsden macliine two strings passing over
two pulleys and carrying each a weight at its extremity—the one
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of 1 7 kilogr., and the other of 22. These weights descended near

two graduated rules. I have deducted from the calculated work
(1) the work equivalent to the vis viva retained by the weights at

the end of their fall, (2) the work consumed by the friction of the

strings against the handle and in the pulleys.

On the other hand, I estimated as exactly as possible the heat

developed by the cushions,—first by emplo}TJQg a good mercurial

thermometer, and then by means of a thermoelectric pile compared
with the preceding indications, and measuring approximately the

specific heat of the cushions and the disk, taking into consideration

the losses in the air. The quantity thus obtained was likewise de-

ducted from the calculated work.

Finally, to measure the electrolyzation, I took two large test-

tubes, graduated and furnished \vith platinum wires extending to

their bottom, one of which was connected with the machine, while

the other was in communication with the earth. These tubes were
immersed in a large receiver containing acidulated water, and united

by means of a long string wetted to serve as a conductor to the

electricity without producing sparks.

The following are the mean results obtained in twenty-eight

operations :

—

JUsult of tivelve operations.

Calorics of Work Mechanical
dissociation. expended. equivalent.

kilogr.

0-578 272-84

Hydrogen
disengaged.

gramme.
0-017

Hesult of seven operations.

0-042 1-428 649-74

Result of nine operations.

0-005 0-170 79-5

Mean equivalent

471-99

455-00

467-64

464-87

I should be glad to have these results controlled by other phy-

sicists.

—

Bihliotheque Universelle, Arcliives des Sciences Plujs. et J^at.

Xov. 1873, pp. 2.52, 2.53.

ON THE EXPANSIBILITY OF EBONITE BY HEAT.

BY F. KOHLRAUSCH.

Accidentally repeated observations that ebonite lids stuck fast in

glass vessels, or even cracked them, led me to the idea that this

material might have a considerable expansibility by heat. Expec-

tation was exceeded by reality ; for it was found to be about three

times as expansible as zinc.

The coefficient for 1*^ was found to be

0-0000770 measured between 16°-7 and 25°-3,

0-0000842 „ „ 25°-3 „ 35°-4.
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Thus the increase with the temperature is very considerable. The
linear coefficient of expansion for the temperature t can be put

0-000061 + 0-00000076 <.

Two strips of ebonite and sheet zinc, when rivetted together, curve
very materially with even a moderate heating. A thin strip of ivory

20 centims. in length, cemented by means of isinglass to a sitnilar

one of ebonite, even \\ ithout index, forms a delicate thermometer,
seeing that its free end moves through several millimetres for one
degree. The curvature in consequence of unequal expansion may
be most simply demonstrated by the aid of a mere plate of ebonite ;

for, owing to its bad conductivity, it curves considerably when rapidly

heated on one side.

The solid expansion of ebonite is, fi-om the above numbers, at 0°

equal to that of mercury ; at higher temperatures it is still greater.

It is possible that other kinds expand still more, so that as a curio-

sity a mercurial thermometer might be constructed whose scale

sunk on being heated.

The great expansion may possibly be connected with the pro-
portion of sulphur which ebonite contains: Kopp found* for the
coefficient of sulphur 0-000061 at 30°. On the other hand, the
contrast to soft caoutchouc is very remarkable.

I -nill mention one fact which was observed in the observation
of expansion. The bar of ebonite, which was about a centimetre in

thickness, after being heated required a considerable time before it

assumed a constant length. Although the bad conductivity is

doubtless the principal cause of this, 1 imagine that another ph*-
nomenou is also at work. Like the elastic change of form, the ex-
pansion by heat may also not take place instantaneously, but con-
tinue itself after the change of temperature, gradually becoming
weaker. A few observations of Matthiessen's ^-ith glass rods
(Poggendorff 's Annalen, vol. cxxviii. p. 521) seem to point in this

direction
; probably this thermal afteraction, like the elastic, occurs

in an eminent degree in organic substances.—Poggendorff's Aii-
nalen, No. 8, 1873.

ON THE DISCHARGE OF ELECTRIFIED CONDUCTORS.
BY J. MOTJTIER.

Equilibrium of electricity at the surface of a system of conduc-
tors results, as Poissou has shown, from thefollouing condition:

—

The resultant of the actions exerted by the different electric layers
on any point in the interior of the conductors must be no action,
if by m be designated one of the electric masses, affected by a sign
according to its nature, by r its distance from a poiait situated
within the conductor, the function

Pogg. Ann. vol. Ixxwi. p. 156.
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must then have a coustaut value for all poiuts situated \\ithin one
and the same conductor. The function V, introduced into analysis

by Laplace, has been designated by Green under the name of the

potential function.

If m and ni' denote two masses of electricity of the same name
situated at a distance v, each of the masses is repelled by a force

equal to —;j-; if the distance of the masses becomes r-\-dr, the

sum of the elementary works of the repulsive forces is

mm'
J

jfinm'\

r^ \ r )'

The sum of the elementary works of all the repulsive forces is

therefore equal to the increase of the function

r

in which the summation is extended to all the masses of electricity,

each of them being supposed to be affected by a sign. The func-

tion W is designated, according to a notation bori'owed from Gauss,

by the name of the i^otential of electricitij.

The works of Helmholtz and Clausius have particularly called

attention to this function, which plays a considerable part in the

phenomenon of the electric discharge ; indeed the increase of the

potential represents the work done in the electric discharge. M.
Clausius has shown that the potential can be readily expressed by
means of the charges and potential functions relative to each of the

conductors. If V is the potential function on one conductor, and

Q its charge,

•W=isVQ.

If Vq, Qo are the initial values, Vj, Qj the final values relative to

one conductor,

measures the work done in the partial discharge of the system of

conductors ; and when the conductors are restored to the neutral

state, the work of the complete discharge is

The mechanical equivalent of the discharge is independent of the

manner in wluch the discharge is effected ; it depends only on the

initial and final values of the potential ; so that the sum of the

effects of the electrical discharge remains the same, whatever may
be the nature of the discharge.

M. Helmholtz has already estimated the vis viva gained by the

electricity in passing from the surface of a conductor to an infinite

distance ; but he considered the potential of the electricity of a

conductor a constant quantity, while in reality the potential on the

conductor diminishes in proportion to the charge: this diminution

has the effect of modifj-ing the expression of the ^vork produced in

the discharge through air.
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Let us consider an electriiiecl couductor having a charge q, and
suppose that a quantity of electricity dq escapes from the electrified

body and disappears into the air. When this electricity dq passes

from a level surface where the potential function has a value V, to

the infinitely near level surface where the potential function has

the value Y+ t/t', designating by da the infinitely small portion of

normal comprised between the two surfaces at the point considered,

the repulsi^e force exerted on dq is — — dq. The elementaiy work

of the repulsion, in passing from one level surface to the surface

iufiuitely near is —dNdiq. Consequently, when the quantity of

electricity dq removes to infinity, the corresponding work has the

value ^'dq, if we callV the potential function at the surface of the

conductor, or, what is the same thing, in the interior of this con-

ductor : this expression has already been given by M. Helmholtz.

But in proportion as the loss of electricity is effected, the charge

on the conductor diminishes ; it is the same with the potential

fimction. The potential function V is proportional to the charge

q of the conductor; we can put V'= og, a beiug a constant peculiar

to the conductor. The work necessary to repel to infinity the

quantity of electricity dq is aq dq. Consequently, calling the initial

charge of the conductor q^, the work necessary for repelling all the

.electricity of the body to an infinite distance has for its expression

T=apV^2=i«2^-iVo?o.

Vo denoting the initial value of the potential function on the cou-

ductor.

Therefore the work consumed by the repulsion of all the electri-

city to infinity is equal to the potential of the electricity ; or, in

other terms, the mechanical equivalent of the external discharge is

equal to the potential of the electricity. The result would evidently

be the same for a system of electrified conductors.

The value of T is independent of the path pursued by the elec-

ti'icity wliich escapes from the conductors ; it is easy to recognize

that this value remains the same when two equal quantities of op-
posite electricities meet on their passage and recombine.

Let us in fact suppose that two quantities of electricity, -\-m and
— m, recombine in a point M to form neutral electricity ; let V be
the potential function in this point. Suppose that at the point M
the electxicity +»( is repelled by the force ~m^ ; the portion of

'the work T necessary to remove +m to infinity, startiug from the
point M, is Ym. The quantity —m, on the contrary, situated at

the point M, is attracted ; the attractive force has the same value
as the repulsive force; and when —m removes from M to infinity,

the cori-esponding Avork is equal to the preceding and of the con-
trary sign. The value of T remains consequently the same, whether
the two electricities recede to infinity or recombination takes place
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at any point whatever. It is necessarily the same if recombination
is produced upon a conductor.

This is the case presented, for instance, in the discharge from a
Leyden jar. Let us consider a spherical jar : we will call r the radius
of the sphere which is formed by the interior coating, e the thick-
ness of the glass. If q denotes the charge of the interior coating
at a given instant, dq the quantity of electricity repelled from the
interior to the exterior coating when these two coatings are united
by a conductor, the work effected in the repulsion of the quantity
of electricity dq is

r^'-(^-7i;)^^-
The work of the repulsion which corresponds to the quantity of

electricity q^ originally contained on the interior coating is

The factor contained in the parenthesis represents the potential

function on the interior coating. "We thus again find, in the par-
ticular case of the Leyden jar, the expression of the potential of

the electricity.

M. Jlelmholtz was the first ^^ho applied the theory of the po-
tential to the discharge of the Leyden jar. Ilis researches have

'

been completed by M. Clausius * ; and the theory of the experi-

ments of M. Eiess can now be regarded as very satisfactory. It

still remains, however, to inquu-e how the discharge is produced,
independently of the value of its mechanical equivalent. M. Helm-
holtz, after explaining the heat disengaged in M. Eiess's experi-

ments, adds :

—

" This law is easy to understand, pro\'ided the discharge of a bat-

tery he not represented as a siniple movement of electricity in one direc-

tion, but AS A SERIES OF OSCILLATIOXS BETWEEN THE TWO COATIXGS,

oscillatioiis which become less and less continually until the vis viva

is extinguished by the sum of the resistances "
t.

We have just seen that the discharge may be represented by a

movement of the electricity directed from one coating towards the

other.

From the preceding may be deduced the demonstration of a

theorem established by Gauss in the case of a single conductor, and
generalized afterwards byM. Liouville for a system of conductors:

—

When conductors contain respectively equal quantities of the two
fluids, all these conductors are in the neutral state. Indeed in this

case the potential is nil ; consequently the external discharge of the

system of conductors cannot give rise to any work.

—

Comptes Rendus
de VAcademie des Sciences, Nov. 24, 1873, pp. 1238-1241.

* Theorie Mecanique de la Chaleur, tra luite par M. F. Folic, vol. ii. p. 45.

t Memoire sur la conservation de lu force, tradu;tpar L. Perard, p. 107.
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XXI. On the Electric Resistance of Selenium.

By the Earl of Rosse, D.C.L., F.R.S. ^r.*

THE recently discovered fact of the diminution of the electric

resistance of selenium in the crystalline state when exposed

to the action of light or, possibly, of radiant heat, is one which
naturally excites some interest beyond that arising from the

curious and unexpected nature of the phenomenon considered

by itself; for the possibility of selenium being applied to the

measurement of light or radiant heat invests the discovery with

a very general importance.

Mr. ^yilloughby Smith seems to have satisfied himself that

light, not heat, is the active agent; but I have spoken of the

latter as possibly the cause of the effect observed, as Lieutenant
Salens paper in the Proceedings of the Royal Society (althougb

it is therein stated that selenium is affected by light, and again,

that the change of resistance is not due to an alteration of tem-
perature) might lead one to infer that the observed effect was
due to radiant heat, not to light ; for he says that the actinic

rays produce no effect, but that it is at a maximum in the red

rays, or beyond them, near the maximum of the heat-rays ; and
inasmuch as he appears not to have determined by means of the

thermopile the relative calorific power of the various rays of his

spectrum, nor even to have reduced his results to what they
would have been if the normal or diffraction spectrum had been
employed, the experiment is inconclusive as to the comparative

* Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S, 4. Vol. 47. No. 311. March 1874. M
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sensibility of selenium to the various rays of the solar spec-

trum.

As it was the opinion of one or two friends of much experi-

ence in kindred questions in physical science that heat, not

light, is the active agent, and that selenium might with advan-
tage replace the thermopile in the measurement of radiant heat,

I procured the necessary apparatus for a preliminary trial.

Although my experiments are hardly sufficient to justify a de-

cided opinion in favour of or against its applicability to photo-

metric purposes, I think that they remove all hope of selenium

replacing the thermopile in the measurement of heat of low
refrangibility.

I exposed a rod of selenium during a sufficient interval to

obtain the maximum effect from the light of a candle 3^ inches

distant. The diminution of resistance produced amounted to

24-3 per cent. A second trial gave a diminution of 24"2 per

cent., the candle being at 4 inches distance. A vessel of hot

water of about 9 or 10 inches diameter and 9 inches height pro-

duced no perceptible change when it stood for several minutes
with its centre at 13 inches distance, nor even when it was
brought 6 inches nearer. On the other hand, by means of the

thermopile a deviation to the extent of 136 divisions of the scale

of a Thomson's galvanometer was produced by the radiation from

the vessel of hot water whose centre was at 13 inches distance;

and when it was replaced by the candle at 4 inches distance,

the deviation was increased to only 315 divisions. Thus it was
shown that the two instruments were not comparable as measu-
rers of the radiation from the two sources of heat.

The change of resistance produced by exposure to the radia-

tion from a candle when a sheet of glass was alternately inter-

posed and removed was next measured. The effect due to ab-

sorption by the glass appeared to be small, certainly not much
more, possibly even less than the average absorption of light by

glass. Perhaps 90 per cent, was transmitted. Owing to the

inconstancy of the light, much accuracy was not readily obtain-

able in this experiment. The piece of glass had been shown by

the thermopile to transmit 80 per cent, of the solar rays, and
under 1 per cent, of the radiant heat from a blackened tin ves-

sel of hot water. It was now by the same means ascertained

that 48 per cent, of the radiant heat from a candle was trans-

mitted by it.

A glass cell filled with a solution of alum was now taken ; and

it was found that, while the exposure of the selenium bar to the

radiation from a naked candle at 3| inches distance produced a

diminution of resistance amounting to 9'4 per cent., when the

alum solution was interposed the decrease was still 8'95 per
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cent. ; hence the quantity transmitted by the glass cell and

the alum solution it contained was as much as 95*2 per cent., as

measured by the rod of selenium.

The same, measured by the thermopile, was found to be 7'06

per cent.

Having satisfied myself as to the comparative, if not the abso-

lute insensibility of a bar of selenium to radiant heat of low

refrangibility, and therefore as to its being unsuitable for repla-

cing the thermopile in the measurement of those rays, I made a

few experiments with the view of finding whether it was likely

to be a suitable instrument in photometry.

To obtain a more constant light I substituted a parafl&n lamp

for the candle; and by. placing in front of the horizontal sele-

nium bar a vertical slit whose breadth could be varied at pleasure,

and which could be closed before and during every alternate

measurement of the resistance, also by varying the distance of

the lamp, it was found that while the decrease of resistance varied

as the breadth of the slit, and therefore as the length of the por-

tion of the bar exposed to light, it was far more nearly propor-

tional to the reciprocal of the distance, and therefore to the square

root of the intensity of the incident light than to the intensity

simply, between the limits within which the observations were

made. The decrease of resistance observed was :

—

Distance from lamp y.

to centre of bar.

inches. per cent.

21 38
5 27
7 22
9 21
131 15

19 11

221 . 10
441 . ; 3-77

75 1-57

The length of the bar was 2\ inches.

No experiments were made to ascertain how far the sensibility

was affected by the temperature of the room ; but the presence

of moisture rendered the action feeble and uncertain as the dew-
point was approached, probably owing to the deposit of a very

~ slight film of moisture on the surface of the bar. Another effect,

probably to be ascribed to the same cause, was noticed on two
occasions—a diminution of the change of resistance after a certain

duration of exposure to a screening from the light.

M 2
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[terminations.
"1 min.^ . .
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In a drier atmosphere the maximum, which was still as ra-

pidly attained, was retained with tolerable constancy. Probably
the diminution of the effect after the maximum had been reached
may have been due to the slower dissipation of the film of mois-
ture, and to its re-formation under the alternations of temperature
which accompanied the alternations of light and darkness.

I regret that I shall not have leisure to pursue this subject

for some time, and am therefore obliged to leave off these expe-

riments in their present incomplete state.

Januan* 1874.

XXII. Note on the Composition of certain Mine Waters. By J.

Arthur Phillips, M.Inst. C.E., F.G.S., F.C.S., 5)C.*

SINCE the publication of a paper in which I attempted to

show that the waters of the thermal spring at Huel Seton

Mine are probably derived from the seaf, two other waters from

deep Cornish mines have been analyzed in my laboratory.

The first of these was from the 212-fathorn level at the Phoenix

Mines near Liskeard, where it issues from the lode at a tem-

perature of 65° F. This mine is in granite, and at one time

produced large quantities of copper ores, but has for the last ten

years been principally worked for tin, which is obtained from the

same veins which were formerly wrought for copper. A large

portion of the vein above the point from which the water for

analysis was collected had been removed some years previously.

The following results, in grammes per litre and grains per

gallon, were obtained by analysis.

Communicated by the Author.

t Philosophical Magazine, July 187*3
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Water from the Phoenix Mines.

Solid matter -2130 gramme per litre, or 1491 grains per

gallon. Sp. gr. =1-0002.

Analytical Results.
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at a temperature of 92° F. ; and a large portion of the upper
parts of the vein had been removed by stoping.

The following results^ in gramme per litre and grains per
gallon, were obtained by analysis :

—

Water from Dolcoath.

Solid matter •6710 gramme per litre, or 46'97 grains per gallon.

Sp. gr. = 1-0007.

Analytical Results.
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The water issuing from the back of the crosscut at Dolcoath

deposits in considerable quantities a soft reddish-grey precipi-

tate which frequently assumes stalactitic forms. Similar incrus-

tations, although generally less abundant, are found in nearly all

deep mines wherever water issues from the vicinity of a vein

and flows over the surface of the adjacent rock.

Three analyses made of air-dried specimens of this substance

afforded the followins results :

—
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XXIII. On Ocean-currents.—Part III. On the Physical Came of
Ocean-currents. By James Croll, of the Geological Survey

of Scotland.

[With a Plate.]

[Concluded from p. 122.]

The Gibraltar Current,

IN my last paper I proved that it was only the water lying

above the level of the submarine ridge which crosses the

Strait of Gibraltar that could exercise any influence in producing

circulation between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean*. The
water of the Atlantic below the level of this ridge might be as

light as air, and that of the Mediterranean as heavy as molten

lead; but this could produce no disturbance of equilibrium. It

is only the waters lying above the level of this ridge in the two

seas that require to balance each other ; and if there is no dif-

ference of density between the Atlantic and the Mediterranean

waters from the surface down to the level of the top of the ridge,

then there is nothing that can produce the circulation which Dr.

Carpenter supposes. This submarine ridge comes up to within

very nearly 100 fathoms of the surface ; and according to Dr.

Carpenter's own admission, little or no difference of density ex-

ists down to that depthf; it follows therefore that there is nothing

to produce disturbance of equilibrium, or any such circulation as

that which he infers. It is true that in his last expedition he

found the bottom-water on the ridge somewhat denser than

Atlantic water at the same depth, the former being 1*0292 and

the latter 1*0265; but it also proved to be denser than Medi-

terranean water at the same depth. He found, for example, that

"the dense Mediterranean water lies about 100 fathoms nearer

the surface over a 300-fathoms bottom, than it does where the

bottom sinks to more than 500 fathoms^' (§ 51). But any excess

of density which might exist at the ridge could have no tendency

whatever to make the jNlediterranean column preponderate over

the Atlantic column, any more than could a weight placed over

the fulcrum of a balance have a tendency to make the one scale

weigh down the other.

Although Dr. Carpenter has done me the honour to discuss

nearly all the objections which I have advanced against his

theory, he nevertheless makes no reference whatever to this ob-

jection ; and this is the more singular, seeing that the expedition,

of which his memoir is a report, was chiefly if not solely under-

taken for the purpose of establishing the correctness of his theory

of the Gibraltar current. If, therefore, there was any one objec-

tion advanced by me which he might have been expected to

» Phil. Mag., October 1871, pp. 269-272.

t Proc. Roy. Geog. Soc. Jan. 9, 1871. § 13.
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discuss, it was surc4y that relating to the Gibraltar current ; for

if the objection referred to be sound, it shows the mechanical

impossibility of his theory. It proves that whether there be an

under current or not, or whether the dense water lying in the

deep trough of the Mediterranean be carried over the submarine

ridge into the Atlantic or not, the explanation offered by Dr.

Carpenter is one which cannot be admitted. It is incumbent on

him to explain either (1) how the almost infinitesimal difference

of density which exists between the Atlantic and Mediterranean

columns down to the level of the ridge can produce the upper

and under currents carrying the deep and dense water of the Me-
diterranean over the ridge, or (2) how all this can be done by

means of the difference of density which exists below the level

of the ridge.

We shall now pass to the consideration of Dr. Carpenter's

objections to my conclusions regarding the influence of the Gulf-

stream on climate.

Dr. Carpenter's Objections to my estimate of the Thermal power

of the Gulf-stream.

"The doctrine of the extension of the Gulf-stream proper to

the polar area, carrying with it a vast amount of equatorial heat,

has been advocated with great ability by Mr. James Croll ; who,
employing the modern method of computing units of heat, essays

to prove that the quantity of heat carried from the equatorial

area by the Gulf-stream is so enormous, as to be competent not

only to do all that Dr. Petermann attributes to it, but a great

deal more" (§ 99).

"AVithout attempting to follow Mr. Croll through his calcu-

lations, I may stop to point out what appear to me to be the

fallacies of his method ; since if this can be proved erroneous,

Mr. Croll's great array of figures is utterly valueless ^^
(§ 100).

Now, in order to show that my " array of figures is utterly

valueless,^' it is necessary to prove either that I have overesti-

mated the amount of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream, or the

effects produced by that heat. This is evident ; for if I am cor-

rect both as to the amount of heat conveyed and the eff"ecls

produced by that heat, the figures must possess all the value

which I claim for them.

. We shall now consider how Dr. Carpenter manages to render
my estimate of the heat conveyed by the stream '' utterly va-

lueless."

" In the first place, in Mr. Croll's preliminary comparison of

the temperatures of the northern and southern hemispheres, he
altogether ignores the influence on the distribution of heat
over the globe which is exerted by the great relative preponde-
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ranee of land in the northern hemisphere And to affirm,

as Mr. Croll docs, that the lower mean temperature of the south-

ern hemisphere is due to the amount of heat transferred over

from that hemisphere to the northern by ocean-currents, is to

repudiate all that has been established by the researches of me-
teorologists, as to the relative effects of land and sea,^^ &c. (§ 101).

But what has all this to do with my estimate of the quantity

of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream ? Supposing it to be true

that I ''altogether ignore the influence on the distribution of

heat over the globe which is exerted by the great relative pre-

ponderance of land in the northern hemisphere,'^ and supposing
it to be true that the lower mean temperature of the southern

hemisphere is not due, as I have concluded, to the amount of

heat transferred over from that hemisphere to the northern by
ocean-currents, this cannot in any way affect the value of my
figures regarding the amount of heat conveyed by the Gulf-

stream. It is not true, however, that I ignore and repudiate

all that has been established as to the effect of land and sea in

producing the difference of mean temperature between the two
hemispheres. So far from this being the case, I have devoted

an entire paper (Phil. Mag. Sept. 1869) to an examination of

the arguments which have been advanced to explain the lower

mean temperature of the southern hemisphere. 1 have given my
reasons for concluding that an enormous amount of heat is trans-

ferred from the southern hemisphere to the northern by means
of currents. These reasons may or may not be satisfactory ; but

nevertheless they are reasons, not assumptions. It would be

needless as well as out of place to repeat these arguments ; but I

may be permitted simply to refer to one of them, viz. my reason

for concluding that a great portion of the heat possessed by the

Gulf-stream is derived from the southern hemisphere. If all

that heat came from the northern hemisphere, it could only

come from that portion of the Atlantic, Caribbean Sea, and Gulf

of Mexico which lies to the north of the equator. The entire

area of these' seas, extending to the tropic of Cancer, is about

7,700,000 square miles. Were the heat which passes through

the Straits of Florida derived exclusively from this area, the fol-

lowing Table would then represent the relative quantity per unit

surface possessed by the Atlantic in the three zones, assuming

that one half of the heat of the Gulf-stream passes into the arctic

regions, and the other half remains to warm the temperate

regions* :

—

From the Equator to the Tropic of Cancer . . 773

From the Tropic of Cancer to the Arctic Circle 848

From the Arctic Circle to the North Pole . . 610
• See Phil. Mag. for October ISJO, p. 258.
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If a very large proportion of the heat possessed by the Gulf-

stream be not derived from the southern hemisphere, these

figures show that the Atlantic, from the equator to the tropic of

Cancer, should be as cold as from the tropic of Cancer to the

North Pole. But independently of this, a mere glance at a

chart of ocean-currents will show that the Gulf-stream is chiefly

fed by a current from the southern hemisphere. Without such

a transference of heat it would be impossible to account for the

N. Atlantic being actually 5 degrees warmer than the S. Atlantic.

Again, Dr. Carpenter remarks:—"In computing the heat

imparted by the sun to the equatorial area from which the Gulf-

stream is fed, Mr. Croll assumes that the heat, being wholly

taken up by the water of the ocean, is transferred l)y its cur-

rents towards the polar regions ; whilst of the heat which falls

upon the land, a very large proportion is lost by radiation,

passing off into the stellar spaces" (§ 102).

But this cannot in any way affect the correctness of the result

of my computation of the amount of heat conveyed by the Gulf-

stream. What I have maintained in my papers is, that the

quantity of heat conveyed by the winds from intertropical land

is trifling to that which is conveyed by currents from inter-

tropical seas. Dr. Carpenter says that " the heat lost by eva-

poration from the sea must be far greater than that lost by

radiation from the land.^^ According to the laws of radiation

and absorption, all the heat received from the sun by the land

must be either reflected or radiated from its surface, with the

exception of the small portion which is communicated to the

air in contact with that surface. In fact it is by radiation that

the sea as well as the land loses the greater part of its heat— the

only difference in the two cases being, that heat radiated from

the sea is absorbed more readily by the air than heat radiated

from the land, and consequently produces a greater influence

on climate.

Dr. Carpenter continues :

—

" Mr. Croll leaves almost entirely

out of the question the N.E. transportation of an enormous
amount of heat from the general surface of the Atlantic by the

agency of the aqueous vapour thus raised ; although the im-
portance of this agency has been insisted on by the most emi-
nent authorities in meteorology^^ (§ 103).

Here again, however, my estimate of the heat conveyed by
the Gulf-stream^ or the effects which it produces, cannot pos-
sibly be affected by the above consideration. It seems to be
forgotten in this objection, that, were it not for the Gulf-stream,

the quantity of heat which could possibly be derived from the
Atlantic would be so much the less by an amount equal to that

conveyed by the stream. Besides all this, there may be other
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sources of heat than those noticed by me; but the omission

does not diminish the importance of those to which I have

referred. Had I been writing a treatise on meteorology, I

should no doubt have referred as well to the influence of

aqueous vapour as to many other sources of heat which I have

purposely omitted in my paper on Ocean-currents as being
foreign to my inquiry.

Dr. Carpenter objects to my statement that " the greater

part of the moisture received at the equator is condensed and
falls as rain in those regions/' and refers me to the case of the

Red Sea, where, although evaporation is excessive, almost no
rain falls. But is it not an established fact, that the greater

part of the water evaporated in intertropical regions does

actually fall as rain in those regions? The reason why the

vapour raised from the Red Sea does not fall in that region as

rain, is no doubt owing to the fact that this sea is only a nar-

row strip of water in a dry and parched land, the air overhead

being too greedy of moisture to admit of the vapour being de-

posited as rain. But over a wide expanse of ocean, where the

air above is kept to a great extent in a constant state of satura-

tion, the case is totally different.

I continue my quotation :—" Until corrected by Mr. Findlay,

Mr. Croll assumed that the whole of the true Gulf-stream con-

tinues to flow in a N.E. direction; whereas it is unquestionable

that a considerable proportion of it (])robably more than one

half) turns southwards to the east of the Azores, and reenters

the equatorial current '^
(§ 104).

I am not aware of having advanced any thing which could

lead Dr. Carpenter or any one else to suppose that I was of

opinion that the whole of the Gulf-stream flows in a N.E. di-

rection, or that I was ignorant of the existence of the S.E.

branch. Nor do I remember having seen the correction by Mr.
Findlay to which he refers. To suppose that I knew of the

existence of the N.E. but not of the S.E. branch, is to assume

that I had never seen a chart of the Gulf-stream. If I had

seen a chart, how could I possibly have observed the N.E.

branch without at the same time perceiving the other ? It

would be just as possible to look one^s friend in the face and

notice his left eye without seeing his right.

In reference to these four reasons or arguments designed to

show that my figures are valueless, there must be some con-

fusion of ideas. The point to be proved is, that by some wrong
method I have been led to form either an erroneous estimate of

the quantity of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream, or the effects

resultmg from that heat. This is what Dr. Carpenter proposes

to do ; but no sooner does he make this proposal than he com-
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mences to prove something totally different, viz. that there are

a great many important causes affecting climate which I entirely

ignore or overlook, and that those causes which I ignore or

overlook have a far greater influence on climate than the heat

of the Gulf-stream. It may be perfectly true that there are a

great many important causes affecting climate which I have not

considered ; and it may likewise be true that those causes, left

out of consideration, have a far more powerful influence on cli-

mate than the heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream ; nevertheless

it may be true also that all my statements regarding the in-

fluence of the Gulf-stream on climate are perfectly correct. It

does not necessarily follow that a horse may not possess a cer-

tain amount of strength, and be able to perform a certain

amount of work, simply because there are other horses which

possess a much greater amount of strength, and can perform a

much greater amount of work.

What I have endeavoured to prove in reference to the Gulf-

stream is :—that the amount of heat conveyed by it is so enor-

mous as to be equal to one fourth of all the heat received from

the sun by the North Atlantic in temperate regions ; and that

were it not fur the Gulf-stream and other ocean-currents, only

a very small portion of the globe would be suited to the present

orders of sentient beings *—that London, instead of possessing

a mean annual temperature of nearly 50°, would have a mean
temperature of not over 10°. But 1 never argued that there

were not other causes to which we are far more indebted than

to the heat of the Gulf-stream. Were it not for those other

causes, the temperature of London would not be simply 40°,

but upwards of 500° below what it is at present.

The bearing which my estimate has on Dr. Carpenter's Theory.

There is one point to which I wish to direct special attention,

viz. the bearing which my conclusions regarding the quantity

of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream have on Dr. Carpenter's

theory of a general interchange of equatorial and polar water.

But, in order better to understand this matter, it will be neces-

sary to refer very briefly to a point which has already been dis-

cussed at considerable length in former papers. In my earlier

paper on the amount of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream f, I

estimated the volume of that stream as equal to that of a current

50 miles broad and 1000 feet deep, flowing (from the surface

to the bottom) at 4 miles an hour. Of course I did not mean,
as Dr. Carpenter seems to suppose, that the stream at any par-

• Phil. Mag. for Feb. 1870.

t Trans, of Geol. Soc. of Glasgow for April 1867 ; Phil. Mag. for June
1867 (Supplement).
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ticular place is 50 miles broad and 1000 feet deep, or that it

actually flows at the uniform rate of 4 miles an hour at surface

and bottom. All I meant was, that the Gulf-stream is equal to

that of a current of the above size and velocity. But in my
recent papers on Ocean-currents I have taken the volume of

the stream at one half this estimate, viz. equal to a current

50 miles broad and 1000 feet deep flowing at the rate of 2 miles

an hour. I have estimated the mean temperature of the stream

as it passes the Straits of Florida to be 65°, and have supposed

that the water in its course becomes ultimately cooled down on
an average to 40° ^. In this case each pound of water conveys

25 units of heat from the Gulf of Mexico, to be employed in

warming temperate and polar regions. Assuming these data

to be correct, it follows that the amount of heat transferred

from the Gulf of Mexico bv this stream per day amounts
to 77,479,650,000,000,000,000 foot-pounds. This enormous
quantity of heat is equal to one fourth of all that is received

from the sun by the whole of the Atlantic Ocean from the

tropic of Cancer up to the Arctic Circle.

This is the amount of heat conveyed from intertropical to

temperate and polar regions by the Gulf-stream. "What now
is the amount conveyed by means of the general oceanic circu-

lation ? If this general interchange of equatorial and polar

water be, as Dr. Carpenter supposes, the great agency employed

in distributing heat over the globe, then surely it is not too

much to expect that the quantity of intertropical heat carried

into the North Atlantic and Arctic seas must be at least equal

to that carried by the Gulf-stream.

If we assume this to be the case, then the combined amount

of heat conveyed by the two agencies into the Atlantic from

intertropical regions will of course be equal to twice that con-

veyed by the Gulf-stream alone. Taking the annual quantity of

heat received from the sun per unit surface at the equator at

1000, the quantities received by the three zones will be respec-

tively as follows :

—

Equator 1000
Torrid zone 975
Temperate zone . . . 757
Frigid zone 454

* It is probable that a large proportion of the water constituting the

south-eastern branch of the Gulf-stream is never cooled down to 40=
;

but, on the other hand, the north-eastern branch, which passes into the

Arctic regions, -will be cooled far below 40°, probably below 30°. Hence

I cannot be overestimating the extent to which the water of the Gulf-

stream is cooled down in fixing upon 40° as the average minimum
temperature.
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Now it will be seen, by referring to what has been shown on

a former occasion (Phil. Mag. for Oct. 1870, p. 257), that the

Gulf-stream and general oceanic circulation would, in such a

case, remove from the torrid zone 405 parts of the 975 received

from the sun ; and this transferred to the Atlantic in temperate

regions, would add 367 to the 757 already possessed by it. In

this case the Atlantic ni temperate regions would possess 1126

parts of heat, whereas the intertropical region would possess

only 570 parts ; or, in other words, the Atlantic m temperate

regions would have twice the amount of heat possessed by it in

intertropical regions. But if we assume that one half of this

heat goes into the Arctic Ocean, and the other half remains in

the temperate regions, the relative quantities of heat possessed

by the three zones will be as follows:

—

Atlantic, in Torrid zone .... 570

„ in Temperate zone . . . 940
„ in Frigid zone .... 766

It is here assumed, however, that none of the heat possessed

by the Gulf-stream is derived from the southern hemisphere,

which, we know, is not the case. But supposing that as

much as one half of the heat possessed by the stream came from

the southern hemisphere, and that the other half was obtained

from the seas 'lying between the equator and the tropic of

Cancer, the relative proportions of heat possessed bv the three

zones per given area would be as follows :

—

Atlantic, in Torrid zone .... 671

„ in Temperate zone . . . 940
„ in Frigid zone .... 766

This proves incontestably that, supposing there is such a cir-

culation as Dr. Carpenter maintains, the quantity of heat con-

veyed by means of it into the North Atlantic and Arctic Oceans
must be trifling in comparison with that conveyed by the Gulf-

stream ; for if it nearly equalled that conveyed by the Gulf-

stream, then not only the North Atlantic in temperate regions,

but even the Arctic Ocean itself would be much warmer than

the intertropical seas. In fact, so far as the distribution of

heat over the globe is concerned, it is a matter of indifference

whether there really is or is not such a thing as this general

.oceanic circulation. The enormous amount of heat conveyed
by the Gulf-stream alone puts it beyond all doubt that ocean-
currents are the great agents employed in distributing over the

globe the excess of heat received by the sea in intertropical

regions.

It is therefore, so far as concerns the theory of a General
Oceanic Circulation, of the utmost importance that the advo-
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cates of that theory should prove that I have overestimated

the thermal power of the Gulf-stream. This, however, can

only be done by detecting some error either in my computa-
tion or in the data on which it is based

;
yet neither Dr. Car-

penter nor any one else, as far as I know, has challenged

the accuracy of my figures. The question at issue is the cor-

rectness of the data ; but the only part of the data which can

possibly admit of being questioned is my estimate of the vulume
and temperature of the stream. Dr. Carpenter, however, does

not maintain that I have overestimated the temperature of the

stream ; on the contrary, he affirms that I have really under-

estimated it. " If we assume," remarks Dr. Carpenter, '' the

limit of the stratum above 60° as that of the real Gulf-stream

current, we shall find its average temperature to be somewhat
higher than it has been stated by Mr. Croll, who seems to have

taken 65° as the average of the water flowing through the

entire channel. The average surface-temperature of the Florida

channel for the whole year is 80° ; and we may fairly set the

average of the entire outgoing stream, down to the plane of 60°,

at 70°, instead of 65° as estimated by Mr. CrolP' (§ 1-il). It

follows, then, that every pound of water of the Gulf-stream

actually conveys 5 units of heat more than I have estimated it

to do—the amount conveyed being 30 units instead of 25 units

as estimated by me. Consequently, if the Gulf-stream be equal

to that of a current of merely 41i miles broad and 1000 feet

deep, flowing at the rate of 2 miles an hour, it will still convey

the estimated quantity of heat. But this estimate of the volume

of the stream, let it be observed, scarcely exceeds one third of

that given by Herschel, Maury, and Colding (Phil. Mag. Oct.

1871, p. 272), and little more than one half that assigned to it

by Mr. Laughton, and but very little exceeds that given by Mr.
Findlay *, an author whom few will consider likely to overrate

either the volume or heating-power of the stream.

The important results obtained during the ' Challenger ' ex-

pedition have clearly proved that I have neither overestimated

the temperature nor the volume of the Gulf-stream. Between

Bermuda and Sandy Hook the stream is 60 miles broad and

600 feet deep, with a maximum velocity of from 3j to 4 miles

an hour. If the mean velocity of the entire section amounts to

2j miles an hour, which it probably does, the volume of the

stream must equal that given in my estimate f. But we have no

* Mr. Findlay considers that the daily discharge does not exceed 333

cubic miles (Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1869, p. 160). My estimate makes it

378 cubic miles. Mr. Laughton's estimate is 630 cubic miles (Paper " On
Ocean-currents," .Tourn. of Royal United-Service Institution, vol. xv.).

t Dr. Carpenter states (§ 140) that 48 miles per day is the mean
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evidence that all the water flowing through the Straits of Florida

passes through the section examined by the officers of the 'Chal-

lenger/ Be this, however, as it may, the observations made

between St. Thomas and Sandy Hook reveal the existence of an

immense flow of warm water," 2300 feet deep, entirely distinct

from the water included in the above section of the Gulf-stream

proper. As the thickest portion of this immense body of water

joins the warm water of the Gulf-stream, Captain Nares con-

siders that "it is evidently connected with it, and probably as

an off"shoot/' At Sandy Hook, according to him, it extends

1200 feet deeper than the Gulf-stream itself, but off Charleston,

600 miles nearer the source, the same temperature is found at

the same depth. But whether it be an offshoot of the Gulf-

stream or not, one thing is certain, it can only come from the

Gulf of Mexico or from the Caribbean Sea ; and that it is a

moving stream is proved by the fact that at some places its ve-

locity was found to be as great as 18 miles per day. This mass

of water, after flowing northwards for about 1000 miles, turns

to the right and crosses the Atlantic in the direction of the

Azores, where it appears to thin out.

If, therefore, we take into account the combined heat con-

veyed by both streams, my estimate of the heat transferred from

intertropical regions into the North Atlantic will be found

rather under the truth than above it. The quantity of heat

thus borne into the Atlantic is enormous compared with that

which can possibly be conveyed by a " General Vertical Oceanic

Circulation.^^ It follows, therefore, that, so far as the distribu-

tion of heat is concerned, it is a matter of perfect indifl"erence

whether such a circulation does or does not exist.

The Wind Theory of Oceanic Circulation.

Ocean-currents not due alone to the Trade- Winds.—The gene-

rally received opinion amongst the advocates of the wind theory

of oceanic circulation is that the Gulf-stream and other currents

of the ocean are due to the impulse of the trade-winds. The
tendency of the trade-winds is to impel the intertropical waters

along the line of the equator from east to west; and were those

regions not occupied in some places by land, this equatorial cur-

rent would flow directly round the globe. Its westward progress,

'however, is arrested by the two great continents, the old and
the new. On approaching the land the current bifurcates, one

annual rate of the Gulf-stream in the " Narrows ; " but in the Admiralty's
Current-chart, published October 1872, the minimum rate is stated to be
32, and the maximum rate 120 nautical miles per day. This gives 87 sta-

tute miles per day, or fully 3^ miles per hour, as the mean rate.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 311. March 1874. N
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portion trending northwards and the other southn'ards. The
northern branch of the equatorial current of the Atlantic passes

into the Caribbean Sea, and after making a circuit of the Gulf

of Mexico, flows northward and continues its course into the

Arctic Ocean. The southern branch, on the other hand, is de-

flected along the South-American coast, constituting what is

known as the Brazilian current. In the Pacific a similar deflec-

tion occurs against the Asiatic coast, forming a current some-

what resembling the Gulf-stream, a portion of which (Kamt-

schatka current) in like manner passes into the Arctic regions.

In reference to all these various currents, the impelling cause

is supposed to be the force of the trade-winds.

It is, however, urged as an objection by Maury and other ad-

vocates of the gravitation theory, that a current like the Gulf-

stream, extending as far as the Arctic regions, could not possibly

be impelled and maintained by a force acting at the equatorial

regions. But this is a somewhat weak objection. It seems to

be based upon a misconception of the magnitude of the force in

operation. It does not take into account that this force acts on

nearly the whole area of the ocean in intertropical regions. If,

in a basin of water, say three feet in diameter, a force is applied

sufiicient to produce a surface-flow one foot broad across the

centre of the basin, the water impelled against the side will be

deflected to the extremes of the vessel. And this result does

not in any way depend upon the size of the basin. The same
effect which occurs in a small basin will occur in a large one,

provided the proportion between the breadth of the belt of water

put in motion and the size of the vessel be the same in both

cases. It does not matter, therefore, whether the diameter of the

basin be supposed to be three feet^ or three thousand miles, or

ten thousand miles.

There is a more formidable objection, however, to the theory.

The trade-winds will account for the Gulf-stream, Brazil, Japan,

Mozambique, and many other currents ; but there are currents,

such as some of the polar currents, which cannot be so accounted

for. Take, for example, the great Antarctic current flowing

northward into the Pacific. This current does not bend to the

left under the influence of the earth's rotation and continue its

course in a north-westerly direction, but actually bends round

to the right and flows eastward against the South-American coast,

in direct opposition both to the influence of rotation and to the

trade-winds. The trade-wind theory, therefore, is insufficient to

account for all the facts. But there is yet another explanation,

which satisfactorily solves our difficulties. The currents of the

ocean owe their origin, not to the trade-winds alone, but to the

prevailing winds of the globe (including, of course, the trade-

winds) .
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Ocean-currents due to the System of Winds.—If we leave out

of account a few small inland sheets of water, the globe may be

said to have but one sea, just as it possesses only one atmo-

sphere. We have accustomed ourselves, however, to speak of

parts or geographical divisions of the one great ocean, such as

the Atlantic and the Pacific, as if they were so many separate

oceans. And we have likewise come to regard the currents of

the ocean as separate and independent of one another. This

notion has no doubt to a considerable extent militated against

the acceptance of the theory that the currents are caused by the

winds, and not by difference of specific gravity ; for it leads to the

conclusion that currents in a sea must flow in the direction of

the prevailing winds blowing over that particular sea. The
proper view of the matter, as I hope to be able to show, is that

which regards the various currents merely as members of one

grand system of circulation produced, not by the trade-winds

alone, nor by the prevailing winds proper alone, but by the

combined action of all the prevailing winds of the globe, regarded

as one system of circulation.

If the winds be the impelling cause of currents, the direction

of the currents will depend upon two circumstances, viz. :— (l)the

direction of the prevailing winds of the globe, including, of

course, under this term the prevailing winds proper and the trade-

winds ; and (2) the conformation of land and sea. It follows,

therefore, that as a current in any given sea is but a member of

a general system of circulation, its direction is determined, not

alone by the prevailing winds blowing over the sea in question,

but by the general system of prevailing winds. It may conse-

quently sometimes happen that the general system of winds
may produce a current directly opposite to the prevailing wind
blowdng over the current. The accompanying Chart (Plate II.)

shows how exactly the system of ocean-currents agrees with

the system of the prevailing winds. The fine lines indicate the

paths of the prevailing winds, and the fine arrows the direction

in which the wind blows along those paths. The larg6 arrows
show the direction of the principal ocean-currents.

The directions and paths of the prevailing winds have been
taken from Messrs. Johnston's small physical Atlas, which, I

find, agrees exactly with the direction of the prevailing winds as

deduced from the four quarterly wind charts lately published
by the Hydrographic Department of the Admiralty. The direc-

tion of the ocean-currents has been taken from the Current-
chart published by the Admiralty.

In every case, without exception, the direction of the main cur-
rents of the globe agrees exactly with the direction of the pre-

vailing winds. There could not possibly be a more convincing

N 2
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proof that those winds are the cavise of the ocean -currents than

this general agreementof thetwo systems as indicated by the chart.

Take, for example, the North Atlantic. The Gulf-stream follows

exactly the path of the prevailing winds. The Gulf-stream bifur-

cates in mid Atlantic; so does the wind. The left branch of the

stream passes north-eastwards into the Arctic regions, and the

right branch south-eastwards by the Azores; so does the wind.

The south-eastern branch of the stream, after passing the Cana-

riep_, reenters the equatorial current and flows into the Gulf of

Mexico; the same, it will be observed, holds true of the wind.

A like remarkable agreement exists in reference to all the-other

leading currents of the ocean. This is particularly seen in the

case of the great Antarctic current between long. 140° W. and
160° W. This current, flowing northwards from the Antarctic

regions, instead of bending to the left under the influence of ro-

tation, turns to the right when it enters the regions of the

westerly winds, and flows eastwards towards the South-American

shores. In fact all the currents in this region of strong westerly

winds flow in an easterly or north-easterly direction.

Taking into account the effects resulting from the conforma-

tion of sea and land, the system of ocean-currents agrees pre-

cisely with the system of the winds. All the principal currents of

the globe are in fact moving in the exact direction in which they

ought to move, assuming the winds to be the sole impelling

cause. In short, so perfect is the agreement between the two

systems, that, given the system of winds and the conformation

of sea and land, and the direction of all the currents of the ocean,

or more properly the system of oceanic circulation, might be

determined a priori. Or given the system of the ocean-currents

together with the conformation of sea and land, and the direc-

tion of the prevailing winds could also be determined « priori.

Or, thirdly, given the system of winds and the system of currents,

and the conformation of sea and land might be roughly deter-

mined. For example, it can be shown by this means that the

Antarctic regions are probably occupied by a continent and not

by a number of separate islands, nor by sea.

While holding that the currents of the ocean form one system

of circulation, we must not be supposed to mean that the various

currents are coimected end to end, having the same water flow-

ing through them all in succession like that in a heating-appa-

ratus. All that is maintained is simply this, that the currents

are so mutually related that any great change in one would

modify the conditions of all the others. For example, a great

increase or decrease in the easterly flow of Antarctic water in the

Southern Ocean would decrease or increase, as the case might

be, the sti'ength of the West-Australian current ; and this change
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would modify the equatorial current of the Indian Ocean, a ujo-

dification which in like manner would affect the Agulhas current

and the Southern Atlantic current—this last leading in turn to a

niodilication of the equatorial current of the Atlantic, and conse-

quently of the Brazilian current and the Galf- stream. Further-

more, since a current impelled by the winds, as Mr. Laughton in

his exceent paper on ocean-currents justly remarks, tends to leave

a vacancy behind, it follows that a decrease or increase in the Gulf-

stream v.'ould affect the equatorial current, the Agulhas current,

and all the other currents back to the Antarctic currents. Again, a

large modification in the Great Antarctic drift-current would in

like manner affect all the currents of the Pacific. On the other

hand, any great change in the currents of the Pacific would

ultimately affect the currents of the Atlantic and Indian Oceans,

through its influence on the Cape-Horn current, the South-

Australian current, and the current ])assing through the Asiatic

archipelago ; and vice versa, any changes in the currents of the

Atlantic or Indian Oceans would modify the currents of the Pacific.

I may now consider the cause of the Gibraltar current. There

can be little doubt that this current owes its origin (as Mr.

Laughton points out) to the Gulf-stream. " I conceive," that

author remarks, "that the Gibraltar current is distinctly a stream

formed by easterly drift of the North Atlantic, which, although

it forms a southerly current on the coast of Portugal, is still

strongly pressed to the eastward and seeks the first escape it

can find. So great indeed does this pressure seem to be, that

more water is forced through the Straits than the Mediterranean

can receive, and a part of it is ejected in reverse currents, some
as lateral currents on the surface, some, it appears, as an under

current at a considerable depth^' *. The funnel-shaped nature

of the strait through which the water is impelled helps to ex-

plain the existence of the under current. The water being

pressed into the narrow neck of the channel tends to produce

a slight banking up ; and as the pressure urging the water for-

ward is greatest at the surface and diminishes rapidly down-
wards, the tendency to the restoration of level will cause an
underflow towards the Atlantic, because below the surface the

water will find the path of least resistance. It is evident indeed

that this underflow will not take place toward the Mediterra-

, nean, from the fact that that sea is already filled to overflowing

by the current received from the outside ocean.

If we examine the Current-chart published by the Hydro-
graphic Department of the Admiralty, we shall find the Gibraltar

current represented as merely a continuation of the S.E. flow

of Gulf-stream water. Now, if the arrows shown upon this

* Journal of Royal United-Service Institute, vol. xv.
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chart indicate correctly the direction of the flow, we must be-
come convinced that the Gulf-stream water cannot possibly
avoid passing through the Gibraltar Strait. Of course the excess
of evaporation over that of precipitation within the Mediterra-
nean area would of itself produce a considerable current through
the Strait ; but this of itself would not fill that inland sea to

overflowing.

The xltlantic may, in fact, be regarded as an immense whirl-

pool with the Saragossa Sea as its vortex; and although it is

true, as will be seen from an inspection of the Chart, that the
wand blows round the Atlantic along the very path taken by the
water, impelling the water forward along every inch of its course,

yet nevertheless it must hold equally true that the water has a
tendency to flow off" in a straight line at a tangent to the circular

course in which it is moving. But the water is so hemmed in

on all sides that it cannot leave this circular path except only at

two points ; and at these two points it actually does flow out-

wards. On the east and west sides the land prevents any such
outflow. Similarly, in the south the escape of the water is frus-

trated by the pressure of the opposing currents flowing from
that quarter ; while in the north it is prevented by the pressure

exerted by polar currents from Davis Strait and the Arctic Ocean.

But iu the Strait of Gibraltar and in the north-eastern portion

of the Atlantic between Iceland and the north-eastern shores of

Europe there is no resistance offered; and at these two points an
outflow does actually take place. In both cases, however, espe-

cially the latter, the outflow is greatly aided by the impulse

of the prevailing winds.

The consideration that ocean-currents are simply parts of a

system of circulation produced by the system of prevailing winds,

and not by the impulse of the trade-winds alone, helps to remove

the difficulty which some have in accounting for the existence of

under currents without referring them to difi"erence of specific

gravity. Take the case of the Gulf-stream, which passes under

the polar stream on the west of Spitzbergen, this latter stream

passing in turn under the Gulf-stream a little beyond Bear

Island. The polar streams have their origin in the region of

prevailing northerly winds, which no doubt extend to the Pole.

The current flowing past the western shores of Spitzbergen,

throughout its entire course up to near the point where it dis-

appears under the warm waters of the Gulf- stream, lies in the

region of these same northerly winds. Now why should this

current cease to be a surface-current as soon as it passes out of

the region of northerly into that of south-westerly winds ? The
explanation seems to be this : when the stream enters the region

of prevailing south-westerly winds, its progress southwards along
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the surface of the ocean is retarded both by the wind and by the

surface-water moving in opposition to its course; but being con-

tinually pressed forward by the impulse of the northerly winds

acting along its whole course back almost to the pole perhaps,

or as far north at least as the sea is not wholly covered with ice,

the polar current cannot stop when it enters the region of op-

posing winds and currents ; it must move forward. But the

water thus pressed from behind will naturally take the ;jfl//i of

least resistance. Now in the present case this path will neces-

sarily he at a considerable distance below the surface. Had the

polar stream simply to contend wdth the Gulf-stream flowing in

the opposite direction, it W'Ould probably keep the surface and

continue its course along the side of that stream ; but it is op-

posed by the winds, from which it cannot escape except by dip-

ping down under the surface ; and the depth to which it will

descend will depend upon the depth of the surface-current flow-

ing in the opposite direction. There is no necessity for suppo-

sing a heaping up of the waiter in order to produce by pressure

a force sufficient to impel the under current. The pressure of

the w^ater from behind is of itself enough. The same explana-

tion, of course, applies to the case of the Gulf-stream passing

under the polar stream. And if we reflect that these under

currents are but parts of the general system of circulation, and

that in most cases they are currents compensating for water

drained otf at some other quarter, we need not wonder at the

distance which they may in some cases flow, as, for example,

from the banks of Newfoundland to the Gulf of Mexico. The

under currents of the Gulf-stream are necessary to compensate

for the water impelled southwards by the northerly winds ; and

again, the polar under currents are necessary to compensate for

the water impelled northward by the south and south-westerly

winds.

No accurate observations, as far as I know, have been made
regarding the amount of work performed by the wind in impel-

ling the water forward ; but when we consider the great retard-

ing efi'ect of objects on the earth's surface, it is quite apparent

that the amount of work performed on the surface of the ocean

must be far greater than is generally supposed. For example,

Mr. Buchan, Secretary to the Scottish Meteorological Society,

has shown* that a fence made of slabs of w^ood 3 inches in width

and 3 inches apart from each other is a protection even during

high winds to objects on the lee side of it, and that a wire screen

with meshes about an inch apart afi"ords protection during a gale

to flower-pots. The same writer was informed by Mr. Addie

that such a screen put up at Rockville was torn to pieces by a

* Paper read to the Edinburgh Botanical Society on January 8, 18/4.
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storm of wind^ the wire screen giving way much in the same
way as sails during a hurricane at sea.

Ocean-currents in relation to Change of Climate.—In my
attempts to prove that oceanic circulation is produced by the

winds and not by difference of specific gravity, and that ocean-

currents are the great distributors of heat over the globe, my
chief aim has been to show the bearing which these points have

on the grand question of secular changes of climate during geo-

logical epochs, more particularly in reference to that mystery
the cause of the glacial epoch.

In concluding this series of papers, I may therefore be allowed

briefly to recapitulate those points connected with the subject of

ocean-currents which seem to shed most light on the question

of changes of climate, referring the reader for fuller details to

former papers on the question.

The complete agreement between the systems of ocean-cur-

rents and winds not only shows that the winds are the impelling

cause of the currents, but it also indicates to what an extent the

directions of the currents are determined by the winds, or, more
properly, to what an extent their directions are determined by
the direction of the winds.

We have seen in a former part of this paper (Phil. Mag. Feb.

1870) to what an enormous extent the climatic conditions of the

globe are dependent on the distribution of heat effected by means
of ocean-currents. It has been there pointed out that, if the

heat conveyed from intertropical to temperate and polar regions

by oceanic circulation were restored to the former, the equa-

torial regions would then have a temperature about 55° warmer,

and the high polar regions a climate 83° colder than at present.

It follows, therefore, that any cause which will greatly affect the

currents or greatly change their paths and mode of distribution,

will of necessity seriously affect the climatic condition of the

globe. But as the existence of these currents depends on the

winds, and their direction and form of distribution depend upon
the direction and form of distribution of the winds, any cause

which will greatly affect the winds will also greatly affect the

currents, and consequently will influence the climatic condition

of the globe. Again, as the existence of the winds depends

mainly on the difference of temperature between equatorial and
polar regions, any cause which will greatly affect this difference

of temperature will likewise greatly affect the winds ; and these

will just as surely react on the currents and climatic conditions

of the globe. A simple increase or decrease in the difference of

temperature between equatorial and polar regions, though it

would certainly produce an increase or a decrease, as the case

might be, in the strength of the winds, and consequently in the
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strength of the currents, would not, however, greatly affect the

mode of distribution of the winds, and, as a consequence, the

mode of distribution of the currents. But although a simple

change in the difference of temperature between the equator and

the poles would not produce a different distribution oF aerial,

and consequently of ocean-currents, nevertheless a difference i?i

the difference of temperatui'e between the equator and the two

poles would do so ; that is to say, any cause that should increase

the difference of temperature between the equator and the pole

on the one hemisphere, and decrease that difference on the

other, would effect a change in the distribution of the aerial

currents, which change would in turn produce a corresponding

change in the distribution of ocean-currents.

It has been shown* that an increase in the eccentricity of the

earth^s orbit tends to lower the temperature of the one hemi-

sphere and to raise the temperature of the other. It is true

that an increase of eccentricity does not afford more heat to the

one hemisphere than to the other; nevertheless it brings about,

as I have already shown, a condition of things which tends to

lower the temperature of the one hemisphere and to raise the

temperature of the other. Let us imagine the eccentricity to

be at its superior limit, '07775, and the winter solstice in the

aphelion. The midwinter teraperatui-e, owing to the increased

distance of the sun, would be lowered enormously ; and the effect

of this would be to cause all the moisture which now falls as rain

during winter m temperate regions to fall as snow. Nor is this

all; the winters would not merely be colder than now, but they

would also be much longer. At present the summer half year

exceeds the winter half year by nearly 8 days ; but at the period

in question the winters would be longer than the summers by
upwards of 36 days. The heat of the sun during the short

summer, for reasons which have already been explained, would

not be sufficient to melt the snow of winter ; so that gradually,

year by year, the snow would continue to accumulate on the

ground.

On the southern hemisphere the opposite condition of things

would obtain. Owing to the nearness of the sun during the

winter of that hemisphere, the moisture of the air would be pre-

cipitated as rain in regions where at present it falls as snow.

This and the shortness of the winter would tend to produce

a decrease in the quantity of snow. The difference of tem-
perature between the equatorial and the temperate and polar

regions would therefore be greater on the northern than on
the southern hemisphere; and, as a consequence, the aerial

* Phil. Mag. August 1864, February 1867, March 1870, and other

places.
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currents of the former hemisphere would be stronger than

those of the latter. This would be more especially the case

with the trade-winds. The N.E. trades being stronger than

the S.E. trades would blow across the equator, and the medial

line between them would therefore be at some distance to the

south of the equator. Thus the equatorial waters would be

impelled more to the southern thap to the northern hemi-

sphere ; and the warm water carried over in this manner to the

southern hemisphere would tend to increase the difference of

temperature between the two hemispheres. This change, ag^in^

would in turn tend to strengthen the N.E. and to weaken the

S.E. trades, and would thus induce a still greater flow of equa-

torial waters into the southern hemisphere—a result which

would still more increase the difference of temperature between

the northern and southern hemisphere, and so on—the one cause

so reacting on the other as to increase its effects, as was shown at

length on a former occasion (Phil. Mag. March 1870).

It was this mutual reaction of those physical agents which led,

as I have pointed out (Phil. Mag. March 1870), to that extra-

ordinary condition of climate which prevailed during the glacial

epoch.

There is another circumstance to be considered which perhaps

more than any thing else would tend to lower the temperature

of the one hemisphere and to raise the temperature of the other;

and this is the displacement of the great equatorial current.

During a glacial period in the northern hemisphere the medial

line between the trades w^ould be shifted very considerably south

of the equator ; and the same would necessarily be the case with

the great equatorial currents, the only difference being that the

equatorial currents, other things beiug equal, would be deflected

further south than the medial line. For the water impelled by

the strong N.E. trades would be moving with greater velocity

than the waters impelled by the weaker S.E. trades, and, of

course, would cross the medial line of the trades before its pro-

gress southwards could be arrested by the counteracting influ-

ence of the S.E. trades. Let us glance briefly at the results

which would follow from such a condition of things. In the

first place, as w^as shown on former occasions (Phil. Mag. for

August 1864', February 1867, March 3 870), were the equatorial

current of the Atlantic (the feeder of the Gulf- stream) shifted

considerably south of its present position, it would not bifurcate,

as it now does, off Cape St. lloque, owing to the fact that the

whole of the waters w^ould strike obliquely against the Brazilian

coast and thus be deflected into the Southern Ocean. The effect

produced on the climate of the North Atlantic and North-western

Europe by the withdrawal of the water forming the Gulf-stream,
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may be conceived from what has ah-eady been stated concerning

the amount of heat conveyed by that stream. The heat thus

withdrawn from the North Atlantic would go to raise the tem-

perature of the Southern Ocean and Antarctic regions. A similar

result would take place in the Pacific Ocean. Were the equato-

rial current of that ocean removed greatly to the south of its

present position, it would not then impinge and be deflected

upon the Asiatic coast, but upon the continent of Australia ; and

the greater portion of its waters would then pass southward

into the Southern Ocean, while that portion passing round the

north of Australia (owing to the great strength of the N.E.

trades) would rather flow into the Indian Ocean than turn round,

as now, along the east coast of Asia by the Japan Islands. The

stoppage of the Japan current, combined with the displacement

of the equatorial current to the south of the equator, would

greatly lower the temperature of the whole of the North Pacific

and adjoining continents, and raise to a corresponding degree

the temperature of the South Pacific and Southern Ocean.

Again, the waters of the equatorial current of the Indian Ocean

(owing to the opposing N.E. trades), would not, as at pre-

sent, find their way round the Cape of Good Hope into the

North Atlantic, but would be deflected southwards into the

Antarctic sea.

We have in the present state of things a striking example of

the extent to which the medial line between the two trades may
be shifted, and the position of the great equatorial currents of

the ocean may be affected by a slight difference in the relative

strength of the two aerial currents. The S.E. trades are at pre*

sent a little stronger than the N.E. ; and the consequence is that

they blow across the equator into the northern hemisphere to a

distance sometimes of 10 or 15 degrees, so that the mean posi-

tion of the medial line lies at least 6 or 7 degrees north of the

equator.

And it is doubtless owing to the superior strength of the

S.E. trades that so much warm water crosses the equator from
the South to the North Atlantic, and that the main portion of

the equatorial current flows into the Caribbean Sea rather than
along the Brazilian coast. Were the two trades of equal strength,

the transference of heat into the North Atlantic from the south-

ern hemisphere by means of the Southern Atlantic and Equa-
torial currents would be much less than at present. The same
would also hold true in regard to the Pacific.

Ocean-currents in relation to the Distribution of Plants and
Animals.—In the fifth and last editions of the 'Origin of Species,'

Mr. Darwin has done me the honour to express his belief that

the foregoing view regarding alternate cold and warm periods
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in north and south during the glacial epoch explains a great

many facts in connexion with the distribution of plants and ani-

mals which have always been regarded as exceedingly puzzling.

There are certain species of plants which occur alike in the

temperate regions of the southern and northern hemispheres.

At the equator these same temperate forms are found on elevated

mountains^ but not on the lowlands. How, then, did these tem-

perate forms manage to cross the equator from the northern

temperate regions to the southern, and vice versa ? Mr. Darwin's

solution of the problem is (in his own words) as follows :

—

''As the cold became more and more intense, we know that

Arctic forms invaded the temperate regions ; and from the facts

just given, there can hardly be a doubt that some of the more
vigorous, dominant, and widest-spreading temperate forms in-

vaded the equatorial lowlands. The inhabitants of these hot

lowlands v/ould at the same time have migrated to the tropical

and subtropical regions of the south; for the southern hemisphere

was at this period warmer. On the decline of the Glacial period,

as both hemispheres gradually recovered their former tempera-

tures, the northern temperate forms living on the lowlands

under the equator would have been driven to their former homes
or have been destroyed, being replaced by the equatorial forms

returning from the south. Some, however, of the northern tem-

perate forms would almost certainly have ascended any adjoining

high land, where, if sufficiently lofty, they would have long sur-

vived like the Arctic forms on the mountains of Europe.^'

" In the regular course of events the southern hemisphere

would in its turn be subjected to a severe glacial period, with

the northern hemisphere rendered warmer ; and then the south-

ern temperate forms would invade the equatorial lowlands. The
northern forms which had before been left on the mountains

w^ould now descend and mingle with the southern forms. These

latter, when the warmth returned, would return to their former

homes, leaving some few species on the mountains, and carrying

southward with them some of the northern temperate forms

which had descended from their mountain fastnesses. Thus

we should have some few species identically the same in the

northern and southern temperate zones and on the mountains

of the intermediate tropical regions." (P. 339, sixth edition.)

Additional light is cast on this subject by the results already

stated in regard to the enormous extent to which the tempera-

ture of the equator is affected by ocean-currents. Were there

no transference of heat fiom equatorial to temperate and polar

regions, the temperature of the equator, as has been remarked,

would probably be about 55 degrees warmer than at present. In

such a case no plant existing on the face of the globe could live
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at the equator unless on some elevated mountain-region. On
the other hand, were the quantity of warm water which is being

transferred from the equator to be very much increased, the tem-

perature of intertropical latitudes might be so lowered as easily to

admit of temperate species of plants growing at the equator. A
lowering of the temperature at the equator some 20 or 30 degrees

is all that would be required ; and only a moderate increase in

the volume of the currents proceeding from the equator, taken in

connexion with the effects flowing from the following considera-

tions, might suffice to produce that result. During the Glacial

epoch, when the one hemisphere was under ice and the other

enjoying a warm and equable climate, the medial line between

the trades may have been shifted to almost the tropical line of

the warm hemisphere. Under such a condition of things the

warmest part would probably be somewhere about the tropic of

the warm hemisphere, and not, as now, at the equator ; for since

all, or nearly all, the surface-water of the equator would then be

impelled over to the warm hemisphere, the tropical regions of

that hemisphere would be receiving nearly double their present

amount of warm water.

Again, as the equatorial current at this time would be shifted

towards the tropic of the warm hemisphere, the surface-water

would not, as at present, be flowing in equatorial regions parallel

to the equator, but obliquely across it from the cold to the warm
hemisphere. This of itself would tend greatly to lower the

temperature of the equator.

It follows, therefore, as a necessary consequence, that during

the glacial epoch, when the one hemisphere was under snow and
ice and the other enjoying a warm and equable climate, the tem-

perature of the equator would be lower than at present. But
when the glaciated hemisphere (which we may assume to be the

northern) began to grow warmer and the climate of the southern

or warm hemisphere to get colder, the medial line of the trades

and the equatorial currents of the ocean also would begin to

move back from the southern tropic towards the equator. This

would cause the temperature of the equator to rise and to con-

tinue rising until the equatorial currents reached their normal
position. When the snow began to accumulate on the southern

hemisphere and to disappear on the northern, the medial line of

the trades and the equatorial currents of the ocean would then

begin to move towards the northern tropic as they had formerly

towards the southern. The temperature of the equator would
then again begin to sink, and continue to do so until the gla-

ciation of the southern hemisphere reached its maximum. This

oscillation of the line of maximum temperature to and fro across
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the equator would coatinue so long as the alternate glaciation

of the two hemispheres continued.

This lowering of the temperature of the equator during the

severest part of the glacial epoch will help to explain the former

existence of glaciers in intertropical regions at no very great

elevation above the sea-level, evidence of which appears recently

to have been found by Mr. Belt and others.

XXIV. On the Number and Weight of the Molecules ofj^ther

contained in Electric Conductors. By Hermaxn Herwig*.

IN the following I will briefly indicate a way in which, cer-

tain hypotheses presupposed, very remarkable explanations

of the relations of the sether might possibly be reached.

I start from the comparison of the expressions, on the one

hand, for the thermal effect of a galvanic current, and, on the

other hand, for the vis viva represented therein at any moment
by the motion of the electric particles. 1 may mention before-

hand that it is quite immaterial of what kind we suppose the

motion of the electrical masses to be. Even a not uniform,

somehow oscillating motion would only introduce into the cal-

culation additional simple factors which would be quite insigni-

ficant for the final result. Such motions will therefore be left

out of consideration.

This presupposed, and holding fast the notion of only one

fluid, let e be, in electrostatic measure, the quantity of electricity

in motion in 1 millim. length of the conductor, and v its velo-

city, the unit of time being the second. Then, in mechanical

measure, the current-intensity is ev. If, further, also expressed

in mechanical measure, R is the resistance of 1 millim. of the

conductor, and L millim. the length of the latter, in it there is

produced in 1 second, according to Joule^s law, a quantity of

heat which has in mechanical measure the expression

eVRL (I.)

The motion of the electric masses in this current represents a

permanently constant vis viva of the magnitude

-
.
- fin

where the masses are reckoned in the usual weights ; therefore

- signifies the quantity of electricity iu milligrammes in the unit

of length.

* Trauslated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,

from Po^gendorfF's Annalen, vol. cl. pp. 381-385.
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Comparing expressions (I.) and (II.), it appears that they

differ only by the factor 2enR. And if now we adopt the

assumption, certainly favoured by many physicists, that e in the

same portion of the conductor is for all currents constantly the

same, and therefore the action of different currents in such por-

tion differs only by the various values of v, it will be seen that,

in the same conductor, expression (I.) is for all currents the same

multiple of expression (II.).

There is, then, only necessary the knowledge of a number
which (as one may perhaps dare to say) specifies how often in

the unit of time the vis viva of the electric motion (constantly

transformed into heat) is reproduced by the electromotive forces,

in order from one value of the vis viva to deduce at once the

total thermal effect of the current. Perhaps the following con-

sideration may elucidate this number.

Let us imagine from any place in the conductor the resistance

and consequently its thermal effect to cease ; from that moment
the space of the conductor must be much more filled only with

electric fluids and, indeed, at first of the same density as in the

conductor. The electric motion would then be propagated in

this fluid without enfeeblement. If we call the constant velocity

of propagation of the motion in this case, expressed in millime-

tres, C, in 1 second a vis viva certainly not less than the quantity

^^ V^ ^A ^— • -?r would arise*.
n 2
As starting-point of this entire motion a layer of the conductor

of the length yt^^ ^^ sufficient, if M denotes the number of mo-vM
lecules of the electric fluid contained in 1 cubic millim. of the

conductor, understanding by " molecule " just so much fluid

that a translatory motion of it of the sort supposed can be ori-

ginated.

Ce v^
And now, according to the preceding, the value — • — may

very well be supposed equal to the thermal effect actually accom-
plished in the same time, with the action of the resistance, by

1
the layer , . . We should then have

,VR. 3-^ = ^^^.9811,

where the factor 9811 is put because in (I.) the acceleration of

* It has been already remarked that no account need be taken of further
factors in this expression, which at all events would be requisite if oscilla-
tions were thought of.
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1 millim. (on which the electrostatic measure is founded) is pre-

supposed, and in (II. )> on the contrary, the acceleration in a

free fall (which forms the basis of the calculation with the usual

weights).

If the conductor has a cross section of the unit of surface,

e . .

- is simply the density of the fluid reckoned in ordinary weights.

Let it be put equal to D, Then would

^^= 98n.c.D ("'•>

Now this relation would attain a very much further-reaching

practical signification if, in connexion with hypotheses which,

especially recently, have been repeatedly mooted, by M were to

be understood the number of aether molecules contained in a cubic

millimetre of the conductor, and by C the velocity of propagation

of light in the free aether. Then would D be at all events

much greater than the density of the sther in free space. Sir

W. Thomson* has calculated that the latter is sreater than ttz^,;

Belli t, indeed, has subsequently stated it to be at least ^—Trua'

As, unfortunately, I have not been able to examine Belli's calcu-

lation, while the value given by Thomson is certainly very much

too small,
Yf\\% °^^y perhaps be taken, as lying between the two.

We should then have, understanding by M and C the above-

stated quantities, the inequality

^^J< 9811. 3.

i

on "^^-147--
" '

^^^'^

and the inequality hereby expressed would indeed be consi-

derable.

Now R is known for a definite conductor ; and so a maximum
value of M is given by the preceding relation, in case e is known
—or, conversely, a minimum value of e for a known M, It is

true, indeed, that both M and e are unknown to us -, but we have

more closely approximate ideas concerning e than concerning

M, and can therefore make use of the relation we have obtained

in order to gain similar notions with respect to M.
If, e. g., for mercury we assume e^lO-^^ nearly, remembering

that, on the hypothesis of the equality of the velocity of elec-

* Phil. Mag. S. 4. vol. ix. p. .36.

+ Cf. Fortschritte der Pkijsik, 1859.
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trolytic motion to our electrical w, e has been found, according

to Weber*, to be about 3 . lO'^ for 1 cubic millim. of water,

even this value will perhaps be sufficiently great.

For Sietnens's mercury unit, according to Kohlrauschf the

resistance is, in electromagnetic measure, 9717 .
10^'; according

to Weber t, therefore, it is about = ^^^ in mechanical mea-

sure. Consequently for 1 cubic millim. of mercury, R= -

^, ,,,14 -

Accordingly, in this volume of mercury we should have

or M < 2. 10^2 nearly §.

If the number above admitted for the density of the free

sether be divided by this value, we get a lower limit for the

weight (in milligr.) of each molecule of aether. It would thus

amount to considerably more than

These values have of course only a widely approximate signi-

6cation, since we have no very exact knowledge of the numerical

values of e ; nevertheless it would be of high importance to have,

only so far, at least an idea of the relations of the sether.

Aachen, October 26, 1873.

XXV. On the Manufactwe and Theory of Diffraction-gratings.

By Lord Rayleigh, M.A., F.R.S.

[Concluded from p. 93.]

^f^HE remainder of this paper is principally occupied with
*- theoretical considerations relating to the performance of

gratings considered as light-analyzing apparatus. The more
popular works on the theory of light give only the main outlines

of the subject, and pass over almost in silence the important
questions of illumination and definition. On the other hand,
the mathematical treatises, such as Airy's 'Tracts'* andVerdet^s
Lec-ons, though they give analytical results involving most of
the required information, are occupied rather with explaining
the production of spectra as a diffraction-phenomenon than with
-investigating on what conditions their perfection depends. On

* Electrodynamische Maasshestimmungen, 1856, p. 281.
^\^ Pogg. Ann. Ergdnz. vol. vi. p. 1.

X Elektrodynamische Maassbestimmungen, p. 260.

§ Compare W. Thomson's calculation (Liebig's Jnn. vol. clvii. p. 54),
from which the number of physical molecules in the same volume would
be, at most, 10^^.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 311. March 1874.
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examining the question for myself, I came to the conclusion
that the theory of gratings, as usually presented, is encumbered
with a good deal that may properly be regarded as extraneous.

One of the first things to be noticed is the extraordinary pre-

cision required in the ruling. The difference of wave-length of

the two sodium-lines is about a thousandth part. If, therefore,

we suppose that one grating has 1000 lines in the space where
another has 1001, it is evident that the first grating would pro-

duce the same deviation for the less-refrangible D line that the
second would produce for the more-refrangible D line. We
have only to suppose the two combined into one in order to

see that, in a grating required to resolve the D line, there must
be no systematic irregularity to the extent of a thousandth part

of the small interval. Single lines may, of course, be out of

position to a much larger amount. It is easy to see, too, that

the same accuracy is required, whatever be the order of the spec-

trum examined.

The precision of ruling actually attained in gratings is very

great. In the 3000 Nobert it is certain that the average interval

between the lines does not vary by a six-thousandth part in

passing from one half of the grating to the other ; for the D
lines, when well defined, do not appear so broad as a sixth part

of the space separating them.

In considering the influence of the number of lines [n] and
the order of the spectrum (m), we will suppose that the ruling

is accurate, and that plane waves are incident perpendicularly

upon the face of the grating whose width is represented in the

fi";ure by AB. But iuas-

much as a large part of the ^~"~-^,^^ '

phenomenon covered by

the usual mathematical in-

vestigation depends upon
the limitation of the gra-

ting at A and B, we shall

find it convenient to take

first the simple case of an

aperture represented by 'P

AB, and afterwards to

consider the influence of the ruling.

In the perpendicular direction B C all the secondary waves

emanating from AB are in complete agreement of phase, and

their resultant accordingly attains its highest possible value. In

a direction B P, making with B C a very small angle, the agree-

ment of phase will be disturbed. If B P be so drawn that the

projection of A B upon it is equal to \, the phases of the secon-

dary waves will be distributed uniformly over a complete period.
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and the resultant will therefore be nil. The same result must

ensue whenever B D is an exact multiple of X.

For the intermediate directions we require a httle more cal-

culation.

The phase of the resultant will always correspond with that of

the secondary wave which issues from the middle of the aperture.

If X denotes the retardation of any element with respect to this

one, the amplitude of the resultant is given by

f. ji
cos A'(/a^H-R,

where R is the relative retardation of the extreme parts A and B,

or, on integration,

. R . R

This expression gives the magnitude of the resultant amplitude

compared with that in the principal direction B C, where all the

components agree in phase.

The composition of elementary vibrations whose phases vary

uniformly within certain limits may be illustrated by a mecha-

nical analogy. Each elementary vibration is represented by a

force proportional to the element of circular arc P Q and acting

at along a direction P, making with a fixed line of reference

O X an angle corresponding to the

phase of the vibration. The force

may be supposed to be due to the

attraction of the arc on a particle

placed at 0. The group of vibra-

tions is thus represented by the

group of forces whose directions are

distributed uniformly through the

angle A B ; and the resultant of

the forces, found by resolving in

the ordinary way, represents on the

same system the resultant of the

vibrations. In the present case A B corresponds to R, and
T> T>

the integrated expression sin — -r- — denotes the ratio of the re-

sultant force to the aggregate of its components calculated with-

out allowance for the dijQTerence of direction—that is, as if the

whole attracting mass were concentrated at X.

According to what has been already explained, ( sin -^ -^
^ ]

02
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vanishes when — is an even multiple of ^. The positions of the

T) T)

maxima (determined by tan — = -r) do not exactly bisect the

angles between the vanishing directions ; but it will be sufficient

for our present purpose to note that the principal maximum
(R= 0) is unity, and that the others do not differ greatly from

(2
\'^ / 2 \2 '/ 2 \^

o~ ) } y^^j ) \:^=~) > ^^' It ^s evident that on either side of

the principal direction the illumination falls off with great rapi-

dity. If A B is 1 (inch) and X= -J—_, the angle C B P corre-

sponding to the first minimum is only about 5".

The image of an infinitely narrow line of light (whose length
is perpendicular to the plane of the diagram), as formed by an
object-glass with aperture A B, is thus a series of parallel stripes,

composed of a central narrow band whose illumination varies

from a maximum in the middle to zero at the edges, enclosed by
parallel bands of rapidly decreasing illumination. "We have now
to examine the effect of the ruling.

For the sake of simplicity, we will take first the case of a gra-

ting composed of transparent bars of width a, alternating with
opaque bars of width d, and consider the central image or

spectrum of zero order. In the principal direction, B C, the

secondary waves are, as before, in complete agreement, but

the amplitude is diminished by the ruling in the ratio

a-.a+ d. In another direction, making a small angle w^th B G
such that the relative retardation of A and B amounts to a few

wave-lengths, it is easy to see that the mode of interference is the

same as if there were no ruling. For example, when the direc-

tion is such that the projection of A B upon it amounts to one
wave-length, the elementary components neutralize one another,

because their phases are on the whole distributed symmetrically,

though discoutinuously, round the entire circumference. The
only effect of the ruling is to diminish the amplitude in the ratio

a : a-\-d; and except for the difference in illumination, the ap-

pearance of a line of light is exactly the same as if the aperture

were perfectly free.

The lateral images occur in such directions that the projection

of the element a-\-d oi the grating upon them is an exact mul-
tiple of \, The effect of each element of the grating is then the

same ; and unless this vanishes on account of a particular adjust-

ment of the ratio a : d, the resultant amplitude becomes com-
paratively very great. These directions, in which the retarda-

tion between A and B is exactly mn\, may be called the prin-

cipal directions. On either side of any one of them the illumi-
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nation is distributed according to the same law as for the central

image (ot= 0), vanishing, for example, when the retardation

amounts to {mn+\)\. In considering the relative brightness

of the different spectra, it is therefore sufficient to attend merely

to the principal directions, provided that the whole deviation be
not so great that its cosine differs considerably from unity*.

Under the restriction just stated, the intensity of the secondary

waves may be supposed not to be diminished by the obliquity;

and thus we obtain for the ratio of brio-htness :

—

L )_£!?? a + dJ Xamir/

2

sin^
- . -^ u-\-d'

a-\-d

where B„j denotes the brightness of the mth spectrum, and Bq
of the central image.

If B denotes the brightness of the central image when the

whole of the space occupied by the grating is transparent, we
have

Bo:B= fl2: [a + df,
and thus

1-2 '^^'^
B,„ : i)= -2-2 sni-'——^•

The sine of an angle can never be greater than unity ; and con-

sequently under the most favourable circumstances only -

^ g
of

the original light can be obtained in the mth spectrum. We
conclude that, with a grating composed of transparent and opaque

parts, the utmost light obtainable in any one spectrum is in the

first (the central image not being included), and there amounts

to —^, or about j^g, and that for this purpose a and d must be

equal.

When d=a, the general formula becomes

showing that, when m is even, B^ vanishes, and that, when m is

odd, B„,:B= -l-2.

The third spectrum has thus only one ninth of the brilliancy
of the first.

It is here supposed that the light is homogeneous ; but if it

* This point is perhaps made clearer by supposing the original light to
be always incident at such an angle that the diffracted spectrum undtr con-
sideration occurs in the normal direction.
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be composed of elements of continuously varying wave-length,

another factor, — , must be introduced, due to the varying elon-

gation of the spectra. The deficiency of light accompanying

an increased dispersion, however/is nothing peculiar to gratings,

and may be met by a proportional widening of the slit, without

lowering the original standard of purity.

Another particular case of interest is obtained by consider-

ing a small relatively to a-\-d. Unless the spectrum be of high

order, we have simply

B,„ : B
~\a + d)

'

so that the brightness of all the (lateral) spectra is the same.

According to this, the spectra of a sodium-flame observed through

a grating should be of equal brilliancy when a is small relatively

to a-\-d. In the grating with 3000 lines this condition is ful-

filled; but the theoretical result is contradicted by observation,

the second and third lateral spectra being much brighter than

the first. I am not in a position to explain the discrepancy,

which I only noticed while drawing up this paper for the press.

Unless due to some mathematical bluuder^ the cause would ap-

pear to be deep-seated. The effect of an insufiicient narrowness

of grooves would be in the opposite direction.

Our expressions have been obtained without taking into ac-

count the reflection from the face of the grating; and therefore

the light stopped by the opaque parts, together with that distri-

buted in the central image and lateral spectra, ought to make
up the original brightness. Thus, if «= c?, we ought to have

112/^11 \

2 4 TT-^V 9 2o /

which is true by a known theorem. In the general case,

a _f a V ,
2 ^"'==°^ 1 ^(miTa\

a result which may be verified by Fourier's theorem.

By Babinet^s principle it is a matter of indifi'erence, so far as

the brightness of the lateral spectra are concerned, whether a

represent the width of the transparent or of the opaque part,

inasmuch as the secondary waves from the transparent and

opaque parts together would give a zero resultant. The same

conclusion may be derived from the expression for the ratio

B„, : B.

From the value of B^ : Bq we see that no lateral spectrum can

surpass the central image in brightness ; but this result depends

upon the hypothesis that the lines of the grating act by opacity.
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which is generally very far from being true. In an engraved glass

grating or in a gelatine copy there is no opaque material present

by which Hght could be absorbed, and the effect depends on a

difference of retardation due to the alternate parts. It is re-

markable that this point is never alluded to in the ordinary

treatises on optics, and, so far as I know, was first noticed by

Quincke (Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxxii. p. 321 (1867)), who made a

theoretical and experimental examination of the phenomena pre-

sented when light is diffracted at the edge of a transparent

obstacle. My attention was first drawn to it, before I was ac-

quainted with Quincke^s work, by observing that, contrary to

my anticipations, it was possible for the lateral spectra of a soda-

flame to exceed the central image in brilliancy. When once the

question is raised, the explanation is easy enough ; for if the

grating were composed of equal alternate parts, both alike trans-

parent but giving a relative retardation of half a wave-length, it

is evident that the central image would be entirely extinguished,

while the first spectrum would be four times as bright as if the

alternate parts were opaque. If it were possible to introduce at

every part of the aperture of the grating an arbitrary retardation,

all the light might be concentrated in any desired spectrum. By
supposing the retardation to va*y uniformly and continuously,

we fall on the case of the ordinary prism ; but there would then

be no analysis of light, except such as depends on the variation

of retardation with wave-length. To obtain a diffraction-spec-

trum in the ordinary sense containing all the light, it would be

necessary that the retardation should gradually alter by a wave-

length in passing over each element of the grating and then fall

back to its previous value, thus springing suddenly over a wave-
length. It is not likely that such a result will ever be obtained

in practice; but the case was worth stating, in order to show that

there is no theoretical limit to the concentration of light of

assigned wave-length in one spectrum, and as illustrating the

frequently observed unsymmetrical character of the spectra on
either side of the central image.

We have now to consider the dependence of the resolving-

power of a grating on the number of its lines (n) and the order of

the spectrum observed (m). x b
Let B P be the direction

of the principal maximum
for the wave-length \ in

the mih. spectrum ; then
the projection of AB on
B P is mn\. If B Q be the

direction corresponding to

the first minimum, the pro-
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jection of AB on B Q is (mn + l)\. Suppose now that X + SX
is the wave-length for which B Q gives the principal maximum,
then

(wzn + l)\=wn(X + S\)

;

whence
SX_ J_
\ mn

which shows that the resolving-power varies directly as m and n.

It is not possible to say precisely under what circumstances a

double line would appear to be resolved—something no doubt

would depend on the intensity of the light—but it seems pro-

bable that there would be no distinct resolution when the two

images are separated by only half the width of the central band

of either. If this be so, we may take —=^ as the least number

of grooves capable of resolving in the 7nth. spectrum a double

line whose wave-lengths are X and \ + h\. In the case of the

soda-lines — is about ; and therefore to resolve them in
A. lUUU

the first spectrum would require 1000 grooves, in the second

spectrum 500, and so on. It is evident that if the ruling be

perfectly accurate and the illumination sufficient, the work may
be accomplished with comparatively few Hues by usicg a spec-

trum of elevated order.

The result of an attempt to determine experimentally the

number of lines necessary to resolve D in the solar spectrum

may here be recorded. The 3000-to-the-inch Nobert was used,

its horizontal aperture being limited by the jaws of an adjustable

slit. From the width of the slit found to be necessary the

number of lines in operation was calculated.

In the first spectrum 1200 lines were required, in the second

630, and in the third 375. These numbers should be in the

ratio 6:3:2; but the last, which presents the greatest deviation,

was difficult of exact measurement.

The number of lines necessary in the first spectrum is very

much what might have been expected. The eflFect of a limitation

of the aperture of the grating by a slit whose length is horizontal,

is, of course, quite different. As the slit is narrowed, the image

of a point would be dilated in a vertical direction ; but this is of

no moment when the subject of observation is itself a uniform

vertical line. As was mentioned in the first part, the definition

is often materially improved.

Since a grating resolves in proportion to the total number of

its grooves, it might be supposed that the defining-power de-

pends on different principles in the case of gratings and prisms;
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but the distinction is not fundamental. The limit to definition

arises in both cases from the impossibility of representing a line

of light otherwise than by a band of finite though narrow width,

the width in both cases depending only on the horizontal aper-

ture (for a given X). If a grating and a prism have the same
horizontal aperture and dispersion, they will have equal resolving-

powers on the spectrum ; the greater dispersion is the only

cause of the superiority of the diifraction-spectra of high order.

In estimating the value of light- analyzing apparatus^ there

are three things to be considered—the brightness, the purity,

and the apparent magnitude of the resulting spectrum. In the

case of a prism, where the loss of light by reflection and ab-

sorption may in a rough approximation be neglected, the first

two characteristics are inseparably connected, whether a tele-

scope be used or not, so long as the pupil of the eye is filled with

light. In whatever degree the purity be enhanced, whether by
increasing tbe dispersion or narrowing the slit, in the same de-

gree mu^t the brightness suffer. The angular magnitude of the

spectrum is merely a question of magnifying- power. No matter

how small the dispersion may be, the spectrum may yet be made
to appear as long as we please by sufficiently increasing the

focal length of the object-glass and the power of the eyepiece.

But if the brilliancy is not to suffer, the size of the prism and
the aperture of tbe telescope must be proportionally increased;

for otherwise the condition will be violated of keeping the pupil

filled with light. There are thus two ways of obtaining a pow-
erful spectroscope. The fiirst is to procure a great dispersion

by multiplication of prisms ; the second is to be satisfied with a

small dispersion, and attain the necessary length of spectrum by
a high-power telescope, which may involve a larger aperture. It

may be questioned wiiether the second method has received as

much attention as it deserves. When there is light to spare, a
higher power than usual may often be employed advantageously
without an augmentation of aperture.

In the case of gratings the question is complicated by the
choice of spectra; but some remarks may perhaps be useful.

Much misapprehension appears to exist as to the nature of the
advantage derived from close ruling. It is generally supposed
that the closer the ruling the greater the resolving-power of the
instrument ; but this is for the most part a mistake. AYhen there
is no limitation on the order of the spectrum to be observed, re-

solving-power depends not on the closeness but on the accuracy of
the ruling. Let us take the case of a grating with 3000 lines in an
inch, and consider the effect of interpolating an additional 3000
lines. The effect of the addition will be to destroy by interference

the first, thu-d, and the odd spectra generally ; while the advau-
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tage gained in the spectra of even order is not in dispersion, nor
in resolving-power^ but simply in brilliancy, which is increased

to four times. If we now suppose half the grating to be cut away,
so as to leave 3000 lines in half an inch, the dispersion will

evidently not be altered, while the brightness and resolving-

power are halved. If, therefore, resolving-power be our object,

we should aim at covering a considerable breadth with very

accurately placed lines, rather than at extreme closeness of the

lines themselves. On the other hand, for experiment on dark
heat, or whenever a narrow slit is not available, resolving-power

is of less importance, and the best grating will be one that covers

the largest space with the finest lines.

I have already mentioned that my 6000-to-the-inch Nobert
defines not only not better, but decidedly worse, than the one
with 8000 lines in the inch. This inferior definition is probably

an accident ; for there seems to be no theoretical reason for it. In

brightness the closer-ruled grating has gi-eatly the advantage.

The preceding investigations are founded on the pi'inciples

ordinarily adopted in explaining difi'raction-phenomena, and not

on a strict dynamical theory. In the present state of our know-
ledge with respect to the nature of light and its relations to

ponderable matter, vagueness in the fundamental hypotheses is

rather an advantage than otherwise- a precise theory is almost

sure to be wrong. Nevertheless it is often instructive to ex-

amine optical questions from a more special point of view ; and

therefore I hope that an investigation of an ideal grating on
dynamical principles will not be out of place, though not very

closely connected with the preceding portion of the paper.

In actual gratings the lines or grooves occur at the boundary

of two media of different refrangibilities ; but, for the sake of sim-

plicity, we shall here suppose the medium on both sides to be

the same. The grating will thus consist simply of bars (infi-

nitely long) whose optical properties differ from those of the rest

of the medium ; and we further suppose

(1) that the variation of optical properties depends upon a

difference of inertia, and is small in amount

;

(2) that the diameter of the bars is very small in relation

to the wave-length of light.

The supposition that refraction depends upon a difference of

inertia is that of Fresnel and Green, and has been shown by the

latter to lead to Fresnel's laws. In several papers in this Maga-
zine*, I have shown that, if the analogy with an elastic solid

holds good at all, no other supposition is reconcilable with the

facts of the reflection of light from surfaces and its diffraction

* Phil. Mag. 18/1, February, Ajiril, June. Aujrust.
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by small particles. Whether true or not, it is at any rate me-

chanically possible.

Since the bars are very small, the effect of each is quite inde-

pendent of the rest ; and so the dynamical theory need only con-

cern itself with one. In my paper " On the Light from the

Sky ^^*, I proved that the effect of a body in disturbing the waves

of light incident upon it may be calculated by ordinary integra-

tion from those of its parts, provided that the square of the alte-

ration of mechanical properties may be neglected. This propo-

sition, though true as stated, requires some caution in use, and

is practically inapplicable when the body is elongated in the di-

rection of original propagation, because the dimension of the

body in this direction divided by \ may occur as a factor in the

terms omitted. In the present case, however, where the light

is incident normally to the plane of the grating, this difficulty

does not arise.

Let the bar under cousideration be taken for axis of z,

and let the axis of x be

parallel to the direction of

propagation of the ori-

ginal light. The original

vibration is tlius, accord-

ing to the polarization,

parallel to either z or y.

We will take first the

former case, where the

disturbance due to the bar

must be symmetrical in all directions round Z, and parallel to

it. The element of the disturbance at A due to P Q [dz) will

be proportional to dz in amplitude, and will be retarded in phase

by an amount corresponding to the distance r. In calculating

the effect of the whole bar, we have to consider the integral

I — cos ^ {bt—r)= \

Jo ' '^ Jr

277
dr COS^ {bt— r)

A.

Vr'-\i^

Now the denominator =\/r—Kv r+ R, a product of which the

second factor may be treated as constant in the integration in

view of the fact that the parts for which r differs much from U
destroy each other^s effects. After this simplification the inte-

gral may be evaluated by means of the formula

i sm ^

To ^^
dx=\ ~T—dx=\/ —

Jo ^^ V 2

* Phil. Mag. February 1871.
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.

The result is

showing that the total effect is retarded - behind that due to the
o

element at 0. This result is analogous to, though different from,

that of the ordinary integration by Huyghens's zones. In that

case the effect of each zone is very nearly the same, and therefore

the whole is the half of that of the first zone. If the first zone be

divided into rings by circles drawn so that r increases in arith-

metical progression, the rings will be of equal area, and there-

fore the phase of the resultant vibration will be halfway between

that corresponding to the centre and circumference—that is,

will be retarded relatively to the centre by one fourth of \. In

the present case, if the bar be divided on the same principle so

that each piece gives a result retarded -^ behind its predecessor,

the lengths will rapidly diminish from the centre outwards, and

therefore the same argument does not apply. The retardation

of the resultant relatively to the central element is less than

before, on account of the preponderance of the central parts.

By the result investigated in my paper previously referred to,

if T be the volume of the element P Q, D and D' the original

and altered densities, the disturbance at A due to the element is

27r
the original vibration at P Q being denoted by cos -— ^t- « is

the angle between the ray PA and the direction of original vi-

bration Z ; but in the present application we may put sin a= 1

,

since only the central parts are really operative. If we replace

T by S.dz, A being the sectional area of the bar, and use the in-

tegral just investigated, we find for the effect of the whole bar

D'-D Att /r 27r/. ^ X\

277-

corresponding to cos— ht for the incident light.
A.

When the original vibration is parallel to y, the disturbance

due to the bar will no longer be symmetrical round Z. If a

be the angle between x and the direction of the scattered ray,

it is only necessary to introduce the factor cos « in order to

make the preceding expression applicable.

* The factor tt was inaflvertentlv onritted in the original memoir.
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If the direction of the original vibration be inclined at an

angle ^ to Z, and that of the scattered ray at an angle j>, we

have on resolution

tan (^= cos a tan 6,

which expresses the important law enunciated by Stokes*.

The preceding investigation depends upon the smallness of

D'—D as well as of A; but where the original vibrations are

parallel to the bar, the result is correct to all powers of D'— D.

1 find that, if the bar be circular and composed of material for

which the density is D' and rigidity n' (the corresponding quan-

tities for the rest of the medium being D and n), the expression

for the scattered vibration is

27rA fD'-D n'-n "1 27r/,, -,. X\

;J^i-2D- -TT^^^^^I ><^°^^r-^—8>
corresponding to

y= cos -r-bt
A,

for the incident liglit at the centre of the bar. Tf we suppose

that n'= n, this agrees with the result already found; and it is

correct if the bar be small enough, whatever may be the magni-

D'-D
tude of

D

XXVI. 0)1 some Phenomena of Polarization by Diffusion of Light.

By J. L. SoRETf.

IN a recent memoir of great interest J, M. G.-A. Hirn has

occupied himself with the optical properties of flames ; and,

for the explanation of the whole of the phenomena, he suggests

the hypothesis that the solid incandescent particles to which the

flame owes its brightness become transparent at that high tem-

perature and have no longer any sensible reflecting-power. A
section of the memoir is devoted to the phenomena of polariza-

tion in, or rather to their absence from, the light of flames, and

contains the account of some experiments on the eff'ect obtained

by causing the light of the sun to fall on a flame and on the

smoke which may escape fromit§.

* " Dynamical Theory of Diffraction," Camb. Trans, vol. ix.

t Translated from the Bibliotheqve Universelle, Archives des Sciences

for November 1873, vol. xlviii. pp. 231-241.

X
" Memoire sur les proprietes optiques de la flamme des corps en com-

bustion et sur la temperature du Soleil," Annales de Chimie et de Physique,

November 1873.

§ We will quote the following passage :

—

" One of Arago's first observations in optics demonstrated that the light
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This publication of M. Hirn's induces me to make known a

few of the results I have obtained in observing the polarization

of flame in general presents no trace of polarization. As is known, it was
this observation that served to place one of the first and most important
landmarks of the theory of the sun, by informing us that the solar light

emanates from a gas, and not from a liquid or a solid.

" When we have to do with a homogeneous flame, such as that of strongly

compressed hydrogen burning in compressed oxygen, when the light ema-
nates from all parts of the incandescent gas itself, the fact discovered by
Arago exhibits nothing unusual, nothing inconsistent with other known
facts. It is not so when the flame is heterogeneous, formed of a real mix-
ture of a gas with the dust of a solid body—dust which is far from being,

as has often been erroneously advanced, in a state of infinitesimal division
;

in a word, it is not so with nine tenths of ordinary flames, the brightness

of which can only be explained by Davy's theory. Here, in fact, not only

does each of the solid particles emit light of its own, but it must reflect

light from other sources ; for it is illumined by the other particles. Then
how is the total absence of polarization to be explained? The interpreta-

tion, it seems, is not ditficult in the case of carburetted gases.
" Of all known substances, carbon (at least in its most usual state) is

that which reflects light the least. Lampblack, for example, reflects very

little or none at all ; now, in flame, it is precisely in the form of lampblack
that carbon is found, although incandescent. The absence of light polarized

by reflection seems therefore verv natural in this particular case. In an
experiment, however, of which I shill speak subsequently, I have ascer-

tained that the smoke of carbon, when produced in a very hot atmosphere

and strongly illuminated, appears not black, but of dazzling whiteness.

The above interpretation is therefore not so correct as it seems; and we
shall see besides that it cannot be applied in its entirety in a great number
of other cases. I cite as striking examples the two following :

—

" 1. I have examined with the Arago-lune polariscope the flame of phos-

phorus burning in shade or in bright sunshine, and I have not been able

to perceive the least appearance of coloration in either of the two images.

When, on the contrary, I directed the instrument towards the vapour of

phosphoric acid strongly illuminated by the sun, the coloration became
manifest.

"2. I have examined in the same manner the lofty and bright flame that

issued from the top of a cupola coke-furnace, supplied with air by an ener-

getic blast, which served for melting cast iron. Neither at night, nor in

bright sunshine have I been able to perceive in it the slightest trace of po-

larization. Now, although here also the combustible was carbon, the light

of the flame (a very bright light yellow) was certainly not due solely to par-

ticles of carbon precipitated in the burning gas ; instead of not solely, it

would be perhaps more correct to say not at all. When, at the end of

the operation, the furnace-door was opened for drawing out the scoriae, the

calcareous flux, &c., a thick bluish smoke (various metallic oxides or salts)

escaped from the top instead of the flame. This smoke, strongly illumi-

nated by the still-glowing interior, gave to the polarimeter two images as

much coloiu-ed as those obtained on looking at any light whatever, reflected

under the most favourable angle, through an unsilvered glass plate. It

is evidently to this vapour of metallic oxides or salts that the flame owed

the greater part or even the totaUty of its brightness while the furnace was

in action.
•' How is it to be accounted for that phosphoric acid and the vapour of
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of diffused liglit, whether by particles disseminated in a trans-

parent medium, or by surfaces not polished. This subject, the

study of which I am far from having finished, is connected with

my preceding researches on the illumination of transparent

bodies*.

I hardly need to recall here the fact, now well known, that a

gas or a liquid holding heterogeneous particles in suspension ia

illuminated by the passage of natural light, and the light ema-

nating from this illuminated trace is polarized in the plane of

visionf. If the angle of vision is 90°, polarization is complete

if the particles are minute and not too abundant.

This said, I will report the facts I have observed on employ-

ing lampblack as the diffuser, both at the moment of its forma-

tion and as a deposit on other bodies.

If in a dark chamber a pencil of solar rays be made to fall on

a smoky flame of illuminating-gas, its trace is perceived very di-

stinctly : the portion of the flame traversed by the pencil ap-

pears bluish white, contrasting with the reddish tint of the

adjacent parts. This experiment can be easily made with a cir-

cular (Bengel) burner without a chimney ; in these conditions

[i. e. when the combustion is incomplete) the trace of the pencil

of solar rays, especially if concentrated by a lens, is very visible

in every part of the flame except quite at the base.

If it be observed with a Nicol or any other analyzer, for an
angle of vision of 90° the polarization is ascertained to be com-
plete, the white trace disappearing when the analyzer is turned so

as to intercept the rays which are polarized in the plane of vision.

If instead of natural light a pencil of polarized solar light is

employed, in the path of which a plate of quartz is interposed,

the trace presents well-marked difi"erences of coloration accord-

ing to the position of the quartz.

The same phenomena are manifested when the pencil of solar

light passes to the smoke above the flame—that is, to the non-
incandescent lampblack.

salts or oxides, which gave to the two preceding flames their brightness,

exhibited no sensible polarization as long as their particles were in the
flame, while polarization became manifest outside or in the absence of the
flame, although all the conditions except the temperature were absolutely
the same ? Are we not authorized, or even compelled to conclude that an
excessively elevated temperature deprives these particles of their reflecting-

power ?
"

* See Archives des Sciences, 1870, vol. xxxvii. p. 129, and vol. xxxix.

p. 352.

t I name, as previously, the plane of vision the plane containing the in-

cident pencil of light and the direction in which we view the illuminated
body. The angle of vision is the angle made by the visual ray with the
pencil of light on the side from which the latter arrives.
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If we employ the Bengel burner with its glass chimney, the

flame becomes more brilliant, it ceases to be smoky, and the

trace of the luminous pencil is no longer perceived; but if an

excess of gas be admitted, so as to cause the flame to shoot, it

presents in its upper part the same characters as when the burner

was without its chimney.

With a butterfly^burner, where the combustion is complete,

no luminous trace is to be observed, and consequently no

polarization.

If we examine with a polariscope a gas-flame, or better that

of an oil-lamp, which shoots, without the addition of solar light,

we find that the column of smoke emits light polarized in a ho-

rizontal plane.

In short, for what concerns the experimental results, it is

seen that I am in accord with M. Hirn : where the flame burns

with vivid brilliance the trace of a luminous pencil is not ap-

parent.

M. Hirn (with some reserve, it is true) explains this by the

weakening of the reflecting-power, and by the transparence of

the carbon particles at a high temperature. I should not ven-

ture to express an absolute opinion on this question, which

I have not specially studied ; but before admitting this hypo-

thesis, which is partly in disagreement with the principle of

the identity of the emissive and absorbing-powers, I ask myself

if the absence of polarization in the parts of the flame where

combustion is complete cannot be accounted for by the two

following considerations :

—

1st. A gas-flame may in general be regarded as formed of

several layers. In the centre of the sheet the gas is at a tem-

perature inferior to that of the decomposition of the carburets

of hydrogen ; it is only on the surfaces of this sheet that decom-

position is effected and carbon precipitated in incandescent par-

ticles which are burned as rapidly as they are produced. The

incandescent layer is therefore very thin, the particles are rare,

and the phenomena of reflection and polarization must be in-

sensible.

The fact of the apparent continuity of the flame cannot be

alleged as a proof of the abundance of the particles ; irradiation

and the persistence of the impressions on the retina sufficiently

account for it. Besides, in speaking of the rarity of the par-

ticles I only mean a relative rarity. Observing with a lens the

feeble luminous trace produced by a solar ray in very clear

water suffices for the recognition of the presence of myriads of

heterogeneous particles floating in the liquid; and yet the power

of illumination is very feeble.

If, on the contrary, the flame is smoky, the afflux of oxygen
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being insufficient, combustion does not destroy the lampblack

in proportion to its production, the particles accumulate and
become sufficiently abundant to render visible the trace of the

pencil of solar light.

2nd, When the combustion is complete the light is very in-

tense, it dazzles the eye; and it is easy to comprehend how dif-

ficult it must be to perceive the polarization of the very slight

proportion of reflected light. We can convince ourselves of this

by endeavouring to observe through a gas-flame the polarization

which accompanies the illumination of a liquid for example,

though it is so easily verified under the usual conditions.

I have also studied the diffusion of light by any solid surface

covered with lampblack deposited from the flame of essence of

turpentine or of benzine. When a pencil of sunlight falls on this

surface in a dark chamber, a very notable proportion of light is

seen to be difl'used in all directions ; the incident pencil is marked
on tlie black by a white spot of considerable splendour, much
more brilliant than that which is obtained upon a smoky flame

:

the reflecting particles are, in fact, much more abundant. What-
ever be the angle and the plane of incidence of the luminous

pencil relative to the blackened surface, the difl'used light is seen

to be polarized in the plane of vision. The maximum corresponds

to a visual angle of 90°, though there the polarization is not

complete. When looked at through an analyzer which is rotated,

the spot augments or diminishes in brightness, but remains

always distinctly visible.

If in place of natural light we employ a pencil of solar rays

polarized, for instance, in a vertical plane, the light diffused by
the lampblack presents in all directions the same phenomena of

partial polarization as the trace which is produced in an illumi-

nated gas or liquid. In a horizontal plane of vision, and with

a visual angle of 90°, we have the minimum of brightness, but

not complete extinction as this takes place with a smoky flame

or, in general, with gases or liquids holding in suspension fine

particles in relatively little abundance. The residual light is

neutral and shows no trace of polarization ; but as soon as the

angle of vision becomes greater or less than 50° partial polariza-

tion reappears immediately.

I explain this residue of neutral light by multiple reflections

' from the minute rugosities produced by the particles of lamp-

black on the diff'using surface. I do not think it can be attributed

to a fluorescence, for the following reasons :

—

1st. When this residual light is analyzed with the spectro-

scope, the principal lines of the solar spectrum are recognized in

it J therefore there is no change of refrangibility"'^.

* This proof is perhaps not quite conclusive ; for under the influence of

Phil.. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 311. March 1874. P
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2nd. M. Ed. Becquerel has proved that lampblack deposited

from the flame of beuzine upon a plate of mica, iu a layer suffi-

ciently thin to be translucent, does not give in the phosphoro-

scope any trace of phospliorescence*. Now in general, with

solid substances, fluorescence has a certain duration and is con-

founded with phosphorescence.

8rd. If this residual light proceeded from a fluorescence, it

ought to be remarked also in the smi^ke of a flame ; the intensity

of the illumination is certainly strong enough for this. Now, as

we have said, polarization is complete in this latter case. One
can very well conceive that, the particles being relatively much
disseminated and distributed throughout the thickness of the

incident pencil, the proportion of light undergoing multiple

retiections may be insensible, while in the lampblack deposited

on a solid substance all the particles are in mutual contact, they

are accumulated on the same surface, and must reflect recipro-

cally a notable quantity of light.

In brief, lampblack, whether as a continuous deposit or in the

state of corpuscles disseminated in a gas, appears to me to con-

stitute a very good type for this kind of phenomena of illumina-

tion. Indeed, on the one hand these particles are very tenuous,

and, on the other, they are opaque—which eliminates the per-

turbations which may be induced by refraction, leaving only

what is due to reflection.

There are other fumes, in the widest sense of the term, which

give rise to very diff"erent results. For example, the vapour of

water precipitated in small quantity in the vesicular state, and
illuminated by a pencil of light, gives also phenomena of polar-

ization ; but while ordinary vapour reflects under an angle of

vision of 90° light polarized in the plane of \dsion, vesicular

vapour in the same conditions difl"uses light partially polarized

in a perpendicular plane. This is what Professor Tyndall has

described in his beautiful researches on the optical properties of

cloudy substances t, and I have verified also upon vapour con-

densed in divers manners.

For an angle of vision less than a right angle a diminution of

the polarization is first observed, then a neutral point (towards

70°) ; at last, under an angle of about 65° and below, polariza-

the solar ra^'s certain substances, as sulphur and carbon, emit a light which

has the closest correspondence with that of the fluorescence of quinine,

esculine, &c., except that there is no change of refrangibility : it is what

M. Lallemand has called isochromatic fluorescence.
* M. Ed. Becquerel has been so extremely obliging as, at my request,

to repeat this experiment in my presence.

t See Archives des Sciences, 1869, vol. xxxiv. p. 17^-
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tion reappears in the contrary direction ; that is, the light is

polarized in the plane of vision.

The fumes obtained on agitating some drops of nitric or chlor-

hydric acid in a moistened balloon, or chlorhydric acid and am-
monia, give also anomalous polarization for au angle of vision

of 90°.

On the contrary, on clouds and fogs illuminated by the sun I

have never observed polarization in a plane perpendicular to the

plane of vision; the diffused light is either almost neutral or

polarized normally. With a light mist the polarization is very

marked. The white bow is strongly polarized in the plane of

vision.

When water is pulverized by making a very thin jet strike

forcibly against a solid body, a vapour is obtained composed of

minute drops. The light diffused by it is partially polarized in

the plane of vision for a visual angle of 90°. Towards 100" a

neutral point is observed*; for greater angles the polarization

is inverse, by refraction. If, starting from 90°, the angle of

vision is diminished, the polarization remains normal ; it is very

strong in a direction corresponding approximately to the position

of the first two rainbows. I say approximately, because the two

rainbows, which are usually so readily visible, disappear almost

completely in these conditions of extreme minuteness of the glo-

bules of water; they only manifest themselves by two maxima
of light sensibly white, between which a red coloration is ob-

served. The other colours cannot be distinguished; it seems

that they have spread out and mingled, and that the reds of the

two bows have united with each other. This remarkable fact is,

I think, thus explained :—because on extremely minute surfaces

reflection and refraction do not follow the laws of geometrical

optics ; as Fresnel has demonstrated, diflfraction is produced.

I will not add more ; the examples just cited suffice to show
the considerable influence exercised by the state in which the

particles are found. I defer the publication of the other facts

which I have hitherto been able to observe, or which I may
ascertain in pursuing this study on diflpusion.

* The position of neutral points in general is not very constant; it varies,

as Tyndall has shown, with the circumstances of magnitude and abundance
of the particles.

P2
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XXVII. On the Transformation of the Vibroscope into a Tono-

meter, and its employment for the Determination of the Absolute

Number of Vibrations. By A. Terquem*.

BY the optical study of vibrations and the construction of the

vibroscope, M. Lissajous has endowed acoustics with means
of investigation much more accurate than those based upon
hearing only ; nevertheless this optical method does not appear

hitherto to have been conveniently applied to the determination

of the absolute number of vibrations. I have thought that it

could be utijized for this purpose, and that a tonometer might
be more easily constructed with its aid than by the operation

devised by Scheibler. The new tonometer, at least as accurate,

would be much less |costly ; and it could be employed to give,

by simple reading, the number of vibrations of any sonorous

body whatever, and that through a very great extent of the

musical scale.

I have had made by M. Konig four diapasons furnished with

cursors, and each carrying at the extremity of one of its branches,

like the diapason of the vibroscope, a small biconvex lens to

serve as an objective. These diapasons can be successively fixed

upon the same support, on which an ocular is placed. By shift-

ing the cursors, we can obtain all the sounds comprised between

UTg (128 double vibrations) and rig ; moreover some sounds are

common to two diapasons which immediately follow one another.

The diapasons were divided by M. Konig after his tonometer,

in such sort that, by shifting the cursors the space which sepa-

rates two strokes, the sound is changed two double vibrations

;

but I consider this only a completely arbitrary division which

might be replaced by any other made by means of a dividing

machine. I shall give to these diapasons the name of standards.

I have, besides, other diapasons, not graduated, but likewise

furnished with cui'sors and extending from uTg to uxg. Two are

sufficient, because spare cursors can be adapted to them. I

shall give to these the name of auxiliary diapasons.

The first standard diapason and the first auxiliary are fixed

the one in front of the other, on suitable supports, in one and

the same horizontal plane, and at a right angle j moreover the

vibrations of the standard diapason (which serves as a vibro-

scope) being made as usual, in a vertical plane, those of the

auxiliary take place in a horizontal plane.

That the curves resulting from the coexistence of the two

vibratory movements at a right angle might be readily perceived,

particles of finely powered antimony have been fixed with gum

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,

from the Comptps RendifS de VAcademie des Sciences, January 12, 18/4.
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upon the terminal section of one of the branches of the auxihary

diapason. The facets of this crystalline powder, obliquely illu-

minated by means of a lamp and lenses, form luminous points

of great brilliancy and extreme delicacy. The cursor of the

standard having been fixed upon the first stroke of the division,

the auxiliary diapason is put into exact unison with the former

by shifting the cursors, finally putting on them small pieces of

wax. The operator is guided in this operation evidently by the

transformations of the elliptic curve which is due to the coexist-

ence of the vibrations ; and he stops when it diminishes gradu-

ally and very slowly without changing its form.

This done, he moves the cursor of the standard diapason so as

to obtain about one beat per second, and determines the exact du-

ration of at least fifty beats by aid of a pointing telltale, observing

the oscillations of the elhptic curve. If the conditions be good, the

total duration of fifty beats scarcely varies a half second in several

successive determinations, which gives an approximation within

y^ of a second for one beat, and consequently permits the num-
ber of vibrations to be determined within less than O'Ol. The
cursor of the auxiliary diapason is t'nen shifted till unison is re-

established, which is ascertained by the fixity of the curve pro-

duced. The cursor of the standard diapason is then placed on

the second sti'oke of the division, and the duration of the beats

produced determined again.

The operation is continued in the same manner by shifting

successively the cursors of the two diapasons until a sound is

obtained sufiiciently distant from UTg, such as Mig, capable of

giving with the sound UTg a sufficiently simple acoustic curve

(4 : 5). When, by successive stops, the auxiliary diapason is

put in unison with the sound mi^, the cursor of the first standard

diapason must be carried back to the first stroke, and it must be

ascertained if the sound Mig is perfectly true; if there is any

difference, it is determined by the duration of the oscillations of

the acoustic curve. The sum total of the numbers of beats per

second (the inverse of their duration) which have been observed

on the shifting of the cursors in succession, gives the difference

of the numbers of vibrations of the sounds UTg and Mig, of which
we have the ratio—which agrees with the principle given by
Scheibler for the construction of the tonometer, and permits the

absolute number of the vibrations of UTg to be calculated.

Continuing in the same manner, we arrive at UT3. On the

way numerous datum- and verification-points are met with in

the simple intervals, such as the fourth, the fifth, the sixth, &c.

At length we know in this manner the absolute number of vibra-

tions corresponding to each stroke of the division of the standard

diapason.
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The only pi-actical difficulty which I have encountered (and
this I think I am on the point of surmounting) is in the mode
of fixing the cursors on the diapasons. In fact they should be
fixed there in a quite invariable manner, so that the sound may
not suffer any variation of pitch when the diapason is set in

vibration; this does not always happen, though the diflereuces

observed are very slight. In the second place^ the cursors must
be restored to the same position with mathematical accuracy.

I have already verified a certain number of the divisions traced

by M. Konig on my diapasons from his tonometer, and have
found only differences amounting to not more than a few hun-
dredths of a vibration per second, which shows the degree of

confidence that may be placed in the determinations made from
the tonometer constructed by him.
By this method, then, it will be possible, with more facility

than by the old process, though not without sustained attention

and numerous determinations, to divide the interval from LTg
to UTg into sounds differing one from another by two vibrations,

or even by one only, if it be desired. At the least, by the em-
ployment of auxiliary diapasons with cursors, the same proce-

dure w'ili permit the verification of the accuracy of the divisions

of the standard diapasons mounted in the form of a vibroscope,

and to construct a table of corrections if the divisions are not

perfectly exact.

The vibroscope tonometer once constructed and verified, in

order to determine the pitch of any sound whatever, it will be

sufficient to place one of the diapasons of which it consists by
the side of the vibrating body in such a way that the vibrations

of the one shall be perpendicular to those of the other. On this

body (w^hich may be a rod, a plate, a string, &c.) some particles

of antimony powder are to be fixed; then the cursors will be

shifted until an acoustic curve of well-recognizable form is ob-

tained, such as that due to vibrations in the ratio of 1 : 2, 1:3,
1 : 4, 1 : 5, . . . . If the sound studied is higher or deeper than

those comprised in the interval from uxg to UT3, it is not even

necessary to obtain the absolute fixity of the curve ; in fact, by
determining the duration of the period of return of the same
figure, we can know the difference between the number of vibra-

tions of the sound and that which it ought to have in order that

that fixity may exist.

AYith this tonometer I purpose to resume, with more accuracy

than has hitherto been attainable, the study of the vibrations of

rigid bodies, particularly plates, in order to arrive, if possible,

at elucidatmg the question, still so much controverted, of the

propagation of sound in bodies which present at least two di-

mensions of the same order of magnitude.
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XXVIII. Notices respecting New Books.

An Introduction to the Elements of Euclid, being a familiar explana-r

tion of the first twelve propositions of the first book. By the Rev.

Stephen Hawtrey, A.M., late Assistant Master at Eton, Loudon

:

Longmans, Green, and Co. 1874. (Pp. 105.)

ONE'S first impression on looldiig at this book might be to ask,

Is it possible that the first twelve propositions of Euclid's

first book require 105 pages of explanation ? But if the querist has

ever taught the elements of geometry to a child and remembers in

what his verbal instruction consisted, he will probably find on read-

ing the book that his explanations were at least as voluminous as

those here printed ; and doubtless he Mill be both interested and in-

structed in this 'record of the method of oral teaching which was
used for many years by Mr. Hawtrey '' with some success."

We will notice very briefly the leading points of the book. In
the first place the author insists on the learner being provided with
" a pair of compasses having a pen- and pencil-leg, a small flat ruler,

and a hard pencil;" besides these, he adds, it is well to have "a
Httle box-wood triangle, called . . . .

' a set square.' " He also

insists on having the data of each problem drawn in ink before the

construction is completed in pencil. In the next place he treats

the definitions very fully, those at least which the learner needs to

begin upon ; the postulates and axioms are noticed, mth a suffi-

ciency of comment, the twelfth axiom being left out as not needed
at present. The propositions are then taken in order, directions are

given for drawing the figure hue by line, and each step of the de-

monstration commented on. At the end of each exposition the

proposition is given as it stands in Euclid—general enunciation,

particular enunciation, construction, demonstration ; and the learner

is directed to write it out.

The fourth proposition is treated at great length, and its import-

ance in regard to what follows insisted on more forcibly (not than
it deserves to be, but) than we have ever seen it insisted on before.

"It is a great and most important proposition, and has been called

the key to Euclid." The exposition of the proposition is followed

by seven exei'cises, all fully worked out ; and as they cannot be
done without assuming something more than the first four propo-
sitions, the assumptions are carefully explained ; as a deduction

from two of the exercises the fifth proposition is proved in fact

though not in name. After this the learner is ready to encounter
the fifth proposition in its proper form, which is, as Mr. Hawtrey
says, nothing but an exercise on the fourth proposition, though too

hard to be taken immediately after it.

We fear that this account of the contents is somewhat meagre ;

but there is, iu fact, not much to say about the book in the way of

description. Its merit consists in the admu-able clearness with
which all the points of a well-trodden road are brought under notice

and much insisted on, which, in these days of quick travelling, is
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apt to be passed over. The book is interestiDg in another way ; it

is quaint A\ithout affectation, and produces a very distinct impres-
sion of being MTitten by a man of a genial and original character.

Here and there little pieces of classical lore are felicitously intro-

duced, and the more appropriately as Eton was the scene of Mr,
Hawtrey's labours. The dedication runs thus:—" Mi/a-uts suis

ayairrjTols hoc opusculum dicat S, H," The "initiated" are

those pupils who have mastered the fourth proposition—who can
not only ^vrite it out, but understand and are able to apply it

—who ha\'ing got hold of the key, can go on to iuA-estigate the

hidden treasures of Euclid. We cordially recommend the book to

all who are engaged in teaching the elements of geometry to the

young ; they cannot fail to be interested, and will probably learn

from it something as to the best way of performing a difficult and
important task.

XXIX. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 74.]

May 8, 1873.—Francis Sibson, M.D., Vice-President, in the Chair.

npHE following communication was read :

—

-'' " The Action of Light on the Electrical Eesistance of Seleniiun.''

By Lieut. Sale, E.E.
It having been recently brought to notice that selenium in the

crystalline condition exhibits the remarkable property of having a

conducti-\ity varying with the degree of light to which it is ex-

posed, the following experiments were undertaken with a view to

the further elucidation of the matter :

—

Experiment 1.—A bar of crystalliae selenium measuring approxi-

mately 1-5" X "o" X '05" was procured, and platinum wire termiuals

were fastened to the ends.

The bar itself was then enclosed in a box having a draw-lid, so

as to admit or exclude the light at pleasure.

Then, the lid of the box being on, the resistance of the selenium

was measured by means of a high-resistance galvanometer and a

Wheatstone's bridge, with dial-coils capable of measuring up to

10,000,000 ohms. The battery-power was 2 cells Daniell.

The measurement was made on a dull cloudy day, and in a

room of equable temperature.

The resistance having been carefully balanced, the lid of the box

was wdthdra^\Ti, when the resistance of the selenium fell instanta-

neously and considerably, as indicated by the rapid movement of

the spot of light on the galvanometer-scale.

Experiment 2.—The transition from darkness to the light given

by an ordinary gas-burner (conditions as before), caused a slight

aiid barely perceptible fall in the resistance.

Experiment 3.—The bar of selenium was next tried in the solar
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spectrum on a very bright cloudless day (conditions as before),

except that more battery-power was used (10 cells Daniell).

The diffused daylight could not be cut off; so the trial was made
in the most shaded part of an ordinary room, the spectrum being

superimposed on the ordinary diffused daylight.

The resistances were very carefully balanced in each case, mth
the following results :

—

Resistance in darkness 330,000
violet 279,000

red 255,700

orange 277,000

green 278,000

blue and indigo 279,000

centre of red 255,000

Resistance just on the outside edge of red,

red side 220,000

Resistance in dark rays clear of red 228,000

Resistance in diffused dayhght only 270,000

Resistance talven in the dark immediately

after exposure (resistance rising) 310,000

The indications were very clear ; and the bar of selenium was so

sensitive to the action of the spectrum, that a shght movement of

the prism produced a corresponding movement ia the spot of light

on the galvanometer-scale.

It is to be noted that in this experiment the reflecting galvano-

meter was placed on a heavy masonry pillar insulated from the

floor for observatory purposes, and that the battery, bar of sele-

nium, and resistance-coils were in another room, being connected

by long and carefully insulated leads with the galvanometer.

Expenment 4.—The diffused light was cut off as much as pos-

sible by screens ; and the resistances were again balanced in the

solar spectrum. Conditions as in the last case.

Resistance of selenium in red 240,000

„ just outside red 240,700

„ in blue 270,000

„ in such diffused light as came
through screens 290,000

Light cut off by Hd of box (resistance rising) 310,000

Experiment 5.—The selenium was also exposed to the spectrum
of the electric light in a darkened room.

The effect was feeble ; but by using more battery-power in ba-

lancing, it was possible to measure the swing of the spot of light

when the selenium was suddenly exposed to the action of the hght
of the spectrum.

The maximum effect was obtained in, or just at the edge of the

red, the violet and blue rays producing scarcely any effect.

Experiment G.— -The selenium was exposed to the full sunlight;

the resistance fell enormously and instantaneously, and on balan-
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cing it was foimd to be little more than half what it was in the

darlcuess.

The following were the general results of the experiments :

—

Results.—(1) That the resistance of selenium is largely affected

by exposure to light.

(2) That this effect is not produced by the actinic rays, but is

at a maximum at, or just outside the red rays, at a place nearly

coincident with the locus of the maximum of the heat-rays.

(3) That the effect of varjong resistances is certainly not due
to any change of temperature in the bar of selenium.

(4) That the effect produced on exposure to light is sensibly in-

stantaneous, but that, on cutting off the light, the return to the

normal resistance is not so rapid.

It would seem that there exists a power in rays nearly coincident

with the heat-rays of high intensity, of altering instantaneously

and without change of temperature the molecular condition of this

particular element.

May 15.—William Spottiswoode, M.A., Treasurer and Vice-

President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

" Determination of the Xumber of Electrostatic Units in the

Electromagnetic Unit made in the Physical Laboratory of Glasgow
University," By Dugald M'Kichan, M.A.
The object of this paper is to describe experiments made at

intervals from 1870 to 1872 in the Physical Laboratory of Glasgow
University to determine the relation between the fundamental units

in the two systems of absolute electrical measurement, the electro-

magnetic and the electrostatic. A summary is also given of the

results of similar observations made by W. E. King in 1867 and
1868.

The two systems of electrical measurement, or the units which
they employ, are founded on the fundamental units of time, mass,

and space applied to the observed effects of electricity at rest and
electricity in motion. The dimensions of quantity in the two sys-

tems are such that the ratio of the electromagnetic and the elec-

trostatic unit of quantity is expressible as a velocity.

This velocity, usually known as v, is not only of great im-

portance in all combinations of electromagnetic and electrostatic

action, but it is also of great scientific iniportauce in the theory

of the propagation of electromagnetic disturbances through a di-

electric mediiun. It occupies a very important place in the deve-

lopment of the electromagnetic theory of light by Professor Clerk

Maxwell, according to whose theory this velocity v is the same as

the velocity of hght.

The first experimental determination of v was made by Weber
from a common electrostatic and electromagnetic measure of capa-

city. As the result of Weber's experiments, v was found to be

310'74x lO'* centims. per second.

Another delerminaion was made bv Prof. Clerk Maxwell in
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1868, bv means of a direct comparison of electrostatic attraction

vath. electromagnetic repulsion. His experiments gave v= 288 x IC*

ceutims. per second.

The value of v given by the experiments here described is

293 X 10' centims. per second. The method employed was that

of obtaining an absolute electrostatic and an absolute electromag-

netic measurement of the same electromotive force, v is defined

as the ratio of the units of quantity in the two systems ; but it

follows from the definition of electromotive force, that v is also the

ratio of the units of electx-omotive force in the two systems.

The electromotive force, or the difference of potentials between

the two poles of a constant DanielFs battery, was measured elec-

trostatically by means of Sir William Thomson's absolute electro-

meter. The absolute electromagnetic value of this electromotive

force was given by the effect of the current which it maintained

in the circuit of an electrodvnamoineter. The determination of

this value depended on the resistance of the electrodvnamometer-

circuit, which was reckoned in terms of the absolute value of the

British-Association standard luiit of resistance. Any correction

which may hereafter be found to be applicable to the absolute

value of this standard coil, as measured at King's College by Pro-

fessors Clerk Maxwell, Balfoiu- Stewart, and Fleemiug Jenkin, must

be applied to the value of v given above.

The comparisons made in 1867 and 1868 by Mr. King gave as

the mean value of v, 284-6 x 10"* centims. per second.

The experiments made in 1870 with the new absolute electro-

meter gave as the mean result v=29-i-5 x 10'^ centims. per second.

The result of later observations made under much more favourable

circumstances was v= 292-4x 10^ centims. per second.

The latest observations (1872) furnish the most probable value

of V, 293 X 10** centims. per second.

" On the Heating of a Disk bv rapid Eotation in vacuo." By
Balfour Stewart, M.A., F.E.S , and P. G. Tait, M.A.

26. In two previous communications (Proc. Eoy. Soc. June 15,

1865, and No. 88, 1866) to this Society, we gave an account of

some experiments which we had made upon the heating of a disk

through rotation in vacuo. In these experiments the increase of

radiation of the heated disk was observed by means of a delicate

thermopile and galvanometer. Three aluminium disks of Aarious

thicknesses and one ebonite disk were used ; and the results derived

from the experiments were as follows :

—

(1) The heating effect observed appeared to be independent of

the density, and of the chemical constitution, of the residual air and

vapour surrounding the disks.

(2) The quantity of heat developed under similar circumstances

of rotation in three aluminiimi disks 'OS, '0375, "025 of an inch in

thickness respectively appeared to be the same, inasmuch as the

relative thermometric effect for these disks varied inversely as their

thickness.
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(3) Besides the heating effect alluded to in (1) and (2), there
was found to be, when the vacuum had been recently made, a strictly

temporary effect, sometimes in the direction of heat, sometimes in
that of cold, o^^iug probably to the condensation or evaporation of

small quantities of aqueous vapour ; but this effect was only notice-

able during rotation, disappearing the moment the motion was
stopped.

27. The experiments described in these communications were re-

sumed in 1870. In the interval an addition had been made to the
apparatus, in virtue of which an ordinary carbonic-acid vacuum
might be subjected to the influence of a vessel containing potash
allowed to open in it, and thus to absorb as much as possible of the
remaioing gas.

On May 4 a carbonic-acid vacuum was obtained by this means
(pressure 0-05 in.). A disk made of cartridge-paper, when made
to rotate in this vacuum, gave a very perceptible result. Carbonic
acid was then allowed to enter the vacuum until the pressure
became 0"65 in. The consequence of this increased pressm-e was in

this instance an increase in the effect, which was probably of a per-

manent nature, inasmuch as it remained after three days. Unfor-
tunately the exact increase was not noted ; but it is beheved that

the heat-indication became about three times as great in conse-
quence of the additional pressure.

28. On May 11 another carbonic-acid vacuum was made (pres-

sure 0*12 iu.), and at the suggestion of Professor Maxwell a sul-

phuric-acid gauge was placed in the receiver. A rotation was then
made ; and the result of the rotarion was a hardly perceptible rise

in the sulphuric-acid gauge. AVe may therefore imagine that the

residual air was not greatly heated.

29. On May 1 6 another carbonic-acid vacuum was obtained (pres-

sure 0-08 in.), and with an ebonite disk of about ^ inch thickness,

the heat-indication was 16. Carbonic acid was introduced until the

pressure was 1-6 in. ; but the indication was only 18. This result

is in conformity "nith our previous experiments, in which an in-

crease of pressure of the residual air produced little or no effect.

30. The ebonite disk was likewise tried in a carbonic-acid va-

cuum, pressure 0*04 in. ; and also in one, pressure 0'02 in., which

was the lowest we could obtain. The result of these experiments

appeared to show that in all probability the cariridge-paper disk

radiated more than twice as much as the thin ebonite disk. The
experiments were put a stop to by a collapse of the glass receiver

during rotation, fortunately without injuring any one present.

31. In Jvme 1871 the experiments were resumed. In the mean
time Mr. Beckley had fitted the apparatus -ndth an arrangement

working through a barometei'-tube, by means of which, instead of

trusting to radiation, the disk itself might, after rotation, be tapped

by means of the pile, which could be brought up to it and then

withdra\Mi. By this means a much larger effect might be obtained ;

and it became possible, by varring the adjustment, to find according

to what law the heat effect varies with the distance from the centre.
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32. These experiments were conducted in the following man-
ner:—The disk was first of all tapped before rotation several

times ; at each tapping the momentary swing of the needle was re-

corded, and the mean of the readhigs was regarded as indicating the

state of the disk with respect to heat.

The disk was next tapped after rotation, and the difference

between the readings before and after was taken as indicating the

change in the state of the disk produced by rotation. In the later

experiments the disk before rotation was kept in shght motion in

order to equalize any tendency to unequal heating of its various

parts; but this was not done in the experiments of June 1871.

In these experiments (June 1871) the disk was of brown paper,

and the results obtained were as follows :—For a carbonic-acid va-

cuum (pressure 0"065 in.) a swing of 307 divisions was recorded,

while for a hydrogen vacuum (pressure 0*150 in.) a swing of 281
di'V'isions was recorded. Each result was the mean of three rotations.

33. The next experiments were made in January 1872. The gal-

vanometer was one of Thomson's, but more adapted for battery

currents, and hence not in a very delicate state for these experi-

ments ; the time of vibration of the needle was 3 seconds. The
disk used was of ebonite (thickness about J^j- in.). The ebonite of

this disk was completely black ; and in this respect, as well as in

beiag thinner, it differed from the ebonite disk first used in the

radiation-experiments (art. 17). In the present experiments the

centre of the pile was made to tap the disk at a distance of 1*5

in. from the rim. The amount and velocity of rotation were re-

presented by 30 tui'us of the handle, or 3750 turns of the disk, in

about 40 seconds. The following results were obtained, a result

representing on an average somewhat more than four rotations :

—

Pressui-e of Heat-indication for

residual gas, , *
s.

in inches. Dry hydrogen. Dry air. Dry carbonic acid.

(A) ^(j
11-5 35-0 33-0

(B) ^%- 7-5 15-0 15-0

It would thus appear that the results derived by tapping are
very different from the radiation-results, inasmuch as in the former
the effect of the pressure and quahty of the residual air is very ap-
parent, while in the radiation-results it is hardly perceptible. A
probable explanation of this will be given afterwards (art. 46) ; but
in the mean time, in view of these results, it ^\ill be expedient to
discuss them quite independently and by themselves, with the view
of ascertaining whether they can best be explained by a gas-effect
alone, or whether they hkewise indicate a residual effect indepen-
dent of gas.

34. "With this object let us take -—~^ ^ as representing the

whole effect at a pressure of -^ in., due to whatever cause or causes.
We thus obtain

Dry hydrogen. Dry air. Dry carbonic acid.

Whole effect at /^ . .
9-5 25-0 ' 24-0
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Again, let us suppose that (A)— (B) denotes the gas-effect for^ in.,

and we obtain
Dry hydrogen. Dry air. Dry carbonic acid.

Gas-effect at ^^^ ' 4.9 20-U
'

18-U

rinally, let us regard as luiknown residual effect the difference

between the wlwle effect and the gas-effect, and we obtain

Dry hydrogen. Dry air. Dry carbonic acid.

Eesidual effect .... 5*5 5-0 6-0

35. Similar experiments with the same galvanometer were made
with a disk of cartridge-paper, of which the pores were filled

with solid paraffin. And here we may mention that iu all experi-

ments with, paper disks a small wooden attachment was placed at

some little distance behind the disk and at the height of the pile,

and against this the disk M'as pressed during tapping—care being

taken that the disk did not touch it during motion, but only when
it was pressed against it by bringing up the pile.

With this paper disk the amount and speed of motion were repre-

sented by 30 tui'ns of the handle, or 3750 turns of the disk, in 30
seconds. The results were as follows, a result representing on an
average somewhat less than four rotations :

—

Pressure of Heat-indication for

residual gas,

in inches. Dry hydrogen. Dry air. Dry carbonic acid,

(A) ^^j- 27-0 o5-0 55-0

(B) ^ 23-0 35-0 32-0

Treating these results in the same manner as those of the ebonite

diskjWe obtain :

—

Drv hydrogen. Dry air. Dry carbonic acid.

^Tiole effect (-4) . . ' 25-0 45-0 ' 43-5

Gas-effect (Jj^) .... 4-0 20-0 23-0

Eesidual effect .... 21-0 25-0 20-5

36. Xow, if we suppose that there is only one effect due to

gas, it follows :

—

(a) That the proportion between the effects due to the various

gases experimented on (and all of the same pressure) is neverthe-

less different for the two disks.

(/3) That the proportion (for the same disk) between the effects

due to the various gases experimented on is different according to

the pressure.

If, however, we suppose that there are two effects, one of which

is independent of the residual gas, we find :

—

(a) That, as regards the gas-effect, the proportion between that

due to the various gases is nearly the same for both disks. Thus

in the ebonite disk we have 4, 20, 18, while in the paper disk we
have 4, 20, 23 as representing the gas-effect for the various gases.

(/3) That the residual effect in either disk is nearly the same for

the various gases. Thus in the ebonite disk we have 5-5, 5-0, 6*0,

while in the paper disk we have 21-0, 25-0, 20-5 as representing the

residual effect for the various gases.
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The results are thus much more simple on the hypothesis of two
effects, one of these being independent of the residual gas, than on
the hypothesis of only one eifect.

37. It was next endeavoured to ascertain whether these two
effects were differently influenced by a blind.

A linen bhnd was first used before the thin ebonite disk, which
it cloaked during rotation, falling down afterwards. During rota-

tion the blind did not appear to touch the disk. A delicate galva-

nometer was used for this experiment ; and the time of vibration of

the needle was 2 seconds. The rotation consisted of 30 turns of the

handle in 40 seconds, as before. The following result was obtained

(each number representing the mean of two observations) :

—

T^ of dry hydrogen . .•

^ hydrogen+^ air

ithout blind.
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being the mean of 6 observations), we obtain the following effect :

—

For dry hydrogeu }
Jj"^ ^^

and hence we find residual effect =31,
From all these results, allowing for errors of experiment, we may

suppose that the residual effect is not much altered by a chamois-

leather blind.

We ought to mention that the numbers of this article, similarly to

those of art. 38, represent the mean of two tappings, the one taken

immediately after rotation, and the other after the inter\"al of one

minute.

40. It was suggested to us by Prof. Helmholtz that it would be

desirable to ascertain whether any difference was produced in the

results by loading the disk on one side ; for if these results were

due to vibration, it might be supposed that they would be affected

by this means.
It will be seen by art. 39 that the residual effect obtained from

a disk covered with chamois leather is approximately the same as

that from an uncovered disk ; this would appear to us to be against

the vibration h^'pothesis.

In the following experiment the disk was covered with a chamois-

leather blind with a segment cut out as underneath

—

A mean of two sets of experiments (consisting of 16 separate

observations, and embracing results immediately after rotation, as

weU as results one minute after) gave as the result of tapping in

A with 2F ^T hydrogen 47, while a mean of 24 similar observations

with the same atmosphere gave as the result of tapping an uncovered

disk 53. Allowing for errors of experiment, we may conclude that

this arrangement does not much influence the results.

41 . The disk was next treated in the following manner :

—
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It was covered with a chamois leather blind tied into holes drilled

in the disk, and having the above shape. The mean of 3 sets of

experiments similar to those in art. 40, and consisting of 18 separate

observations, gave as follows foran atmosphere of ^ dry hydrogen,

tapping in A 54, tapping in B 56, which two results are approxi-

mately equal to one another, the mean being 55.

The mean of 3 sets of experiments, consisting of 24 separate

observations for an atmosphere of -^u
hydrogen, but with an unco-

vered disk, gave 53 as the heat-result. All these experiments

apparently combine to prove that the result is not due to vibi-ation.

42. When the atmosphere was ^5^ hyd. 4- ^^o' aii'^'^'e also found

A and B approximately the same, A giving 181 while B gave 182

;

we have therefore not hesitated to combine together the results of

tapping in this atmosphere, whether at A, or at B, or with aii

uncovered disk, in the comparison given in art. 38.

43. Our next experiments were made with, the ^dew of testing

whether or not the two effects, the residual and the gas-effect, were

resident in the same particles of the disk ; and for this purpose the

experiments made immediately after rotation were compared with

those made one minute afterwards.

The experiments available for this purpose are so numerous that

they can bear splitting into two portions, in each of which the same

result is seen.

Thus we have for an atmosphere of ^ dry hydrogen, and as the

mean of 30 individual comparisons,

Effect at first : Effect one minute after : : 1-30 : 1 ;

also, as the mean of 22 individual comparisons, we obtain the pro-

portion of 1*19 : 1, while as the mean of the whole we obtain

1-25 : 1.

Treating in a similar manner the observations made with an atmo-

sphere of ^\ hyd. + Tpij air, we obtain

As the mean of 25 comparisons 1*47 : 1,

As the mean of 21 comparisons 1-41 : 1,

while as the mean of the whole we obtain 1*44 : 1.

We therefore conclude that the residual effect is less diminished

during the interval of one minute than the gas-effect.

44. We next made experiments wdth two aluminium disks -05

and "025 of an inch in thickness respectively. These disks were

covei'ed on both sides with a coating of lampblack applied by nega-

tive photographic varnish.

In both disks we found that with a vacuum of -^\ hyd. the effect

' one minute after rotation was gi'eater than the effect immediately
after rotation. Thus we have :

—

CA u *} \ [Effect at first : Effect one minute after :: '85 : 1;
ot 4 observations) J

For thin disk (mean 1

of 2 experiments, I

^^_ . ^^ ,. .g^ ^ i.
embracmg / obser- f

vations)
J

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 311. March 1874. Q
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But in eases where the gas-effect was considerable, this peculiarity-

disappeared. Thus we have for an atmosphere of ^\ hyd.+ 2% air :

—

oT2^5eSoTitr}^^^^*^*^'* =
^^^'*°^^^^^*^®^^^ '' ^'^^

=
1-

For thin disk (mean 1 j , -, ^ - -,

of 2 observations) |
*^^- = ^^^ == ^'^^ '• 1'

Also, for an air-vacuum of ^, we have

i! o V, i| \
[Effect at first : Effect one minute after :: 1-49 : 1.

In all the exjoeriments with aluminium disks the needle of the

galvanometer vibrated 20 times m 20 seconds, and the rotation

consisted of 30 turns of the handle in 40 seconds.

Without pretending to explain all these experiments*, it must,

we think, be concluded from them that there are two effects which
are differently distributed over the particles of the disk.

45. The relation between the effect for ^ hyd. and that for -^^

hyd.+ ^ air for the thiu aluminium disk (galv. 20 La 20 seconds)

is given as follows :

—

Effect for ^^ hyd. (mean 1
, J Effect for -^^ hyd.-)- -^,3- air 1

. . 40 . oog
of 22 observations)

J
"

[ (mean of 10 observations)
J

'

'

In the preceding experiments the centre of the pUe was at a dis-

tance (along the radius) of 1-5 in. from the rim of the disk. In

the follo\\ing experiment it was adjusted so as to be at a. radial

distance of 2-9 in. from the rim of the same disk. With this alte-

ration and ^ith the thin aluminium disk we obtained

Effect for t^ hyd. (mean "1

_ J
Effect for -^- hyd.-l--^^,y air "1 _ o- . -1 ^-

of 7 observations)
J

'

\ (mean of 9 observations) ]
'

'

We thus see that the effect for -^ hyd. (which may be supposed

to represent the residual effect) and that for ^ hyd. -\- 1^ air (which

may be supposed to represent the gas-effect) are both diminished

in very nearly the same proportion, namely 100 : 77, by the above

transference of the pile to a position nearer the centre of the disk.

It would thus appear that the difference iu distribution among the

particles of the two effects brought to light in art. 44 cannot be

explained by a difference from centre to rim, but would rather seem
to be due to a difference in depth. If this appear to be improbable,

it must be remembered that these experiments were not made on a

naked metallic disk. These experiments would therefore appear

to show that in an aluminium disk covered v. ith varnish, as well as

in a disk of ebonite, we may imagine the residual eftect to be more
deeply seated than the gas-effect.

46. We venture on the following as what appears to us to be the

most probable explanation of the whole body of experiments, inclu-

ding those -nith radiation.

(1) There is a temporary heat or cold effect (art. 26) which
* May not this peculiarity of the aluminium disk iu the hydrogen vacuum

be due to some hygrometric surface-effect resident in the varnish? In one

experiment, but only one, the peculiarity \vas absent.
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may be supposed to arise in particles very slightly attached to the

disk ; this is radiated off chiefly during rotation, and probably does

not greatly affect the disk afterwards.

(2) There is a surface gas-effect, which in an aluminium and

even in an ebonite disk is conducted into the interior as it arises,

so that it does not greatly radiate during rotation of the disk (art.

26). In a paper disk, however, which is formed of a badly con-

ducting material loosely put together, part of the effect does escape

as radiation during rotation (art. 27).

(3) There is a residual effect, which is more deeply seated than

the gas-effect. And inasmuch as radiation takes place from a

perceptible depth, this effect is much more influential than the gas-

effect in increasing radiation after rotation. In the case of a paper

disk, this deeply seated effect will be less diminished by radiation

during rotation than the gas-effect, and therefore after rotation

in such a disk we might expect the gas-effect to be peculiarly small

(art. 35).

47. In the course of these experiments we have endeavoured to

prove that this residual effect is not caused by vibration. The ra-

diation-experiments with aluminium disks of three different thick-

nesses went, on the other hand, to show that it was of the nature

of a surface-effect. This is confirmed by the results derived from
tapping ; for, in the first place, the experiments of art. 45 show
that the two effects (the residual and the gas-effect) are probably

distributed in the same proportion, going from the centre to the

circumference of the disk. Again , taking the two disks of thick-

ness '05 and '025 of an inch, we obtain the following results :

—

Effect for ^^ hycl. Effect for ^ byd.+^ air.

Thin disk 48 (22 observations). 228 (10 observations).

Thick disk 29 (20 observations). 108 (10 observations).

Now, allowing for errors of experiment, we see that the resi-

dual, as well as the gas-effect, is reduced to about one half for the

thick disk.

Again, an experiment of a similar nature gave the effect for -^^

hyd. in an ebonite disk of y\j- in. in thickness =33, against a result

= 55 for the thin ebonite disk. Unfortunately it was omitted to

make a comparison wdth these t\\'o dislvs for the gas-effect ; never-

theless these results are all in favour of the residual effect being a

surface-effect.

48. It might be well to make one remark regarding these experi-

ments. They are not like the radiation-experiments, which required

an extremely dehcate instrument in order to give a sensible effect.

But, on the other hand, the effect obtained by tapping being that

due to the mere surface of the disk, is liable to be altered by any
thing which affects the surface of the disk. "We have come to the

conclusion that in such experiments it is unad^isable to use a po-
rous hygrometric surface, such as that of paper, not having its pores

filled with paraffin or some other similar substance. It is likewise

desirable that all parts of the apparatus should be as nearly as pos^

sible of the same temperature ; indeed we suspect that some ex-

Q 2
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periments made during some very peculiar summer weather were
influenced by a want of temperature-equilibrium between the various

parts of the apparatus, the result appearing to be that the gas-

effect for the ebonite disk was abnormally large.

49. Our conclusion from the e^"idence before us is, that the resi-

dual effect is a surface-eft'ect more deeply seated than the gas-effect,

but distributed outwards from the centre to the circumference, very

much in the same manner as the gas-effect. The residual effect

likewise appears able to penetrate a chamois-leather blind without

any perceptible diminution. We regard these conclusions as pre-

liminary, and shall endeavour in our future expeiiments to procure

additional evidence of these properties of the residual effect, as well

as to obtain new facts- regarding it. In the mean time, as the sub-

ject is one of interest, and has been already too long delayed, we
have not hesitated to bring these results before the notice of the

Eoyal Society.

In concluding we would desire to express otir thanks to ]Mr. F.

Kingdon for bis assistance to us in many of these er[Deriments.

June 19.—William Spottiswoode, M.A., Treasurer and Vice-

President, in the Chair.

The following communication v/as read :

—

" The Diurnal Variations of the AVind and Barometric Pressure

at Bombay." By F. Chambers.

The object of this paper is to bring to notice a remarkable

relation that has been foimd to exist between the diurnal variations

of the wind and the barometer at Bombay.
The observations made use of are the records of a Eobinson's

anemograph during the first three years of its performance, viz,

from June 1867 to May 1870, and the corresponding hourly ob-

servations of the barometer and the dry- and wet-bulb thermometer
made at the Government Observatory, Bombay.

The mean results for each hoiu" of the day during the whole

period and the mean diurnal variations of each element are tabu-

lated and graph ically represented by figures. The diurnal variation

of the wind is then investigated, the most influential part of which

is attributed to the land- and sea-breezes which blow fi'om E.S.E.

and W.X.W., and are shown to follow mainly the same law of

progression as the temperature of the air, thus affording confirma-

tory evidence of the truth of Halley's theory of the trade-winds as

apphed to land- and sea-breezes.

Some peculiarities of the curve representing the land- and sea-

breezes are then pointed out, and these, the winter concludes, are due

to the superposition of another distinct variation having t«-o maxima
and two minima in the twenty-four hours hke the barometer va-

riation ; and he supports his views by a reference to the variation

of the east components of the \\ind in the months of July and
August, when the land- and sea-breezes h^\e almost disappeared.

This is found to exhibit a decided double period. The north com-
ponents of the land- and sea-breezes are then approximately elimi-

uated from the north components of the whole variation, and the
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variatiou which theu remains exhibits a very decided double period

iu this direction also. These variations with double periods are re-

garded as indicative of the existence of a double diurnal variation

in the general movements of the atmosphere. Upon this hypo-

thesis typical diurnal variations of the wind are deduced for north

and south low latitudes—that for north latitudes exhibiting a

double diurnal right-handed rotation, and that for south latitudes

a double diurnal left-handed rotation ; and from these the diurnal

variation of the barometer is deduced.

The movements of the wind-vane at Bombay are then analyzed

;

and the writer concludes that the greater part of the excess of

" direct " over " retrograde " rotation of the vane at Bombay is due

to the diurnal variation of the wind.

Extracts are given from observations made at St. Helena, To-

ronto, and Ealmouth, showing the character of the diurnal wind-

variations at those places, and their greater or less agreement

with the deduced typical curves. The writer maintains that these

variations afford independently" a possible, if not a probable, ex-

planation of that movement of the air which Dove had called the

*' Law of Gyration ;" and, in conclusion, he points to the extent

of their appHcability in deducing weather probabilities, and to the

method of discussing storms.

A postscript is added, giving the mean diurnal variation of the

wind at Saudwick Manse, Orkney, and poiutiug out its general

conformity with the results deduced from the Bombay wind-ol)ser-

vations.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 7/.]

February 2G, 1873.—Prof. Ramsay, F.E.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The followiiig communications were read :

—

1. " On the Jurassic Eocks of Skye and Raasay." By James

Bryce, M.A., LL.D., F.G.S.

In this paper the author described numerous sections of Jurassic

rocks exposed chiefly in the sea-clifis of Skye and Eaasay, indicating

the presence in those islands of a complete series of beds ascending

from the Lower Lias to the middle of the Middle Oolite. He
noticed the occurrence in these sections of fossils belonging- to the

zones of Ammonites angulatus and A. Baclckmdi in the Lower Lias,

to the zones of A. Jamesoni, A, capricornus, A. man/aritatus, and

A. spinatus in the Middle Lias, of Lpper Lias fossils, including

Ammonites communis, falcifer, hcteropkyUus, and hifrons, and of

others indicating beds belonging to the Inferior Oolite and Corn-

brash and to the Oxford Clay. The Loch-StafRn beds were described

as an estuarine series, nearly approaching the Oxford Clay in geo-

logical age, and including a bed almost entirely made up of the

shells of Ostrea hehridica.

The whole series of Jurassic rocks in these islands reposes on the

Torridon sandstone of Cambrian age ; and the author discussed the
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:

—
question whether or not the interTening beds have ever existed in

this locality, and came to the conclusion that they probably existed,

and have been swept away by denudation. He remarked further

upon the resemblance in lithological characters of the beds described

to the corresponding deposits elsewhere in Britain. The trap-

rocks intruded between the Jurassic deposits he regarded as of post-

oolitic date. The paper was accompanied by lists of fossils and
descriptions of some new species prepared by ilr. Ealph Tate.

2. " Observations on the more remarkable Boulders of the North-
west of England and the "Welsh Borders." By D. ilackintosh^

Esq., F.G.S.

In this paper the author described the situation and indicated the

probable origin of many of the more striking known boulders m
Westmoreland, Cumberlaud, Lancashire, Cheshire, and on the bor-

ders of "Wales. The northern bonklers seem to have originated

chiefly from Wastdale Crag, Criffel, Ennerdale, and Eskdale ; those

of Cheshire chiefly from the Lake district and south of f^cotland

;

and many of those on the Welsh borders from the mountains of

"Wales. Many of the boulders noticed by the author exhibit glacial

striae. The author also especially referred to the occurrence of

boulders at high levels.

March 12th, 1873.—Joseph Prest^^ich, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " Xote on some Brachiopoda collected by Mr. Judd from the

Jurassic Deposits of the East Coast of Scotland." By Thomas David-

son, Esq., F.E.S., F.G.S.

In this note the author stated that four species of Brachiopoda

collected by Mr. Judd were especially worthy of notice, two of them
being quite new, and two new to Britain. Three of them were ob-

tained from the equivalent of the Kimmeridge Clay, which was
the more remarkable as the Brachiopoda of that tbrmation are

comparatively few. The new species described were EhifncJioneUa

Sutherlandi and Terebratula Joassi, derived, with Terehratida liume-

raJis, Rom., from the Upper Oolite of Garty in Sutherland; the

fouith species is Terebratula hisvffarcmata, Schlot., from the Lower
Calcareous Grit of Braambeny Hill. This note is intended to form

an appendix to Mr. Judd's paper on the Secondary rocks of the east

coast of Scotland, and is accompanied by a plate.

2. " On Solfataras and deposits of Sulphur at Kalamaki, near

the Isthmus of Corinth." By Prof. D. T. Ansted, M.A., F.E.S.,

F.G.S.

After noting the traces of volcanic action east of the Pindus chain,

the author described the Solfataras and sulphur-deposits of the neigh-

bourhood of Kalamaki as furnishing indications that there is even

now a real though subdued volcanic energj- in this part of Europe.

At this place, about three miles east of the Isthmus of Corinth,

there is a series of cream-coloured and grey gypseous marls, broken
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by narrow gorges and tissures. These marls, the stratihcation of

which is much disturbed, are loaded with sulphur. In the principal

gorge there are several lateral fissures, forming caverns, communi-
cating \\dth the interior by deep cracks ; these caverns are com-
pletely lined with crystals of sulphur and other volcanic minerals,

and are rendered inaccessible by the large body of hot stilling

vapours constantly emitted through them. The temperature of

this vapoiu', where it can be reached, is about 100^ E. ; but the floor of

the caverns is too hot to stand on, even near the entrance. The
author is of opinion that the rocks in this gorge might be profitably

worked for sulphur, Similar phenomena occur in several other

places within about a mile of the ravine described ; and the author

was informed that this was the case also several miles further to

the east.

The author adverted to other signs of volcanic action to the west

of these solfataras, and especially to the structure of the AcropoHs
of ancient Corinth, and inferred that lines of volcanic action parallel

to the spurs of the Alps of which Etna and Vesuvius and Santorin

are the modern vents, ranged far to the north at no distant period.

3. " On the Origin of Clay-Ironstone." By J. Lucas, Esq.,

F.G.S.

The author commenced by giving a general view of the varieties,

chemical composition, and mode of occurrence of Clay-ironstone, and
suggested that the formation of all the bedded varieties may be ex-
plained by the supposition that they originated in peaty or non-
peaty lagoons on the alluvial flats of the deltas of the Carboniferous

formations, which would present semiterrestrial conditions—that is

to say, a surface exposed to the air, but subject to be covered by
floods. Carbonic acid (formed in the lagoons from decomposing
vegetable matter) meeting with protoxide of iron in solution, would
unite with it to form carbonate of iron, which, with the mud of

the lagoon, would produce Clay-ironstone. Thus, in the author's

opinion, the beds of Clay-ironstone, like Coal-beds, mark terrestrial

horizons. The author supported his views by reference to various

sections, and also cited the occurrence of what he regarded as an
analogous phenomenon on a small scale in some mud obtained from
the shore between Eedcar and Saltburn.

4, " Note in vindication of LeptoiMoeum rhomhicum and Lepido-

dendron gaspianumr By Principal Dawson, LL.D., F.R.S., E.G.S.

This note accompanied some photographs of the remains of plants

referred to, and was in opposition to the identification of these re-

mains with the Lepidodendron notJmm, linger, as proposed by Mr.
Carruthers in his Appendix to Mr. Daintree's paper on the Geology

of Queensland. The author maintained that his Lepidodendron
fjaspianum is distinct from Unger's species, although nearly allied

to it, and that his LeptopMcewa rhomhicum differs from both gene-
rically and specifically. He tabulated as follows the characters of

his two species :

—
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2. " On the Tree Ferns of the Coal-measures, and their relations

to other living and fossil forms." By W. Carruthers, Esq., F.R.S.,

F.G.S.

After referring to the remarkably uniform character of the order

of Ferns throughout their whole history on the globe, the author

pointed out that there existed in the Coal-measures two very di-

stinct kinds of fern-stems, each represented by several species. Both

of these were very different from the Clielepteris-gYowj) already de-

scribed by the author in the Journal of the Society. The first group

had a stem-structure like that of living tree ferns. In them the

vascular elements of the stem formed a closed cylinder round the

pith ; and the vascular bundles for the leaves were given off from

the out-turned edges of the cylinder, where, at regular intervals,

corresponding to the position of the leaves, narrow meshes occur for

this purpose. To this group were referred the stem described by
Lmdley and Hutton as Caulopteris Philllps'd, and several hitherto

undescribed species from lladstock and Newcastle. 'Ho materials had
yet been detected which could throw any light on the foliage or fruit

of these fern-stems. The second group included some stems the

casts of which the author had obtained from Radstock, and the root-

structures from Halifax. By the help of a fine series of specimens in

the collections of the British Museum, he was able to correlate the

different parts of these plants. The stems had been described by
Corda under the name of Stemmatopteris. They differed from the

other group chiefly in having the ends of the vascular plates, as seen

in the transverse section, turned inwards, and having the bundles of

the leaves formed in a complete condition in the axis of the stem.

The author showed that the relation of the^different parts of the stem
in the species of Caidopteris was the same as in a first year's dicotyle-

don, while in the latter group the analogy of the structures was
with the mouocotyledonous stem. The roots, which surrounded the

older portions of the stem, formed the well-known genus Psaroniiis

of Cotta ; and as this was the earlier name, it was proposed to retain

it for the genus. There was associated with all the fine specimens
of this group which he had received from J. M'Murtrie, Esq., F.G.S.,

foliage which had been described as Cijatheites arhorescens. Although
this had not been observed organically connected with the stems, the
author adduced several reasons for believing that it belonged to

them. If this connexion could be established, it was of the greater

importance, as this form was knowTi in fruit, and the fruit esta-

blished that its affinities were with the living Alsophilas and Cya-
theas. Many species of this genus occurred in the continental coal-

fields ; but the author beheved that all the specimens found in Eng-
land, though differing considerably amongst themselves, belonged to

a single species.

3. " Notes on the Geology of Kazirun, Persia." By A. H.
Schindler, Esq.

In this paper, which accompanied a series of specimens presented
to the Museum of the Society, the author described the section pre-
sented by the hills in the neighbourhood of Kaziruu. The general
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surface was described as consisting of nearly unfossiliferous Post-
tertiary deposits, immediately beneath which is an unstratified marine
deposit containing a great abundance of fossils, among which are
species of Ostrea, Pecten, and Cidaris (?). Below this deposit is a
succession of strata, repeated several times in the hills ; and at the
bottom of the series in each case is a bed of gypsum. The spaces
between the recurrent series are fiUed up with conglomerates. Be-
neath the gypseous series is a formation of compact limestone, which
rises to a height of about 1500 feet both north and south of the
plain of Kazimn ; its beds dip 2b°, and their strike is from X.E, to

S.W. The author mentioned the occurrence in a gypsum quarry
near Kazirun of three long cylinders from 6 to 10 feet in diameter,

composed of the same material as the surroundiug rock. He also

stated that he had examined several caverns in the neighbouring
mountains, and also the great cave at Shahpoor, but without dis-

covering any organic remains.

Apiil 9th, 1873.—His Grace the Duke of ArgyU, K.T., F.R.S.,

President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " Lakes of the Xorth-eastern Alps, and their beaiing on the

Glacier-erosion Theory." By the Pvev. T. G. Bonney, M.A., F.G.S.

The purpose of this paper was to test, by the Lakes of the Salz-

kammergut and neighbourhood, the theory of the erosion of lake-

basins by glaciers, which has been advanced by Professor Bamsay.
The author premised :

—

(1) That an extensive glacier could not exist without a consider-

able area to supply it.

(2) That under no circumstances could a glacier excavate a chff

of considerable height (say 1000 feet) approximately vertical.

(3) That owing to the proximity of the regions, a theory of ex-

cavation which applied to the "Western and Central Alps ought to be

applicable also to the Eastern Alps.

He then proceeded to examine a number of lakes in detail.

The Konigsee lies in a remarkably deep, steep-sided valley, ter-

minated by a cirque, with cMs fuU a thousand feet high, and has

no large supply-area behind.

The HalLstadtersee is similarly situated, has a cirque at the

head, and two lateral valleys nearly at right angles to the lake, up

which arms of it have formerly extended. These are not likely to

have furnished glaciers which could have excavated the lake ; and

above the cii-que there is no large supply-area.

The Gosauthal consists of lake-basins separated by valleys of river-

erosion.

The Fuschelsee and AYoLfgangersee, on the south side of the

Schafberg, are separated by a narrow sharp ridge of hiHs, incapable

of nourishing glaciers large enough to giind them out ; there are

no signs of glaciers from other directions having eroded them.

The Mondsee and Attersee (once one lake) on the north lie

under the steep cliflFs of the Schafberg, which could not have nou-

rished a large glacier ; and the ridge of the Schafberg is too sharp
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to admit of the supposition that a great glacier, coming from the

south, has passed over it to excavate the lake
; yet the Attersee,

in a position least favourable to glacial action, is the largest and
deepest lake in the Salzkammergut. The head of the vaUey in

which these lakes lie is really among low hills, in the direction of

the Austro-Bavarian plain.

The Traunsee was shown to give no evidence in favour of a theory

of glacial erosion.

Since, then, these lakes either had at their heads preglacial cirques

(the very existence of which was incompatible with much erosive

power on the part of a glacier), or were beneath sharp and not

greatly elevated ridges of rock, the author concluded that they had
not been excavated primarily by glaciers.

He considered a far .more probable explanation to be, that the

greater lake-basins were parts of ordinary valleys, excavated by rain

and rivers, the beds of which had undergone disturbances after the

valley had assumed approximately its present contour. He showed
that the lakes were in most cases maintained at their present level

by drift,—and that while in a region so subject to slight disturbances

as the Alps positive evidence for his theory would be almost impos-

sible to obtain, no lake offered any against it, and one, the Kcinig-

see, was very favourable to it.

2. " On the Effects of Glacier-erosion in Alpine YaUeys." By
Hignor B. Gastaldi.

The author described the occurrence in the vaUey of the Lanzo
and other Alpine valleys, at heights between 2000 and 3000 metres

(6700 and 10,000 feet), of large cirques,_in two of which, in the vaUey
Sauze de Cesanne, the bottom was occupied in the autumn by gla-

ciers reduced to their smallest dimensions. The author noticed the

various rocks in which these cirques were cut, and expressed his

opinion that they are the beds formerly occupied by glaciers, the

power of which to excavate even comparatively hard rocks, such as

felspathic, amphibolite-, and chlorite-schists, he considered to be
proved.

The author then referred to the mouths of the Alpine valleys

opening upon the plain, which he described as being generally very
narrow in proportion to their length, width, and orographical im-
portance ; and he pointed out that in the case of the valley of the

Stura, at any rate, the outlet of the valley has been cut out by the

river. This peculiarity he accounts for by the fact that whilst the

calcareous and felspathic rocks are easily disintegrated by atmo-
spheric action, certain other rocks, such as the amphibolites, diorites,

syenites, amphibolite-schists, euphotides, serpentines, &c., resist

atmospheric denudation ; and he indicated the peculiar distribution

of these rocks in the region under consideration, by reason of which
portions of them occupied the points which are now the mouths of
the valleys.
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ON THE LIMITS OF THE EFFECTIVE POWER OF MICROSCOPES.

BY PROFESSOR HELMHOLTZ.

A CCOEDIXG to a general law of optical instruments, first ad-
-^^ vauced by Lagrange, the more the magnif\TLug is augmented the

narrower become the pencUs of rays which pass from a single point

of the object through the instrument. The narrower the cones of

rays, the less becomes the brightness of the image,and the greater the

indistinctness occasioned by entoptic shadows and diffraction. If

the magnitude of the smallest perceptible objects is estimated from

the distance between each t^-o bright lines which can be recognized

as separate from one another, this magnitude may be regarded as

equal to that which in the magnified image of the object equals the

oidth of the outer diffraction-fringes of each bright point. This

is a quantity dependent only on the angle of divergence of the in-

cident rays, and independent of the construction of the instrument.

Calling a the angle formed \nth the axis by the extreme rays of

the pencil from the axial point of the object, incident on and passing

through the instrument, at their starting-point, X the wave-length

of the light in the medium in which the object is situated, c the

magnitude of the smallest recognizable distance on the object,

_ X

2 sin a

If the rays pass through a plane siu-face, in air, perpendicular to

the axis, and if the values of X and a referred to air be denoted by

X^ and a^, we can also %\Tite

2 sm a.

Our newer immersion microscopes make a^ nearly equal to a right

angle ; then e becomes equal to half the wave-length of the light

employed. For the middle greenish yellow light of the greatest

brightness we can put
X^= 0-0005.5 millim.,

e=0-000275= -jJ^ millim.

The more reliable of the newer measurements, especially those made

on objects which actually give a broad cone of light, have for their

result numbers (as -^\-^ millim., Harting) not much greater than

that.

—

Monatshencht der Jcon. jjrcuss. AJcad. September and October

1873, p. 625.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES ON NEWTON^S COLOURED RINGS.

BY P. DESAINS.

The experimental verification of the theory of Xewton's rings

ordinarily consists only in measuring, under one or several inci-

dences, the diameters of a certain number of those rings. A good

micrometric screw permits the measurements to be made very con-

veniently and with much rigom-. A screw can also be employed

for measuring directly the quantity h\ which the distance between
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the two glasses must be iBcreased to force the ring of the order n
to come and take the place of the central spot, and that in the dif-

ferent prismatic colours. According to the theory this quantity is

equal to n times half the wave-length of the hght employed. The
apparatus used by me, in the laboratory of instruction of the Faculty,

to verify this point of the theory, was constructed with much care

by M. Laurent-Duboscq.

The rings are formed as usual, between a lens and a plane. The
lens is fixed, or has only revocable movements ; the plane moves
with regularity under the action of a good micrometric screw, the

channel of which was ordered equal to half a millimetre. Now, if

some parts quite at the extremities of this screw be excepted, what-
ever the part which is found in the nut, we may assure ourselves

at first that the angular course necessary for causing sixty consecu-

tive rings to enter into or issue from the central spot is constant.

This first pouit verifies the exactness of the screw, and that, as

is evident, by a process simple, rapid, and, it seems to me, capable

of being applied in many cases.

Secondly, I have observed that this angular course corresponding

to sixty liugs is 12°'85.

We have, then, if the channel is quite g a millim.,

60 -^ =0"5—oTyP niillim.,

whence we deduce

X= 0-000594 millim.

The light employed was that of gas salted ; and it is pretty ge-
nerally admitted that the wave-length of the rays in the vicinity of

the hue D is 0-000589.

It is easy to perform analogous experiments by illuminating the
glasses with sensibly homogeneous rays from the different regions
of a good spectrum ; and I have ascertained that the spectrum of a
Drummond lamp is quite intense enough for this purpose.

The number of rings which pass -with an entire turn of the screw
is 1683 when the operation takes place with the light in the iicinity

of the line D. ISTow, as the button with which the action is per-
formed is only 4 centims. in diameter, it is clear that the hand must
be moved very slowly in order that several rings at once may not
be made to enter the central spot. "When we wish to limit our-
selves to observing the passage of fifteen rings only, it is preferable
to conduct the principal motor screw with a tangent micrometric
screw itself. In my apparatus, an entire turn of the tangent screw
corresponds to only two and a half rings ; consequently one can

' easily divide into more than 100 equal parts the movement of the
ring which answers to a displacement of 0-000592 in the movable
glass.

—

Comptes Renclus de TAcad. des Sciences, January 26, 1874.

ON EXTRAORDINARY DEVELOPMENTS OF LIGHT IN THE GRINDING
OF HARD STONES. BY DR. JACOB NOGGERATH.

It is known that a number of minerals and stones become phos-
phorescent by friction, especially on being rubbed against each other
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iu the dark. This is particularly the case with hard siliceous

stones, such as rock-crystal, quartz, chalcedony, &c. The pheno-
menon takes place both in air and under water. But only the sur-

face of the stones appears to phosphoresce. For many years, how-
ever, I have known that under very powerfiU friction, such as can
only be produced by corresponding machinery, such stones become
throughout splendidly luminous with red light and at the same time
transparent. This takes place at the agate-polishing establishments

at and near Oberstein and Idar in the Oldenburg principality of

Birkenfeld-on-the-Xahe. It has not been expressly mentioned by
any writer on the agate industry of that region. Collini, who a

century ago described with great accuracy all the arrangements and
manipulations in operation there, just as they exist unaltered at the

present time, makes only the general remark that polishing agates

on the rapidly revohing grindiug-stones produces " fire and sparks."

On a recent ^isit, for a mineralogical purpose, to Oberstein and
Idar, I made some observations on these phenomena, which I ^\•ill

here communicate.

The estabhshment is situated on a water-course, which drives an

undershot water-wheel, the axle of which reaches into the room,

and here, by means of two cog-wheels, moves a horizontal shaft, on
which are four or five grindstones rotating vertically. Over each

is brought a gutter so that a constant small stream of water pours

over the rotating stone and between it and the stone to be ground.

The grindstones consist of very sohd fine-grained sandstone from
the Bunter formation, and are obtained in the neighbouring Rhenish

Palatinate. They must be faultless throughout, Avithout flaws,

clay-cells, and such like, as otherwise they are very hkely to crack

with the rapid rotation. There have been many instances, even

recently, of stones (which had unobserved defects) cracldug when
in rotation, fl^'ing asimder in fragments, Idlling the workmen, and

making great havoc in the work-room, even shattering the roof and

the walls. The stones are from 5 to 5| feet in diameter, and 14

inches thick at the griudbig-surface. The average velocity is three

revolutions in a second, therefore 180 in a minute, or 10,800 in an

hour. Hence the grinding-surface that passes over the object

pressed against it amounts to from 169,646 to 186,613 feet or from

7 to 8 (German) geographical miles (28 to 32 EngUsh) per hour.

When grinding, the workman lies with his belly and partially

his chest on a semicylindrically hollowed-out stool raised somewhat

obliquelv iii exactly the direction of the grindstone, his feet stretched

out behind and resting against a post fixed in the floor. In this

position he presses the stone to be polished, with both hands, firmly

against the grindstone. With his head a little raised he can see to

the placing of the object on the grindstone and to perform the en-

tire operation properly. This position gives him the necessary pur-

chase. As the muscidar exertion of the workman is very great,

the polishing is performed ^\-ith intermissions, so that hours of work

alternate with equal times of rest mostly employed in the preli-

minary operations.

The further working of the agates (boring, colouring, polishing,
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&c.) I oinit to describe, as these manipulations do not touch my
purpose*.

My experiments on the himinous phenomena in question were
pei'formed in bright dayUght at noon, the temperature of the air

being about 14° E. I had only one hour for them, and could

only make use of the few sorts of stone that were at hand.

The phenomena I observed were essentially of two kinds. As
soon as a stone of about the hardness of quartz was pressed against

the revolving grindstone, there was produced between them an in-

tense red light, which at the same time radiated round the object

and emitted numerous sparlvs. This appearance was the same with
all hard stones.

The second phenomenon occurred simultaneously with the other,

but only with translucent and transparent stones, not with com-
pletely opaque ones. The stones of the former quality shine with

brilliant red light slightly yellow-tinged. They appear almost like

red-hot iron ; and it really looks as if the hands of the grinder must
be severely burned. All the stones tried became warm in grinding,

but not very hot ; feeling them with my hand, I estimated the in-

crease of temperature at from 10° to 12° E.
The stones on which I experimented in this way were the fol-

lowing :

—

Chalcedony of a yellowish grey colour, a little translucent, from
Uruguay, South America ; a piece 2 inches thick became magnifi-

cently fiery red, and therewith transparent.

Chalcedony, white and opalescent, said to be oriental ; behaviour
as in the preceding experiment.

Chalcedony of a reddish colour, translucent, from Idar
; gave the

same result.

Chrysoprase from Silesia ; a thick piece, pale green, very
slightly translucent at the edges, hardly useful as a jewel, gave a
little red light.

Eock-crystal, colourless, perfectly transparent, from Brazil. The
luminous appearance was very magnificent ; but the fiery red, in

comparison with the above experiments, was more subdued, almost
rose-red.

Eock-crystal, smoke-grey, transparent (the so-called smoky topaz),

from the Swiss Alps. Pretty nearly the same result, only some-
what less beautiful.

Carnelian of a beautiful red colour, intensely translucent, from
India

; gave the most magnificent red light, as the colour of it was
saturated with the natural colour of the carnelian.

Amethyst, crystals, intensely translucent, from Idar. The light

was pale violet, because here also the violet-blue colour of the stone
blended with the fiery red of the light, beautifully transparent.
Of perfectly opaque stones were tried red agate jasper from Idar,

black lydite with thin white stripes of quartz, artificially black-
coloured chalcedony from Uruguay, opaque heliotrope from India,

* A very precise account, illustrated with figures, will be found in
CoUini, Journal d'un Voyage qui contient differentes observations minera-
logiques, &e. Mannheim : 1/7(5.
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and, lastly, unweathered melaphyre from the Oberstein Railway Sta-

tion. Within none of these stones was any light perceptible ; only

the light on the ground surface remained constant.

It deserves to be mentioned that J. H. PL Heiurieh, as stated iu

his copious work on phosphorescence*, has made similar observa-

tions ^^ith far inferior appliances. For his experiments (which

were all made in the dark) he employed an ordiuary grindstone of

14| niches diameter, turned by hand, and making two revolutions

vn a second. The extent of surface, therefore, which ia one second

passed over the object applied to the griadstone was only 7 feet

7 inches, while in the agate-grindery it was from 47 feet 1 inch to

51 feet 10 inches. He thereby caused onyx, camelian, chalcedony,

rock-crystal, &c. to shine with fiery red light. He does not state,

however, whether the shining was only superficial, or penetrated to

the interior of the stones ; and j ust as little does he say that under

grinding they appear transparent. On the contrary, he says that

the hght is not so bright as when two stones of the same sort are

rubbed against one another. Hence the light obtained by him can

only have been very faint. He alleges, however, that a luminous

arc appeared round the circumference of the grindstone. This I

have not seen ; and it is perhaps only to be observed in the dark.

If we inquire after the fundamental causes of the phenomenon
of the illumination of the gi'inding surface, these may well be no

other than the combination of friction and the development of elec-

tricity, of which the rise of temperature of the stone is a necessary

consequence. The red halo round the stone which is being ground,

and the scattering of sparks, can only arise from the illuminated

particles separated from the two stones by the friction.

The second phenomenon, the magnificent fiery red illmnination

of the stone, seems to be a mere consequence of the radiation of the

light through from the surface of contact of the stone to be ground

and the grindstone, although transparent and merely translucent

stones of 5 or 6 inches length are perfectly alike in diffusing the

fiery red light. Hence also no light can be produced in completely

opaque stones.

I was not able to make closer investigations. Much more might

be said in respect of my experiments from the physical point of

view. In the first place, immediately after the grinding of the

stones, electroscopic experiments and trials of their increase of tem-

perature might be made ; also spectral analysis of the light would

be of importance ; lastly, my investigations should be supplemented

by such with many other kinds of stone.

The intention of this publication of my experiments is substan-

tially this—to call attention to the singular opportunity offered by

the numerous agate-giinderies of Oberstein and Idar for the pur-

pose iix question, and to 'mxiie physicists to further investigations

in these localities. I know not, being in my eightieth year, if I

am destined to be able to complete my experiments.—Pdggendorff 's

Annalen, 1873, Xo. 10, pp. 32.5-331.

* Die Phosphorescenz der Korper unter alien Umstiinden untersucht und

erlautert : Nurnberg, 1820, p. 510 seqq.
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To Professor Tyndall, F.R.S.

Chemical Laboratory of Harvard College,

My dear Professor, Cambridge, Feb. 15, 1874.

I
SHALL send you by this mail the advance sheets of a paper
of mine to be published in our Academy Proceedings, giving

an account of some new observations, which I am sure will

greatly interest you. The mineralogical details of the paper
will not probably appeal to you ; but they also have importance
as bearing on the optical question. You will find that I have
succeeded in constructing uniaxial crystals of the hexagonal type
from rhombic crystals of 60° and 120° angle, and have also been
able to show that, in some cases at least, hexagonal crystals are

so constructed in nature. You will find, further, that I have
been able to reproduce the optical conditions of a quartz crystal,

and in such a way as to be able to point out the mode of mole-
cular structure by which the result is produced. It would be
unnecessary to recapitulate these points, which you will find

'fully stated in my paper, were it not that you might otherwise
be repelled by the mineralogical crust with which the optical

results are necessarily enclosed.

* From the Proceedings of the American Academy of Arts and Sciences,
read December 9, \)^13- Communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 312. April 1874. R
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In order that you may have the evidence on which my con-

clusions rest, I send several specimens :

—

1. A plate of magnesian mica (phlogopite) from Jefferson Co.,

New I'ork, with optical angle of about 14'^.

2. Made of the same, showing planes of optical axes inclined

to each other, on different parts of the plate, at an angle of 60°,

and also showing variation of optical angle in passing from one
part of the plate to the other.

3. Compound plate essentially uniaxial, made by splitting

plate hke No. 1 and piling up the laminse in alternating posi-

tions at angles of 60°.

4. Plate of Muscovite mica with optical angle between 60°

and 70°.

5. Compound plate showing left-handed circular polarization,

formed from last by piling thin lamin?e (^^ of an inch about)

in left-handed spirals.

6. Compound plate showing right-handed circular polariza-

tion, formed from films of the same mica as 4 by piling in

right-handed spirals. By placing 6 on 5 (point marked a on a)

with the edges of the glass of 6 parallel with the pencil lines

on 5, you will see, in certain azimuths with the plane of polari-

zation, the Airy spirals beautifully reproduced.

I am sorry that the last two specimens (by far the most inter-

esting) are not more perfect. Neither of them presents constant

features at different azimuths with the plane of polarization

;

but No. 5 is more perfect than No. 6; and a comparison of the

two will show how I have approximated to the perfect result in

proportion as I have succeeded in making the laminse at the same
time sufficiently thin and of uniform thickness. Plates as good
as No. 5 can be readily prepared ; but to do better than this,

except by accident, involves selecting the laminee by actual mea-

surement with a spherometer ; and since the laminse must also

be taken from one and the same piece of mica and cut in parallel

positions, you can easily see that, even after succeeding in cleav-

ing the mica into suflSciently thin films, you may work for many
days before securing at least twelve laminse from the same film

of uniform thickness. These specimens, however, will illustrate

my paper, if not by what they are in themselves, at least by that

to which they point and closely approach. My observations

were made with a polarizing microscope designed byDesCloizeaux

and made by Soleil. The object is illuminated by a very strongly

converging beam of polarized light ; aud the instrument brings

into the field at once the two hyperbolas of a plate of topaz with

an optical angle of over 80°. An instrument, however, which

will include in the field the two hyperbolas of the plate of Mus-
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covite mica I send will show the eflfects I have described with

the speciments sent with this.

Introduction.—In the American Journal of Science, vol. vii.

p. 55 (1824-), T. H.Webb described a mineral from Millbury,

near Worcester, Mass., which has since been a raineralogical

curiosity on account of its singular reaction when heated. The

mineral consists of " small foliated scales distributed through a

steatitic base. . . . When heated, it exfoliates prodigiously, the

scales opening out into long worm-like threads made up of the

separate laminre. Exfoliation commences at 500° to 600° Fahr.,

and takes place with so much force as often to break the test-

tube in which the mineral may be confined. Before the blow-

pipe it fuses at 3-5 to a greyish-black glass." It was named by

Webb, as he says, "'from the Latin vermiculor, '\ breed worms.'

"

The hardness of the mineral is 1-2, the specific gravity 2*756,

the lustre talcose, and the colour greyish, somewhat brownish.

It was analyzed by Crossley, who " separated with great care

from the base the scaly mineral, which is the true vermiculite ;

"

and his results were as follows :

—

1.

Silica 3574
Alumina .... 16"42

Ferric oxide .

Ferrous oxide 10"02

Magnesia. . .

.

27 '44
Water 10-30

99-92

Oxygen,
true.

1906 19-06

7-65 7-65

Ratio,

app.

11

4

2-231

10-98
I

9-16

13-21

9-16

35-74
16-42

11-13

27-44
10-30

101-03

Oxygen, Ratio,

true. app.

19-06 19-06 2
7-65

I

3-34
10-99 1

10-98

9-16

10-98

9-16

The results of analysis in column 1, and the portions of the

description of the mineral in quotation-marks, above, have been

taken from Dana's * System of Mineralogy,' fifth edition, p. 493

;

and the atomic ratio which is there deduced is

IV VI II II

Si:E:R:H= ll:4:7:5.

In this analysis, however, Crossley could not have determined
the state of the iron, which in the specimen I have examined is

almost wholly in the ferric condition. If now we assume that

the, whole of the iron belongs with the sesquioxide radicals, the

analysis would appear as in column 2, and the atomic ratio

is then seen to be 2 : 1 : 1 : 1, which is undoubtedly the correct

result.

In the year 1851, Mr.W.W. Jefi'eris, of West Chester, Pa.,

discovered at the ripidolite locality near that town a peculiar

micaceous mineral which exfoliates like the Millbury vermicu-

R2
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lite, but which, instead of occurring in small laminae, is found in

large hexagonal plates. This mineral was analyzed by Professor

Brush, and, although at first referred by him, " with a query,"

to vevniiculite (Amer. Journ. Sci. (II.) vol. xxxi. p. 369, 1861),

was subsequently described as a new species (Amer. Journ. Sci.

(II.) vol. xli. p. 248, 1866), and named Jeiferisite.

Several years later, Mr. John Hall, now of Philadelphia, sent

to me for examination some rough six-sided prisms of a mica-

ceous mineral which he had discovered at East Nottingham, in

Chester County, Pa. This mineral also exfoliates when heated.

It is a new species; and I have named it, after the discoverer,

Hallite.

A year since I received from Colonel C. W. Jenks, in con-

nexion with other minerals from his corundum mine on the Cul-

sagee river, in Macon County, N.C., a specimen of still another

micaceous mineral having the same remarkable pyrognostic pro-

perties. It proved to be the best defined of any of this class of

minerals which I had examined; and I shall designate it as Cul-

sageeite.

Besides the above, there have been found several other mica-

ceous minerals whose pyrognostic and crystallographic characters

indicate that they belong to the same family, but which have

not yet been investigated.

The remarkable exfoliation and great apparent increase of

volume which the class of minerals under consideration undergo

when heated are analogous to the well-known phenomena pre-

sented in the dehydration of alum, borax, and other crystalline

salts when heated in a similar way; and it will be one object of

this \)^)ev to show that the effect is due to the same cause

—

namely, to the escaping of what we call water of crystallization.

I also expect to show that the several minerals referred to above

are members of a family of hydrous silicates closely allied and
parallel to the well-known family of anhydrous silicates called

the micas, and that their molecules difi"er from those of the mag-
nesian micas chiefly in containing a definite number of molecules

of water—that is, water of crystallization. I shall call this family of

minerals " the vermiculites,^' using the original name, as "mica"

is now employed, to designate a class ; and I shall call the three

species (or varieties ?) of this family Jefferisite, Culsageeite, and

Halhte, which correspond, as I expect to show, to the two varie-

ties of Biotite and to phlogopite respectively. It will appear

that the original vermiculite has the same composition as the

variety from the Culsagee mine. Finally, attention will also be

asked to some unexpected discoveries to which the optical ex-

amination of these minerals has led.

Water of Crystallization and Water of Constitution.—In the
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salts of the stronger acids the distinction between water of con-

stitution (basic water as it is sometimes called) and water of crys-

tallization is, as a rule, well marked. Water of crystallization

generally escapes at a comparatively low temperature, and the

loss is attended with a complete disintegration of the crystals,

which usually fall to powder. Water of constitution is held more

firmly, and the salt must be heated to a much higher tempera-

ture before it is expelled. Moreover, although the loss of basic

water may greatly alter the external aspect of the body, yet thei'e

is not the same complete breaking up of the structure as before.

To illustrate these points, it is only necessary to refer to the

well-known reactions of the common rhombic sodic phosphate

when heated.

It is generallv believed that the water of crystallization exists

as such in the salt, the molecules of w^ater forming a part of the

structure of the crystals; and the facts to be presented in this

paper tend to support this view. But our modern theories

assume that the so-called water of constitution, which may be

also driven off when the salt is sufficiently heated, is formed

under the influence of the heat from the atoms of hydroxy),

H-0-, which are united to the acid radical of the compound.

But in every simple salt, whatever may be our theories in regard

to the mode of combination, the weight of the water of constitu-

tion, as well as that of the water of crystallization, must bear to

the weight of the salt a definite proportion, which can easily be

calculated from the sym.bol; and the ratio between the amount
of hydrogen and the amounts of the other radicals must be that

of the atomic weights of these radicals or of their multiples. In

any given class of salts, moreover, in which the ratio between

the atomicity of the basic and acid radicals has a constant value,

all hydrogen which represents water of constitution will sup-

plement the other basic radicals, and added to them w'ill com-
plete the relative amount of basic radical which the given class

of salts require ; while the hydrogen v»'hich represents water of

crystallization will be in excess of that amount.

In mineral silicates these relations are complicated by the

phenomena of isomorphous re])lacements ; and although there

may be some question in regard to the replacing capacity of hy-

drogen, we cannot expect the same constancy, in the amount of

-water of constitution which these minerals contain, as in the

case of simple salts. The amount of water of crystallization,

however, must be as invariable in one case as in the other, ajid

the hydrogen must bear the same relations to the atomic ratio

of the compound. Thus, if the mineral is an orthosilicate, in

which the atomic ratio between the sum df the basic radicals and
the silicon is 1 : 1, all hydrogen in excess of the amount which
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this ratio requires must represent water of crystallization^ while

all required to complete the ratio must represent water of con-

stitution ; and we thus have a means of distinguishing between
these two states of combination where the class of compounds
to which the mineral belongs is known.
Now it is true of each of the minerals we have distinguished

among the vermiculites,

—

First. That the water is driven off at a temperature below a

red heat.

Secondly. That the loss of the water is attended with a com-
plete disintegration of the mineral.

Thirdly. That the amount of the basic radicals, exclusive of

the hydrogen, is sufficient to saturate the silicon, and that the

amount of hydrogen is wholly in excess of the amount which the

atomic ratio 1 : 1 requires.

Could it be proved that the vermiculites are orthosilicates, the

last of the three facts just stated would be alone sufficient to

establish the correctness of our conclusion. Unfortunately such

absolute proof cannot be obtained; and we only claim that the

crystallographic and chemical relations of the vermiculites to

each other, and to the magnesian micas, give a very high degree

of probability to our theory that they are orthosilicates.

From these facts we have concluded that the water which
enters into the composition of the vermiculites is water of crys-

tallization. For the evidence of the facts, we refer to the descrip-

tions of the several species given below. But, further, in order

to justify our conclusion, we propose to bring into comparison

with the vermiculites a class of hydrous micas from which the

water obtained is clearly water of constitution ; and this class of

minerals we shall describe first.

Damourite.— Delesse originally gave this name to a hydrous

mica which occurs in fine scales in Pontivy in Brittany. Since

then micas of similar composition have been observed in several

countries, and shown to be not unusual constituents of granitic

rocks*. Among these we may distinguish several varieties (or

species ?), marked by slight differences of composition and op-

tical characters. But we would propose to give the name
Damourite to the whole class, distinguishing the varieties by
separate names only so far as may be thought necessary. Under
the family of Damoiirites, then, we class all uuisilicate micas,

which are chiefly silicates of aluminium and potassium, but in

which a portion of the alkaline radical is replaced by hydrogen.

Sterlinyite.—A remarkable mineral of the Damourite type is

found at Sterling, Mass., associated with spodumene, in a vein

of a large boulder rock. This mineral, for the sake of distinc-

* See the paj)ers of Professor Haugliton, citeil below.
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tion, I have called Sterliugite ; but it does not differ from the

original Damourite of Delesse except in the value of the optical

angle. We give in parallel columns the characters of the two

minerals :

—

Sterlingite.

Mica-like in structure. An ag-

gregate of flexible and unelastic

laminae, frequently an inch in dia-

meter.

Lustre, pearly.

Colour, yellow or yellowish white.

H= 2-3.

Sp. gr. at 26° :— •

1st ex. gave 2-832.

2nd „ 2-828.

Cleavage basal, highly perfect, as

in mica. Jointed parallel to the

sides of a rhomb, having an angle

of 120°, and also pai-allel to the

shorter diagonal of the same. The
markings of these joints or clea-

vages visible on the surfaces of the

laminae.

Double refraction strongly nega-

tive.

Biaxial, with plane of axes parallel

to shorter diagonal. Divergence

about 70^. Dispersion of axes very

small.

Before the blowpipe, fuses on the

edges with potash-flame.

Damourite.

Mica-like in structure,

gregate of fine scales.

An ag-

Lustre, pearly.

Colour, yellow or yellowish white.

H=2-3.

Sp. gr. =2-792.

Double refraction negative,

axial diversrence 10^ to 12°.

Bi-

Analysis.

SiO^

Fe^O^

MgO

Sterlingite.

. 43-87
Oxygen.
23-40

36-45

3-36
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Harvard College ; and the above numbers have been abundantly

confirmed in repeated analyses by various students in the same
laboratory. The alkalies were treated by Smith's process ; and
the potassium was weighed as PtK^ CF. This value, compared
with the total weight of the alkahne chlorides and that of the

chlorine, also determined, showed that the alkali in the mineral

was almost wholly potash, although the presence of lithium and
sodium was plainly indicated by the spectroscope. The water

was determined by igniting the mineral in coarse powder, pre-

viously dried at 100° C. Even after ignition the finely pulverized

mineral is only partially decomposed by hydrochloric acid ; and
in the above analysis it was decomposed by fusion with sodic car-

bonate. The usual tests failed to indicate the presence of fluorine.

Regarding the water as basic, and as forming a part of the

protoxides, the atomic ratio in Sterlingite between the silicon,

the sesquioxide radicals, and the protoxide radicals, is

Si : S : R =23-40 : 18 : 6-45, or nearly 4:3:1.

The deviation from the simple ratio will not appear so great as

seems at first sight, if it be noticed that a difference of one half

per cent, in the amount of water would make the ratio almost

exact.

The corresponding ratio in the Damourite from Wermland is

23-15 : ] 7-78 : 6-41, or, as before, nearly 4:3:1.

These ratios point to the general formula

R,E.08.Si^

The Damourite and Sterlingite are types of a very large class

of hydrous micas, which in many places are widely distributed

through the granitic rocks. This class of minerals has been

especially investigated by Professor Haughton, of Dublin, whose

papers may be found in Phil. Mag. S. 4. vol. ix. p. 272, and

Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. vol. xviii. p. 403, also vol. xx. p. 268.

\Ve cite here a few of his analyses, selected from those given by

Professor Dana (pages 310 and 311 of the fifth edition of his

' System of Mineralogy ') in further illustration of the subject

we are discussing :

—
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Dublin Co.—Haughton. Optical angle, 53°.

si. M. Fe. Mg. Ca. Na. K. ft.

43-47 31-42 4-79 1-13 1-38 1-44 1071 5*43= 99-77

23-18 14-64 1-44 045 0-39 0-37 1-82 4-83

23-18 16-08 3-03 4-83

23-18 16-08 7-86

3 2 1

Mount Leinster—Haughton. Optical angle, 72°.

Si. M. Fe. Mg. K. H.

44-64 30-18 6-35 0-72 12-40 5-32= 99-61

23-81 14-07 1-90 0-29 2-11 473

23-81 15-97 2-4 4-73

23-81 15-97 7-13

3 2 1

Glendalough—Haughton. Optical angle, 70°.

Si. M. Fe. Mg. Ca. 'Na. K, H.

44-71 31-13 4-69 0-90 109 1-27 9-91 6-22= 99-92
23-84 14-51 1-41 036 0-31 0-33 1-68 5-53

^r"

23-84 15-92 2-68 5-53

23-84 15-92 8-21

3 2 1

In these micas again, if we regard the water as basic, we
obtain a nearly constant ratio, but differing from that of Da-
mourite in the relation of the two basic radicals. The general
symbol of the last would be

h, S* . 036. Si9.

There appear to be, therefore, these two distinct types of hydrous
.micas related to the species Muscovite, all rich in alumina and
alkali, destitute, or only containing very small amounts, of mag-
nesia, and having a wide optical angle.

The anhydrous Muscovites have not been investigated nearly
as fully as the hydrous varieties ; and I can find no analyses of
any of the beautiful specimens from our American localities. I

cite here, for the sake of comparison, an analysis of the Fuchsite,
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from the Zillerthal, by Shafhautl (No. 1), and one of a mica,

from Fahlun, by H. Rose (No. 2):

—

Si. Al. Fe. Gr. Mg. Ca. 2^a. K. F.

(1) 47-95 34-45 1-80 3-95 0-71 0*59 037 10-75 0-35 = 100-92
25-57 16-05 -54 1-24 -28 0-17 0-09 1-83

25-57 17-83 2-37

Si. M. Fe. Mg. k. il. F.

(2) . 46-22 34-52 6-04 2-11 8-22 0-98 1-03

24-65 16-08 1-81 0-84 1-39 0-87

24-65 17-89 3-10

If now we should add to (1) 6*93 per cent, water, and to (2)

3-42 per cent., we shouhl obtain the ratios :

—

(Ij 25-57 : 17-83 : 8-52, or approx. 3:2:1,

as in the hydrous micas analyzed by Haughton

;

(2) 24-65 : 17-89 : 6-16, or approx. 4:3:1,

as in Damourite and Sterlingite.

There would seem, then, to be two definite varieties of hy-

drous micas of the Muscovite family, distinguished by the atomic

ratios 3:2:1 and 4:3:1. Corresponding to these, it is pro-

bable that there are two varieties of anhydrous mica, containing

an excess of SiO^, which, by the addition of sufficient water to

saturate the excess of the acid radical, are reduced to one or the

other of the two normal types. In a previous paper (Amer.

Journ. Sci. (II.) vol. xii. p. 217, 1867) the author suggested

the idea that the excess of silica in this class of micas might
result from a mixture of two isomorphous species correspondmg

to the two hydrates,

H^iO^^Si and H^^O^^SiO

;

and he there described a mica whose atomic ratio was very

closely that of the second type, and which he called Cryophyl-

lite. Now the simplest theory of the relation of the hydrous to

the anhydrous Muscovites would seem to be that, while in the

molecules of the anhydrous micas a portion of the silicon atoms

(the number varying in the different varieties) are in the condi-

tion of the first anhydride (H'2=0"^=SiO), the hydrous micas con-

tain sufficient basic hydrogen to bring all the silicon atoms into

the condition of the normal hydrate (H'*iO''=Si) . The two

graphic formulae which follow indicate more clearly than any

other language can, the relations we have attempted to describe.

In these formula R stands for the double atom in the radical of

the sesquioxides, having the quantivalence of six :

—
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H Si K

O 04

H-O-Si-0 R-0-Si-O-K

6 6

6
?

K-O-Si-O-R-O-Si-O-H
I

I'M I

O 0^
I

nil
I

K Si H
"Hydrous Muscovite.

Si K
iiii

I

O"*

0-Si-O-S-O-Si-O-K

6 6

6 6

K-O-Si-O-R-O-Si-O
I

nil

O'*

1 im

K Si

Anhydrous Muscovite.

The new mineral Sterlingite, whose examination has been the

occasion of this discussion, is remarkable as being a very well-

defined example of a hydrous mica occurring in large crystals,

and exhibiting very marked characters. It does not materially

differ in composition from Damourite ; and it also agrees with

the specimens of this mineral so closely in other physical quali-

ties that we cannot regard the small optical augle, observed by
Des Cloizeaux on the minute scales of the Pontivy mica, as suffi-

cient grouud for separating the new mineral from the old species.

We should include under this species all hydrous micas which
are rendered by the basic hydrogen orthosilicates ; and to it the

name Damourite belongs by priority. Stex-lingite is simply a

variety of Damourite, having the ratio 1:3:4, with more marked
qualities and a wider optical angle than the Pontivy mineral;

and, provisionally, the name I have given will be useful in de-

signating it.

The hydrous micas, of which Sterlingite is a variety, have a

special interest in connexion with the subject of this paper, be-
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cause they illustrate the characteristics of basic water^ which will

be contrasted with those of water of crystalhzation in our de-

scription of the following species. The evidences that the water
in these micas is basic (that is, forms a part of the basic radical)

may be summed up as follows :

—

1. The amount of water in the different varieties is very vari-

able, and bears no constant ratio to that of the other basic

radicals*.

2. The hydrogen of the water supplements the other basic

radicals and fills out the amount required for a unisilicate, the

type to which most of the micas conform.

3. The water is expelled only at a very high temperature.

4. The loss of water is not attended uith any marked change
in the appearance of the mineral f.

Jefferisite, of IVest Chester.—This well-known mineral, found
in the serpentine at West Chester, Pa., was, as I have said, care-

fully analyzed by Professor Brush, of Ncwhaveu, who named it

after \Y. "W. Jefferis, Esq., of West Chester; and to this gentle-

man I am indebted for the specimens of the mineral whose crys-

tallographic relations I have studied.

The crystals of Jefferisite cleave like mica, affording thin but

unelastic laminae. The cleavage-planes are marked triangularly

by lines crossing at angles of 60° and 120°. In some cases

there is a jointing as in crystals of mica, parallel to the shorter

diagonal of the rhomb. One crystal sent me by Mr. Jefferis is

the half of a rough hexagonal prism \\ inch higli by 2 inches

in diameter. The plane of the optical axes, as in the larger

number of micas, is parallel to one of these lines, as indicated

in Plate III. fig. 6, coinciding with the shorter diagonal of the

rhombic prism, which appears to be the fundamental form in all

this class of minerals, and from which the hexagonal form is de-

rived by the truncation of the two acute angles. The double

refraction is strongly negative ; but the angle between the optical

axes varies in the most remarkable manner. I have measured

angles on different plates, of 27°, 24°, and 10°, and observed

many intermediate conditions. Owing to the deep yellow colour,

* This fact is not shown so forcibly by the analysis cited above as by
the series given by Professor Dana, on pages 310 and 311 of the fifth edi-

tion of his ' System of ^lineralogy,' to which we would refer in illustration

of this point.

t Since the above was written, we have received from Dr. F. A. Genth
his very valuable paper on corundum and its associated minerals. He
regards Damourite as one of the most important products of the alteration

of corundum, and gives a large number of analyses of specimens from dif-

ferent localities, to which we gladly refer, as they illustrate the ])oint m;uie

in this paper, even more markedly than the analyses cited above. The
Damourites are evidently widely distributed minerals and characteristic

features of certain rocks.
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the plates become opaque at a very moderate thickness ; and for

this reason it is impossible to measure the angle with great pre-

cision. Some of the plates are apparently uniaxial ; but this

may result from the blending of the two hyperbolas, due to the

thinness of the plate. The dispersion of the axes is but slight,

and only perceptible in the thicker laminae when p<v. It is

obvious, therefore, that the crystallographic characters of the

mineral are identical with those of mica.

The plates are generally, if not invariably, twinned ; and the
.

twinning is the cause of this most remarkable variation in the

optical angle, as will be explained at length in connexion with

our description of Culsageeite. On this last mineral the same

})henomena are more marked, owing chiefly to the greater trans-

parency of the plates.

In order to illustrate the chemical relations of the mineral to

the Biotite micas, we give below :— (1 ) the results of the analysis

of JefFerisite by Professor Brush
; (2) the same results, calculated

for the anhydrous mineral
; (3) the results of an analysis of a

Biotite mica, from Pargas, Finland, by Svanberg. In each

case I have added the amounts of oxygen in the several oxides

to show the atomic ratios :

—

(1)

(2)

Si.

37-10

19-78
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potassium and basic hydrogen in place of more than one half

of the magnesium of the Jefferisite. It should, however, be re-

membered in this connexion that the Biotites present a very wide

variation in the ratio between the amounts of the protoxide and
scsquioxide radicals which the various varieties contain. The
limits usually assigned to this variation correspond to the ratios

R:S:Si= l:2:3, and R : S : Si=l : 1 : 2 ;

and the Pargas mica, with the ratio 2:3:5, falls between these

limits ; but the Culsagee variety of verraiculite corresponds to

the more common class of Biotites, which have the ratio 1:1:2.
But this resemblance in chemical constitution only appears

w^hen we compare the Biotite mica with the anhydrous Jefferisite

;

while it is the crystallized hydrous Jefferisite which so closely

resembles the magnesiau micas in its crystallographic relations ;

and the question now arises, "What is the condition of the large

amount of water (12^ per cent.) which the crystallized mineral

contains ?

To aid us in forming a conclusion on this point, we have the

following evidence :

—

First. As the above analysis shows, the water is united in de-

finite and atomic proportions amounting to six molecules to every

five molecules of silicon in the molecules of the mineral—that is,

sufficient to convert all the silicon into a hydrate, assuming that

the five silicon atoms in this hydrate are joined to each other by

the smallest possible number of bonds.

Secondly. While both the crystallographic and the chemical

relations of Jefferisite to the other vermiculites, and to the mag-

nesian micas, indicate that the mineral is an orthosilicate, the

amount of basic radical, exclusive of the water, is amply suffi-

cient to saturate the atomicity of the silicon.

Thirdly. It was observed by Professor Brush (and his obser-

vations have been fully confirmed by ourselves) that the water

is given ofi" at a comparatively low temperature—about 300° C;
and, as every mineralogist knows, this dehydration is attended

with that remarkable exfoliation which is characteristic of the

vermiculites, and indicates a complete disintegration of the mo-

lecular structure. This exfoliation is wholly different from the

phenomena which the so-called hydrous micas present under

like conditions. In these last (which, as we suppose, contain

hydrogen as a part of the basic radical of their molecules) a veij

high temperature is required to expel the water, and the loss is

attended by no such marked change of volume and disintegration.

The conclusion that we draw from these facts is that, the com-

bined water is in the same condition in Jefferisite as in the zeo-

lites and in many crystallized salts—a condition which has
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long been known in chemistry as ivater of crystallization. We
shall not here attempt to discuss what are the relations of the

water thus combined to the molecular structure of the mineral.

This question is still in suspense, and we are persuaded that our

science is not yet in a condition to solve the problem. All that

we can at present do is to classify the phenomena presented by
the exfoliation of the vermiculite minerals with the efflorescence

of Glauber^s salt or the intumescence of alum.

If, then, I am justified in the inferences I have drawn, Jeffer-

isite differs chemically from Biotite mica chiefly in containing

water of crystallization, very much in the same way that gypsum
differs from anhydrite, or common salt from the crystals with

two molecules of water which form in brine at a low tempera-

ture. In these bodies, however, the forms of the crystals of the

hydrous are wholly different from those of the anhydrous salts,

while the crystallographic relations of Jefferisite are very similar,

if not identical, with those of the magnesian micas. It is, how-
ever, also true that the crystalline structure of the micas seems

to admit of a very wide variation of chemical composition. In

cryophyllite, which has all the crystallographic characters of the

micas strongly developed, the atomic ratio is 3 : 4 : 14 ; while in

the Biotite, whose analysis was cited above, it is 2 : 3 : 5. The
first is an acid, and the last a neutral silicate. The other varie-

ties of mica have a composition intermediate between these ex-

tremes ; and it might be said, if such a variation of composition

is compatible with the crystalline structure exhibited by this

group of minerals, it would not be surprising if the structiire

were sufficiently elastic to admit of the insertion of the water of

crystalhzation without great alteration of external form.

It may be further urged that the normal mica crystal (a

rhombic prism with angles of 60° and 120°) is a form which ap-

pears to be related to a mode of molecular structure common to

a great many substances ; and the phenomena which will be de-

scribed in this paper seem to sustain this opinion. Still we do
not care to theorize about the subject. Our object is simply to

make prominent the two points :—(1) that the crystallographic

structure of Jefferisite is identical with that of the magnesian
micas

; (2) that the chemical constitution of the anhydrous
mineral is closely allied to that of Biotite.

Culsageeite, or the Vermiculite of the Jenks Mine, North Caro-

lina.—Through the kindness of Colonel C. W. Jenks, the pro-

prietor of the corundum mines on the Culsagee river in Macon
County, N. C, I have had an opportunity of examining a variety

of vermiculite which at that locality forms an important part of

the matrix of the corundum. The associations of the mineral

in North Carolina are very similar to those in Pennsylvania.
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Professor J. Lawrence Smith, in his recent article in Araer,

Journ. Sci. (III.) vol. vi. p. 180, says that "in the development
in North Carohna the corundum " (with which the verraiculite

is associated) " occurs in chrysolite or serpentine rocks, and out-

side of serpentine it has not been found. These chrysolite rocks
belong to a regular system of dikes which have been traversed

for the distance of about one hundred and ninety miles. This
system of dikes lies on the north-west side of the Blue Ridge,
and has a strike parallel to the main mass of the ridge, and has
an average distance from the summit of the ridge of about ten

miles. The serpentine appears at intervals along this whole
line of one hundred and ninety miles," and "is usually enclosed

in a hard crystalline gneiss." In the serpentine the corundum
has been found at several localities along a distance of forty

miles. Colonel Jenks writes me :
—" The workmen have opened

a new vein they call the gem vein. It is walled with chrysolite;

and the fissure is from one to four feet wide, which fissure is

filled with ripidolite; and in this the corundum crystals are im-
bedded." As regards the association of the ripidolite and ver-

miculite, he also writes :
—"They occur both alone and inter-

mingled, and also in layers, like the leaves of a book." Again,
"The ripidolite maintains a uniform character of texture and
appearance, whether associated with the vermiculite or alone.

In the vein at the bottom of the shaft I have spoken of, and else-

where, it is of uniform hardness, texture, &c. ; but in it the co-

rundum seems to have lost cohesion—in some localities falling

to pieces, and crumbling out of the ripidolite matrix. But when
exposed to the air and sunshine for a day or two, the corundum
regains its cohesion, and you can then chip ofi" the ripidolite

from it. It is just the opposite with the vermiculite when alone

the matrix. Sometimes it occurs in masses several feet long,

formed of scales as large as your hand, easily separating like

mica from the corundum, which in this matrix always seems to

retain its cohesion. Then, again, the vermiculite will occur in

masses of many bushels, all broken up and disintegrated, like

very coarse bran, in which the crj'stals of corundum lie like eggs

in a box of sawdust. The great crystal (weighing 316 pounds)

was thus deposited. At other places the entire mass seems to

have changed to the colour of white Castile soap, with specks of

green in it, the corundum crystals all falling apart until exposed,

when they harden." This uutechnical language of an unpro-

fessional but accurate observer conveys a very vivid idea of the

mode of association of these minerals. The specimens so kindly

sent me by Colonel Jenks confirmed in all respects his observa-

tions. In several cases the corundum was still imbedded in both

the ripidolite and the vermiculite ; and the scales of these minerals
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not unfrequently penetrated the corundum crystals in such a

way as to indicate that the corundum had crystallized around

them. The ripidolite is firm in texture, and closely resembles

the variety from West Chester. It occurs in hexagonal plates,

which have a striation similar to that I formerly described as

characteristic of the Pennsylvania specimens (Amer. Journ. Sci.

(II.) vol. xliv. p. 201, 1867), and which is illustrated by fig. 7.

Professor Smith (foe. cit.) gives analyses of two varieties of ripi-

dolite (one compact, the other friable) as follows :

—

Compact Ripidolite from North Carolina,

Si. il. Fe. Mg. H.

27-00 21-60 16-63 2200 12-30= 99-53.

Friable Ripidolite from North Carolina.

Si. Al. Fe. Mg. H.
29-15 10-50 23-50 25-44 10-04=98-63.

A determination of the silica in the compact mineral, made by

Mr. F. Gooch, student in the laboratory of Harvard College,

gave 27-25 per cent, of SiO^, and 1 1-93 H^ 0, as the mean of two

closely agreeing determinations. But in the specimens sent me
by Colonel Jenks I did not recognize the friable variety.

The vermiculite occurs in close contact with the ripidolite,

and is frequently interlaminated with it ; but the two are always

perfectly distinct, thus entirely disproving the theory that the

vermiculite was derived from the ripidolite by weathering. It

occurs in large plates having more or less of an hexagonal out-

line. Some of those received from Colonel Jenks were 5 inches

in diameter. It has a greenish-yellow colour, which is very

much lighter than that of the West-Chester variety. The plates

are strongly marked by lines crossing at angles of 60° and 120°,

like those from West Chester ; but these lines are more marked
in the North-Carolina variety. This variety is also much more
friable than the other, and readily breaks in directions parallel

to these lines, yielding rhombic plates with angles of 120° and
60°, and, more readily, hexagonal or triangular plates, produced

by the truncation of the 60° angle of the rhombic plate, on a

Ime parallel to the shorter diagonal of the fundamental rhomb.
The plates most readily break parallel to this diagonal, and, like

the specimens fromWest Chester, are frequently jointed in this di-

rection. Like other micaceous minerals, the plates cleave readily

parallel to the basal plane, yielding very thin laminse, exceedingly

flexible, but not elastic. The optical characters are the same as

those of the West-Chester variety,—strong negative double re-

Phil Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 312. April 1874. S
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fraction yielding a biaxial ring system, with uniform distribution

of colours, and very variable optical angle. I have measured
angles from about 30° to about 13°. The angle often varies

widely in different parts of the same plate. Thus I have mea-
sured on different laminse, from a single plate not exceeding 3
inches in diameter, the three angles 30°, 24°, and 13°; and,

again, I have noticed a similar variation on one and the same
lamina. Indeed the phenomena which I observed were almost

identical with those I had previously observed on plates of ripi-

dolite from Texas, Pennsylvania {loc. cit.). On moving the lamina

just referred to parallel to itself, in front of the polarizing micro-

scope, the optical angle varied as I passed from one side of the

field to the other. Beginning with a value of about 30°, the

angle decreased to about 13°. Moving the plate still further, I

found a region of indistinctness ; and then the axes opened again,

th^ new plane making an angle of 120° with the old. I had evi-

dently here a macling precisely similar to that I had previously

described in the Texas ripidolite, and shown in fig. 8, where the

lines of shading represent the position of the plane of the optical

axes. This represents what we may call an ideal made; for I

have seldom been able to trace more than three individuals on

the same plate, and, as a rule, these are very unequally developed.

On many of the specimens of the North-Carolina vermiculite,

the macling is externally marked by the eminent cleavage or

jointing parallel to the shorter diagonal of the rhomb section

;

and in several of the specimens I have examined it was quite

symmetrical. A study of these specimens led me to an expla-

nation of the cause of the remarkable variation of the optical

angle, which I believe not only applies to the vermiculites and
ripidolites, but also, in many cases at least, to the micas. It

would be expected that the several members of such macles as

fig. 8 represents w^ould penetrate each other; and I therefore

made a series of experiments to ascertain what would be the

efi'ect of the interfoliation of laminee in which the planes of the

two sets of optical axes had the same relative position as in the

several members of the made. To that end I divided a plate,

which presented the largest optical angle I had observed, into

as thin laminae as possible, and then superimposed them in the

relative position I have mentioned, so that the planes of the op-

tical axes should be inclined at an angle of 60^. The result was

(when the thickness of the plates in each position was nearly

equal) that a symmetrical ring system was obtained in which the

optical angle was about 13°—the smallest I had measured; and

by varying the relative thickness, intermediate degrees of optical

divergence were produced. By now introducing laminae into

the compound crystal in the position of the third member of the
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made (that is, with the plane of the optical axes in the position

of the third diagonal of the hexagon), the apparent angle could

be reduced still further, so that the plate was apparently uni-

axial. Although these experiments were sufficient to show that

the macling was an adequate explanation of the apparent varia-

tion of optical angle I had observed in the plates of ripidolite

and JefFerisite, they also raised the question how far the effect I

had obtained in my experiments might be due to the circum-

stance that, on account of the deep colour of these minerals, it

is only possible to experiment on very thin plates, with which,

of course, the rings of interference are very wide, and the hyper-

bolas proportionally indefinite. I therefore next made a similar

experiaient with a well-known phlogopite mica from Jefferson

County, N. Y., whose crystals are very distinctly macled after the

type of figs. 8 or 10, the plates presenting a variation of optical

angle similar to that I have described, the normal axial diver-

gence being about 15|°. A very clear portion of one of these

plates was first cut into a regular hexagon, one of whose diago-

nals w^as in the plane of the optical axes. This hexagonal plate

was then split into twelve laminae, which were superimposed

with the intervention of balsam, and in alternating positions,

like the members of a made,—the optical plane in each of the

laminaj making an angle of 60° with that of the lamina above

or beneath it. The result was an essentially uniaxial plate, dif-

fering from a plate of uniaxial mica only in small irregularities

in the contour of the rings, such as the lamination would be ex-

pected to produce. On repeating now this experiment with a

Muscovite mica having a wide optical angle about 63°, I obtained

a most remarkable and unexpected result—a structure present-

ing optical phenomena similar to those of a plate of quartz cut

perpendicularly to the principal axis. At the first trial I ob-

tained a compound mica plate showing a disk of colour in the

centre of the field whose tint changed during the rotation of the

analyzer (of the polarizing microscope), like a plate of left-

handed quartz; and on superposing a plate of right-handed

quartz the spirals of Airy at once appeared. The rings, how-

ever, were wholly broken up, and appeared only in irregular

patches of colour. This irregularity was due to the unequal

thickness of the laminae employed, and I found it impossible to

, split up one and the same hexagonal plate of mica into laminae

which were sufficiently uniform for the purpose. But very satis-

factory results were obtained in the following way. I selected

for the purpose the very clear and easily cleavable mica from

Grafton, N. H., and, after a few trials, succeeded in cleaving off

very thin plates of considerable size and nearly uniform thick-

ness. Selecting one of these plates, I first divided it by means

S 2
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of a parallel ruler into strips, and from these strips cut out the

hexasronal laniinaj by means of a steel pattern carefully made.

The thin mica can be cut with perfect accuracy by a sharp knife

on a plate of glass. The hexagonal laminfe thus obtained,

though coming from different parts of the mica plate, were opti-

cally parallel to each other; and by drawing at the outset aline

with a sharp point near the corresponding edges of the several

strips, this line served as a guide for placing the hexagonal

laminffi. From laminae thus prepared, plates were made showing

the familiar system of rings as perfectly as could be expected.

The best results were obtained with plates consisting of from

twelve to twenty-four laminse ; and the character of the resulting

plate, whether left- or right-handed, was found to depend on the

order of the spiral arrangement. If in building up the pile the

marked side of each successive lamina is turned through an

angle of 60" in the direction of the motion of the hands of a

watch, the result corresponds to left-handed quartz if turned in

the reverse direction to right handed ; and on supei-posing two

dissimilar plates thus prepared I obtained again the spirals of

Airy in great perfection. Thus, then, it appears that, even with

micas of the widest optical angle, we can build up a structure

which is optically uniaxial^.

* The great difficulty in preparing these plates is to obtain thin films of

mica of uniform thickness which are of sufficient size to yield a dozen or

more laminae ; and the more nearly we have succeeded in preparing such a

film bv splitting sheets of mica, the more closely we have been able to

imitate the phenomena seen under like conchtions with a plate of quartz.

We have been able to work with films which measured with a spherometer

only j\-o of an inch in thickness, and have not obtained good results with

those which were much thicker ; and wjieu thinner than this the mica cannot

readily be cut into shape. The least iuequahty in the thickness of the

several laminje composing the same jdate more or less mars the effect ; and
although some of the striking features seen with quartz may remain, such

as the succession of colours on revolving the analyzer, and even the spirals

of Airy, vet the more delicate phases of the phenomena disappear. The
plate changes colour when revolved in its own plane, the rings lose their

circular form and become confused, and the violet cross disa|)j)ears. More-
over, as regards the conditions which determine the phase of the circular

polarization, the law stated above can only be affirmed with certainty of

plates consisting of laminje which very nearly fulfil the conditions we have

described. Verv small inequalities of thickness renders the effect irregular,

and made it at first difficult to discover the law. Our exjjeriments have

been a series of approximations ; and although we may never be able with

our rude appliances to compete with nature in the manufacture of uniaxial

crvstals, vet we have approached so near to the perfect result as to be able

to point out with confidence one way nt least by which the effects seen in

natural crystals may be produced. We have usually cut the laminae into

regular hexagons; but equilateral triangles might more easily.be cut, and

would probably give as good results ; for although the errors of jiosition

micfht not be so well distributed, we have found that a slight variation in
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The theory which I have formed to account for these facts is

as follows. We may conceive that the molecule of mica is an

ellipsoid, whose elliptical section, through the longer axis, can

be inscribed in the rhomb of 60° and 120°. Assume now that

these molecules have polarity, the rhombic prism would be the

normal result of their association, as represented in fig. 9. We
may, however, conceive that three of these molecules may become

associated by alternate single poles to form a nucleus, such as

represented in fig. 10. Such a group once formed would be in

a condition of great stability, resulting from the concurrent

action of the several poles; and if now each of the molecules

developed into a crystal, the result would be a made of a form

which is very common in the mineral kingdom. If six molecules

united in a similar way to form a nucleus, as in fig. 11, we should

also have stable equilibrium (although less firm than before),

and the result of a symmetrical development would be a macle

such as has been represented in figs. 7 and 8. Whether this

more complex arrangement is necessary in order to explain the

phenomena presented by the vermiculites and micas I do not

feel confident. It is seldom that more than three individuals

can be distinguished on a given plate; and the very unequal

development of the several individuals and the indetiniteness of

the lines of demarcation, resulting from the phenomena which

have been described, render what would seem to be a character-

istic feature of the more complex group not necessarily a certain

indication of the structure. I refer to the fact very constantly

noticed, that the plane of the optical axes is pai'allel to the

nearest hexagonal edge, as shown in figs. 7 and 8. In figs. 10

and 11 this same plane is parallel to the shorter axis of the

ellipse ; and it can easily be seen that, if either of the individuals

of fig. 10 were developed over any large portion of the space of

its neighbours, the optical plane might appear parallel to the

adjacent edge.

Having made the two suppositions as above to explain the

phenomena of twinning, which have been lung familiar and ex-

ternally visible, it will not, we trust, appear unreasonable if we
make a third supposition to explain the phenomena first described

in this paper. We may conceive that, the ellipsoidal molecules,

instead of grouping together on the same plane, become asso-

ciated by their alternate poles, one over the other, as represented

in fig. 12. Molecules so associated, developing laterally, would

the relative position of the laminae injures the result to a far less degree
thau the least inequality in their thickness. It still remains to make care-

ful quantitative measurements of the effects produced under determinate
conditions; and, as can easily be seen, the subject opens a wide field for

mathematical analysis as well as physical investigation.
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produce the lamiiice of a mica plate in the relative position in
which we have placed them in our artificial crystals, with only
this difference, that the lamina would be indefinitely thin and
in exact position ; and the effect of such compound molecules
in modifying the elasticity of the crystalline structure must be,
in most respects at least, like that of single molecules symme-
trical on all sides of one line or axis ; in other words, they must
produce a structure similar to that of uniaxial crystals. Under
what further conditions the grouping of the molecules, in right-
or left-handed spirals, determines the phenomena of right- or
left-handed circular polarization, and what bearing the new facts

may have on the received theory of these phenomena as they
appear in quartz, must be left for further analysis to discuss.

I pass next to consider the composition of the Culsagee ver-

miculite; and I give below at (1), (2), and (3), the results of

three analyses made by myself, together with the corresponding
oxygen-ratios.

The pulverized mineral, after it has been exfoliated by heat,

is easily and perfectly decomposed by hydrochloric acid. In

analysis (1), after the separation of the silica, the alumina and
ferric oxide were separated from the magnesia by ammonia with

the usual precautions. In (2) and (3) the bases were converted

into nitrates and separated by Deville^s method. In each case

the magnesia was weighed as pyrophosphate, and the alumina

and ferric oxide were weighed together.

All three analyses were made with material rendered anhy-

drous by ignition until the weight was constant ; and each is re-

presented by three distinct determinations—namely, the weight

of the silica, the sum of the weight of the alumina and ferric

oxide, and the weight of the magnesic pyrophosphate. The
oxides of iron and the water were once for all determined on

separate portions of the dried but not exfoliated mineral, and

therefore appear of the same value in all the analyses.

The determination of the water was the only difficulty which

the analysis of this mineral presented. It is by far the most hy-

groscopic silicate I have ever examined, when once dry absorbing

water from comparatively dry air with almost as much avidity

as chloride of calcium. In two experiments with different por-

tions of the same powder, the material was heated in an air-bath

at 100° C. for seveuty-two hours before the weight became con-

stant ; and in each case the weight was compared at intervals of

about six hours. The total loss in the first experiment was

10"27 per cent., and in the second 10*19 per cent. The mineral

thus dried lost, when ignited, 10-84 per cent. Another portion

of the same powder, which had been dried over sulphuric acid

for more than two months, lost, when ignited, 11 "09 per cent.
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This close agreement indicates that all the water lost in drying,

either at 100° or over sulphuric acid, is hygroscopic ; and the

conclusion is very strongly confirmed by the fact that the mineral

in thus drying does not change its aspect in the least degree,

and rapidly reabsorbs the water when exposed to the air. On
the other hand, when the mineral is ignited it swells up to many
times its volume, like other members of the vermiculite family,

and undergoes what is evidently a profound alteration in its mo-

lecular structure.

Si. h. Fe. Fe. Mg. iH.

^37-58 19-73 5-95 0-58 25-13 J 109= 10006
20-04 9-19 1-78 0-14 1005 986

a) <

(2)

(3)

20-04
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Hallite occurs in large rough six-sided prisms, with easy mi-

caceous cleavage. There are two varieties, differing markedly in

colour—green and yellow ; and I am indebted to Mr. Hall for

the following facts in regard to the locality and associations of

this species. Mr. Hall writes :
—" The mineral is found at East

Nottingham, in the serpentine formation of south-eastern Penn-

sylvania, three miles south of Oxford, in Chester County ; and I

know of no other locality. I think the green and yellow varie-

ties are very closely related, and may possibly pass from one into

the other; but I have no positive proof that they do. The

crystals are found in nests or pockets ; and the two colours are

not found in the same nests. The green crystals are imbedded

in a steatite earth or base of the same colour as the crystals, and

the yellow in a yellow earth ; and sometmies nests containing

the opposite varieties are only a few feet apart in seams of the

serpentine rock.^'

As the following analyses show, the two varieties have essen-

tially the same composition ; and the only difference that could

be detected was in the degree of oxidation of the iron. The
yellow crystals appeared to be more weathered than the green

;

and on the last the green colour frequently fades out towards

the centre of crystals, thus giving indications of a metamor-

phosis by which one variety may pass into the other.

Under the microscope these scales of the mineral show a re-

markable appearance. Between the greenish or nearly colour-

less plates are seen elongated scales of a yellow mineral resem-

bling closely in colour thin scales of Jefferisite. They are more
or less spear-shaped in form, although usually very narrow, and

lie accurately in parallel lines, which cross at angles of 60° and
120°, like the magnetic oxide of iron in the Muscovite from

Pennsbury, Pa., or the microscopic ciystals in the Biotite of

South Burgess of Canada ; and the phenomenon of asterism, seen

so beautiful with the plates of the last, can also be seen with thin

laminse of Hallite. It was impossible to free the mineral from
this admixture ; but specimens were selected for analysis as free

from it as possible. It was also impossible to determine its exact

nature. The scales had not a definite form ; but there was a

tendency to a rhombic shape, which is well described by the

term "spear-shaped/^ and though the material is so widely

-distributed through the crystal, the total mass must be very small.

This mineral is not so hygroscopic as Jefferisite, and no diffi-

culty was found in dx*ying the material for analysis, \yhen
ignited, it exfoliates like other species of vermiculite, but not

nearly to so great an extent as Jefferisite. After ignition it is

decomposed by hydrochloric acid. The specific gravity of the

green variety, mean of four deierminations, 2*398 ; that of the
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yellow variety, mean of two determinations, 2*403. Before the

blowpipe, fuses with difficulty to a brown enamel. The following

analyses were made by Mr. C. E. Munroe, assistant in the labo-

ratory of Harvard College :

—

Green variety ofHallite.
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over the basal edge of about 122°, resembling the crystals of

Biotite from Greenwood Furnace. Mr. Hall informs me that

these more perfect crystals have only been found in one pocket

of the serpentine.

The distinction, however, between the phlogopites and the

Biotites is not fundamental, either chemically or physically.

Chemically, both species are orthosiHcates ; that is, the atomic

ratio between the sihcon and the sum of the basic radicals is 1 : 1.

The species diflfer in composition only in the relative proportion

of the sesquioxide and protoxide radicals. In the phlogopite
II VI

the ratio of R to R is probably normally 2:1; but of the pub-

lished analyses the value varies between that ratio and the ratio

3:2. In the Biotites the same ratio is probably normally 1:1;
but here, again, the different analyses which have been made give

values varying between 5 : 3 and 1:2. In like manner the op-

tical distinction between the phlogopites and Biotites, of which

so much has been made, is equally indefinite. Between a so-

called phlogopite like that from Jefferson County, N. Y., with

an angle of about 15°, and the apparently uniaxial plates of

Biotite from Vesuvius, there is every possible gradation—some-

times^ as I have shown, on one and the same mica plate ; and I

have endeavoured in this paper to explain the cause of this va-

riation. With the Vesuvian Biotites themselves (if the specimens

in the mineralogical cabinet of Harvard College are fair repre-

sentatives of the mineral from that locality) it is only occasion-

ally that we find a perfectly uniaxial plate. More commonly
there are distinct evidences of twinning; and on the borders of

the hexagonal plate may be discovered a biaxial structure, of

which the optical plane is parallel to different edges of the

hexagon on different parts of the plate.

It must, however, be remembered that as, by the process of

twinning we have described, the structure of the magnesian micas

approaches that of uniaxial crystals, rhombohedral and other

planes characteristic of the hexagonal system begin to appear on
the crystal. This is illustrated not only by the crystals of Biotite

from Vesuvius and from Greenwood Furnace, N. Y., but also

by the more perfect crystals of Hallite from Chester County, Pa.

In other words, the process of twinning we have illustrated in this

paper produces hexagonal crystals in external form as ivell as in

optical characters ; and the question naturally arises. May not
the hexagonal crystals of other minerals be formed in a similar

way ? that is, may they not be developed from twinned mole-
cules, which, though in their aggregate producing an hexagonal
structure, singly would develop into biaxial crystals ? Bearing
on this point we have discovered some very remarkable evidence.
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We have iu our possession a plate of Elba tourmaline cut per-

pendicular to the axis, in which the polarizing microscope shows

on different zones a separation of the hyperbolas, which amounts
in some positions to 8 degrees ; and in moving the plate across

the field the optical divergence varies precisely as on plates of

phlogopite and vermiculite. There is certainly no external evi-

dence of lamination on tourmaline crystals ; for the mineral is

remarkably compact, and the ciystals have not even a basal

cleavage : but it will be remembered how readily some of the

varieties j)ass by alteration into micas of the magnesian type

;

and this change to a foliated structure, in which the lamination

is parallel to the base of the original hexagonal crystal, may be

facilitated by a grouping of the molecules of the tourmaline in

the manner represented by fig. 12.

We have also a plate of amethystine quartz, in which a beam
of parallel polarized rays of light exhibits a twinning almost as

symmetrical as that shown in fig. 10, the three zones being most

beautifully mapped out by the alternating bands of right- and

left-handed quartz, which are such a familiar phenomenon of

these crystals. But, besides this, in each of these zones, near the

border of the plate, can be distinguished a biaxial structure with

an optical divergence of several degrees ; and on one other plate

of amethyst we have had an opportunity of examining, we have

also seen under the polarizing microscope the biaxial curves at

one or more points.

These facts most distinctly suggest the theory that the optical

phenomena of quartz are produced by a molecular structure

similar to that by which we have obtained identical phenomena

in our artificial plates of mica, and that the two orders of crystals

are aggregates of compound molecules, whose parts are twinned

together in the one case in right-handed, and in the other in

left-handed spirals, and, lastly, that the simple molecule, if de-

veloped normally, would produce a biaxial structure"^. This

theory is most markedly in harmony with the chemical relations

of silica. The compound SiO'^ is the only one of the tetrad

* Since the above was in type we have received the Amer. Journ. Sci.

(IV.) Februan- 18/4, containing a description of the rhombic silica which

Professor Maskelvne, of the British Museum, has discovered in the meteo-

rite of Breitenbach. This new species of sihca, which Professor Maske-

lvne calls Asmanite, has the form of a right rhombic prism, with an angle

of 120^ 20', and the crystals are optically biaxial; but while the specific

gravitv of quartz is 2(^, that of Asmanite is said to be 2'245. It is perhaps

to be "expected that such a molecular macling as we have desci-ibed \\ould

determine an increase of density, since thereby three molecules coalesce to

form one; or it is possible that the remarks made infra In regard to

calcite apply also to quartz : but stdl tlie marked diiference remains to be

explained.
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oxides which crystallizes in the hexagonal system ; and ever

since, by the study of the organic compounds of silicon, the

quadrivalent character of the element has been made evident,

this fact has been a striking anomaly in our chemical classifica-

tion. Assume, however, that the molecule SiO^ would develop

normally into a rhombic structure, and that the hexagonal form

of quartz is solely a result of molecular twinning, and the ano-

maly disappears. The molecule SiO^ may be approximately of

the same form as the molecule TiO^ in Brookite ; but having

the exact dimensions and polar conditions which favour the

mode of molecular twinning, described above and represented by

fig. 12, it may always develop into hexagonal shapes.

Are, then, all hexagonal forms thus closely related to the

rhombic systems of crystals ? And do all molecules of the di-

mensions and polar conditions illustrated by the figures of this

article (that is, those which correspond to the rhomb of 60' and
120°) usually develop into hexagonal forms ? May not the

whole difference between an hexagonal and a rhombic form arise

from a slight difference of dimensions, which determines a mo-
lecular macling in the one case, and a normal development of

the single molecules in the other ? These questions point out

most interesting lines of investigation, and will recall to the mi-

neralogist a number of facts bearing upon the subject. Allow

me to refer to two of the most striking and most obvious.

On the crystals of chrysoberyl the rhombic angle is 119° 46';

and every mineralogist is familiar with the hexagonal macling,

similar to fig. 7, which is so very characteristic of this species*.

Corundum differs chemically from chrysoberyl in that a portion

of the alumina in the former is replaced by glucina in the latter.

Corundum has a perfect hexagonal form ; and, fundamentally,

may not the only crystallographic difference be that, in conse-

quence of the replacement, a rhomb of 120° changes to a rhomb
of 119° 46' ? Now we have a plate of macled chrysoberyl, show-
ing the normal wide divergence of the optical axes at certain

points on its borders, and a nearly uniaxial structure at the

centre, where there is an obvious interpeuetration between the in-

dividuals of the made, and where the superposition of the several

laminjE is most beautifully shown by a polarized beam of parallel

rays. We have also a section of a corundum crystal, presenting

phenomena similar to those seen with the plate of tourmaline,

described above. Further, we have observed like phenomena on
a section of phenacite ; and although the last mineral contains

silica, yet if the molecules of SiO^ are crystallographically equi-

valent to those of Al^ 0^, it may be that the molecular structure

* See also Dana's ' System of Mineralogy,' fifth edition, figs. 154, 155,

p. 156.
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both of phenacite and of beryl is more closely allied to that of

chrysoberyl and corundum than the received theory of their

chemical constitution would indicate.

AVe would not convey the impression that in all these crystals

the appearances we have described are strongly marked, or that

they have passed wholly unnoticed hitherto. Every one wbo
has become familiar with the optical properties of crystals must
have noticed that, with many always regarded as uniaxial, there

is not unfrequently in some positions a small separation of the

cross into the hyperbolas which are characteristic of biaxial

structure. But these irregularities, although long known, have
never been satisfactorily explained. They have been hitherto

residual features not accounted for by the received theory of

crystalline structure, which explains so satisfactorily the general

order of the phenomena observed witli the polariscope. We have

endeavoured in this paper to trace their true significance :—first

by showing that the appearances we are discussing are precisely

similar to the effects which can be obtained by known means
with mica plates ; and secondly by observing, on different spe-

cimens of various minerals, every intermediate stage between the

unmistakable effects of twinning on plates of mica or vermicu-

lite, and the delicate phases of the same phenomena seen with

sections of crystals of tourmaline, corundum, or phenacite. One
other illustration of our theory.

The rhombic angle of Witherite (native baric carbonate) is

118° 30'; and the all but universal hexagonal macling of crys-

tals of this species is a well-known fact*. The rhombic angle

of Aragonite (the corresponding form of calcic carbonate) is

116° 10'; and the much greater divergence of this angle from
120° determines, as is also known, a style of macling which is

usually quite different from that of Witherite. In the isomeric

calcite, however, we have the type of all hexagonal forms.

Hitherto the crystalline forms of calcite and Aragonite have been

regarded as being as widely separated as possible ; and a compa-

rison of these two well-known mineral species has furnished one

of the most striking illustrations of dimorphism. But may not,

after all, the comparatively small physical differences between

these two minerals correspond to a crystallographic difference no
greatei', fundamentally, than the difference between the rhomb
of 116° 10' and the rhomb of 120° ?

The macles of chrysoberyl and Witherite are illustrations of a

general truth, fully recognized in mineralogy, that all rhombic

crystals whose angles approach 120° tend to form hexagonal

macles. The optical phenomena described in this paper certainly

suggest the theory that a perfect hexagonal form and structure

* See figures, Dana's ' System of Mineralogj',' p. 697.
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may be the result of a more fundamental and molecular macling,

which results when the angle is exactly 120''.

Observations of Senaimont.—The only previous observations

which we have been able to find bearing on the subject of this

paper are those of the late eminent mineralogist, H. de Senar-

mont, of Paris. In a well-known paper [Ann. de Chim. et de

Phys. 3rd ser. vol. xxxiii. p. 391), Senarmont showed that salts

which were both geometrically and chemically isomoi-phous

might have very different optical relations—for example, that,

while the biaxial crystals of two such salts might have the same

bisectrix, the plane of the optical axes in the crystals of one

might be perpendicular to the corresponding plane in those of

the other. He further proved, by crystallizing together two

salts so related, that in the crystals of the isomorphous mixtures

thus obtained the optical angle varied with the varying propor-

tions of the constituents between the extreme conditions in the

crystals of either salt; and by trial he succeeded in forming

from two biaxial salts crystals which, in monochromatic light at

least, appeared uniaxial. In a later paper [Ann. de Chim. et de

Phys. 3rd ser. vol. xxxiv. p. 171) Senarmont applied the principles

which he had thus experimentally verified, to explain the varia-

tion of the optical angle of the micas. In this paper he seeks

to prove, first, that all micas may be referred to a right rhombic

prism with angles of approximately 60° and 120°; secondly,

that while in some micas the plane of the optical axes is parallel

to the shorter diagonal of the rhomb, as in fig. 13, in others it

is parallel to the longer diagonal, as in fig. 14. Interpreting

these facts by the results of his experiments on isomorphous
salts, he draws the inference that there are, crystal lographically

at least, but two species of mica which are geometrically iso-

morphous but optically distinct, that these are represented by
the varieties which have the widest optical angle between the

axes in either plane, and that all other varieties with optical

angles varying from 0° to 70° in either direction are isomor-
phous mixtures of the two optically distinct conditions of the
mineral.

The observations described in this paper, although they prove
that another cause may also determine the variation of optical

angle in micaceous minerals, do not necessarily invalidate this

beautiful theory of Senarmont. The variations observed with
other minerals, not only on different specimens, but with the
same specimen at different temperatures, and which are so beau-
tifully seen with the orthoclase from Wehr in the Eifel, and with
crystals of selenite, indicate that such variations may be deter-

mmed by conditions of molecular structure wholly independent
of the macling here described. We have shown that the n\acling
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does produce the variation in certain cases ; and it must remain
for future investigation to assign the limits of the influence which
this cause may exert. We would only remark in conclusion that,

although in the tifty-seven varieties of mica examined by Senar-

mout he did not note a single- instance in which the position of

the plane of the optical axes (with reference to the diagonal of the

rhomb) was different on different parts of the same specimen, or

even on different specimens from the same locality, he does de-

scribe and figure several remarkable macles of Muscovite mica

similar to those of vermiculite described above and represented

by fig. 10. In one instance the plane of the optical axes is

parallel to the shorter, and in the other to the longer diagonal

of the rhombic prism ; but in both cases it has the same relative

position in the several individuals of the macles, the three planes

forming with each other angles of 60°. On the plate of another

made a difference of optical angle was observed on different por-

tions of the plate ; and this effect was probably similar to that we
have been studying iu this paper. On another plate from the

same crystals, he observed a superposition of the laminse of the

different individuals of the made ; and the following language

by which this phenomenon is described, and which is the only

reference made to it, shows how closely he came to the results

recorded in this paper :

—

" Une partie seulement du cristal made est commune aux
trois lames ; mais ici certaines plages (pointillees sur la figure)

out un caractere optique tout particulier; dies ne cessent jamais

de developper des couJeurs dans la lumiere polarisee, quelle que

soit d'ailleurs I'orientation de la lame cristallisee. II est evident

que dans ces plages il y a superposition de lames appartenaut a

des cristaux orientes, les uns comme le petit, les autres comme
le grand cristal, de fa9on que quand les unes out leurs sections

principales dans le plan de polarisation, les sections principales

des autres font avec ce plan des angles de 60 degres.

"Get exemple prouve done, non-seulement que les micas

peuvent se grouper lateralement sans que leurs clivages cessent

d'etre paralleles, mais que des feuillets superposes peuvent meme
apparteuir a des cristaux dont Forientation differe de 60 degres.

Un pareil mode de groupement, qui ne trouble ni la regularite

de la cristallisation, ni la transparence, semble indiquer que

Tarrangement moleculaire de ces prismes rhombo'idaux differe

tres-peu de celui qui conviendrait au prisme hexagonal r^gulier."
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XXXII. On the Sensibility to Light of Bromide of Silver with

respect to the so-called Chemically Inert Colours. By Her-
mann VOGEL*.

"ITTITH regard to certain colours (red, yellow, and green) the

' * photographic action, as we are aware, is either very limited

or altogether wanting. This circumstance not only throws dif-

ficulties in the way of copying coloured objects (oil paintings),

but also with regard to taking portraits, in which coloured

clothes and likewise a yellow tint of the complexion, light hair,

or rosy cheeks are reproduced in abnormal conditions. What is

of a light colour, when of a yellowish tint, conies out bright ; and

this drawback is onlv to be got over to a certain extent by a sub-

sequent retouching of the negative.

This abnormal insensibility to colour, as regards photographic

plates, is pronounced in the most marked manner with respect

to the colours of the spectrum, wherein beyond the violet a

powerful action is manifested, which in the visible spectrum

(according to the researches hitherto made) does not extend

deeper than to the line E in the green. (See Dr. Schultz-Sellack,

* Reports of the German Chemical Society/ 1871, p. 211). Re-

searches recently instituted by me by means of bromide of silver,

however, have shown that the sensibility of this preparation not

only embraces a considerably wider extent of the spectrum, but

even that, by the employment of certain accessories, its sensibi-

lity may be carried as far as into the red, or, in other words, to

regions where hitherto for photography dark night reigned.

I received recently from England some dry bromide-of-silver

plates which Wortley prepares in that country for sale, by a pro-

cess which is only in part divulged. On exposing these plates

to the spectrum, I found to my astonishment that they proved

to be more sensitive in the green (that is to say, near the line E)

than in the light blue (that is to say, near the line F). Here
was an instance of sensibility not in accordance with our previous

experience—namely, that a colour the chemical action of which

was held to be weak, proved more energetic than that of one

which was looked upon as powerful. This circumstance induced

me to enter at once upon a more intimate examination of the

behaviour of bromide of silver with regard to the colours of the

spectrum.

I formed my spectrum by the use of a photographic camera
and a Steinheil lens, which I adapted to the battery of prisms

of a direct-vision spectroscope. The width of the slit was 0'25

* From Poggeudorff's Annalen, vol. cl. p. 453. Kindly communicated
by W. G. Lettsom.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 312. April 1874. T
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nnllim. The solar rays were thrown on to it by means of a

Foucault's heliostat, for the use of which I am indebted to the

great kindness of my friend Dr. Zenker. The length of the

spectrum from D to G was 35 millims.

When desirous of comparing my experiments, I chose the

time from 11 till 2, and then operated only when there was a

cloudless sky, which it is true is but seldom the case at this

period of the year. The time of exposure lasted generally ten

minutes. The plates were developed with protosulphate of iron.

Even in my earliest experiments I found that the sensibility of

the bromide of silver extends considerably further than is stated

by Dr. Schultz-Sellack, who obtained therewith an action only

from the ultra-violet as far as nearly to the line F in the blue.

In my experiments the sensibility extended in all cases beyond

the line F, more or less far beyond according to the transparency

of the atmosplicre. Upon this latter point I purpose entering

more at length in a separate communication.

I made a trial of the bromide of silver in two forms :— first, as

a so-called wet plate, that is to say, when moist from an adhe-

ring solution of nitrate of silver derived from the silver-bath

wherein the plates were sensitized; secondly, as a dry plate, ob-

tained by washing off the solution of silver and then drying the

plate. (For further details see ' Reports of the German Chemical

Society,^ 1873, p. 89.) The behaviour of the two classes of

plates was different.

The result was that di*y bromide of silver exhibits a more ex-

tended sensibility for colours than does the bromide which lies

beneath a silver solution ; when an acid development was em-
ployed, the latter manifested sensibility up to the middle point

between D and E—that is to say, nearly up to the yellow ; the

former, however, exhibited sensibility 2 millims. beyond the line

D, or up into the orange.

The action of the two plates was moreover very different in a

qualitative sense. With moist bromide of silver an extremely

energetic action is seen between G and F (in the indigo and
blue) ; near F, however, it declines suddenly, and nothing but a

faint indication could be traced as far as the other side of

E.* Dry plates, on the other hand, exhibited a far less decided

action in the blue than the wet plates did; this action, however,

declined only gradually, and it extended, as has been remarked
above, as far as beyond D.

Hence dry bromide of silver is more sensitive for the rays of

lesser refrangibility in the visible solar spectrum ; moist bromide

of silver is most sensitive for the blue rays of greater refrangi-

bility.

For ordinary photographic plates a solution of silver acts as a
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powerful "sensitizer'^ (see the above work, 1873, p. 88); that is

to say, it augments their sensibility in consequence of its fixing

chemically the iodine or bromine as it becomes liberated during

exposure. That this action occurs chiefly in the blue finds its

solution without doubt in this, namely that the blue rays are

more eagerly absorbed by the wet film than are the others.

As has been already observed, the sensibility of the dry bro-

mide of silver diminishes gradually from the blue to the red.

With bromide-of-silver plates as prepared by me I could see no-

thing of the phenomenon which I had noticed as occurring in

such a marked manner with the English bromide-of-silver plates

spoken of above, namely a falUng off of the sensibility from the

violet to the blue, and an increase thereof from the blue to the

green. The explanation above offered as to the action of nitrate

of silver upon bromide of silver induced me, however, to con-

jecture that the English bromide-of-silver plates must contain

some substance that absorbs the green in a greater measure than

the blue. It is not unusual to give dry plates a coating of sub-

stances of the most varied kinds, such as gallic acid, caffeine, or

morphine, all which bodies fix iodine and bromine and exercise

a sensitizing action ; occasionally, too, a yellowish colouring-

matter is added thereto,with the view of retarding the "chemical"
blue light thereby. The optical demeanour of these " preserva-

tives " may be looked upon as a matter not yet in any way un-
derstood ; neither, indeed, is their favourable influence placed

beyond all question.

The plates of AYortley contain nitrate of uranium, gum, gallic

acid, and a yellow colouring- matter as a coating. In order to

ascertain whether this coating exercised any action, I washed one
of these plates with alcohol and watei*, and obtained in fact by
so doing a plate that no longer gave any indication of an aug-
mented sensibility in the green. I now made an attempt to

impregnate bromide of silver with a substance that absorbs espe-
cially the yellow rays and fixes free iodine or bromine, in the
hope of thereby heightening the sensibility for yellow. I selected

coralline, which Professor Licbermaun most kindly placed at my
disposal. A solution thereof, when greatly diluted, gives in the
spectroscope an absorption-band between D and E; in a more
concentrated solution the absorption becomes widened out until

^it reaches beyond D, while, on the other hand, the blue near F is

transmitted to a pretty considerable amount.
I dissolved coralline in alcohol and added some of it to my

bromide collodion, so that it became of a strong red colour.

Dry bromide of silver plates prepared with this collodion were
of a decided red tone. On exposure to the spectrum they bore
out my anticipation ; that is to say, the plates proved sensitive

T2
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in the indigo, from there their sensibility decreased till the light

blue, became weak at F, then increased again, and in the yellow

was found to be almost as efficient as in the indigo. Thus a me-
thod was attained for preparing bromide- of- silver plates that are

acted upon almost as strongly by a colour hitherto held to be

chemically inert, namely yellow, as they are by indigo, which
hitherto has been held to be the colour possessing the strongest

chemical energy.

After this experiment I was justified in hoping that some
other bromide-fixing substance endowed with a powerful absorp-

tion of the red would in like manner heighten the sensibility of

bromide of silver for red. Such a body I met with among the

green aniline products. The body in question absorbed in a

marked manner the red rays in the middle between D and C ;

when further concentrated this absorption became extended

towards D, while the yellow, green, and blue were transmitted

almost unimpaired. In point of fact a collodion coloured with

this green proved sensitive to light as far as into the red.

The sensibility fell ofi^from the indigo to the yellow, then in-

creased again; and at the identical place where the above-men-

tioned absorption-band was visible a powerful action in the red

was manifested.

From these experiments I think I am pretty well justified in

inferring that we are in a position to render bromide of silver

sensitive for any colour we choose—that is to say, to heighten for

particular colours the sensibility it was originally endowed with.

To effect this, all that is requu-ed is to add thereto souse sub-

stance which promotes the chemical decomposition of the bro-

mide of silver and absorbs the particular colour in question but

not the others. Perhaps we may even arrive at this, namely

photographing the ultra-red as we have already photographed

the ultra-violet. The photographic inefficiency of certain colours,

which has hitherto proved so great an obstacle, would in that

case be surmounted. The following experiment shows to what

extent this is practically substantiated. A photograph was taken

of a band of blue upon a yellow ground. Employing an ordi-

nary collodion plate with iodide of silver, I obtained thereupon a

white band upon a black ground. On a bromide-of-silver and

collodion plate, where the action of the blue and the yellow is

equally powerful, it was to be anticipated that no effect was to

be obtained. I therefore placed in front of the object-glass a

disk of yellow glass, which absorbed the blue light and trans-

mitted the yellow unimpaired ; and then, after an exposition of

suitable duration, I obtained in point of fact a dark band on a

light ground.

The matter is not alone of practical but also of scientific in-
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terest. Hitherto it has been held that the haloid salts of silver

were modified chemically only by the rays which they absorb to

a marked extent (Schidtz-Sellack, 'Reports of the German Che-
mical Society/ 1871, p. 211); and, moreover, the influence of
" sensitizers " has been partially called in question (Schultz-

Sellack, ' Photographic Communications,' seventh annual publi-

cation, p. 301).

My investigations show that, with respect to the sensibility of

photographic plates to the action of light, not only does the op-

tical aptitude for absorption on the part of the sensitive silver

salts themselves, but also the optical aptitude for absorption on
the part of the substances mixed therewith play a prominent

part.

Further experiments on this point are in progress.

Berlin, October 1873.

XXXIII. A Theory of the Effects produced by Fog and Vapour

in the Atmosphere on the Intensity of Sound. By Professor

Challis, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S.*

THE experimental results obtained by Dr. Tyndall relative to

the intensity of sound under various conditions of the

atmosphere (as published in the Proceedings of the Royal Society,

No. 149, pp. 58-68) are of so much scientific importance that it

seemed to me desirable to endeavour to account for them theore-

tically. The questions they raise are clearly hydrodynamical

;

and I think I shall be able to show that the appropriate answers

may substantially be given by reference to propositions in hydro-

dynamics which I have previously discussed in the pages of this

Journal.

It is evident from the experiments that the phenomena to be

explained are of two kinds—those resulting from Fog, or the pre-

sence in the air of vapour in a visible form, and those due to the

admixture with the air of invisible vapour. As to Pog, or Haze,

I shall at once assume that it is to be attributed to the suspen-

sion in the air of extremely minute globules of water. This

supposition is justified by phenomena of the Fog-bow, which in-

dicates by its form an action of spherical drops of water on light

the same as that which takes place in the case of the primary

rainbow ; and its freedom from colour gives evidence of the ex-

tremely small size, as compared with that of rain-drops, of the

suspended globules.

Let us conceive aerial vibrations capable of producing sound
to be generated and transmitted in air loaded with an immense

* Communicated by the Author.
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number of these small globules. The problem of determining*

the velocity and condensation of the air due to the reaction of a

single small sphere on which such vibrations are incident, I have

already discussed and applied on several occasions. (See the

Number of the Philosophical Magazine for June 1864, pp. 457
& 458, that for October 1865, pp. 262 & 263, and the solution of

Example VI. in pp. 279-287 of 'The Principles of Mathematics
and Physics.') Suppose the velocity at any point due to the

reaction of the sphere to be resolved along, and perpendicularly

to, the radius vector drawn to the point from the sphere^s centre,

and let the former resolved part be U, and be reckoned positive

in the direction from the centre, and the other be W, and be

reckoned positive when it is in the same direction as that of the

incidence; also let cr be the condensation at the same time at

the same point. Then if /• and 6 be polar coordmates of the given

point, the origin being at the centre of the sphere and 6 being

the angle which the radius vector makes with an axis drawn in

the direction of incidence from the origin, and if b be the radius

of the sphere, and T the velocity of the incident vibration at the

time / in a plane through the origin transverse to the axis, the

solution of the above-mentioned problem gives

.^ TZ*3 T// . . , rfT 63
U= ^ cos e, W=^ sm d, flV=—^ cos 6.

Now any reflection of the incident waves, caused by the reaction

of the sphere, will be proportional to aa, and must be extremely

small on account of the smallness of the factor - • ^-. If, for
a at

27rat
instance, we suppose that T= m sin —— , X. being the breadth of

A,

the waves, the maximum value of that factor becomes , and
A.

therefore, by reason of the ratio -, is excessively small for all

such values of m and X as those which are applicable to the ex-

periments.

b^

2r^

will become excessively small at small distances from its centre,

because such distances may still be many multiples ofb. Thus,

by reason of the two factors combined, the reflection from a single

globule may be so extremely minute at all sensible distances

from its centre, that the sum of the reflections from a veiy large

number of globules contained within a given finite space might
only generate reflex waves of moderate magnitude and coming

Again, on account of the small size of the globule, the factor ^ ^
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from a great dejjth. The experiments of Dr. Tyndall showed

that this is actually the case in a foggy or hazy atmosphere ; and

accordingly tliis fact, so contrary to previous expectation, may be

considered to be accounted for by the present theory.

Taking now into consideration the velocities U and W, it may
be proved (as is shown in the discussions above cited) that these

velocities are such that just as much fluid crosses any plane per-

pendicular to the direction of the propagation of the incident

waves as would have crossed if the globule had been absent. As
this is true with respect to each globule, it follows from the prin-

ciple of the coexistence of steady motions, that the mean effect

of the reaction of all the globules is simply to augment the velo-

city in the incident waves by contracting the space in which the

fluid moves, just as the rate of the flowing of a river is increased

by contraction of its channel. By this means an impetus

would be given to the sound-waves ; and it might thus happen
that, in'the absence of countervailing causes, sound would be

audible in a hazy atmosphere at unusually great distances. This

in fact appears to have occurred in the experiments of July 1

and October 30.

During a fall of rain or snow, the drops or the flakes might
by their size produce a sensible amount of reflection, and so di-

minish the intensity of the sound ; but, on the other hand, by
their occupation of space they would^ in the manner explained

above in relation to the globules of vapour, give impulses to the

vibrations ; so that upon the whole (as appears from experiment

to be the case) rain or snow falling might have little eff"ect on the

intensity of sounds.

It is to be observed that the theory points to no change of the

rate ofpropagation of sounds by the action of visible vapour, but

exclusively to an alteration of their intensity.

,

Let us now suppose vapour in an invisible state to be mixed
with the air. Tlie vapour is connected with the air only by a

kind of mechanical suspension
;
yet there is reason from expe-

riment to conclude that the elasticity of the compound differs

very little from that of the air itself. So long, therefore, as the

mixture is not irregular, there would appear to be no reason for

the production of reflected sound. But, to use Dr. Tyndall's

terms, an irregular or " flocculent " admixture would render the

air " acoustically opaque.^^ This eff'ect may be conceived to take

place as follows.

If it were possible that two portions of an elastic fluid

of diff'erent densities and the same elasticity could be in jux-

taposition on opposite sides of the same plane, in any case

of the propagation of waves from one portion to the other

reflection would take place at the plane of separation, whether
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the waves passed from the rarer to the denser portion, or from
the denser to the rarer. In an irregular, or flocculent, admix-
ture of air and vapour of water such an abrupt change of density

would not be possible ; but there might be changes of density

more or less rapid from point to point without change of elasti-

city ; and, so far as these changes tend to be abrupt, partial re-

flection of the waves might ensue. It is also to be considered that

the reflections would always take place in the directions of most
rapid change of density, whether the density be increasing or

decreasing ; so that in a flocculent admixture there might be

reflections in various directions, and the sound might be dis-

persed or absorbed in a manner analogous to the absorption of

light on its entrance into an opaque or partially transparent me-
dium. Thus air charged with vapour in an invisible state,

although optically transparent, might be in various degrees im-

pervious to sound. That this is actually the case was clearly

demonstrated by the experiments. This view is confii'med by
the fact, observed on October 8, that the intensity of the sound
was increased by a heavy fall of rain, the effect of which would
be, as is remarked by Dr. Tyndall, to remove to a certain amount
by condensation and precipitation the invisible vapour to which

the diminution of the intensity of sound is mainly attributable.

Thus theoretical reasons can be given for the experimental

results that fog and haze do not diminish, and may even increase,

the audibility of sounds, and that loss of sound is chiefly due to

certain conditions of the invisible vapour mixed with the air.

Theory also indicates that neither by fog and haze, nor by that

condition of invisible vapour which diminishes or absorbs sound,

is the rate of propagation sensibly altered. But I know of no

apriori means of determining whether the amount of vapour in

regular admixture with the air may not have some influence

on the velocity of sound ; and this, I think, is a point which is

open to further inquiry by experimental means.

The greater distance to which sounds are audible to leeward

than to windward of the place of excitation, is very little owing

to the transmission being accelerated by the wind in the former

case and retarded by it in the other. It is chiefly due to the

circumstance that in those vibratory movements of the air to

which the loudness of the sound is principally due there is an

excess of condensation above rarefaction, and the consequent

excess of the velocity corresponding to the condensation is in

the same direction as the current of the wind on the leeward

side and opposed to it on the windward side. As the action

on the ear is in each case proportional to the square of the

compound velocity, the result will be an excess of intensity on

the leeward side.
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In concluding these remarks, I take occasion to advert to the

solution I have given, on hydrodynaniical principles, of the

problem of lines of magnetic force, this problem being in its

conditions analogous to that of determining the effect of the

small globules of water in a foggy atmosphere on the intensity

of sound. (See the " Note on the Hydrodynamical Theory of

Magnetism" in the Philosophical Magazine for July 1869,

pp. 42-45, and arts. 4-8 of a new discussion of the same
theory in the Number for June 1872). In that solution I have

argued that a stream, or a vibration, of the aether receives an

impulse on entering into a magnet by reason of the contraction

of channel resulting from the occupation of space by the atoms

of the magnet, and that this impulse is proportional to the

number of atoms in a given space. On the hypothesis, there-

fore, that the density of the magnet increases by slow degrees

from one end to the other, a given element of the sether will

receive successive impulses as it moves towards the denser end,

and in this way a permanent stream will be maintained in oppo-
sition to the inertia of the fluid. In the case of the transmission

of sound in a foggy atmosphere, there is not an analogous incre-

ment of the globule-density in the horizontal direction of the

propagation ; but so far as experiment indicates that an im-

pulse is given to the sound-vibrations by the presence of the

globules and the intensity of the sound is thereby increased,

the two kinds of phenomena are alike, and the proposed theore-

tical explanations of them are mutually confirmatory.

Cambridge, March 18, 1874.

XXXIV. Connexion between Capillary and Electiical Phenomena.
By Gabriel Lippmann*.

[With a Plate.]

THE pi-esent investigation was made in the laboratory of

Professor Kirchhoff, to whom I am greatly indebted for

his counsel and for his kind assistance. It might well have been
difficult to seek a priori for relations between electrical variables

and the so-called constants of capillarity ; and in fact I only

gradually arrived at such relations, starting from an experiment

for which I am indebted to Professor Kiihne of Heidelberg, and
which is essentially as follows.

A drop of mercury is introduced into dilute sulphuric acid in

which is dissolved a trace of bichromate of potash ; a pohshed
* Translated from PoggendorfF's Annalen, vol. cxlix. \i. 546.

[Note.— In a paper by Mr. C. F. Varley, read before the Royal Society,
January 12, 1871, and published in this Journal, vol. xli. p. 310, some of
the results contained in thispaper have been anticipated.

—

Ed. Phil. Mag.]
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iron wire is fixed near it so as to dip in the acid and just

touch the edge of the drop of mercury. As soon as contact

has taken place, the drop performs regular vibrations which may
last for hours. The resemblance between this phenomenon and

the movements of mercury electrodes (see Wiedemann, Galvanis-

mus, 1872, § 368) is striking, and the explanation is manifestly

the same. From the view hitherto received it would be as fol-

lows. The solution containing chromic acid would oxidize the

surface of the drop and thus flatten it. In contact with iron an

iron-mercury couple is formed. The current would reduce the

surface by electrolysis ; the drop would contract, and the contact

with the iron would be broken; the same succession of phenomena

would ensue as before, and so forth. By using a sufficiently

concentrated chromic acid solution these processes are actually

seen to take place ; but with a dilute solution the surface always

remains bright. Measurements have shown in fact that the po-

larization of mercuiy by hydrogen eflects a contraction, and that

we need only remember the depolarizing action of chromic acid

to explain the above phenomenon.

Experiments which I will now detail more completely have

shown that the capillary constant {superficial tension, coefficient of

Laplace's formula) at the contact-surface of mercury and dilute

sulphuric acid is an invariable function of the electromotive force

ofthe polarization at the same surface.

I. Variation of the Capillary Constant with the Electromotive

Force of the Polarization.

Measurements.—The apparatus consisted of a vertical ca-

librated glass tube, G G', which was connected at the bottom by

means of an india-rubber tube with a reservoir of mercury, A
(Plate II. fig. 1). The mercury rose thus in the tube G G', but

underwent there a capillary depression which was measured with

the cathetometer, and from which the capillary constant could

be determined in the ordinary manner. The upper part of the

glass tube was filled with dilute sulphuric acid (one eleventh of

the volume of acid), which wetted the meniscus of the mercuryM,
and was continued by the glass siphon, H, into the glass vessel,

B, which also contained dilute sulphuric acid. At the bottom

of the vessel was a layer of mercury, B, to serve as a second

electrode. The capillary depression of the mercury in the tube

G G' w^as, of course, corrected for the pressure of the dilute acid.

In order to evoke in M a known E, F. P. (Electromotive Force

of Polarization), the two masses of mercury (namely, that in B
and the mass A M) were respectively connected with two points,

P and Q, of the circuit of a DaniclFs element by means of the

platinum wii-es a, /3, which may be called the poles of the appa-
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ratus. A branch current then traversed the apparatus, which

now acted as a decomposing cell, until the E. F. P. produced was

equal to the difference of potentials between P and Q. The

E. F. P. bears the same relation to the electromotive force of a

Daniell as the resistance P Q bears to the resistance of the entire

circuit. This relation may be deduced from the deflection of a

tangent-compass contained in this circuit. The ratio of the

surfaces of mercury in M and in B was intentionally taken very

small, in order that the electromotive force of polarization in M
need alone be taken into account ; for it is clear that a quantity

of electricity which is sufficient to produce in M any given hy-

drogen polarization would give on the surface B, which is many
thousand times as large, no appreciable oxygen polarization.

Thus was obtained from the indications of the compass the E.F.P.

in M, and from the indications of the cathetometer the simul-

taneous capillary constant. In order to reduce the E. F. P. in M
to zero, all that was necessary was to interpose a simple metallic

circuit between a and /S. The magnitudes to be measured are

not small. Thus the depression in a tube having a radius

= 0'33 millim. is 14 miilims. for an electromotive force of

polarization = ; for an electromotive force equal to one Da-
niell it is 18'90 miilims. ; the alteration in level is therefore

equal to 4*90 miilims. =0*35 of the original depression. The
constant of capillarity, therefore, is equal to 30*4 for an electro-

motive force equal to 0; and is equal to 40'6 for an electromo-

tive force of polarization equal to one Daniell.

In order to measure the alterations in the constant of capilla-

rity with still greater accuracy, instead of the tube G G' an ex-

tremely hollow open point y<y (fig. 2) was used, which was pre-

pared by drawing out one end of a glass tube. Mercury was
poured into this tube to such a height that it penetrated into the

fine point and partially filled it (fig. 2). The point dipped in

dilute sulphuric acid ; the bubble of air which at first occupied
the end was removed by pressing out some mercury. There was
thus in the point a wetted hemispherical* meniscus M of about

Y^^ millim. radius, whose capillary pressure counterbalanced the

pressure of the mercury contained in the tube (750 miilims. in

height). The dilute acid was also in contact with a second mass
of mercury, B, which, as before, w^as to serve as positive electrode ;

by means of platinum wires both masses could be connected with
'the external poles a, /3. These poles were first placed in metalhc
connexion with each other, whereby the E. F. P. in M was equal
to zero, and a microscope so placed in front of the point that

with a 220-fold magnification one of the cross-threads was in

* The angle which mercury forms with glass under dilute sulphuric acid
is always zero.
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the tangent plane of the meniscus (fig. 3). To make a mea-
surement, a Daniell's element, for instance, was interposed be-

tween a and /3 : the column of mercury disappeared from the field

of view; and in order to adjust the mercury to the thread a new
])ressure, which might be called the compensating pressure, had to

be exerted upon the column of mercury which supported the me-
niscus. This compensating pressure bears to the former pres-

sure the same ratio that the increase of the constant of capilla-

rity at the meniscus does to the former value of this magnitude.

This is clear from Laplace's formula, in which the curvature

must be assumed to be constant when the adjustment of the

meniscus is constant, and thus the pressure is proportional to

the constant of capillarity. In the example given the compen-

sating pressure amounts to 260 millims. of mercury (more than

one third of an atmosphere) when a Daniell's element is inter-

posed—that is, 0'35 of the former pressure (750). The constant

of capillarity has increased by 0'35 of its former value.

The compensating pressure was exerted by means of com-

pressed air, produced and measured by means of an air-pump

and of a mercury manometer. Electromotive forces of polari-

zation which were equal to known fractions of a Daniell were

produced by the above-described method of branch currents.

It was thus found that to every value of the E. F. P. a perfectly

definite value of the constant of capillarity corresponds ; so that

from the one magnitude may be inferred the value of the other.

In a// of these experiments in which the circuit was closed (that

is, where between a and /3 either a mere wire or a constant elec-

tromotive force was interposed), it was surprising to observe how
constant were the results—that is, the constant of capillarity

and the invariability of the position of equilibrium of the me-

niscus. We have been accustomed to certain ''disturbances"

which occur in capillary experiments arranged in the ordinarj^

manner (that is, without completion of the electrical circuit), and

which, of course, occurred here also when a and /3 were insulated

from each other. These disturbances are as follows : (1) the

position of equilibrium is different according to the direction of

the previous motion of the mercury; (2) it may suddenly change

on agitation, as, for instance, by tapping
; (3) the position of

equilibrium may slowdy change with time and only cease to

become displaced hours after. But when the circuit was closed

by interposing, for instance, a wire between a and^, all irregu-

larities at once disappeared and they could not be reproduced;

that is, the position of equilibrium became so constant that the

meniscus was at once adjusted to the cross- wire with a precision

which, in spite of the 220-fold magnification, left nothing to

be desired. Moreover the cause of these disturbances was dis-

covered (p. 290).
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The Capillary Electrometer.

Since, in the apparatus just described, every compensating

pi'essure is represented by a definite value of the electi'omotive

force interposed between a. and jB, the latter can be inferred from

the former when once a table is constructed for this purpose.

Thus the free electrical tension at the poles of a Daniell was
measured by the compensating pressure of 260 millims. mercury,

and smaller electromotive forces by smaller pressures. The ap-

paratus in this case is not traversed by a current ; for the electro-

motive force of polarization holds in equilibrium the electromo-

tive force between « and j3. It is only necessary to have this

electromotive force so small that it produces no appreciable de-

composition of water; it must not much exceed one Daniell. This

can always be attained if a known number of Daniell's elements

be allowed to act against the electromotive force to be tested.

The capillary electrometer is also very sensitive in regard to

quantities of electricity; to charge it is to produce an ap-

preciable polarization upon a meniscus the surface of which is

equal to (27r x yJpjj)'^= 0-0006 sq. millim. And in fact a deflec-

tion is obtained when a feebly charged proof plate from a Cou-
lomb^s balance is approached to the pole a—or if the current of a

Daniell be momentarily closed by the apparatus, the current being
enfeebled by the interposition of a piece of air-dried glass. The
sensitiveness of such an electrometer is therefore so great that

that of no other electrometer, excepting that of Thomson, can
be compared with it. This sensitiveness is moreover constant

at all times ; the deflections are apparently momentary, in most
cases at least ; and the deadening is very rapid. The pole ^
must be in metallic connexion with the gas- or water-pipes,

while a is carefully insulated from the table by means of

shellac supports. If also « remains insulated from ^ for some
time, the apparatus charges itself, as is also observed in Thom-
son's electrometer. Accidental contacts, atmospheric electricity,

&c. produce these charges.

When the indications of an atmospheric-pressure manometer
are sufficient for measuring the pressure, the electrometer may be

arranged in a form which is easily transportable. The drawn-
out glass tube is only a few centimetres long, and is connected
with a second tube sealed at one end, which contains mercury and
compressed air, and acts as a manometer for atmospheric pres-

sure. This connexion is established by means of a short thick

caoutchouc tube, which is under a small screw-press to produce
the necessary pressure. The whole is placed upon a small
wooden bracket, which may be clamped to the stage of any mi-
croscope. The indications of the instrument are quite constant.
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Also, instead of applying compensating pressure, successful

attempts were made to measure micrometrically the displacement

of the meniscus which took place each time. The drawn-out
tube is then fused-to at the outer end, and contains a quantity

of compressed air, which produces the necessary constant pres-

sure. The electrometer is then a few centimetres in length; it

must, however, be empirically graduated. It is best when the

electrometric glass point presses like a spring against the side

of the tube which contains the dilute acid, so that under all

magnifyiug-powers it may be conveniently observed.

Electrocapillm'y Engine, fig. 5.

Just as electromagnetic motors have been constructed which,

depending on the principles of electromagnetism, derive their

work from the battery and are driven by magnetic forces, so

also an electrocapillary motor has been constructed which is

driven by capillary forces, and transforms electrical into mecha-
nical work. Such a motor, which is now in the Physical Insti-

tute at Heidelberg, consists of a glass trough, K K, filled with

dilute sulphuric acid (15 per cent, by volume of acid), and con-

taining two glass vessels, G, Gp which are partly filled with mer-

cury. These masses of mercury, G, G, can severally be connected

with the poles of a DanielFs battery, D, by platinum wires, the

upper parts of which are kept from contact with the mercury by

means of fine glass tubes. In the circuit there is a commutator,

W, by which these connexions may be reversed, so that each

mass of mercury may be successively polarized with hydrogen.

On each mass of mercui'y floats a bundle of glass tubes, B, B,

which are about 2 millims. in diameter and are open both at

the top and at the bottom. About 300 of these tubes form a

vertical bundle 60 millims. in height and of the same diameter,

and are held together by platinum wire. In the axis of the

bundle a glass rod is fastened, which plays the part of the stem

of a piston. The lower half of the bundle floats in the mercury,

while the upper is immersed in the acid and is quite filled with

it. The bundle floats freely upon the mercury and remains

vertical because the glass rod is clamped in a metal U-shaped

rod, the lower ends of which are not free but fixed to the lower

surface of a double horizontal lever, which is movable about a

.fixed horizontal axis, and which can oscillate like a scale-beam.

Thus the bundles may be said to hang to it upwards as the scale

pans downwards, and keep each other in equilibrium. By
means of the vertical stirrup V, the rod s, and the bent lever z,

the oscillating motion of the lever may be converted into a rota-

ting one of the flywheel R ; on the axle of the flywheel is another

bent lever z, which moves the commutator. The whole has a cer-
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tain resemblance to some marine steam-engines. If, now, by

means of the binding-screws a, a^ the whole be connected with a

Daniell's element, one mass of mercury is polarized with hydrogen

and the other with oxygen. On the first side the capillary con-

stant, the capillary depression in and between the tubes, and thus

also the force by which the bundle is driven upwards is increased

by 0*35 of its value, and this bundle rises ; exactly the reverse is

the case on the other side. The wheel begins to turn ; after a

complete excursion, the current is reversed by the commutator

and the action begins again in the opposite direction.

The machine works sifently, without sparks, and with very

feeble currents, therefore very economically. It once worked

five days and nights with a single Daniell's cell. The number

of turns, which was 108 in a minute, of course decreases when
the sulphate of copper is exhausted*.

The working-power of such a machine, v.hich is driven by ca-

pillary forces, is entii'cly independent of the volume which it

occupies, and depends alone on the variation of the surfaces of

contact of the two liquids. This may be readily calculated from

the well-known law, that the work of capillary forces is propor-

tional to the variation of the surface and is independent of its

shape. If, for instance, the E. F. P. of the surface of mercury

has successively the values and one Daniell, it may be easily

calculated from the numbers above given that the work is equal to

0*01 X S kilogrammetres,

if S is the variation of the surface iu square metres.

II, Disengagement of Electricity and Polarization with Capillary

Phenomena.

Experiment has shown that capillary phenomena allow us to

transform mechanical v?ork into electrical. Any arrangement

which, when a current passes, produces a motion can conversely

serve as electromotor. Helmholtz has deduced this reciprocity

for electromagnetism and induction from the principle of the

conservation of force; his demonstration may without much
trouble be put into a somewhat more general form. We have

here apparently something similar to induction.

If, for instance, instead of the battery a galvanometer be con-

nected with the electrocapillary engine which has just been
described, and the wheel be turned by the hand, it will be seen

that the needle deflects ; the deflection continues as long as the

turning of the wheel ; the direction of the deflection changes with

the direction of the rotation.

* This machine, as well as the above-named electrometer, is made by M*
Jung, mechanician, of Heidelberg.
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These currents may be produced and measured in a simple
manner.

Tlie apparatus desci-ibed above (page 285) was used for the

measurement. The poles a and ^ were respectively connected
with a reflecting galvanometer of 2000 turns. To make an
experiment, the reservoir of mercury A was either raised or low-

ered ; the level of the mercury G G' was altered thereby, and a

throw of the needle produced. Alterations in level of a few mil-

limetres were sufficient to make measurements ; otherwise cur-

rents are obtained so strong that a needle which is not astatic

strikes against the stops. When the level is raised, the surface

of contact of the mercury and the acid in ]\1 increases. The
galvanometer then indicates a current which proceeds through
the dilate sulphuric acid from the increasing electrode to the

other. On sinking, the direction of the current is reversed.

Experiments were made with various height^s of lift and with

different glass tubes. Let a be the observed deflection of the

galvanometer, / the height of the lift, r the radius of the tube

;

all the numbers found satisfied the condition

^ = const. =«,;

that is, the quantity of electricity disengaged isproportional to the

increase of surface, and independent of the form.
This quantity of electricity was now determined in absolute

electromagnetic measure. The above constant Uq denotes the

deflection in scale-divisions for an increase of surface of 1 square

millim. It was found that ao= 0*55 on the scale. To express

this number in electromagnetic measure, the ends of the galva-

nometer wire were connected with the ends of a coil above which

a second coil was placed ; this latter was traversed by a current

whose intensity amounted to 4*5 in absolute electromagnetic

measure. The potential of the two coils on each other (as

given by Professor Kirchhoff) amounted to 23,223,000. When
the current in the second coil was opened, an induced current

was produced in the first which deflected the mirror through

57 divisions. Moreover the resistance of the galvanometer

together with the induced coil was compared with a known re-

sistance by means of Wheatstone^s bridge, and was found to be

equal to 78 x 10'*^ divisions. Hence the quantity of electricity

for a one-division deflection amounted to

23223000 X 4-5

78x10^0x57 '

and thus for a deflection of 0*55, or an increase in surface of 1

square millim., the quantity of electricity disengaged is in abso-
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lute electromagnetic measure

_ 23223000 X 4-5 x 0-55 _ 12927
^~ 78x10^0x57 ~ lO'o

To make this clearer we may call to mind that, according to

Weber, the electrical equivalent of water is 00098 milligr.

Hence an increase of surface of 1 square millim. would disen-

gage a quantity of electricity which would decompose almost

130 milligrammes of water.

In order to have the deflections proportional to the quantities

of electricity, the currents must, of course, have an infinitely short

duration compared with that of the swing of the needle. With
this view the reservoir of mercury was provided with a cock,

which was only opened for a short time after a complete raising

or lowering. Moreover small displacements were employed;

for the current requires an appreciable time if, with a given

glass tube, the displacement of the mercury exceeds a certain

amount, because with this length the resistance of the thin

layer of acid between the glass and the mercury, and which

forms a part of the circuit, becomes larger, and the discharge

slower.

The same electrical currents may also be very simply pro-

duced. A glass vessel contains mercury and dilute sulphuric

acid. A glass funnel filled with mercury is so adjusted that its

lower very fine aperture dips in the acid. If the two masses of

mercury (that in the glass vessel and that in the funnel) are

respectively connected with the terminals of a galvanometer, the

needle is deflected as long as the flow of mercury continues. The
extension of surface of each drop as it forms causes the produc-

tion of the current.

The funnel may be replaced by a drawn-out tube, and the

vessel by a second similar tube, and thus the siuiple electromotor

of fig. 4 may be constructed. The mercury then flows through

both tubes ; when the stationary condition has been attained, the

deflection of the needle remains constant.

Polarization by Capillary Forces.

If, after the metallic contact between the poles a. and /S has

been broken, the mercury be displaced, we have the ordinary

condition of things ; for hitherto no attempt has been made to

complete an electrical circuit in capillary experiments. Pheno-
mena are then observed of which a portion are known as " un-

explained disturbances." If the reservoir A is raised (that is,

the surface in M increased), and at the same time the pole /S

Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 312. April 1874. U
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put in communication with the earth, the wire a becomes charged
with free negative electricity, as was established by means of

Thomson's electrometer ; the deflection of the electrometer may
become as great as if its poles had been connected with a Da-
nielFs element. It is at the same time observed that the depres-

sion of the mercury in the glass tube is greater than when the

circuit is closed ; in other words, the constant of capillarity is

greater than before. Now the increase of the electromotive force

between mercury and dilute acid, with a simultaneous increase of

the constant of capillarity at the common surface, is just what is

called polarization by hydrogen : the phenomena can then be
thus represented :

—

If by mechanical means the surface of contact between mercury

and acid irater be increased, the mercury tJiereby becomes polarized

with hydrogen.

On this may be based a very striking experiment which may
be made with the capillary electrometer. If by blowing or by
suction with the mouth the atmospheric pressure over the mer-
curial column be varied, the column of mercury in the fine point

can be moved without exertion—this^ however, only so long as

there is metallic contact between a and ^. If this contact be
suddenly broken, the column of mercury at once becomes im-

movable, as if it were frozen. This may be thus explained.

On blowing, for instance, the surface of mercury begins to in-

crease ; it thereby becomes polarized, and the increase of the

capilhuT constant produces an increase of the capillary pressure

which cannot be overcome by the lungs. The exact opposite is

the case with suction.

On the same phenomena is based an apparent disturbance

observed in capillary experiments, namely a slow decrease of the

constant of capillarity, as has been shown by Quincke for mer-

cury in water. If, for instance, mercury be allowed to ascend

in a moistened capillary tube, the surface of the mercury in the

tube is increased and is thereby polarized. Now polarization,

as is well known, diminishes wath time, first rapidly, afterwards

continually more slowly. In accordance with this a decrease of

the constant of capillarity is observed. A similar thing happens

when a drop of mercury is brought into water : in flattening on

the bottom it increases its surface and assumes a slowly decreas-

ing polarization.

AVith the electrometer or galvanometer it can be directly

shown that when mercury is contained in a glass vessel

under dilute sulphuric acid, dipping a glass rod into it or

merely inclining the vessel is sufficient to produce a change of

the ca})i!lary and electrical conditions. Similarly any agitation

produces an alteration of the capillary constant. But when a
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circuit is closed, the polarization, capillary constant, and depres-

sion are constant.

By " increase of the surface of contact " of mercury and di-

lute acid two things might be understood—(1) moistening fresh

parts of the mercury which had hitherto been dry, or (2)

further recession from each other of parts already wetted. In

all the above phenomena the second is to be understood. This

can be shown by the following simple experiment.

On a dry surface of mercury a broad drop of dilute sulphuric

acid is placed, which is then removed by a pipette, so that only

a wet spot remains. If this spot be perforated by an iron point

it polarizes and contracts immediately. But we only see a dis-

tortion of the entire surface, such as would take place upon the

surface of a stretched caoutchouc balloon upon which was a

damp spot and from which air emerged. The individual details

at what is ordinarily the jagged edge of the spot, as well as the

outlined part of the dry surface, remain separately recognizable

during the distortion, as if they had been drawn upon a caout-

chouc membrane ; and after the polarization has ceased they

return to their old position.

On Young's view, according to which the constant of capil-

larity is regarded as a superficial tension, the result last

adduced (namely, that when the circuit is open the constant

increases on expansion) would be simply expressed thus—that

the surface of mercury behaves like an ordinary elastic

membrane, the tension of which increases when the membrane
is stretched.

XXXV. On the Measure of Work in the Theory of Energy. By
Robert Moon, M.A., Honorary Fellow of Queen's Colelge,

Cambridge^.

TO my former remarks on this subject f I desire to add the

following.

1. I cite the following sentences of Professor Maxwell as ex-

pressing generally accepted views :

—

" Work is done when resistance is overcome ; and the quantity

of work done is measured by the product of the resisting force

* Communicated by the Author.

t See ' Philosophical Magazine ' for September 1873.

U2
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and the distance throughout which that force is overcome "

(Theory of Heat, 1871, p. 87).

"Ys is the work done by the force F acting on the body [M]
while it moves in the direction of F through a space s " (ibid,

p. 89).

Interpreting the latter of these sentences by the former, it is

clear that in the case considered the resistance offered to the

action of the force F is treated as exactly equivalent to, and as

capable of being represented by, F. The question arises, there-

fore, What is F ?

The phrases " the absolute force,^' " the force acting at a

point," are so constantly in use among us that we are apt to

lose sight of their purely conventional character.

Force can only be measured by its effects ; and in order that

force may produce any effect, it must operate throughout an

interval of time. As a matter of fact F is the amount of mo-
mentum generated by a force acting uniformly during a unit of

time ; and what F truly represents is the force acting on a body

during a unit of time ^. If, therefore, F can be accepted in any

degree as the representative of the resistance offered in the above

case, it must represent the resistance offered in a unit of time.

Thus, if we adopt the above definition of work, it follows from

the simple rules of arithmetic, not less than I trust that I have

already shown it to result from sound mechanical principles,

that the work done by the force F acting during the time T is

FT, and not —^r— as, if the measure of work above proposed

were admissible, it would be, supposing the body to move from

rest under the influence of the uniform force F throughout the

time T.

2. Suppose a body whose mass is M to be moving in a certain

direction with a velocity V^, and that the force F is applied to

the body in the direction of its motion. Then, as before, if F
be uniform we shall have

F5= i(MV2-MV2),

where s represents the space described by the body while the

velocity changes from V, to V; and putting V=Vi + t;, we shall

have

work = F5= iM(t;2 + 2i;V,) («)

We thus arrive at the entirely inadmissible conclusion, that

while the body moves through the space s, the work done

upon it by the force F, and therefore, according to the above

* The test of uniformity, and necessarily the only test, being that the

force generates equal amounts of momentum in equal times.
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measure of work, the resistance offered by the body to the action

of the force, will he greater vfhen the body has an initial velocity

Vj urging it in the direction in v)hich it is solicited by the force

(in which case Vj and v have the same sign), than it has when
the body moves from rest,—nay, more, that when the space s

through which the body moves (and therefore v) is indefinitely

small, the resistance offered in the former case (which will be

M.vN^ will be infinitely greater than in the latter, when it will

be ^Mv'^.

3. The vice, or rather one vice of the measure of work above

proposed, is manifest from the formula (a) of the preceding

article. In the production of what is there offered as the work

done by the force, it is clear that the initial velocity (that which

the body had before the force began its work) has been an

agent.

This view of the subject may be further illustrated as follows.

Suppose that V^ is the velocity of the body at the beginning of

the time T, and that throughout T the motion of the body is

counteracted by the uniform force F, which is of such amount
as to reduce the body to rest at the end of T. Under these cir-

cumstances two things will have been done during the time T :

—

(1) Space will have been described.

(2) Velocity will have been destroyed.

The space manifestly has not been described by the agency of

the force, the only product of which is the destruction of velo-

city ; in other words, Vj (in this case =FT) measures the work
done by the force.

4. It may be an object of curiosity to some of my readers to

know how the above measure of work came to be adopted. On
this point I am sorry to be unable to afford them very precise

information. If my memory serves me rightly, Helmholtz, in

his paper in Taylor's 'Scientific Memoirs' for 1852, treats it as

a thing "well known;" and in Thomson and Tail's 'Natural
Philosophy ' it appears to be regarded in the same light. Pro-
fessor Maxwell informs us that " If a body whose mass is one
pound is lifted one foot high in opposition to the force of gra-
vity, a certain amount of work is done, and this quantity is

known among engineers as a foot-pound."

If this passa2;e may be taken to afford the true clue, we can
'hardly fail to be struck with the originality of the suggestion
that a great philosophical principle may be established by
" engineering evidence."

5. I have already said that "force can only be measured by
its effects," which in popular language is tantamount to the
assertion that force is measui'ed by the work it does. The
establishment of the foregoing measure of work, therefore, is in
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point of fact a rehabilitation of the Leibnitzian measure of force

—

a rehabihtation, indeed, of a very peculiar character; for the

Leibnitzian measure is not supposed to supplant, but to stand

pari gradu with its Newtonian rival.

If the views which I have endeavoured to unfold are correct, it

will follow that the received measure of work, of whatever use it

may be in simple cases (say when a body moves from rest) as

aflFordmg within certain limits some rude indications, must be

regarded as utterly inadmissible for every scientific purpose.

6 New Square, Lincoln's Inn,

February 26, 1874.
, ^>i, , ^

XXXVI. Determination of the Absolute Value of the Siemens Mer-
cury Unit of Electrical Resistance. By F. Kohlrausch*.

THE more firmly the general adoption of the Siemens Mer-
cuiy Unit is established, the more desirable is it that the

ratio which it bears to the scientific standard of resistance, the

so-called Absolute or Webei-^s unit, should be known as accu-

rately as possible. A determination of this ratio forms the

subject of the present communication. It was carried out in

the year 18G9 in the Magnetic Observatory at Gottingen, by

means of, on the one hand, the splendid instruments for

galvanic and terrestrial-magnetic measurements which the Ob-

servatory and Physical Institute of Gottingen have acquired

through the labours of W. "Weber, and^ on the other hand, of

mercury units which Mr. Siemens kindly had prepared specially

for this purpose.

I may be allowed to premise that I have shunned no

labour in order to reach the degree of precision attainable

with such means ; and in assuming that this degree of precision

has really been reached, I believe I am warranted by years of

practice in observations of this nature, no less than by the final

agreement of the results.

The outcome of the investigation is that the Siemens unit is

equal, in absolute measure, to

9717000000 ^^,
sec.

or, expressing the same thing by a more convenient number, to

r, n-T - earth-quadrant
O'9/l/ -

—

-—^—^

second

Translated from Poggendorff's Annalen, Erganzungsband VI. S. 1,

an abstract having been "communicated to the Gottingen Academy of

Sciences on the 5th November, 18/0.
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So far as space allows, I will communicate the observations

in such a form that the calculation can be checked, and that it

may be possible to form an opinion as to the degree of accuracy

that has been reached. Independently of the consideration that,

in the case of any fundamental and difficult measurement which

lays claim to precision, the fullest detail is desirable in the pub-

lication of the numbers obtained, there are in the present case

two additional reasons for this course. In the first place, the

observations relate to a perfectly new and important principle

of galvanometry established by Weber, in connexion with which

the methods of observation with a swinging needle, likewise

introduced by him but not widely adopted as yet, have been

employed. In the second place, my results render probable an

error of about 2 per cent, in the unit of resistance adopted by the

British Association; and, in view of the authority attaching to the

Committee on Electrical Standards, which was appointed by so

eminent a body and composed of the first scientific names, and

which moreover disposed of considerable external means, there

s'.-ems need for the greatest caution, but also in the end for more

distinct emphasis. A series of objections will be found pointed

out further on against the determination of the British Asso-

ciation.

I. On the various Methods for the Absolute Measurement of

Resistance.

The determination of the absolute resistance of a conductor

by magnetic means always leads to the problem of measuring

the current which a known electromotive force produces in the

conductor, the unit current being taken as that which exerts

externally the unit of magnetic action, and the unit of electro-

motive force being that which is developed when a conductor is

moved against magnetic forces under certain normal conditions*.

We owe to Weber four methods for making such determinations

of resistance, the principles of which may be briefly stated as

follows :

—

In the firstf, the electromotive force induced by the earth's

magnetism in a moving conductor (eaith-iuduction apparatus)

of known dimensions is made use of; and the strength of the
' current is found from the deflections of a short magnetic needle

surrounded by a multiplier-coil, also of known dimensions. We
only require to know in addition the time of vibration of the

* Abhandl. d. K. Sachsische7i Gesellsch. d. Wissenschaften, 1846, vol. i.

p. 219.

t Tom. cit. p. 226.
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needle ; the magnetic intensity of the earth is not required, as its

effects compensate each other. It is, however, essential that the
needle should be short in comparison with the diameter of the
multiplier ; and consequently either the observations must be made
with a small needle, or the multiplier must be constructed of vei'y

considerable dimensions.

The second method*, which is the one employed in the fol-

lowing iuvestigation, is a modification of the first, called for by
the very difficulties just referred to. A multiplier with narrow
coils and astatic needle serves as galvanometer, the dimensions
of which may be made to fulfil the conditions of greatest sensi-

tiveness, or those prescribed by any other considerations, in

whatever degree we please. This is possible, inasmuch as the
action of the unit current in the multiplier on the needle is not
calculated from the dimensions, but is ascertained empirically,

according to the laws of magneto-induction, by the damping
effect which the multiplier exerts on the swing of the needle.

But in addition it is now needful to know, not only the time
of vibration, but also the moment of inertia of the needle, as well

as the absolute value of that component of the earth's magnetic

force v.-hich acts on the inductor.

The third method f is distinguished by great simplicity in the

necessary instrumental appliances, which consist simply of a

multiplier with a magnetic needle vibrating within it. If the

time of vibration of the needle is known, and if both the ratio

of the magnetic moment of the needle to the earth^s magnetic

force and the distribution of magnetism in the needle have been

ascertained by observing its power' of deflecting a compass, it is

possible from these data and the dimensions of the multiplier to

calculate the electromotive force developed in the latter by
the motion of the needle. The strength of the current thus

produced, and consequently the resistance of the multiplier, is

found by observations of its damping effect.

The last process % consists in setting a multiplier of known
dimensions in rapid and uniform rotation, and observing the

deflection of a small magnetic needle suspended wdthin it.

In each of these methods, wdienever great accuracy is aimed

at, we encounter difficulties of execution, by no means inconside-

rable, arising from sources to which attention is called by italics

in the foregoing paragraphs. We must next consider somewhat

more in detail the last-mentioned process of the rotating multi-

* Abhandl. d. K. Geselhch. d. JVissensch. zu Gottingen, 1862, vol. x.

p. 20. Also printed separately uuder the title " Zur GaJvanometrie."

Gottingen, 18fi2.

t Ahh. d. K. Sachs. Ges. d. Wi^s. 1846, vol. i. p. 232.

+ Weber, Zur Galvanomeirie, p. 12.
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plier, since this was the process employed in the construction of

the English unit of resistance.

II. On the Determination of the Absolute Unit of Resistance

carried out at the instance of the British Association'^.

The fourth method was proposed by Weber in two different

modifications : in one the axis of rotation of the inductor is

horizontal ; in the other it is vertical. In the former case it is

necessary to know the ratio of the two components of the earth's

magnetic force, inasmuch as the horizontal component acts on

the needle, while the inductive action is due to the vertical

component. By the second modification of the method, which

was the one adopted by the Electrical Standard Committee of

the British Association, this knowledge may be dispensed with,

since the horizontal component occurs, in consequence of its

inductive action, in the numerator of the expression for the

strength of the current, and as acting on the needle it enters

into the denominator ; so that we have here what is in truth a

most elegant, and, so far as the principle is concerned, a very

simple })rocess, independent both of the earth's magnetism

and of that of the needle, and presenting only the mechanical

difficulty of the production of a constant and rapid motion of

rotation.

But, on the other hand, another obstacle presents itself in

practically carrying out the second modification, the effect of

which comes out most clearly in the work of the " Committee,'*

and appears to call for more serious consideration than the

necessity of making a determination of dip. In this arrangement

the suspended needle, as ivell as the earth's magnetism, exerts an

inductive action; and consequently it is needful to eliminate the

effect of the former. If a small magnet, such as is commonly

used for galvanometric measurements, were to be employed in

conjunction with the multiplier of 300 millims. diameter adopted

by the Committee, its own inductive action would far exceed that

of the earth's magnetism. If the effect of the former was to he

treated as a small correction, it was accordingly essential to use

an unusually weak magnetic needle.

The Committee went in reality very far in this direction—so

- far, indeed, that such a weak magnetic needle as they employed

has assuredly never been used for any other measurement. Their

magnet consisted of a steel sphere (thus a mass of magnetically

the most unfavourable shape possible) of 8 millims. diameter and

* Report of the British Association, 1862, p. 125 ; 18C3, p. Ill ; 1864,

p. 345 ; 1865, p. 308. Where merely the number of the page is quoted
in what follows, the reference is to the Report for 1863.
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weighing about 2 grammes. But, in addition, this little sphere

was purposely weakly magnetized and did not possess more
magnetism than can be imparted to a sewing-needle of the mass

of^ of a gramme, as I have assured myself by experiment*. It

may serve further to illustrate the figures to state that a

small elongated iron rod of 10 grammes, held in the direction

of dip, would acquire the above degree of magnetization through
the inductive action of the earth's magnetism. A single silk

fibre, 2 metres long, was required as the suspending-thread for

the steel sphere, in order to reduce the torsion to the small

amount prescribed by the varying elasticity and elastic reaction

of the silk. Now let a magnetized sewing-needle of the very

smallest size be conceived of as fastened by a connecting-piece

about \ metre in length to a mirror of 30 millims. diameter,

and therefore (according to the drawing) ofi'ering a surface of

about 14 square centims. for the action of air-currents, which,

even in a well -closed case, cannot be entirely avoided ; further,

let the whole mass have such a moment of inertia that its time

of vibration is ten seconds (p. 173), while that of the sewing-

needle by itself would have been al)out two thirds of a second,

and we have an idea of the essential part of the magnetometer

acted on by the weak currents of the multiplier, an error of two

minutes of arc in the determination of whose position would

cause an error of 1 per cent, iu the result. Moreover the large

multiplier was revolving in the immediate neighbourhood of this

magnetometer with a velocity sometimes as high as four revo-

lutions in a second.

It appears to be a defect in the otherwise very complete reports,

that, so far as I am aware, there has been no publication of the

full details of a series of observations such as would afi'ord

ground for accepting or rejecting the objection that has been

urged above. It is mentioned (page 174) that individual parts

of the lengthy series of experiments were rejected before the

calculation was made^ on account of their want of agreement with

others t; whence it appears that considerable unexplained irregu-

* The steel sphere deflected a compass-needle at a distance of 156-6 mm.
through an angle =tan-^ 0-0078=27' (Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1863, p. 172).

Hence, taking the horizontal intensitv=r76, we get for the magnetic

moment, M=a . 1-76 . 156-6^ . 000/8= 26000. But since 1 milligr. of steel

will assume a maximum of permanent magnetism amounting to about 1 000

units (comp. also Schneebeli, Progr. des Ziirch. Polyt. 1871-72, Pogg.

Annal. Erganzungsbd. vi. p. 150), the above degree of magnetization might

be given to a thin rod of 26 milligr.

[t The German words are wegen Nicht-Uebereinstimmung mit anderen,

which are not equivalent to those used by the Brit. Assoc. Committee at

the place referred to, namely, " any portion of an experiment accidentally

vitiated could be rejected by itself."

—

Transl.]
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larities were met with. In physical measurements, however, it is

always dangerous to assume that large errors of experiment can

only be of accidental origin and are eliminated by a sufficiently

great number of observations.

Indeed, if we now look at the final published results *, they

seem to justify some slight degree of hesitation in accepting them.

These mean values still exhibit differences amongst themselves

which rise as high as 1'4 per cent. We find further that the

slow spins give a mean result which differs by about 0*5 per cent,

from that of the rapid spins. In like manner the publication

of a few observations belonging to one and the same day (p. 175)

makes it possible to form some opinion. Four results are given,

which differ amongst themselves by as much as 2*3 per cent.,

although each of these numbers is obtained by a series of ob-

servations extending over about a quarter of an hour and inclu-

ding about one hundred scale-readings, from which, if need were,

the least-accordant numbers had already been struck out. An
unprejudiced reader must always have his attention arrested by

differences as great as these.

But the discrepancies, amounting in some cases to as much
as 8'5 per cent., according as the inductor was turned towards

the left or towards the right, are to me totally unintelligible.

According to a statement by Mr. Jenkin (Poggend. Annalen,

vol. cxxvi. p. 387), the explanation of this circumstance lies in

the fact that "the thread, to which the magnet was hung,

exerted a slight influence in one direction.'^ One is inclined to

conclude from this that there was a permanent torsion of the

thread one way, whereby the deflection to the two sides would
of course be made unequal. But in order to explain such differ-

ences as occur here, the torsion would have to be great enough
to deflect the magnetic axis of the steel sphere many degrees

from the magnetic meridian. It is hardly admissible to suppose
that such an oversight was made in suspending the magnet.
Should it, however, have occurred, it seems to me that the series

of observations affected by it ought to be rejected; for such a

want of symmetry would not be willingly allowed even in ordi-

nary working, and must be regarded as specially dangerous when
the spherical form and feeble magnetization of the magnet are

considered. For to say that the magnetic axis of the magnet,
on the permanence of which every thing ultimately depends, was
really permanent within minutes of arc, when it did not coincide

with the direction of the magnetic directive force, would be a
hazardous assertion.

* Brit. Assoc. Rep. 1864, p. 330; Poggend. ^MJia/c/i, vol. cxxvi. p. 386.
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Less ground for distrust would no doubt be afforded if the

expression that has been quoted were interpreted as meaning
that a change had taken place, through gradual elastic yielding,

in the position of torsional equilibrium of the cocoon-fibre, as

might be the case, for instance, if the fibre had not been sus-

pended for a sufficiently long time. But even this I do not

like to suppose ; for in such a case the observations ought to have

been postponed, or at least the yielding should have been elimi-

nated by means of special observations.

In short, we can hardly avoid coming to the conclusion that

the feeble magnetism of the needle gave rise to considerable

discrepancies; and it does not appear to me allowable to apply

the rules for the calculation of probabilities to such observations

unless we have explicit proof of the absence of constant sources

of error.

In any case, however, the probable error of O'l per cent,,

which is calculated for the final result, can only apply to the

scale-readings; to extend it to the entire measurement is pre-

supposing that there were no other sources of error. Even the

very noteworthy agreement between the numbers found in the

two years 1863 and 1864, which differ by only 0"16 per cent.,

cannot be regarded as unconditionally decisive. If we now in-

quire for other sources of error, we encounter first of all the ob-

jection raised by Dr. W. Siemens against calculating the mean
radius of the coil from the length of the wire and the number
of turns. I think I may conclude, from careful experiments

of my own, that this process may be employed without hesita-

tion in the case of thick wires; but the section of the wire

which we have to deal with here (to judge from the weight and

total resistance of the wire, as well as from the dimensions

of the coil) cannot have been more than about 1 millim.; so

that the above objection may perhaps be regarded as not out of

place. But, in any case, the error thus arising cannot have

been great.

But possibly another circumstance (which is not alluded to

in the Reports of the Committee, though in general the correc-

tions are treated with a comprehensiveness and completeness

that is worthy of imitation) may have been of greater import-

ance. The support in which the coil revolved consisted of a

" strong brass frame," which, as appears from the figure,

formed within itself a closed circuit. It is nowhere stated how
the observers convinced themselves of the unimportance of the

currents which the closed inductor must have caused in these

stationary metallic parts when rotating. Xo doubt the experi-

mental detection of these currents would have been difficult ; but
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exactly on this account the neighbourhood of masses of metal

ought to excite suspicion.

I have been unable to avoid a criticism of the method by

which the " British -Association Unit'' was obtained, since the

question is how to explain a difference the cause of which 1

cannot, to the best of my knowledge, find in my measurement.

For the rest, it is not impossible that many of the above objec-

tions might full away if the results of the observations were

published more in detail ; and the want of such publication is

the more to be regretted, as it causes a deficiency in the other-

wise in some respects classical reports.

The question as to which unit of resistance is best fitted for

general use hardly belongs to a scientific investigation. For the

sake of Physics itself we can but rejoice in the competition be-

tween the Siemens unit and that of the British Association ; for

thereby the best means is afi"orded of testing the unalterable-

ness of both, and this is all that comes into account for scientific

apphcation.

With regard to practice, the position occupied by Mr. Siemens

in relation to telegraphy must have secured a considerable start

for his unit ; while a no less important circumstance is that the

judiciously arranged and, so far as I know, well-adjusted

Siemens's Resistance-scales have becom.e widely distributed.

Moreover it can scarcely be denied that the definition of the

unit by means of mercury is intelligible to practical men, whereas

the definition of the other unit would be intelligible to but few

in the first instance. But further, a considerable additional

weight must be laid in the scale on the side of the Siemens unit,

if the other unit, as appears to be the case, does not approach in

,
1 1 xi 1 1 ^ earth -quadrant

any important degree more closely to the absolute *—;

• '
° •' second

than the mercury unit docs by accident. The British-Associa-

tion unit is in reality (even in the view taken of it by the Com-
mittee ; comp. Report for 1864, page 346) not an absolute

measure but a concrete standard ; and for use it is quite inmia-

terial whether its degree of approximation to the absolute unit

amounts to 2 per cent, or to 3 per cent. Lastly, if the possibility

'of reproducing the British-Association unit is to be made to

depend, not upon a repetition of the absolute measure (see

'Report' for 1864, page 348), but upon the conductivity of

metals, in which case it is self-evident that the preference would
be given to mercury, there does not seem to be any reason what-
ever why a column of mercury of simple and convenient dimen-
sions should not be chosen.
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III. The Absolute Measurement of Resistance by the method

of Recoil (Zuriickwerfungsmethode).

The process described at page 296, as the ''second " method
of determining the absolute resistance of a circuit consisting of

an earth-inductor and a galvanometer with narrow coils, depends
on the connexion between the coefficient of sensitiveness of the

galvanometer and the ratio of damping of the vibrating needle.

I intercalate here a demonstration of this principle, as the ex-

pression given by Weber "^ requires a trifling correction.

The coefficient of sensitiveness q is the deflecting moment
which a current of unit strength exerts on the galvanometer-

needle, when the latter is parallel to the windings of the coil.

Then, according to the general laws of induction, the electro-

motive force which the needle induces in the coil when moving
dec

with the angular velocity -j— in the neighbourhood of the par-

allel position is — g -^. If w is the resistance of the galvano-

meter, including the path which forms the connexion between

the ends of the conducting wire (in the case before us, there-

fore, IV is the resistance of the galvanometer + that of the

inductor), the moving needle induces a current of strength

— - -^' and thereby in its turn experiences a deflecting moment

= — — —r., which tends to damp its motion.
IV dt '

Besides this galvanic damping, other resistances to motion

may exist (such as resistance of the air, &c.) which may be repre-

sented by— c ^.
•^ dt

Now let the position of equilibrium of the needle be parallel

to the windings of the coil ; and let the vibrations be so small

that, if X denote the angle of deflection at any instant, the de-

flecting moment due to the earth's magnetism and to the

elasticity of the suspending fibre may be represented by —J)x.

If, lastly, K stands for the moment of inertia of the needle, its

motion will be determined by the equation

d\v 1 /o2 \dx J)

This is the equation, so often discussed f, of the motion

* Ahhandl. d. Gotting. GeseJlsch. d. JVissench. vol. x. p. 25 (1862).

t Gauss, Resultate des magn. Vereins, 1837, p- 74 ; 1839, p. 55. W.
"Weber, Abh. der konigl. Sachs. Ges. der Wiss., 1846, vol. i. p. 345. Du
Bois-Raymond, Monatsber. der Berl. Akademie, 1869, p. 807.
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of every damped needle, with the difference merely that the

coefficients are here given in their physical signification.

Now the coefficient of yr determines, as is well known, the
at

relation between the time of vibration and the amount of damp-

ing. Next, let / be the time of vibration of the damped needle,

and a and b the magnitudes of two successive arcs of vibration,

so that \= logo T is the Napierian logarithmic decrement of the

needle. Then we have q^
_

^ _ 9 ^
m;K'^K /

c
The second term ^, depending on the resistance of the air,

is found exactly in the same way, by observing the time of

vibration t^ and the logarithmic decrement \q after breaking the

galvanometer circuit. Then

c _9^o

And since / and /^ are connected by the equation

fi _ tl

we get finally

q'- 2— (X. /'':!±2^«-Xo)^ (I.)

to V TT^+ X^ «^

This is the important equation whereby the coefficient of sen-

sitiveness of a galvanometer, with narrow coils and with a needle

of any given shape, can be determined from the moment of

inertia and time of vibration of the needle taken in connexion

with the degree of damping due to the coil, if the absolute

resistance of the coil is known. In future this last quantity

can be easily ascertained by means of a Siemens's resistance-

scale f.

* Weber {Zur Galvanometrie, p. 23, 25, where it must be observed that

^ is denoted by/and our X by XJ obtains q^=2— (X — Xq) . /^LZ1_2.
K "

^0 'y/ 7I--+X*

t It is hardly needful to say that q is not the coefficient of sensitiveness

that comes into account in the case of permanent currents. If a permanent
current of strength i produces a deflection x, we may put x=pi, in which

case it is easy to see that ^= 9 . In accordance with the usage fre-

quently adopted in other cases, we may call q the dynamical and p the

statical coefficient of sensitiveness.
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In the present case the above equation is to serve to determine

the resistance iv ; consequently a second relation is required in

order that q may be eliminated. Such a relation is afforded by
the currents produced by an earth-induction apparatus when
it is quickly turned, in the ordinary way, from one position at

right angles to the magnetic meridian into another at 180°

from the former.

Let S denote the superficial area surrounded by the v/ire of the

inductor, and T the earth's horizontal magnetic intensity, then

the quantity of electricity traversing each section of the circuit

at each such movement, will be

!
According to what precedes, this will impart to the needle an

angular velocity 7 represented by

whence we get

'= |(zW^= ;

w]L'

72?6-2K2

5 ~ 4S^T^ ^

By equating the two values of q^ given by (I.) and (II.), we
get finally for the resistance of the Inductor + Galvanometer,

expressed in absolute measure,

In order to determine the angular velocity 7, which the

separate inductive shocks give to the needle, and the damping \,

Weber employs the method of Recoil [Abhandl. der Konigl.

Sdchsisch. Gesellsch. der Wissensch. vol. i. p. 349 [1846]), in

which inductive shocks in alternately opposite directions are

given at every second passage of the needle through its position

of equilibrium. If A and B denote the ultimately constant

values of the greater and less arcs traversed by the needle

swinging under these conditions, we have

^ 1
A

'
t^ -v/ab

* Weber, Zur Galvanometrie, pp. \6 et seq.
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so that the resistance finally becomes

^-oqS^T^ ^0 ( ^ ^0 \ AB /AX;;taa
3. -1 K*

"Q I '- "1 '"0

IV. Investigation of the possible Errors.

Since \q is always small and can be determined very accu-

I'ately, and the last factor does not dijBFer greatly from unity, if

we bear in mind moreover that A,^ is always small in compai'ison

with TT^, in investigating the possible errors we may take the

approximate expression

32 ^^T\\ ABw—
TT^ K (A2 + B2)2

1. The principal share of the uncertainty must be ascribed to

the horizontal compo7ient of the earth's -magnetic force T, the per-

centage error of which affects the resistance in a twofold degree.

The difficulty of accurately determining this element (a difficulty

which is no doubt in general underrated) makes it essential that

the observations should be carried out in a very completely

equipped magnetic observatory. It is evident also that the

variations of the earth's magnetism must be taken into account;

for the horizontal intensity varies with us to the extent of about

\ per cent. ; so that, without observing the variation-apparatus,

an error of 1 per cent, might arise in the calculation of the re-

sistance.

The observatory of Gottingen without doubt ansv»'ers to the

requirements of the case more completely than any other place,

inasmuch as the arrangements that have been carried out there

by Weber for determining the horizontal intensity far surpass,

in delicacy and convenience, those in use elsewhere. The great-

est sources of error in the absolute measurement unquestionably
lie in the determination of the moment of inertia and the measure-
ment of distances ; in long series of observations of variations

the change in the magnetism of the bifilar needle also introduces
difficulties that are not inconsiderable. Essential improvements
have been effected affecting precisely these points. The dis-

tances to be measured are solely those between the suspending
fibres of magnets, and therefore can be determined with the
utmost accuracy. The weights for determining the moment of
'inertia are more firmly connected with the magnetometer ; they

* In practice, Vtj^+X^ can always be taken as =7r; and so long as X

is not great, we have as a close approximation (in the present case, for
instance, within 005 per cent.

)

.=32g'j^°(x-xo) /^ , ri+'-iv
Phil. Mag. S. 4 Vol. 47. No. 312. April 1874. X
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cause the same strain on the suspending-thread in all the obser-

vationsj and likewise admit of very accurate measurement of the

distance between them. Finally^ the bifilar magnetometer is

supplied with a Weber^s auxiliary needle*.

I had myself the gratification of using these arrangements for

the first time in their entirety, while determining the terrestrial-

magnetic elements at Gottingen in 1867, and of convincing

myself of their excellence. During these determinations, and in

a subsequent series, I acquired an accurate knowledge of the

constants of the instruments and sufficient practice in their use.

While referring to the next section for the observations them-
selves, I will adduce here two pairs of determinations of intensity,

from each of which variations in the terrestrial magnetism are

eliminated, and which can therefore be directly compared. The
following are these values :

—

1867," with an interval of sixteen days, 1-83960 and 1-83849;

difference =0-00011. 1869, with an interval of three days,

1-83860 and 1-83832; difference =0-00028.
Expressed in terms of the whole, these differences amount

to 0-00006 and 0-00015. But the error ai'ising from the moment
of inertia and the measurements of distance is not included in

these differences ; hence for the possible error AT of the hori-

zontal intensity we may take about ten times the above amount
—that is ^"p -^

T" ~ - looo'

2. The moment of inertia K of the astatic pair of needles was

determined by two different methods. One of them gave

K= 1,135,700,000 ; and the other, which was not quite free

from objection, 1,132,800,000. We will assign to the former de-

termination the weight two, and assume as the error AK the

deviation of the two determinations from the mean—that is,

AK_ 1

K ~ - 750"

3. The inductor-surface S is the only magnitude which I

have not measured myself. It was determined by Weber when
he constructed the inductor; he measured the length of the wire

by coiling it upon a large wheel about 3 metres in diameter f-

It was moreover controlled by measuring the individual wind-

ings. I put the possible error

AS_ 1

S - 2000

4. The time of vibration /q amounted to about 34-4 seconds.

* Abhandl. d. Gotting. Gesellsch. d. Wissensch. vol. vi. (1855).

t Abk. der Gdtt. Ges. 1853, page 53 of the separate impression.
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The greatest diflference which occurred between values which

ought to agree with each other amounted to 0-018 second.

Hence the error assumed is

A^_ 1

- 2000

5. Lastly, the arcs of vibration A and B may each include an

error in reading of +0"3 millim., which observations, to be

afterwards communicated, will probably show to be too high.

Now, measured in divisions of the scale, A= 370 millims.,

B= 225 milhms. ; and therefore ^ = 1-64, X,= log nat 1*64<
Jo

= 0-50.

If we express the errors produced in w by the separate errors

AT, AS, ... by Awt, Aws, . .
.

, we have

AZ^T _g
w

w

A'^K _
w
Awt

Awa

Awb = +00019.

It will be observed that the ratio of A to B is just of such a
kind that a small error in A has no influence.

If we were to add together the whole of the errors in the most

unfavourable sense, the total error would be —= +0-0067, orw ~
f per cent. The mean error to be feared in the case of a single
determination, or the root of the sum of the squares, amounts
'to +00033, or about ^ per cent.

The error of observation in the comparison with Siemens*s
standard need not be considered ; for it does not exceed 0-0001.
In order to eliminate the alteration due to change of tempera-
ture, the influence of which cannot be directly determined in
large masses of v/ire, one comparison was made at the beginning

X2
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of each set of observations, and another at the end. As the tem-
perature of the air changed but Httle during the time of ob-

servation, this method is in any case adequate.

The question arises whether the supposition made in the dif-

ferential equation (page 302) is correct, namely that the coeffi-

cient of sensitiveness q of the galvanometer is constant, or, in

other words, that the damping-ratio is independent of the ampli-

tude of the swing. In reference to the instruments the question

may be thus stated :—Is the multiplier so broad that a lateral

displacement of the needles such as occurs in the vibrations

does not alter the moment of rotation which a current in the

multiplier exerts upon the needles ? The question could be easily

decided. The horizontal component of the terrestrial magnetism
made the largest arc equal to about 3°; if the damping in these

vibrations were already less than in very small ones, its amount
must considerably decrease if recoil-observations were made with

the vertical component as the inducing force, in which case the

arc of vibration amounts to 7°. Observation gave :

—

Large arc =3°, ratio of damping =1*74430
= 7°, „ „ =l-r4255

Difference . . . 0-00175

Hence if the induction were executed with the vertical compo-

nent, a correction would be necessary in our galvanometer which

would amount to a quarter of a division in the smaller arc. As
the correction must be proportional to the square of the ampli-

tude, it can from this be calculated that for the horizontal com-

ponent it must amount to about -^qqq, a magnitude so small

that it is not worth while to determine it accurately. In the

sequel no regard is paid to it.

As regards the induction on each other of the short currents

arising and ceasing in the terrestrial inductor, brief considera-

tion will show that it can exert no appreciable influence on the

deflections ; for the extra current which accompanies the prin-

cipal current causes no change in the velocity imparted, but

exhibits its influence solely in a sudden displacement of the needle,

as I have shown elsewhere*. From the observations there given

we cannot estimate the extra current at more than 1*5 division;

and that produces an error of at most 0*01 division in our larger

arc A, which may well be neglected.

The actual agreement of the three measurements given below

quite satisfies expectation. It will be found that they differ

respectively from the mean values by 0-14, 04, and O'll per

cent,, which would correspond to a "probable error" in the

result of 0-05 per cent. In this indeed are not contained the

* Pogg. Ann. vol. cxlii. p. 422.
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errors of the moment of inertia and of the inductor surface—nor

those of the intensity of the earth's magnetism, except so far

as concerns variations in this magnitude. On the other hand,

I have assumed sixfold the above amount as the error.

I by no means maintain that with such a limit of error all

that is desirable is accomplished ; but without constructing en-

tirely new instruments, and without erecting special buildings,

it would be for the present difficult to exceed this limit.

It must moreover be considered that an alteration of ^ per

cent, in the conductivity of the ordinary metals is produced by
an alteration of \^ in temperature.

[To be continued.]
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June 19, 1873.—WilUam Spottiswoode, M.A., Treasurer and Vice-

President, in the Chair.

nPHE follo'tting communication was read :

—

-- " On the Action of Electricity on Gases.—No. 11. On the Elec-

tric Decomposition of Carbonic-Acid Gas," By Sir B. C. Brodie,

Bart., D.C.L., F.B.S.

In my previous experiments the maximum amount of ozone
obtained by the action of electricity upon pure oxygen passed
through the induction-tube of W. Siemens was about 20 per cent.,

an amount which, under the conditions of the experiment, could
not be exceeded. It occurred to me as possible to replace the 80
per cent, of oxygen unaifected by the action of the electricity by
an indifferent gas, and thus to effect the complete conversion of

oxygen into ozone. This idea was the starting-point of the fol-

lo^ving investigation.

When pure and dry carbonic-acid gas is subjected in the induc-
tion-tube to the electric action, a certain proportion of the gas is

decomposed into carbonic oxide and oxygen, a portion of which
appears in the form of ozone. The presence of this ozone may be
detected by its odour and the characteristic oxidations produced byit.

It was a point of fundamental unportance to determine whether
the ozone thus generated was the same in kind as that formed by
the action of electricity on pure oxygen, and whether the oxidations
referred to were exclusivaly due to it ; for it was quite conceivable
that under the peculiai circumstances of the experiment other sub-
stances capable of producing similar oxidizing effects might be
formed. Now, in the investigation before referred to, I had dis-
covered certain quantitative reactions of ozone by which this sub-
stance is discriminated from all other knowm gases, and by which
its presence may be detected and its quantity estimated. The
electrized carbonic-acid gas was examined by the aid of these re-
actions.
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^Tien the electrized gas was passed through a solution of hy-
posulphite of soda, it was found to undergo a diminution in volume
equal in amount to t\\ice the " iodine-titre " of the gas, the mean of

twelve experiments giving for this value 1'9, the "titre" being 1.

The oxidation also effected in the solution of h^'posulphite of soda

was equal to three times the "titre'' of the gas, the mean of a set of

five experiments giving for this value, according to one method of

estimation, 2-72, and according to a second and more exact method
3"01. Again, the oxidation effected by the electrized gas in a so-

lution of protochloride of tin was equal to three times the "titre"

of the gas, the value found as the mean of six experiments being
2-77. In two experiments also, in which both the oxidation and
contraction were respectively estimated, 2-75 and 2-69 were the

values found for the oxidation, and 1"9 and 1'8 the values found
for the contraction, the "titre" of the gas being in all cases assumed
as 1. These experiments conclusively demonstrate the identity of

the ozone formed by the action of electricity upon carbonic-acid gas

with the ozone similarly generated from pure oxygen.

Various experiments were instituted with the view of ascertain-

ing the conditions most favourable to the conversion of a large

proportion of tliis oxygen into ozone. The conclusion at which I

arrived was that the greatest proportion of ozone in relation to

the total oxygen was produced when a rapid current of dry car-

bonic-acid gas was acted upon at a low temperature by electricity

of feeble tension. When these conditions were realized, it was
found that 75 per cent, of the total oxygen eliminated in the in-

duction-tube by the decomposition of the carbonic-acid gas could

readily be converted into ozone, but that it was difficult to pass

this limit. This amount corresponds with the formation of a gas

constituted of ozone and oxygen in the proportion of two units of

ozone to one unit of oxygen, the matter of the oxygen being thus

distributed 21^ -\- 1,^. In several experiments, nevertheless, this limit

was considerably exceeded ; and a table is given of nine experiments,

in which the amount per cent, of ozone ranged from a minimum of

76-6 per cent, to a maximum of 85"o per cent. This latter amount

corresponds with a gas constituted of ozone and oxygen in the pro-

portion of four units of ozone to one of oxygen, thus 4^^ 4- i,-. In

this case the ratio of the total oxygen present to the titre of the

gas is 3-5
; if the whole oxygen were converted into ozone, the value

of this ratio would be 3.

These experiments, taken in connexion with those described in

mv previous communicarion, leave no room for reasonable doubt

as to the composition of the unit of ozoue, which is the triad form

of the element oxygen, and is to be symbolized as i^ an h}^othesis

henceforth to be regarded as conclusively demonstrated. This re-

markable discovery has many important bearings upon chemical

theory, especially in relation to the problem elsewhere raised by me
of the true nature of the elemental bodies and the constitution of

the unit of the element chlorine, which ozone so closely resembles

in its chemical properties, and which is also a triad element svm-

boUzed a« ayj.
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Xov. 27.—"W. Spottiswoode, M.A., Treasurer and Vice-President,

in tlie Chair.

The follo^^ing communication was read :

—

" On the Quantitative Analysis of certain Alloys by means of

the Spectroscope." By J. Xorman Lockyer, F.E.S., and William

Chandler Eoberts.

The authors, after referring to experiments which showed clearly

that the spectroscope might be employed to detect minute differences

in the composition of certain alloys", proceed to give an account of

the researches which they had instituted with a view to ascertain

the degree of accuracy of which the method is capable.

The image of an electric spark passing between the unkno^^Ti

alloy and a fixed electrode being throwTi by means of a lens on the

slit of the spectroscope, the phenomena observed were found to

vary with the composition of the alloys ; and further, by arranging

them together with known check-pieces on a suitable stand, and

bringing them in turn under the fixed electrode, the composition of

the unknow-n alloys was determined by comparison with the knowTi

check-pieces.

The shape of the electrode ultimately adopted was that repre-

sented iu the sketch ; and these pieces were held

in their places by suitable metallic clips. Special

attention was then directed to the adjustment of

the length of the spark, which was found to ma-

terially influence the phenomena. The method

adopted consisted in placing the variable elec-

trode in the field of a fixed microscope having

a 3- or 4-iuch objective, and adjusting the sum-
mit of this electrode to coincide with the spider-lines of the eyepiece.

After a series of experiments on alloys of zinc and cadmium of

various compositions, the results of which were shown on a curve,

more extended trials were made with the gold-copper alloy em-
ployed in coinage, which was peculiarly suited to these researches

in consequence of the known method of assay having been brought

to so high a state of perfection (the composition being determined

with accuracy to the ^^ part of the original assay-piece of about 7

grains), and from the fact that reliance can be placed on its ho-

mogeneity. The paper is accompanied by a series of four curves,

which show the results of experiments, and in which the coordi-

nates are given by the ordinary method of assay, and by the spec-

troscopic readings.

The chief practical advantage w^hich appeared to flow from this

inquiry was that, if it were possible to replace the parting assay

by the spectroscopical method, a great saving of time in ascertain-

ing the value of gold bullion would be effected.

Dec. 18.—Joseph Daltou Hooker, C.B., President, in the Chair.

The following communication was read :

—

" On the Period of Hemispherical Excess of Sun-spots, and the

26-day Period of Terrestrial Magnetism." By J. A. Broun, F.E.S.

It appears from the interesting communication to the Eoyal
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Society, June 19th, by Messrs. De La Eue, Stewart, and Loewy*,
that the difference of the area of spots on the Adsible northern and
southern quarter-spheres of the sun seems, during periods of con-

siderable solar disturbance, to obey a law such that the difference

is a maximum in the same quarter-sphere during several successive

rotations of the sun, the difference being a maximum alternately

in the northern and southern hemispheres—the time from maxi-
mum to maximum, for the same hemisphere, being variable between
18 and 32 days, but having a mean value of about 25-2 days.

It occurs at once that if the variations of the mean terrestrial

magnetic force are connected in any way -^ith the solar spots, or

the causes which produce them, we might here find some explana-

tion of the magnetic period of 26 days, the difference of spot-area

in one hemisphere from that in the other beiag related to a differ-

ence of the solar magnetic action.

In order to determine whether such a connexion existed, I pro-

jected first the curves of excess of spot-area given iu the paper

of Messrs. De La Eue, Stewart, and Loewy, and below them the

daily mean horizontal force of the earth's magnetism during the

same periods. The conclusion from these projections is, that there

is no relation ivhatcver between the two dosses of curves. The maxima
and minima of the one agree in no way with those of the other

:

the greatest excesses of sun-spot area in. the one hemisphere over

those in the other occur when the earth's magnetic force is the

most constant ; the greatest variations of the earth's magnetic force

from the mean occur in several instances when the sun-spot area

is equal in the two visible quarter-spheres.

It should be remembered, in considering the curves of sun-spot

excess, that the minima and maxima areiu some cases only relative,

—sometimes the one, sometimes the other being really cases in

which there is neither maximum nor minimum—that is to say, cases

in which the sun-spot area is equal, or nearly so, in the two visible

quarter-spheres

.

It would be hasty to conclude from this comparison that the va-

riations of the mean magnetic force are really unconnected with

the mode of distiibution of the sun-spots. Other methods of

grouping the spots may perhaps be employed with advantage re-

latively to this and other questions ; for example, were the position

of the' centre of gravity of the sun-spots determined for the -s-isible

quarter-spheres and hemisphere, giving each spot a weight in pro-

portiort to its area, the variation of these positions in latitude

and longitude, and their weights, ndght give a more satisfactory

base for this comparison and for other deductions.

It will be obvious also that this investigation refers only to the

visible hemisphere of the sun ; an approximation to the spot-dis-

tribution on the other hemisphere, however, will be frequently pos-

sible.

* Proc. KoT. Soc. Tol. ni. p. 399.
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[Continued from p. 235.]

AprU 30, 1873.—Joseph Prestwich, Esq., P.R.S., Vice-President,
in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On the PeiTiiian Breccias and Bouldcr-beds of Armagh."
^By Prof. Edward Hull, F.li.S., E.G.S., Director of the Geological
Survey of Ireland.

In this paper the author described certain breccias occurring in
the vicinity of Armagh, which he referred, both on stratigraphical
and physical grounds, to the Lower Permian series, considering them
to be identical with the " brockram " of Cumberland and the breccias
of Worcestershire and Shropshire. The lower beds rest on the de-
nuded surface of the Lower Carboniferous Limestone, and consist of
a breccia of limestone pebbles in a reddish sandy paste, sometimes
becoming a bedded calcareous sandstone with pebbles. These beds,
which are 10-12 feet thick, are overlain by soft rudely stratified
conglomerate and Boulder-beds of subangular and rounded blocks
of grit, felspathic sandstone, vein-quartz, and limestone. In some
places the breccia graduates up into the overlying Boulder-beds ; but
sometimes its surface is eroded. These beds are overlain by Boulder-
clay of the Drift period. Within the city of Armagh well-borings
&c. have revealed the existence of New Bed Sandstone above the
Breccia and Boulder-beds. In the author's opinion the only agent
which could have brought the blocks of Silurian and Old-Eed-Sandstone
age foimd in the Boulder-beds from their place of origin is floating
ice.

^

The a.uthor further referred to the extensive denudation which
the Carboniferous beds have undergone in Armagh, and also alluded
to the occurrence of beds of Permian age near Benburb, between
Armagh and Dungannon.

2. " Geological Notes on Griqualand West." By G W Stow
Esq., E.G.S.

The geological results of a journey made by Mr. G. W. Stow and
Mr. F. H. S. Orpeu from the Orange Free State into Griqualand
West are communicated by Mr. Stow in this paper, with numerous
carefuUy executed sections and a geological map based on the survey
map prepared by Mr, Orpen for the Government. From the junc-
tion of the Biet and Modder rivers (south of the Panneveldt Dia-
mond-fields) westward to the junction of the Vaal and the Oran<>e
over the Great CampbeU Plateau to Griquatown, Ongeluk MatSc?p'
Potgieter, the Langeberg, Witte Zand, and to Kheis and the Schurwe
Bergen, the track traversed three degrees of longitude, but nearly
300 mHes of road. The return route north-east to Mount Huxley
and Daniel's KuU, and eastward to Likatlong, on the Hart or Xolan^
river, was nearly as long ; and its results form part of the present
communication. A subsequent portion of the journey up the Hart
across to the Vaal, down the vaUey by the diamoljd-diggings of
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Hebron and Klipdrift to the Panneveldt, will be treated of in

another paper.

From the Modder, first south-westward and then westward, to the

junction of the Vaal and Orange, the olive shales of the Dkynodon
or Karoo series, traversed frequently by igneous rocks, form the

countrj', and are seen in some places to He unconformably on older

rocks. The shales reach to the edge of the Campbell Eandt_. on the

other side of the Orange Eiver, and have been, it seems, to a great

extent, formed of the debris of those old hills. The oldest rocks of

-

the locality are seen cropping out here and there in the gorges at the

foot of the Randt, and consist of metamorphic rocks, greatly denuded,

on which the massive and extensive siliceo-calcareous strata of the

Great Campbell Plateau lie unconformably. These latter and the

breccias of their slopes are coated thickly with enormous travertine

deposits. Beyond the Plateau, at Griquatown, a long parallel range

of jaspideous rocks comes out from beneath the Campbell Plateau,

presenting a wonderful group of yellow, bro"nTi, chocolate, and red

jaspers, with magnetic and other ironstone, and beautiful seams of

blue and yellow crocidoHte. The southern portion of this range has

long been known as the " Asbestos Alountains *' and the " Doorn-

berg." Igneous rock-masses occur around Ongeluk, west of the

Jasper range ; and then bright-red jasper rocks crop up near Matsap,

succeeded to the west by the parallel quartzite range of !Matsap,

and again by other bedded jaspers, which seem to lie in a synclinal

of the quartzite rocks, which come up again in the Laugeberg. These

are succeeded by lower rocks, consisting largely of sandstone, grit,

and quartzite, with more or less pervading mica, as far as the journey

extended in the Schurwe Bergen, also parallel to the former ranges.

The maximum thickness of the successive strata is calculated by the

author at 24,000 feet ; allowing for possible reduplications, the

minimum is regarded as not less than 900(i feet. The details of

stratification, successive upheavals, denudation, nature and origin of

the salt-pans, escarpments, river-valleys, and other features were

treated of by the author, who has supplied a very large collection of

specimens illustrative of the phenomena observed in the line of

march, and of his numerous sections, maps, and sketches.

3. " On some Bivalve Entomostraca. chiefly Cypridinidag, of the

Carboniferous formations. "' By Prof. T. Eupert Jones, P.E.S., P.G.S.

The larger forms of bivalved Entomostraca are not rare in the

Carboniferous Limestone; and some occur in certain shales of the Coal-

measures. Professors Phillips, M'Coy, and De Koninck have figured

and described some specimens. The collections made by M. J. Bos-

quet, F.C.G.S. (Belgium), Mr. Joseph Wright, E.G.S. (Cork, Ireland),

and Mr. J. H. Burrow, M.A. (Settle. Yorkshire), and s\ibmitted to

the author and his friend Mr. J. W. Kirkby, have elucidated many

obscure points in the history of these old Entomostraca. Other spe-

cimens from Scotland, Yorkshire, Derbysliire, and the Isle of Man,

commimicated by many friends, were treated of in this paper.

The Entomoconchus of M'Coy proves to have the Cypridinal cha-
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racters of anterior sinus and gape ; and, besides E. Scouleri. at least

two species have been determined. A verj' closely related genus,

Offa, has also been indicated. M'Coy's " Daphnia j'^rimceva" he-

longs to Cypridiaa proper ; and twelve other Carboniferous species

have been established. A modified form of carapace, without any

exact modern analogue, characterizes the new genus CypridineUa,

with seven species. De Koninck's genus Cypridella (restricted) has

seven species ; and a form intermediate to this and Ci/pridina is

described as Cypridellina, with eight species. Sulcuna (with two

species) is an exaggerated modification of CyprideUa. Cyprella of

De Koninck (restricted) has two species. The recent Bradycinetus,

Sars, and PMlomedes, Lilljeborg, appear to have their prototypes in

the Carboniferous Limestone, with one species each. lihomhina,

a new genus, is a less easily recognized Cypridinal form, with an

Irish and a Belgian species.

The recent Polycope, Sars, belonging to a different family, and

represented by three Carboniferous species, was the last described in

the memoir ; but Cytherella, belonging to an allied group, is known
in the Mountain-limestone and Coal-measures ; and Leperditia,

Entomis, Beyrkhia, Kirlcbya, and other pala3ozoic genera, abound,

together with forms referable probably to Cytliere, Oypris, Candona,

&c., which will be treated of in a future paper.

XXXVIII. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Ar-ticles.

ON THE PERMANENT MAGNETISM OF STEEL. BY E. BOUTY.

nPHE phrase " coercive force " has ever expressed only a somewhat
vague comparison between the phenomena of the magnetiza-

tion of steel and friction. This bringing together of two orders of

phenomena so complex is altogether artificial, and absolutely ex-

cludes the facts which relate to the temporary magnetization of

steel.

Wiedmanu has, more profitably, brought the phenomena in ques-

tion into comparison with those which depend on elasticity in solid

bodies, especially the phenomena produced by torsion. Although
this comparison does not constitute a theory properly so called, it

has the advantage of expressing a real physical relation ; for tor-

sion modifies the magnetic state of a bar, and modifications of that

state can in turn modify the torsion to which the bar has previ-

ously been submitted. A great number of facts relative to mag-
netization or demagnetization are conveniently interpreted in this

system ; but the follovriug phenomena can only -n-ith very great

difficulty be adapted to it.

It has long been kno-mi that a certain temporary magnetism can
be superposed to a permanent magnetism opposite in direction, and
that the latter may reappear, sometimes even integrally, after the

influence of the external forces has ceased. Tor example, if a bar
of magnetized steel be submitted to the action of a current too

feeble to demagnetize it entirely, during the action of the current a

diminution of the magnetism of the bar is observed, which may go
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so far as to the apparent reversal of the poles, whereas after the
cessation of the current the bar is found to be still magnetized iu

the original direction.

The following fact, which I have observed, appears to me still

more curious. I take a bundle formed by the combination of four
square bars of the same length. It is tempered hard and magnet-
ized immediately ; its magnetic moment is measured ; lastlv it is

taken to pieces, and the magnetic moment measm-ed of each bar
separately. It is found that the sum of these moments is very
considerably greater than the magnetic moment of the bundle. If

the bars be united in twos, the sum of the moments of the pairs is

intermediate between those of the whole bundle and of the sepa-

rate bars. When, finally, the bundle is reconstructed, the magnetic
moment also returns to its former value.

In this experiment the bundle, which, innocent of all anterior

magnetization, has only once undergone the action of the magnet-
izing spiral, is in an absolutely normal condition at the moment of

the first separation ; and no new force appears to intervene, to

which one might attribute the observed augmentation of the per-

manent magnetism. It is true that, in separating the bars, we
suppress their reciprocal reaction ; and we know that in each of

them it acted in the opposite direction to that of the permanent
magnetism ; but this suppression can only have effect on the tem-
porary magnetism. Thus, even iu a normal bar, a certain degree

of permanent magnetism is found to be superposed to a temporary
magnetism of the opposite direction.

It would therefore be very natural to recur to an old hypothesis,

according to which the condition, whatever it may be, which corre-

sponds to the conservation of a certain permanent magnetism, is

communicated, in the conversion into steel or in the tempering,

only to a certain number of molecules, the others retaining their

former properties. If we remark (1) that the laws of the tempo-

rary magnetism of steel appear to be identical with those of induced

magnetism m soft iron, (2) that the development of permanent
magnetism is eminently variable from one sort of iron or steel to

another, and for one and the same sort according to sometimes in-

significant physical conditions, we shall be led to examine more
closely than has been done yet the consequences of this h^-pothesis.

Let us consider a cylinder of elemental dimensions, but of very

great length relatively to its diameter. Let us suppose the two
kinds of magnetic elements scattered at random, but in a determi-

nate proportion, in all parts of the cylinder, and a magnetic force

F acting in the direction of the axis. If the molecides devoid of

coercive power existed alone, the cylinder would take a magnetic

moment ^-FAi',—Av representing the volume of the cylinder, and

Jc a coefficient which depends on the density of the molecides. In

the same way the molecules endowed with coercive power, if they

were alone, woidd take a magnetic moment ^/FAi'.

If we suppose the coefficients of induction k and q constant

(which is sensibly true for small values of the inductive forces), and

designate by c a coefficient dependent on the grouping of the mag-
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netic elements of both kinds, we find that the magnetic moment
communicated to the cylinder by the force F will be, taking account

of the reactions of the two sorts of molecules.

l—(rkq

after the cessation of the force F, they will retain a moment

m=q \ ^ ,J FAv.
X — d'kii

This quantity is what is ordinarily called the permanent magnetisvi.

The temporary magnetism, which disappears on the cessation of

the force F, is

/u=M—m = A:FAv.

It is thus seen that the two coefficients of temporary and per-

manent magnetism ordinarily determined are not quantities of the

same kind. The quantity q, analogous by the part it plays to Ic, is

obtained by dividing the ordinary coefficient of magnetism by

l—c'hq
It is e\ident, and yerified without difficulty m a particular case,

that the total magnetic moment M is intermediate to those which

would be produced by the same force F acting on two cyHnders

equal to the first, each comprising only one sort of molecules, with

the same total density. But it is not the same with the residual

moment m, which, for a given value of q, is as much greater as the

coefficient k of temporary magnetism itself is greater ; and as the

coefficient k relative to soft iron is enormous, it is seen that the ad-

dition of a certain quantity of soft iron to the hardest steel may
augment the residual magnetism of the latter. The employment of

armatures of soft iron at the extremities of magnetic bundles, in

order to increase their power, comes to the support of our asser-

tion. We will also remark that, according to M. Jamin, the varie-

ties of steel the richest in carbon and tempered the hardest do not
present the greatest residual magnetic moments—which is what
should be if the molecules of soft iron in them are very rare, as we
must suppose them to be. We reserve to ourselves to return to

this subject subsequently, and to develop the results by calcula-

tion and experiment.

The complete theory of the phenomena of breaking, on which we
were engaged in a preceding communication, required a rigorous
knowledge of the two functions of temporary and permanent mag-
netism of steel. Let us consider two bodies, A and B, submitted
to one and the same inductive force, but united invariably the one
to the other. After the cessation of the inductive force the body
A remains under the action of B, and conserves, apart from the re-
sidual magnetic moment which would remain to it after its separa-
tion from B, a moment (of the same or the contrary direction) pro-
duced by the influence of B, and which is permanent only so long
as the union between A and B subsists. This magnetic excess might
be named the stihpermanent magnetic moment. In the experiment
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of the bundle broken parallel to the axis the suhpermanent magnetism
is contrary in direction to the permanent magnetism. It would be
the same iu direction in the ease of a needle broken in a plane per-

pendicular to its axis, and of which the two fragments were sepa-
rated or reunited end to end. This result has been verified by ex-

periment.— C'oinptes Remlus de VAcad. des Sciences, Feb. 23, 1874.

CONTRIBUTION TO THE THEORY OF THE MAGNETIC FORCES.

BY M. STEFAN.

The memoir consists of three parts. In the first, " on the cal-

culation of the magnetic forces of electric currents," it is pointed
out that the equivalence between the forces emanating from mag-
nets and those from electric currents is complete, not only, as is

known, in the exterior, but also in the iuterior space, and that in

this the action of a magnet on a point outside of its elements must
be different from its action on a point \\ithiu them. A simple rule

is given for the calculation of the electromagnetic forces ; and it is

specially noted that the iuterior of a sphere round which currents

run in parallel circles presents a homogeneous magnetic field, that

the same property belongs to an ellipsoid, and that such systems of

currents furnish galvanometer- and magnetizing spirals of constant

force.

In the second part, " on the action of a magnet on an internal

point," this problem, already touched upon in the first part, is

treated more in detail. It is shown that the action of a magnet on
an internal point is not completely determined by the magnetic
potential—that other forces besides those given by that potential

are operative, differing in direction and quantity according as the

point affected is witliin or without a molecule of the magnet. These
forces are dependent on the form and arrangement of the molecules,

and so constituted that the sum of their works on a finite path is =0.
Only when the magnetism of the molecules consists of electric cur-

rents is the latter generally not the case, and the principle of the

conservation of energy requires the entrance of induction currents.

The third part has for its subject the " theory of magnetic in-

duction," The basis of it is formed by the theorem, found in the

second part, of the action of a magnet on a point in the interior of

its molecules. On the foundation of this theorem the general equa-

tions of the theory of magnetic induction and of the theory, iden-

tical with it, of dielectric ^polarization can be immediately written,

and, with the aid of some theorems found in the first part, some
problems on the magnetizing of a sphere, an ellipsoid, a ring, be

solved without further calculation. Several series of experiments

are then discussed, from which it results that all sorts of iron and

steel admit the same maximum of magnetization, that the resist-

ance of iron and nickel to magnetizing is initially very great, then

diminishes to a minimum, which is reached when the induced mag-

netic moment is one third of its maximimi, and that thenceforward

the resistance again increases till it reaches an infinite value. From
these data and some general considerations is deduced a formula for
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the magnetic molecular force, whichi accords well with experiment.

—Sitzung der math.-naturiv. Classe d. Tcaiserl. Alcad. d. Wissensch.

in Wien, February 12, 1874.

ON A PECULIAR OCCURRENCE OF CRYSTALLIZED SILICIC ACID.

BY THEODOR HUBENER, OF ROSTOCK.

About a year since, I was treating some Grolitz browucoal for the

purpose of exhibiting microscopic products with Schultze's macera-

tion-fluid (a solution of chlorate of potass in nitric acid). After

the coal had been sufficiently treated with the liquid, and then

extracted with ammonia and alcohol, the microscopic examination

showed in the residue a quantity of minute crystals the form of

which (six-sided columns pointed at both) ends) left no doubt that

they consisted of crystallized quartz. By repeated ignition of

the residue and treatment with hydrochloric acid, they could

be readily isolated. From, at the most, 1 kilogramme of the

coal, I have in this way obtained about 3 grammes of the crystals.

I have not at present found them in other browncoals. Unfortu-

nately I have not yet succeeded in obtaining some of the sand which

perhaps overlies the bro\ATicoal ; but as the residue above mentioned

contains scarcely any grains of ordinary quartz, it might be supposed

that, by the influence of the products occuriTngin the gummifaction

of coal (humic acid &e.), solution of siliceous salts infiltrated into

it may be decomposed, whereupon the silicic acid is separated as

crystals. My attempts (only on a small scale, it is true) to separate

silicic acid in crystals by protracted digestion of humous substances

with solutions of siliceous salts have been without result. I shall,

however, continue these experiments during a loiager time ; and I

have no doubt that in this way I shall succeed in separating crys-

tallized silicic acid from solutions.—Poggendorff's Anncden, vol. cl.

p. 643.

ON THE SPECTRUM OF THE LIGHT OF EXPLODING GUN-COTTON.
BY O. LOHSE.

The yellowish flame produced when pyroxyline is ignited gives

a very interesting spectrum. I first observed it, -nith a Browning
miniature spectroscope, in Januar}^ 1872, at a time when the fre-

quently occurring phenomena of the aurora borealis induced me to

investigate the origin of its spectrum. I thought then, on super-

ficial consideration, that I could recognize a certain similarity be-

tween the latter and the spectrum of exploding gun-cotton—

a

sufficient reason for undertaking, in conjunction with Dr. Vogel, an
' accurate examination of this spectrum with a larger spectrum-appa-
ratus which permitted the measurement of the lines and the deter-

mination of their wave-lengths. The result was that the lines of

the two spectra did not coiucide.

If I take leave to communicate in the following the details of the

investigation, it is in view of the interesting experiments which
have taken place in the Arsenal at Woolwich, on the velocity of pro-

pagation of the explosion of pyroxyline.
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The brightest lines iu the spectrum of this nitro-body are the

two sodium-liues ; they appear, however, not as in a quietly bum-
iug alcohol flame saturated with vapoui' of sodiiun, but strikingly

widened, so that frequently the space between them vanishes. So
far as the observations extend, this appears to be dependent on the

violence of the explosion. Also the more refrangible sodium-line is

always the most widened.

Giaracteristic of the spectrum are two brilliant lines in the

green, which are indistinct on each side, and of which the

more refrangible is the more intense. Further, there are two
bright broad bands, striking iu the red and orange, sharply defined

towards the red end, and dving off towards the blue. Besides

these lines and bands, we succeeded in measuring a faint streak in

the red, another in the green, and a faint but sharp line in the green.

Between the bright Lines a continuous spectrum was present ; but

it could not be traced far beyond the green.

The instantaneousness of the explosion of the pyroxyline ren-

dered extremely difficult the fixing upon the lines
;
yet I believe

that a fair degree of certainty may be attributed to the following

numbers, as numerous and repeated measurements were effected :

—

Wave-length,
millionths of a millim.

644-6 A faint streak.

r,-. ^.q [ A broad baud of Hght.

_or^ - 1- Similar, but more faint.
589*o J

589*5 1

_QQ '

[ The same; the very bright sodium-liues.

572*8 A faint streak.

568*7 A faint but sharply defined line.

554*8 A very bright, broad but ill-defined line (aurora

borealis 557*1).

550*4. A bright, broad, ill-defined line.

Poggendorff's Annalen, 1873, Xo. 1% p. 641.

DR. J. H. VOX MADLER.

On the 14th of March, 1874, one of the first of European astro-

nomers, Dr. Madler, Professor and Director of the Dorpat Obser-

vatorv, entered into rest. His life had been one of ceaseless and

untirm^y acti\itv, and he was well known for his general astrono-

mical labours ; "but the work that will carry his name to posterity

perhaps more than any other is the Mapjpa SelenograpUca, bearing

his name conjomtlv with that of Beer. From the announcement

of his death sent by his widow, :\linna v. Miidler, to his friends, we

learn that during the last sixteen months his sufferings were very

great from frequent attacks on his brain, to which he ultimately

succiunbed when about completing his eightieth year. His works

were numerous ; and we fully enter into the feelings of the ^-idow

in desiring, according to her' own expression, " a blessing on his

works and peace to his ashes."
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XXXIX. On the Determination of the prime Angle of Incidence

and prime Azimuthfor the different Fraunhofer's Lines. By
G. Quincke*.

IF under the prime angle of incidence H linearly polarized

light be reflected from a plane surface, the plane of polar-

ization making the angle a with the plane of reflection, the two
components polarized perpendicular and parallel to the plane of

incidence will have a difference of phase of a quarter wave-length,

and the ratio of their amplitudes is determined by the tangent

of the prime azimuth B, by the equation

S _ tan B
P~t^^ (^^

The reflection is named positive when the component polarized

parallel to the reflection-plane is accelerated relatively to that

polarized perpendicular to that plane, negative when it is retarded.

The former case is the more frequent. With metals, positive

reflection only has yet been observed.

If the prime angle of incidence and prime azimuth are known,
then from these the difference of phase and the ratio of the am-
plitudes, or the intensity of the components of the reflected

light, for any angle of incidence can be calculated by means of
formulae which, although of quite a different form and found in

a very different way, represent the phenomena equally well,

within the possible errors of observation. (Conf. Pogg. Ann.
vol. cxxviii. pp. 387-399, 541-564. 1866; vol. cxxxvi. p. 585.
1869.)

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 313. May 1874. Y
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The prime angle of incidence and azimuth are thus deter-

mined :—The difference of phase of the two components polarized

parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence are, in any

way, made equal to a high multiple of + ^. The two then give

linearly polarized light, which being extinguished by an analy-

zing Xicol prism, its plane of polarization can thus be determined.

The light originally polarized linearly, and after reflection ellip-

tically polarized, can be converted into linearly polarized (1) by
being again reflected once or more times under the same condi-

tions, (2) by annihilating the difference of phase by a plate of

crystal of variable thickness (a plate of calc spar cut perpendi-

cular to the optic axis, a Babiuet^s compensator) whose principal

section coincides with the plane of reflection, (3) by turning the

principal section of a crystal plate of invariable thickness (a plate

of mica of ^) toward the reflection- plane.

The first method has been used by Brewster* and Jaminf;
the second by Brewster*, JaminJ, Van der Willigen >^, Haugh-
ton

II,
and me^] ; the third by De Seuarmont**, Kirchhoff, and

Eilhard Wiedemann ft-

The most perfect process is that adopted by Jamin, who
threw a pure (objective) spectrum with Fraunhofer^'s lines upon

a polarizing Nicol in azimuth 45°, and with the analyzing Nicol

in azimuth /5 extinguished the rays twice reflected under the

prime angle of incidence H by parallel mirrors. The angle of

incidence and azimuth j3 were altered until the field appeared as

dark as possible.

Azimuth B is then given by the equation

B=arc(tan =v/tan^) (2)

Jamin determined in this way the optical constants of several

metals for different Fraunhofer lines, and thence deduced the

various colours of the metals.

This procedure has many inconveniences, especially this, that

the angle of incidence cannot be determined with sufficient accu-

racy. A slight modification of it, w^hich 1 have employed for

more than ten years, consists essentially in observing the spec-

* Phil. Trans. 1830, pp. 294 & 312.

t Ann. de Chim. (3) vol. xxii. p. 311 (1848).
+ Ibid. vol. xxix. p. 281 (1850).

§ Pogg. An7i. vol. cxvii. p. 464 (1862).

II
Phil. Trans. 1863, p. 122.

% Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxviii. pp. 355 & 541 (1866).
* Ann. de Chim. (2) vol. Ixxiii. p. 337 (1840).

tt E. Wiedemann, Elliptlsche Polarization des Lichtes. Leipzig : 1872.
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tram with Fraanhofer's lines not objectively, but subjectively,

and permits the prime angle of incidence and prime azimuth to

be determined with any accuracy desired, as soon as reflecting

surfaces generally can be produced of homogeneous quality.

Through a collimator with a vertical slit and an achromatic

lensj a pencil of parallel rays falls upon a polarizing prism stand-

ing in the azimuth 45°, and then upon a horizontal astrono-

mical auxiliary telescope, the cross-threads of which can be illu-

minated by a plane glass (between the eyepiece and the cross-

threads) inclined 45° to the axis of the telescope.

Across the slit of the collimator runs a thin wire, to which

the cross-thread of the telescope is adjusted. It lies on the axis

of the collimator when its position is unaltered on turnnig the

latter 180°.

Between the collimator and the telescope is a large smoothed

cast-iron frame, on which an iron sledge with a horizontal circle

can be moved parallel to itself. A little table in the centre of

the circle, and the circle itself, are to be moved each by three

adjusting-screws, and the rotation of the table to be measured

by two diametral verniers. On the table a plane-parallel glass

is fixed, so that the image of the cross-threads of the telescope

is reflected towards the latter. When the plane glass is rotated

180° the cross-threads and their image again coincide, if the

axis of rotation of the circle is normal to that of the collimator.

The normal of the plane glass and the axis of the collimator then

coincide ; the angle of incidence is 0°.

The azimuth 90° of the polarizing Nicol is determined thus :

—

The slit of the collimator is illuminated with daylight or with a

sodium-flame, the angle of incidence made nearly equal to the

angle of polarization, and the glass plate and the polarizing

Nicol rotated until the image of the slit, observed with the naked
eye or a telescope, shows a minimum intensity of light (0).

The analyzing Nicol, fixed on a vertical circle, stood at 0°when,
after the removal of the plane glass, the light issuing from the

strongly illuminated slit, and polarized by the Nicol in the azi-

muth 0°, was completely extinguished.

The vertical circle with the analyzing Nicol could either be

moved parallel to itself on a horizontal plane table-plate, or it

was fastened in front of the objective of a telescope which was
directed to the slit of the collimator and could be moved parallel

to itself on a cast-iron sledge with a frame, like the horizontal

circle.

Between the eye and the analyzer I brought a flint-glass prism

of from 30° to 60° refracting angle with a vertical edge, or a

system of prisms for direct vision. The light from the slit of

Y2
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the collimator gives then a horizontal spectrum with Fraunho-
fer's lines of from 1° to 3° breadth.

On the table of the horizontal circle, instead of the plane

glass, two parallel plane mirrors of the substance to be examined
are fastened with their ends overlapping, so that one of them by
reflection of the cross-threads can be placed perpendicular to

the axis of the auxiliary telescope or the collimator, and its

parallelism be tested by turning it through 180°. The mirrors

were, by means of the arrangement described in Pogg. Ann.
vol. cxlii. p. 198, pi. 5. fig. 3, placed parallel, being fastened

with wax on the two sledges, the faces pi'essed against each other,

and the sledges drawn asunder.

Frequently they were only fastened with wax upon a horizontal

glass plate, and one of the mirrors rotated until the twice re-

tlected image of a distant object (a tree on the horizon) was coin-

cident with the object itself.

If from a heliostat sunlight be let through the slit of the col-

limator, and polarized in the azimuth +45°, to the parallel mir-

rors, and the light reflected under the prime angle of incidence

be taken up by the analyzing Nicol in the azimuth +/3, a dark

streak appears in the spectrum, which can be made to fall on a

determined Frauuhofer line by changing the angle of incidence

H and the azimuth /S. The reading of the incidence-angle gives

directly the prime angle of incidence H for the Fraunhofer line

in question, and equation (2) the corresponding prime azimuth.

From the determinations with positive and negative angles of

incidence and positive and negative azimuths the mean was

taken.

The defects of the method consist in the difficulty of obtaining

Nicol prisms with even surfaces, which, brought in front of the

objective of the collimator and the telescope, would give distinct

images of the slit, and, further, that the incident and the issuing

ray make with each other an angle which may amount to as much
as 1°. For this reason I have mostly omitted the observing

telescope between the eye and the analyzer.

On turning the polarizing Nicol from the azimuth +45° to

— 45° the image of the colliinator-slit was displaced towards the

cross-thread of the auxiliary telescope —8', as shown by the

image of the thread reflected by the plane glass. This alteration

of the angle of incidence —8' had to be taken into account in

the determination of H.
The divisions of the circle were read with verniers accurately

to 1'. The error of a single determination of H or /S scarcely

amounts to 1', if the reflecting surface is even and homogeneous

and has at all parts the same optical constants H and B.

Variations of temperature, however, and pi'essure in polishing
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frequently alter the optical qualities of a mirror very consider-

ably; and it is probably much more difficult to obtain faultless

reflecting surfaces than transparent substances free from veins.

Besides these irregularities, disturbance is occasioned by un-

avoidable scratches and roughnesses of the surface, whicb act

like a diffraction-grating. As in the case of coefficients of elas-

ticity or electric conducting-power, properly the value of H and

B must be determined for each detinite portion.

The following Table (p. 326) contains a series of determinations

of the prime angle of incidence and prime azimuth for Fraun-

hofer's lines C, D, E, F, and G, executed by the method of

parallel mirrors; and the numbers in general, so far as they

relate to substances previously investigated, agree with the

above-mentioned measurements by Jamin and Haughton.

The gold was burned in upon plate glass by heating a solu-

tion with essential oil; copper and nickel were electro-deposited

;

the cobalt consisted of polished pieces such as occur in com-

merce. Antimony, bismuth, zinc, and tin were cast and po-

lished plates ; aluminium, brass, and platinum were rolled ; the

silver was obtained by Martinis process (Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxix.

1866, p. 55) from a solution several months old.

For reflection in glass, the silver was tixed on the long, pa-

rallel sides of two Fresnel parallelepipeds, which had an acute

angle of 56° 52' and the exponents of refraction

c.
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According to my earlier investigations (Pogg. Ann. vol. cxxviii.

p. 562, vol. cxxix. p. 211, 1866), a prime angle of incidence and

a prime azimuth can still be spoken of when the light is reflected

in air from a thin, transparent lamina of metal lying on a glass

plate. The difference of phase and ratio of amplitudes of the

components polarized parallel and perpendicular to the plane of

reflection can thence be calculated for any angle of incidence,

just as with non-transparent metallic mirrors.

I have therefore determined the prime angle of incidence and
prime azimuth on transparent laminae of gold, platinum, and

silver, as well as on non-transparent metals. (See Table II.)

They lay on plates of mirror-glass, the back of which was blackened

with oil-colour in order to destroy their reflection.

The gold was obtained by Wernicke's process (Pogg. Ann.

vol. cxxxiii. p. 183, 1868). The silver was obtained thus : from

the same freshly prepared Martin's silvering-fluid, on strips of

the same plate glass, dressed simultaneously in the same manner,

I let silver be precipitated during ^, 2, 3, 6^ and 15 minutes

respectively. The thicker layers were converted into silver

iodide ; and from the colour of the iodide layer the thickness of

the silver was calculated(cf.Pogg.^?m. vol. cxxix. p. 208, 1866).

The platinum was a mirror, such as have been sold in France

for some years past. The thickness given of the gold and pla-

tinum layers is only from a very rough estimate.

The observations on the thinnest layer of silver, as it was not

everywhere of equal thickness, deserve but little confidence.

The rest of the mirrors of silver, however, were most perfect and
homogeneous, and reflected the light strongly, although they

had merely been rinsed with water and dried but not polished

with leather.

The polarization-angles of the unsilvered glass plates were

calculated from the refraction-exponents of the surface, deter-

mined by a peculiar process. The glass for the gold layers had
exactly, and that for the platinum very nearly, the same expo-

nents of refx'action as for silver.

These measurements agree substantially with the results of

the previous investigations, which yet were made with only one-

coloured red light. They show that the prime angle of inci-

dence and the prime azimuth increase as the thickness of the

metal increases, but in difi"erent degrees for different colours.

The values of the prime azimuths for the different Fraunhofer
lines approximate to one another with increasing thickness of

silver, recede from one another with greater thickness of gold.

With silver the prime azimuth exhibits a maximum value for

a certain Fraunhofer line, which maximum moves towards the

red end of the spectrum as the thickness is augmented.
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Gold, in transparent as in non -transparent layers, has a mi-

nimum angle of incidence for Fraunhofer's line F.

The values of H and B were not altered by magnetizing or

electrizing the metallic mirrors.

By polishing and pressure of the layer of m.etal the value of

the prime angle of incidence is augmented, that of the prime

azimuth diminished. I have observed this also with other me-
tals than those cited in Tables I, and II., for example cobalt and

nickel. The treatment may vary much for the different colours.

Only with reflection from silver into glass was there shown a

slight increase of the prime azimuth through pressure, which,

however, was not exerted in this case on the reflecting front sur-

face of the metal, but on its hinder surface bounded by the air.

The effect of pressure, or of the distance of the particles of

silver, upon the constants of reflection was most strikingly exhi-

bited with silver-collodion films, for which I am indebted to

M. F. A. Nobert, of Barth. They were obtained by the process

used in photography—a glass plate coated with collodion (con-

taining iodide of potassium ?) being immersed in a silver solu-

tion, browned by exposure to daylight, and made black by a

strong solution of pyrogallic acid. After drying, the plate was
strongly heated, in order to make the collodion film adhere more
fimly to the glass.

Such a collodion film contains uniformly distributed finely

divided particles of silver, is opaque even when very thin, but

reflects too little light for the double-reflection method. With
Babinet^s compensator and homogeneous red or blue glass, trial

was made with reflection in air :

—

Red. Blue.

Prime angle of incidence . 50 29 50
Prime azimuth .... 21 20 20 44

After gentle rubbing with soft buckskin, when the plate took a

polish :

—

Fa i.- • • Red. Blue,
or reflection in air.

Prime angle of incidence . 64 50 62 2
Prime azimuth . . . . 11 26 13 28

For reflection in glass.

Prime angle of incidence . 57 25 54 41
Prime azimuth . . : . 25 7 41 13

An ordinarily transparent collodion film, rendered opaque by
finely divided particles of silver, shows therefore a slight altera-

tion of the prime angle of incidence, but a great alteration of the
prime azimuth, which approximates to that of pure silver.

If by a shght pressure the silver particles are brought nearer
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to one another^ the prime angle of incidence and prime azimuth
change very considerably in the same direction, only more than

with a layer of pure silver particles on glass. Moreover, with

a suitable pressure and reflection in air the prime azimuth may
be nearly the same for blue as for red.

Whether the silver-collodion film be unpolished or polished,

the particles of silver have always a ditferent distance from one

another, or a different distribution, in the vicinity of the glass-

surface and in the vicmity of the free surface bounded by air

;

so that the reflections in air and in glass are not directly com-
parable.

According to the distribution of the silver particles in the

interior of the collodion, which varies of course with the nature

of the exposure in its preparation, the prime angle of incidence

and prime azimuth vary for diff'erent colours, and the silver col-

lodion-film (photographic plate) exhibits various colours under

the incidence of natural white light, which may be diff'erent for

reflection in air and in glass.

Precisely similar is the behaviour of substances with so-called

surface-colours, with which H and B increase and diminish with

increasing wave-length.

Carthamin, dried in a red-coloured transparent layer on the

faces of the above-mentioned parallelepipeds, exhibited, with

reflection in the same substance, diff'erent reflection-constants in

diff'erent parts, according as the distance between the particles

was less or greater. The parallel-mirror method showed, for

light of the given wave-lengths X (in millionth parts of a milli-

metre), the following mean values of the prime angle of inci-

dence H and prime azimuth B :

—

E
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It cannot be surprising that the values of the reflection-con-

stants change with the distance of the opaque particles, since

the transparency and colour of thin layers of the same metal

also depend on it. (Faraday, Exp. Res. iv. 391.)

The dependence of the optical properties of a quantity of more
or less transparent and non- transparent particles on the distance

of the latter seems to me hardly compatible with the assumption

that absorption and dispersion of light are determined solely by
a mutual vibration of the molecules of the body, occasioned by
the motion of the aether.

Wiirzburg, Aug. 20, 18/3.

XL. On Sylvester's and other forms of continued Fraction for
Circle-quadrature. By Thomas Muir, M.A., F.R.S.E.,

Assistant Professor of Mathematics in Glasgow University*.

IN the Philosophical Magazine for May 1869, Professor Syl-

vester gave as a deduction from a solution of an equation in

finite differences the following notable identity :

—

1 + —j— 3.4

The origin of it w-as so peculiar, that to the reader it could not

but seem a desirable thing to establish a more general result,

and point out some connexion between it and previous special

results of the same kind. This has been done in one direction

by Mr. J. W. L. Glaisher, in a paper recently read before the

Mathematical Society of London, in which he transforms the

product

o+:i)0+i:)0+i)-
into a series, this series into a continued fraction, and then points

out that, from the identity of the product and the continued
fraction, Professor Sylvester's result directly follows as a parti-

cular case. The object of the present short paper is to establish

another such line of relationship.

' Consider the definite integral I cc" rv^qri ^^- By inte-

gration by parts we find that

Jo
^^+1>'

Jo (^+1)'"^' '

* Communicated by the Author.
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aud the left-hand member being also evidently

Jo (^+1)'" + '

J„ (07+1)-+'

we therefoz'e have

Jo
(^+1)'"+'

Jo (^ + 1)'"+''^'^^U
(^+1)"'-''^'

.
, . . C^ (x 1 V"~'and hence, writing d)(n) for 1 a;""' )

-^ da\ there results

Jo (^+1)"' + ^

Now the denominator on the right is the same function of w +

1

that the left-hand member is of n; and thus by continued sub-

stitution we have

»/xTY=2"'+"^' ,
("+l)(n,2

) , ... ^„,
(f>{n+l) 2m -\ ;— ^

,

{n + 2){n+ 3)

Zm +.

If n be now taken equal to 1, the left-hand member here becomes

CHx-\)^-' , f (^-1)'"-'
I -, -., _^. dx-^ \ x-. T^^:^ dx :

J„ (^-f-l)'"+' J„ (^+1)-+'

\—x
or, after integration and substitution of y for >

2»2

'0

and thus we have

2,„fV.-(l+,)-W,= l + i;- 1^ 2.3 ,^ (!•)

•o 2w + -;— 3.4
2m -f .

^

Putting in this general result m= i, we obtain, as desired,

a 1 + -^ 2_3 3^
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and putting m=l,

2log2=l+^ 1.2 _ „ (fl)

and so on.

But, secondly, by expanding y'"-'(l +y)~' in a series of ascend-

ing powers of y, and integrating with respect to y between the

limits and 1, we obtain

2m\ y"'-\l+y)-'dy= 2(l -r 4 —^ T^+---)-
c-

Now the series here enclosed in brackets may be looked on as a

particular case (viz. a= m, /S=l, 7= ?n+l, ^=—1) of Gauss's

general series r(a, ^, y, x), which, owing to a special property,

he was able to expand in the form of a continued fraction.

Taking advantage of this, we find, on making the necessary sub-

stitutions.

2m i ?/'"-'(! +y)-Wy

1+-^,- 1'
("•'

w+ 3 + ——7
,

(m + 2)^

m + 5 +

and, as before, putting m= ^, we derive the well-known result,

1 = 1+1! OJ (fi)

7 +.
_

and putting m=l, there results a companion identity to (a),

and so on.

Thirdly, the series found above may be expanded in the form
,
of a continued fraction by means of the ordinary general method.
Doing this, it is found that

2ml r-'(l+y)-Wy=? m (HI.)
^" ^ 1+^^^^^. (m + 2 )^
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whence, by the substitution of ^ for m, we obtain

^ 2 +

-

which takes us back to Brounker and the infancy of continued

fractions.

The University, Glasgow,
March 28, 18/4.

P.S.— Siace the above was written I have read part of an en-

cyclopaedic paper by Stern iii Crelle^s Journal, vols. x. and xi.

(1832-33), entitled "Theorie der Kettenbriiche und ihre An-
wendung," and have to-day arrived with surprise at the third

chapter, the first division of which has the same title as Mr.

Glaisher^s paper above referred to, viz. " Verwandlung der un-

endlichen Producte in Kettenbriiche.^^ In this Stern establishes

a general formula of transformation, and then proceeds to give

examples illustrative of it. Among these are five forms of con-

tinned fraction for — , and first of the five the very fraction we

have been speaking of as Sylvester's. Stranger still, in a foot-

note Stern adds, '^Diesen Ausdruck hat schonEuler auf anderem

Wege gefunden" {Com. Ac. Petr. vol. xi. p. 48); so that the

expression derived so ingeniously in 1869 must at that time have

been over a century old. Professor Sylvester and Mr. Glaisher

will, I am sure, rejoice with other workers to see justice done to

their predecessors Euler and Stern.

The University, Glasgow,

April 10, 1874.

XLI. On the Physical Constants of Hydrogenium.

By James Dewar*.

IN March 1869 I communicated to the Society a paper en-

titled " Motion of a Palladium Plate during the Formation

of Graham's Hydrogenium,'^ which appears in the Proceedings

for Session 1868-69 1- When engaged with this subject, many
points of iuterest regarding the behaviour of palladium contain-

ing occluded hydrogen suggested themselves for investigation

;

and in concluding the paper I remarked that " careful determi-

nations must be made of the electromotive force, latent heat, &c.

* From the Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Jan. 20,

1873. Communicated by the Author.

t Phil. Mag. June 1869, pp. 424-431.
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of hydrogenium " before we could arrive at any conclusion

regarding the condition of the absorbed hydrogen. Subse-

quently Professor Tait made a series of determinations on the

"Electrolytic Polarization of Palladium Electrodes"*, devising

a new and ingenious method for the purpose. Although at dif-

ferent times subsequent to my tirst communication the problem

of determining the physical constants of hydrogenium recurred,

as my attention was in the meantime directed to the specific heat

of carbon at high temperatures, no progress was made with the

investigation until September 1872, when the results of my pre-

liminary experiments were communicated to the Philosophical

Magazine, under the title " Note on the Specific Heat of Hy-
'^drogenium." In that note it is stated that by means of a spe-

cially constructed calorimeter the specific heat of hydrogen in

palladium is found to be 3*1 per atomic weight, nearly identical

with that of gaseous hydrogen. The present paper deals with

some of the physical constants of hydrogenium, more especially

with the specific gravity, specific heat, and coefficient of expansion.

Graham, in his celebrated paper on hydi'ogenium, made many
determinations of the specific gravity of the occluded hydrogen

by observing the increase of length of palladium wire after being

fully charged, thus finding the cubical expansion, and from it

deducing the weight of unit volume of the absorbed hydrogen.

From expei'iments made in this way he found the specific gra-

vity to be nearly 2. Afterwards he discovered the value was
about three times what it ought to be, from a contraction of

length occurring when palladium wire is used. This he con-

firmed by the use of alloys of palladium that resist this contrac-

tion, and finally regarded the specific gravity as 0-733. No
determinations were made when the palladium was partially

saturated ; and he rejected the ordinary process of taking specific

gravities, because of the continual evolution of gas preventing

exact weighings being taken in water.

In the experiments to be detailed a cubical mass of the metal

was charged with hydrogen by electrolysis, taken at different

times during the progress of the saturation and weighed in air

and in water. If the mass was allowed free exposure to the air

for several hours, little difficulty arose from the evolution of gas

when immersed in water, and accurate results could be obtained.

From the experimental numbers the specific gravity of the

absoi'bed hydrogen was calculated by the well-known formula

w^ + ^2 CI

S| Sg

* Proceedings of the Royal Society of Edinburgh, Session 1868-69.
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where w^ and w.^ are the weights of the substance, S, and Sg the

specific gravities, and S the mean specific gravity found by expe-

riment. This formula assumes that no condensation takes place

iu the palladium.

Table I.—Specific Gravity of Bar Palladium at diflPerent times

during Saturation with Hydrogen. Weight of original Pal-

ladium 31-802.
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in the plate, the density of the hydrogen was 0-633 ; and where

only 0-0495 grm. was left, the value was 0-615. The mean

specific gravity of the three different alloys of plate was 0*623,

nearly the same as previously found for the bar. After palla-

dium has been treated with hydrogen and heated, the metal

becomes porous, and ofteu blisters, thus rendering specific-gra-

vity determinations very uncertain. The curious discovery of

Graham, that the strain on the particles of palladium produced

by wire-drawing induces such a curious shrinking in the length

after the hydrogen has been expelled, suggests the importance

of investigating how a saturated piece of bar would resist the

action of sustained pressure or tension. If the formation of the

alloy is attended with an increase of volume in excess of the sum

of the volumes of the constituents regarded as in the solid state,

then partial decomposition ought to occur under great pressure.

Experiments on this subject are left over for the present. After

palladium has been used in the above experiments, and the last

trace of hydrogen is removed by heating, the specific gravity is

found to have diminished from 12'0359 to 11-9546. If this

final value is taken in calculating the mean density, then the

average result of the three hydrides of plate is 0*707 for the

specific gravity of the condensed hydrogen. The mean of the

first and second series of experiments is thus 0-664. A piece

of palladium, weighing 31 grms., was fused in a lime crucible

with the oxyhydrogeu-flame ; and the specific gravity was now
found reduced to 10-5549. When this sphere of palladium was

hydrogenized for a very long time (twenty-four hours) only

0-0684 grm. of hydrogen was absorbed, and by further treat-

ment nothing was added. The specific gravity of the hydrogen

in this case was 0-655, nearly identical with the mean of the

values found from the plate experiments.

Specific-Heat Observations.

The apparatus devised for this purpose is represented in the

figure (p. 338) ; the calorimeter used in the experiments had the

form A. It held conveniently 100 grammes of water, and was
inserted in the middle of a stout brass envelope, thoroughly

exhausted of air, the whole being placed in the middle of a lai-ge

cylindrical tin vessel (E), having an outer annular compartment.
,The tin vessel was filled with water ; and a constant current from
the town supply was kept circulating by means of a siphon
through the outer chamber. To the thermometer a ring of thin

sheet "ndia rubber was attached as a stirrer, and, when it was
removed before the immersion of the palladium, was placed in

the little tin tube represented at B. Immediately before an
observation the whole apparatus was moved below the steam-

Phil. Mag. S. 4. VoU 47. No. 313. May 1874. Z
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bath (C), and the palladium dropped in. This arrangement of

the calorimeter is verv convenient in a small chemical labora-

tory, where uniformity of temperature cannot be easily com-
manded. The constancy of the radiation in the calorimeter

makes the correction for cooling very exact.

The same arrangement of the calorimeter is employed for re-

gistering very small amounts of heat by placing in A bisulphide

of carbon or chloroform, packing the middle and outer compart-

ments of the tin vessel full of pounded ice, and covering the

exposed surface with sawdust. The thermometer is now pro-

vided with a thin sheet-copper stirrer, instead of the india-rubber

one formerly used. The rate of cooling is in this case deter-

mined once for all for a range of 5° above zero, and plotted in

a curve. From this curve the correction for the radiation is de-

termined for all subsequent experiments.

Two series of experiments were made. In the first series bar,

and in the second plate palladium was used, three different hy-

drides* of each. The experimental results are given in Tables

II. and III.

In the case of the bar the specific heat of the occluded hy-

drogen increased as the charge diminished, the extreme values

being 3"79 and 5'05. Similarly with the plate the values are

greater, and have a wider range, viz. from 3'93 to 5'88. These

results are calculated in each case for the heat given to the

* In this paper the term hydride is not used in its strict chemical sense,

but as a convenient abbreviation.
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calorimeter by the hydride in excess of that of the original

palladium. But if a comparison is made between the different

hydrides in both series of experiments, then the specific heat is

found to exhibit no such regular increase as in the former series.

In the bar the extreme values are 3-21 and 3-77, and the mean
of the three results is 3*47. The plate, on the other hand, gives

a range of from 2*7 to 3*94, the mean value being 3'31. The
amount of variation in the plate is very great as compared with

the bar, and is clearly due to some secondary action taking place.

The increase of specific heat for small charges of hydrogen,

when comparison is made with pure palladium, is clearly due to

some regular increase of the specific heat of the palladium, or of

the hydrogen, or of both individually or conjointly. The mere
fact that we have only a very small weight of hydrogen relatively

to the amount of palladium does not explain the anomaly, be-

cause a small amount of hydrogen by the second mode of com-
parison does not yield such high results. The observational

errors, although much greater when we are dealing with small

quantities, cannot be expected to fall always in the same direc-

tion ; and thus we are forced to admit there is some regular

sequential change taking place in the relations of the hydrogen
and palladium.

The palladium, after use, is not found to have increased in

specific heat, but rather the reverse ; so that the explanation can

only rest on some altered condition of the bodies when united.

So far as my experiments have led me, I am inclined to regard

this alteration as a kind of molecular dissociation that increases

with diminished charge of hydrogen. I am led to this conclu-

sion from observing that the rate at which palladium loses hy-

drogen at constant temperature is dependent on the amount
present increasing with diminished charge. In conducting these

specific-heat experiments, a greater variation in the results has
always been observed when small charges were under experi-

ment, especially in the first two or three determinations. This
increase of dissociation may be explained in part from the for-

mation of regular cracks or channels in the mass of palladium,

together with the efi"ect of pressure resulting from the contrac-

tion of the external layers of palladium from the loss of hydrogen.
It is, however, premature to discuss the cause of this increase

of dissociation until a more extended series of experiments is

made, and the behaviour of the alloy to pressure is investigated.

Z2
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Table II.—Specific Heat. Experiments with Bar Palladium.

Three Hydrides. Weight of Bar 31-802 grras. Water aud

Calorimeter 107 grms.
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CoefUcient of Expansion.

As the observations on the coefficient of expansion had to be

made with the same pieces of palladium used in the former ex-

periments, the only method that could be employed was to weigh

the hydride in distilled water of different temperatures, as Mat-
thiessen did in his well-known paper "On the Expansion of

Metals and Alloys" (Phil. Trans. 1866), and to deduce the

mean cubical expansion from the difference of weights and the

known density of water. Experiments made in this way require

great care in execution, and, when every precaution is taken^ are

yet liable to considerable variation. Any difference of tempe-

rature in different portions of the water in which the alloy is

weighed at the time of the observation, causing currents in the

fluid, or the condensation of moisture on the fine platinum wire

used to suspend the substance, renders the results useless. But
in this case the difficulties are greatly increased from the minute

bubbles of hydrogen that are apt to accumulate at any angular

point of the mass, and must be removed by suddenly depressing

or lifting the mass. After making a great many observations in

this way, it became clear that the method would not yield results

of very great accuracy when applied to the case of palladium

containing hydrogen ; in the mean time the results obtained are

provisionally stated. Generally a mass of palladium containing

hydrogen nearly equivalent to the atomic proportion Pd^ H^,

yields the following values for the mean coefficient of cubical

expansion :

—

^ ^
Between and 50 . . 0-000058

Between and 80 . . 0-000066

The cubical expansion of palladium being 0-000033, we may
say the alloy with hydrogen is just twice as great. If the ex-

pansion of Graham's alloy is assumed to be equal to the sum of

the expansion of the respective volumes of the constituents, then

the calculated result for the cubical expansion of hydrogen is

0-000246, a number about one and a half times the coefficient

of expansion of mercury.

With a fused mass of palladium containing a small charge of

hydrogen, the coefficient of expansion was found to be 0'00048,

and the calculated value for the occluded hydrogen became then

0-00059.

Absorption of Hydrogen at a Red Heat.

Graham's theory of the rapid passage of hydrogen through
palladium at high temperatures, assumes at first a direct absorp-

tion of the gas, and then a transmission of it by a kind of
" cementation process." That an absorption of hydrogen takes
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place with its attendant increase of volume at high temperatures

may be shown as follows :

—

Take a strip of thin sheet palladium, 4 or 5 centims. long

and about 5 milliras. in breadth, clamp it firmly by the end in

a suitable support so that the strip is free to vibrate, and insert

it edgeways in the middle of a hydrogen-flame burning from a

nozzle about a millimetre in diameter. If the palladium is now
depressed into the inner dark cone, it immediately begins to vi-

brate, producing a low musical note.

If the flame be extinguished by stopping the current of hy-

drogen for an instant, or allowing the gas to flow, the vibration

commences again, and may be kept up without any actual flame.

The motion in this position in the flame is due to the absorp-

tion of hydrogen on the cool side next the inner cone, with its

attendant increase of length, producing a bending of the sheet

into the hot portion of the flame, where the hydrogen is instantly

expelled from the palladium, which is forced to return to its

original position from its natural elasticity.

The experiments detailed in this paper have been made with

palladium very handsomely placed at my disposal by Messrs.

Johnson, Matthey, and Co. of Hatton Garden, London; and I

gladly avail myself of this opportunity of thanking them for the

means of conductin": this research. _ . , ,,/, r irm, -

XLII. Determination of the Absolute Value of the Siemens Mer-
cury Unit of Electrical Resistance. By F. Kohlrausch.

[With a Plate.]

[Continued from p. 309.]

V. Data of Observation.

EOR determining the three fundamental magnitudes, length,

mass, and time, there were used the original platinum

metre belonging to the Cabinet for Metals and Machinery in

Gottingen (and kindly lent for the purpose by Professor Ulrich),

a Fortin's set of platinum weights belonging to the Physical

Institute, and the normal clock of the Astronomical Observatory

(by which that in the Physical Observatory was regulated). Oert-

ling's comparator, wliich formed the basis of all the measure-

ments, was compared with the platinum metre. It was found

that the parts of this bar at —8^ were equal to the divisions of

the platinum metre at 0°.

For measuring the larger distances, a wooden rod 5 metres in

length, divided into centimetres and provided with a slider di-

vided into millimetres, was used. The divisions were afterwards

compared with the Oertling. This was also the case with the

divisions of the paper scale which was used for observation.
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Intensity of Terrestrial Magnetism.

Professor Klinkerfues had the goodness to arrange that, du-

ring the period of the observations, local magnetic influences

should be avoided in the Astronomical Observatory where the

variation-instruments were suspended. For observing the latter

I am indebted to Dr. Riecke.

With regard to the arrangement of the bifilar magnetometer,

together with accessory needle, I refer to Weber's article, " De-
termination of the rectangular component of the Earth's Mag-
netic Force in Gottingen, 1834-1853"*. The value of a division

of the scale of the bifilar magnetometer at that time 1 found to

be equal to 0*000105 in parts of the whole. The intensity cor-

responding to a position S of the bifilar will be obtained in the

sequel from the expression

T= 1-83846 (1 4-0-0001p5 . S).

Absolute measurement.—The moment of inertia of the principal

bar was, according to a new determination which agreed to within

TDooo ^^*'^ ^^^ formerly made by Weber,

K =42997 . 10^ millimetre^ milligramme,

the temperature in two successive observations being 15°.

The ratio of torsion was 0'01085.

The time of vibration, e, observed with the arc of p divisions,

gives that reduced to zero, since the scale was at a distance of

4125 divisions from the mirror,

K^~ 256:^125^)= ^^^ -^^^^^^^°^^^^'^^')-

If, further, during the observations of vibration S was the

mean position of the bifilar magnetometer calculated from a de-

finite point of the scale (to which all the observations are reduced),

the time of vibration actually observed must be multiplied with

1 + ^ . 0-000105 . S ; we therefore put

To=t{1—0-00000000023 .;j^ + 0-000052 . S).

Let, finally, M denote the magnetism which the vibrating bar
possesses of itself—that is, in the east-west direction in which
it was afterwards used as deflecting bar. In the vibrations M
has a magnetism ofposition, which Weber had determined in the

case of this bar to be equal to 780000 absolute units. Then

(M + r80000)T.= ^^-^^. ..(A.)

For the purpose of making observations of deflection, the bar

* Abh. d. Gott. Ges. 1855, vol. vi.
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M, without being displaced, was fixed in a rotating clamp, so

that it could be adjusted in an east and west direction. It

thereby acts upon a smaller needle (accessory needle) with a

mirror, which is suspended north and south to strings which
hang from a long brass rod to the top of the room. Half of

the distance of these from each other, the temperature being per-

ceptibly the same in the two determinations, was determined
once for all, and was found to be

E,= 150r70 millimetres.

Th e correction-term with ^, in consequence of the ratio of

the length 1 : 2 of the principal bar to the accessory needle, is

brought almost to zero. By deflections from second distances

it was determined that the angle of deflection at the distance

R w'as expressed by

tan «= const. /

W y
1- 10300\

R2 )'

the scale, the positionThe distance of the mirror from

which was always given by the unused string, amounted
3015 millimetres.

Ratio of torsion of the accessory needle =0'00241.
If, finally, the mean position of the hifilar during the deflec-

tions be denoted by S, we may put for the observed angle of de-

flection ^
tan (^0=1(1 + 0-000105 . 8) tan (/>.

Then
M
T„

1-00241

1- 10300
R^ tan <^o-

Determinations of intensity were made on the 19th and 22nd

of August. The duration of the vibration was each time observed

at the besrinning and at the end. There were obtained :

—
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The observations of deflections of the accessory needle, upon
which the bar M acted in the two east-westerly positions at an

angle of 180° with each other, gave on a scale, the centre of

which was at 770 millims. :

—
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lims. in length, 14 millims. in thickness, and each of them
weighs nearly 200 grms. The inner one had about 45 million

units of magnetism, the outer one 2 millions fewer. (It follows

from this that the local influence on the inductor, which was

about 5500 millims. distant, amounted at most to the 100,000th

part of the terrestrial magnetism.)

The magnets lie with two grooves in the double forks of a

stirrup, which hangs to a torsion-circle with a mirror, and half

encircles the multiplier. The upper horizontal part of the stir-

rup is extended, and bears at its ends, each at a distance of 100
millims. from the centre, two small vertical rods, which are in-

tended to support two cylindrical brass weights perforated axially,

for the determination of the moment of inertia. The weights

are each 28 millims. in diameter, and have each a mass of 100

grms. After removing the upper magnet, a small rod may be

fastened in the centre of the stirrup, and the weights may be

placed on it on the top of each other. By a small sliding weight

not seen in the figure, the centre of gravity is so regulated that

the superposition of the weights does not alter its position.

The whole was suspended by a steel wire, about ^ millim. in

thickness and 2*7 millims. in length, from a beam in the roof,

and was carefully protected against currents of air by a box with

glass plates in the sides.

Moment of Inertia of the pair of Needles.

Mass of the weights together . . =199970 mgrms.

External semidiameter of the same . 13*95 millims.

Internal semidiameter of the same . 0'85 millim.

Hence the moment of inertia of the two together in reference to

their axis,

= 199970 J^ =19500000 millim.^^ milligrm.

Distance of the centre of the weights from each other when

they were put on the extreme projections,

199-824 millims. at 17°.

Hence common moment of inertia in the latter position, re-

ferred to the suspension wire at 17°,

19500000+199970 .99-912^= 2015700000 millim.^ mgrm.,

andat22°-5, 2016100000

The times of oscillation corresponding to each other were

always measured with nearly equal arcs, so that a reduction is

unnecessary. Where there are two observations with the same

load, one was always made before and the other after the second

loading.
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First determination.—(a) Temperature =22°*5. The time of

oscillation of the needle-couple amounted to :

—

Without load 34-0771 and 34-0692. Mean . 34-0731 sec.

With load at the ends 56-8157 „

From this we have for the moment of inertia at 22°-5,

56-8157^-34Q73P " 2016100000= 1132400000;

or at 17°, 1132200000= K'.

[b) In order to eliminate the possible excentricity of the centre
of gravity of the weights, each of them was turned through 180'-".

Temperature =17°.-

Without load 34-1486 and 34-1304. Mean . 34-1395 sec.

With load at the ends 56-9060 „

from which K"= 1 133400000.

Mean K,= i (K' + K") = 1132800000 millim.^ milligrm.

Second determination.—Temperature =17°. The upper mag-
net was removed. It has the length 169-97, the semidiameter

6-95 millims., and the mass 199939 milligrms. Thus its mo-
ment of inertia amounts to

199939C-^^ + ^')=483800000.

The time of vibration of the other part was :

—

Weights at the ends, 17-3717,17-3720. Mean =17-3719 sec.

Weights in the middle 8-7154 „

Hence the moment of inertia of the whole is

8*7154^
K2= jy;gyjg2^;g;^^j^2. 1996200000-19500000

-f 483800000= 1135700000 millim.^ milligrm.

Now the first mode of determination is open to the objection

that it has not as yet been determined whether the elasticity of

torsion of a wire is entirely independent of its load. In the

above case the elasticity formed the greater part of the directive

force. If, therefore, on this account we assign to the second de-

termination twofold value, the moment of inertia at 17° is

K= 1134700000 millim.2 milligrm.

Of this about |- would be due to the magnets, \ to the brass

parts ; so that, for a temperature 0,

K= 113 1700000 [14-0-000026. (0-17)].

Time of vibration.—In the reduction to an infinitely small arc,
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it is to be observed tbat only one part of tbe directive force de-
pends on tbe terrestrial magnetism ; tbe otber is due to tbe elas-

ticity of tbe wire. From tbe time of an oscillation (16 seconds
of tbe suspension alone), tbe former portion is found to be almost
exactly equal to balf tbat of tbe second. From tbis tbere is

calculated from tbe time t observed witb tbe arc a, tbe time Iq for

infinitely small oscillations,

tQ=t{l-000o.u^).

Since t in tbe determination of resistance was always found to

be nearly 34"4 seconds, and as tbe distance of tbe scale was equal

to 4047 divisions, tbe correction for tbe arc a divisions is found
to be

~ 400000000
^^^^°^-

To this very small correction must be added tbat from tbe

clock-error. Tbe intervals observed must be multiplied with

1 — 0"00017, vvbicb for 34'4 seconds gives

-0-0059 second.

In the four absolute measures tbere were found at tbe Nth
oscillation the times of reversal given in tbe following Table,

each of them calculated by Gausses method from eight to ten

observed transits through tbe position of equilibrium. Tbe
times of oscillation on tbe further side of the thick line follow

from the times which are placed over against each other.

la.

T*.

III.

Time. N. Time.

33 28- 15

40 56 16

12 312
16 38-51

11 33-47

16 8-95

9 21-28

12 47-80

17

39
20
28
20
28
15

21

40 56 1

48 24-36

21 14-06

25 49-47

20 44-40

25 19 84

16 14-a5

19 40-82

Time of oscillation.

Observed. Correction. Corrected.

34-4625

34-4769
34-4336

34-4352
34-4328

34-4304
34-4222
34-4181

Mean.

s
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If Om is the mtb, a^ the nth arc, the damping-ratio is

349

K=_ fOmX and \ = log nat. k.
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la.

Bifilar.
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VI. Calculation of the Absolute Resistance.

If we insert these numbers for A, B, \ T, and further those

for Xq, to, K, and S in the formula (page 305)

.o.S^ ^o_ /_^ Xq \ AB /A\>"=t=

we obtain for the absolute resistance of the inductor and galva-

nometer for the four determinations, taking as unit the resist-

-„,nmillim, , . ^ earth-quadrant
ance 10'^ r, or briefly ^—

-, ,

second "^ second

»=3-9687 3--993r 3-9903 3-9849
^"rth-quadran t.

second

The greatest difference of these numbers corresponds to a

change of temperature in the wire of less than 2°, which cannot

be controlled.

VII. Comparison of the Resistance w with Sieraeus's Standards.

The two standards, Nos. 1135 and 1143, each of which con-

tained 4 mercury units, were guaranteed to be correct at 19°'4

and 18°"3 respectively. The increase of the resistance in the

German-silver wire amounted for 1° to 0'0004 of the whole.

Hence the ratio, if both were at the same temperature, must
have been

|2dM? =1.00044.

I found, by comparison with third resistances,

1-00050, 1-00046, 1-00055; mean= 1-00050.

The difference from the above ratio corresponds to an error of tem-

perature of only 0°"15, and may therefore serve as a test for the

accuracy of the copies and of the method of comparison.

At the beginning of the observations I did not possess the

standards ; and instead of them I constructed four provisional

German-silver resistances (I will denote them as A, B, C, D),
each nearly equal to 4 Siemens's units, and which in the deter-

mination I. served for comparison with the inductor. They were
subsequently compared with the standards, which had meanwhile
reached me.

A= 4-1021 B= 4-0977 C= 4-1095 D= 4-0965 Siemens.

For interpolation two tenths of a Siemens unit were necessary.

They were constructed of two pieces of German-silver wire, sol-

dered in lengths of 325 millims. to copper rods. As it was
found, moreover, that 3250 millims. of the same wire had the
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resistance 1 Siemens at + 12°-0, the pieces in question accurately

represent tenths at that temperature.

As the circuit inductor + galvanometer had been brought to

nearly 4 Siemens by the introduction of a small load of copper

wire, a differential galvanometer could be used. It was exter-

nally similar to that described in page 345 et seq. To be quite

free from thermal influences, the comparison was made by means
of short currents produced by Weber's magnet inductor by the

method of multiplication, and which were divided by the two resist-

ances and the two galvanometer wires. The heating by the very

feeble brief currents is in any case vanishingly small ; at t?ie same
time accidental thermo-electromotive forces, which in a circuit

extending over a large space are unavoidable, have no influence,

as the induction-currents alternate in direction. The method
used, especially with reference to the extra current produced in

the inductor, has been described by me in Poggendortf 's Anna/en,

vol. cxlii. p. 418; and I refer to that paper.

The arrangement of the whole of the instruments is represented

schematically, fig. 2. C is a stopper commutator with six copper

plates made of ebonite, massive, and very carefully worked. Near

it are five solid clamping-screws, which can be placed in conduct-

ing communication with each other by a slider. The connexion of

the other parts is shown by the figure. J and G, terrestrial induc-

tor and galvanometer, form the circuit the absolute resistance

of which IS to be determined. These are closed at 1 by stoppers.

For comparison with Siemens^s standard, 1 is removed and 2

stopped. The standard E is then connected with one, and the

circuit J G with the other branch of the differential multiplier I).

To change them in reference to these branches, it is simply ne-

cessary to take out the stopper at 2 and insert it at 3. M is the

source of the current, the magnet inductor (which was removed

during the absolute measurements). The tenths added to E or

J G are denoted by 0"1 ; by sliding and fixing the shunt they

become ineffective.

The needles of the galvanometer G were, of course, fixed du-

ring the comparison. It was specially ascertained that the

motion of the inducing magnet in M, which, as is well known,

consists of two magnets with similar poles presented to each

other, had no action at a distance on the inductor.

It is useless to detail the experiments, since the errors of com-

parison cannot in any case compare with those of absolute deter-

mination. Moreover the example deduced in the memoir already

cited (p. 421) is one of these determinations.

Nos. la. and lb. of the absolute measurements belong to a

comparison made between them with the provisional standards,

as the Siemens's standards had not then reached me. II. and
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III. were made on other days, when a comparison was made
both before and after. The experiments gave the resistance w,

or the inductor+ galvanometer, equal to the following numbers

in Sieraens's units :

—

I. Temperature of the standard =-f-15°'3.

A -f 0-0071 = 4a034 Siemens.

B + 00111 = 4-1030 „

+ 0-0003 = 4-1034 „
D + 00113 = 41020 „

Mean . w = 4-1029 „

Beginning.
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found to be =1-0473. Owing to an injury to the unit, the com-
parison had to be made in the air ; and therefore no great weight

must be assigned to it. The British-Association units belonging

to M. Brix (No. 21) and M. "Weber (^No. 51) were also compared,

and gave, in accordance with the above, the value 1'0493. If

this agreement be compared with the former enormous differ-

ences in the statements regarding units of resistance, a very

satisfactory proof is afforded as to the progress in this kind of

measurement^.

Taking the number 1*0493, it will be found that this unit is

nearly 2 per cent, more than was intended.

The electromotive forces of Daniell and Grove I have found, in

conjunction with Ammann, to be =11*71 and 19*98 Siemens-

Weber units respectively ; they have therefore the absolute

value t

Daniell = 11-38 x lO^o^^ll^!^-^.
secona"*

Grove = 19-42 x 10>o
„

The thermoelectric force of German-silver-iron, expressed in

the same units, =2400000 for a difference in the junctions of

one degree at mean temperatures.

XLIII. Direct Solution of a Geometrical Problem.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gonville and Caius College,
Gextlemex, Cambridge, March 27, 1S74.

MAY I request the publication in your Magazine of the

accompanying paper and letter which came from, a

lady in California? The paper, as you will see, is a solution

of a geometrical problem which, more than twenty years ago,

excited considerable interest by its discussion in your Magazine.

The Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge, to whom these documents

were addressed, placed them in my hands ; and at his request I

forwarded them to Professor Sylvester, who expresses the opinion,

with which I entirely agree, that the solution is thoroughly

sound, and authorizes me to say that he has suggested the pro-

priety of the publication of the papers in your Magazine. In

this suggestion the Vice-Chancellor cordially concurs.

I am, Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

N. M. Ferrers.

* The leseaieh will be found in Poggendoiff's Annolen, vol. cxlvii. p. 155.

t Compare Pogg. Ann. vol. cxli, p. 45S, \Ahereuith it must be remarked
that, after the necessary reductions, the numbers which Ammann and I

have found agree very closely with the results of Walteuhofeu (Pogg. Ann.
vol. cxxxiii. p. 478).
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Oakland, Feb. 15, 1874.

Sir,—In a Number of the London, Edinburgh, and Dublin

Philosophical jMagazine for the year 1852 or 1862, is a discussion

of a simple geometrical problem by J. J. Sylvester, in which

this gentleman attempts to illustrate a conjectured principle in

the Theory of Geometrical Method. The problem appears to

have been given out at Cambridge many years before, and to

have excited the attention of some of the first mathematicians of

Europe for a number of years. A direct solution of the problem

was demanded ; and after a protracted discussion it was concluded

that none was possible. Upon that some mathematicians lent

their attention, by a study of the nature of the problem under

question, to discovering some rule by which on inspection they

might be able to tell whether a given problem admitted of only

an indirect solution, a question of some importance in astronoftiy.

I have not been able to discover that any direct solution has

been brought forth as yet ; so I send you this, given to me by a

friend of mine, Mr. Hesse, who solved it in 1842. I send it,

thinking that every mistake cleared up in science is a step

toward truth.

If it would not be too much trespassing on your good nature,

I should be pleased to hear of the fate of my solution.

Christine Chart.

In the triangle ABC, two ancles, CAB and C B A, are

2 A 2
^
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bisected, and the portions of the bisecting lines A E and B D
contained between the vertices A, B and the opposite sides B C
and A C are equal : to prove that the angles a and (3 are also

equal.

Find a point F, so that Fx\=AD and FE= AB, and draw
line F B.

I. We have

AF=AD^
p E=A B I • follows the equality of triangles F A E and

ADB.AE=DB.
II.

Therefore

But

Therefore

or

Also

and

ADB+^=D^E,

BEA+f =D.^E.

ADB+|=BEA+f-

ADB=FAE,^

•2
FEA=;| /

'''

FAE+"^=BEA + FEA,

FAB=BEF.

FB = FB,

FE= AB.
III. From which follows the equality of triangles FB A and

F B E, considering that

angles FAB=FEB=BEA+|=:D^E. . . (II.)

But

and

therefore

D^E= 180°-'^.

« + /3<180-',

D^E or FAB;>90°.
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From III. follows rA=BEn ,, . „„ ,^
• ,w , ,

' Uherefore BE=AD,
and by construction r A= A D ; J

from which results the equality of triangles ABE and A B D,
and therefore a=/3. Quod erat demonstrandum.

F. G. Hesse.

XLIV. On a new form of Calendar, hy which the Year, or

Month, or Month-day, or Week-day may he readilyfound when
the other three components of a date are given. By Captain
J. Hekschel, R.E.^^

T^HE Tabular Calendar annexed is perhaps as compact in

form and simple in use as is possible. Its use may
be stated thus :—Of the Year, Month, Day, and Week-day,
given any three to find the fourth. If we arrange these thus,

D
I

i

W , it is clear that M and D, Y andW will each fix one

of the signs or hieroglyphs in the centre of the Table; and in

order that the day of the month shall fall on a certain week-
day in any given year, these signs must be the same. Thus,

I

Apr. i

take the case of 13
|

Mon. April 13, and Monday in

,
1874

I

1874, both indicate *. We have now only to suppose one of

these unknown to see that the sign indicated by the other pair

will show all the possible solutions. Thus ;

—

1. Y unknown; M and D indicate -^ (or any other sign, ac-

cording to the case); W and indicate Y.

2. M unknown ; Y and W indicate * ; D and * indicate M.
3. D unknown; Y^ andW indicate * ; M and * indicate!).

4. W unknown; M and D indicate *; Y and * indicate W.

It is obvioas that the signs are pure symbols for the occasion,

and are for this very reason chosen heterogeneous so as not to

have any meaning or order, per se.

It is only necessary to add that, where the date is known to

fall in January or February of a bissextile year, the italic jNI is to

be used. Otherwise, or more generally, the italic M is only and
always to be used with a bissextile Y. Thus :

—

* Coinmunicated bv the Author.
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Thursday, January 1 . AVhat years ?

Jan. 1 indicates x (or + if bissextile).

Thursday and x indicate 1801, 07, not 12, &c.

Thursday and + indicate 1824, 52, &c. only.

General Calendar Table.

Date.
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XLV. Oil the Phjsical Cause of Ocean-currents.

By William B. Carpenter, M.D.,LL.D., F.R.S.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

University of London, Burlington House, W,
Gentlemen, April 22, 1874.

R. J. CROLL, in a note to his last paper "On the Phy^
sical Cause of Ocean-currents ' (Phil. Mag. for March,

p. 176), charges me with the following inaccuracy :

—

"Dr. Carpenter states that 48 miles per day is the mean
annual rate of the Gulf-stream in the 'Narrows;' but in the

Admiralty's Current-chart, published October 1872, the mini-

mum rate is stated to be 32, and the maximum rate 120 nau'
tical miles per day. This gives 87 statute miles per day, or

fully 3| miles per hour, as the mean rate."

Not being a Statistician, as Mr. Croll professes to be, I should

have never thought of deducing a mean rate from a maximum
and minimum only, having always supposed that a correct ave-

ruye could only be based upon a large number of data, the

larger the better. Thus, if I wanted to know the average number
of children of one marriage, I should not take the arithmetical

mean between a maximum of (say) 20, and a minimum of 0, which
would give 10; but should collect 1000, 10,000, or 100,000
observations, and find the mean of the whole.

This last is precisely what the Meteorological Department, on
whose guidance I have relied in this matter, have done in regard

to the rate of the Gulf-stream. If Mr. Croll will look into their
*' Currents and Surface-Temperature of the North Atlantic "

(1872), he will find the following passage (p. 23) under the

head of " Remarks on the General Current Chart, constructed

from the whole of the observations on the currents employed in

this discussion, irrespective of the time of the year in which
they were made."

^' The main part of the stream is forced into the Straits of

Florida, turning to the N.E. by E., in its passage between the

Florida Reefs and Cuba, at a mean rate of 39 miles. About
lat. 25° N. the straits between Florida and the Bahamas Bank
become conti'acted, part being known as the Narrows. Here
the set becomes almost due N., and its rate greater, averaging

48 miles. This rate and set is maintained to lat. 30° N."
If, again, Mr. Croll will look into the General Chart itself,

he will find the first of these averages to be based on thirty-

eight observations, the second on fifty-four observations, ani
the third on forty observations.

Or, if he will examine the Monthly Charts, he will find that
while six of them give a monthly average below 48 miles per
day, there is only one that gives an average so high as 73-6 miles

-a day. The average of the six months of least rapid rate is 34
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miles per day ; the average of the six months of most rapid rate

is 60 6 miles per day.

Further, as the maximum rate given by the Meteorological De-
partment is 106 miles per day, and as this rests on only a

single observationj it is obvious that the Admiralty maximum of

120 miles per day is a case as exceptional as that of a man who
has twenty children by one wife.

The annual mean assumed by Mr. Croll, on the basis of the

maximum and minimum rates, thus exceeds the veiy highest

actual monthly average, and is more than double the monthly

average of half the year ; whilst the annual mean stated by
me, on the express authority of the ]\Ieteorological Department,

is the average of all the observations in its possession.

Ti)e foregoing case furnishes a typical example of the arith-

metical method on which Mr. Croll relies, in his laboured dis-

proof of the doctrine of a Vertical Oceanic Circulation sustained

by Thermal Agency alone, which has received the full sanction,

on theoretical grounds, of numerous eminent Physicists (as, for

example, of Sir George Airy, in his Presidential Address to the

Royal Society in 1872), and which appears to the French Aca-

demicians before whom I recently brought it {Comptes Rendus,

April 6), to be in entire harmony with the facts of Ocean-tem-

perature as determined by the ' Challenger^ observations.

But, further, Mr. Croll asserts (p. 99) that " all we really

require to account for the cold water v.hich is found to occupy

the bed of the ocean in temperate and equatorial regions,^^ is a

set of polar under-currents maintained by the winds which im-

pel equatorial water towards the poles; and further (p. 175),

that, ''so far as the distribution of heat over the globe is con-

cerned, it is a matter of indifference ichether there really is or is

not such a thing as this general oceanic circulation. The enor-

mous amount of heat conveyed by the Gulf-stream alone puts

it beyond all doubt that ocean-currents are the great agents

employed in distributing over the globe the excess of heat re-

ceived by the sea in intertropical regions."

Regarding \\\e facts of the case as better data than Mr. CrolPs

figures, I would submit whether the following considerations do

not furnish a rcductio ad absitrdum of the foregoing statements:

—

1. In the Equatorial Atlantic, as is shown by the 'Challenger^

sections, the iclwle mass of water, from 300 fathoms to the bot-

tom at (say) 2500 fathoms, has a temperature descending from

40° to 32°. The isocheiinoial oi the Equatorial Atlantic (which,

as is shown by the temperature-phenomena of the Mediterranean

and Red Sea, would be the temperature of all but the superficial

stratum throughout the year, if Polar water were excluded) is

about 75°. Hence it is clear that the great bulk of this water

must have travelled to the Equator from the Polar areas. That
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(1) this enormous mass of glacial water, of which, across the

whole breadth of the South Atlantic, the lowest stratum of 500
fathoms has an average temperature below 35°, exerts no cooling

influence on the Intertropical area, and that (2) it can have been

propelled thither by the agency of the Gulf-stream or of any

other superficial wind-currents, seem to me propositions equally

opposed to common sense.

2. That Polar water is met with at a much less depth under

the Equator than it is in the extratropical zone, seems a clear in-

dication that it is continually rising there from the bottom towards

the surface, as would of course be the case on the theory of a

Vertical Oceanic Circulation ; and this inference is strikingly

confirmed by the fact (which is diametrically opposed to an-

other of Mr. Croll's assertions, p. 100), that while the salinity

of the botto7n-watev maintains its low Polar standard as far as

the Equator, and while the salinity of extratropical surface-w&iei'

is considerably higher, the salinity of Equatorial surface-water is

as low as that of the Polar bottoin-ivater.

3. Of the Polar-Equatorial flow thus evidenced, a poleward

flow of the whole upper stratum is a necessary complement ; and
the observations made by my colleagues and myself between
Lisbon and the Faroe Islands, indicate that the thickness of this

north-moving stratum is there not less than 700 fathoms

;

whilst the course of Dr. Petermann's isothermal lines clearly

shows that it extends all across the Atlantic to Newfoundland,
where the summer isotherms turn almost due north. That this

vast body of water can be propelled by the vis a tergo of the

true Gulf-stream (which off Sandy Hook has a breadth of about
60 miles and a depth of 100 fathoms), I have not heard of any
one but Professor Wyville Thomson, Mr. Croll, and Dr. Peter-

mann, who would seriously assert. That it exerts no heating in-

fluence, not even Mr. Croll would affirm.

4. That the real Gulf-stream, or Florida Current, reaches

North-western Europe, is a pure assumption of geographers and
meteorologists, to account for the abnormally high temperature
brought thither by the sea. On evidenee which no one has
disproved, it may be affirmed that the real Gulf-stream dies

out, i. e. loses all the distinctive characters of a current, in

the Mid-Atlantic. On the other hand, a vera causa satisfactory

'to Physicists has been shown to exist for the poleward move-
ment of the entire upper stratum. And thus Professor Mohn,
of Christiania, in sending me his work * On the Climatology of
Norway^ (1872), which assigned to the Gulf-stream the mild
winter of the Norway coast, informed me that if he had been
acquainted with my latest Report he should have expressed
himself very diff'erently, being now satisfied that this ameliora-
tion is produced, not by the Florida Current, but by the General
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Oceauic Circulation^—as is also Dr. Meyer, who has been engaged
for some years in the study of the Physics of the Baltic and the

North Sea.

If Mr. Croll cannot apprehend a Physical conception which
such men as Sir William Thomson and M. Dumas (who have

kindly allowed me thus to cite their authority) accept as having

a valid scientitlc basis, I submit that the fault is not mine,

but his; and shall not feel called upon to prolong a discussion

which will obviously never convince him. My time will be

much better employed in working out an experimental investi-

gation by which I have reason to hope that further light will be

thrown upon the matter.

I remain, Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

William B. Carpenter.

XLYI. A Variation-Barometer. By F. Kohlrausch*.
[With a Plate.]

A BAROMETER which combines with unbounded sensitive-

ness the absence of any friction, which requires only a

single observation to be made that consumes no time, and pos-

sesses so slight a moment of inertia that it follows the variations

of the atmospheric pressure in the fraction of a second, will pro-

bably excite some interest; wherefore I will describe the simple

way in which I have produced such a one (Plate IV. fig. 3).

The air-exhausted metal ring from a Bourdon ansroidf is on

one side firmly screwed on a holder; the other, fi-ee end pushes

vnth its rounded projection against a small mirror in a metal

frame, which is suspended on little steel springs (strips of pen-

dulum-steel). An axis, which I first tried, even the tinest, ren-

dered the sensitiveness illusory ; I had therefore put aside as use-

less the apparatus already four years old. The mirror-holder can

be shifted a little on the bottom-plate by means of two notches
;

at the lowest height of the barometer the mirror must rest more

securely against the projection. A small wing, soldered to the

ring, and dipping deep into the liquid (glycerine) contained

in a vessel, serves to rapidly still any vibrations.

The instrument is set up firmly upon a wall-stand, best by

means of a screw through the centre of the bottom-pLite, after re-

gulating it with the adjusting-screws ; and then the observations

are efi"ected in the usual manner with telescope and vertical scale j.

My scale is placed at about 3 metres distance from the mirror.

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,

from Poggendorff's Annulen, vol. cl. p. 423.

t I have obtained such tubes through M. Apel, University Mechanician,

Gottingen.

X M. Waibler, Mechanician, Darmstadt, supplies the apparatus for 12

thalers.
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Thus nearly 25 scale-divisions correspond to 1 millim. of the

mercury barometer; so that the variations of pressure which

occur with us require a scale a metre in length. Sudden

opening or closing the door of the observing-room causes the

image to move over 2 or 3 divisions. A further augmentation

of the sensitiveness could be obtained without difficulty by in-

creasing the distance of the scale or placing the point of contact

higher, but might not answer any purpose.

The instrument is, of course, intended for observations within

a brief space of time ; nevertheless, in the course of an entire

month, mine changed its position relative to a mercury baro-

meter by only about ^ millim. of the lattei*.

The influence of temperature was uncommonly great, viz. 0'3

millim. for 1°. As a fall of the position corresponds to a rise

of temperature, it is evident that the phenomenon arises from

too much air being contained in the tube, and that it can be

easily obviated. Since we have, as two opposite corrections, the

diminution of the elasticity of the metal and the increase of that

of the internal air, it must be possible even to reduce to zero the

temperature-correction of any aneroid barometer by lixiug its

content of air at a determinate quantity. From the series of

observations which I have made occasionally in the course of the

last few months it follows that, as was to be expected, the pres-

sure of the air seldom remains constant, even for a short time.

For the most part, very small variations are constantly taking

place. It is different, however, at times of high wind. The
upper curve, fig. 4, gives for instance the course during three

minutes on the 26th of February last, a stormy day. The
entire height of the figure corresponds to 1 millim. of mercury;
60 that the greatest fluctuation denotes |^ millim. In the ob-

serving-room a window, turned away from the direction of the

wind, was opened. The noting-down took place every three

seconds ; nevertheless a great number of small variations could

not be recorded. The lower curve exhibits the progress during

a moderate hail-shower accompanied by a thunder-storm on
May 30, likewise in the course of three minutes. The tempest
had commenced some minutes previously. The smaller undula-

tions which follow the initial larger wave continue, diminishing,

for some time.

The past summer afforded frequent opportunities of observa-

tion during violent storms
;
yet I have never been able to detect

any connexion between the oscillations and lightning.

I must remark in conclusion, that M. Rontgen has employed
the mirror- reading in another w^ay for measuring the pressure,

and also projected an aneroid barometer with mirror and scale*.

* Pogg. Ann. vol. cxlviii. p. 624.
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XL^ II. Xotices 7'especthig New Books.

An EUmeatarii Treatise on Quaternions. By P. G. TaIT, M.A.,
Forrnerhj Fdlov: of St. Peter s College, Camhriflge, Froftssor of
Natural PhihsojpJii/ in the Universit>j of Edinlurr/h. Clarendon
Press Series. Oxford. 1873. (Pp. 296.)

''PHIS is the second and enlarged edition of a work first put-
-*- Hshed in the year 1867. It is designed to render the subject

of Quaternions '• intelligible to any ordinary student;" but it

must be understood that the '•' ordinary student "'" means one who
is already familiar -nith such subjects as Smfaces of the Second
Order, Homogeneous Strain, the Theor}' of Double Eefractiou,

Electrod^Tiamics, &c. as commonly treated, and so is Hkely to be
interested in seeing the same subjects treated by a new method.
It must be a matter of congratulation to all who are interested in

Quaternions that a second edition of the present work should Ije

called for after the lapse of ojily six years ; and this fact probably

justifies the opinion of the author, that "there seems now at last to

be a reasonable hope that Hamilton's grand invention oill soon

find its way into the working world of science.''

Passing to the contents of the \olume, we may say that the first

five chapters are devoted to an exposition of the principles of the

science, viz. to Vectors and their composition, to Products and Quo-
tients of Vectors, to interpretations and transformations of Quater-

nion expressions, to differentiation of Quaternions, and to the solu-

tion of Equations of the first degree. These chapters occupy 10.3 pp.

The remainder of the book is taken up -^ith applications—in the

first place to Geometry, in the next to Kinematics and Physics.

Owing to the great variety of subjects treated, it is not easy to

give a satisfactory idea of the contents : perhaps our best course

will be to state -with some minuteness the contents of a single dis-

cussion, and leave the reader to draw his own inferences. Por
this purpose we vnR take the articles on Homogeneous Strain, a

branch of Kinematics which Professor Tait has made his own,

having published three distinct accoimts of the subject*. The
author first shows that the determination of a vector whose

direction is imchanged by strain depends on the solution of a cubic

equation with real coefficients, and obtains the form which this

equation takes when the mass is rigid. He then shows that

a mass initially spherical becomes an ellipsoid after strain, and, on

the other hand, that a mass spherical after strain was ellipsoidal

before strain, the axis of the ellipsoid in either case corresponding

to a rectangular set of three diameters of the sphere. After

defining a pure strain, he obtains a criterion by which to distin-

guish it from other strains, and pro^es that two pure strains

Buccessively applied give a strain accompanied by rotation, '• The

* Viz. 'Treatise on Natural Philosophy,' vol. i. pp. 00 Sec, 'Elements

of Quaternions,' p. 210 <&:c. (the work noticed in the present aiticle),

' Tntrf^duction to Quaternions,' p. 180 &c.

I
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simplicity of this view of the question leads us to suppose
that we may easily separate the pure strain from the rotation in

any case, and exhibit the corresponding functions." In fact, when
the linear and vector function expressing the strain is not self-

conjugate, it may be broken up into pure and rotational parts in

various ways, two of which are speciall}' noticed :—the first leading

to the theorem (wluch does not seem to have been previously

noticed) that there is always one and only one mode of resolving

a strain into the geometrical composition of the separate effects of

(1) a pure strain, and (2) a rotation accompanied by imiform
dilatation perpendicular to its axis, the dilatation being measured
by (sec 9 — 1), where Q is the angle of rotation ; the second leading

to the result that a strain ^ is equivalent to a pure strain V^'^

followed by a rotation , -^^^ . An expression for the angle be-
y tp (j)

tween any two lines and planes in the altered state of the body is

then found, and the locus of equally elongated lines shown to be a

cone of the second order. Finally, the properties of a simple shear

are demonstrated. This is perhaps a fair specimen of the contents

of the volume. It contains a large nuuiber of theorems, most of

them well known, worked out by a new method, while here and
there a new result is obtained.

In fact one of tlie main objects of the work is to show how
questions hitherto worked out in other ways can be treated by
Quaternions ; and particularly to do this with respect to questions
of physics. It seems to have been in consequence of applications

to such questions that 8ii' W. E. Hamilton MTote the words :

—

" Professor Tait, Avho has already published tracts on other appli-

cations of Quaternions, mathematical and physical, including some
on Electrodynamics, appears to the writer eminently fitted to
carry on happily and usefull}' this new branch of mathematical
science, and likely to become in it, if the expression may be
allowed, one of the chief successors to its inventor." (Elements,
p. 735, note.)

To work out old results by the new method is an indispensable
pi-eliminary to a further ad\ance ; and that further advances will,

in fact, be made by the new method seems to be the general opinion
of those who have mastered it. Perhaps the case may not be un-
like that \^-hich actually occurred in the progress of Physical
Astronomy. Xewton's successors found it necessary to %vork out
his results by new methods before they could advance further;
^and to repeat his work in a new form required no small expenditure
of labour and genius. To what extent the resemblance will hold
good in the present case remains to be seen ; but this at least is

certain, that the Quaternion methods enable us to solve \\ith ease
anany questions which are very difficult when attempted in other
ways.

* The symbol
(f)

denotes the operation by which any unstrained vector

p hecomes the strained vector
(f)p

: «/>' is an operation conjugate to cp.
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A second object which the author had in Wew was to produce
•• a really elementary treatise " on the subject. And this he has

in one sense accomplished ; for the exposition of the subject is

not unduly long or hard, except so far as the subject itself is

hard ; and a student who is already familiar Avith the matter

to which the method is applied in the last two hundred pages

of tbe volume, would probably master its contents without very

serious difficulty. Still we thiuk something more might be done
in the way of simplification. The student is in danger of being

bewildered at the outset by a number of s^-mbols which look like

what he has abeady had to do with, but which must be interpreted

in wholly new and unexpected ways. This difficulty yields to

labour ; but it might be sensibly diminished by being brought more
gradually before the learner. There is the less need to dwell on
this, as a still more elementary treatise on Quaternions* has been

recently published (written in part by Professor Tait), in which

the treatment is perhaps as simple as the subject admits, and which

could be made out by any oue to whom the study of the subject

would be advantageous.

TJie Exjpresstoii of a Quadratic Surd as a continued fraction. By
Thomas Moe, M.A., Assistant to the Professor of Mathematics in

the University of Glasgow. Glasgow: J. Maclehose. 1874. (8vo,

pp. 32.)

If Grx-='R, where Gr and H are integers, it is well known that .r

can be expressed as a recurring continued fraction in the f(jrm

A+ -.

"i+ '''..+ <'''3+- • •

and that the first term of the first recurring period or cycle is (t^,

assuming H to be greater than Gr. In the calculation of the num-
bers A, fr,, o^, rtj, . . . two other sets of numbers are used—viz. a set

of divisors G, d^, d^, d^,... and a set of rational dividends 0, AGr,

r^, j'g, . . • The pamphlet before us is a systematic investigation of

the properties of these sets of numbers aud of the successive conver-

gents of the continued fraction. It differs from the accounts of

the subject to be found in ordinary text-books by the greater gene-

ralitv and completeness of the treatment of the subject E. g. it is

usual to notice no more than the case in which .<"=H : but according

to Mr. Muir"s treatment this is only a particular case having some

special properties, which he discusses in the last six pages of the

pamphlet.

The cycle formed by the successive quotients is well known to

take the' form a^. a,_^, . . . a.-^, a^, 2A. Kow there is, of course, a

means of deriving each convergent successively from that which

precedes it ; but the form of the above cycle suggests that there

ought to be some simple method of determining certain convergents

without calculating all the intermediate ones ; and this is in fact the

* latroduction to Qufiteriiions, by Professors Kellaud and Tait.
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case. Thus it is fouud that

^/ 7 1+1+ 1+ 1+ 10+ 1+ 1+ 1+ i+ ^ + .

From this the following convergent s can be derived in succes-

sion:—the first six, -, -, -, -, -, ;— ; the tenth, -_1; the tiveutieth,
1 1 2 3 o oo 280

403201
,.-,

, ,
—, and so on to the fortieth., eiylitieth, &c. Mr. Muii* investi-

gates iu detail the properties of the successive convergents by which
these and similar results are obtained. The notation used iu the

pamphlet is unusual ; and though it is easy to imagine the reason

for its adoption, that does not prevent its being cumbrous ; e. r/. if

the fraction written at the beginning of this article is under consi-

deration, the equation, which is commonly written thus,

assumes in Mr. Muir's notation the following form :

—

K(A, aj...rt„)K(«i...rt„_i)-K(A, rt,...«„_i)K(rt^ ...«„)= (-l)"+^.

The pamphlet is designed for the use of students, who will

doubtless find it a useful supplement to their text-books.

The Universe and the Coming Transits. By EiCHABD A. PliOCTOH,

B.A. Cantab. London : Longmans, Green, and Co. 1874.

We shall not easily forget the intense delight 'oith M~liich we
perused many of the essa)^s, on their first appearance, that Mr.
Proctor has collected in the present volume ; and it is with some
regret that on reperusing them in their collected form we have
not experienced the same pleasure as on the occasions alluded to.

Perhaps it is inseparable from the mode of publication adopted
that a considerable amount of repetition occurs, so much so as to

be painful in reading essay after essay on the transcendental sub-

ject of the " construction of the imiverse ;" and we cannot help
thinking that Mr. Proctor would have much better served this the
highest branch of astronomy had he given us the cream of each
essay in consecutive order, commencing with a brief history of its

development instead of including this essential part in one of the
later essays of his series.

The greatest problem connected with an exposition of the uni-
verse as illustrative of the construction of the heavens is doubtless
that of the constitution of the Milky Way. We have experienced
some little difliculty in ascertaining clearly Mr. Proctor's views of
the Via Ladea, principally on account of the fragmentary character
of the work before us ; but we have marked a few passages in which
we apprehend Mr. Pi-octor's views are definitely stated. On p. 83
we read :

—"All these phenomena point to the conclusion that the
Milky Way, iu this neighbourhood at any rate, is really what it

appears to be,—a belt or zone of stars separated from us by a com-
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paratively starless interval." On p, 104 we meet with this state-

ment :
—" If the Milky Way he really as it seems ... a stream of

stars of many different orders with an enormous preponderance of

relatively small stars;'' and on p. 194 Mr. Proctor, referring to

his correspondence with the late Sir John Herschel, remarks, " It

will be seen that Sir John Herschel here maintains at once the

reality of the aggregation of the brighter stars on the visible ]\Iilky

AYay, and the justice of the statistics which related to the Milky
Way regarded as a zon.". This is undoubtedly the true explanation

of the matter, as my equal-surface chartings have since abundantly

demonstrated."' From these extracts we gather that Mr. Proctor

regards the Milky Way as a zone or belt of stars which includes

many different orders, the smaller stars preponderating ; and these

he endeavours to show in other parts of his essays to be greatly in-

ferior in size and brilliancy to the lucid stars, which he says, on

p. 194, '• do unquestionably crowd upon the real Milky Yfay—that

altogether irregular region of star-streams and stai'-clusterings

which has been aptly compared to a band of broken cirrus clouds.*'

In several of the matters brought before the reader in these Essays
Mr. Proctor claims "originality of conception:" and it is of some
importance that these claims should be substantiated. Any one
looking at the beautiful charts (plate S) showing the distribution

of star-clusters and nebuloe with the Milky Way encompassing
the heavens, must come to the conclusion that the Galaxy is an ap-

jiarentlii reentering lucid zone ; but is this idea really neii: ? Is it

not rather the development of conceptions originating in the mind
of Wright, of Durham, who, supposing the sun to be plunged in a

vast stratum of stars of inconsiderable thicloiess compared with its

dimensions in other respects, considered that it was not difficult

to see that the appearance of the hea^'ens might be explained ? Mr.
Proctor has been at vast pains to destroy the preexisting theories

of the Herschels and Struve ; but are they not successive steps m
the process of um'avelling the complex and tangled phenomena
which alone are cognizable to i;s from onr stand-point on the siu*-

face of our little globe, circling around a star by no means, as '^•e

suppose, the largest in the universe ? flight not Mr. Proctor have

saved liimself the labour of writing down these theories ? for as-

suredly no man has as yet given to the world at first a perfect

theory of any one group of phenomena in the natural ^^•orld. The
earlier conceptions of Wright in 17;54 were moulded into shape by
the elder Herschel, and again those of his father by the younger
Herschel ; for, as Mr. Proctor states on p. 84, " In the conclusions

just deduced I am in agreement with Sir John Herschel, who indeed

says in one place that the Galaxy, looked at according to a certain

view, would ' come to be considered as a flat ring." " The idea of the

zone or belt was entertained previously to Mr. Proctor taldng up
his pen, the difference being (and an important difference it is)

that whereas Sir John Herschel considered the ring to be flat,

Mr. Proctor, if we mistake not, regards it as having the form

of a hoop, its breadth being generally at right angles to the visual
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ray. He doss not indeed say this ; but we gather the idea from
many passages in his Essays.

Next in importance to the Milky Way is the zone of lucid stars

which fringes, and indeed intersects the Gralaxy as seen from our
stand-point on earth. It is in the treatment of this zone of lucid

stars that we trace the commencement of Mr. Proctor's develop-

ment of his views of the starry heavens. This zone he conceives

as consisting of a stream of stars, the components of which are im-

mersed in, and intimately associated with, the Milky AVay. In
connexion with this association, Mr. Proctor lays considerable stress

on the irregularity of outline of the Galaxy produced by the long

lateral offsets consisting of wisps and sprays of the really small

stars composing that wonderful zone, and adduces instances of

lucid stars occupving the apices of sharply defined projections from
the Milky Way.

'

Closely associated with the galactic zone are found those remark-
able objects in the heavens, the irregular nebuljB, which, AAath very

few exceptions, as stated by Mr. Proctor, are found on the Milky
Way. " Correspondiug,"says our author on p. 86, "to the association

between the Milky Way and lucid stars is a phenomenon which falls

here to be considered .... the irregular nebulae .... the wdsps and
sprays of nebulous light which stream from the central convolu-

tions of such nebuliE correspond, quite closely in many instances,

with streams of small fixed stars. In many of these nebulae also

there are streams of faint nebulosity extending towards fixed stars,

and acquiring a sudden brightness around them. In connexion
with the views of Mr. Proctor, based on these apparent associations,

we would remark that our author, in our opinion, depends almost

solely on the application of the theory of probabilities for substan-

tiating his views. Xow probability is not proof ; and before a

theory can or ought to be received as an exponent of natural phe-
nomena, it is necessary that it be demonstrated ; and until this is

effected, the theory remains in the category of guesses. A true guess
it may be nevertheless ; but it requires crucial observation to estab-

lish it. In the quotation from p. 83 Mr. Proctor speaks of the

Galaxy as being separated from us by a comparatively starless in-

terval ; but in no part of the work does he indicate, as we can find,

where this starless interval is situated. We know the sun exists

in a barren or starless portion of space. For example, in a region

of 120 bilKons of miles in diameter four stars only, three of which
are lucid, are found ; beyond this space the more lucid stars are ar-

ranged as a ring, nearly, but not quite, in the same visual direction

a^ the Galaxy. In addition, there are many lucid stars scattered

over the heavens apparently unassociated with the Milky Way.
Now does the starless interval of which Mr. Proctor speaks exist

between the lucid stars and the Galaxy ? or is it the barren space
in which the sun is situated? Mr. Proctor's remarks on p. 86 are

opposed to the idea of a starless space between the lucid stars and
the Milky Way, the brighter stars drawing the smaller stars of the

Galaxy towards them.

Phil Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 313. May 1874. 2 B
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An important feature of the Galaxy consists of the large umnbef
of starry clusters found within it. The proj;^etiou by Sidney Waters
of the Xebulai and Clusters in plate 7 exhibits this feature in the

most strildng manner, as but few clusters are found in other parts

of the heavens. It was the elder Herschel who first drew atten-

tion to this feature of the Milky AVay. " The stars," said Sir Wil-
liam, " of which it is composed are very unequally scattered, and
show evident marks of clustering together into many separate

allotments." Alluding to his equal-surface charts of the brighter

orders of stars as being the first step towards just views of the

constitution of the Milky Way, Mr. Proctor mentions on p. 221
this view of Herschel as a previous one, and therefore, in his

opinion, the first to lead us to form an accurate conception of the

Galaxy. He speaks of it as " the great, but little noticed disco\ ery

of Sir AYilliam Herschel's, that the bright clouds of the Milky Way
are for the most part spherical clusters of stars. The excess in the

number of lucid stars in the Milky A\^ay proves that the stars of

our constellations are among the leading orbs of ^the spherical

aggregations." To this statement of Mr. Proctor we would solicit

particular attention. It appears remarkable that the " lucid stars

of our constellations " should be the " leading orbs of the spherical

aggregations " of the Milky Way. This Mr. Proctor regards as

proved by " the excess of the number of lucid stars in the iMilky

Way ;

" but does the apparent superposition of the lucid stars on
the visible area of the MilkyWay reaWy ^^f'ove the connexion assumed
by Mr. Proctor? AVe fail to trace on plate 8 that very close con-

nexion between the lucid stars and clusters which is indicated by

Mr. Proctor's statement ; besides, he himself, on p. 9, shows that the

two streams are not absolutely coincident, the lucid stars lying on

one side of the Milky Way near Scorpio, crossing it in the neigh-

bourhood of Crux, and passing to the other side along Canis major,

Orion, and Taurus. AVhat if the starless interval of which Mr.
Proctor speaks should lie between these zones of lucid stars and
the very much smaller stars of the Galaxy ? In this case could

these same lucid stars be the leading orbs of the spherical aggrega-

tions of the Milky Way ? We think not.

If we find it difficult to conceive of the lucid stars being thus

imbedded in the Galaxy, we find it still more difficult to regard the

collection of nebulae which, in the neighbourhood of the pole of the

IVIilky Way, constitutes the rich region of Virgo, as forming part,

of the Galaxy. Messrs. Proctor and Waters could not have fur-

nished us vrith more important information as to the distribution

of lucid stars, star-clusters, and the apparent relation of these

orders to the Milky Way than they have done in the beautiful charts

which illustrate their Wews ; but when Mr. Proctor tells us that

the nebulse are, as well as the lucid stars, portions of this same
wonderful zone, we must simply say we fail to see such a relation.

We can understand that the starry cluster, of which our sun is a

component member, is bounded, at any rate apparently, by a zone

or ring of lucid stars, the plane of which intersects the plane of that

I
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zoue of smaller stars which appears to bound our view of the heavens

when we look towards the Galaxy ; and we can also understand

that these two collections of larger and smaller stars may be ar-

ranged as two comparatively thin disks—one in which the larger

stars are scattered (more or less congregated or otherwise) over

its area, the other in which the smaller stars (those constituting

the Milky Way) are congregated towards its edges ; but we can-

not understand how large collections of nebulae forming entirely

a different class from the two before mentioned can exist above
and below these planes, and at the same time form intimate por-

tions of the far distant zone of small stars ; indeed the zoue in

which nebulfe are very sparsely distributed so distinctly separates

the region of these bodies from those of the larger and smaller

stars, as shown in the charts-, that it is a matter of surprise that

they should ever have been associated together. If, however, Mr.
Proctor considers that the four orders of aggregation mentioned by
him constitute " the universe," we fully agree \nth him ; but that

universe must, from his own sho\\ing of the distribution of nebulae,

greatly exceed the dimensions of the Milky AVay properly so

called.

Passing from the consideration of the three great phenomena of

the starry heavens, the Milky Way, with its clustering aggrega-

tions of stars of inferior magnitude and brilliancy, the regular and
irregular nebulae, and the zone of lucid stars, we proceed to examine
the A'iews set forth by Mr. Proctor under the title of " Star Streams."

This is the subject of his opening Essays ; and in them he en-

deavours to show that all the brighter stars are arranged in

streams, adducing in the second Essay the connecting-band of

Pisces and other collections of stars of nearly the same order of

brightness as examples. If these are considered in connexion with
the foregoing classes of phenomena, it becomes apparent that our
author recognizes (although it may be difficult for him to enunciate

its nature) the existence of a force that draws the stars together,

not into the spherical aggregations suggested by 8ir William Her-
schel, but into long narrow thin streams, and this alike in every
part of the heavens reached by our telescopes. The wisps and
sprays characterizing as well the borders of the Milky Way as the

con-\olutions and spires of the irregular nebulas, the great stream
of lucid stars encircling the heavens, and the streams of various

extent seen in our nocturnal skies, are ahke phenomena of the same
class, and betoken, should their existence be established, the opera-
tion of a force differing, it would seem, from that great and mighty
i'orce to which the spherical aggregations of Sir AVilliam Herschel
are due ; and it becomes an important point to ascertain if the star-

streams advocated by Mr. Proctor are only apparent or have a real

Existence.

In the consideration of the evidence of the actual and real exist-

ence of star-streams it is necessary to take distance iuto account.

Apparent star-streams, according to Mr. Proctor's owa showing,
extend over vast spaces of the hollow celestial sphere <Sw recognised

2B2
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by th3 eye. Sow we have evidence from actual measurement that

the stars a and -3 Centauriand 61 Cygni, with our sun, are certainly

the only stars within a sphere of something hke 120 bUlions ot

miles in diameter. Ought not the stars composing a stream to be
sufficientlj near each other to afford some degree of similarity of

parallax ? We can easily understand that a group similar to the
Pleiades may be physically connected. From doable-star measure-
ments we are certain of the physical connexion of a large number
of pairs, and also of many triple combinations, without calling in

the aid of the theory of probabUities to "absolutely demonstrate''
such a connexion : and from the certainty thus afforded by mea-
surements we may pass on by analogy to infer that the larger star-

clusters, as for example the Pleiades, are also physically connected.
AV hen, however, we extend this analogy to " star-streams," the
first point that strikes our attention is the great distances at which
the component stars of the stream must be from each other. Any
two stars situated on the conBectiog band of Pisces (one of Mr.
Proctor's illustrations) at an angular distance of 1 degree would,
with a parallax equal to that of til Cygui, be more than a billion of

miles apart ; and as we are ignorant of their parallax, they may,
for aught we know, be much further asunder. Consequently each
portion of the double star-stream of Pisces, if it have a real exist-

ence, must be very long; in fact, if the stars be not optically near
each other, they must be at pretty nearly equal distances from our
sun, and would, of course, present nearly similar parallaxes.

T\'e have been particularly struck with the constant appeal by
Mr. Proctor, on the one hand, to the application of the theory of

probabilities to substantiate his \iews, and, on the other, the reite-

rated improbability that the present arrangement of the components
of the starry heavens is a chance arrangement. As regards the

latter, we cannot for a moment conceive of an astronomer holding

such a view. Upon reading Mr. Proctors argument against chance

distribution, and examining his illustrations from Argelander and
Chacomac on pp. 30, 31, 33, and 34, we took in the palm of our

hand a pinch of fine sand (the silver sand of commerce) ; and having

got rid of the superfluous grains by depositing them in the other

palm, so as to leave on the hand a mere dust of sand, we sprinkled

this dust hghtly on a black japanned tea-tray. Having done this

a few times we obtained a fine collection of clustered grains, a mi-

niature cluster in Perseus for example, and specimens as fine as any
engraved by ^Ir. Proctor, of star-streams and star-sprays, which

were finely seen by the aid of an ordinary reading-lens. Xow the

mode of production of these clusters, streams, and sprays of sand

would by most persons be attributed to " chance ;" but such is not

the case, as shown by Mr. Proctor on p. 100. It was altogether

out of our power to produce any specified form on the tray ; yet we
cannot doubt the presence of " forces " so operating as to give to

pach grain of sand the exact position it occupied on the tray.

Every feature insisted on by Mr. Proctor was there ; the very vacant

spaces which he considers so significant were seen : and although
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in this experiment the clustering, the streaming, and the produc-

tion of vacant spaces were not the result of the force of gravity

actiDg among the particles themselves so as to occasion these clus-

terings and segregations, yet this same force, combined with the

muscular force which determined the passage of the grains from

the hand, determined and fixed for the time being the position of

each individual grain on the tray. The assumption of stars of uni-

form size being distributed at uniform distances in space cannot be

regarded in any sense as a " chance " distribution ; for uniformity

of such a character implies design, a design manifestly absent in

the simple experiment above named. Mr. Proctor's star-streams

are but the results of forces operating on and among the stellar

orbs, the principal of which must doubtless be gravity ; but how
star-streams are produced we have yet to learn.

The remaining subject in Mr. Proctor's book is " star-drift ;" and

here we feel we are upon much more substantial ground than when
engaged in the examination of the other portions of his work. His

news of " star-drift " are based, not on conjecture, but upon obser-

vation. His two charts of the proper motions of stars form a va-

luable contribution to the records of observational astronomy ; and

we venture to predict that, in pursuing the course opened up by

Mr. Proctor, astronomers will become much better acquainted with

the distribution of the stars in space than by any other method
whatever. AV^e would, however, call attention to that which we
consider to be a great defect m a work specially treating on the
" universe." It is the absence of any, except the most incidental,

mention of the binary and multiple systems. Surely, if Mr. Proctor

desires to place the important subject of " star-drift " on an impe-

rishable basis, it must be by showing that the drift-systems of

Taurus, Cancer, and Ursa Major partake of the nature of multiple

systems ; and that the reader may be able to form a clear concep-

tion of this link in the great systematic chain, it is essential that he

be led upwards step by step by the careful study of the binary

systems. It may be said that Mr. Proctor has provided for this in

some of his other works ; but it is this fragmentary character of

some of his writings, the work before us especially, that we object

to. We should have perused it with much greater interest had it

been arranged differently. And while upon this point, we would
just say that an index is an essential part of a work like the present

;

there are many portions of it to which reference may often be ne-

cessary, and which may be difficult to find without such a help.

The restriction of the term " star-drift " to the motions figured

to the eye on p. 141, as distinguished from that which may be de-

signated " sun-drift," is a happy one ; and we cannot close this

notice of the first part of the volume without congratulating Mr.
Proctor on a discovery by which that of binary systems by the elder

Herschel is extended to portions of the starry universe containing

systems of a much more imposing character. Mr. Proctor repu-

diates the principle, so far as he is personally concerned, of exami-

ning detail ; but, if we mistake not, his most successful result has
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emanated from the uninviting work of examining in detail the

eteilar proper motions.

On the coming transits of Venus we have but little, if any thing,

to say. To us this portion of the volume appears to assume too

much of personality ; and we therefore leave the matter for its final

settlement in December next. The plates, however, illustratuig it

may be consulted with great advantage.

Elementary Astronomy, or Notes and Questions on the Stais and Solar

System for the use of Schools. 5y C. C. Eeeks. Loudon: \an
Voorst. 1873.

Although this little book of fifty pages is intended for young
people and even children, it contains information which in our
opinion many '• cluldren of a larger growth" ought to become
acquainted with. The author has gi^en in it an interesting

resume of all the salient points of the physical characteristics of the

stars, nebulse, planets, comets, meteors, and especially of the sun,

divested of matter which too of treu tends to " make a book "' with-

out really illustrating the subject in baud. Each paragraph brings

before the reader in condeiised language an astronomical (and, as

regards the earth, a geological) fact worth remembering. It is the

simplicity and perspicuous brevity which characterizes this epitome

of astronomy that has induced us to notice it in our pages as a woi'k

that should find a corner in everv library.

XLVIII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL INSTITUTION OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Jan. 16, "jOX the Acoustic Transparency and Opacity of theAtmo-
sphere." By Professor Tvndall, D.C.L.,"LL.D.,F.E.S.

This discourse embraced the scientific results of an inquiry on
fog-signals, undertaken at the instaiice of the Elder Brethren of

the Trinity House, and communicated, with their friendly concur-

rence, to the Eoyal Society and the Eoyal Institution.

The investigation was begun on the 19th of May, 1873, and con-

tinued till the 4th of July. It was resumed on the 8th of October,

and continued to the end of Xovember. It also includes observa-

tions made during the dense fog which enveloped London on De-
cember 9 and the succeeding days.

Gongs and bells were excluded from this investigation, in conse-

quence of their proved inferiority to other instruments of signalling.

The experiments were made ^\'ith trumpets blo«Ti by powerfully

compressed air, with steam-whistles, guns, and a steam s^Ten asso-

ciated with a trumpet 16 feet long.

DaboU's horn, or trumpet, had been highly spoken of by writers

on fog-signals. A third-order apparatus of the kind had been

reported as sending its sound to a distance of from 7 to 9 miles

against the wind, and to a distance of 12 to 14 miles with the wind.
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Holmes had improved upon Dabo]l ; and wdth two instruments of

Holmes, not of the third but of the first order, our experiments

were made. On the 19th of May, at 3 miles distance, they became

useless as a fog-signal ; at a distance of 4 miles, with paddles

slopped and all on boai'd quiet, they M'ere wholly unheard. At a

distance of two miles from the Foreland the whistles tested on

ILay 19 became useless. The 12-o'clock gun, fired with a 1-lb.

charge at Drop Fort in Dover, was well heard on May 19, when
the horns and whistles were inaudible. On the 20th of May the

permeability of the atmosphere had somewhat increased, but the

sieam-whistle failed to piex'ce it to a depth of 3 miles. At 4 miles

tlie horns, though aided by quietness on board, were barely heard.

By careful nursing, if I may use the expression, the horn-sounds

were carried to a distance of 6 miles. The superiority of the 18-

pounder gun, already employed by the Trinity House as a fog-signal,

over horns and whistles was on this day so decided as almost to

\\arraut its recommendation to the exclusion of all the other signals.

jN'othiug occurred on the 2nd of June to exalt our hopes of the

trumpets and whistles. The horns were scarcely heard at a dis-

tance of 3 miles ; sometimes indeed they failed to be heard at 2

miles. By keeping every thing quiet on board, they were after-

wards heard to a distance of 6 miles—a result, however, mainly due

to the improved condition of the atmosphere. Consideriug the

demands as to sound-range made by writers on this subject, the de-

monstrated incompetence of horns and whistles of great reputed

power to meet these demands was not encouraging. On the 3rd of

June the atsuosphere had changed surprisiugly. It was loaded

overhead with dark and threatening clouds ; the sounds, neverthe-

ler-s, were well heard beyond 9 miles. On June 10 the acoustic

transparency of the air was also very fair, the distance penetrated

beijig upwards of 8| miles. The subsidence of the sound near the

boundary of the acoustic shadow on the Dover side of the Foreland,

and before entering the shadow, was to-day sudden and extraordi-

nary, affecting equally both horns and guns. We were warned on
June 3 that the supremacy of the gun on one occasion by no means
implied its supremacy on all occasions, the self-same guns which
on May 20 had so far transcended the horns being on this day their

equals and nothing more. The 11th of June was employed in mas-
tering still further the facts relating to the subsidence of the sound
east and west of the Foreland—the cause of this subsidence being
in part due to the weakening of the sonorous waves by their diver-

gence into the sound-shadow, and in part to interference.

. The atmosphere on the 25th of June was again very defective

acoustically. The sounds reached a maximum distance of 6| miles
;

but at 4 miles, on returning from the maximum distance, they were
very faint. The day had, as it were, darkened acoustically. On
this day the guns lost still further their preeminence, and at 5|
miles were inferior to the horn. No sounds whatever reached
Dover Pier on the 11th; and it was only towards the close of the
day that they succeeded in reaching it on the 25th. Thus by slow
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degrees the caprices of the atmosphere made themselves known to

us, sho-ning us subsequently that M-ithin the limits of a single day,

even within a single minute, the air, as a vehicle of sound, under-
went most serious variations. The 26th of June was a far better

day than its predecessor, the acoustic range being over 9| miles.

The direction of the wind was less favourable to the sound on this

day than on the preceding one, plainly proving that something else

than the wind must play an important part in shortening the sound-
range.

On the 1st of July we experimented upon a rotating horn, and
heard its direct or axial blast, which proved to be the strongest, at a

distance of IC'-g- miles. The sounds were also heard at the Yarne
light-ship, which is 12| miles from the Foreland. The atmosphere
had become decidedly clear acoustically, but not so optically ; for

on this day thick haze obscured the white cliffs of the Foreland. In
fact, on days of far greater optical purity, the sound had failed to

reach one third of the distance attained to-day. In the light of

such a fact, any attempt to make optical transparency a measure of

acoustic transparency must be seen to be delusive. On the 1st of

July a 12-inch American whistle, of which we had heard a highly

favourable account, was tried in place of the 12-inch English whistle

;

but. like its predecessor, the performance of the new instrument

fell behind that of the horns. An interval of twelve hoiirs sufficed

to convert the acoustically clear atmosphere of July 1 into an

opaque one ; for on the 2nd of July e\en the horn-sounds, with

paddles stopped and all noiseless on board, could not penetrate

further than 4 miles.

Thus each succeeding day provided us \^-ith a virtually new atmo-

sphere, clearly sho-wing that conclusions founded upon one day's

observations might utterly break down in the presence of the phe-

nomena of another day. This was most impressively demonstrated

on the day now to be referred to. The acoustic imperA"iousness of

the 3rd of July was found to be still greater than that of the 2nd,

while the optical purity of the day was sensibly perfect. The cliffs

of the Foreland could be seen to-day at ten times the distance at

which they ceased to be visible on the 1st, while the sounds were

cut off at one sixth of the distance. At 2 p.m. neither guns nor

trumpets were able to pierce the transparent air to a depth of 3,

hardlv to a depth of 2 miles. This extraordinary opacity was proved

conclusively to arise from the irregular admixture with the air of

the aqueous vapour raised by a powerful sun. This vapour, though

perfectly invisible, produced an (uoustic cloud impervious to the

sound, and from which the sound-waves were thrown back as the

waves of light are from an ordinary cloud. The waves thus refused

transmission produced by their reflection echoes of extraordinary

strength and duration. This, I may remark, is the first time that

audible echoes have been proved to be reflected from an optically

transparent atmosphere. By the lowering of the sun the produc-

tion of the vapour was checked, and the transmissive power of the

atmosphere restored to such an extent that, at a distance of 2 miles
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from the Eorelaud, at 7 p.m., the intensity of the sound was at least

thirty-six times its intensity at 2 p.m.

That layers of dried air alternating with layers of air saturated

with the vapour of a volatile liquid can powerfully intercept sound,

has been experimentally established.

On October 8 the observations were resumed, a steam syren and
a Canadian whistle of great power being added to the list of instru-

ments. A boiler had its steam raised to a pressure of 70 lbs. to the

square inch ; on opening a valve this steam would issue forcibly in

a continuous stream ; and the sole function of the syren was to con-

vert this stream into a series of separate strong puffs. This was
done by causing a disk with twelve radial slits to rotate behind a

fixed disk with the same number of slits. When the slits coincided

a puff escaped ; when they did not coincide the outflow of steam
was interrupted. Each puff of steam at this high pressure gene-
rated a sonorous wave of great intensity, the successive waves Knk-
ing themselves together to a musical sound so intense as to be best

described as a continuous explosion.

During the earlier part of October 8 the optical transparencv of

the air was very great ; its acoustic transparency, on the other
hand, was very defective. Clouds blackened and broke into a rain-

and hail-shower of tropical violence. The sounds, instead of being
deadened, ^\ere improved by this furious squall ; and after it had
lightened, thus lessening the local noises, the sounds were heard at

a distance of 7| miles distinctly louder than they had been heard
through the preceding rainless atmosphere at a distance of 5 miles.

At 5 miles distance, therefore, the intensity of the sound had been
at least doubled by the rain—a result entirely opposed to all pre-
vious assertions, but an obvious consequence of the removal by con-
densation and precipitation of that vapour the mixture of "which
with the air had been proved so prejudicial to the sound. On this

day a dependence was established between the pitch of a note and
its penetrative power—the syren generating 480 waves being
slightly inferior to the horns, while generating 400 waves a second
it was distinctly superior. The maximum range on October 8 was
9 miles. On October 9 the transmissive power had diminished, the
maximum range being 7i miles. On both these days the syren
proved to be superior to the horns, and on some occasions superior
to the gun.

On the 10th and 11th, a gale having caused our steamer to seek
safety in the Downs, we made land-observations. The duration of
the aerial echoes Mas for the syren and the gun 9 seconds, for the
horns 6 seconds. The duration varies from day to day. We sought
to estimate the influence of the violent wind, and found that the
sound of the gun failed to reach us in two cases at a distance of
550 yards to windward, the sound of the syren at the same time
rising to a piercing intensity. To leeward the gun was heard at
five times, and certainly might have been heard at fifteen times the
distance attained to windward. The momentary character of the
gun-sound renders it liable to be quenched by a single puff of wind

;
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but sounds of low pitch generally, whether momentary or not, suffer

more from an opposing wind than high ones. We had on the 13th

another example of the powerlessness of heavy rain to deaden sound.

On the 14th the maximum range was 10 miles, but the atmo-

sphere did not maintain this power of transmission. It was a day

of extreme optical clearness ; but its acoustic clearness dimiuished

as the day advanced. In fact the sun was in action. We proved

to-day that by lowering the pitch of the Canadian wliistle its sound,

which had previously been inaudible, became suddenly audible.

The day at first was favourable to the transmission of the longer

sound-waves. After a lapse of three hours the case was reversed,

the high-pitched syren being then heard when both guns and horns

were inaudible. But even this state of things did not contiuue, so

rapid and surprising are the caprices of the atmosphere. At a dis-

tance of 5 miles, at .3.30 p.m., the chauge ui transmissive pov^er

reduced the intensity of the sound to at least one half of what it

possessed at 11.30 a.m., the wind throughout maintaining the same

strength and direction. Through all this complexity the knowledge

obtained on July 3 sheds the light of a principle which reduces to

order the apparent confusion.

October 15 was spent at Dungeness in examining the perform-

ance of Daboll's horn. It is a fine instrument, and its application

was ably worked out by its inventor ; still it would require very

favourable atmospheric conditions to enable it to warn a steamer

before she had come dangerously close to the shore. The direction

in which the aerial echoes return was finely illustrated to-day, that

direction being always the one in which the axis of the horn is

pointed.

The 16th was a day of exceeding optical transparency, but of

great acousric opacity. The maximum range was only 5 miles.

On this day the howitzer and all the whistles were clearly over-

mastered by the syren. It was moreover heard at 3| miles with

the paddles going, while the gim was unheard at 2\ miles. With
no risible object that could possibly vield an echo in sight, the pure

aerial echoes, coming from the more distant southern air, were di-

srinct and long continued at a distance of 2 miles from the shore.

Near the base of the Foreland cliff we determined their duration,

and found it to be 11 seconds, while that of the best whistle-echoes

was 6 seconds. On this day three whistles, sounded simultane-

ously, were pitted against the syren, and found clearly inferior

to it.

On the 1 7th four horns were compared with the syren and found

inferior to it. This was our day of greatest acousric transparency,

the sound reaching a maximum of 15 miles for the svren, and of

more than 16 for the gun. The echoes on this day were continued

longer than on any other occasion. They continued for 15 seconds,

their duration indicating the atmospheric dejjth from which they

came.

On October 18, though the experiments were not directed to de-

termine the transmissive power of the air, we were not without
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proof that it continued to be high. From 10 to 10.30 a.m., while

vvaitiag for the blasts o£ the syren at a distance of 3 miles from
the Foreland, the continued reports of what we supposed to be the

musketry of skirmishing parties on laud were distinctly heard by
us all. We afterwards learned that the sounds arose from the

riile-practice on Kingsdown beach, 5| miles away. On July 3,

which, optically considered, was a far more perfect day, the 18-

pounder howitzer and mortar failed to make themselves heard at

half this distance. The 18th was mainly occupied in determining
the influence of pitch and pressure on the syreu-sound. Taking
the fluctuations of the atmosphere into account, 1 am of opinion
that the syren, performing from 2000 to 2400 revolutions a second,

or, in other words, generating from 400 to 480 waves per second,

best meets the atmospheric conditions. We varied the pressure

from 40 to 80 lbs. on the square inch ; and though the intensity

did not appear to rise in proportion to the pressure, the higher

pressure yielded the hardest and most penetrating sound.
The 20th was a rainy day with strong wind. Up to a distance

of 5^ miles the syren continued to be heard through the sea- and
paddle-noises. In rough weather, indeed, when local noises inter-

fere, the syren-sound far transcends all other sounds. On various

occasions to-day it proved its mastery over both gun and horns.

On the 21st the wind was strong and the sea high. The horu-
9ounds, with paddles going, were lost at 4 miles, while the syren
continued serviceable up to 6| miles. The gun to-day was com-
pletely overmastered. Its puffs were seen at the Foreland ; but
its sound was unheard when the S}Ten was distinctly heard. Heavy
rain failed to damp the power of the s}Ten. The whistles were
also tried to-day, but were found far inferior to the syren. On
the 22ud it blew a gale, and the ' Galatea ' qiutted us. We made
observations on land on the influence of the \\ind and of local noises.

The shelter of the Coastguard Station at Cornhill enabled us to hear
gun-sounds which were quite inaudible to an observer out of

shelter ; in the shelter also both horn and s\Ten rose distinctly in

power ; but they were also heard outside when the gun was quite
unheard. As usual, the sound to leeward was far more powerful
than those at equal distances to \^dndward. The echoes from the
cloudless air were to-day very fine. On the 23rd, in the absence of
the steamer, the observations on the influence of the wind were
continued. The quenching of the gun-sounds in particular to v^dnd-

ward was well illustrated. All the sounds, however, gun included,
were carried much further to leeward than to windward. The
effect of a violent thunderstorm and downpour of rain in exalting
the sound was noticed by observers both to windward and to lee-

ward of the Foreland. In the rear of the syren its range to-dav
was about a mile. At right angles to the axis, and to windward,
it was about the same. To leeward it reached a distance of 7^
miles.

On the 24th, when observations were made afloat in the steam-
tug ' Palmerston,' the syi'en exhibited a clear mastery over gun and
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horns. The maximum range was 7| miles. The wind had changed
from W.S.AN''. to S.E., then to E. As a consequence of this, the

syren was heard loudly in the streets of Dover. On the 27th

the wind was E.X.E., and the syren-sound penetrated every-

where through Dover, rising over the moaning of the wind and all

other noises. It was heard at a distance of 6 miles from the Fore-

land on the road to Folkestone, and would probably have been heard

all the way to Folkestone had not the experiments ceased. Afloat

and in the axis, with a high «ind and sea, the svren, and it only,

reached to a distance of 6 miles ; at 5 miles it was heard through

the paddle-noises. On the 28th further experiments were made
on the influence of pitch, the syren when generating 480 waves a

second being found more effective than when generating 300 waves

a second. The maximum range in the axis on this day was 7?

miles.

The 29th of October was a day of extraordinary optical transpa-

rency, but by no means transparent acoustically. The gun was

the greatest sufferer. At first it was barely heard at 5 miles ; but

afterwards it was tried at b^, 4^, and 2i miles, and was heard at

none of these distances. The s}Ten at the same time was distinctly

heard. The sun was shining strongly ; and to its augmenting

power the enfeeblement of the gun-sound was doubtless due. At

8^ miles, subsequently, dead to \\indward, the svren was faintly

heard ; the gun was unheard at 2^ miles. On land the s\Ten and

horn-sounds were heard to windward at 2 to 2i miles, to leeward

at 7 miles : while in the rear of the instruments they were heard

at a distance of 5 miles, or five times as far as they had been heard

on October 23.

The 30th of October furnished another illustration of the fallacy of

the notion ohich considers optical and acoustic transparency to go

hand in hand. The day was very hazy, the white cliff's of the Fore-

land at the greater distances being quite hidden ; still the gun- and

svren-sounds reached, on the bearing of the Tame Hght-vessel, to a

distance of 1 1^ miles. The syren was heard tkrough the paddle-

noises at Oj miles, while at 8^ miles it became efficient as a signal

\\ith the paddles going. The horns were heard at 6] miles. This

was during calm. Subsequently, with a \\Tnd from the N.X.AV.,

no sounds were heard at 6i^ miles. On land, the wind being across

the direction of the sound, the syren was heard only to a distance

of 3 unles X.E. of the Foreland ; in the other direction it was heard

plaiulv on Folkestone Pier, 8 miles distant. Both gun and horns

failed to reach Folkestone.

AVind, rain, a rough sea, and great acoustic opacity character-

ized October 31. Both gun and horns were unheard 3 miles away,

the s\Ten at the same time being clearly heard. It afterwards

forced its sound ^\ith great power through a violent rain-squaU.

AVishing the same individual judgment to be brought to bear upon

the sounds on both sides of the Foreland, in the absence of

our steamer, which had quitted us for safety, I committed the ob-

servations to Mr. Douglass. He heard them at 2 miles on the
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Dover side, and on the Sandwich side, with the same intensity, at

6 miles.

A gap (employed by the engineers in making arrangements for

pointmg the syreu ki any reqiuxed direction) here occurred in our
observarious. They were resumed, however, on November 21,

when compararive experiments were made upon the gun and syren.

Both sources of sound, when employed as fog-signals, will not un-
frequently have to cover an arc of 180°; and it was desirable to

know with greater precision how the sound is affected by the direc-

tion in which the gun or syren is pointed.

The gun, therefore, was in the lirst instance pointed on us and
fired, then turned and fired along a line perpendicular to that join-

ing us and it. There was a sensible, though smaU, difference be-

tween the sounds which reached us in the two cases. A similar

experiment was made with the syren ; and here the falling off

when the instrument was pointed perpendicular to the line joining

us and it was very considerable. This is what is to be expected

;

for the trumpet associated with the s)Teu is expressly intended
to gather up the sound and project it in a certain direction, while
no such object is in view in the construction of the gun. The expe-
riments here referred to were amply corroborated by others made
on November 22 and 23.

On both of these days the ' Galatea's ' guns were fired to wind-
ward and to leeward. The aeidal echoes in the latter case were di-

stinctly louder and longer than in the former. The experiment has
been repeated many times, and always with the same result.

In front of the Cornhill Coastguard Station, and only 1| mile
from the Foreland, the svren, on the 21st, though pointed towards
us, feU suddenly and considerably in power. Before reaching
Dover Pier it had ceased to be heard. The wind was here against
the sound ; but this, though it contributed to the effect, could not
account for it ; nor could the proximity of the shadov\- account for
it. To these two causes must have been added an acoustically

flocculent, though optically transparent, atmosphere. The experi-
ment demonstrates conclusively that there are atmospheric and
local conditions which, when combined, prevent our most power-
ful instruments from making more than a distant approach to
the performance which writers on fog-signals have demanded of
them.
On November 24 the sound of the syren, pointed to windward

was compared at equal distances in front of and behind the instru-
ment. It was louder to leeward in the rear than at equal distances
to windward iu front. Hence in a wind the desirability of point-
ing the iostrument to windward. The whistles were tested this

day in comparison with the syren deprived of its trumpet. The
Canadian and the 8-inch whistles proved the most effective ; but
the naked syren was as well heard as either of them. As regards
opacity, the 2.5th of November almost rivalled the 3rd of Julv.
The gun failed to be heard at a distance of 2-8 miles, and it Welded
only a faint crack at 2^ miles.
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Meanwhile this investigation has given us a knowledge of the

atmosphere in its relation to sound, of which no notion had beeil

previously entertained. While the velocity of sound has been the

subject of refined and repeated experiments, I am not aware that,

since the publication of a celebrated paper by Dr. Derham in the

'Philosophical Transactions' for 1708, any systematic inquiry haS

been made into the causes which affect the intensity of sound in th6

atmosphere. Derham's results, though obtained at a time when
the means of investigation were very defective, have apparently

been accepted \\iX\i unquestioning trust by all subsequent writers

—

a fact which is, I think, in some part to be ascribed to the a priori

probability of his conclusions.

Thus t)r. Eobinson. relpug apparently upon Derham. says,

" Fog is a powerful damper of sound," and he gives us physical

reason whv it must be so. " It is a mixture of air and globules of

water, and at each of the innumerable surfaces where these two

touch, a portion of the vibration is reflected and lost." And he

adds further on, " The remarkable power of fogs to deaden the re-

port of guns has been often noticed."

Assuming it, moreover, as probable that the measure of " a fog's

power in stopping sound " bears some simple relation to its opacity

for light. Dr. Piobinson, adopting a suggestion of Mr. Alexander

Cunningham, states that " the distance at which a given object,

sav, a flag or pole, disappears may be taken as a measure of the

fog's power " to obstruct the sound. This is quite in accordance

•«dth prevalent notions ; and granting that the sound is dissipated,

as assumed, by reflection from the particles of fog, the conclusion

follows that the greater the number of the reflecting particles, the

greater will be the waste of sound. But the number of particles,

or, in other words, the density of the fog, is declared by its action

upon light ; hence the optical opacity will be a measure of the

acoustic opacity.

This, I say, expresses the opinion generally entertained, " clear

still air " being regarded as the best vehicle for sound. We have

not, as stated aboA'e, experimented in really dense fogs : but the

experiments actually made entirely destroy the notion that clear

weather is necessarily better for the transmission of sound than

thick weather. Some of our days of densest acoustic opacity

have been marvellously clear optically, while some of our days of

thick haze have shown themselves highly favourable to the trans-

mission of sound. Were the physical cause of the sound-waste

that above assigned, did that waste arise in any material degi-ee

from reflection at the limiting surfaces of the particles of haze, this

result would be inexplicable.

Again, Derham, as quoted by Sir John Herschel, says that

" falling rain tends powerfully to obstruct sound." We have had

repeated reversals of this conclusion. Some of our observations

have been made on days when rain and hail descended with a per-

fectly tropical fury ; and in no single case did the rain deaden the

sound ; in every case, indeed, it had precisely the opposite effect.
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But fciUiiifi; 8ao\v, accordincc to Derhain, oilers a more serious

obstacle than auy other meteorological agent to the transmission or

sound. We have not extended our observations at the South Fore-

land into snowy weather ; but an observation of my own made oil

December 29, in the Alps, during a heavy snowstorm, distinctly

negatives the statement of Derham.
-Revertino; to the case of fog;, I am unable in modern observations

to discover any thing conclusive as to its alleged power of deaden-
ing sound. 1 had the pleasure of listening to a very interesting

lecture on fog-signals delivered by Mr. Beazeley before the United-
hiervice Institution ; and 1 have carefully perused the printed re-

port of that lecture, and of a paper previously communicated by

Mr. Beazeley to the Institution of Civil Engineers. But in neither

of these painstaking compilations can I hud any adequate evidence

of the alleged power of fogs to deaden sound.

Indeed, during the discussion whicli followed the reading of Mr.
Beazeley's paper, an important observation in an opposite sense

was mentioned by Mr. Douglass, to whose ability and accuracy as

an observer I am able to bear the strongest testimony. Mr. Dou-
glass stated that he had found in his experience but little difference

in the travelhng of sound in foggy or in clear weather. He had
distinctly heard in a fog, at the Emails rock in the Bristol Channel,

guns fired at Milford Haven 25 miles away. Mr. Beazeley, more-
over, has heard the Lundy-Island gun " at Hartland Point," a dis-

tance of 10 miles, during dense fog. Mr. Beazeley's conclusion,

indeed, accurately expresses the state of our knowledge when he

wrote. In winding up his paper he admitted " that the subject

appeared to be very little known, and that the more it was looked

into the more apparent became the fact that the evidence as to the

effect of fog upon sound is extremely conflicting." When, there-

fore, it is alleged, as it is so often alleged, that the power of fogs

to deaden sound is well known, the disjunctive not is to be inserted

before the predicate.

The real enemy to the transmission of sound through the atmo-
sphere has, I think, been clearly revealed by the foregoing inquiry.

That enemy has been proved to be not rain, nor hail, nor haze, nor
fog, nor snow—not water in fact iii either a liquid or a solid form,

but water in a vaporous form, mingled with air so as to render it

acoustically turbid and flocculeut. This acoustic turbidity often

occurs on days of surprising optical transparency. Any system of

measures, therefore, founded on the assumption that the optic and
acoustic transparency of tae atmosphere go hand in hand must prove
delusive.

There is but one solution of this difficulty : it is to make the

source of sound so powerful as to be able to endure loss by partial

reflection and still retain a sufficient residue for transmission. Of
all the instruments hitherto examined by us, the syren comes
nearest to the fulfilment of this condition ; and its establishment

upon our coast will, in my opinion, prove an incalculable boon to

the mariner.
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An account of the observations made during the recent fog adds

the force of demonstration to others recorded in the paper, that fogs

possess no such power of stifling sound as that hitherto ascribed

to them. Indeed the melting away of fog on December 13 was
accompanied by an acoustic darkening of the atmosphere so great

that at a point midway between the eastern end of the Serpentine,

where a whistle was sounded, and the bridge, the sound possessed

less than one fourth of the intensity which it possessed on the day

of densest fog.

Thus, I thmk, has been removed the last of a congeries of errors

which for more than a century and a half have been associated with

the transmission of sound by the atmosphere.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 312.]

Xov. 27, 1873.—W. Spottiswoode, M.A., Treasurer and Vice-Pre-

sident, in the Giair.

The following communication was read :

—

" Researches in Spectrum-Analysis in connexion with the Spec-

trum of the Sun."—Part III. By J. Xorman Lockyer.

The paper commences with an introduction, in which the-general

line of work siuce the last paper is indicated. Eoughly speaking,

this has been to ascertain the capabilities of the new method in

a quantitative direction. It is stated that while qualitative spec-

trum-analysis depends upon the positvms of the lines, quantitative

spectrum-analysis on the other hand depends not on position but

on the Itngth, briyhtness, and thicl'ness of the lines.

The necessity of maps carefully executed and showing the in-

dividuality of each line is shown : and it is stated that the execu-

tion of these maps required the use of the electric arc to render

the vapours of the metals incandescent. A battery of 30 Grove's

cells of one pint capacity was accordingly employed in the researches

about to be described.

The difficulties of eye-obsen-ations of the characters of the

Lines compelled the application of photography, another reason for

the use of which existed m the facility it afforded for confronting

spectra with each other, and so eliminating coincident lines, since

the lines, if due to impurities, would be longest and thickest in

the spectrum to which they really belonged.

The portion of the spectrum at present worked upon is that from

H to F.

Another branch of the research has been the construction of a

Table of all the named Fraunhofer lines, sho\^ing the lengths and

thicknesses of the metallic lines to the absorption of which they were

due ; this Table enabled the author to allocate upwards of 50 lines

in the solar spectrum, presumably overlooked by Angstrom and

Thalen. The Table was intended as a preliminary to a new photo-

graphic map of the spectrum from H to F, on a larger scale than
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Angstrom's, which was intended to clear away all the difficulties

touching coincidences—and to have below it complete maps of all the
solar elements with their long and short lines. This map is incom-
plete at present, but is making rapid progress.

A preliminary search for elements supposed not to be in the
sun has also been commenced.
Of the above-named I'esearches the subsequent parts of the

paper refer to :

—

I. The experiments made on a possible quantitative spectrum-
analysis.

II. The method of photographing spectra adopted.
III. The coincidences of spectrum lines.

IV. The preliminary inquiry into the existence in the sun of

elements not prenously traced.

I, The e.vperiments made on a possible quantitative Spectnnn-
Anahjsis.

AltQV the two former papers were sent in to the Eoyal Society,

an investigation of the general changes undergone by spectra given
by alloys was commenced.
A micrometer eyepiece was mounted on the obser\ing-telescope

of the spectroscope. AVith this the following phenomena were ob-
served :

—

I. The lines which remained varied their length as the per-
centage of the elements to which they were due varied.

II. Some of the lines appreciably varied their thicluiess or bright-

ness, or both, in the same way.
III. In cases where the brightness of a line was estimated

through a considerable range of percentage composition by compa-
rison with an air-line, the air-line was observed to grow faint and
then disappear as the brightness of the metallic lines increased.

IV. In cases where the brightness or thickness of the line

of one element was estimated by comparison with the line adjacent
of the other constituent of the alloy, the point of equal briwht-

nese was observed to ascend or descend ; this method was used
to avoid the uncertainty of micrometric measurements of the tips

of the lines in consequence of their variation in length due to the
unequal action of the spark.

V. In some cases, where the percentage of a constituent was so
small that none of its lines were \'isible, there yet seemed to be an
effect pi'oduced on the vapour of the opposite pole.

As these .conclusions were derived from coarse alloys, and it was
'desirable to observe the effect of very fine gradation, Mr. C. I're-

mantle, the Deputy Master of the jMuit, was begged to allow obser-
vations to be made on the gold-copper and sHver-copper coinage
alloys; and he immediately responded most courteously to the
request.

Examples of the behaviour of some coarse alloys of silver and
lead are given ; they were irregular in their action

;'

but it was ob-

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 313. May 1874. 2 C
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served that silver lines remained in the alloy as long as from '05

to '02 per cent, of silver was present. The alloys, however, were
very unequal. Experiments on cadmium and tin alloys are de-

scribed, the cadmiiun forming 10. o, 1*0, 0"lo per cent. In the

last but one cadmimu line v.as permanent ; in the first at least five

were seen. In an aUoy of 0'099 per cent, of cadmium ^ith a mix-

ture of lead, tin, and zinc constituting the rest of the alloy, the

beha^iour of the cadmimn lines was sensibly the same as in a mix-

ture of <>1 per cent, of cadmiima and 09-9 of tin.

In the ]\Iint specimens the same phenomena were observed en

^etit as the coarser alloys shovred en yrand. In a gold-copper alloy

Y^(S increase in the gold made the lines shorter, and a similar lq-

crease in the copper made them longer.

In the silver-copper alloy an increase of j-jjVo ^ ^^^ silver

lengthened the lines, a similar iacrease in the copper shortened

them.

These phenomena can be explained by assuming such aUoys

to be different physical things, and that the spark acts upon the

aUoy as a whole as well as upon each vapour separately.

Thus, in these 3Iint alloys, copper is common to both, and their

melting-points are :

—

Gold.... 1200° (PouiUet).

Copper . . 1200° to 1000°, the precise point not determined.

Silver . . 10!j0° (PoiuHet ).

The intermediate position of copper explains the different action

on its lines of gold and silver,

II, The Method ofj'hofoyraj'hinr/ Spectra aJ.Ojjted

.

A camera carrying a 5 x o-iuch plate and a 3-inch lens of 23 inches

focus, replaced the observing-telescope of the spectroscope. The
lens focused from 3900 to 4500 very fairly upon the plate. The
beam passing through collimator and prisms ^^as, as in ]\Ir. Euther-

ford's researches, ^ ery small. As the electric arc in its usual ver-

tical position gave all the lines from pole to pole, the lamp was

placed on its side, and the arc used in a horizontal position, the slit

being vertical. The dense core of the arc then gave all the short

lines in the centre of the field, the longer ones extending beyond

them on either side. In order to obtain a scale, it was resolved

to photograph the solar spectrum immediately adjacent to the

metallic spectrum imder examination.

To effect this a portion of the slit was covered up while the

solar spectrum passed through the free part, and then the part

used for the solar spectrimi was covered, while the formerly covered

part was opened for the metalhc spectrum. This was effected

by a shutter, \dth an opening sliding in front of the. slit; a dia-

gram of its action and form is given.

The an-angement of the spectroscope, heUostat, «t<?. for obtain-

ing the sun's light is described. The imago of the sun was brought
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lo a focus bet\\een the poles of the lamp by an extra leus inter-

posed between the lamp and the heliostat.

The use of the shutter enables us to compare either two or

more spectra upon a single plate ; or the solar spectrum may be

compared with two metallic spectra, being made to occupy the

position between the two.

III. On the Lines coincident in different Spectra.

The bearing of the former papers on the lengths of the lines

of the elements is briefly recapitulated.

The examination of the various spectra of metals and alloys in-

dicated the gi-eat impurity of most of the metals used, and suggested

the possibility of the coincidences observed by Thalcn and others*

being explained in the light of former work.

It is observed that coincidences are particularly numerous in

the spectra of iron, titanium, and calcium, and that nearly every

other solar metallic spectrum has one or more lines coincident with

lines of the last element. These coincident lines are, as a rule, very

variable in length and intensity in various specimens of the metals

in which they occur, and are sometimes altogether absent.

One of the longest calcium Lines, that at w^ave-length 4226-3, is

also seen in the strontium spectrum as a line of medium length; and

460 7"o, a very long line in strontium, appears in calcium as a short

hue. Another very long strontium line, 421.5-3, is asserted by
Thalen to be seen in calcium ; but the author has never seen it till

lately, and tlien onhj in a specimen of calcium hnoivn to contain

strontiuhi.

We have hero, then, a case of coincident lines, in which the one

that is long and bright in one spectrum is short and faint in the

other, and a case of a line said to be coincident in two spectra

being, though always visible in one, sometimes absent in the other

of them, and only appearing in it when the two substances were
mixed. The hypothesis of impurity at ouce explains the whole

case, even without the third line, which renders the fact of mixture

certain.

The longest lines of calcium occur in iron, cobalt, nickel, barium,

strontium, &c.; and the longest lines of iron occur in calcium,

strontium, barium, and other metals.

i" Other cases are adduced ; and the following general statements

are hazarded, with a premise that further inquiry may modify
them.

1. If the coincident lines of the metals be considered, those cases

are rare in which the lines are of the first order of length in all

the spectra to which they are common : those cases are mvich more
frequent in which they are long in one spectrum and shorter in the

others.

2. As a rule, in the instances of those lines of ii-ou, cobalt,

nickel, chromium, and manganese which are coincident with lines

of calcium, the calcium lines are long, while the lines as they

2C2
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appear iu the spectra of the other metals are shorter thau the

longest lilies of those metals. Heuce we are justified inassiimiug

that short liaes of iron, cobalt, nickel, chromium, aud manganese,

coincideiit with long and strong Knes of calcium, are really due to

traces of the latter metal occurring in the former as an impurity,

3. In cases of coincidences of lines found between yarious spectra

the line may be fairly assumed to belong to that one in wliich it

is longest and brightest.

A description of some photographs of spectra is then given, a

photograph of the coincident lines of calcium and strontium

beino' amongst them, aud proving that strontium occurs in the

sun; and the section concludes with a brief description of the

method employed in making the new map, sho\ring lengths aud

thicknesses, aud enumerating coincident lines. This is done thus :

papers are pasted on to photographs of the solar spectrum on

glass ; the lengths of the lines of the metallic spectrum under

examination (e. y. that of iron) are marked on this paper in pro-

longation of the solar lines to which they correspond. They are

then copied upon a map; and another piece of paper being fixed

down, another spectrum is proceeded \rith in the same way.

lY. The preliminai'y iiK^uiry iaUi the e.clsttnce of dements in th^ 8un
iiot prevwusly traced.

The previous researches having shown that the former test

for the presence or absence of a metal in the sun, namely the pre-

sence or absence of its brightest or strongest lines iu the average

solar spectrum, was not conclusive, a preliminary search for other

metals was determined on ; and as a guide, Mr. E. J. Friswell was

requested to prepare two lists, sho^^ing broadly the chief chemical

characteristics of the elements traced aud not traced in the sun.

The Tables showed that, in the main, those metals which had been

traced formed stable compounds with oxygeu.

The author therefore determined to search for the metals which

formed strong oxides, but which had not yet been traced.

The result up to the present time has been that strontiuni, cad-

miuiii, lead, C'-rinin, and uranuira would seem with considerable

probabilitv to exist in the solar reversing layer. Should the pre-

sence of cerium aud urariivm be subsequently confirmed, the whole

of the iron group of metals will thus have been fomid in the sun.

Certain metals forming unstable oxides, such as gold, silver,

mercury, <fcc. were sought for and not found. The same was the caso

when chlorine, bromine, iodine. &.Q. were sought by means of their

lines produced in tubes by the jar-spark. These elements are distin-

cnishable as a group by forming compounds with hydrogen.

It is observed that certain elementary aud compound gases

effect their principal absorption on the most refrangible part of

the spectrum when they are rare, and that as they become dense

the absorption approaches the less-refrangible end—that the spectra

of compounds are banded or columnar, the bauds or columns lying
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at the red eud of the spectrum—that the absorption spectra of

chlorine, iodine, bromine, &c. are columnar, and that these are

broken up bv the spark just as the band spectra of compounds are

broken up—and that it is probable that no compounds exist in

the sun. The following facts, gathered from the work already

accomplished by Rutherford and 8ecchi, are stated.

There are three classes of stars :

—

1. Those like Sirius, the brightest (and therefore hottest?) star

in the northern sky, their spectra showing only hydrogen lines

very thick, and metallic Hues exceedingly thin.

2. A class of stars with a spectrum differing only in degree from
those of the class of tSirius ; and to this our sun belongs.

3. A class of stars with columnar or banded spectra indicating

the formation of compounds.
The question is asked whether all the above facts cannot be

grouped together iu a working hypothesis, which assumes that in

the reversing layers of the suu and stars various degrees of " celes-

tial dissociation *' are at woi*k which prevents the coming together
of the atoms which, at the temperature of the earth, and at all arti-

ficial temperatures yet attained here, form the metals, the metal-
loids, and compounds.
In other m ords, the metalloids are regarded as quasi compouud

bodies \^hen in the state iu which we know them ; and it is sup-
posed that in the sun the temperature is too great to permit them
to exist iu that state in the reversing layer, though they may be
found at the outer portions of the chromosphere or in the coroua.

It is suggested that, if this hypothesis should gain strength from
subsequent work, stony meteorites will repi'eseut the third class

of metalloidal or compoimd stars, and iron meteorites the other or
metallic stars.

The paper- concludes as follows :

—

" An interesting physical speculation connected with this work-
ing hypothesis is the effect on the period of duration of a star's

heat which would be brought about by assuming that the original

atoms of which a star is composed are possessed of the increased

potential energy of combination which this hypothesis endows them
with, i'rom the earliest phase of a star's life the dissipation of

energy would, as it were, bring into play a new supply of heat
and so prolong the star's life.

" May it not also be, if chemists take up this question, which
has arisen from the spectroscopic evidence of what I have before

termed the plasticity of the molecules of the metalloids taken as a
. AA-hole, that much of the power of variation Avhich is at present
accorded to metals may be traced home to the metalloids'? I need
only refer to the fact that, so far as I can learn, all so-called changes
of atomicity take place whea metalloids are involved, and not when
the metals alone are in question,

"As instances of these, I may refer to the triatomic combi-
catious fox-med with chlorine, oxygen, sulphur, &c. iu the case of
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tetrad or hexad metals. May not this be explained by the plas-

ticity of the metalloids in question ?

• ^' May we not from these ideas be justified m defining a metal,

provisionallv, as a substance the absorption-spectrum of Mhich is

generally the same as the radiation spectrum, while the metalloids

are substances the absorption-spectrum of which, generally, is not

the same ?

"In other words, in passing from a hot to a comparatively cold

state, the plasticity of these latter comes into play, and we get

a new raoleciilar arrangement. Hence are we not justnied in

asking whether the change from oxygen to ozone is but a type of

A-.hat takes place in all metalloids
?'"

Dec. 18.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President, in the Chair.

The following communication was read :

—

'• On Double Eefraction in a Viscous Fluid in motion. By J,

Clerk MaxweU, M.A., r.E.S.

According to Poissou"s * theory of the internal friction of fluids,

a viscous fluid behaves as an elastic solid would do if it were pe-

riodicallv liquefied for an instant and sohdined again, so that at

each fresh start it becomes for the moment like an elastic solid free

from strain. The state of strain of certain transparent bodies may
be investigated by means of their action on polarized light. This

action was obser^'ed by Brewster, and was shown by Tresnel to be

an instance of double refraction.

In 1866 I made some attempts to ascertain whether the state of

strain in a viscous fluid in motion could be detected by its action

on polarized hght. I had a cylindrical box -oith a glass bottom.

Vrithiu this box a solid cylinder could be made to rotate. The

fluid to be examined was placed in the annular space between

this cylinder and the sides of the box. Polarized hght was throv^-n

up through the fluid parallel to the axis, and the inner cylinder

was then made to rotate. I was unable to obtain any result -nith

solution of gum or siriip of sugar, though I observed an effect

on polarized light when I compressed some Canada balsam which

had become very thick and almost soHd in a bottle.

It is easv, however, to observe the effect in Canada balsam, which

is so fluid that it very rapidly assumes a level surface after being

disturbed. Put some Canada balsam in a -nide-mouthed square

bottle ; let hght, polarized in a vertical plane, be transmitted

through the fluid ; observe the Hght tkrough a Xicol's prism, and

turn the prism so as to cut off the light ; insert a spatula in the

Canada balsam, in a verrical plane passing through the eye, "V.'hen-

ever the spatula is moved up or down in the fluid, the hght re-

appears on both sides of the spatula ; this continues only so long as

the spatula is in motion. As soon as the motion stops, the light

disappears, and that so quicldy that I have hitherto been unable to

* JournrJ de rficole Polj-technique, tome xiii. cab. XX. (1829).
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determine the rate of relaxation of that state of strain which the

light indicates.

If the motion of the spatula in its o\A-n plane, instead of being

in the plane of polarization, is inclined 45° to it, no effect is ob-

served, showing that the axes of strain are inchned 45° to the plane

of shearing, as indicated by tlie theory.

I am not aware that this method of rendering visible the state of

strain of a viscous fluid has been hitherto employed ; but it appears,

capable of furnishing important information as to the nature of vis-

cosity in different substances.

Among transparent sohds there is considerable diversity in their

action on polarized light. If a small portion is cut from a piece of

imannealed glass at a place where the strain is luiiform, the effect

on polarized light vanishes as soon as the glass is reheved fi*om the

.stress caused by the unequal contraction of the parts surrounding it.

But if a plate of gelatine is allowed to dry under longitudinal

tension, a small piece cut out of it exhibits the same effect on
light as it did before, showing that a state of strain can exist

^^ithovlt the action of stress. A film of gutta percha wliich has

been stretched in one direction has a similar action on light. If

a circular piece is cut out of such a stretched film and warmed, it

contracts in the direction in which the stretching took place.

The body of a sea-nettle has all the appearance of a transparent

jelly ; and at one time I thought that the spontaneous contractions

of the living animal might be rendered visible by means of polarized

light transmitted through its body. But I found that even a very

considerable pressure applied to the sides of the sea-nettle pro-

duced no effect on polarized fight, and I thus found, what I might

have learned by dissection, that the sea-nettle is not a true jelly,

but consists of cells filled Avith fluid.

On the other hand, the crystalline lens of the eye, as Brewster

observed, has a strong action on polarized light when strained

either by external pressiire or by the unequal contraction of its

parts as it becomes dry.

I have enumerated these instances of the appHcation of polarized

light to the study of the structure of sofid bodies as suggestions

with respect to the application of the same method to liquids so

as to determine whether a given liquid differs from a solid in

having a very small " rigidity," or in having a small " time of re-

laxation"*, or in both ways. Those which, like Canada balsam,

act strongly on polarized light, have probably a small " rigidity,"

but a sensible " time of relaxation." Those which do not show this

action are probably inuch more " rigid," and owe their fluidity to

the smallness of their " time of relaxation."

* The "time of relaxation " of a substance strained in a given manner is the

time required for the complete relaxation of the strain, supposing the rate of

relaxation to remain the same as at the beginning of this time.
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XLIX, rnleUiyence and Miscellaneous Articles.

CALORIFIC EFFECTS OF THE MAGNETISM IX AX ELECTROMAGNET
"STITH SEVERAL POLES. BY A. CAZIX.

T HAVE observed the calorific effects which accompany the disap-

pearance of magnetism in the core of a rectilinear electromagnet

presenting several consequent 2Joints, and have arrived at a very

simple law :

—

When a rectilinear core of irmi is moffnetized hy a senes of identical

coils ihroi'gh which, the current jiasses in cdternately ojyposite directions,

if the coils detennine equcd concamerations, the quantities of heat jyo-

duced in the core hy the disappearance of rnarjnetism are inversely

pjroportioiwl to the squares of the numbers of concamerations.

The apparatus I used is a sort of differential air-thermometer,

the reservoirs of which are formed by iron cylinders 42 ceutims. in

length, 5 centims, in diameter, and about 2 millims. in thickness.

The bases of these cylinders are closed by plates of copper. A
glass tube haA^ing an internal diameter of 2 millims., bent in the

shape of a IT and containing water, unites the two cylinders : it

serA'es as a manometer to measure the difference of pressure, H,
which establishes itself between the two reservoirs Avheu one of

them is heated ; and if it is only a question of relative thermic

effects, we may content ourselves Avith observing this difference of

pressure ; it is proportional to the difference of temperature of the

two reservoirs.

In order that these resen'oirs may be in the same conditions in

regard to their surroundings, each of them is enveloped in a coating

of cotton and a tube of pasteboard ; and then two are placed in the

aids of two identical bobbins of wood without contact between the

wood and the pasteboard. The copper -uire which receives the cur-

rent is coiled round one of the series of bobbins, and can magnetize

the corresponding core. These precautions are necessary in order

that the "\oltaic heat of the ^^ire may not be transmitted to the core.

I ascertained that this condition was satisfied : the current remain-

ing closed for a long time, the water manometer indicated only an

insignificant change.

To make an experiment, a discontinuous current is thrown into

the magnetizing coils ; a tell-tale registers the number n of the in-

terruptions ; at each minute the difference of the levels in the ma-
nometer is noted ; and the noting is continued when the current is

suppressed, until the initial levels are restored. A graphic sketch

of these data makes known, on the one hand, the total eft'ect H pro-

duced during the action of the discontinuous current, and, on the

other, the correction h due to the cooling action of the surrounding

bodies. Dividing H-J-7/ by the number n of the interruptions, we
have the effect of the disappearance of magnetism at each breakiog of

the voltaic circuit. This quantity senes as a relative measure for

the heait generated by the magnetism.
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served. I expect it will enable me to determine the matjnetic e^i^l-

valent of heat.—Comptcs Hindus de TAcad. d^s ^eie)%ees, March 23,

1874, vol. Ixxviii. pp. 845-847.

EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES LEADING TO A DETERMINATION OF
THE TEMPERATURE OF THE SUN. BY FATHER A. SECCHI.

Diu'ing the last summer I m;ide some experiments for the ]mr-

pose of determining the ratio between the solar radiation and that

of the electric light, in order to solve, if possible, the question of

the temperature of the sun. I chose this source of hght as that

which is the least remote in intensity from that of the sun, so as

to lessen the divergence of opinion to which we have been conducted

concerning the law of radiation, according as the theory of Xew-
ton or that of D along and Petit has been adopted.

To estimate the two radiations I have employed the same appa-

ratus, the thermoheliometer described in my vrork Le Soleil. This

iastrument, notwithstanding the objections which have been made
to it, appears to me especially suitable for determining, as in the

present case, simple differences. If Ig and Ic denote the absolute

intensities of the radiations of the sun and the carbon points, 9, and

dc the excesses of temperature of the black-bulb thermometer above

the temperature of the vicinity in the cases of the solar and the

electric radiation respectively, and a and I the apparent diameters

of the radiant surfaces viewed from the centre of the blackened

thermometer, we have

da _ I« tan- c

% ~ Ic tan' a

whence

In practice it is very difficult to determine the radiating surface

of the carbons ; they are in general very brilliant at the point ; but

thence their incandescence diminishes rapidly, and, besides, the arc

which separates them has a very different radiation, ^e have

sought to determine the surface of the radiating part of the carbons

by comparing their dimensions v.ith those of glass tubes placed very

near, and valuing the distance at which a fine platinum o"ire entered

fusion without touching them. AVe have thus obtained a surface

almost rectangular, equal to that of a circle of 1 centim. diameter.

The radiation from the parts outside this limit was intercepted by

diaphragms. The pile consisted of 50 Biuisen elements supplied

M-ith fresh acids (nitric acid of 40 degrees, sulphuric acid diluted

with nine times its weight of water) . The elements had a diameter

of 12 centims., and a depth of 20 centims. The conductors, of

copper, were short and very stout ; the intensity of the cui'rent was

such that the insulating disks of a Foucault apparatus were almost

instantly melted, and an iron wire 1 millim. in diameter and 2-5
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metres long coiilcl coustantlv be brought to a white heat. Doubtless

these are very vague iudicatious for estimating the temperature and
the intensity of the current ; but they suffice to giA^e an idea of the

conditions of the experiment.

The thermoheliometer being placed on a level with the carbons,

and the blaclvened thermometer at a distance of 395 milUms., there

was found, at the end of half an hour, a difference of 3°*63 between
the temperature of the other thermometers and that of the black-

bulb ; this diffei'ence remained constant for an hour, the fluctua-

tions being insignificant.

The temperature produced by solar radiation was determined
about noon on several days in July, and with the same instrument.

For the difference there was found 17°*16, a quantity which agrees

very well with that which was obtained several years since. To
this value, howe^"er, must be applied the correction due to the ab-

sorption produced by our atmosphere ; taking into account the

height of the sun at the time of the observation, we are led to the

value 17°-37.

Substituting these values in the preceding formula and calcula-

ting the diameters a and I from the dimensions and distances of the

radiant areas, we get

I,=IeX 36-468;

so that the solar radiation would be thirty- six and a half times that

of the carbons. Xevertheless this valuation is below the truth

;

for we know that the correction made for the absorption by the

atmosphere is too small. M. Soret found directly, on JMont Blanc,
21°"13

; probably the value at the upper limit of our atmosphere
would be about 27°. These two values would give respectively—

=

21°-13 I^=I,x-i4-36,

27" I,=I^X 56-66.

These ratios differ considerably from those which have been given
by other observers. In the fear that there might be some cause of
enormous error in my electric light, I compared it Avith the light

of a stearine taper ; I found that it was equal to 1450 tapers^ of

commerce ; it possessed therefore quite the intensity ordinarily

exhibited by a good pile. In another series of experiments, made
after the pile had been worked for some time, I found I^^Ic X 47-5,

a result not very far from that at which I arrived above with the
temperatui-e 21°-13 obtained directly by M. 8oret.

Adhering, then, to this temperature of 21°- 13, which is incon-
testable and certainly less than the reality, and supposing that the
temperature of the radiating surface of the carbons is 3000° (a

number which is not exaggerated, since the whole extent of the
platinum submitted to the expei-iment was fused), and supposing
the radiation proportional to the temperature, we obtain for the
potential temperature of the sun 133780°. This value may even
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be raised to 169980° by adopting the number of 27° as produced
by the solar radiation.

I have already remarked, in my work on the Sun (p. 27<J ), and
M. Him has lately repeated it, that the temperature of the radia-

tion may depend either solely on the superficial stratum of the sun,

or on a considerable thickness of its substance, according as this is

opaque or transparent. M. Hirn concludes that, if the transpa-

rence were nearly perfect, the temperature might well be oidy a

few thousand degrees ; but divers phenomena prove that, on the
contrary, the transparence is very imperfect. In one of my prece-

ding communications I reported the singular observation that the

currents of the penumbra? cross and pass one above another

;

in that case the upper currents completely conceal the lower ; so

that the mass of the photosphere has no sensible transparency.

This observation of the crossing of the currents has lately been con-

firmed by Mr. Langley*. The defect of transparency can also be
established by observation of the thick jets of the metallic protube-
rances, in which one brancli does not permit the other to be seen

through its tliickness. AVithout admittiug absolute opacity (for

the very stroug light of the photosphere may well prevent the lower
strata from being distinguished), it is certain, that the photosphere

is not completely transparent ; for otliei'wise the margin of the

sun's disk would not appear sharply defined, but diffuse.

The temperature above indicated is therefore not inadmissible.

It is doubtless very far from the number which woidd be given by
the direct application of Xewton's law ; but it is also very far from
that which would result from the law of Dulong and Petit. It

seems to me that these comparative experiments almost completely

eliminate the considerations drawn from the theoretic law, and
that they give a lower limit of the temperature of the sun.

Besides, if the solar temperature reached only a few thousand

degrees, its cooling would be seusible in a relatively brief interval

of time ; and this diminution of temperature would betray itself by

a notable acceleration of the rotation of the sun. Doubtless the

excess of velocity observed at the solar equator, which it has use-

lessly been attempted to account for by currents aualogous to our

trade-winds, is due to this cooling ; for, though very slight, it is by

no means nil. M, Faye's law, deduced from Carrington's, indeed

results from the simple comparison of the diminution which the

areas of the equatorial circles and the parallels must imdergo by
the cooling of the mass estimated in their respective planes of ro-

tation. This progressive action must maintain constantly this

difference of velocity ; so that there is no need to have recourse,

with M. Eoche, to a remote crisis ; for in that case the mass would
soon have arrived at uniformity in consequence of friction.

The activity of the sun not being constant, it follows that neither

are so its losses by radiation, and consequently that the apparent

American Journal of Science, 3rd Series, vol. vii., Februaiy 187-1.
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rotation of the suu, or rather of its photosphere, is variable—which

accords with the results obtained by Spiirer.— C'ow^:)f?s Bcndus cle

TAcademie des Sciences, March 16, 1874.

ON HYDROGEXIZED PALLADIUM.
BY MM. L. TROOST AND P. HAUTEFEUILLE.

The remarkable property possessed by palladium, of absorbing as

much as 982 times its volume of hydrogen gas, discovered by Gra-

ham, was at first presented by liiin as a phenomenoii comparable

to solution or condensation ; and for it he invented the term oc-

clusion.

Graham subsequently thought that palladium forms \\-ith hy-

drogen an alloy with •' equal equivalents." This opiuion is stated

in the memoir in which he proves that the density of palladium

charged with from 800 to 900 volumes of hydrogen is sensil)ly in-

ferior to that of the pure metal, that the tenacity and electric con-

ductivity are duninished as in the case of alloys in general, and the

magnetism augmented as when palladium is combined ^ith a very

magnetic metal.

His conclusions have been generally accepted, although (as the

author himself remarks) the maximum of 982 volumes of hydi'Ogen

fixed corresponds to only 0-772 of an equivalent of hydrogen for 1

equivalent of palladium (H=l ; Pa =106-5).
In a recent work M. Fa^Te, like Gi'aham, thinks that '• the hy-

drogen fixes itself on its equivalent of palladium," on the ground
that, within the limits of his experiments*, the metal disengages

sensibly equal quantities of heat in absorbing equal weights of hy-
drogen.

AV'e shall prove that the phenomenon is more complex than has

hitherto been supposed.

We will examine successively the two following points :—(1) Does
the hydrogen form a true combination with the palladium, or is it

mereh' dissolved in that metal ? (2) If there is a combination,
what is the formula of the compound produced ?

The study of the tensions taken by the hydrogen disengaged at

various temperatures by hydrogeuized palladium will furnish us
vAih. the elements necessary to solve both these questions apart
from any hypothesis. We know, in fact, that compounds formed
directly, by the combination of a solid with a gaseous body, are
partially decomposed by heat, the decomposition being measured by
a tension invariable for each temperature and independent of the
quantity of undecomposed product ; it is the tension of dissocia-

tion of the chemical combination. On the contrarv, substances

* M. Favre has not indicated the volumes of gas corresponding to his

different determinations.
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which ha^e dissolved gases (such as water charged with carbonic

acid), and those which have condensed it (such as platinum-black
charged with hydrogen), emit gases which, for one and the same
temperature, have tensions variable -oith the state of saturation of

the material. It is bj the study of the tensions that we have arrived

at the recognition of the simultaneous production of a definite

compound and of a solution of hydrogen gas.

The palladium, saturated ^ith hydrogen at the negative pole of

a voltameter, was introduced iuto a glass tube communicating at

one extremity \^-ith a manometer, and at the other with a Sprengel
pump, which permitted a vacuum to be produced at the commence-
ment, and afterwards, in the course of the experiment, determined
volumes of gas to be expelled*.

If the operation take place at about 100°, successively increasing

quantities of gas being taken away, we obtain, with either cast or
spongy palladium, the results inscribed in the follo\Wng Table, which
contains the observed pressures for diffei*ent degrees of saturation.

Temperatures.
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staut (\\hich is the charaeler of a combinatiou) as soon as there are

uot more than GOO volumes of tJie gas—a quautity which cori'e-

sponcls to ^ equivalent of h_ydrogen for 1 equivalent of palladium.

From this moment the hydrogenized palladium behaves as a definite

combination, susceptible of dissociation, and of v^hich the tension

does not depend on the temperatui*e—after the manner of carbonate

of lime, studied by M. Debray.

In order to exhibit more distinctly this invariability of pressure

\^hich is characteristic of combinatiou, we will cite the results of an
experiment made at the temperatures in the vicinit}^ of 1G0°.
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L. On the new Contact Theory of the Galvanic Cell.

By J. A. Fleming, B.Sc, F.C.S.*

THE contest that has for so long been waged between the sup-

porters of the two theories of the galvanic cell, the contact

and the chemical, can hardly be said to have been brought even

now to a decisive issue. For although the contact theory, as

originally proposed by Volta, received a fatal blow when the law

of conservation of energy became clearly understood, yet in its

place a new contact theory has arisen, supported by novel and
important experimental evidence, which has again been placed

by recent writers on electrical science in formidable opposition

to its old rival.

The old contact theory of Volta had its origin in an entire

ignorance of the science of energy. It simply referred the cur-

rent produced through the circuit of a pile to the effect of the

metallic contacts, and it ignored the thermal and chemical

changes which are also necessarily present; but it had to be

finally abandoned when once it became clearly understood that

the appearance of a current involved the disappearance of some
other energy, actual or potential, as an invariable accompani-

ment. The new contact theory may be said to have had its

source in the discovery of Sir W. Thomson, that there is un-

doubtedly a difference of potential produced when dissimilar

metals are placed in contact—a fact not only abundantly proved

by Thomson by direct experimental evidence, but, as he has

* Read before the Physical Society, March 21, 1874. Communicated
by the Society.

Phil. May. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 314. June 1874. 2 D
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pointed out, confirmed in a remarkable way by the phenomena
of the Peltier effect, which, when interpreted by the dynamical

theory of heat, furnish the most reliable measure of its amount.

These facts, together with others presently to be referred to,

have been made to furnish the key to a fresh explanation of the

dynamics of the galvanic cell, which I have ventured to call

the new contact theory, as opposed to the old or voltaic one.

It is not possible, however, to define in a few words the pre-

cise details of the new theory ; they can only be arrived at by

collecting together the statements as we find them laid down by
their authors. The object of the present paper is to draw the

attention of those interested in this question to the objections

that may be raised against this new contact theory— objections

based on facts, some old and some which perhaps may prove new,

but all of which ahke seem to throw fresh difficulties in the way
of this theory, although capable of simple explanation by the old

chemical hypothesis. It will be necessary then to review briefiy

the precise statements of this new contact theory, in order to

show exactly what are the points against which objection may
be taken. This will be best accomplished by collecting the

statements of its principal supporters and arranging together

their explanations of the phenomena which arise

(1) when dissimilar metals at the same temperature are placed

in contact,

(2) w bsu one insulated metal is placed in a liquid capable of

acting chemically upon it,

(3) ^'Vi'^n two different metals are placed insulated and uncon-

nected in one such liquid,

(4) when the two metals are joined across by a metallic arc or

when two or more cells are joined up in series.

1. That the contact of metals is always attended with the

production of a difference of potential between them was for a

long time denied by ardent supporters of the chemical theory.

De la Rive endeavoured to show that the effects observed might be

attributed to oxidation ; but his experiments are not conclusive

;

and to SirTN'. Thomson belongs the credit of having established

the fact by experiment, irrespective of his theoretical deductions

from the facts of thermoelectricity. He thus describes his de-

cisive experiment :

—

" A metal bar insulated so as to be movable about an axis

perpendicular to the plane of a metal ring, made up half of cop-

per and half of zinc, the two halves being soldered together,

turns from the zinc touards the copper when positively elec-

trified, and from the copper towards the zinc v. hen negatively

electrified""^. The difference of potential he finds to be about -6

* Reprint of papers on Electrostatics and Magnetism, p. 316, § 400.
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or '7 of that of a DanielPs cell when the metals are perfectly

clean ; but by oxidation of the copper it may be made equal to

or even greater than that of a Daniell's cell. He has also shown
that if zinc and copper cylinders be connected by a wire, the

electrometer detects a difference between the potentials of the

air in the interior, and, lastly, that if copper filings be allowed

to fall from a copper funnel in contact with a vertical zinc cy-

linder, they convey a negative charge to a receiver placed below.

Sir W. Thomson concludes that there is sufficient evidence to

show that zinc and copper attract one another cheri)ically at any

distance if connected by a fine wire, and that, as Professor Tait

remarks, " when any two bodies of different kinds are brought

into contact, there is a certain amount of exhaustion of the po-

tential energy of chemical affinity between them, and that the

equivalent of this is, partly at least, developed in the new poten-

tial form of a separation of the so-called electric fluids, one of

the bodies receiving a positive, the other a negative change,

the quantity depending on the nature and form of the bodies^'*.

This is equivalent to saying that at the surface of contact

there is perpetually a force tending to separate the two electri-

cities in a du-ection perpendicular to that surface, while at all

points ever so little within it there is no such force.

Professor Maxwell reiterates essentially the same facts. He
gives Thomson's proof that the electromotive contact-force at a

junction of two metals is represented by PJ, where P= the co-

efficient of the Peltier effect, or the heat absorbed at the junction

due to the passage of a unit of current for a unit of time ; and J

is Joule's equivalent. He remarks that the electromotive force, as

determined by this method experimentally, does not account for

the whole electromotive force of a simple couple. This latter is

in general far greater than that given by the Peltier effect for

the same pair of metals. " Hence the gi'eater part of Volta's

force must be sought for, not at the junctions of the two metals,

but at one or both of the surfaces which separate the metals

from the air or other medium which forms the third element of

the circuit"t-

Professor Jenkin, referring to these experiments of Thomson,
adds that " In cases where no known chemical action occurs, as

where zinc and copper touch each other, and yet difference of

' potential is produced, since this involves a redistribution of elec-

tricity, a small but definite consumption of energy must then

occur ; the source of this power cannot yet be said to be known" J.

2. It seems to be universally admitted that when an insu-

* Tliermodynamics, p. 62, § 107.

t Treatise ou Electricity and Magnetism, vol. i. p. 302,

:J;
Electricity and Magnetism, p. 55.

2D 2
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lated metal is placed in a liquid capable of acting cbemicully

upon it, a difference of potential is produced between tbe metal

and the liquid, a sudden rise in potential taking place in pass-

ing from the metal-surface to the liquid in contact with it, or

that the metal becomes negatively and the liquid positively elec-

trified, metals differing in the degree of electrification they can

produce with any one electrolyte.

3. But if we ask what are the conditions when two different

metals are so immersed, we tind the most contradictory state-

ments given. Sir W. Thomson expresses his opinion thus in

1862 :
—" For nearly two years I have felt quite sure that the

proper explanation of voltaic action in the common voltaic

arrangement is very near Volta^s. I now think it quite certain

that two metals dipped in one electrolytic liquid will (when po-

larization is done away with) reduce ti^'o dry pieces of the same
metals when connected each to each by metallic arcs to the same
potential"*, which seems equivalent to saying that there is no
difference of potential produced other than that due to dissimilar

contact. Thus also Professor Tait :
—" By interposing between

two metals which have been electrified by contact a compound
liquid or electrolyte, these metals are at once reduced to the

same potential—a result which could not have been obtained by
connecting them by any metallic conductor. By the passage of

the electricity a portion of the electrolyte is decomposed, and
the potential energy thus developed is equal to that possessed

by the electricity while separated in the metals^f-

Professor Jenkin advocates essentially the same views :

—

'^When two dissimilar metals are plunged side by side into a

liquid such as water or dilute suljihuric acid, they do not exhibit

€ny sign of electrification; the three materials remain at one
potential, or nearly so. If while the two dissimilar metals are in

the liquid they are joined by metallic contact to terminal pieces

of one and the same metal, these terminal pieces will be brought

to the same difference of potentials as that which would be pro-

duced by direct contact between the dissimilar metals" J. This

amounts simply to saying that, as long as no wires are attached

to the plates of a single cell, there is no difference of potential

;

but that when wires are joined on, the observed difference of

potential is due to the contact of the wh-e with that metal plate

to which it is dissimilar.

Again :

—" When a single metal is placed in contact with an
electrolyte, a definite difference of potentials is produced between

them ; zinc in water becomes negative, copper in water becomes

* Electrostatics, p. 317, § 400.

t Thermodynamics, p. 66, § 116.

X Electricity and Magnetism, p. 22.
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negative, but less so than zinc. If, however, the two metals are

plunged together into water, the copper, zinc, and water foiining

a galvanic cell, all remain at one potential, and no charge of

electricity is observed on any part of the system." '' If a piece

of copper be now joined to the zinc, it (the copper) will become
negative, and the other copper plate positive, the difference of

potentials being that due to the direct contact between the zinc

and piece of copper only, the water having the effect of simply

conducting the charge from the zinc to the copper plate and
maintaining them at one potential"*.

The foundation for these statements is found apparently in an

experiment due to Sir W. Thomson. He tinds that if half-disks

of zinc and copper be arranged under a movable metallic needle

maintained at a high positive potential, if they are connected by

a wire or by contact, the needle moves in such a way as to show
that the copper is negative and the zinc positive ; while if they

are separated by a slight interval and connected by a drop of

water, no difference of potential is observed. Professor Jenkin

also lays great stress on the fact that, whereas copper in contact

with zinc becomes negative, in a single cell with wires attached

it is the wire attached to the zinc that shows a negative poten-

tial. This he holds to be conclusive that the junction of the

wire with the zinc plate is the real seat of the electrical separa-

tion ; although he admits that there may be a slight difference

due to the liquid, and that different liquids may augment or de-

crease this difference.

In another place he says :
—" If the voltaic theory of the

cell were absolutely correct, the electromotive force of the cell

would depend wholly on the plates in the electrolyte, and not at

all on the solution employed to connect them^t- i^iit it has been

found that the potential series of the metals is slightly changed

by the solution employed to join the plates : in order to account

for this fact it is necessary to treat the voltaic theory as incom-

plete. He adds, however, that the potential series of the metals

for water, dilute acids, and amnionic chloride do not differ so

much as to invalidate the theory, although the series for alkaline

sulphides is quite different and anomalous J.

* Electricit}' and Magnetism, p. 44. f Ibid. p. 215.

X It may be remarked in passing, that this identity of the potential

series for different acids may perhaps arise from a different cause, and not

be altogether such a proof of the contact theory as Professor Jenkin con-

cludes it is. Anthews has shown that, when one metal combines chemically

with different acids, the amount of heat liberated is the same, or nearly so.

Hence, if the metals be arranged in the order of their heat-producing power
when combined with the same acid, that order will remain the same for

most other acids. But the order is quite different when the metals are

combined with sulphur or oxygen. It is true that this order is not the
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4. A\ hen the two plates in one electrolyte are joined by a

wire, or when simple cells are joineklup in series and the circuit

closed by a wire, we find it stated that there is a constant sepa-

ration of the electricities at the point of contact of diflferent

metals and a constant recombination, attended with decomposi-
tion, through the electrolyte. '*' Perhaps it is strictly accurate

to say that the difference of potential is produced by the contact,

ana that the current which is maintained by it is produced by
chemical action^^'^. And, lastly, that in a series of cells the

electromotive force is due to the sum of the differences of poten-

tial produced by all the contacts.

The above quotations may be taken as affording the plainest

notion of the new contact theory ; and it will be seen that its fun-

damental propositions are briefly these:

—

I. That two plates of different metals in one liquid are at the

same potential when insulated and separated; i. e. there is no

difference of potential due to chemical aJtfiuity.

II. In a cell series the gradual rise in potential, or the electro-

motive force, is due only to the dissimilar metallic contacts.

III. The chemical action in the battery is the result rather

than the cause of the difference of potential, and is looked upon
as an accompanying action rather than as the actual creator of

the current, it having little or no share in the production of the

difference of potential between the terminals.

These are, I venture to think, points not to be admitted as

proved without further inquiry, and against which, as I shall

hope to show, some grave if not insuperable objections may be

urged, founded on other experimental evidence.

The first question to be settled is, then, whether in a series

of cells the whole of the difference of potential between the ter-

minals is due to the contacts, as above stated, or whether any

portion is due to the tendency towards chemical combination

existing between the metals and the electrolytes ; and, as a con-

sequence, whether in a single cell the plates are at the same
potential or at different potentials, owing to the difference of

chemical action upon them. Now I think this point will be

sufficiently proved if we can establish by experiment, (i) that a

battery of cells can be constructed wiiLout any dissimilar me-
tallic contacts and with terminal plates of the same metal, and

electrocliemical one ; but various causes may interfere to disturb it. At
anv rate it is sufficient to show that this fact of the partial identity of the

potential series for ditfereut acids cannot by any means be claimed as con-

clusive of the contact theory. Moreover, although the order, may be the

same for the ditfereut liquids, we do not know that the coefficients are the

same for each metal in every dilute acid.

• Electricity and Magnetism, pp. 53-55.
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which shall yet exhibit difference of potential and continuous

current; for if this is possible, it must follow that chemical

affinity alone is capable of creatimj electromotive force as well as

of maintaining a current, and that, in an ordinary cell-series,

some part at least of the electromotive force is due to this cause,

whilst the remainder is the result of the metallic contacts that

may exist. Or (ii) if we can establish directly that the two

plates in one cell are not at the same potential, as stated by

more than one authority.

With regard to the first point, it will be remembered that au

old experiment of Faraday's proved that a current can be main-

tained and decomposition effected by a single cell where there is

no dissimilar contact. It is not easy to see how this experiment

can be explained by any form of contact theory ; indeed it ap-

pears unanswerable. But in order to leave no point unsettled

by experiment, it seemed desirable to try and arrange a series of

cells in which all dissimilar contact was absent, so that the dif-

ference of potential due to chemical action might be separated

from that due to the contacts and rendered visible by the elec-

troscope.

It is obvious that we can make no attempt to do this unless

we can in some way or other obtain a battery with terminals of

the same metals ; for otherwise the very junctions with the electro-

scope introduce what we want to eliminate, viz. dissimilar metallic

contact. But the following is a method by which this can be

accomplished. If plates of lead and copper be placed in nitric

acid the lead is positive to the copper, since it is most acted

upon ; but if lead and copper be placed in solutions of alkaline

persulphides, then the copper is most readily acted upon and is

positive to the lead ; that is, the positions are reversed.

Now, if we place in a ceil A dilute nitric acid and a copper

Fig. 1.

L Cu Yh

NOjH

~
1

S;Na.

and B, lead plate, we cannot join up another cell of the same sort
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^n series without introducing contact. But if, instead of using
^ cell containing acid, we place next A a cell, B, containing sodic

Pentasulphide, and bend over the lead plate of A to dip into the

liquid in B, and place in B also a copper plate, we shall then
have two cells joined up in series without dissimilar contact and
with similar metals for terminals ; and yet the action of the

liquids on the metals is such that in A the lead is positive to the

copper Cu, and in B the copper Cu' is positive to the lead.

Hence there is a regular rise in potential in passing through
the two cells ; and on joining Cu Cu' by a copper wire a current

flows through both cells in the same direction, and the general

effect is to urge round a current in the direction shown by
the arrows. It is obvious that we need not limit ourselves to

two cells. By forming a pile of alternate cells filled with acid

and alkaline persulphide, connected by bent copper and lead

plates alternately (fig. 2), we shall be able to accumulate differ-

Fis. 2.

^ Pb
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circuit for 2^ hoars its electromotive force had fallen oif 50 per

cent. ; it then required about 8 cells to bring the needle to zero.

This gives for the electromotive force of two cells at first about

'5 of a volt; or the whole sixty cells are equal nearly to 15 Da-
niell's cells. It readily effects the decomposition of many elec-

trolytes, and exhibits therefore every property of an ordinary cell-

series. Above ail, it will be noticed that since there is a regular

rise in potential in passing from cell to cell, and as all parts of

each plate must be at the same potential, that rise can only take

place at the surfaces where the active metals are in contact with

the electrolyte (that is, at the seat of the chemical action), and that

therefore two metals in one electrolyte cannot be at exactly the

same potential. But I find that more direct evidence still of this

fact is to be found in an experiment of Faraday's, which seems

to have escaped the notice of the contact theorists.

In his 'Experimental Researches' he gives the following fact.

"I took a voltaic apparatus, consisting of a single pair of large

plates, namely a cylinder of amalgamated zinc and a double cy-

linder of copper. These were put into a jar containing dilute

sulphuric acid, and could at pleasure be placed in metallic com-
munication by a copper wire connecting the two plates. Eeing
thus arranged, there was no chemical action whilst the plates

were not connected ; on making the contact a spark was ob-

tained. In this case it is evident that the first spark must have

occurred before metallic contact was made, for it passed through

an interval of air ; and also that it must have tended to pass

before the electrolytic action began, for the latter could not take

place until the current passed, and the current could not pass

before the spark appeared." " Hence," he says, "I think there

is sufficient proof that the zinc and water were in a state of

powerful tension previous to the actual contact"*. It is difficult

to reconcile this with the experiment of the half disks and drop

of water made by Sir W. Thomson. But, at any rate, a consi-

deration of the whole of the facts would seem to point out that

the only safe conclusion is, that in any series of cells of any sort

the electromotive force is a complex effect, being due to the alge-

braical sum of all the differences of potential due to dissimilar

contacts plus the algebraical sum of the differences of potential

due to the chemical affinities of the metals and electrolytes minus
any opposing force due to polarization &c. ; and that so far

from being the exclusive cause, the contacts can only be said

strictly to have a share in producing the difference of potentials

between the extremities of a battery f- And, lastly, we may with

* Experimental Researches in Electricity, Series viii. 51 9^6.

t Amounting in a Danieli's cell perhaps to 60 or 7^ per cent, of the
whole electromotive force.
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advantage compare the statements of the contact theory with
certain other well-ascertained facts. Such statements, for in-

stance, as these:—-"If we close the circuit by connecting the

metals by a wire, we then have constant separation of electricities

at the point of contact of different metals, and constant recom-
bination attended with decomposition through the electrolyte"*.

"The electricities separated at the metallic junctions recoaibine

through the water," "whilst the current Hows the water is de-

composed^t^—which seem based on the assumption that the

principal seat of the electrical actions is not to be looked for at

the seat of the chemical actions. But, now, how does this fit in

with those cases of electrochemical inversions noticed by De la

Rive, where the direction of the current in a cell is reversed by
simply diluting the electrolyte. Thus zinc is negative to tin in

strong nitric acid, and mercury negative to lead ; but in weak
nitric acid the positions are reversed. Hence, if couples be formed
of these metals in strong nitric acid, and the acid be gradually

diluted, the current first ceases and then is reversed in direction.

Here, without altering the metallic junctions, we can at plea-

sure alter the direction of the current, and therefore also the

direction of the fall in potential, since the current must flow

from high to low potential. This seems conclusive that the

chemical electromotive force must be even greater than the con-

tact electromotive force. This reversal of the current, by chan-

ging the seat of the chemical activity, may be shown in another

way, depending on the application of a very old principle. If

plates of copper and clean u'on be connected by copper wires with

a galvanometer, and the iron rendered passive by immersion for

a moment in strong nitric acid, then if these plates are plunged

into dilute nitric acid the galvanometer indicates a strong current

going through the cell from the copper to the iron. If they

be removed for an instant and the iron plate touched, on again

immersing the current is found to be reversed. Or we may
again change the conditions, and notice that it is not sufficient

to have merely two different metals and an electrolyte to form a

cell. If plates of pure gold and platinum be placed in nitric

acid, the most delicate galvanometer detects no current, and the

same for many other pairs of metals and electrolytes.

Here we have contact of different metals producing its differ-

ence of potential
;
yet no current flows round " decomposing the

electrolyte," as, according to the contact theory, it should do;

but the instant we give play to chemical conibination the ordi-

nary results ensue. If the extremities of the copper wires from

a galvanometer be attached to iron plates, and these plunged

* Tait, 'Thermodynamics,' § 116.

t Jeukin, ' Electricity and Magnetism,' p. 54.
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into separate cups of dilute nitric acid, oa making connexion

between the two cups by a bent iron plate dipping into each no

current is detected. On making one limb of the connecting

plate passive and re-immersing, a strong current is visible ; and

we find that we have the direction of the current completely

under command by making any of the four plates more or less

acted on than the other three.

If these experiments are to have any importance attached to

them, it can scarcely be doubted that they land us in conclusions

similar to the others, namely:—that we must look for the principal

source of the electrical disturbance at that place where the

greatest chemical activity is being brought into play ; and that

whereas contact of metals is in itself productive of definite elec-

trical separation, there is in the battery another cause assisting

in the production of difference of electrical potential between the

terminals, viz. the potential chemical combination between the

metals and electrolytes existing when the circuit is open—the

energy of the current produced when the circuit is closed being,

of course, the equivalent of this potential energy which dis-

appears.

LI. The Boundary-Conditions of Reflection and Refraction for
the Principal Section of Media in motion. By Professor Ket-
TELER, of Bomt^.

"TT7H1LE investigating the intensity of reflected and refracted

VV light, I have arrived at equations which, as the most

general, I believe include every possible special case, and there-

fore seem to deserve a peculiar interest.

Imagine two isotropic media (or even two anisotropic, under

the limitation that the planes of symmetry of both coincide with

the plane of incidence) divided by a partition, and both moviug

in space, i. e. in the still sether, with any velocity of translation,

provided only it be small iu comparison with the velocity of

light.

I assume that the light incident on the dividing surface is

linearly polarized; and accordingly I distinguish two cases

—

that its vibrations (1) are perpendicular to the incidence-plane,

or (2) coincide with it.

For the first case two pure continuity-conditions are sufficient,

namely the equations

PE + f^K=pnl ^0^
Ce+Cr=CdJ

* Translated from a separate impression, communicated by the Author,

from the Monatsbericht of the Berlin Academy of Sciences, Jan. 8, 1874.
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in which p denotes the vibration-excursions, c the velocities of

vibration, and the suffixes specify whether they refer to the inci-

dent, retiected, or transmitted undulation. Both equations hold

for the particles of the boundary-surface, consequently for a7= 0,

when, namely, through it is placed a system of coordinates,

moving with it, such that the .r-axis coincides with the perpen-

dicular, and, perhaps, the r-axis is perpendicular to the plaue of

incidence.

The first is identical with Cauchy's well-known equation of

continuity ; the second is a generalization of Fresnei and Neu-

mann^s, containing instead of the maximum velocities of oscU-

lation their variable values.

If we write them thus,

Pe+ Pr = Pd n

dt dt dt
J

and substitute in them the known cosine-form, A denoting the

amplitude, T the time of an oscillation, taking into account the

translation of the coordinate-system by which Tr and Tp are

determined (in correspondence with Doppler^s principle), they

reduce to

Ae + Ar = Aj),

K. Ar^Ad
Te

"^
Tr Td'

Ae+Ar=Ad,^

when the amplitudes A accompany the maximal velocities C
of oscillation. The two equations are sufficient by themselves

for the deduction of the inteusity-formulse, which, for isotropic

media in a state of rest, accord with those in Appendix H of my
Astronomical Theory of Undulation*. Certainly, applied imme-

diately to the same, the two would become identical.

For the second case we have the combination of the principle

of the conservation of vis viva with the principle of the equiva-

lence of the quantities of motion in the dn-ection perpendicular

to the effective dividing surface ; for if by yu-E, /xr, jjld be under-

stood the reduced masses of the aether, and by d^., CIr, Od the

anMes of incidence, reflection, and refraction reckoned from the

* Astronomische Undulationstheorie, oder die Lehre von der Aberration

des Lichtes. Bonn, 1873.

or, abbreviated.
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normal of the effective surface, we cau write :

—

CEsinaE/iE + CRsin aR;^H= Cxj sin ao/*„J- •
<"

Therefore not merely will the vis viva of the reflected and the

refracted wave result from that of the incident, but the algebraic

sum of the just-noted components of the quantities of the motion
in the incident and the reflected wave wdl also be equal to the

corresponding components in the refracted wave.

I have here to elucidate the two new notions of the effective

dividing plane and the reduced aether-masses.

In regard to the former, the particles of the incident wave do
not all reach the moving partition in one and the same position.

The effect of this is as if the partition were turned through a

certain angle

8=— sin acos-\|r,

whei'e i/r denotes the angle between the perpendicular and the

direction of the motion, and — the ratio of the velocities of trans-
0)

lation and light. The actual partition is thus, so to say, indif-

ferent toward the incident wave ; and the Active rotating plane

is at the same time also the effective one.

If, further, both media consisted of homogeneous aether of

different densities, then the reduced masses would be equal to

the actual ones. But now a ponderable transparent medmm is

an aggregate of particles of aether and particles of ponderable

matter. Nearly the same constitution may be attributed to the

aether in the interior of the medium as to the aether in cosmical

space; and the material particles oscillating with it, which are

certainly not hurried along entirely without resistance, but per-

form oscillations according to laws of their own (in the state of

rest iscchronously, and in general in smaller amplitudes than

the aether particles), will act almost entirely as ballast, and

usually contribute little to the development of force. Hence, if

by m be understood the mass of aether, and by m! that of the

body of the same volume, and if C, C be the mean velocities of

vibration corresponding to any wave of the individual aether- and

body-particles, the velocity of propagation of this wave is given

* I prefer this form, first advanced by Cornu [Ann. de Chim. et de Phys.

vol. xi. p. 283) for media at rest, to Fresncl and Neumann's coutiuuiiy-

equation, iuasranch as it brings out the distinction- between velocity of

oscillation and amplitude, and is applicable to crystals without bringing in

other principlts.
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by the expression [Astr. Vnd. p. 195) :

—

in which, evidentlj', instead of the oscillation-velocities C, C,

may be inserted the components taken along any direction, e. g.

C sin Adj C sin di,. The compound medium in question there-

fore behaves for every direction as a homogeneous aether would

whose reduced mass was

C A'

T

n' being the absolute index of refraction. If we write p- =t~ ?Fri

A'
the ratio of amplitudes -- appears as a constant characterizing

the medium and remaining unaltered during the motion.

The further investigation is attended by a certain difficulty in

ascertaining the three masses or volumes mg, ???R,mD set in motion
under the influence of the translation. The solution of this

problem, however, is facilitated by the fact that, referred to the

moving isotropic medium, the continuity-conditions of Case I.

permit the form of the equation of the vires vivcE belonging to

them to be deduced ; and this gives a hint for the behaviour of

anisotropic media generally.

Lastly, with respect to the intensity-formulae themselves

which are thus to be obtained, we get, e. g. for the external re-

flection from moving isotropic media (n'^ssl, (UE = &)R= r) and
for the first principal case,

p _ sin(a— Od) ^,

and for the second,

tan (a— rto)

tan (a + ao)

A moving mirror consisting of any isotropic medium behaves,

therefore, as one of the same substance at rest, to which instead

of the previous face a new one, turned the angle ^, is given, and

for which the former ratio of refraction n is in any way reduced

to

sin a V

P _ tail la— Up; „

.I—
iinaD (o + r/KCOsiaj)— -^!/)

in which yfr is referred to the component in the plane of inci-

dence of the motion of translation, and k signifies Fi-esnel's co-
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5

n^—

1

efficient —^. This transformatiou of the refraction-quotient

is most simply effected by immersing the plate, without altera-
tion otits internal constitution, in tether of the velocity of light—

gK
1 +77 cos (Ad -./r)

(O

And since also for the medium in motion the angles of incidence
and reflection, reckoned from the new entrance-surface, are equal
the two systems would differ neither in intensity of reflection
and retraction nor in any catoptric relation.

In the Astronomical' Theory of Undulation (p. 180) it is
turther shown that in anisotropic as in isotropic media an equal
motion always effects the same rotation of the wave-normal
equal to the angle

0) n

and p. 171) It IS made clear that any combination of prisms of
doub y refracting substances behaves in relation to the motion
exactly like singly refracting ones. From this it is inferred that
tor anisotropic media also Fresnel's expression

J—
(o + f/K cos {ao-^lr)'

in which then

fc— K^sin'^'^+ K^cos^'^^

continues valid, provided only that co denote the wave-velocitv
of the state of rest in the direction of the normal before, and not
after its rotation. Hence even a crystal plate in motion will, in
relation to the external reflection, be equivalent to one of the
same substance at rest, if to the latter be given an entrance-
surface ro ated ^ from its initial position and it be immersed in
aether of the before-mentioned velocity of light. The intensity
of the lig-ht reflected in Case IJ. is obtained by means of Neu-mann and Seebeck's expression

Cr= - sjHAg^- sin gp (cos gp- sin an tan 8)
sin g cos g+ sin g^^ (cos g^, - sin g^ lan 8)

^ '

and therein 8 signifies the angle between the ray and the wave-
normal as a known function of the angle of orientation y of the
latter to the so-called axis of elasticity. To compare the action
of the moving plate with that of a similar one at rest, on which
in ordmary aether the light was incident at the same apparent
angle e, it would be necessary, besides the reductions carried out
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in the Astr. Und. (p. 223 et seq.) for isotropic media, to reduce

S to Sq, which value corresponds to the angle X~^X' ^^^ ^^^'

culation relative to this, however (which, on account of the dis-

symmetry of the expressions that would have to be considered,

would become tedious and complicated), we may the rather de-

cline to carry out, as the result is absolutely void of practical

consequence.

Not only, therefore, is there nothing to hinder the application

of the boundary-equations (II.) even to the perfectly unsymme*
trical occurrences at the hinder surface of a plate of glass or

crystal in motion (conf. op. cit. pp. 230, 239), but the problem

we have treated can itself be so far generalized that the hitherto

presupposed coincidence of the plane of incidence with the plane

of symmetry can be dispensed with.

LIT. On Warren^s Method offinding Faults in Insulated Wires.

By Thomas T. P. Bruce Warken, Electrician to Hooper's

Telegraph Works, Limited*.

THE following directions for performing this test are given

by Mr. Latimer Clark (Clark and Sabine's Electrical

Tables and Formulffi). The object of the present paper is to

give the more recent methods of employing this test.

" The coil of wire is wound on two separate drums, both insu-

lated, and an electrometer connected to each. A powerful bat-

tery is connected to one end of the conductor, the induction and

leakage through the dielectric causing each of the electrometers

to become deflected. Both drums are now discharged by touch-

ing them with the hand, and the electrometers fall to zero. The
drum which has a defect on it, however, soon acquires its

tension again, and its electrometer is deflected, the other remain-

ing unaflVcted. More wire is then unwound till the fault ap-

pears on the other drum. The outside of the wire between the

drums must be wiped very dry ; the other parts should be moist."

This method of performing the test was soon abandoned from

its being cumbersome and badly adapted for locating very mi-

nute faults, as by the use of two electrometers with diflerent

degrees of sensitiveness it was impossible, unless by carefully

comparing them, to say on which drum the fault was. Although

a galvanometer can be used for the test, an electrometer was

preferred, from the fact that the deflected position of the needle

or indicator is independent of the length under test, which, by

the implied condition of the test, is variable. Obviously with

a gah aucmeter the deflections alone could be but little depended

upon.
* Communicated bv the Author.
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The electrometers first used were a modified form of Coulomb's
torsion instrument by Mr. Latimer Clark, whicb was replaced

by a more sensitive arrangement of Peltier^s electrometer which
I had constructed. This in turn gave way to Sir William Thom-
son's quadrant electrometer^ which under skilful manipulation

is the most certain and convenient instrument, especially for

demonstration, as a few yards of core will suffice for the expe-

riment.

In practice an ordinary reflecting astatic galvanometer is ge-

nerally used, in which case, instead of being guided by the

deflections, we note the rush of current into the core when each

drum alternately is connected to earth after a few moments'
previous insulation.

I will first describe the method employed when an electro-

meter is used.

The length of wire to be operated on is immaterial, provided

that the whole or a portion of it can be coiled on an insulated

drum, and that between the parts coiled the surface of the core

for a length of 6 or 8 inches can be cleaned and dried so as to

prevent conduction.

In the first case (when the whole can be coiled on a drum),
one half is coiled ofl" on a second drum, and the two drums A
and B afterwards carefully insulated. The surface of the core

C D between the drums is well cleaned and dried. The con-

ductor is attached to an electrometer, and the two drums are

connected to earth by an attendant at each drum, when by con-

necting the battery to the electrometer and core the whole will

become charged ; the battery is then disconnected from the elec-

trometer, and the earth-wires simultaneously taken ofi'the drums.
It is best to leave the battery on until the earth-wires are re-

moved from the drums.

The insulation of the drums A and B and the electrometer E
should be such that no loss can be perceived after a few minutes,
when, if the earth-wire be applied first to one drum and then to

the other, the fault will be found on that drum which causes the

greatest fall in the electrometer. The wire is coiled from the

faulty side to the other, and the test repeated as often as is

required. A mile of core with a small fault in it can by a little

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 314. June 1874. 2 E
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practice be put right in an hour or two^ involving no more waste
than the insulator, which can be held between the fingers, and
without even cutting the conductor. The position of the fault

can be reduced into a length represented by C D by cleaning
and drying the surfaces on each side of it.

It is obvious if C D represent a joint, it may be tested by this

method with great ease. In fact so delicate is this test when
used for joints in this way, that if A and B each be 2 or 3
miles in length, and C D, a length of 10 inches, be slightly heated
above the portions on A and B, the difference in insulation will

be readily perceptible on the electrometer when this portion is

connected to earth. The limits to the delicacy of the test are

only reached when A and B are absolutely insulated.

A very interesting lecture-experiment may be formed from
these circumstances.

Let A F represent a length of insulated wire (a series of insu-

lated Leyden jars would answer as well). Clean the outer surface

at B, C,D, and E ; charge the core on an electrometer, connecting
the portions A B, B C, C D, D E, and E F to earth. Remove

A
' '

j j
I i

F
B C D E

the earth-wires and finally the battery wire. We can if we wish

remove the whole of the charge from any of these sections with-

out affecting the charge in any of the other sections.

Suppose we wish to remove the charge from the section D E

;

we first connect the earth-wire to the surface between D and E,

and touch A or the electrometer if still left on, when the needle

will instantly fall to zero ; we remove the earth-wire and after-

wards test the other sections, when we shall find that their

charges have been unaltered ; and if the spaces have been well

cleaned and dried, we shall find that, although the conductor is

continuous, no charge will flow into D E ; the charge in E F can

be noted on the electrometer ; and although a section D E be-

tween it and the electrometer be empty, it will not communicate
a particle of its charge to it.

In the second case, where the bulk would prevent the whole

from being insulated, we should continue to coil the core upon
an insulated drum until the fault disappeared—that is, until it

was coiled on the drum. This is a useful method when dealing

with " served core " at a cable factory.

When a galvanometer is used, the corrections are as for ordi-

nary insulation-tests. The galvanometer is short-circuited ; and
A and B, whilst connected to earth, are charged as before. The
earth-wires are removed and tlie short-circuit key opened. The
drums are after a few moments connected to earth alternately,
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when the loss of charge is soon rendered visible on both sides
;

but as the lengths on A and B may be very unequal, the rush

I 1 I
—EARTH

of current alone will not enable us to say on which side the fault

may be; but by carefully watching the electrification for an

equal time on each side, no difficulty will be found in fixing

upon the drum containing the fault.

Two or more faults existing together form no embarrassment

to the test. All to be done is, if the faults are of unequal mag-

nitude, to remove the more extensive first, or to keep one side

right by removing the faults as they are coiled over to it. In

any case the battery-power required will vary with the magni-

tude of the fault and the sensitiveness of the instrument.

Tamworth House,
Mitcham Common.

LIII. A Contribution to the Theory of Resonators.

By Lord Rayleigh, M.A., F.R.S.^

THE following paper is an extract from a work on Acoustics

on which I have been for some time engaged ; on this

account it is not quite self-contained, but will, I hope, be found

sufficiently intelligible. Most of the materials have already been

in my possession upwards of a year ; and the interest of the sub-

ject seemed to render further delay in publication unadvisable.

Unfortunately the rapid completion of my book has been much
interfered with by various causes of a private character.

The operation of a resonator when under the influence of a

source of sound in tune with itself, has been the subject of much
misapprehension, from which even Helmholtz does not appear

to have been free. In a dictionary of science we read :
—" The

loudness of the sound produced by a sounding body is augmented

by bringing the body into the neighbourhood of a column of air

which is capable of vibrating in unison with itself "f. Now this

statement, though true in certain cases, as, for example, when a

tuning-fork is held over a resonator, requires, to say the least,

serious limitation. The exceptions, if not more frequent, are,

* Communicated by the Author,

t Dictiouaiv of Science. Rodwell. Art. Resonance.

2 E 2
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from a theoretical point of view, more important than the cases

in which the rule holds good. Indeed I should prefer to reverse

the statement^ and say that the neighbourhood of a resonator in

unison with a sounding body diminishes the loudness thereof.

As the subject is rather a delicate one, we will begin by sim-

plifying the conditions as much as possible. Let us suppose

that the source of sound is a piston, A, imbedded in an infinite

rigid plate. In the neighbourhood of A is

another piston, B, backed by a spring, whose

natural period is exactly the same as that of

the vibration imposed upon A. ED is a

rigid surface, enclosing A and B, and only

allowing the communication of motion to

the external atmosphere by means of a mo-
vable piston, C. The space enclosed by this

surface is supposed to be occupied by gas

devoid of inertia. It is easy to see that under

these circumstances the piston C, though

free to move, would yet remain at rest. For

if the pressure within the vessel D E were

in truth variable, the piston B would be

acted upon by a force whose period was in

exact agreement with that natural to itself,

and its amplitude of vibration would in-

crease without limit. The actual motion of

B must be such as to leave the capacity of

the vessel and the pressure constant; and

then there is no force tending to move C, or rather to keep up
the motion of C in the face of the dissipation which would be

the necessary consequence of such motion. "We may express

this effect by saying that the condensations and rarefactions

emitted by A are absorbed by B ; and since if B were fixed, C
would certainly move on account of the variation of pressure

behind it, we see that the effect of the resonator is not to aug-

ment the sound, but, on the contrary, absolutely to stop it.

This conclusion does not depend on the rather artificial cir-

cumstances that we have here imagined. If the rigid walls

represented by D E be removed, the same argument still shows

that the pressm-e in the space surrounding A B must be inva-

riable ; and even if the inertia of the gas be restored, the general

result will not be disturbed, ])rovided that the distance AB is

only a very small fraction of the wave-length, and that allowance

is made for the inertia of the air in the neighbourhood of B in

estimating the natural pitch of the resonator.

An instructive view of this question may also be obtained by

means of the general principle of reciprocity established in
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Chapter IV.* Let A be a simple source of sound at a distance

from the mouth of the pipe. We know that at a point B (not

too near the mouth) whose distance from the closed end is ex-

actly -, there is no variation of density. From this it follows,

by the principle, that, if B »

were made a source of

sound, there would be no
variation of density at A

—

that is to say, that sound
oi-iginating in B could not

find its way out of the

pipe. The restriction pre-

cluding too great a proxi-

mity to the mouth may
be removed, if we suppose
the source B to be uni-

formly diffused over any
cross section of the pipe

(distant - from the closed
4

end) instead of concentrated in one point. Here again the reso-

nator may be said to absorb sound that would otherwise diffuse

itself in surrounding space ; or, if the non-emission of energy

be thought incompatible with the existence of sound, we may say

that the effect of the resonator is to dry up the source. For

the present purpose it will be most convenient to use the ex-

pression "source of sound" in the sense of Chapter VIII., im-

plying a given periodic production or abstraction of fluid, or

something equivalent in its effect thereto, whether there be or be

not emission of energy. The latter case will occur when there is

on the whole no variation of pressure at the source itself.

We see then that, as far as external space is concerned, the

neighbourhood of a resonator, far from augmenting the effect of

a source, annuls it altogether, by absorbing the condensations

and rarefactions into itself. The resonator acts, in fact, in the

same way as would an equal and opposite source in the same

position.

The principle here laid down, paradoxical as it will seem to

many, is illustrated by the action of very simple apparatus, such

as that employed by Quincke and others to stop sound of a par-

ticular pitch. Two varieties (figs. 1 and 2) are represented in

* See a paper by the author, " On some General Theorems relnting to

Vibrations," Proceedings of the Mathematical Society, June 1873.
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the diagram, which, though somewhat different in appearance,

are substantially identical.

Fig. 1. Fis. 2.

A|

In both cases the sound enters, or rather is free to enter, at

A ; and at B fiuds itself at the mouth of a resonator B C, whose

natural pitch agrees with its own. Under these circumstances

the sound is absorbed, and there is no vibration propagated along

BD. It is clear that the cylindrical tube may be replaced by

any other resonator of the same pitch (fig. 3) without prejudice

to the action of the apparatus. y'\s. 3.

The ordinary explanation by the

interference (so called) of direct

and reflected waves would then

not apply, at any rate not without

extensive modification.

The nature of the influence of

a resonator on a simple source of

sound in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of its mouth will now be

tolerably clear; the difficulty is

rather to explain why the result

is so diff'erent in the common experiment with the tuning-

fork. Yet it is evident that a vibrating tuning-fork is some-

thing very difl'erent from a simple source of sound. The ad-

vancing face of either prong may be treated as a diff'used source

tending to produce a condensation ; but this is always accom-

panied by an equal and opposite source due to the retreating

face. Even if we confine ourselves to a single vibrating bar, the

source cannot be approximately represented as any thing simpler

than a double source, composed of two neighbouring equal and

S
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opposite sources; the representation of the complete tuning-

fork will require at least four simple sources. The fact is that

the simple source of theory, or even a reasonable approximation

thereto, is rarely met with in practice. When a solid body,

such as a string, bar, or bell, vibrates, there is usually but little

change of volume; and thus the algebraic sum of the sources is

approximately zero, the eflfeer depending mainly on the different

situation of the positive and negative parts. It is true that the

resonance-board of a musical instrument may be regarded as

more nearly a simple source, in the sense that the principal

component parts have the same sign ; but the diffusion would

generally be great enough to separate it considerably from the

ideal simple source concentrated in one point.

In order to see how materially the action of a resonator de-

pends upon the character of the source, we need only take the

case of a double source, whose components are sufficiently far

apart to be dealt with separately, but not so far that the interval

amounts to a sensible fraction of the wave-length. In conse-

quence of the last supposition, the joint effect at a moderate dis-

tance is but a very small part of what would be due to either

component separately ; the fluid emitted by the one is instantly

sucked up by the other, and vice verscl Now suppose that a

resonator of the same pitch is presented to one of the component

sources. Its effect, we have seen, will be to neutralize the

source in question, and thus to leave the other free. The result

is a considerable augmentation of loudness, which, however, to

the eye of theory still appears as the absorption rather than as

the production of sound.

In general, whenever a resonator is so situated that there

would be at its mouth, supposed to be closed, a sensible varia-

tion of pressure due to external sources, the opening of the

mouth will entail a great alteration in the mechanical conditions.

There will be developed such a transfer of air backwards and

forwards through the mouth as would, if it existed alone, pro-

duce a variation of pressure at the mouth equal and opposite to

that above spoken of. Until this condition of things is attained

(that is, until the total pressure at the mouth is constant) the

vibration of the resonator must increase. Now the characteristic

of a resonator is that vibrations escape from it slowly, that a

large vibration within it corresponds to but a small variation of

pressure at the mouth. Hence it follows that, under the sup-

posed circumstances, there will be a large flow of air through the

mouth, or, in other words, that the resonator will behave as a

simple source of considerable power. If the systeni of external

sources be of such a character as to produce by itself little effect,

the operation of the resonator is attended by an augmentation of
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loudness ; otherwise it may happen that a part or the whole of

the previously existing sound is extinguished.

The first case is that of the tuning-fork. In consequence of

the comparative thinness of the prongs, the positive and negative

sources nearly neutralize each other at a little distance, the air

displaced by the advancing faces readily taking advantage of the

room afforded by those retreating. Although the fluid moves
nearly as though it were incompressible, there is in consequence
of the inertia a certain variation of pressure, of which a reso-

nator whose mouth is suitably placed can take advantage.

One of the best examples of this use of a resonator is afforded

by a vibrating bar of glass or metal held at the nodes. A strip

of plate glass about a foot long and an inch broad, of medium
thickness (^say ^ inch), supported at about 3 inches from the

ends by means of string twisted round it, answers th6 purpose

very well. When struck with a hammer it gives but little sound
except overtones ; and even these may be nearly got rid of by
choosing a hammer of suitable softness. This is a consequence
of the small dimensions of the bar in comparison with the wave-
length, which allows of the easy transfer of air from one side to

the other. If now the mouth of a resonator of the right pitch*

be held over one of the free ends, a sound of considerable force

and purity is obtained by a well-managed blow. In this way
may be constructed an improved harmonicon, with tones much
graver than would be possible without resonators. In the ordi-

nary instrument the wave-lengths are sufficiently short for the

bar to communicate vibrations to the air independently.

The reinforcement of the sound of a bell by a resonator in a

w^U-known lecture-experiment is an example of the same mode
of action.

The other part of the theory (the neutralization of a simple

source) is not so easily illustrated experimentally, for reasons

already referred to. It usually requires more elaborate appli-

ances to produce a simple than a compound source ; and then

there is a certain incongruity in the use of the word simple. The
following experiment, however, deserves mention. Suppose that,

in the manner just explained, we have obtained a pure sound by
the combination of a resonator with a vibrating bar. In this

arrangement the mouth of the resonator is the effective source

;

and according to theory we should expect that the sound would
be again extinguished by the presentation to the first of a second

resonator, held in such a position that the bar does not act upon

* To get the best eifect the mouth of the resonator ought to be pretty

close to the bar ; autl then the pitch is often decidedly lower than it would
be in the open. The final adjustment tnav be made by varying the amount
of obstruction.
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it directly. This experiment succeeds perfectly : however

strongly the bar be excited, there is but little sound heard. If

about a second after the stroke the resonator be suddenly with-

drawn, the swelling out of the sound is very striking, and proves

conclusively that the presence of a resonator does not always

augment the loudness of a sound. The second resonator may
be held in such a position that it would by itself have little effect.

The experiment may also be made with a tuning-fork held in the

hand, or by some soft support.

The reader may perhaps be inclined to suppose, as I did at

first, that the theory might be tested in the case of a simple

tone produced in one room and heard in the next through a

hole in the intervening wall. But a little consideration will

show that the requirements of theory are not pi'operly satisfied

by this arrangement, in fact that the intensity of the source (at

the hole) is itself largely dependent on the presence or absence

of the resonator. Thus, if we suppose that the hole is small and

the original source distant, the pressure in the neighbourhood

of the hole on the first side of the wall will be nearly the same
as if the hole were stopped ; so that if the inertia of the air near

the hole can be neglected, we have on the second side a given

pressure, and not, as the theory assumes, a given flow. With a

tuning-fork mounted on a resonance-box and held rather close

to the hole, I have, however, succeeded in proving that the sound
coming through the wall may sometimes be diminished by the

neighbourhood of a resonator.

In order to obtain more exact ideas of the operation of a re-

sonator, let us take one whose mouth is furnished with an infinite

flange, and which vibrates in response to a source of any kind
at a distance. The whole potential outside the resonator may
be divided into two parts—one of which is the same as if the

mouth of the resonator were closed, and the other the same as

if there were no external source, but the motion at the mouth
were maintained according to the same law as actually obtains.

Over the area of the mouth, which is supposed small, the poten-

tial of the former part will be nearly constant, and may be de-

noted by t/tq. For the second part, 0q, we have already had
occasion to form the expression

' d^ dT IK ^
dxQ r 2ir '

if X represent the total current. Of these two terms the first

depends upon the inertia of air outside the mouth, whose effect

is equivalent to an addition to the mass of the vibrating parts

27r h
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of the resonator. We here suppose that the natural pitch of the

resonator, agreeing with that of the external source, is estimated

after allowance for this correction, and raay then leave this term
out of account. Otherwise^, of course, the condition of synchro-
nism is not properly satisfied. In order that the force tending
to increase the vibration without limit may vanish, we must
have

so that

X=

—

i\-^Q,

When the pitch is given^ the total current through the mouth
of a resonator in synchronism with the source is independent of

the form of the resonator, provided that the mouth is furnished

with the flange. In the absence of a flange, the relation between

X and t/tq would be sensibly altered. The effect of the resonator

in external space depends only on X, and is therefore always

the same, but inside the reservoir will be inversely proportional

to the capacity S. Hence, in order to get a great internal effect,

the reservoir should be made small, and the pitch kept down to

the required point by elongating the neck.

It is proper to state that the preceding theory is at variance

with that given by Helmholtz*, who treats the potential i/tq as

vanishingly small in comparison with that due to the resonator

</)q. Helmholtz is thus led to the conclusion that a simple

source would be intensified by the neighbourhood of a resonator.

If it be thought strange that the very powerful motion within

the resonator should produce no more effect than the external

source, it must be remembered the small tendency to escape is

the very reason of the accumulation.

LIV. On Telegraphic Signalling with Condensers.

By Oliver Heaviside, Esq.f

Gn^N an insulated conductor called the line connecting two

places, there may be said to be in present use two distinct

methods by which signals made at one end of the line are ob-

served at the other. The first, which is that in most general use,

is to connect the line with one end of the coils of an instrument

affected by electric currents, and the other end of the coils with

earth. The battery at the seudi'ng-end being also placed between

the line and the earth, a circuit is established, through which a

current will flow so long as the battery and instrument remain

undisturbed. This current will in a short time after the first mo-

* Tonempfindungen, Beilage ix.

t Commuuicated by the Author.
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ment of contact with the battery become approximately constant

at any one part of the line—and, if there be no leakage, will attain

the same strength at every part of the circuit, including the bat-

tery and receiving instrument. The second method, first intro-

duced by Mr. Varley, and now in pretty general use on subma-

rine lines, is somewhat different. The end of the coils of the

receiving instrument, which in the first method is connected

with the earth, is now joined to one armature or inductive sur-

face of a so-called condenser, properly speaking an electrical

accumulator, the other armature of which is to earth ; or, which

comes to the same thing, the condenser is placed between the

line and the receiving instrument. As there is now no longer

a complete conductive circuit, no permanent current can flow

through the receiving instrument, or indeed through any part of

the line, if the insulation be perfect.

Imagine the condenser to be a continuation of the cable, in

fact a length of cable having the same capacity as the condenser,

insulated at its further extremity, and the receiving instrument

connecting the main cable with its imaginary continuation, as

shown in fig. 1 ; where / is the battery at the sending-end of the

line, one pole of which is to earth, K a key for making contact

between its other pole and the cable A, and e the receiving in-

strument placed between A and the continuation B.

Fig. 1.

Then when contact is made at K it is evident that only sa

much electricity will pass through e as will charge B up to the

potential of the further end of A. The current through e will

therefore be transient, rising to a maximum and then dying

away. This method of representation would be perfect if we
could neglect the resistance of the conductor inside B ; as, how-
ever, in practice the capacity of the condenser is only a fraction

of that of the line, there will be little difference due to this cause.

And if the capacity of B be very small, we may consider the flow
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of current through e to be strictly dependent on the rise or fall

of potential of the end of A.

To tind an expression for the potential and the current at any
point of a cable insulated at one end, at any time after contact

is made with a battery at the other end, the only way, as far as

I am aware, is to follow the method given by Sir William Thom-
son in 1855 (Proc. Roy. Soc), making the necessary alterations

to suit the changed conditions of the problem. It is to express

the actual potential at any time as the difference of two func-

tions, one being the known final distribution of potential, and
the other the departure from the final potential, the latter being

expressed by an infinite convergent series every term of which

is of the form

sin X .e~K

Let / be the length of the line,

k the electrical resistance of the conductor per unit of

length,

c its electrostatic capacity per unit of length,

A-j the resistance of the dielectric per unit of length to

conduction in a radial direction,

V the electromotive force of the battery, the resistance of

which is neglected,

V the potential, and

C the current at any point x of the conductor, measured

from the battery-end, at the time / from the moment
of making contact.

The differential equation of conduction in a telegraphic line is

dv dH ,2 n\

where A= a /_ ; and we must find a solution of this to satisfy

V k-^

the following conditions, which are given by the circumstances

of the case.

1. V =V when a;= 0.

2. T-=0 when x= l.

dx
3. V =0 when /= 0, except when x=0.
4. V =f{x) when /= oc.

To find the function f{x) expressing the permanent distribu-

dv
tion of potential after an infinite time, make -j- =0 in (1), and

integrate the resulting equation
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subject to the first and second conditions. We thus obtain

f{x)=Y/ ^,,+;.,, (2)

for the final distribution.

In expanding (2) in a series of sines we must remember that

—- =0 when a?=/, and accordingly use the expansion
ax

M =
f
2%iu (?i^^

fV) sin^2ir^ &',.

which gives

gA(i-*)^g-A(/-j)

/(^)= V- gA/_j_g-A/

^» 2i—l . {2i—l)'Trx
=47rV2^

(3,_i)V2+ 4^./,.
• ^in—

^^

consequently the required solution is

t;= V-
e^'+ e-

. _. -^f^„ 2z-l . (2i-l)7r.r _(iir:^^'^ .„,
-4^V.e ..2,^2?3^i^,^,^:^,.smi-^.e .... . (3)

v=Y S, —.—- . sin-5^ prr^ . e <ckp . . (4)

As the current equals "~ t ^> we have, by diflFerentiating (3)

and (4),

C=
k e^'+e-

+ 17-^ '"^^ (2^-l)V^+ 4/-^/z^
-^"^

2/ -^ "'" '(^)

and when /i=0,

^ 2V^ao (2e- 1)770; _(?i:il)!!d'
C=-^2, cos ^

2/ •' "'"''
• • • (^)

We can employ (5) and (6) to determine the flow through the

receiving instrument, by giving x a value something less than /;

clv
but it is preferable to use the series for j- obtained from (3) and

(4) by differentiation.
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dv 4V /^2 -^i^^— =— • — . e ek z
dt\ TT ck
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1 1 . {^i-Viirx >,

(2i-l}:tr2<

^ ;; . e ck Z^ cW
1 +

4/'7i--^

. (2z— 1) . sin
'^

h(7)

(2i-l)V^
2/

r2(-i)2ff2/

e 4cA/i! . J

This becomes, uhen /i= 0,

<?y Vtt ^»,^. ,, . {2i-\)7rx J^'-^r-̂

^=^-2'('^-i)-""^-2r---^ ^"" • • (^)

A unit of time of a very convenient magnitude for practical

calculations is

ckP=
IOtt^

loff 10.

Employing this unit, we have the following series for v and -r

when .2'= / and // = :

—

4V * 1 i^ 1
2^'

r=V- — (10~4^— i.l0~''J« + -.10 ^-&c.). . (9)
77 O O

2htdv Vtt ' 9' -'"

^ = —^^ (10-1^-3 . IQ~^'^ + 5 . 10 i^ - &c.
dt ckr

(10)

The '"arrival-curve" for v, calculated from equation (9), is

shown in fig. (2).

Fi-. 2.^MB
MM——
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By comparison with the arrival -curve for the curreut at the

remote end when to earth, we see that, broadly speaking, it takes

about four times as long for the potential to nearly attain its

maximum when the end is insulated as it takes for the current

to nearly attain its maximum when the end is to earth. Thus,

when the end is to earth, the current reaches 98 per cent, of its

maximum strength in 20 «; and when the end is insulated, the

potential reaches 98 per cent, of its maximum in 80a. This

relation does not hold good throughout the whole extent of the

curves; but there is a general similarity. We may conclude that

signalling by means of an electrometer connected with the insu-

lated end of a cable would be much slower than the ordinary

plan of a galvanometer or recording instrument worked by the

current.

Fig. 3 represents j- from t~\) to ^= 80 a calculated from

equation (10), and is closely the same as the arrival-curve for

dv
the current in condenser signalling. It will be seen that j
reaches its maximum in 7 a.

Fisr. 3.

The strength of the current will of course depend on the

capacity of the condenser, and will be proportional thereto so

long as it is small compared with the capacity of the line. As,
however, an increase in the capacity is equivalent to lengthening
the Une, the maximum strength of the current will not be so

soon reached with the larger capacity : although the signals will

be stronger, they will be more retarded. Hence the best capa-

city to be used on any line, which should theoretically be as

small as possible, must be determined by the delicacy of the

instrument and the battery-power employed. When the capa-
city of the condenser is one seventeenth part of that of the line,

the maximum strength of a signal is about one tenth of the per-
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manent current which would flow were the end of the line put

to earth.

The efl'ect of a condenser on the signals varies according to the

description of instruments used for observing the signals, on the

system of currents forming the signals, and on the value of the

unit of time a for the particular line under consideration. Thus
on au overland line worked on the Morse system with single

currents, where the signalling consists in alternately connecting

the sending-end of the line with one pole of a battery and to

earth, it would be impossible to make dashes, because on land

lines the length of a contact is always so great compared with

the unit a, even in rapid signalling, that the current at the re-

ceiving-end would have come and gone long before the contact at

the sending-endwas finished. On cablesof anyconsiderablelength

it would be different. There would then be only a shortening of

the dashes, its extent depending on the length of the contact

;

and it would consequently lead to an increase in the speed of

working. There would similarly be very little direct advantage,

save immunity from earth -currents, in using on land lines the

condenser with polarized relays and reversing-keys, although

there would be no shortening of the marks, as the armature of a

polarized instrument will, if properly adjusted, remain in the

position in which it is placed by a transient current. Ou cables

worked with the same instruments, a considerable increase in

the speed of working results.

But the condenser is peculiarly applicable to those systems of

signalling where the currents sent are of equal duration and
alternately positive and negative; for example, Sir C. Wheat-
stone's automatic system. A succession of reversals, each con-

tact of the length 4a, produces through the receiving instrument

reversals alternately 50 per cent. /)/«s and .50 per cent, minus,

being a whole range of 100 per cent. Without the condenser

the whole amplitude of variation of the current is only 24*42

per cent. On a certain circuit worked by the automatic system,

on which the value of a was about 0-0175 second, the speed of

working vfith condenser was 75 per cent, greater than without.

With Sir W. Thomson's mirror and recording instruments

there does not at first sight appear any reason why the speed of

working should be much raised, as they indicate in the one case

and record in the other eveiy change in the strength of the cur-

rent. Yet the condenser is of great advantage here, as it keeps

the spot of light and siphon within very narrow ranges, never

departing much from the zero line, and naturally the signals are

much more distinct.

Jv
It will be found on examination that — , when the end of the
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line is to earthy reaches its maximum in 3a, as against 7a when

the end of the line is insulated. Thus it would appear that a

considerable increase in the speed of signalling should result

from connecting the line to earth through a resistance, as shown

in fig. 4, where /is the battery, A the cable, e the receiving in-

Fig. 4.

strument, C' the condenser, and R the resistance introduced

between the end of the line and earth. This resistance is ne-

cessary in order to raise the potential of the end of the cable,

and give signals of a workable strength. That this plan does

increase the sp«ed, I have verified on the circuit before men-
tioned, using a polarized instrument and double current key.

The increase in speed was about 20 per cent., compared with

the speed obtained by making R infinite. The signals were, of

course, weaker in the former than in the latter case.

The effects of defective insulation may be traced by giving h

different small values in equation (7). In the first place the

signals are weakened ; and next, the effect of loss is to decrease

the time required for the signal to arrive at its maximum

strength. Thus whenA= -j' the maximum is reached in 4fl, as

against 7a when /i= 0. This is an extreme case, and would
nearly correspond to the French Atlantic cable if its insulation-

resistance were 3 megohms per knot, instead of more probably

300. Whether loss does or does not increase the speed of work-

ing depends on a great many circumstances. It is an undoubted
fact that, under some systems of signalling, a cable with a very

bad fault in it has worked quicker than when it was perfect

;

and it is also a demonstrable fact that under other systems the

effect of loss is greatly to diminish the speed. In a particular

case which I have examined theoretically and practically, the fact

that each signal should be more quickly made through a faulty

than a peifcctly insulated cable is quite consistent with the

fact that the speed of working is reduced.

Phil. Mag. S. 4. Vol. 47. No. 314. June 1874. 3 F
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Another method of receiving signals has been tried, though

not adopted anywhere. The curreut is passed through the pri-

mary wire of an induction-coil, in the secondary circuit of which

dC
IS the receiving instrument. The signal here depends on -j-,

the rate of increase of the current ; and the arrival-curve has its

maximum at about 3'oa, while with condenser pure and simple

it is 7a. It does not, therefore, appear evident why, as Mr.Var-

ley states, he found the condenser more satisfactory. Mr. G.

K. Winter reinvented this system, and reports very favourably

on its effect (British Association, Brighton, 1872).

LY. On the Physical Cause of Ocean-currents.

To the Editors of the Philosophical Magazine and Journal.

Gentlemen,

IN a lecture at the Royal Institution, and also in the 'Athe-

naeum,'' 'Nature,^ Philosophical Magazine, and other quar-

ters. Dr. Carpenter has been advancing a somewhat plausible-

looking objection to my views in reference to under- currents.

As this objeciion bears upon a point which in my last commu-
nication I omitted to consider, perhaps you "will permit me,

through your columns, briefly to refer to it. The objection in

question, as stated in Dr. Carpenter's own words, is as follows :

—

"According to Mr. Croll's doctrine, the whole of that vast

mass of water in the North Atlantic, averaging, say, 1500 fa-

thoms in thickness and 3C00 miles in breadth, the temperature

of which (from 40^ downwards), as ascertained by the 'Chal-

lenger' soundings, clearly shows it to be mainly derived from a

polar source, is nothing else than the reflux of the Gulfstream.
Kow, even if we suppose that the whole of this stream, as it

passes Sandy Hook, were to go on into the closed Arctic basin,

it would only force out an equivalent body of water. And as,

on comparing the sectional areas of the two, I find that of the

Gulf-stream to be about one 900th that of the North Atlantic

underflow ; and as it is admitted that a laige part of the Gulf-

stream returns into the Mid-Atlantic circulation, only a branch

of it going on to the north-east, the extreme improbability (may
1 not say impossibility ?) that so vast a mass of water can be

put in motion by what is by comparison a mere rivulet (the

north-tast motion of which, as a distinct current, has not been

traced eastward of 30^ W. long.) seems still more obvious."

The objection seems to me to be based upon a series of mis-

apprehensions :— (1) that the mass of cold water loCO fathoms

deep and 3600 miles in breadth is in a state of motion towards
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the equator; (2) that it cannot be the reflux of the Gulf-stream,

because its sectional area is 900 times as great as that of the

Gulf-stream; (3) that the immense mass of water is, according

to my views, set in motion by the Gulf-stream.

I shall consider these in their order. (1) That this immense

mass of cold water came originally from the polar regions I, of

course, admit, but that the whole is in a state of motion I cer-

tainly do not admit. There is no warrant whatever for any such

assumption. According to Dr. Carpenter himself, the heating-

power of the sun does not extend to any great depth below the

surface ; consequently there is nothing whatever to heat this mass

but the heat coming through the earth's crust. But the amount

of heat derived from this source is so trifling, that an under-

current from the Arctic regions far less in volume than that of

the Gulf-stream would be quite suflScient to keep the mass at

an ice-cold temperature. Taking the area of the North Atlantic

between the equator and the tropic of Cancer, including also

the Caribbean Sea and the Gulf of Mexico, to be 7,700,000

square miles, and the rate at which internal heat passes through

the earth's surface to be that assigned by Sir William Thomson,

we find that the total quantity of heat derived from the earth's

crust by the above area is equal to about 88 x 10^^ foot-pounds

per day. But this amount is equal to only g^^ that conveyed

by the Gulf-stream, on the supposition that each pound of water

carries 19,300 foot-pounds of heat. Consequently an under-

current from the polar regions of not more than -^ the volume

of the Gulf-stream would suffice to keep the entire mass of water

of that area within 1° of what it would be were there no heat

derived from the crust of the earth ; that is to say, were the

water conveyed by the under-current at 32°, internal heat would

not maintain the mass of the ocean in the above area at more

than 33°. The entire area of the North Atlantic from the

equator to the arctic circle is somewhere about 16,000,000 square

miles. An under-current of less than ^ that of the Gulf-

stream coming from the Arctic regions would therefore suffice to

keep the entire North Atlantic basin filled with ice-cold water.

In short, whatever theory we adopt regarding oceanic circulation,

it follows equally as a necessary consequence that the entire mass

of the ocean below the stratum heated by the sun's rays must

consist of cold water. For if cold water be continually coming

from the polar regions either in the form of under-currents, or

in the form of a general under-flow as Dr. Carpenter supposes,

the entire under portion of the ocean must ultimately become

occupied by cold water ; for there is no source from which this

influx of water can derive heat, save from the earth's crust. But

the amount thus derived is so trifling as to produce no sensible

3F2
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effect. For example, a polar under-current one half the size of

the Gulf-stream would be sufficient to keep the entire water of the

globe (below the stratum heated by tiie sun's rays) at an ice-

cold temperature. Internal heat would not be sufficient under

such circumstances to maintain the mass 1° Fahr. above the

temperature it possessed when it left the polar regions.

(2) But suppose that this immense mass of cold water occu-

pying the great depths of the ocean were, as Dr. Carpenter

assumes it to be, in a state of constant motion towai'ds the

equator, and that its sectional area were 900 times that of the

Gulf-stream, it would not therefore follow that the quantity of

water passing through this large sectional area must be greater

than that flowing through a sectional area of the Gulf-stream;

for the quantity of water flowing through this large sectional

area depends entirely on the rate of motion.

(3) I am wholly unable to understand how it could be supposed

that this under-flow, according to my view, is set in motion by

the Gulf-stream, seeing that I have shown that the return under-

current is as much due to the impulse of the wind as the Gulf-

stream itself.

I am also wholly unable to comprehend how Dr. Carpenter

should imagine, because the bottom-temperature of the South

Atlantic happens to be lower, and the polar water to lie nearer

to the surface in this ocean than in the North Atlantic, that

therefore this proves the truth of his theory. This condition

of matters is just as consistent with my theory as with his. When
we consider the immense quantity of warm surface-water which,

as has been proved, is bidng constantly transferred from the

South into the North Atlantic (a quantity which to a large ex-

tent is compensated by a cold current from the Antarctic regions),

we readily understand how the polar water comes nearer to the

surface in the former ocean than in the latter. In fact the whole

of the phenomena are just as easily explained upon the principle

of under-currents as upon Dr. Carpenter's theory.

Dr. Carpenter lays considerable stress on the important fact

established by the ' Challenger' expedition, that the great depths

of the sea in equatorial regions are occupied by ice-cold water,

while the portion heated by the sun's rays is simply a thin

stratum at the surface. It seems to me that it would be difficult

to find a fact more hostile to his theory than this. Were it not

for this upper stratum of heated water there would be no differ-

ence between the equatorial and polar columns, and consequently

nothing to produce motion. But the thinner this stratum is

the less is the difference, and the less there is to produce motion.

I have been favoured by the Hydrographer to the Admiralty

with a series of temperature-soundings taken along the equator

;
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And from these I find that to so small a depth does the super-

heating extend, that the surface of the ocean at the equator

requires to stand only four and a half feet above that at the poles

in order to the ocean being in perfect equilibrium. In this case,

if we suppose, in order to constant circulation, that the polar

column is kept in excess of the equatorial by the weight of, say,

two ieet of water, there would then remain only a slope of two
and a half feet between the equator and poles.

James Croll,

T

LVI. Verification of an Elliptic Transcendent Identity.

By J. W. L. Glaisher, M.A.^

HE identity in question is

2\^-7r ri _!i:- 27r^ _fzr? ^irx 1= < - +e "'^ cos f- e «- cos !-...>, . (1

)

a l_2 a a J

on which see Cauchy, Exercices de Mathematiques, 1827, p. 148;
Abel, CEuvres, vol. i. p. 308; Schlomilch, Analytische Studien,

part ii. p. 31 ; and Sir W, Thomson and Cayley, ' Quarterly

Journal of Mathematics,' vol. i. p. 316.

When a;= 0, (1) becomes

i + e-"'+ e-"^'+ e-9«' -h . .

.

\/7r -— _l!!f ^^= ~—{^+e'''+ e a2^e -^+..-}, . (2)

which, expressed symmetrically, takes the form

^y\o^^{^ + q + q' + g^+...)=^ylos^{i+ r+ r*+7'^+...),

where

logg . logr= 7r^

The identity (2), as Abel remarked, is deducible at once from
Jacobi's formula,

'2K\

and (1) itself, as was shown by Cayley, is easily obtained by
elliptic functions ; but the most simple proof of the latter for-

mula is that given by Sir W. Thomson, and which depends on

* Communicated by the Author.

l + ? + 5H9^+...=i +iY/(—

'
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an obvious application of Fourier^s theorem to the definite in-

tegral

f
_i2

All these methods, however, involve high analytical processes
;

and as (2) is a very singular identity, it is perhaps worth while

to notice how it and (1) admit of being obtained by elementary
mathematics, in fact almost by algebra.

From the well-known formula

1,1 1 1 1
cota=-4- +—— + 7r+ . o +•••

wc deduce by ordinary algebra

1.1 1

^2 I / „ _\ 2 "f" ,.2 1 / „ , _\ 2 "
'

a^+x^^ a^+^x-irf ^
a'' -\- [x + tt)^

cot [ai+ x] + cot {ai— x)^
2^i

'

and as

r 2e-"' 1
cot U=i< l^ ^—

: >•

L e"'— e-"'J

= - i { 1 + 2e^"' + Se""'"+ 26^"'.
. . }

;

therefore

_ cot (ai+ x) + cot{ai-x) ^ 1 ^ ^-2a+2..-
,

^-2.-2..- ,

^ x

2ai a^ '" h
whence

1 ] 1
"1 ^9 . /-. NO "1" C) . /_ ,

\«'T"'*'
G=^+ .r2 a'^^{x-'nf^a^+{x-\-'7rf

= -(l+2e-2"cos2a:+ 2e-'°cos4^-f...} : (3)
a ^ J ^

"

herein write a^= nc^, and there results

1 1 1

= -^ {1 + 2e-2^^" cos 2a?+ 26-^^^^'" cos 4a7 +...}. (4)

Now differentiate both sides of this identity n— l times, and

then make n infinite. We have
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_1 .2...(/i-l)

\ dnl x^

=:.Vn .n~^.e ^^

V n

since, n being large, r(n + 1) = V^nir . w" . e"". Tlius we have

shown that

^2 _/'''~'^^2 /J+ ttnS

= ce"A/ — (__) ^4-2—^cos2a:'+... ^;V 27rV dn/ L^^ Vn J

so that it only remains to find the value of

V dnj

viz. of

2"-i "

l_ 1.2 2W-3

Z>^ 1 . 3 . n^ 1

"^1.2.3.4 (2n-3)(2/i-5)
"*"••*_;

"" V 4 + 1.2.42 •••/

= y n "^2
. e 4n~"''"2 . e

22"n»+-^-e-V27r

V n

whence

i-2 _/'.r—7r\ /jr-[.7r\2

o~7^j^e ^~^^ +e\~c'' + ...

= (1 + 26-*^' cos 2x + e-*'^' cos 4a?+ . .
. ),

which, when transformed by writing x for- andafor -,becomes(l).

It is interesting to observe in the above investigation how the
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uneven powers of c vanish through the differentiation ; so that

although the right-hand side of (4) (omitting the factor c, which

is unaltered by differentiation), viz.

—r- (l+2e-2'^^"003 20?+ 26-^'^^" cos 4a? + ...},

involves both even and uneven powers of c, the expression de-

rived from it by differentiation, viz.

-7-{l + 2e-^'cos2^ + e-''^'cos4a7-f-... },

is only a function of c^.

The identity (1) could be just as well deduced from the well-

known equation

TT £«("—')4-e-a>->»'-' ^1 cos .2? cos 2^7 ,„.

Ya e'"'-e-°- " 2^ "^ P+^s +^2qr^2 + • • • • W
as from (3) ; but the method adopted has the advantage that it

is much easier to prove (3) in an elementary way than (5). In

fact, although (5) is demonstrated at once by Fourier's theorem,

it does not admit of being established very simply by ordinary

algebra (see De Morgan's 'Diff. and Int. Calc' p. 668). It

will be observed that in the proof given above, with the ex-

ception of the series for the cotangent, nothing higher than

algebra is required, as the continued differentiation may, as

usual, be replaced by a comparison of coefficients.

The principle of the process employed consists in operating

(d \"-'

-j-) and using the two lemmas

(-^) V=v^-"-^^ •••(«)
and

V dttj w+ a V n

n being infinite. The first lemma may also be written

/ dY ,
,

b -*i

V dnj ^)>n

In the 'Messenger of Mathematics' for September 1872 I

applied the formulae (6) and (7) to deduce the integral

I e-'''''''co%hxdx=-^^ e 4«" .... (8)

Jq
2«
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from C'*^ coshx _ IT _ ^

and it is evident that the same formulse enable us to connect
together integrals that are very dissimilar in form. Thus in

r* c
I e'*^" co%lx dx-=- -^—r^;
Jo c^-^h^

take c^=n and we have

I
—,— cos hx dx= —cvn n+ b'

operate with
( - ^j , and there results from (6) and (7),

Jo ^ w V n

viz.

j e 4 cos bx dx= s/ir . e~*',

Jo

which is (8).

Or we may use (6) and (7) to deduce the values of compli-
cated integrals from others of a very elementary character : thus

J„ x'+ nx'^+ a^ /3-u\X w^+ a J„ x^+ /:ij

^ 1 TT
fj. 1_\

2^(a/3)' v/a+v//y~2a* v/(w + 2«/

since « + /3= n, «/3= a^ Operate with (— —Y ', and we have

r*^ ,-.«-1 ^/2^ ,-«=^ 1 3 / 3x 1

Jo
^'* ' "V n

'

2« 2 2'-'r 2y(;Hh2^)^^

_7r ].3...(2n-3)
2a 2"-^w'»-^'

TT r(2n+ l)

2a22».«r(n+l)
^

_ £^ V^(4'7rn) . (2n)^".g-2n

~2a 22". w. 'v/(27r«).n"e-»
'"'"^ '^

'"'

TT

«^2«
e-'*. g-2«.
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whence

J'

'(^^ _x:-"^ "^ -2a— .e
—

Ti = — e

and takinoj x= -}

«-

the well-known result.

It is scarcely necessary to remark that from (6) we at once

derive

a formula^ however, which for obvious reasons cannot often

admit of useful application to definite integrals.

The elliptic-function identities that are given in the Funda-

menta Nova would, as a rule, be very difficult to verify in an

elementary manner; and the facility with which results of a

purely algebraical character, but \Uiich seem to transcend the

ordinary methods of algebra, are established affords one of the

most obvious illustrations of the great power of elliptic functions

as a branch of analysis.

Of course some of the identities, such as those on p. 103 of'

the Fundamenta Xova, are very easy to prove by mere expan-

sion j but there is a very interesting one of the more difficult

kind which was verified by Gauss.

This verification is to be found under the title ' Zur Theorie

der neuen Transscendenten,' Werke, vol. iii. p. 446; and the paper

containing it consists of a collection of seventy-three formulae

relating to elliptic functions (or, as they are there described, re-

lating to the arithmetico-georaetric mean), with here and there

a few words of directions, and is rather the materials for a me-

moir than a memoir itself. It was taken from a note-book of

Gauss's, "finished April 28, 1809,^' and first published after

his death among his collected works in 1866.

At the bottom of p. 447, immediately following fourteen for-

mulae of a different kind, there occur the following :

—

" Anderer IBeweis

= [\-^x^ + 2x^-...Y.

a-16, [\-2x + 2x^-...T + [\ + 2x-¥2x^+ ...Y
= 2(l-f 2a;2-f-2i«-f ...)^
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"17. (l+2a7+ 2a'' + ...)(-*"* + ^1+---) = (^^+ ^^+--0^-

"18. (1 + 3*' + 2a* + ...)'+ (2a* + 2a' + ...)'

= (1+2*2 +2^72+...)^.

"19. (l+2a7+ 2a^'» + ...)''=(l-2a; + 2a^''-...)'»

+ (2a;i + 2atH-...)V'

But for the word Beweis at the beginning, it would appear as

if this was merely a list of five equations allied to one another in

form ; and even with the heading it is not easy to see at once

what the property proved is, or how the proof is efi"ected. The

identity, however, the mode of demonstration of which is

sketched in these formulae, is the elegant theorem 19, which

results from substituting for k and h! in terms of g in /;'^+ A'^=l

;

and the four formulae 15-18 are subsidiary results required in

the process. As an algebraical demonstration of 19 is valuable,

I proceed to expand the proof the steps of which are thus briefly

iudicated by Gauss in the above extract.

The truth of 16 is very readily seen ; for all the terms on the

left-hand side involving an exponent which is the sum of an even

and an uneven square vanish, while the sum of two even squares

4mH4w-= 2{(m + w)2+ (7/i-n)^),

and the sum of two uneven squares

(2m+ l)2+(2n + l)2=2{(m + n+l)^+ (m-n)2},

which together give the doubles of the sums of all pairs of

squares ; and the accuracy of the coefficients is evident on consi-

deration.

Formula 16 being thus established, for brevity write

a= l+2a'' + 2a;i6^...,

/3=2x + 2*9 + 20?^^ + ...;

and let «, and ^^ represent respectively « and /S with x^ written

for x; then 16 is

(a-^f+(« + /3}^= 2(a,+/3,)^

or
«^+ ^2^(«, + ^J^ (A)

Herein write x\/— 1 for x, and yS^ becomes — /3^, so that

«2-^^=(«,-/3;A (E)

which, writing a^— /Q^ as (a— yS) (a+ /3), is 15.

By subtraction of (B) from (A),

^^= 2«,/3.,

which, on writing x'^ for x, becomes 17.
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By addition of (A) and (B),

«^= «I + /3^

which, on writing a.' for x, is 18.

We are now in the position to prove 19 ; for

(1 +2^ + 2^^ + ...)"- (1 -2^+ Sa:"-. ..
)"

= {(«+ ^)2+(«_/3)^}((« + /3j^-(a-^)^}

= 8(«,+/3,r«/3 by (A)

= 16{l+2^« + 2.r8+...}2(^l + ^§ + ^¥ + ...}2^

on substituting for a,, ^^ their values, and using 17 with x'^

written for <r, which transforms -^a/? into the second squared
factor,

=\e>[oc^+ x-^+x^ + . . . f,

by applying 17 again, x'^ being therein written for x ; and the

formula 19 is thus established by elementary algebra in a most
simple and elegant manner.

The formula 18 is not required in the proof, but was no
doubt added by Gauss for the sake of completeness.

Trinity College, Cambridge,
April 25, 1B74.

LYII. On the Mathematical Theory of Isomers.

By Professor Cayley, F.R.S*

I
CONSIDER a "diagram," viz. a set of points H, 0, N, C,

&c. (any number of each), connected by links into a single

assemblage under the condition that through each H there passes

not more than one link, through each not more than two

links, through each N not more than three links, through each

C not more than four links. Of course through every point

there passes at least one link, or the points would not be con-

nected into a single assemblage.

In such a diagram each point having its full number of links

is saturate, or nilvalent : in particular each point H is saturate.

A point not having its full number of links is univalent, biva-

lent, or trivalent, according as it wants one, two, or three of its

full number of links. If every point is saturate the diagram is

saturate, or nilvalent; or, say, it is a *^ plerogram;^' but if the

diagram is susceptible of n more links, then it is n-valent; viz,

the valency of the diagram is the sum of the valencies of the

component points.

Since each H is connected by a single link (and therefore to

* Communicated by the Author.
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a point 0, C, &c. as the case may be, but not to another

point H), we may without breaking up the diagram remove all

the points H with the links belonging to them, and thus obtain

a diagram without any points H : such a diagram may be termed

a "(venogram:^' the valency is obviously that of the original

diagram jo/ms the number of removed H's.

If from a kenogram we remove every point 0, C, &c. connected

with the rest of the diagram by a single link only (each with the

link belonging to it), and so on indefinitely as long as the pro-

cess is practicable, we arrive at last at a diagram in which every

point 0, C, &c. is connected with the rest of the diagram by two
links at least ; this may be called a " mere kenogram/^

Each or any point of a mere kenogram may be made the

origin of a " ramification ;" viz. we have here links branching out

from the original point, and then again from the derived points,

and so on any number of times, and never again uniting. We
can thus from the mere kenogram obtain (in an infinite variety of

ways) a diagram. The diagram completely determines the mere
kenogram ; and consequently two diagrams cannot be identical

unless they have the same mere kenogram. Observe that the

mere kenogram may evanesce altogether; viz. this will be the

case if the diagram or kenogram is a simple ramification.

A ramification of n points C is (2?i+ 2)valent : in fact this is

so in the most simple case n= 1 ; and admitting it to be true for

any value of n, it is at once seen to be true for the next suc-

ceeding value. But no kenogram of points C is so much as

(2n+ 2)-valent ; for instance, 3 points C linked into a triangle,

instead of being 8-valent are only 6-valent. We have therefore

plerograms of n points C and 2n + 2 points H, say plerograms

C H^""^^; and in any such plerogram the kenogram is of ne-

cessity a ramification of n points C ; viz. the dijfferent cases of

such ramifications are*

n=\. n=2. n= 3. n= 4.

-»

(«) («) («) («) (/3)

* The distinction in the diagrams of asterisks and dots is to be in the

first instance disregarded ; it is niadein reference to what follows, the ex-

planation as to the allotrioas points.
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n = 5. 71= 6.

*

*

I

*

*

(/3) (7)

r

(«) (/3) (7) (S)

where the mathematical question of the determination of such

forms belon^rs to the class of questions considered in my paper
" On the Theory of the Analytical Forms called Trees," Phil.

Mag. vol. xiii. (1857) and vol. xv. (1859), and in some papers

on Partitions in the same Journal.

The different forms of univalent diagrams CH^""^^ are ob-

tained from the same ramifications by adding to each of them

all but one of the 2n + 2 points H ; that is, by adding to each

point C except one its full number of points H, and to the ex-

cepted point one less than the full number of points H. The

excepted point C must therefore be univalent at least ; viz. it

cannot be a saturate point, which presents itself for example in

the diagrams n= o{y) and « = 6(S). And in order to count the

number of distinct forms (for the diagrams C H^""^^), we must

in each of the above ramifications consider what is the number

of distinct classes into which the points group themselves, or, say,

the number of "allotrious" points. For instance, in the rami-

fication n= 3 there are two classes only; viz. a point is either

terminal or medial; or, say, the number of allotrious points is

= 2 : this is shown in the diagrams by means of the asterisks;

so that in each case the pomts which may be considered alio-

trious are represented by asterisks, and the number of asterisks

is equal to the number of allotrious points.

Thus, number of univalent diagrams C H*" ^ :

—

n= l, 1

n= 2, 1

n= 3, 2

n=4, («)2;(/6)2; together 4
« = .5, («^3; (y3)4; (y) 1 ; . . „ 8

n= 6, («)3; (/S) 5 ; (7)2; (S)3; „ 13
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where it will be observed that, n— b{'y), and n= 6(8), the num-
bers of allotrious points are 2 and 4 respectively; but since in

each of these cases one point is saturate, they give only the

numbers 1 and 3 respectively. It might be mathematically

possible to obtain a general solution; but there would be little

use in this ; and for even the next succeeding case, No. of biva-

lent diagrams C"H^"; the extreme complexity of the question

would, it is probable, prevent the attainmentof a generd solution.

Passing to the chemical signitication of the formulae, and

instead of the radicals C"H^"^' considering the corresponding

alcohols C" H'"^'. OH, then, n= T, 2, 3,4, the numbers of known
alcohols are 1, 1, 2, 4, agreeing with the foregoing theoretic num-
ber (see Schorlemmer's 'Carbon Compounds,^ 1874); butn= 4,

the number of known alcohols is =2, instead of the foregoing

theoretic number 8. It is, of course, no objection to the theory

that the number of theoretic forms should exceed the number of

known compounds ; the missing ones may be simply unknown

;

or they may be only capJible of existing under conceivable, but

unattained, physical conditions (for instance, of temperature)
;

and if defect from the theoretic number of compounds can be

thus accounted for, the theory holds good without modifica-

tion. But it is also possible that the diagrams, in order that

they may represent cheniical compounds, may be subject to

some as yet undeteruiined conditions; viz. in this case the

theory would stand good as far as it goes, but would require

modihcatiou.

LVIII. Proceedings of Learned Societies.

ROYAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 391.]

December 11, 1873.—Joseph Dalton Hooker, C.B., President,

in the Chair.

^pHE following communication was read :

—

-' "A Quantitative Livestigation of certain Eelations between the

Gaseous, the Liquid, and the .Solid States of Water-Substance." By
Professor James Thomson, LL.D., Queen's College, Belfast.

In two communications made by me to the British Associa-

tion, at its Meetings at Edinburgh in 1871 and at Brighton in

1872, and printed as abstracts in the Transactions of the Sections

for those years, considerations were adduced on relations between

the gaseous, the liquid, and the solid states of matter. The new
subject of the present paper constitutes a further development of

some of those previous considerations ; and a brief sketch of these
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is necessary here as an introduction for rendering intelligible what

is to follow.

Taking into consideration any substance which we can have in

the three states, gaseous, liquid, and solid, we may observe that,

when any two of these states are present in contact together,

the pressure and temperature are dependent each on the other, so

that when one is given the other is fixed. Then, if we denote geo-

metrically all possible points of temperature and pressure jointly by

points spread continuously in a plane surface, each point in the

plane being referred to two axes of rectangular coordinates, so that

one of its ordinates shall represent the temperature and the other

the pressure denoted by that point, we may notice that there will

be three curves—one expressing the relation between tempera-

ture and pressure for gas \^"ith liquid, another expressing that for

gas \dth soUd, and another expressing that for hquid with solid.

These three curves, it appears, must all meet or cross each other

in one point of pressure and temperature jointly, which may be

called the triple point*.

. The curve between gas and liquid, which may be called the boil-

ipg-Une, will be a separating boundary between the regions of the

plane corresponding to the ordinary liquid and those corresponding

to the ordinary gaseous state. But by consideration of Dr. An-
drews's experimental results (Phil. Trans. 1869), we may see that

this separating boundary comes to an end at a point of tempera-

* In making this statement, that it appears that the three curves must all

cross each other in one point, I would-wi~h to offer it here (as I previously did in

the 1871 British-A.><50ciation paper i subject to some reserve in respect of condi-

tions not yet known with perfect clearness and certainty. I have to suggest

that we might not be quite safe in assuming that, within a cavity containing

nothing but pure water-substance partly gaseous, the melting temperature and

pressure of ice solidified from the gaseous state would be the same as the melting

temperature and pressure of ice frozen from the liquid state, and in making other

suppositions, such as that the same quantity of heat would become latent in the

meltinz of equal quantities of ice formed in these two ways, and in neglecting

conceivable but, I presume, as yet imperfectly known distinctions of capillary

conditions between ice amply wet with water and ice only moistened with the

last vestiges of water before the whole liquid may be either evaporated or frozen.

It might be a question in like manner whether we can be sure that there can be

theoretically a contlition of repose in a cavity containing only perfectly pure

•water-substance in which the three states are present together, each in contact

with the other two, so that there would be ice partly wet with water, and partly

drv in contact with gaseous water-substance, or steam as it may be called, while

the water and steam were also in contact with each other. I offer these remarks

bv way of caution, as they force themselves into notice when we attempt to

sketch out the features of the three curves under consideration, and because they

may serve to suggest questions for experimental and theoretical investigation

which mav have been generally overlooked before. In the present paper, how-

ever, I proceed on assumptions, such as are usually tacitly made, of identity in

the thermal and dynamic conditions of pure ice solidified in different isays,

assumptions which, so far as is known, may be, and probably are, perfectly true

;

and I proceed on the supposition that there can be theoretically the condition

of repose here alluded to, of the solid, liquid, and gaseous states, present together

each in contact with the other two—and consequently that the three curves would

meet or cross each other in one point, which I have called the triple point.
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ture and pressure which, in conformity with his language, may be

called the critical point of pressure and temperature jointly ; and
we may see that, from any liquid state to any gaseous state, the

transition may be gradually effected by an iufinite variety of courses

passing round the extreme end of the boiling-line*.

The accompauydng figure serves to illustrate these considerations

in reference to transitions between the three states, the gaseous,

the liquid, and the solid. The figure is intended only as a sketch

to illustrate priuciples, and is not drawn according to measure-
ments for any particular substance, though the main features of

the curves shown in it are meant to relate ia a general way to the

substance of water, steam, and ice. AX and A T are the axes

of coordinates for temperatures and pres^sures respectively, A
(the origin) being taken as the zero for pressures and as the zero

for temperatures on the Centigrade scale. The curve L represents

Y

m\

lAh)
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ferred to (the one read at the Brighton Meeting, 1872), I gave

demonstrations showing that these two cnrves L T and X T should

meet, as sho^^"n in the accompanpng figure, ^vith a re-entrant angle

at T, not with a salient angle such as is exemplified in the vertex of

a pointed arch, and offered in conclusion the suggestion that the

reasoning -which had been adduced might be followed up bv a quan-

titative calculation founded on experimental data, by which calcu-

lation the difference of the pressures of steam with water and steam
with ice for any given temperature very near the triple point may
be found vrith a very close approximation to the truth.

In the month of last October (October 1872) I explained to my
brother, Sir A^'illiam Thomson, the nature of that contemplated

quantitative calculation : I mentioned to him the method which I

had prepared for carrying out the intended investigation, and in-

quired of him for some of the experimental data, or data already

deduced by theory from experiments, which I was seeking to ob-

tain. On his attention being thus turned to the matter, he noticed

that the desired quantitative relation could be obtained very di-

rectly and easdy from a simple formula which he had given in his

paper on the Dvnamical Theory of Heat, Transactions of the

Eoyal Society of Edinburgh, March 17, 1851, § 21 (3), to express

the second law of thermodynamics for a body of uniform tempe-
rature throughout, exposed to pressure equal in all directions.

That formula is

^' = CM-
dt

'

in which p denotes the amount of the pressure, and -^ i^s rate

of increase per unit increase of temperature, the volume being kept
constant ; C denotes Carnot's function ; and M denotes the rate

of absorption at which heat must be supplied to the substance
per unit augmentation of volume, to let it expand without varying
in temperature. The body may be either homogeneous throughout,
as a continuous solid, or liquid, or gas ; or it may be heterogeneous,
as a mass of water and aqueous vapour {i. e. steam), or ice and
water, or ice and aqueous vapour {i. e. steam).

Xow apply that formula, 1st, to steam with water, and, 2nd, to

steam \\ith ice, the temperature of the heterogeneous body in each
case being that of the triple point ; or we may, for the present pur-
pose, say U° Centigrade, which is almost exactly the same. It is to

be observed that while in the general appKcation of the formula
the rate of increase of the pressui*e with increase of temperature,

dp
when the volume is Jcept constant, has been denoted by -#, vet in^

•' dt ^ •

each of the two particular cases now brought under consideration,

it is a matter of indifference whether the volume be kept constant
or not ; because the pressure of steam in contact either with water
or with ice, for any given temperature, is independent of the

volume of the whole heterogeneous body ; so that the change of
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pressure for change of temperature is iudependent of whether
there be change of volume or not. As C is a function of the tem-

perature which has the same value for all substances at the same
temperature, it has the same value for the two cases now under

consideration. Hence, retaining for the first case (that, namely,

of steam with water) the same notation as before, but modifying
it by the use of an accent where distinction, is necessary in the

(In
second case (that of steam with ice), and thus using -j- to denote

the rate of increase of the pressure per uuit increase of temperature

for steam with water at the triple point (0° Centigrade nearly), and
M to denote the rate of absorption at which heat must be sup-

plied to a body consisting of steam and water at the triple point,

per unit augmentation of volume of that whole heterogeneous

body, to let it expand without varpug in temperature, and using

dp
, . . .

-rp and M' to denote the corresponding rates for steam with ice

at the triple point, we have
dp

~dt _ M

Hi

The latent heat of evaporation of one pound of water at the

freeziug-point (or triple point) into steam at the same temperature,

as determined by Eegnault, is 606-5 thermic units, the thermic

unit being here taken as the heat which would raise the tempera-

ture of one pound of water one degree Centigrade ; and the latent

heat of fusion of ice is about 78 or 79 of the same thermic units.

Hence, though M and M' belong each to a cubic foot of steam at

M .

the triple* point, not to a pound mass of it, still the x'atio vj-, is

606

79+ 606
Hence

dp

It _ 606 1

c/j/" 79+ 606= ria'

dt

This shows that for any small descent in temperature from the

triple point (where the pressure of steam M-ith ice is the same as

that of steam with water), the pressure of steam with ice falls off

1-13 times as much as does the pressure of steam with, water.

In submitting the quantitative calculation now given, I have pre-

ferred to adopt the method proposed and developed by my brother

rather than that which I had myself previously devised, because his

method is simpler, and brings out the results more briefly by estab-

2 G2
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lished principles from existing experimental data. I may say, how-

ever, that the method de\-ised by myself was also a true method, and

that I have since worked it out to its numerical results, and have

found that these are quite in accordance \Wth those brought out

bv mv brother. The two indeed may be regarded as being essenti-

ally of the same nature ; and I think it unnecessary to occupy

space by giving any details of the method I planned and have

carried out. Its general character may be sufficiently gathered

from the concluding passages of the British-Association 1872 paper,

as printed in the Transactions of the Sections, Brighton Meeting.

In order to discover whether the feature now developed by theo-

retical considerations is to be found showing itself in any degree

in the experimental results of Eegnault on the pressures of steam

at different temperatures*, I have made careful examinations of

his engraved curve (plate ^"iii. of his memoir), and of his empi-

rical formulse adapted to fit A'ery closely to the results exhibited

in that curve, and of his final Tables of results at the close of

his memoir ; and by every mode of scrutiny which I have brought

to bear on the subject (in fact by each of some seven or eight

varied modes) I have met with clear indication of the existence of

the expected feature : and by some of them I have found that

it can readily be brought prominently into notice. The engraved

cu.rve drawn on the copper plate by Eegnault himself is offered by

him as the definitive expression of his experiments, as being an ex-

pression which satisfies as well as possible the aggregate of his ob-

servations—subject, however, to a very slight alteration, which he

has pointed out as a requisite amendment in the part of the curve

immediately below the freezing-point, a part with which the in-

vestigations in the present paper are specially concerned.

After telling (page 581) of the great care with which he had

marked the curve on the copper plate and got it engraved, he

savs :
—" Je n'ai pas pu eviter cependant quelques petites irregu-

larites dans les courbes ; mais une seule de ces irrcgularites me
parait assez importante pour devoir etre signalce. Elle se presente

pour les basses temperatures comprises entre 0°et —16°; la courbe

creuse trop vers I'axe des temperatures, elle laisse, notablement au-

dessus d'elle, toutes les determinations expe'rimentales qui ont ete

faites entre 0° et —10°. Ainsi les valeurs, que cette petite portion

de la courbe donne pour les forces clastiques, sont un pen trop

faibles, et j'ai eu soin de les augmenter, de la quantite convenable,

dans les nombres que je donnerai plus loin." Whether we are

now to think that this bend downwards t of the curve towards the

axis of temperatures, involving what Eegnault regarded as a small

faultv departure of his drawn curve from his actual experiments,

was introduced merely by a casual want of accuracy in dra-ning,

* Eegnaiilt. " Des Forces Elastiques de la Yapeur d'Eau axix differentes

Temperatures," Memoires de I'Aeademie des Sciences, 1847.

f In M. Eegnault's curve the temperatures are measured horizontally across

the sheet, and pressures are measured upwards.
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or whether we may suppose that possibly thex-e may have been

some experimeutal observatious which attracted the cur\e cIowti-

Avards, but were afterwards rejected ou a supposition of their being

untrustworthy, it appears that such a bend is a feature which
the curve really ought to possess, and is one which even after

being partially smoothed off by way of correction is not obliterated,

but still remains clearly discoverable in the final numerical tables of

results.

This is best brought to light by means of the empirical for-

mulae devised and employed by llegnault for the collating of

his results. He proceeded evidently under the idea of the curve

being continuous in its nature, so that a single formida might
represent the pressures of aqueous vapour throughout the whole
of his experiments ; but before seeking for such a formula he pi'C-

ceeded to calculate several local formulae of which each should

represent very exactly his experiments between limits of tempe-
rature not wide apart; and afterwards he worked out several general

formulae, each adapted singly for the whole range of his experi-

ments.

In regard to the one of these general formuLTe which he desig-

nates as formula (H)*, he says that it represents the aggregate of

his determinations of the pressures of the vapour of water, referred

to the air-thermometer, and extending between the extreme tem-
peratures of —33° and -|-232° with such precision that there could

not be any hope of attaining to representing them better by any
other mode of interpolation, because the differences, he says, be-

tween the calculated numbers and the numbers deduced from his

graphic constructions are always smaller than the probable errors

of observation. Still, for maldug out his final general Table of

pressures of steam for every degree of the air-thermometer from
— 30° to +230°, he used three local formula?, finding that by them
he could get slightly closer agreements with his experimental deter-

minations than by using the single formula (H) for the whole
range. Thus between —32° and 0° he used his formula designated

as (E) ; from 0° to 100° he used his formula (D) ; and between
100° and 230° he used his formula (H). He points out (page 023)
that he might have calculated this Table throughout its entire ex-

tent by the single formula (H), and that he would thus have got

almost identically the same values by it from ] 00° down to 40° as

those he calculated by the formula (D), but that between + 40° and
— 20° the pressures given by the formula (H) would be slightly too

small. This gives indication of the existence of the feature whit-h

it is my object at present to bring into view ; and an examina-

tion of the column of Differences in Eegnault's Table on his page

608, adapted for comparing the pressures got from experiments as

* This and other formulae in M. Regnault's memoir are here referred to only

by their letters of reference, because to cite the foi-imilae themselves with tlieir

necessary accompanying explanations, would extend the present paper to too

great a length ; and any person wishing to scrutinize the formul;e woidd na-

turally prefer to have recourse to the original memoir.
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expressed by his graphic cune \\ii]x those got from the formula (H),
shows distinctly a re-entrant angle, or at least a flattened place, in
the curve at or about 0°, Several other hke comparisons, by means
of his other formulse, give hke indications ; but most of these may
for breWty be passed over -nithout further mention here. The most
decisive indication comes out in the foUo'^'ing way. AVe may ob-
serve that for temperatures adja<?ent to the freezing-point and ex-
tending both ways from it, Eegnault finally adopted as fitting best
to his experiments the formula (E) for temperatures descending
from 0°, and the formula (D) for temperatiu-es ascending from 0°.

He tried (at pages 598, 599 of his memoir) the continuing of the
application of his formula (D) beyond the inferior of the two limits
0° and 1(10°, for which he had specially aimed at adapting it to his

experimental determinations ; and he found that in calculating by
it the pressures which it would give for temperatures below 0°,

these pressures come out always slightly in excess of those which
were given by his experiments. I have developed this mode of

compainson in a more complete manner, and have arrived at remark-
able results. The formula (D) may be regarded as the formula for

giving the pressure p of steam vdth. water, and (E) as that for

giA"ing the pressure p' for steam \s-ith ice. The follo^ving two Tables

show the pressures p and^' for temperatures, in each case, both

below and above the freezing-point, as calculated from these two
formula? ; and they show, also in each case, the consequent differ-

ences of pressure for 1° change of temperature at several different

dp dp'
temperatures, or, what is the same, the values of -j— and -i— for

several temperatures shghtly abo^e and shghtly belo\^" the freezing-

point.

Table I. By Eormula (D) ; Steam with "Water.

Temperatures.
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Table 11. By Formula (E) ; Steam with Ice.

Temperatures.
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dp

This gives for -^ at the freezmg-poiut the value of about 1-09

lit.

or 1-10, wliile its value brought out in the earlier part of the
present paper by my brothers quantitative calculation Avas 1-13

;

and so the feature expected shows itself here in Eegnault's results

almost in the full extent in which theory shows that it ought to
exist.

Eegnault gives in the same memoir (page 627 and following
pages) another Table, one intended chiefly for meteorological pur-
poses, and in which the pressures are stated from —10° to +35°
for every -^-^ of a degree. In this Table the numbers inserted as

representing the pressures below the freezing-point are slightly

different from the corresponding ones in his general Table already
referred to ; and he mentions that this slight discrepance has re-

sulted from the fact that the two Tables were formed at different

periods, and were not calculated by the same formula ; but he re-

marks that the differences are insignificant, as they scarcely amount
to "02 millimetre. Here, too, as in the general Table, the feature

expected shows itself, though in a diminished degree. By a careful

examination of its column of Differences for -^^ of a degree, and
by making a few small arithmetical adjustments which may be re-

garded as amendments in the •way of interpolation in that column,
I find that, according to the experimental results as they are re-

dl

presented in this Table, the value of L— at the freezing-point would
dp

It

come out to be about 1*05 or 1-06. We have seen by the new cal-

culation, based on theory, in the present paper that it ought to be
1"13

; so here the feature is found showing itself in about half

the degree in which, according to the new quantitative calculation,

it ought to be met -udth. When we consider that Eegnault's re-

ductions of his experimental results in the making out of curves,

formula, and tables for representing them in the aggregate were,

as we ha^e sufficient ground to suppose, carried out under the idea,

now proved to be erroneous, of there being, for aqueous vapour,

continuity in variations of pressure «'ith variations of temperature

past the freeziug-point, just as past any other point of temperature,

and \\ hen we further consider that the quantities with which we are

here concerned are indeed very small, it is not surprising that there

should have been a tendency to smooth off this feature on the sup-

position that any departures of the experimental observations from

the course of a continuous or smooth curve were only, slight irre-

gularities due to experimental errors or imperfections.

It may now, in conclusion, be remarked that if from experiments
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independeut of those which have beeu made, or may be made, di-

rectly on the pressure of aqueous vapour at different temperatures
near the freezing-point, both above and below it, very correct de-
terminations of the values of the quantities C, M, and M' can be
made, such determinations \\i\\ lead to more correct evaluations

of
-J-

and -jj for aqueous vapour in contact in the one case with

liquid water, and in the other wath ice, than we at present possess.

Such determinations, we may presume further, would, if very trust-

worthily arrived at, conduce to the attainment of a more correct

estimate of the density of steam at the freezing-point (or at the
triple point) than we now possess. In fact, in connexion wWh. the
subject which has been here under consideration, there are various
important quantities. so coimected that improved determinations of

one or more of them may lead to more correct evaluations of others.

GEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

[Continued from p. 315.]

May 14, 1873.—Joseph Prestwich, Esq., F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair.

The following commimications were read :

—

1. " On the genus PaJceocoryne, Duncan and Jenkins, and its affi-

nities." By P. Martin Duncan, M.B. Lond., F.R.S., V.P.G.S., Prof,

of Geology in King's College, London.
In this paper the author referred to certain minute fossils from

the Carboniferous rocks of Scotland, described by himself and Mr.
Jenkins in a paper read before the Royal Society, as belonging to

the Hydroida, and most nearly resembling the recent genus Bimena,
Wright. He stated that numerous specimens since received from the

Geological Society of Scotland threw some further light on the

nature of these fossils, and showed especially that in all probability

the base is not really cellular, but that the cellular appearance is

produced by the growth of the real base of the polype over the cells

of the Fenestella on which it grows. The author further described

what he believed to be the mode of growth of this organism, as dis-

played in the new specimens.

2. " Notes on Stnicture in the Chalk of the Yorkshire Wolds."
By J. E. Mortimer, Esq.

In this paper the author described a peculiar structure observable

in chalk from Yorkshire and elsewhere, giving it a striated appear-

ance. This structure had been ascribed by Dr. Mackie and others

to slickensidos. The author adduced reasons for doubting the

mechanical origin of these striations^ and argued that they are of an
organic nature. He ascribed them to corals, and remarked that

similar stria occur in all limestone formations.
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3. " On Platysiagum sderoceplialum and Palceospinax priscus,

Egerton." By Sir Philip de Malpas Grey-Egerton, Bart., M.P.,

F.R.S., F.G.S.

The two species of fossil Fishes noticed in this paper were de-

scribed by the author in the 13th Decade of the Memoirs of the

Geological Survey, published in 1872. They are both from the

Lias of Lyme Eegis. He now described some new specimens which

add to our knowledge of their characters. An example of Platysi-

agum shows the position of the dorsal fin, which is placed very far

back, occupying a place opposite to the interval between the ventral

and anal fins, and the form of the trunk, which is of nearly uniform

depth from the occiput to the base of the dorsal fin. The structure

of the dorsal fin was described in detail. The new specimen of

Pal(BOspinax priscus shows especially the position of the second

dorsal spine, which is placed over the 50th vertebra, the first being

on the IGth, the fish thus most nearly approaching the existing

Cestracion, which it also resembles in its dentition. In other re-

spects it seemed to be most nearly allied to Acanthias.

4. " On a new genus of Silurian Asteriadfe." Bv Thos. 'Wright,

M.D., F.R.S.E., F.G.S.

The specimen described showed the outline of a small Starfish,

with a large disk and short rays, in a slab of Wenlock Limestone

from Dudley. The outKne of the ten rays was described as marked

out by the border of small triangular spines, the other plates of the

disk and rays being absent. Each ray was terminated by a stem-

like multiarticulate process as long as the ray, from towards the

extremity of which spring slender lateral processes, giving it a tufted

appearance. This Starfish, which is in the collection of Dr. Grind-

rod, is named by the author Trichotaster plnmiforrais.

May 28, 1873.—Prof. Eamsay, F.R.S., Vice-President,

in the Chair,

The following communications were read :

—

1. " The Glaciation of the Northern part of the Lake-district,"

By J. aifton Ward, Esq., F.G.S.

The author stated the leading questions to be settled by his in-

vestigation of the northern part of the Lake-district as follows :

—

The fact of the glaciation of the district being granted, and of this

he adduced abundant evidence, the questions that arose were whether

the glaciating agent worked from north to south, whether it came

from within or from without the district, and finally, whether the

agent was floating ice, a system of local glaciers, or an unbroken

ice-cap. As the result of his investigation, he maintained that there

is no evidence that a great ice-cap from the north ever swept over

this district. The ice-scratches trending along the principal valleys,

but sometimes crossing watersheds, indicate a great confluent

glacier-sheet, at one time almost covering a great part of the dis-

trict, the movement of which was determined by the principal ^\ ater-

shed of the Lake-district. In the part of the Lake-district under
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consideration the ice, during its increase, carried forward, from

south to north, a great quantity of rocky material. There are no

signs in the district of the occurrence of mild periods during the

epoch of primary glaciation ; but the author thought that the climate

had probably become moderate before the great submergence of the

land commenced. The author noticed the effect of the submergence

upon the results of previous glacial action, and maintained that when
the land had sunk 800 or 900 feet there was a recurrence of cold,

and boulders were transported by floating ice. Until the submer-

gence reached 1500 feet there was no direct communication between

the northern and southern halves of the Lake-district, except by the

Straits of Dunmail liaise. From the directions which would be

taken by the currents in the sea at this period, it would appear that

boulders may then have been transported by floating ice in some of

the same directions as they had previously been carried by glacier-

ice. The extreme of submergence appeared to have been about 2000

feet. The author further maintained that on the reelevation of the

district there was a second land-glaciation, affecting the higher

valleys and clearing them of marine diift.

2. " Alluvial and Lacustrine Deposits and Alluvial Records of the

Uliper Indus Basin." By Frederic Drew, Esq., F.G S.

First stating that the alkmum of that country had been noticed

by several travellers, especially by Major Godwin-Austen, who had

given much important information about them, the author said that

he felt the necessity for a careful classification of the phenomena of

alluvial deposits ; for the want of recognition of the different kinds

was likely to lead to incorrect deductions ; the classification he pro-

posed was the following :

—

I. Loosened material, which consisted of disjointed rocks or loose

angular stones, sometimes mixed up with mud, which had been sepa-

rated and disintegrated, but since that had remained unmoved.

II. Taluses, the substance of which had fallen by its own weight,

and not been transported by streams. These were the great heaps

of angular matter that were found at the foot of cliffs, with a slope

generally of near 35°. A special form was the fan talus, which

occurred where the falling matter had either originated from, or

collected to, one spot, from which again it spread, and made a partial

cone of the same slope as the ordinary taluses.

III. Alluvial Fans.—These were the fan-shaped extensions of

alluvial or torrential matter that spread out from the mouths of

gorges, where these debouched into a more open valley. They were

in form cones of a low angle, commonly 5° or so ; they had accumu-

lated by layer after layer on a cone-shaped surface, as shown by the

radial sections exhibiting layers of a straight slope, and the chord

sections showing curves, which were by the theory hyperbolas.

Many complicated phenomena were produced by the denudation of

these fans, and the production of secondary ones, some of which

were illustrated by diagrams.

IV. Alh.i.vivm, which was defined as a deposit which sloped down
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—
the direction of the valley of the stream which had made it, and
did uot appreciably slope or curve over in a direction at right angles

to that.

The alluvium of the country in question consisted mostly of

pebble-beds, well stratified ; it was common at all heights, from
16,000 feet or more downwards. Sections of some 100 feet thick

were to be observed at intervals along the valleys of most of the

rivers : one of 500 feet was described as occurring near Sumkiel, in

Kupshu ; and 200, 300, and 400 feet heights of the alluvial terraces

above the rivers were very general.

In a few cases there were wider openings, filled with similar de-

posits. The tableland of Deosai, where the alluvium made flats at

an elevation of 12,500 and 13,000 feet, surrounded by a ring of

mountains 16,000 and 17,000 feet high, was the most remarkable
of these.

A special phenomenon was described as now and then occurring

in the alluvium, namely a sloping of the alluvial strata, looking at

first like false-bedding on a large scale, and, further, a curving or

bending of them till they reached round even beyond the perpendi-

cular. This the author attributed to the ploughing of the foot of a

glacier against the alluvium that had been formed in front of it by
its own streams.

The last class of alluArial deposits would be the Jacustrine', but a

description of these was reserved for a future portion of the paper.

Summary and Inferences.

There was evidence of a succession of three states :

—

Ist. The cutting of the valleys.

2nd. The accumulation of alluvial matter.

3rd. The cutting down of the streams through that alluvial

matter.

Accumulation denotes an excess of supply of material from the

rocks (by disintegration^ over what can be carried away by the

streams.

Denudation, or the cutting down of the streams through their

aUmnum (the lowering of their beds), denotes a deficiency of supply

of material from the rocks as compared with the transporting power

of the streams. Hence the author inferred that the period of great

accumulation of these alluvial deposits was one of great disintegra-

tion of rocks, one of intense frost (in other words, it was the

Glacial period), and that the denudation occurred when the cold

lessened and there came to be a smaller supply of disintegrated

material.

The connexion of various glacial phenomena with the alluvium,

such as the one described above, was taken to corroborate the infer-

ence that the greater deposits were made during the Glacial epoch.
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June 1], 1873.—Prof. Eamsaj^ F.R.S., Vice-President, in the Chair.

The following communications were read :

—

1. " On the Nature and probable Origin of the superficial De-
posits in the Valleys and Deserts of Central Persia." By W. T.

Blanford, Esq., F.G.S.

In this paper the author described the general characters of the

superficial deposits of Central Persia, and noticed the physical geo-

graphy and rainfall of that country. He described especially the

desert plains of the interior of the country, the paucity and scanti-

ness of the streams, most of which terminate in salt swamps and
lakes, and the occurrence of vast slopes of gravel on the margins of

the desert plains, covering up the junction of the latter with the

surrounding mountains. The desert plains he regarded as in general

the beds of ancient lakes. His general results may be summed up
as follows :—Persia has undergone a gradual change from a moister

to a drier climate simultaneously with the elevation of portions of

its surface, resulting first in the conversion of old river-valleys into

enclosed basins containing large lakes, probably brackish or salt.

Then, as the rainfall diminished, the lakes gradually dried up, leaving

desert plains. The amount of subaerial disintegration among the

rocks of the high ground he considered to be in excess of the force

available for its removal, the water which now falls only suificing to

wash the loosened materials from the steeper slopes into the valleys;

and hence the valleys in the upper parts arc gradually being filled

up with coarse gravel-like detritus, just as their lower portions have
been already hidden beneath lake-deposits.

2. " On Carj/opJiyllin. Bredai, Milne-Edwards and Haime, from
the Red Crag of Woodbridge." By Prof. P. Martin Duncan, M.B.,
F.R.S., V.P.G.S.

The author recorded the occurrence in the Red Crag of the Wood-
bridge district of a variety of CaryophylUa Bredai, M.-Edw, &
Haime. The species was originally described from the Maestricht
Chalk ; and the specimen referred to, which was obtained by Mr. E.
Charlesworth, appears to be a remanie fossil, derived from the upper-
most beds of the Chalk, some traces of which still remain in the
neighbourhood of Norwich.

3. " On the Cephalopoda-bed and the Oolite Sands of Dorset and
part of Somerset." By James Buckman, Esq., F.L.S., F.G.S,

In this paper the author discussed the true position of certain

beds containing abundant remains of Cephalopoda, found in various
parts of the Jurassic region of this country, and of the sandy bed
underlying the Inferior Oolite at Cleeve Hill and other places
(called by Prof. Phillips the "Midford Sands"), which has been
regarded by most authors as belonging to the Lias. From an in-
vestigation of the Cephalopoda-bed in quarries at Bradford Abbas
in Dorsetshire, the author comes to the conclusion that it is quite
distinct from the Cephalopoda-bed of Gloucestershire, and that it is

the representative of the Bubbly Oolite at the top of Leckhampton
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Hill and Cold Comfort, and of the Gryphite and Tngania-heds of

the neighbourhood of Cheltenham. The Gloucestershire Cepha-
lopoda-bed he regards as situated close to the bottom of the Inferior

Oolite series ; and this is also the position to which he refers the

sandy beds above-mentioned.

4. '• Cetarthrosaurus 7Frt77c-f;v' (Seeley), an Ichthyosaurian from the

Cambridge Upper Greensand." By H. G. Seeley, Esq., F.L.S., F.G.S.

In this paper the author described a small Ichthyosaurian femur,

discovered by !Mr. J. F. "Walker in the Upper Greensand of Cam-
bridge. He noticed the general characteristics of the femur in

Ichthyosaurians, and pointed out, as the chief pecvdiarities of the

bone that he was describing, the subovate form of its head, and the

presence of large flattened lateral trochanters, which, if of equal

dimensions on both sides of the bone, would have made its greatest

transverse measurement greater than its length. Upon this bono
he proposed to found a new genus, Ceturtlirosauriis.

LIX. Intelligence and Miscellaneous Articles.

SOME EXPERIMENTS ON THE EFFECTS OF MAGNETISM ON THE
ELECTKIC DISCHARGE THROUGH A RAREFIED GAS WHEN IT

TAKES PLACE IN THE PROLONGATION OF THE AXIS OF THE
MAGNET. BYMM. AUGUSTE DE LA RIVE AND EDOUARD SARASIN^.

TX the first memoir t which we published on the action of magne-
-*- tism on gases passed through by the electric discharge, we studied

first the case of the magnet acting upon a discharge perpendicular

to its axis. We recognized that in this case the magnet, between
the two poles of which the G-eissler tube is placed, has for its effect,

besides the deviation of the luminous jet, its condensation, and its

more intense brilliancy, a notable diminution of the elastic force of

the gas iu the portion of the discharge which is more directly sub-

mitted to its action. This augmentatioit of density (produced, at

the expense of the rest of the gaseous mass, at the same time as the

condensation of the luminous jet) varies with the nature of the gas :

it is less strong with hydrogen than with carbonic acid, more feeble

with the latter than with air ; that is to say, the effect is the more
marked the less the gas is a good conductor of electricity. Besides,

this effect is more considerable on the portion of the discharge near

the negative electrode than upon the rest of the gaseous column
passed through by the current. As to the diminution of conducti-

\*ity of the gas which is known to result in this case from the

action of the magnet, we ascertained that it varies also very notably

* This note, written shortly before the death of Augusts de la Rive for

the Jubelband of Poggendorff's Annalen, contains a resume of the last ex-

perimental researches to which the illustrious savant was able to devote

himself whose loss has been so grievously felt by Geneva and the entire

scientitic world.

—

Editor of the Archives des Sciences.

t Archives des Sciencfs Physiques et Naturelles, 18/1, tome xli. p. 5;

Phil. Mag., Sept. 1871, vol. xUi. p. 211.
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with the nature of the gas, being as much more considerable as the
gas is a better conductor of electricity.

In the same memoir, we next studied the effect of the magnet
upon a discharge which takes place along the line joining its two
poles. In this case we observed, on the contrary, a very percep-
tible augmentation of the intensity of the current. We" confined
ourselves to estabhshing that this diminution of resistance, occa-
sioned in the Geissler tube placed axially between the two magnetic
poles, is the more marked the better conductor the gas and the less
its pressure. With a view to complete our first observations, we have
resumed and varied this experiment. May we be permitted to ex-
plain here briefly, though they are still far from complete, the re-
sults to which our latest researches have conducted.

Instead of arranging uur electromagnet in the shape of a horse-
shoe as iu our former experiments, «-ith the two horizontal bobbins
in a line \\ith each other and the two opposite magnetic poles, se-
parated by an interval of 10 centims., which coinpelled the Geissler
tube to be introduced into the cyhndrical aperture pierced in the
axis of each of the two soft-iron cores, we here employed the elec-
tromagnet in a column, so as to cause only one of the magnetic
poles to act upon the discharge. The apparatus in which the dis-
charge took place (Geissler tube or a large bell) rested on the upper
extremity of the soft-iron cylinder, the line of the electrodes being
in the prolongation of the axis of the magnet.

AV^e commenced by operating with cyhndrical Geissler tubes of
30 centims. length and 32 millims. breadth, presenting interior
electrodes of platinum wire. One of these tubes contains nitrogen,
the other hydrogen, both at a very low pressure, about 1 milhm. or
even less—at least, judging from the appearance affected by the dis-
charge in their interior. The induction-current, furnished by a
Euhmkorff machine of medium size excited by four of Grove's
couples, passed through the Geissler tube and then the derivation-
apparatus employed in our previous researches. It was on a very
small portion of the current, derived into a galvanometer placed far
enough from the magnet to be uninfluenced by it, that we observed
the variations of intensity of the discharge, according as it was or
was not submitted to the action of the magnet, which was excited
by 20, 2.5, 30, and sometimes even 40 Bunsen couples.

Traversed by the discharge fi'om the Euhmkorff machine, each
of the two Geissler tubes exhibits around the negative electrode a
beautiful blue aureola extending to the sides of the tube, beyond this
a long dark interval, and thence to the positive electrode streaks
wide apart._ The appearance of this discharge is completely changed
as soon as it is submitted to the action of the magnet and when the
negative electrode is at the bottom or under the immediate action
of the magnetic pole. Indeed, as soon as magnetization commences,
the negative aureola, which, with a length of about 35 millims., oc-
cupied the whole diameter of the tube, is transformed into a cylinder
of only 8 or 9 millims. diameter, very luminous, extending to the
positive electrode, across the interval previously occupied by the
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dark space and the streaked positive jet, presenting, except the
streaks and the colour, an appearance analogous to the narrow
positive jet observed at about 8 or 10 milKms. pressure.

A\Tien, instead of a Geissler tube, \ve employed a large bell or one
of the balloons by aid of which the experiment was made of the
aurorae boreales "nith a central negative electrode encircled bv the
positive ring, we still obtained the same effect ; that is, the large

spherical aureola, developed at very low pressures isolated around
the negative electrode, was replaced by a narrow blue jet of vivid

splendour, having sometimes the appearance of a brilliant blue flame
escaping from the positive electrode. This negative jet is alwavs
produced in the continuation of the axis of the electromagnet, even
when the positive electrode is a ring situated in the same horizontal

plane as the negative electrode. The electricity, which escaped
equally in all directions from the negative electrode, now issues

only in one direction, as if projected to a distance from the mag-
netic pole. But it is only at very low pressures (1 milHm., and
even lower) that the effect is produced ^rith this degree of inten-

sity. The greater the elastic force of the gas, the shorter becomes
the negative dart, giving place to the positive jet. It is at about
2 millims. that the repulsion apparently exerted by the magnet
upon the negative aureola commences to become sensible.

Such is the modification produced by magnetism in the appear-

ance of the electric discharge. It is accompaniedby quite as marked
an alteration in the resistance opposed by the rarefied gas to the

passage of the discharge. As we had already observed, and recorded

in the memoir before cited, the magnet has the effect, in the case

of an axial discharge, of notably augmenting the intensity of the

current.

With the above-described Geissler tube containing hydrogen,

placed vertically on the upper extremity of the soft-iron cylinder,

the negative electrode beneath the positive, the galvanometer placed

in the derived current marked 20° when there was no magnetization,

and 40° when the electromagnet was excited by 25 Bunsen couples.

The nitrogen-tube, placed in the same conditions, gave 20° o"ithout

magnetization, and 30° mth. In another case, on throwing into

the electromagnet the current from 40 Bunsen couples, we saw the

deflection of the galvanometer increase, with the hydrogen-tube,

from 12° (before magnetization) to 55°, with the nitrogen-tube from

l0° to 35°. These examples, taken at random from a great num-
ber of analogous results, show that the intensity of the discharge

transmitted through the Geissler tube may be quadrupled by the

action of an electromagnet suflElciently powerful*. They show,

moreover, what we have already recognized, that the effect on hy-

drogen is more marked than on air, that the augmentation of inten-

sitv of the current is greater with the gas which is more conductive

than with that which is less conductive of electricity.

* This augmentation of intensity is perceived by simple inspection of the

tube, from the fact that the negative electrode becomes red-hot and shows

traces of fusion as soon as magnetization commences.
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Wheu it is the i^ositive electrode that is submitted to the imme-

diate action of the magnet, there is scarcely any appreciable modifi-

cation in the appearance and intensity of the discharge. The effect,

however, is exactly the same, whatever the direction of the magne-

tization.

When the circuit contains several consecutive G-eissler tubes all

placed in the same way upon the upper extremity of the soft iron,

each having its negative electrode below, the effect upon the inten-

sity of the current which traverses them all is still greater. But if,

in addition to the tube or tubes placed under the action of the mag-

net, there is one in the circuit out of this action, no effect upon the

intensity of its current is produced by the magnet, although the

modification which the appearance of the discharge undergoes in the

other tubes, placed over the magnetic pole, remains the same. It

seems, then, that it is a special and peculiarly intense resistance,

having its seat at the issue from the negative electrode, which is

thus overcome by the intervention of the magnet.

A final series of experiments support this view, and have shown

us that the dimensions of the negative electrode, which notably in-

fluence the dimensions of the aureola and the resistance to the

passage of the electricity, influence also the augmentation of inten-

sity produced by the magnet in the case of aji axial discharge.

Working with the large bell, we had a very great, less, or almost

no augmentation of intensity, according to whether we employed

as negative electrode a platinum point or wire, a small ball, or a

ball of 4 centims. diameter.

"We confine ourselves here to briefly recording these few obser-

vations, without pretending to deduce "from them, at least for the

present, any theoretical consequence.- -5iiZio^7i%i(e Universelle,

Archives des Sciences Phi/s. et Nat. May 15, 1874, vol. 1. pp. 41-48.

EXPERIMENTS ON APPARENT ADHESION. BY M. STEFAN.

By the name of apparent adhesion the author designates the

phenomenon that, when two flat plates are laid one upon the other,

they cannot be again separated without the expenditure of a force.

This phenomenon has been hitherto conceived as conditioned by

adhesion^—that is, by the molecular forces between the particles of

the two plates ; and experiments have been made for the purpose

of determining statically its amount.

In this phenomenon, however, we have not to do with a static,

but A^ith a dynamic problem. The experiments made by the author

showed that "the separation of the two plates can be effected by any

force \\hatever ; only the time in \^ hich the distance of the plates

is changed a measurable quantity by the action of such a force is

the greater the smaller the force.

Simultaneously with the commencement of the action of a sepa-

rating force the distance of the plates commences also to increase

;

yet the motion is ^ ery slow, and grows ever quicker with increasing

distance. The apparent adhesion is much greater when the plates

are under water or another liquid instead of in air. The distance

rhil. Mag. S. 4. Yo). 47. No. 314. June 1874. 2 H
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of two plates of 155 millims. diameter, immersed in water,
amounting at first to O'l of a millimetre, increases, in consequence
of the continuous pull of 1 gramme, 0*01 millim. in 1| minute, O'l

millim. in 7 minutes. From this it is intelUgible how, limiting the
observation to a short time, one may be misled to the assumption
of a static equilibrium.

The author measured, in his experiments, the times which elapsed
while a given initial distance, measured bv a wire placed between
the plates, increased by a certain quantity. Between these times
and the other quantities which varied with the experiments the
following relations were found. The times are inversely propor-
tional to the separating force ; they are, but not exactly, inversely

proportional to the square of the initial distance ; for plates of

different sizes they are to one another as the fourth powers of the
radii of the plates ; for different liquids, as the times in which,
under equal pressure, equal volumes of the liquid flow through a
capillary tube.

Prom this it evidently results that \^ith this phenomenon the

question is a problem of hydrodynamics ; and it is now easy, at least

in general, to describe it. ^Tien the separating force begins to

act, the distance between the plates receives an infinitely small in-

crement. Thereby the space limited by the plates is augmented,
and the fluid within imdergoes a dilatation, in consequence of which
the hydrostatic pressure becomes less. The excess of pressure of

the exterior fluid acts iu opposition to the separating force. Never-
theless equihbrium does not ensue, because the diminution of the

hydrostatic pressure between the plates has for its result a flowing-

in of the exterior fluid and thereby, again, a diminution of the dif-

ference of the pressiires. The distance of the plates can be again

increased by the separating force, and the same process repeats itself

in a continuous manner.
The author gives also an approximative theoretical solution of

the problem, starting from the folloA^-ing consideration. The vis

viva acquired by the plates through the separating force is, on ac-

coimt of the great slowness of the motion, vanishiugly small in com-
parison with the work of that force. This work must consequently

have its equivalent in another work ; it has it in that which is ne-

cessary for maintaining the flow of the fluid from the outside into

the space included between the plates.

The equation deduced from this assumption gives again all the

different laws to which the experiments have conducted. It per-

mits us also to derive from the experiments the coefiicients of in-

ternal friction for the experimental fluids. If the centimetre be

chosen as the unit of length, the mass of 1 gramme as the unit of

mass, and the second as time-unit, it follows that for water of the

temperature of 19° C. this coefficient = 0-010&, for air = 0-00183,

which values almost exactly coincide with those deduced from the

experunents of Poiseuille, Maxwell, and O. E. Meyer.

—

Kfrnerlivhe

AJcademie der Wissenschaften in Wien, tSitzunr/ dcr matliematiscli^na-

turwissensclmftlichen Classe vom 30. April 1874,
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A SPARK-ADJUSTER FOR THE HOLTZ MACHINE.

BY JAMES J. MINOT.

In the Annalen der Phijsik und Ghemie, Bd. cxxxvii. p. 452, and

Bd. cxxxix. p. 509, under tlie title of " Schwaclae elektrische Funken

in Luft, von P. Eiess," a melliod is described of obtaining different

kinds of electric sparks from the Holtz machine.

The following method seems to be preferable to that described in

the above-mentioned articles:—Having insulated the outer coating

of the two Leyden jars which form a part of the ordinary Holtz

machine, short thick wires were connected with these outside

coatings and terminated in two brass pointers or conductors, so

arranged that the distance between them could be varied at pleasure.

At first the conductors were placed in connexion with each other

;

it was then found that a series of sparks were given off between

the conductors of the machine. The extreme length of spark ob-

tainable with the machine which was used was 20 centims.
_

The

sparks so obtained were large and luminous, passing only at inter-

vals, and requiring a certain electric tension before they would

leap across the space. Then the pointers connected with the outer

coatmgs of the Levden jars were drawn apart about 13 millims.

;

it was then found that a succession of fine thread-like sparks

passed across the space separating the conductors of the machine,

whereas there was no such appearance between the pointers con-

nected with the jars. But at intervals a larger spark, not so bright

as the normal spark of the machine, would jump across the con-

ductors ; and simultaneously with this a similar spark passed

between the pointers. This fine line of sparks was found to have

a peculiar form, being brightest and largest at the ends of the con-

ductors of the machine, fading away to a lighter and redder tint,

and being of a thread-like character in the space between the knobs

of the conductors.

It was found, if the distance between the conductors of the

machine exceeded a little that between the pointers connected with

the Leyden jars, that no large sparks passed between either set of

conductors, but only a series of thread-like discharges. When the

distance between the conductors of the machine w^as less than that

between the pointers, a similar result was obtained. When the

pointers were but a few millimetres apart, a continuous loop-hke

discharge passed between them, which was not interrupted by the

occasional passage of a bright spark, and was not coincident in path

with the latter. By varying the distance of the pointers of the

Leyden jars, the number and character of the sparks could be

changed at \vill. This method possesses the advantage that by an

easy'adjustment of these pointers the form of the electric spark can

be readily studied. In experimenting upon the passage of the

spark through different media, we can by this method diminish the

diameter, so to speak, of the spark, and can change quickly from

the spark discharge to that of the brush. The change in tone of

the sound of the discharge, when the distance betv»-een the pointers

is varied, is quite marked.—SilKman's American Joimial, May 1874.

2H2
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Quincke (G.) on the determination of

the prime angle of incidence and
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tors, 419.

Reflection and refraction, on the
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principal section of media in mo-
tion, 411.

Refraction, on double, in a viscous

fluid in motion, 390.

Resonators, on the theory of, 419.

Reynolds (Prof. O.) on the conden-
sation of a mixture of air and- steam
on cokl surfaces, ii]

.

Roberts (S.) on a simple condensing
collector for frictional electrical ma-
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Roberts (\V. C.) on the quantitative

analysis of certain alloys by means
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Rosse (the Earl of) on the electric

resistance of selenium, 161.

Roval Institution, proceedings of the,
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Roval Society, proceedings of the, 61,

216,309,384,447.
Sale (Lieut.) on the action of light on

the electrical resistance of selenium,

216.

Sarasin (E.) on the effects of mag-
netism on the electric discharge

through a rarefied gas, 462.

Secchi (Father A.) on the tempera-
ture of the sun, 394.

Selenium, on the electric resistance

of, 161 ; on the action of hght on
the electrical resistance of, 216.

Serrano y Fatigati (H.) on the me-
chanical equivalent of heat, 155.

Sharp (S.) on the oolites of North-
amptonshire, 74.

Siemens mercur)' unit of electrical

resistance, on the absolute value

of, 294, 342.

Silicic acid, on a peculiar occurrence

ef crystaliizeii, 3 1 9.

Sky, measurements of the polarization

of the light reflected by the, 127.

Soret (J. L.) on some phenomena of

jujhrization by diffusion of light,

205.

Sound, on the eflects jiroduced by
fog and vapour in the atmosphere
on the intensity of, 277, 374.

Sounding pipe, on a process for veri-

fying the nodes in a, 80.

Spectroscope, on the quantitative

analysis of certain alloys by means
of the, 311.

Spectrum-analysis, researches in,

384.

Steam, on the condensation of a mix-
ture of, and air on cold surfaces,

67.

Steel, on the permanent magnetism
of, 315.

Stefan (J.) on the theory of the mag-
netic forces, 381 ; on apparent ad-
hesion, 465.

Sterlingite, on the crystallographic

structure and chemical composition
of, 247.

Stewart (Prof. B.) on the heating of

a disk by rapid rotation in vacuo,

219.

Sun, on the spectrum of the, 334 ; on
the temperature of the, 391.

Suudell (Dr. A. F.) on the electro-

motive and thermoelectric forces of

some metallic alloys in contact
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Sun-spots, on the period of hemi-
spherical excess of, 311.

Tait (Prof. P. G.) on the heating of

a disk bv rapid rotation in vacuo,

219.

Telegraph-lines, on the testing of, 22,
93,416,426.

Terquem (A.) on the vibroscope tono-

meter, 212.

Thomson (Prof. J.) on certain rela-

tions between the gaseous, the
liquid, and the solid states of
water-substance, A^T

.

Tonometer, on the transformation of
the vibroscope into a, 212.

Tribe (A.) on an air-battery, 61.

Troost (L.) on hydrogenized palla-

dium, 397.

Tyndall(Prof ) on the acoustic trans'

parency and opacity of the atmo-
sphere, 374
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on the intensity of sound, 277,
374
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Vibrations, on the determination of
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Vibroscope, on the transformation of

the, into a tonometer, 212.

Vogel (H.) on the sensibility to hght
of bromide of silver, 273.

Warren (T. T. P. Brucej on a method
of finding faults in insulated wires,

416.
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